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Abstract
The available sources have, to some extent, determined the form of
this thesis, which was undertaken in the hope that a more detailed study of
the relations between London and the Crown during the years 1 1400_1 1150 would
place in perspective the crises with which it begins and ends. The most
important source of material for this study has been the Journals of the
Court of Aldermen and Common Council which survive from 1416 (the years 1429-
1436 are missing). Historians with the help of a nineteenth century index
have quarried in these Journals, but they have never been read through
systematically. Journals nos. 3 and 6, having been wrongly bound up, could
not be used until, their pages bad been sorted into the correct order from
the internal evidence of their contents. The scribes who compiled the
Journals were both careless and cautious which increases the difficulty in
interpreting their crabbed notes. From studying the Journals dominant themes
emerged which were then followed up at the Public Record Office and elsewhere.
The conclusions from this study fall into three main categories. The
Journals provided a great deal of material from which it was possible to
draw a much more detailed picture of the machinery and business of the
government of medieval London. T1'e Aldermen and civic officials emerge as
conservative, but conscientious, men who might prehardly upon minority
interests, but had constantly before their eyes the needs of the City as a
whole.
Secondly it has been possible to tidy up the chronology of the crises
themselves. At such times as Bolingbroke' s usurpation and Cade' a revolt the
civic scribes were least active and most cautious. But it seems clear that
the London support for both these men has been exaggerated and that the
fundamental conservatism of the City governors was not easily rocked, whether
by royal scions or Kentish peasants.
But this study has proved most useful where the more mundane contact
between the Crown and the citizens could be examined, In this way it has
been possible to place the financial relations between the King and the City
in perspective, and to realize that the King did not come as a beggar to the
Londoners, since he had at his disposal all the chartered freedoms and
privileges which were essential to the communal and economic life of the
City. London, in spite of its great prestige and financial importance, still
operated in the fifteenth century within a framework of royal privilege.
'While the memory of Richard II's action in 1392 was still, green, the
Londoners were in no position to demand redress of grievances before supply.
In understanding the delicate balance of the relationship between the Crown
and the Londoners it is easier to understand the survival of the Lancastrian
dynasty.
'Considering that this cause is every
	 s
cause, and the good and true keeping and deZnding
of the liberties of this fantous City is the welfare
of every man that is inhabitant therein'
(Sheriffs' petition to Common Council,
2 Septnber 14LO, L.B.K., pp.2Z2_43).
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Proissart wrote of London ii 1.398 as 'l.a yule ... ota is cents
d'&rty sstoit cent fete esuix au. qu. 1. rot Richart'.1 Without
the sonsent of the City it is very unlibly that Richard could bay.
be.n deposed and the Duke of Lancaster crowned as Rsnry IT with snob
apparent faciLi. It was, Professor )telts&ok baa suggested, a
•vox popuii coiiposs( a4nly of Londoners which provided tb.
popular ..cdiaia necessary to endorse Renrys seizur, of the Crown
on 30 Spteabsr 1399 at a se.ting of the Iaitat.s at testain.t.r.2
It is reasonable to ask wy Richard II was so unpopular with the
Londoners and whether the Ciy swung ever to support Bolingbi'oke
as easily and as rapidly as Proissart suggested. Although Richard II
had aade ezulas in London ho also had friends there, and it was
net until sowe weeks alter B.nrya landing at Rav.napur that the
Londoners openly dial ared for the usurper. Biatories]. hindsight
askes Rioba.rd. deposition appear to have been inevitable; in fact
the outcone was auch ner. evenly hal. anee d.
1. Proiaat, p.138.
2. L cIjgack 1endon and the succession te the Crown during
e.iiti.	 ia!tudi.p in Md1avel. Ristoii presnte1 to
iL Powick ed. LW, Rat, LA. Pantin, RI. Southern.(Oxford l.948, p.84.
That Richard was unpopular tbrouhout Zngland after 1396
ther, can be no donbt, but unpopularity doe. not nooesearily lead
to deposition) Li with the country at 1 arge, so with London.
Richard gave the Londors aa reasons for di&.iking him but only
the arrival, of Henry Bolingbrok, tb. capture of Richard II at
Flint and the usurper0s march southwards towards the City, woult
have brozgt the Londoners out in open revolt. There mq have been
•radical .l.nts among the London mob, but the voice which spohe
for the City wa, that of the &tderzen; loyal., conservative and canttous.
4 voice which would accept nothing less certain than the inevitable.
But ' swinging over to Henry Bolingbrokm when they did, the citizens
of London avoided btood.mh.& end facilitated the •conatitutional
deposition of Richard II. They &nded their price and received
their reward. The loyalty of the City of London involved not romantic
sentiint but plain businoss sense.
Tb. deterioration of the relationship between Richard II and
th. City of London began in 1392 when the King seized the liberties
of the City and appointed Sir Zdward Dalyngrigge as Warden. The
vor of the year 1389"90, Willia* Tenour, and the Atdern were
iriaoned and fined 3000 marks. The City as a whole was fined tioo,000.2
1. See CJ. Barro, Tb. Tyrezu%y of Richard II', Bulletin of the
Institute_of Iistoical R.se&rch, vol.LI (1968), pp.1.1.8.
2. Se. Ruth Bird, The Turbul.nt London of Richard U (1949),
Cbap.TII. The causes of this dispute are obscure but i as hoping
to .iailiie them more thoroughly in $ forthcoming articis.
3.
In the end the Londoners sere abis to
	
tb,ir peaces the King and
ue.n enjoyed a triusphal procession in London and wore presented
with .xpenaiv. gifts.1 On 19 S.pt.*b.r 1392 the King issued three
Letters patent of pardon fros Voodsteok. Tb. first of these pardoned
the M'or and Aldernen their individual fine of 3000 aarks and released
tb.. fron prisn. 2 The second letter pardoned the City its fine of
£100,000. 3 In both these 1.tters the King prosiaed pardon not only
on his own behalf but also en behalf of his heirs and successor.,
and his 1n(stm both for the present and in tie. to cose. Thee.
two pardons sre p.rnenent and. absolute. Bzt th. third letter repqs
close stu- of the original. In it the King restored their liberties
to the citizens of London as they bad .njoy.& then before they
wore seized into the Iing 5s hand. 3at the final claus. of this
l•tter aakns it clear that, unlibe the other two pardons, this one
was not p.re.nent but was only to be .ff.cti y. until the King should
ordain otherwise. 4 In the Parijasent which net at linchester in
J*r.iajy and February 1393 the Xyor and Aldernen petitioned tb
1. Latin poen of Richard of Maidston. printed in Political Peene and
! ge, ed. T. Iright (Rolls S.rlas 1859), vol.!, pp.182-500; E1.n
Sug8ett, '4 Letter describing Rich&rd II's reconciliation with
the City of,London in 1392',	 v2,LTTT (1947), pp.209.13;
Jest,Cbro., pp. 274 .76 .	 .	 S..
2. C.P.R%JS91, p.171 ; P.R.O. C/66/336 a.32; GJ.O. Charter 47.
3. C.P,R. l39.L, p.130; P.L0. c/66/335 n.20; no cp7 at Gildb&1.
4. C.P.L. ]91%, p.173; P.l.O. c/66/336 a.31; no copy at Gtdl&baU.
'i'1. letter .nds with the words qioIisque eltt.r ordin m1u qne
isdea in cuiva eta'.
	 -
King for a p1.in it perpetual restitution s of their liberties, but
1without success.
• In spite of th. pardons of September 1392 the Londoners paid
£10,000 to Richard. 2 Tb. co]]•ction of such a large sue can.ed
sose difficulty in the City. Tb. Bridge Rouee Zstats contributed
and the City Companies were also cail.d upon. 4 it is clear
also that the unusual dem&nA for ,rey led the 31q.r and Aldern to
impose unaccustosed financial burdens on the citizens. Two groups
of citizens, the widows and the cl.rgy, petitioned in the fnobsstsr
plianent to be exemptd from these novel, obligations. 5 In
retaliation the Myor and Ald.rwen petitioned that thes, groups
should not be exempted from contributing to the fine which the
Londoners were pqing to the King for the return of the royal courts
to London from York.6 This p.tition, at least, reveals the royal
3
,.	 III, p.324; P.R.0. Ancient Petition no.6041.
2. C.P.R,_l391, p.226; see elsingbain, vol.11, pp.2L041.
3. G.R.0. Bridge Masters Accounts 1390-1405, Boll U, a.lv., noney
paid for div.rs affair touching the CityC. Tb. incom from
the London Bridge Rstatse was sozetis used the City as a
sourc. of ready cash in tises of crisis. This pment put the
&ccounts into arrears of £53.
4. 3brc.rs Rail, Warden 1s Accounts l347.464, f.13v., paid toJohn Raddel., Mqor of London (1393.4) £10 for certain business
touching the franchise of the City.
5. III, p.325; P.R.0. Ancient Petition no.1,052.
6. j. lU p.325; P.R.0. Ancient Petition no.6036.
a-
3-
pretext. iben Richard received the uey or how be spent it remain
obscure.1
Prom September 1392, therefore, the Londouers held their
liberties not in perpetuity but only during good behaviour. Their
position was weak. On 6 Juxe 1397 the Mor of London, Adam Bazuim,
died. Two dqa later Richard took the unprecedented step of appoitig
a Mqor for the City. Ria choice fell, upon Richard wiiittington.2
Twic, in Rdward III'. reign the 3ayor bad been deposed by the ging
but the successor bad been chosen by the citizens. The right of the
citizens to ohooee their own Mqor bad been eatablibe4 in l215.
The 1ing bad appointed Wardens before but mayer a Mqor. Tbs unusual
mature of this action by Richard II can be barely ascertained from
the contemporary evidence, but &xiiold in his chronicle baa preserved
a unique reference Tbis yere, in Jun11, decesaid the Mfrre, end
for him chosen Richard Whitington, who ye lords void not adtt
tiU on the rowe was admitted be ye king and occupied t71 Saint
Zdward5s day'.4 It would seem, therexe, that although the King
chose thittington, the Barons of the Ixobequer, before whom a zmw
Mor was normally sworn, refused to swear him and so the Tig hinseif
performad th. teak. Two pieces of evidence substantiate this supposition.
1. 4 loan of £6333 6s.8d. advanced by the 3or, Citizens and Coinonatty
f London was recorded as received at the £xchequer, 5 December 1394,
PJ.O. Receipt Roll 401/596. Arrangiewents were made for the
repynent of this sum 1 Karch, 3 April 1395, P.R.O. Issue IoU
K 403/549, so it is unlikely that, it was the gift of 1392. br a
sug,ation as to how Richard II spent this noney see CJ. Barron,
Richard Wbittington', in Iesqs in X.ondon Bistory, ed. I. Xellaw
and A. Bo1laentjer (1969), p.200.
2. 4.j., p.436; llenoriali, p.544.
. £ijex_e, p.19.	 . 4rnoia'a Cbronil, p.m.
In the Lord Treasurer's Reiambranoe and Merands Rolls wIers the
.ring of the Mayors of London ii noraaUy recorded, there is no
record of Whittington beixg sworn in Jur 1397 although be duly
appears in October when be was re-elected by the citizens. Secondly
there ii recorded on the Close loll for this year a full copy of the
oath of the Mayor of London. The .ntry ii undated but th. oath in
no way differ. fron the Mayor 1 . usual oath, and was probably .nrolled
there for the King's own reference. 2 This episode throws en interesting
light on the attitude of the judiciary to Richard II and suggests
that the Barons of the Exchequer, at least, were prepared to make
a stand in defence of l.e1.1ty and th. liberties of London.
Them are me masons for believing that lhittington was a
does friend of Richard	 In 1397 he served his sovereigeU
and in so doing served also the interests of the City. A. Mayor
he nogotiated the •loen' of £6666 13a.4tt. whereby the LoMoi*re
bought a full and perpetual confirmation of their liberties from
Richard II, and Ihittingtou also "god to keep London peaceful
during the contentions *utuni parliamant of 1397.
Tb. London 11oan1 of £6666 13s.4d. was on. of the umber of
such loans, totalling in all over £20,000, which Richard raised
from bia subjects in the suer of 1397. It was not repaid. 4 But in
return Richard on 12 Jun. 1397, four days after Tbittington's appointsent
1. P.l.O. 1 368/169 and 170.
2. C.CJ. 1396!99. p.135; P.l.O. Cf54/239 m.Lv
3. CJ. Barren, lichard lbittingtou', op.ci, pp.205, 229-30.
4. C.M. Barren, Tyramy of Richard XIS ,	 pp.1.6.
'•i
9.8 Mq-or, €2ntett a full charter Cf libertie, to the Londoners in
which their rights were confirwed in eri,etuum. The problem of
raising so large a sum in the City was again acut.. Tb. Bridge
Estates contributed to2 and there is syidence that the City Cosni.,
were further called upon. 3 Pinally t iduals paid contributions
to the Chamber at Gulidhall and received receipts for their ,ney
under the Chamber ..&l • John Woodcock, a Merc.r and associate of
Richard lhittington, contributed £50 which be was fortunate enough
to have repaid by Renry IT. 4 William Tenour, a Grocer, contributed
In uat over two mntIla ittington appeare to 'ave collected
the necessary anount and in 22 August 1397 the 1xcbeuer acknowledged
l.C.P.R. l96-99, p.136; P.l.O. C/66/345; G.L0. Charter no.49.
Mi.. Bird suggested that the cause of this large tloan was
Richard1 . attack upon the privileges and franchises .ftb.
City Courts, Turbulent London, o p.eit., p.1O • The cases whjbb
she cites appear, however, to be normal writs of certiori
issued by the ring's Justice, in case. Which bad cose to them
on appeal from City Courts. 3ee Cal.P. and L J.381-L4l, pp.242,
249, 25153; C.C.R. 1396 .99, pp.103, 105, 395. The explanation
that the 10,000 marks was to pq for a full charter usema ze likely.
2. G.L0. Bridge Xaater ts Account. 1390.iJ405, Roll 15, m.]v. Paid
£50 to the Chamber (of iondon) ' order of Richard hittington
Mayor and Alderman.
3. Grocersl Atcounts, p.78, paid. £13 6s.8d. to Mayor Richard. Ihittin€don
and to tb Adeii.n by the assent of the miatery on 23 July 1397
'pur 10 frapncbi.es de Lendxea'.
4. 7 April 1400, Woodcock tas paid by aaaignmant a total sum of
£1300 6s.6d. This was 'Mily to cover irey owed to him
Richard II and Isabella for purchase. of maicery. These debt.
anounted t. £1250 65.6j4. bich L.ft £50. The entry states
that this sum was Woodcock'. contribution to the loan of 10,000
marks lately made by the lLayor and Citisene of London to ling
Richard, P.L0. Issue Roll. E 403/565.
5. Tenour appearl to have been repaid during Richard 1 . reign,
4 November 1397, ?.R,0. Issue Roll 403/556.
that it bad received 10,000 mark. from the Londoners. 1
 The ling
wrote to thank the citisena of London for their 'pecuniary u.istance
and referred to the med for good govermnt in the City during the
fortbooizg .ting of Parliament. 2 Richard u.s attention was
shifting now from the oclJ.ection of soney to the attack upon his
emmics, the Du of Gloucester and the Rams of Lrundel and Warwick.
On 10 July 1397 Richard bad. arrested Warwick and &znde1
treacherous wean.. 3 On the sa nigbt Richard dined at the house
of his halfbrother, John, Ian of Euntingdon, which was called Cold
Harbour in the London pariah of ALL Hallow. the Less. From here
he set out for Plea r
 to arrest Gloucester. 4 One chronicler records
that before setting out Richard took th. precaution of cowesuding the
secure custody of the City to the )tqor and Sheriffs. 5 It sesse
liksly that lbittington was privy to Richard 1 . plan, and it w be
that a. coup of Londonens accopsnied Ricbed to fleey, together
with the Ian. of Rutland, lent, Euntingdon and Nottingham.' Subsequent
1. P.LO. Receipt Roll 1 401/606.
2. 21 August 1397, L.B,!., p.438.
3. M. McLteack, Fouileentb C.ntux (Oxford 1959), p.478.
4. Traison, p.127. See C.L. x:ingsford, Riatonica1. Jot.. on
ediavat London Rouas' London To pog apbical R.cor4, vol.1(1916), pp.94-100.	 -'
5. lirkatell, p.129.
6. *nnaLe.,p.2QJ, -,•
•wenta during the Parliaieut would iugst that Richard could rely
upon scam support in the City.
Gloucester was arrested and shipped to C.lais, whil. Tarwick
and. Axuxidel were imprisoned in the Tower. Proissart wrote that the
citizens of London were surprised sad annoyed the arrests but
coaortd themselves with the thought that the Du of York would
do sozetbing to put matters right. In anticipation of the
adverse public opinion Richard issued a series of writs. The
Sheriffs were notified of th. arrests and instructed to prevent the
holding of zeetings unless the King's authority. 2 Purther writs
followed from the safe distance of windsor. The Londorars were
infornad that Gloucester, Arundel and Warwick bad been arrested, not
for th. old oriaes of 1387)'8 but for new ones committed since then.
embers of their households sad families were not to be molested.
Yet another writ instructs the 3Lor end Sheriffs to arrest aiU!
servants of the three lord, whoa they found. eramd within the City.3
A third writ ordered the Mqor and Sheriffs to arrest and imprison
until further order, a adherents of the thre, lords .ho they found
going from place to place within the City or its suburbs, sowing
evil words and. inciting people against the King.4 Tb. "(ntensnc.
of peace in the City, together with the collection of money for the
1. !'oia, pp.72-74.
2. 13 July 1397,	 1396-99, p.197; L.B.!., p.437.
3. 15 July 1397, LR. 1396-99, pp.l37,8; L.B.L, pp.437-38.
4. 15 July i397, !LP,L l396, p•241•
lb.
•loan', mist have presented lhittington with a formidable task; but
he appears to have carried it out micoesefu]ly.
?ar].isseut was suse
	
to sect at Westminster on September 14th.1
The Xing instructed those who wore his livery end received his p
to assemble &t Iizston-onJfliase. on that dq end rids with bia to
Westminster. In August it was cessaz to talw steps to ensure
that there wonU be enough food in the City for all those who were
coming to Parliesertt. 3 These precautionary seasures were well..
justified. Not only did the Ii*g bring all his own retaizmrs, but
be allowed those lords whoa be trusted to bring their retaisers
also. A cbronicl.r wrote 'and thus in their errq cosen all the
wort' sen of this land unto our king; and all his people cose to
London on ons dq (pres1m hiy 14 September 1397), In so such that
•'very street and leim in London szid in the suburbs were full of them
lodged, and ten or twelve idles about London every wq'. 4 Groups
of sen at arms were stationsd t the 3L'or and Aldersen at th, main
City gate. to prevent disorders. 5	-
1. 18 July 1397 writ to Londoner. to elect four LPs. Andrew Newport
and.)rn Barentyn, Aldersen, and William Chichele an4 Bobert .*scombe
Conaxmra were chosen, LB.L, pp.437-37, There is no evideiceof
rc rel interference in the election. Par a discussion of this
question see M. Jk,Kisack, Fourteenth Centur (Oxford 1959), pp.486-87.
2. 20 July 1397,L.B,L, p.438.	 3. 27 Anist 1397, L.BJ., p.438.
4. Contizaiation C of Brut, Brie, p.353.	 -
5. Ibid., p.354. A servant of E.nxy, lam of i).rtLy nased William de
ak8n was mirdeed in Plt Street during the Sebtember Parlianent,
1396-99, p.427, Coroners Inquest P.l.O. Chancery Nisa.11aziea
C47/68112 no.337. Tb. author of the Barley Chronicl, records thatin 1399 there warn a fight bstween the sen of Chester and the
Londoxmrs, Earle	 , p.e3. Tb. niweity between the two groups
probably dates ron the 1397 Parliasent.
'I.
It is not ea to gaa1&e the populaxity of Gloucester, &ruxidal
and Warwick in the City, OX tb iMtn&tion which their sates aroused.
It seema clear hovever th&t Ricbard(aM Arundel biseelf).xpect.d the
Londoners to aa.he sose active show of sympaThy for the Ran as be
was led to hi. execution on Tower Bill. Six of the lords who bad
condeasd Arundel were sent to escort him to hi. execution for fear
that be would be rescued hy the Londoners.1 According to o chronicler
A1rundel. cboae especiall.y to be led along Cheapaida in the hope that
this might happen. 2
 But in the event a large crowd turned out to
mrnrn hia fate, foUowed 'ilium pisagente', and sympathetically
watched hi. execution. 3 They did not rise up to save bia. AruMel.
son Thomas was helped in his escape from th. bouaebold of John
Bolland, Da of Zxster (pz,suity that sane hous, .t Cold Earbour
where Richard had dined on 12 july) a London Iroer William Scot.
Dressed in the clothing of a groom he was able to get sy to in
his uncle Thomas, lately Archbishop of Canterbury, in France.
The vengeful events of the Parliasent were quickly accomplished
and on September 30th it was adjourned to neat again at Sbreubury
1. EngLish Chronicle, p.10.
2. Unprinted section of Gil..' Chronicle, LL Royal ka. 13 C 3.
f.109v. I a grateful to (i.s Mary ?lor for this reference.
3. Eveaha, p.138; roisaar, p.7.
4. eat Chron., p.50. William Scot ii an obscure figure. Re
madel.a second and third livery p r nts to the Mercers Company
in1391and1392. 20Jany1399b.madeagiftoflandsin
Northumberland and of goods and chattels t. two other London
Meroer., C.C.R. l396-9, pp.431, 432. Thu asy have been doi
to avoid soy Lancaatrian retribution.
vL
on January 28th. The author of the raison states that Richard
decided upon the adjournient to Sbrewsbury to punish the Londonere'
It is tine that the lose of trade would. be a form of punishzent for
the Londoners, but the tive behind the adjournnent is rs ].ilwly
to have been the inflt*ble situation in London which would a&ce it
difficult to hold a, further session of Parliant at Westminster.
Arundo]. had not been rescued ' the citizens, but they had denonatrated
'their qmpat for him in the face of the Cheshire guard. It ee
libely that Richard did. not again visit London until, be caze thither
in the compsz of Renry Bo],ingbro]; and in 1398 be travelled around
the Midlands, never too far u from Chester and Tales where l'
th. sources of his mu itary strength.
In October 1397 lhittington was re-elected as 3lqox' of London
in perfectly normal conditions. 2 The Londonere bad no reason to
di.1ii Ihittington and since be seezed able to work with the enigtic
Richard, the cboioe wa a Judicious one. On January 28th 1398
Parliazent reassembled at Sbrewebury. Amongst other things the
acts of the roUess Parliazent were annulled, the 1387 questions
to the judge. were upheld and a coamittee was appointed to deal with
the Rere ford/Norfolk dispute and ,ith other outstanding petitions
1. Traleon, p.140. This author also records the sonewbat improbable
story that after the September Parliazent Richard ordered a
mister of the mon of Ijondon so that be might see their strength.
The Tine reviewed tbe,Londoners accompanied l the Duke of
].ancaater and. two ether boreomon.	 -
2. LB,E., p.440.
which bad been presented t Parliant. The Grooers' CoaaxV paid
Robert Chichele, the brother of Tilhiaa Chichele oof the CiIy's
LPs. £6 13s.4d. by con assent for the parliasent at Sbrewesbury.1
The exact purpose of this pqient remins obscure.
Richard took steps to publicize the acts of this Parliasent in
London. A co of the statutes dealing with the conviction of the
Appellants and the overthrow of aU their acts, which was, presumably,
sent to the Mqor and Sheriffs, 'as copied into the Cii r *s letter
The &rclibisbop of Canterbury, the Bishop of London and the
other bishops were instructed to prozlgate sentences of sxcoim,inication
against tboae who violated the various gatntea.3 Richard also sent
to the Pope for confirtion of the acts of these two seetings of
Parliazent and in Raster week 1398 the Papal confirmation was read
out in London at Paul ts Cross and at the Church of St. Mary Spital.4
It is clear that Rich*rd was particularly anxious that the Londore
ShOUld biow of the overthrow of the Appellants and their acts.
In 1398 London, together with the sixteen adjacent countries,
was singled out for special treatsent by Richard II. This was the
area fros which the Appellants bad derived their jn support.
Accordingly Richard Iewved that proctors, acting on behalf of the
1. Grocers' Accounts, p.81.
2. L.).E.,p.443..44; Statutes of the Reals, vol.11 (1816), pp.94-1.10.
3	 Ea-'-(	 * (0. Gm4 4'eAt,we ) ' cc.ALa
(Pci4s, '°Fk) VP'3'45.6.
4. Great Chron., p.48; Rarle 56, pp.83.84,
Ipeople living in London si4 the surrounding counties, should seal
obligations in which they acknowledged their guilt, their ze& for
the Iings aoe and their desire to subait to him in all. things.
The proctors wore further eewered to act on behalf of the citizens
in swearing to uphold the acts of the Westminster and Sbrewsbuz7
Parliasents.1 Yor the City of London Roger Taldetn, the Archbishop
of Canterbury, Robert Brqbrook the Bishop of London, Richard
Whittington the Myor and the two Sheriffs John Aekham and John
Woodcock acted as proctors. The sealing of tbisproctora' Letter
from London can probably be dated to July/August 1397.2 here is
sose evidence, but it is not oonolusin, that thee. prectors letters
or blank charters were accoian1a& by sose sort of fin..3
The dispute between the Dukes .Z Rereford and Norfolk forsed
a sinister thread in the perplexing events of 1398. The Pa.rlian.ntzz'
committee which set &t Bristol on ltarcb 19 failed to resolve the
matter. Before the case was again considered six weeks later, the
Constable of Windsor Castle bad been instructed to deliver the Du1
of Norfolk to Richard Wbittington wh was to escort his prisorer to
the hug's Wardrobe in the City. 4 Nortolks presence in the Ci
1. C.M. 3arron, 'Tyrwuu of Richard II', op.cit., pp.1144.
3 April 1398 Richard Ihittington and enty-aeven others were
aUnoned to appear before the Council 'to declare what abaU there
be laid before them', C.C.R. 1396-u, p.277.
2	 C.M. Be.rron, 'Tyraxthy of Richard II', op.cit., p42 n.2.
3. ibid., p.l2 , fl.7.
4. 15 April 1398 , C.C.R. 1 i2, p.255.
appears to bav caused aose disquiet and it was macesasry for the
Myor and Sheriffs to kmep watch around the Wardrobe where Norfolk
was impriacrned.1 Proissart recorded that the Londomars favour
Hereford to such an extent that Riobarda counaeU era advised the
ring not to aide openly with Norfolk for fear that the Londoimrs
would unite with the great Lancaster conmactiona to overthrow Richard.2
On 16 September 1398 Norfolk and Hereford set for arsed combat but
Richard prevented this trial 	 battle and instead Norfolk was
banished for life and Hereford for ten years. Froiseart again
describes low the citizens of London turmad out to ympathize with
Bolingbrolce as 1'. passed through the City and bow the Myor aid
leading citizens accoaniad Henry to Deptfor&. 3 Itaeese unlik1y,
however, that Whittington would have been so reckless as to ride
openly with a man whom the King bad chosen to disgrace. On 13 October 1398
Dru Jarentyn, who bad been an H.P. for the City in the last Pariiasent,
was eleeted ma Mayor in piace of Wbittington. 4 On behalf of the
citizens of London be bad to awe a maw oath which included the
promise not only to uphold the act, of the Westminster aid Sbrewsbury
Parliasents, but also the 3udgsents and baniabsents recently made at
Coventry.5
].. 23 April 1398, C.C.R, 1396 .99, p.259. A further writ to the MO1'
and,Sheriffs instructed them to hand Rofo1k over to Thomas Per,
Zariof Worcester, who would bring bi* to the King in, person,,
p.263.
2. Proissa, pp.96, 99, 102-03.
	
3. Ibid., pp.11l-'12.
4. L.BL, p.444.	 -
5. P.2.0. Ancient Correspondence S.C.1/43/no.20; for similar oaths swornty ecolesimatics, see CJ. Barron, 'Tyzzmof Richard III,
pp.14-16.
Tb. Du.b of Lancaster died in Feuaiy 1399, bit far from
allowing Eein7 to enter upon his inheritance, Richard, on Xarcb 18th,
revoked his letters of attorney and banished Beury for life. 1 The
1k of the Lancastrisn lands were confi.cated. It was at this
critical. mnent that Richard decided to set out for Ireland to
punish the rebellious Art Mczrrougb. Ileven Londoner. are recorded
as aceonazying Richard on this expedition. At least five of these
were Goldsmiths or Jewellers. 2 The pr.seice of these London
nmrohante and artisans in Ricbards Irish entourage ni' lend colour
to the suggestion to be found in acne chronicles, that Richard took
all the Crown Jewels with him to Ireland end intended to live there
and govern Zn&.and from a safe distance. 3 Such a oup	 also
indicate that Richard II had a party of eupiorters within the City,
apart from Richard Wbittington bineelf. The Kf was, after all, a
considerable patron of Drapers, Skinners, )roers, Coppersmiths,
Latteners and Goldsmiths. There are w entries on the Issue Roll.
1. Froissa.rt, p.138, state, that the Londonere thought that
Richard should recall Renry.
2. Tb. eleven sen weres Andrew Preston, Vintner, Cal.P. and L 1381-J.412,
p.261; Sser Pa.rkesgat, ibid., p.262; Robert TCordwaLner,
C.P.R.L 1396!!99, p.522; Thomas Litlyngham, Painter, ibid., p.573;
Cbri.etopb.r Tyldealey, Goldnmitb, ibid., p.566; Eerjorne,
Goldsmith, ibid., p.5l9; Benry Casei.1., Goldsmith, ibi4., p.546;
John Lyverpull, Jeweller, id., p.523; John Bishop, senior,
Goldbeater, ibid., p.550; John Pçpe, SHi,npr, ibId., p.550;
Bugh Sprot, rchant, P.R.O. C81f1084/l.
3. flS18, pp.239- .40; Cont.!ulogiut,-p.380;	 2n.p.l4; .180
entioned in the Depositin Articles, 	 .Iil, p.420.
rrecording Pqrertta to various London cra.ftsnn for beautiful objecta,
a,j a n lik& Christopher Tyldea1.J who bad been appointed to the
office of King's Goldsmith was likely to be numbered ai,ngst Ricbardts
supporters in the City. 2 A.ttbougb ma of hi. subjects Euffered
as a result of Richard II'. love of laxury, pon and beauty, yet
there were those, especially a group of London mrchants and craftsmen,
who profit.d	 this trait in their King.
In preparation for tI. expedition to Ireland the yoonsn of the
King's livery assembled in London in Easter week. 3 The Barley
chronicle records that 'the n from Chester made a great frey in
Yrid r Street, on a night in their inns, the which were well beaten
and burl with arrows and brought them to the Couxiter.4 Before
embarking for Irelsnd Richard wished to visit the shrine of St. Thomas
at Canterbury, but be feared to make the journey because of the
hostility of the usn of London and Ent. It was only Arc1ibiahop
Taldernt s guarantee of his safety and the presence of bin Cheshire
1. Lg. 24 M 1397 pInts to lillian Fitzhug!, Goldsmith, for
various golden objects including a circlet crown for Queen Isabella
coating £46 LOs.Od. P.3,0. 3 403/555; 5 March 1399 pqsent of
£100 to the London Coppersmiths, Richard (Nicholas ?) 3roker
and Geoffrey Prest, for the tomb effigi.aof Richard and Queen
Amie, P.3.0. 3 403/561; 14 April 1399 th.y were paid a further
t100, P.3.0. 403/562; 14 July 1397 Renry Y.wels and Stephen
Lot., Latoner9 or Masons of London, were paid £100 for a marble
tomb for %wen Anne, P.3.0. R 403/555. Thea. latter works were
commissioned inl394, seePaigrave, Ancient Kalendera, vol.11, p.56.
2. 25 March 1398 Tyldeeley appointed Goldsmith tø the King end Queen,
CjP,R. fl96-99, p.319; the appointient was repeated. & intb later
with t15e traditional grant of l2d. a dy from the Keeper of the
Great Wardrobe, and, a suit of time King's livery •vezy year of
esquire's rank, ibid., p.333.
3. p.489.
4. !rley 565, p.83.
guard Pb.id at the rate of 64. a day, that overcamo Richard'.
Zn a bel*t.d bid to gain xeater popularity amongst the citisens,
Richard granted to the London Fishmongers a more complete control
over the sal. of fish in ti* City than they bM hitherto .n3oyed.2
It would seem that Richardt s departure from Zn. and led
to a. neral outbreak of disorder in the country. The Biabop of
St. David t., Guy bns, writing to the ling in Ireland ntioxsd
$21 insurrection in Oxfordsbire and an affr in London. 3 It is
poaeiI.e that this I awissanese led the Londoner., as Yroissart
say., to send mosaengsr. to Henry Bo1irigbro in Prance. 4 But it
1. n.Cbron, p.14.
2. 9 M' 1.599, LILBE., pp .447-48; C.P.R. 1396-99, p.575. The
Fishmongers'. right to hold their own Ealimot court twice a year
was also restored tOr these letters patent. The Fishmongers'
monopoly was quashed in the first Parliaiient of Henry'. reign
although the right of holding a court re.ind,
	
. III, p.445;
see R. Bird, Turbulent Londont , op.oit., pp.11243.
3. Letters from Guy M0 printed tG M. Dominica Legge, Ano Norman
Letters and Petitions (AngloJorinezi Text Society, Oxford 1941J,
pp. 27l-732.l3-1 . 	
4. Pxoiasart, pp .l56-65. Proissa.rt ts account of events during these
years i highly coloured and pariaan, and auat be treated with
circuinepection. The problem of hi. source, for the year. 13954400
baa not yet been fully studied, but see L Gaiwsy, 'Proissart in
ng1.and'; Birmi gbaa Historical Jonmai,vol.TII (1959.60 ) pp.18-35;
A pE Diverres, Introduction to Froieaart qyae en Burn
L3ancbester 1953); A. .&rtoime, 'Un_sea1e de la setboda do travail
do Proiseart', Revue dii Norm!, vol.YTTITT (1951), pp. '2S34
Proiaaa.rt stated that the Londoners sent the Archbishop of
Canterbury as their emissary. &16ern would certainly not have
consented to go on such an errand. This mq be a confusion with
Thomas Anutdel, the ez-&rchbisbop of. Canterbury, who ..ccompaniad
Bo1ingbo]is back to zns.na.
appears that Bolingbroks ts plans were well-laid in advance, and that there
were fl2 who expected him when he landed at Ravenapur on 4 July 1399.1
then B1ingbro1 reached his castle of Pontefract be despatched
letters to several bishops, magratee nd oomitie. in Ens. and.
The French sources for this period preserve what purports to be the
text of Eeniys letter to the Commons of London. The letter warns
them that Richard, with foreign help, intended to lep the City in
subjection, to arrest the chief magistrates and to put tliuto
death at a great festival to be held after the Kinge return from
Ireland. This was to be followed l the ioaitionof tallagee and
subsidies at the Eing'. whim. The letter concluded with an assurance
of Benry's desire to help and protect his friends in London. 2 Whether
the French chronicler baa preserved the exact text of such a letter
seems, perhaps, doubtful although English chroniclers also nention
that Henry sent letters to the Londorera calling bizeelf Du1a of
Lsncaster and. Steward of England, and promising to reform what was
anise.3 A carefully drafted propaganda letter from Henry Ho].ingbrolce
to the Londoxrs could well have included an appeal to the Londozrs
known dislike of foreigners, royal interference in their choice of
officials and arbitrary taxation.
1. Eenllworth Castle was €arrisoned from 2 Jux 1399, see M. McIieack,
Fourteenth Centuiy (Oxford 1959), p.492 l.
2. Traison, pp.180-82; the .a chronicler records that when the
letter was received in London all the citizens agreed tb&t Henry
should be S.ng in Richard's place. Chron.du Religie, p.709;
the text of a further letter from Henry to the Londonera is
recorded, Traison, p.187.
3. ng.Chron., p.15; ont.Eulogij, p.381.
1..
2.
3.
4.
5.
The agitated debates which aust have talen p].aoe in the Court
of &lrnn aM the Court of Coisn Council in Juno 1399 have left
no record. While Beiu from the security of the Lancastrian strongholds
set about winning support for his canes, his uncle the Du of Tor,
who bad been left as guardian of the realm in Richar& t s absence,
eierted himself inoffectively to m*lntain the royal position. The
uncertain loyalty of the City of London led Tork to ve the governnsnt
to St. Albana July 12th 1399.1 Writs mere sent cut to aun the
ix*g's liege. to cose arms to join him. 2 The author of the aiaon
st&tea that thre, hundred Londoners rode out to St. Aibans to join the
Du but returned three dqe later.3 Whether th LoMonors joizmd
York or not it is clear that he was able to assemble soms archers at
St. Albans and from there his ar woved to TaUingford (July 20th).
Meanwhile on 15th July Archbishop Waldern bad instructed the Bishop
of London, Robert Brqrbrook, tb prq publicly in the City for the
peace of the realm and the success of the King in IrelaiM. 4 Both
of these were forlorn hopes. From Oxford on July 18th the Du of
York instructed the Mayor and Sheriffs to prevent Lrmuxeri in London
fron, selling arms to szoms but true liege. of the hug. 5 In another
L Mchiaack, Fourteenth Century (Oxford 1959), p.492.
Seepetition to Eenxy's first Parlismsnt,
	
. III, p.470.
Traison, p.184.
Guildhell Lilxraty lfa.9531/3 Register of Braybrook 13814404,
f.252v. 5e similar writ from Arundel as Archbishop to Brqbrook
to prq for Henri, dated 16 October 1399.,
C.CJ. 1396-99.. p.509.
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writ they were warned to imprison .11 the felons who had see mbl.d
in Thnt, Surrey and Xiddlesex to rob and kill rchants travelling
to London.1 In this writ the Dahe of York 	 have been trying to
induce the Londoirs to support Richard II t displaying to tbei the
threat to their peaceful trRi3ing ventures which lay in the wake of
arred rebellion. Thi. writ hinted at the nera1 breakdown of law
Sn& order which followed Richard's departure for Ireland and baa been
noted earlier. But the fear of lawleesrss led the Londoners,
ultimately, to support not Richard, as York bad hoped, but Henry
Bol ingbroke.
Although Proissart wrote that the Londozmrs offered Henry their
whole-hearted support as soon as be aet foot in n1snd, the evidence
does not bear this out, and Proissart's account is, in general, too
inaccurate to inspire ituch confidence. 2 It seese clear that the City
maintained £n equivocal, attitude towards Henry and his esuse for
about six weeks; until after Richard bad fallen into E.m's bands.
Tb. London ib may barn been vocal in its support for Bol ingbroke
and so drove York away to St. Albans, but there is no sign of ai
official London expression of support for Henry during these weeks.
There is, for example, no evidence that the Londoners provided
Henry with	 fincial support at this tine although the City of
York lent bin )0 marks before bie acceaeion.3
1. C.P. 1396-99, p.597.
2, Froieart, pp.171-75. Proissart states that Henry landed at P1yuth
and marTed directly to London. It is certain that both these
statenente are wrong. Henry did not visit London until after hi5
see ting with Richard.
5. Foe	 vol.111, part IV, p.187, ant of repaysent to the Mayor
and citizens of.Tork dated 18 July 1400.
29 July 1399 Richard had returned to Zngland, the Duke of
Tork had capitulated to Eenry at Berkeley Castle and Richard'a two
friends, Sir John Buehey and Sir Henry Green bad been executed at
Bristol. But for bad wiagenent, treachery and. ill-luck, Richard
might yet have sistered an arnr and repaired his fortunes. But on
14 August the in was induced. to leave the stronghold of Conwy,
andit was aa a virtual, prisoner that be net Henry the next dq at
flint Castle.1
It was the news of Richard'. capture by Bolingbroke which
jolted the City of London out of it neutral position. The news
firstly to baie provoked Bone mob violence in the City,
precipitated partly by the misconception that Richard bad already
been brought to Westminster. Yailing to find the King, the mob
instead arrested. cone of the Westminster monks, Sir Ralph Se lby and.
Sir John Slake the an of the Chapel Royal. Sir Thomas Bgut w1o'
had been captured in Cheshire was i,ri.oned at Jewgate and the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Ro€er Taldern, 	 also have bean taken
into custody by the Londoners at this tue. 2 In the second place
since Richard'. cause now seened hopeless there was no reason for
Dru Bare atyn and. the Court of Aldernen to bold back from open support
for Henry. They had no desire either to put the City into a state of
1. br the cbronoloy of Richard t a novenents at thi, tine and for
his treatnent at Conway ace LV. Clarke and YJ. Gaibraith,
'The Deposition of Richard !!', Bul].etin of the Joylands
Iaibra, vo].XIT (1930), ppJ25-8].
2. 3ulius B II, p.19; Continuation C Brut	 p.358;	 p.28.
Sir John Slake was iarisone& at Ludgate.
:t3.
si18'S or to have it p].undered 1 the Lancastrian arliD'-, in Richard's
dying cause.	 reoIer on 20 Auguet Richard and the Duke of Lancaster
jointly sent & writ to the Londoners from Chester assuring them that
abuses would be rsforse& and that those who took advantage of the
present upheaval.. to break the law would be severely punished)
Accordingly the Londoners sent a deputation to Henry. Adam
of Yak states that three of the City's twenty-four Alderwen, together
with fifty of the citizens, ammo to mot Henry while be was still at
Chester and, having recomnended the City to him, under their common
seal, renounced their fealty to Iing Ricbd. 2 It seems reasonable
to trust U.k's account since be wa, a momber of Henry's retinue at
this tize. The author of the Tre4oj sys that the London deputation
camo to Coventry; Creton sq-a Lichfild. Both these accounts bays a
by.terical air and ntion that the Londoners demanded Ricbards
instant .x.cution which is most unlikely. Moreover the author of the
Traison was dependent upon Cre ton fox' the story and Creton frankly
adaits that be was not present on this occasion.' On the other bath
an entry in the accounts of the Merchant T&ylor.' Cozçazy suggests
that the zeeting place mq have been Leicester. 4 Wherever the zeeting
took place it was extremoly i,ortant for their action the Loadoners
were sanction(ng Renry$s seizur, of the Crown before Richard bad, been
officially deposed.
1. C.PSR. l396, p.593.
2. Usk, p.28.
3. Traison, pp.2L2-l.3; Creton, p.376.
4. Merchant Tqlora' HaU,, jL 4 Accounts 13974445, total expenses for
riding to Leioester with tha JLyor in l,399, including an allowance
end pqse5* ss J.s CLesk, Dreper, far she j. nsy
3]. Lugt Richard and Henry b.d reached St. Albana and it
m be that it was out of sose compassion for his cousin that Henry
took steps to .nsux. that Richard should not be led through the
streets of London as a public spectacle.1 It sq be, &s waa later
recorded, that a group of Londonere hoped to waylay and kill Richard
and that sone of thu felt cheated when Richard was not lid through
th, streets to be openly socked. 2 But it was important to Henry
that Richard should reain alivv so that be could play the necessary
part in hi. on deposition. Accordingly therefore he appointed
Sir Thone. Rempston, one of the faithful Lanoastrian supporters, as
Constabl, of the Tower, 3 and then entrusted Richard to Dru Barentyn
the Mayor of London. 4 Thus whi]. Henry reoeiwed a tuiltous weleo
from the Londor*rs when he entered the City on 2. September, Richard
was taken quietly to W.stminater and then transferred to the Tower
the next day tq water.5
1.. Annales, p.251. records that Richard asked that the Londonere
.bould not see his jecti.n since they would rejoios so greatly.
2. Pabren, p.546 ; Proiasa, p.190; the author of the Traison wrote
that Richard was lid through the streets of London followed r
a saaU. boy pointing bi out sarcastically as 1ling Richard who
has done so Mich good e , p.215.
3. 32. August 2.399, CJ.R. 1396a', p.593; further grant 1 October 1399,
C.PR. 139944Qi, p.264.
4. Traleon, p.214; Creton, p.377; Stow 4nnalee, p.323; Chron,u
Religiej,, p.717 itates that Henry handed Richard over to the fla
of the Zarls of Arunde]. end Gloucester to revenge their fathers
deaths, and tbat it was they who took Richard to the Tower.
5. ves'am, P.156; ra1i, Pp. 21 4'15; Creton, p.377.
On 30 $ept.mber 1399 the Zatate. iere sunnzsd to assemble at
Westminster. Henry had spent the weeks einoe his arrival in London
drawing up th. articles of deposition, and drafting the form of the
cl&im t which be would taki, the Crown. The Mor of London aist
have been frequently consulted. He was in a good position to provide
information for the deposition articles and in return ther. were
reforms which the Londoners wisb.d to see carried out t t)* v King.
B. cause the support of London was crucial to Henry' a success, 1 ater
chronicler. tended to exaggerate the City 1 . enthusiasm for the msw
King. In truth the attitude of the City was calculating and restrained,
but having renounced their allegiance to King Richard they bad to
ensure that Henry succeeded and that their own interests were considered.
Accordingly on 30 September it was not only the estates of the ralm
but a3so th. populace of London who consented to Henry's becoming
King.	 . Steel baa suggested that R.m' used the Londoners to quash
Archbishop Arundjel's idea that he should have a parliawentax7 title.1
Certainly, a.. Professor fcfli,ack has pointed out, the Londoners zst
have formsd a preponderant elesent in the 'populus' to whom the
Archbishop of York read th. articles of deposition in Westminster R*ll.2
reover according to one cbronicl.r this populac. did not serely
accept B.nry*j accession, but rather chose his nams fro. a list of
candidates presented to them t the Archbishop. 3 Tb. crucial part
1. A. Steel, Richerd II (Cambridge 1 941 ), p.280.
2. H. Hclisack, •Londóu and the Succession 1 , o,.ctt., p.64.
3. Cbron,du R,1ip .eu, pp.725..27.
which the Londorrs bad played in Ricbarde deposition was we1lown.
Some years later, during the northern rising, Philip 7itzuetacs,
the prior of St. Botolph's, claimed that th. northerners bad risen
against Eenry because be bad only been elected ring ' the 1viflanos
civit&ti.' of London.1
Tb. eer.inies surrounding Henry's coronation were divided into
two parts. On Sunday $ October, Henry created several uew ights
at the Tower of London and then proceeded through the 6ity with them
together with the Mayor and leading London citisena who were splendiBy
arrayed in scarlet' gowns with the booda bordered in "Lniver. 2 Then
en St. dward'a day, 13 October, Henry was crowrmd at Westminster Abbey.
The Mayor, bcorder and Aldermen took their accustomed places at the
coronation feast and the City Companies provided minstrels for the
occasion.3
Parliament which bad been .ummned to meet on 6 October, but
was adjourned until the day after the coronation, duly met on Tuesday
14 October. The LPs. for London were John Sbadworth and, William
Bampton, both veteran Aldermen and two younger men, William Sonimgwel1
1. Toz4ppendix A, p.268; see JJ. Wylie, Eenry IT (London 188k,
vol.1, p,4).
2. J!1iAs 311, p.48; Jodl.y 2376 printed Archaeologia, vol.11 (1824),
p.275;	 pp.224-26; Proiert, p,205. Tb. Grocers1
Compazy- paid a Draper £23 3a.4d. for whit, cloth 'when we rode
with our Lord Tlng Henry from tb Tower as far aa.,Weetminat.r',
rocera 1 Accounts, p.83.
3. Traison; p.225; Julius B II, p.48; Bodley 2376, o.cit., p.276;
Grocers 1 CompaiY paid 48/4 for minstrels, Groosrs Account9J p.83.
The 3rchftnt Taylor. paid 33/4 for minstrels and 6/ for drink,
Accounts 1397445, f.7.	-.
and Richard Ierlawe. The events of this Parliant . important,
for in certain of the petitions and in !.nry's respones to them
it is possible to detect cone of the bargaining of September. In
return for helping Eenry to his Crown the Londoners achieved eo
important concessions.
First there were sowe statutes which, while they did not conoern
the Londoners alone, were definitely in their interests. A new
vsi,ies Act limited the wearing of liveries to the rings retainers,
and then only in epeci*l conditions, in an attempt to prevent t
lawlessness euch as that which disturbed London during the autunei
ps.rliuwnt of 1,97.1 Eenry granted a con petition asking for a
confirmation of an earlier statute and stronger neasures to deal with
tboae who impeded navigation on rivers by vein and other fishing
This cause was particularly dear to the hearts of the
Londonere. 3 A further statute released the Irchente of the Calaic
Staple from ping gold to the Kings mint at the Tower before exporting
their wool. 3kreover the obligations which the exporters bad sealed
since the passing of the statute of 1397 were to be annulled. 4 Benry
also agreed that all, clothe of which the value of a dozen was lees
than 13/4d. should not be liabl, for sealing by the cocket or axy
other seal. 5
 Finally a general pardon was granted to everyone except
those who bad taken part in the narder of the Duke of Gloucester.6
1. III, p.428; April 1400, writ to the Mayor of London to carry
out the provisions of this new act, CC,R. l994402, p.182; see
also!. III, p.477.
2. III, pp.438, 475.	 3. See Chapter YI.,t351-3GS.
4. LP,IU, pp.340, 429.	 5. R.P. III, pp.437, 498.
6. R.P. lu, P.445.
All of these re nera1 seasuree which, whil, they &ffect.d
the Londonere, were aimed at so curing & wide b&eie of support for
the new regime. There mere some measure. which were instigated
directly the London.rs. In a petition to the King, the Mayor,
Aldermen and Conmenalty of London asked for a confiruøtion of their
liberties and customs which had been granted t the Kings predecessors,
and for the enjoyment of these libertie, .ithout infringement
royal officials and notwithstanding axv ordiianoee, judgments, charter.,
l.tter patent, write or procl&mationa of the King's predecessors 'ou
sacune seisine dee liberteee otz franchieee .uiadite. en mayns
d'aacuns vo. progenitoura ou pdeoesaoura.1 In parliament Henry
made a general confirmation of the charters of the various cities
&M boroughs of the realm. 2 Then on 25 May 1400 the Londonere received
the particular confirmation of their own charter. The confirmation
listed the City's previous ohzt.rs including Richard II's letters
patent of 19 September 1392 and 12 Jun. 1397'. It was obviously of
great isportance to the Londonere that at Henry t . accession not only
the pardons of 1392 but also the letter patent of 1397 wherebr they
regained their liberties in perpetuity, should be confirmed t the
new Thg. Henry t sconfiimation includes also a grant to the citizenfl
of the right to kaep all the City's gates end the appoint officers
to collect toll, customs and tronage lit the markets of Chop., Bilhingegate
and Smithfield.
1. P.R.O. Ancient Petition no.6079. The petition is undated but on
grounds of paleograpI and content it seems reasonable to ascribe
it to Benry la first Pan i&I3mnt.
2. III, p.429.
3. Ci. Charter Roll 13414417, part III, p.399.
It was also of iaportance to the Londor.rs that tb oircuetances
in which the r itlght seize th, liberties of the City and the fines
which be might sxact, should he clearly defined. The statut, of 1354
bad laid down a procedure which Ricbd bad only partially fol1owed.
In parliaaent the Londoners petitioned that the statute might be
repealed since it was contzai- to the City charter in two respectea
first becaus, each civic official ou1it to be personally responsible
for his own faults and not the City as a whole; and secondly because
cri.s committed in the City by citizens should be punished by the
citizens thezeelves and not by outsiders. 2 Uenry did not, however,
assent to the repeal of the 1354 statute, but be &€re.d that if the
City committed the crims covered by th, statute, the various
penaltie, would not necessarily be exacted but the matter should
rest with the judges sasi*d to bear the case. 3 Eenry was not
prepared to yield this important control over the City, but by a
partiaL concession be may bays set the demand. of the Londoners half-.
wy. In. fact no Lancaatrian King seized the liberties of the City
into his own band.
There were other, l.a. fundazental, concessions which the
Londonere obtained in. Henry'. first parliasent. They successfully
-	 9-
1. 5tatute. of the Realm, vol.1 (1810), pp.346-47; Bird, Turbulent
London, op .cit., p.1O3.
2. III, pp.442-43; see Chapter III, p.
3. 8tatnt4 of the Realm, vol.11 (1816), pp.117-18; (isa Bird pointed out
that it bad already sen enacted in 1395/4 that the statute of 1354 us
not necessarily to apply to erroneous judgnents in the City Courts,
since ther. existed a wsans of appeal to the Justices in error *itting
at Zt. Xertins, ibid., p.91 and Bird, Turbulent London, op.ctt.,
p.111 and n.2.
petitioned for the repeal of Richard's recent letters patent which
had 1.iaited the right to sell fish in the City to isbers of the
Piehngers' Comparo.1 The serchents of London petitioned against
Richard IIs Introduction of the office of royal packer who charged
itt. for pecking each cloth. Henry granted their petition, aquitted
the merchants of 'p&kkure* and declared &i r
 letters patent to 1he
contrary to be null and void. 2 In this parlia.nent also the Xqor,
&ldersen and comnonera of London complained abotit ti's delqa in
holding various assizee in London because of ti'. abeence of the
deputy Coroner who warn a royal. official • The Xing made a conaiderabl•
concession in allowing the Sheriffs to proceed with the aesize in the
absence of the deputy Coroner, provided that b, had been first called
and. bad failed to appear. 3 Moreover Henry did not &tve his e.saent
to a Coavna petition which would have diwitnisbed the income of the
London Sheriff,, by 1. iwiting th, toll which the bailiff of Smithfield.
could take on isle. carried out in the market 4 	-
Tb. London merchant. were not, however, successful in a petition
which they presented against various statutes the meat recent being
1.. H.P. XIX, p .444; Statutes of the Reelwi, vol.11 (1816), p.118.
2. Ill, pp.443-44; Statute. of the Realm, ol.II (1816), p.118;
see Chapter	 , p.t-aei
3. H.P. III, p.429; P.R.0. Ancient Petition no.6075; see Cbap.tei'-.1,
kP4A.J&%'.j I r Cv	 .t	 L.4.mj.	 % factit$ I
____	 bq) p 1S—
 I
4. Henry procrastinated by sending to the London Sheriffs for
information, and he did this again when, the petition reappeared
in th. next Parlisiment, 	III, pp.439, 474.
31.
of tbs eleventh year of Richard4 . reign which M enlarged tile
privileges of foreign marcbants buying and esUing in London.
Although Henry did not assent to this petition, yet when he confiriied
the cbarteL: of tile Ean. sercliants, 1* wade it re stringent in it.
demands for reciprocal privileges for English rchant. abroad. Tb.
w charter was enrolled in chancery, ex,mplified at the request of
the English nerchant. and entered in the Letter Book of the City of
Lnd.o 2 Even if the Londoxiers did not extract as mauy conoesaion
as they would have liked from Henry IT it is clear tb&t thoes which
they did achieve were sufficient to make a change of E:ing worthwhile.
Thor. eere privat, rewards as well as comn*uiaL ore.. Dxii Barentyn
received thirteen massuages which had belonged to a royal debtor.3
Thomas LicUe. who had succeeded Barentyn as or in October 1399
also received tenements which were in the King's bands in January l41)l.
William Hyde who was a Sheriff l599-l40O was granted an exemption from
serving on aaais.e or as collector of subsidies. 5 Richard Whittington
was granted repayment of some of Richard II'. household debts to
1. P.R.0. Ancient Petition no.6080; of. L.B,H., pp.53, 222.
2. C.PR. 1399-1401, pp.57, 140; 6 December 1399, L.B.I., pp.5-6.
Later, in 1406 , Henry did enlarg. the privilegeiof.foreign
merchant., L.B.I., pp .54, 69. See Chapter I, pp.34S-372
3. P.R.0. E 368/172 f.73. 1 July 1400 Dru Baz'entyn wfts paid £400 in
Lieu of the manor of Walkerle in Rertfordehire which he bad,.
restored to Robert, Lord 3Iorl.y, Z 404/15/462.
4. C.SP.R. 1399-1401, pp.407-08.	 -
5. Ibid., p.392. -
32.
John Shadwortb who bad been an LP. in Eenry's first parlianmnt
was gmnted the tronage of wool and be received an examption from
tiresome duties such as Hyde bad obtained. 2 Three Londoners
Whittington, together with Shadworth and Bampton the &ldarman LPs.
of 1399 - were appointed as members of the Tlres Council at a fe. of
50 marks p.s.. 3 These appointments ensured for the Lon&ox*rs an unusual
voic, in the conduct of policy during Eenx7's first year as K1•
The loyalty of the Londoners to their new King was to be quickly
tested. At Christmas 1399, after the dissolution of Henry's first
parliamen 't, the recently deixte& Barb of lent, Rutland, Euntingdon
and Salisbury, together with lilhiam 3rk the Bishop of Carlisle,
plotted to restore Richard. 4
 The rebel, set together at the house
of William Colobester the Abbot of Westminster, in St. Pauls Church
and in other places in the City. 5 Their plan waa to kill the King and
and his supporters under cover of a mamming to talca place at Twelfth
3.. C.M. Barron, Richard Whittington, op.eit., p.201 and n.l. Thomas
Due, a London Skinners was also paid for furs supplied to Richard II,
P.R.O. B 403/57. lillian Dona.rdeston, a London Draper, was to
receive pa'nent for .a debt which Richard II bad owed to him,
C.P.R. 1399-J.401, p.231.
2. C.P %R. ].9-l4Qi, pp.152, 482; CP.R. 1401-5, p.103; C,C.R. 1399-
1402, pp.536.'-37.
3. C.M. Barron, Richard Vhittington, op.cit., p.216 and n.2.
4. Traiao, p.227 et ee'. This ii the moat circunmtantial account
of tha rising.
5. L.B., pp.1-2; John Holland, B.x] of Euntingdon, whos. goods
lere forfeite& to the Crown, borrowed nearly £2000 in London
in September and October 1399, PJ.O. B 159/3.76 f.35-45;C.PIIR. 1199-1402,p.l8O. Be mq have been raising money for the
expenses of th. rising.
Night at Windsor. Rutland, however, treacherously betrayed the
plot, first to his father and then to Benry binelf.
Thus forewarrd on 5 January Renry left Windsor with his Sons
SM took the road for London. It is interesting that at this critical
juncture be turned, zt northwards to his own duc)y, but eastwards to
London. Thomas Knolles, the Mayor of London, ao got wind of the
plot from certain Londonexs1 and. riding towards Windsor to warn
2the King, encountered Benry on the road. OzIl.y twelve hours atter
Benry had left Windsor, the rebels arrived to find that the bird. bad
flown. Eemry bimaelf reached London in the evening of 5 January aM
set about providing bimaelf with an arn. Those who enlisted under
his bannor were to be paid at the high rate of l8d. per day for
lancers and 9d. per day for archers. On 6 Januery Eenry at off
with part of the ar which be bad thus assembled leaving his eons
to keep the Tower of London totber with the Mayor.3 Benry seems
particularly to have feared that the Pie mings would support the rebels
and also especially commanded. the Mayor to allow noone to go overseas
to carry the news.
The rising was rapidly dealt with. 4itbough Kent fought a
delaying action at Maidenbead and managed toesoape to join Salisbury
at Cirenoester, Rutland deserted to Eenry. By 8 January both lent
1. Giles Cbron., p.7; Eng Cbron., p.20.
2, Stow &nn&ee, pp.324.25.
3. Annal4e, p.329; Thoma. L].les was repaid his expenses at thisjima for providing 10 armad man and 20 archers to defend the
Tower, 4 February 1400, P.LO. 403/564, R 401/604.
3 l
and Salisbury bad been beheaded. Lord Deepenser was similarly dealt
with at Bristol and on 15 January Euntingdon was beh.*dad at Pl.s1y.
Other minor rebels were tried before Benry bimasif at Oxford and
suffered grisly deaths; these included Sir Thomas B1.ount, Sir Bezdiot
Cely, Tbns Yynteraell end Sir Ralph Lumley. 1 Renry returned to
London on 15 January and ordered that the traitors t beads should be
placed on London Bridge as a tisely warning to those who might be
inclined to foflow their example.
Roger Taldern the late Archbishop of Canterbury and Jill ia
brk the Bishop of Carlisle who .exe implicated in the rising, were
contnitted. to the Tower with other prisoners to await their trial.
This began on Thesdq 28 January and was held before certain commissioners
s,ng whom were Thomas rnoU.es the Ma'or and Matthew Soutbworth the
Recorder of London. An incomplete account of th. proceedings is
preserved in the Letter Book of the City. 2 Waldern and 3rk tried,
unsuccessfully, to claim benefit of cler' and then botb man accepted,
under protest, a trial	 a jury of twenty-four Loiidoners. Other
conspirators included Gilbert Purieys of Scotland, who acknow].edged
his guilt and was oondenaed toa traitor', death, and a man naed
Gilbert Lollebrok who spoke in his own defence, but his fate is not
recorded since the entry breaks off &t this point. Prom chronicle
1	 There is moma confusion among th. chroniclers as to the fates of
the lesser figures in the rising. Luliva B , p.62 states that
Iyntera.11 was beheaded at Ples- with Buntingdon.
2.	 pp.1-4.
sources it i kVn that Sir Bernard Brocaa was ecuted, and that
Sir Thomas She1.1ey and two priests, William Udelqn and William
Ferihy2 were banged and beheaded at Tyburn. 3 Waiarn was later set
at liberty and Thomas )lerk was pardoned. 4 Lnogat the nas of those
who received pardons for their part in the conepfrac there were only
two who were described as •of London'. 5 Although the conspirators
my have hoped for support in London, as J'roiesart suggested, they
entirely failed to acbi ye it.6 The Londonera not only ward Henry
of the rising, guarded the City, provided man for his aru, but also
searched out and oondesd the conspirators as traitors. Henry b&&
judged that the Londoners would support him in this crisis and be
had been proved right. They had nothing to gain and iich to lose
ft restoration of Richard II.
1. Shelley was described as •late 1 in a grant of hia goods made
February 1400,
	 1399-1401, p.193.
2. John Bathe, Rector of Staplefoid Salisbury, was granted abaolution
for his offence in bavng revealed the hiding place of William
Feri1, priest, to sone officers of the City of London. Bathe
claiwed that be was unasare that Penty would be in danger of
death, 14 July 14Q1, CaPa pal Registers 1396-14Q4, p.396.
3. Traison, p.23l-60; Great Chron., pp.83-84; Julius B , pp.62-63;
regoi7, p.102; p.68; inna], pp.329-30. .Tbe fates of
Richard C].iderowe and Thomas Lollebrok, who are iientioxm& in the
indictiient, are not known, L.J, I., p.2.
4. C.P.R. 139944, p.385.	 - -
5. Ibid., p.228. -The two Londoners were John Eorn and WilliamBurneU, both o whom were sufficiently obscure to .acape a
notice in the civic records.
6. Froissar, pp.2..27.
3'
It was inevitable that the fattulte of this rising should also
ing to a close the life of Richard LI.1 After his deposition Richard
bad been tro'ved from the Tower, first to Lead/s Castle and then to
Pontefract. Although the exact manner of Richards death is uncertain
it seems cl.eer that the French King knew of his death by 29 January.2
On the advice of th, council Eenry decided that the body of the late
King 8b0U1d be brought south very slowly, with the face uncovered,
so that as msrq peopl, as possible would see for themselves that the
King was dead.3 After lying in Pontefract Xinster the body travelled
to London where it arrived on 10 March,4 In the City the body received
the bonours due to a King; four black horses drew the draped litter
yhich was escorted by two .squires and four knights. After resting
for two hours in Cheapeide the cavalcade ved on to St. P5L'. where
King Richard lay in state surrounded by flic]ring candles s and there
his .ntermant was bolden with all the solennity of service that
might be done', 5
 Te Londonerer'ovided thirty en dressed in white
1. Traison, p.223 states that in the Jud€went against Richard it was
asserted that be would be the first tø suffer if a rebellion
broI out on his behalf,
2. LY. Jacob, The Fifteenth Centux (1961), p.27. 20 March 1400,
to to eeqaires, one for bringing new, from Pontefract
•co yodum ad regis concenntjbs and the other for a journey to
Pontefract for th. protection and custo r of the body of Richard II,
Devon, lesues, p. 276 . The first massenger was Sir Thomas Swynford
who had, been given custody of Richard at Pontefract, Jacob,
p.23. It is Libely that his journey south was to announce the
death of Richard II.
3. P.P.C. I, pp.1l1-l2.
4. Pa y , p.568; ContInuation C of Brut, 	 e, p . 360 ; LeJbetbL3(, p.52.
5, Great Chron., p.83; Froieaail, p.233.
and bearing torches to attend the funeral.. 1
 If Benry )iineelf felt
no coi,unction about carrying hi. cousin' a pall it i. doubtful if
the Londonera felt az renrae over the part they bad p1yed in
Richard's downfall • Froa St. PaxzL!a the coffin was carried on to
Jestminater whence, after further religious cereianias, it noved off
to its burial place at ring. Langley in Eertfordabire. This was not
to be its final, resting place for Henry V bad the body transferred
again to Westminster Abbey so that Richard might finally ii. with
4ueen Anne in the tom which he bad bad made.2
It m- be useful. to conclude this chapter WIth & brief analysis
of the financial. dealings of the City of London with Richard XI in
the years iec1iate1y preceding his deposition and with Henry IV' in
the years iimediately following his accession. Tb. City of London
in its corporate capacity provided Richard II with the •loant of
£6666 L3s.4c1. in 4uguat 1397 and a further £2O0O. year later.3
1part from Richard Whittington no individual Londoner lent nmy to
Richard II after November 1396. Henry IV received a gift of
£666 L3 a.4d. in July 1400, a loan of £1333 6a.8d. in the sane nnth,
&i;33 $
a loan of £2666-] a.4t. in My 1402 and a further loan of £2000 in
October 1403. But the st atriH?ig contrast is to be found in the
1. Continuation I of Brut, Brie, p.59L.
2. Pa1an, p .567; see p. 17, n.1 above.
3. 3]. .&uust 1398, Loan of £2000 received at Exchequer, P.R.O.Z 401/609; pqiient l aasignnent 9 July 1399, P.l.O. E 403/562;
tallies cubed 9 July 1399, P.l.O. E 401/614.
	
-
4. See &ppendix44, P.l4'. Loans noa.1, 2, 3, 4.
-
far greater number of individua]. loans made by Londcnera to Henry IV in
the early years of his reign. In 1400-01 seven Londoners lent him
£3753 7s.8d., in 1401-02 twelve Londoners lent him £9905 19s.Od. and in
1402-03 eight Londoners lent him £5503 6s.8d. This financial picture suggests
the difference between the two Kings. Richard who was canny, but suspicious
and personally unreliable, extorted large sums from the Londoners by the
manipulation of royal prerogatives. He was a patron of the arts and a
considerable spender and in this way Richard built up a small group of
supporters in the City like Richard 1Jhittington and Christopher Tyldesley.
But Richard II's power in London was narrowly based. Eenry, on the other
hand, inspired confidence among a much wider group of Londoners, but he was
to spend on the arts of war what Richard had squandered among the painters,
merchants and jewellers of the City. Soon the Londoners were to discover
that in his financial dealings, their new King was not better than his
predecessor but only different.
FAPLR II
TL	 flitf OP CIVIC GOVRN1ENT
T1a Lovernnent of iiondon in te fifteent' century a pears to
bave been loosely organized but comparatively efficient. T}'ere
was no clear-cut distinction between tbe judiciary and tbe legislature,
ltboub tbere was an increasingly efficient e:xecutive comprising
paid and permanent officials wbo carried out tbe will of t'e
orans concerned with justice and legislation, and also the will
of the honorary, impermanent officials, nanely the Layor and the
two Sheriffs.
The basic unit of civic governnent was te ward where, in the
wardrnote, nembers were elected to attend the Common Council and the
ward i.lderwan was ch'osen. TI-a Court of ldernen net almost daily
and was th-e nerve centre of civic governnent.. The Court of Common
Council net less frequently, but for it were reserved the really
important decisions. apart from the wardmote, the Court of Alderman
and the Court of Common Council, there was also the ancient Court
of Eustings, which all freeman could attend. But its legislative
functions by the fifteenth' century bad almost disappeared. It
bad becone primarily a judicial court and a court of record. Civil
cases between citizens might go to the Pustings, or else to the
1jayor? 8
 of Sberif±Y courts. The wardmotes, Court of Common Council
and Court of Aldernen could also act as disciplinary tribunals to
deal. with citizens who offended against civic regulations.
qc,
In t'e early fifteenth century wardmotes were e1d at least
once a year and more often if so coxnnianded by t'e 1ayor. 1 La.ny
mayors]. precepts to the Aldernn instructing them to hold wardmote$
survive recorded in the .Letter Books; almost annually from 1404-1437
and then a single precept in 1461.2 From these precepts it is
po8sible to learn of the business of the wardmote: ward officers
were to be elected, precautions taken a€ainst fire and rioting, the
streets were to be lit, Common Councilman chosen and the streets
cleansed and guarded. Occasionally the Alderman were instructed
to make arrangemants about levying money in their wardmotes. 3 All
male householders and. hired servants were expected to attend the
wardmote whether they were free of the City or not. 4 In order to
simplify the procedure it was decided in 1447 that by virtue of an
annual precept from the L.ayor an Alderman could hold as inax werdmotes
as seemad to him to be necessary during the year. Loreover juries
were to stand for one year and If a mamber died then the Alderman
could choose another man to fill the vacancy.5
1. On the scope of wardmotes see .E. Thomas, Cal.P. aI M. 1113-37
pp.xxiv-xxx, p.115 n.2; Liber Albug , pp.36-39.
2. pp.37,44,53,62,70-71,83,90,98,llO,l2l,l3l,l45,l75,
191,206,264, Precepts for 1419 and 1420 niisain; L.B.K., pp.5,19,
36 ,48 ,59,65,87,105,117,1 28-29,160,194, 21 5, Precepts for 1435,
1434, 1436 missing; [.B.L., p.10.
5. 3 December 1429, 8.ldernen instructed to levy money in their
wards for Guildhall, L.B.L, p.105.
4, j4ber Albus, p.37.
5.	 26 May 1447, Jour.4 f.180.
At the wardinote, apart from the activities mantiorEd above,
civic legislation was read out and, after a jury had been empax1ldd,
articles were submitted to them and they could present wrong-doers
in the wards: those who were immoral or night walkers, those who
kept houses of ill fane, those WhO threw dung or rubbish into the
streets, those who blocked public highways or who broke the aasizej'
of Bread and 8.le . Unfortunately there survive wardmote presentnnts
only for 1422, 1423 and a few from Portsoken ward for the reign of
it3ward IV. 2 But from these it is clear that the inqueste ranged
over a wide variety of topics and that not a great deal. was dora
about the offences which they presented. It was the task of the
Alderman to correct the defaults or the defaulters presented in
the wardmote or, if he could not do so, to bring them to the
attention of the JzLayor, Chamberlain or $beriffs. The presentnent
was made in the form of an indenture, half being kept in the ward
arid the other half being kept by the Alderman until he presented it
to the Mayor at the next sitting of the }ayor's Genera]. Court which
was held each year on the Monday after the feast of the Epiphany.3
3...	 Cal.?. and ). 143.3-37, p.115, n.2; Eiber Albus, pp.337-38.
2. Recorded in Plea and Mamoranda Rolls of Ma.yor's Court,
Cal.. P. and M. 1413-37, pp.115-41, 150-59; Portsoken presentuenta
in Guildball Record Office for years 5,6,7,11,12,14,15,16,19,
20,2]. ,22 Edward IV, 23 Penry VII and two unidentifiable years.
3. .Liiber Albus, pp.37-38; Carpenter's statemant that two copies
of the presentnent were made by indenture is corifirned by
the Porteoken presentnents of the reign of Edward IV, soma
of which have serrated tops.
The Beadle 1pt a list of those who were expected to attend
the wardnte and at the neetin Fe would read out the 1.1st. Those
who were absent were fined 4d. 1 These fines were paid into the
City Chamber although on occasion the Court of Aldernn might decide
that they could be used for other purposes. In 1434 half the
incona from these fines was to remain In the wards, partly as a
reward for the Constables and Beadles who collected the money and.
partly for the provision of fire-fighting equlpnant. The other
half was to be used for building the new GuildFall chapel. 2 In
1440 it was decided that the whole inoone from these fines was to
be used to provide fire-fighting equipnent in the wards.3
8.ltbough the àJ.derman bad an overall responsibility for his
ward, the main administrative work was done by ward officers chosen
in the wardmote and subsequently sworn before the Mayor and
Aldernen. 4 These officers were the Beadle, Constables, Scavengers,
A.1econners, and a akzr. Those who failed to turn up to be sworn were
fined 2/_5
Every ward bad a Beadle; and the ward of Cripplegate, which was
divided into CrippJ.egate Within and Cripplegate Without for m&i,y
1. Liber Albus, p.37; }iemorials, pp.589-591.
2. 23 October 1434, i1.B.K., p.181.
3. 1 and 2 September 1440, Jour.3 f.55v.56; in 14 22 and aeain in
1423 the nan of WaLbrook a Bride wards bad presented the lack
of a ladder, book, grappling hook and ropes with which to prevent
fire in their wards, Cal..P. and k. 1413-37, pp.135, 139, 152, 158.
4. For lists of these officers see the ppendix, .4-SS^
5. Plea and Lemoranda Roil 50 f.3-4v.
administrative purposes, bad two. 1 It was the Beadle who 1pt the
roll containing the flares of those who were expected to attend the
wardmote and, according to his oath, he was responsible for ensuring
that there was no immorality in the ward, no peace-breaking and no
sale of goods contrary to mayoral precepts. 2 Beadles might be given
additional duties. In 1417 the Beadles were enjoired to keep the roads
clean in their wards, in 1418 they were to report any illegal gatherings
to their Alderman, and in 143]. they were to carry out an inquiry into
the origins of suspect persons who care to live in the wards. 3 Their
importance can be seen from the fact that it was decided in 1438 that
all their nanea should be entered in 'huius libri', i.e. in Journal
There are very few recorded cases of Beadles abusing their positions
or fatling to carry out their duties. In 1439 Richard Clerk, the
Beadle of Cornhil]. was sent to prison for disobeying the Mior and for
failing to cone when sununoned. 5 William Mayle, the Beadle of
Bihingeate was more enterprising; with five others be discovered a
case of adultery but instead of bringing the offenders to court he
1. A. list of wards with nost of the Beadlea entered in against the
nane of the ward is to be found 4 Dacember 1428 Jour.2 f,126v. In
1422 Bread Street ward and Coleman Street were without Beadles,
Plea aid ).entranda Roll A 50 f .3, f.4v.
2. Liber Albus, pp.37, 313-14.
3. 4 December 1417 Jour.]. f.39; 9 January 1418 Jour.l £.38;
13 December 1431 .L.B.L, p.132. On 9 December 1439 ikt was
decided that noore in future bou1d move from or ward to another
unless be brought a sealed testimony bearing his nare and the
words 'Receive John X of ward of X as a man of good fana',
Jour.III f.32.
4. 18 February 1438 Jour.III f.180v. The list does not survive.
5. .5 July 1439 Jour.III f.18.
accepted 16/Sd. from the man in the case. The money was divided at
2/6d. each and the remaining 1/Sd. was used to buy nBat and drink.
11iay1e was sent to prison. But that there were only two recorded cases
of offending Beadle a in sixty years augurs well for the general
standard of these sen.
The ward Constables were the servants of the Beadles. They
pursued offenders and brought them to court, raised the hue and cry
and arrayed panels of juries. 2 The number of Constables in each ward
varied. In 1422 Bassishaw had only two while Farringdon Without ba
twenty-one. 3 In 1440 their power to make forcible entries into houses
in their wards was restricted but in 1442 it was agreed in Common
Council that they should be guaranteed any expenses incurred in the
execution of their duties. 4 The work of the Constables in carrying out
vigils with the &1derwan of his ward could be extrenely onerous and
extensive. 5 1oreover because of the strenuous nature of his duties,
a Constable had to be strong in wind and limb. Thomas Derlington who
had been c'hosen as one of the Constables for 	 bou	 w
rejected tctbe General Court held on 12 January 1451 on the grounds
1. 2 May 1461 Jour.VI f.53v.
2. ber i.1i .,
	
312-13.
3. CaiP. e.rd	 141331, p.116.
4. 20 april 1440, Constables were only to make such entries in
the presence of an .1derzsan, Jour.III f.4lv; 2 kay 1442,
p.26 9.
5. e.,. 18 July 1440, Jour.III f.47v.
1tl'at 1-is maLforued 1-arid rendered 1-im unsuitable for the office.
Indeed the duties could be dangerous. In 1444 the Constables of Bridge
warn were wounded while trying to break up an affray started by the son
of iord audeley, and ten years later Nicholas Cambrid be, the Constable
of Dowg ate, 1-ad to compi am to the Mayor and M. derman about the
resistance which he received at the haMs of William Symond, the
hosteU.er at the sign of the Swan. 2 Considering that there were
probably about 200 Constab].es operating in the city at any given
moient, the paucity of cases brought against them is remarkable.
John Botiler, a Constable of Bread Street was dismissed from 1-is
office for negligence; in 1458 John Scribayn, a Constable of Langbourne,
ha.d to provide security to keep the peace; John Vest, a Constable
of Billirigsgate, with four others, was sent to Newgate for causing
a riot against the city C1-amber].ain; and in 1461 Robert Hardy, a
Constable of Tower ward was also sent to prison. 3 Whether these cases
represent but the exposed tip of an iceberg of bribery, violence and
corruption it is difficult to tell.4
1. 12 January 1451 Jour.V f.52v.
2. 18 July 1444 Jour.IV f.132v.; 6 May 1454 Jour.V f.163.
3. 19 February 1450 Jour.V f .31; 17 November 1458 Jour.VI f.222v.;
16 February 1459 Jour.VI f.149v.; 2 kay 1461 Jour.VI f.53v.
4. .fte activities of the Beadles and Constables about which there is most
evidence is their search for, and arrest of, fornicators and
adulterers.	 schedule of such arrests - 70 between 1400 arid 1439 -
is appended at the end of Letter Book I, pp.273-87.
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such prosecutions are recorded in the Journals between 1421 and
1460. (See Jour.I f.91; Jour.II f.14v., 38, 23, 83v., 88v., 94, 44v.,
87v., 84v., 129v., 131, 137v., ].38v., 132; Jour.III f.16, 18, 51,
77v., 174v.; Jour.IV f.141v., 44v.; Jour.V f.161, 173, 54, 266v.;
Jour.VI f.217vj Whether Bead].es and Constables were infornd about
the activities of certain couples or whether they made routine
inspections is not clear.
The Scavengers, whose numbers, like those of the constables, might
varY from ward to ward, were particularly responsible for the repair
of pavenents, precautions against fire and the cleaning of the streets.1
The office of Raker appears to have been an offshoot of the Scavengers
office. Ei8 particular task was to clear away refuse and hence to
ensure that water could flow down channels in the streets. These
officers were paid out of sums levlsd in the wards, although the man
of Coleman Street ward maintained that their Raker should be paid
26/Sd. annually by the Chamberlain so that he should clean out the
grates at London Wall and Lothbury. 2 Rakers had early devised the
art of throwing their rubbish into the next ward or placing it in such
a position that it was carried by force of water beyond the bounds of
their responsibility. 3 The first wardmote precept which enjoins the
man of the ward to elect a Raker is in the year 1414 but such officers
______	 4are not listed with Beadles, Constables and R&1ars in 1421. The
wardmote precept which was drafted and copied into the Letter Book in
1437 lists Raicers with the other ward officers and the ward presentnents
for Portsoken in the reign of Edward IV always record the nama of the
Raker along with the Beadles, Constables and Scavengers.5
1. Cal.P. and M. 1413-37, p.116, Parringdon Within Fad 13 Scavengers
and Bassishaw Fad two. Scavengers oath Liber Albu9, p.313.
2. Cal.P. axd Li. 13o4-81, pp.85, 150; LiberAlbus, p.335; L.B.T., p.360;
Cal.P. ana Li. 1413-37, pp.117, 158.
3. Cal.P. and . 1381-1412, p.71; in 1378 Common Council considered the
problem of the disposal of rubbish,
	 p.108.
4. November 1414, L.B.I., p.1 31 ; tl'e precept 12 ecember 1422, includes
the injunction to elect a Raker, L.B.JC., pp.56.
5. L.B.K., p.215.
When ale was brewed in tie ward, the brewer )ad to send for the
ward k 1e_conners who would ensure that the ale was of the right
quality, sold in the correct neasurea and priced according to civic
ordinance. Balf of the forfeitures and fines for transreesing the
ordinances went to the Ale-conners who operated in pairs within the
wards and were choserby the nen of the ward) A list øf ward Ale-
comera was made in 1377 but although the wardnte precept of 1390
includes the injunction to elect Ale-conners, such a practice was not
2
repeated until. 1417. Perhaps the custom of electing le .-conners in
the wardntea and then presenting them to be sworn before the Mayor
and £.ldernen had fallen into abeyance for at the Coumin Council held
on 2 september 1440 It was ordained that this should happen as
hitherto accustoned t . 3 The nanes of the .kle-conners, however, appear
only once on the Portsok2n presentnents of edward IV t s reign. It is
difficult to tell from the limited evidence bow long these officers
remained in their positions but the Porteo1n lists of officers for
the reign of Edward IV suggest that whereas the Beadles and Rara
were permanent officials, the turnover in Constables and Scavengers
was fairly rapid.
1. £IberAlbu$, pp.316, 358-ol; L.B IH., p.157.
2. LSB,E., pp.7l, 361;	 p.191; Ca1.P. and M. 13648, p.256.
3. B.K., p.243.
The Liber &lbu.a msntions that the Alderman's clerk should also
be present at the wardmote, no doubt to draw up the indentured
preaentnnts. It seems uiilikely that he was a perroaznt ward official
but rather a clerk employed for the occasion or, perhaps, a permarnt
I2ember of the Alderman's household.1
The Hust jn€s Court was not orly the oldest court of Law in the
City, it was also the ancient assembly at which all the citizens might
gather to express their opinion on matters of common interest. But
by the fifteenth century the Eustiris as a citizen assembly had been
largely superseded by the better organized and more regulated Common
Council. Whether the Hustings ever t in the fifteenth century as
a legislative or consultative body seems doubtful. The election of
the city's .Ps., which was supposed to ta] place at a ieting of the
Rustings, in fact took place at msetings of the Common Council, which
serves to emphasize the eclipse of the Eustings as the prims citizen
assembly 2
a court of law, however, the Eustings continued, although in
this period it was probably less important than either the Mayor's or
the Steriff t s court. Unlike the I'oyor'a court its actions were Initiated
by royal writs and were largely confired by this date to cases involving
1. Iber Albus, p.37; Richard Taillor may have been such a clerk to
the Alderman, see Cal.P. and L 1413-37, p.140.
2. On the election of the City t s L.Ps., see Chapter V.
lands (Pleas of Land) or rents (Common Pleas). The sessions of the
court were held on Londays or Tuesdays and judnnts were given by
the mouth of the Recorder in the presence of six A1dernn) st man
who was summoned to the Eustings five timas and failed to appear could
be declared an outlaw. 2 .ssizes of Fresh Force and Novel Disseisin
were usually begun by a plaint of intrusion made in the Hustins and
the record of such assjzes could be brought into the Hustjgs for
permanent record or as the result of a writ of error. 3 The records of
the court are copious in the fifteenth century and include the rolls
of Deeds and Wills, Hustings Books and the rolls of the Pleas of Land
and of the Common Pleas almost all of which are written in Latin.4
The Court of Eustings was served by at least one clerk, registerei
and sworn attorneys and the inquest and juries which were necessary
were sunmone d by the ward Be aUe a •
1. For the history of the Eustings Court see A.,R. Thomas, Cal. arly
l'ayor's Court Rolls (1924), pp.xiii-xx; P.h Jones, The Court ol'
Th.istings, The Law Journal, vol.XCIII, pp.285-86; Liber Albus, pp.
162-64.
2. Cal .P. and M. 1413-37, pp.51-52 . In the fourteenth century
outlawries declared in the Hustings were recorded in the Rolls of
Pleas of Land or Common Pleas. In the fifteenth century special
rolls of outlawries were compiled of which one has survived for
the years 1415-17, see G.R.O. Misc. ol1 K.K.
3. Cal.?. and L l438-58 p.3, n.l; London Possessory Assizes, p.xili,
n.3, xvii-xviii, 56; deeds which were enrolled in the Pustings bad
the sane effect as a fine at Common Law, ibid., p.114.
4. The rolls of Deeds and Wills, Pleas of Land, Common Pleas, are
extant for almost every year during this period. The Hustings
books begin in 1448 and include brief notes of cases beard each
week. Prom 1439 to 1448 similar brief notes are to be found
recorded in the Journals. dhen it becane necessary in 1448 to
begin a new Journal (no.5) it nust have been decided to start a
separate Hastings Book.
5. The recording of Bustinigs business in the Journals suggests
(continued at foot of next page)
In the fifteenth century there is little developent in the
scope or procedure of the Fustin€s except that son attempt was niade
to regulate its sessions in accordance with the absence from iondon
of the Kink's court arid lee&. counsel. In liC8 it was decided that out
of law terms sessions of the Eustins should not be held in the city.1
In 1444 this ordinance was modified to deal with urgent cases wbicl
needed to be tried during the absence of the court, and in January 1446
it was decided that sessions of the Rustings should be held during law
vacations. In the following November tFi decision was confirned with
the proviso that the Layor and Udernn were empowered not to bold
sessions if this &r ould seem, for sone reason, to be advisable.2
The Common Council becate, 1 urin, the fourteenth century, an
essential elenent in civic tvernmsnt. Its ori€ins and early nembership
1. 20 February 1408 £.B.I., p.64.
2. 17 July 1 444, 24 January 1446, 22 November 1446 Jour.IV f.34ij,
113, 150v.
(Footnote 5 continued from previous pa&e)
that by c.1440 the records were 1pt by the saiie group of clerks which
was responsible for the ILayor t s Court Rolls, Letter Books and Journals,
perhaps under the &enaral supervision of the Common Clerk. In 1380
Eenry Perot was clerk to the Fustins Court, .London Posse ssoryJssizes2
p.56.
ci
are obscure and have been the subject of considerable debate) In
l32o a iieting which appears to be a Common Council was summoned, through
election by niisteries, after the murder of Bishop Stapledon. 2 The
traditional date, however, of the first Common Council of the City
which was elected by wards, is l347
.
 During the rest of the
fourteenth century the two nthods of election, by misteries and. by
wards, were both used. Election by sterieS was preferred in 1351
and 1352, and again from 1376-l384. But in 1384 it was decided that
Comnx)n Councilmon should be elected by the wards, six, four or two
tren in accordance with their size. 5 This regulation was confirmod
in the followirg year and again in 1389.6 By the tire John Carpenter
1. Dr. .&.H. Thomas argued that the origin of the Court of Common
Council was to be found in the Eustings Court, see Cal.?. aM M.
L4-81, pp.xiv-xv. See also Taft, tThe origin of Town-Councils
in.England', E.FJL, vol.XLhIV (1929), pp.177-202 and 399;
iLH. Thomas, 'Soire recent contributions to the Early Fistory of
London', flistory, vol.]X (1924), pp.92-102.
2. Cal.P. and M. 1323-64, p.15.
3. L.B.P., p.l62; 1.emorials, pp.liii-lv.
4. L.B.P., p.237; L.B.G., p. 3; Cal.P. andM. 1364-81, p.256;
Cal.P. and M._138L-l4, pp.29-31; L.B.H., pp.36, 41, 60, 64, 155,
156, 199.
5. 29 January 1384 L.B.H., p.227; iiiber Ukus, pp.461-63.
6. 31 July 1384 LB.H., pp. 237-.40; 13	 cember 1385 ibid., p.277;
25 March 1386 ibid., pp.279-8l; 12 Jaxuary 1389 ibid., p.347.
Precepts to the 4.1derfln to cause Conirren Council iren to be
elected in wardmotes, 1387, 1388,
	 pp.300, 322.
St
cams to write the Liber Albus in 1419 the custom of electing Common
Councilmsn from the wards was firniLy established and no change in this
procedure was xr.de during the first half of the fifteenth century.
The election of Common Council sen took place in seetings of the
waxdnte and it would appe ax that the a ane sen continued to serve in
the office for a number of years. The four iren who served as Common
Couiiciluen for Portso1n ward in 1.460 served continuously until 1466.
On the other hand none of these four sen had been serving in this
office in 1458. 1 A man could continue to serve as a Common Council sian
as long as he was able and the ward was willing. There seems to have
been no rule which enforced a complete turnover in Common Council sen
every year. 4 third of the 191 Couumn Councilnen who appeared on the
list for 1458/9 were still serving in 1460/1.2
In the period 1384-86 the number of Common Councilnen was fized
at 96 although a complete attendance was seldom recorded and at a
seeting held in June 1 3 84 there were only 60 Common Councilnen present.4
1. L.B.D. f.lxxv; Portsoken Ward Presentuents 5-22 dward IV, G.LO.
Lis.242a m.l,2; one of the Portsoken Common Cou.ncilnen, William
$tallon, continued to serve in this capacity until 1483.
2. LSB.D. f.lxx1T-lxxvi. The actual figures are 65 out of 191 were
found still to be serving as Common Councihxen two years later.
3. LSB.F. p.227; Cal..P. and M. 1381-1413, pp.122-24, 132-33. The old
Common Council elected by misteries bad been a larger body. There
were 153 iren present on 9 August 1376, L.ILB. pp.41-44.
4. CaiP. and It. l381-141, pp.53-54; in October 1384 attendance rose to
94, ibid., p.84, and in Iarch 1385 dropped again to 70,
	 id.,
pp. 54-55. There coexisted with the Common Council a larger arid more
amorphous body called the Great Commonalty. In July 1384 there were
267 persons present, L.B.L, pp.237-40; July 1. 3 8 5, 140 persons
present, ibid., pp . 269-71; Itarch 1 3 86, 174 persons present, 1bi.,
pp.279-81; .tugust 1388, 210 persons present, ibid., pp
.33 2-34. -
.c3
It would seem that in 1422 the official size of the Common Council
was still 90
	
The next occasion for which there survives a list
of Comnn Councilnen Ia 25 October 1441 when they assembled to vote
about the office of Common Wei€1er. There were 93 Common Councilnen
present on this occasion. It is possible that the full complenent was
still only 96, but it is more likely that the Council was already
enlarged. 2 Certainly by 21 March 1454 the decision must have been
taken to enlarge th& crnl&rre the size of the Common Council for on
this date there were 104 Common Councilnen present. 3 By 1458/9 the
official number of Common Councilnen appears to have been 188.
Apart from the usual demand that a Common Councilman should be
t sufficient t there seems, at the beginning of this period, to have
been no restriction placed upon the wardmote 1 s choice of nen to serve
in this capacity. 5 But on 20 February 1427 nembership of the Common
1. There survives an incomplete list of Common Council nen chosen by
the wards in Janu&rr 1422. The nans of the Common Councilrxon for
Aldersate, iine Street and Portsoken wards are recorded and the
numbers of 4, 2 and . respectively are the sane as they were in
1 384, Ca1..P and M. 1413-37. p.116. The Liber Albue, however, suggests
that the Serjeants of the Chamber should summon to the Conunon Council
16, 12, 8 or 4 nen, according to the size of the ward, which would
have produced a larger body than the 6, 4 or 2 to be chosen in
1 384, Liber Albus, p.40.
2. Jour.III f.99v.
3. Jour.V f.155.
4. The list of wards with their allotted number of Common Counciiren at
this date is to be found L.B.D. f.lxxv; the list of Common Councilnen
for 1458/9 Ibid., f.lxx'V_lxxivV; the list of Common Councilnen for
1460/1 ibid., f.lxzv..lxxviY.
5. 10 December 1410 Precept to elect ,T prescribed number of sufficient
nen'L.B.I., pp.899O.
Council was confined to those who were free of the City by birth,
apprenticeship or eorvioo. On 3 Larch 1446 tH.s restriction upon
nenibership was reiterated.2
On being admitted to the Conmon Council a nember had to take an
oath in which be swore to be true to the King, to cone when eummored
unless be had a reasonable excuse, to €ive hood and true counsel, to
maintain no man t s cause contrary to the good of the City, to keep the
Council's secrets and to stay at the neeting until the Mayor had left.3
4bsent nembera ware noted by the clerk of the Chamber and they could
be fined. 4 It was a &rjeant of the Chamber who would summon uambers
to neetings giving them a days notice. Loreover, although the clothing
of the Common Council in a common livery seems to have been a rare
occurrence compared with the frequent conmamal liveries chosen by the
&ldernen, it was an occasional burden which the Common Cou.ncilnen had
to shoulder. For the reception of Margaret of Anjou in 1445 they chose
a livery of plain red without devices and for the Coronation of Edward IV
1. 20 FebruaI7 1427 Jour.II f,90.
2. 3 March 1446, neither aliens nor Englishnen, who were free of the
City by redemption, were to be admittei to the Common Council,
Jour.IV f.119v.
3. Fifteenth century .gglish version of oath L.13.D., p .192; French
version of oath c.1384 Cal.?. and. M. 1381-1413, pp.92, 124; £atin
version of oath c.1419 Liber .ttlbus, p.41.
4. .BJ., pp.237-40; .i.iber Albus, pp.40-42. The original fine of
40d. in 1384 appears to have been xeduced to 2/- by 141.9. On
17 u
€ust 1453 it was decided by the kayor, Aldernen and Common
Council that ai Common Councilman who was absent from the next
neeting of the Common Council (summoned to deal. with a. royal
request for mory) should be fined 6/ad., Jour.V f.117v.
in 1461 the Common Council, after inspecting two samples of green cloth
and learning that the nen of Coventry were to be clothed in green,
chose 1e lyghter grene onet . Lore over service as a Common Council man
2
could involve work in the ward as a tax assessor or collector. The
most onerous duty, however, falling upon a Common Councilman would be
the rembership of the committees which were constantly appointed by
Common Council to des]. with the whole range of civic business. But
as well as the oblifttions there were also sore advantages in serving
as a Common Councilman. During his term of office be was excused from
serving on inquests except in those pleas of land. where his presence
w.s essential, and also from acting as a tallage collector and from
serving on City watches unless be chose to do so. 3 This privilege was
reiterated in 1423, 1426 and 1440.
In the fourteenth century the only evidence for reetings of the
Court of Alderman and the Court of Common Council is provided by the
Letter Books. But in 1416 the series of records 1own as the Journals
begins and with them a more detailed. record of the proceedings of both
courts. The first certain reference to a neeting of tb Comn%j Curcil
1. 20 November 1444 Jour.IV f.52; June 1461 Jour.VI f.54.
2. 2 September 1457, a list of the Common Councilnen chosen to assess
and collect the tax voted. for the ICing, Jour.VI f.175v.;
13 February 1461, a similar list Jour.VI f.40v.
3,	 i.B.R., p.241.
4. 27 September 1423, a nember of Common Council was not to serve on
inquests unless it was a matter which involved the King, or unless
it were an inquest at St. 1artins or Iewgate, Jour.II f.Bv.;
2]. January 142o when the exception was cases involving wore than
40 mars, Jour.II f.62; 17 December 1 440 when the exceptions were
cases involving the King, or pleas of land, Jour.III f.69v.
to be found in the Journals is on 20 .pril 14l7. The references to
iietings of the Common Council bacone increasingly frequent as the
century progresses, although ti's record of their business is usual.ly
more attenuated than that of the Court of A1dernn. In 1495 the
inconvenience of recording the proceedings of both courts in one book
led to the creation of a new series of records, tl'e Repertories, in
which are recorded the proceedings of the Court of ldertn whereas
the proceedings of the Court of Common Council continued to be recorded
in the Journals. In 1384 it bad been decided that the Coimnon Council
should moet together with the ldernn at least once a quarter 2 and
such records as survive of uetings held from 1416 onwards suggest that
until. 1438 the council did uet on average four tines a year. But
in the years 1439-1450 the recorded average of neetings held jumps to
fourteen a year, and in 1451-1462 the average rose again to severteen
neetings a year. The Lancaetrian need for ready money, the artisan
troubles and the uncertain political situation help to explain this
increasing need to achieve a broader basis of popular consent. But
it is clear that the Court of Common Council net upon the summons of
1. Jour.I f.l8v.
2. 31 July 1364 .L.B.H., p.241.
the Court of 4.ldernen; whether it had the constitutional, right also
to assemble itself seems doubtful.1
John Carpenter in the Liber JLlbus gave a detailed description of
the procedure at the neetings of the Court of Common Council which
were held at auildball • No-one was to attend without a summons and
those who were summoned were to have their nanes called over by the
Serjeant of the Chamber. Business was not to be delayed for lateconera.
In cases of difficulty when the sense of the fleeting could not be
obtained by consensus each neinber was to be separately questioned upon
oath, 2 There were few changes in procedure during this period. In
1427 and 1428 the secrecy of the proceedings of the Court was reaffirued
and it was decided that arror1e who revealed the secrets of the Common
Council, to the damae of the comnonalty, was to lose his freedom and
pay a fine of £20. As the pressure of business on the Common Council
increased it appears that the business of initiating civic ordinances
and of &rafting such legislation, was deputed to a group of twenty
Common Coundilnen. In July 1442 it was affirued that such ordinances
were to be observed as firmly as if they 1-ad been initiated by the whole
Common Council.4
1. 4 April 1420, Court of Aldernen decided that there would be a
neeting of the Court of Common Council on the following Saturday
(april o), Jour.I f.74v.; 24 September 1448, Court of A1deriian
decided that there would be a neeting of the Common Council on the
following Friday (27 September), Jour.IV f.225v.; for similar instancea
see 21 January 142b, Jour.II f.62; 22 February 1440, Jour.III f.37;
3 October 1443, Jour.IV f.6v.; 18 June 1455, Jour.V f.246v.
2. Liber Albus, pp.40-42.
3. 24 1ay 1427, sonething which 1-ad been said at a fleeting of the Common
Council had seen revealed to the Du1 of Gloucester, to the detrinent
of the commonalty, Jour.II f.93v.; 26 May 1428, Jour.II f.109v.
4. 24 July 1442, a fine of £20 was to be imposed upon those who failed to
scept s.ci ordin ncs, Jo..III, .],,2v.
In tile scope of its business tile Comnn Council was omniconipetent;
in matters of finance it was supreno and no ujiusual tax of loan was
agreed to without its consent, although the Court of 4J.dernsn mi€'t
first prepare the way for such consent. 1 Difficult matters which
involved. de a]. ings with the King and tile roy at go vernne nt we i's Ire que ntly
referred to it. Tile election of the City's LPs. took place at its
2
noetings, and tile great civic projects of tbi period were often
referred to it for important decisions; tile building of Guildilall, tile
purchase of Bihinsgate, tile protection of tile T1'axies, tile repair of
.Laondon Bridge and tile prosecution of tile tithe dispute with tile City
clergy were all matters which occupied the attention of tile Comun
Council. Disputes between different companies in tile city were also
matters for its deliberation. Tile final compromise between the
Girdlers and Cordwainers about tile assay of leather was reached in a
ireeting of tile Colrini)n Council in July l424. In 1445 the fins]. divieiün
of labour between tile fusters and aaddlers was proclained in one of its
nee tinge. 4 Tile rivalry between tile Latoners and Plumbers was so acute
that nembers of tile two Companies refused to finish off tile work which
1. ee Chapter VII.
2. ee Chapter V.
3. Dispute in evidence 12 Iarcil 1424, Jour.II f.13; compromise
17 July 1424, Jour,II f.20v.; compromise reiterated. 13 March 1430,
L.B.K., pp.114-15.
4. Dispute arises 10 November 1424, Jour.II 1.27, L . B ,ic. , P.37;
agreenent 26 Juxe 1425, and 6 July 1425, Jour.II f.45, 45v.
had been begun by a nember of the other Compary. It was the Common
Council which decided in September 1445 that those foreign plumbers
and latoners who Fad to be called in to do such work 8b0U1d be held. as
free of the City, unless the Plumbers and Latozrs reforued themselves
and. were prepared to finish off each other's work.1
By a civic ordinance of September 1378 it had been decided that
strangers were not to be admitted to the freedom of the City without
the consent of Conuin Council, although it should be noted that this
ordinance was made during a period when the Common Council itself was
2
elected by the in].steries. In the fifteenth centuxr there were a number
of occasions when nen were admitted to the freedom by the Court of
.l dernen acting alone, but there were at so a considerable number of
admissions to the freedom which did receive the assent of the Common
Council . General regulations about the freedom were usually made in
Conmon Council. 4 Similarly the custody of the keys of the Coninon Chest
and of the Common Seal were usually made public in neetings of Common
Council 5 and it would seem that the use of the Common Seal. had to
receive its authorization,6
1.17 September 1445, Jour.IV f.95.
2. 15 September 1378, L.B.H., p.109.
3. 23 October 1439, Jour.III f.25v.; 9 Larch 1441, Jour.III f.79.;
6 Lay 1444, Jour.IV f.24; 6 November 1454, Jour.V f.204;
2 December 1 454, Jour.V f.210v.
4. 20 February 1 4 27, Jcsr.II f.90; 2 Larch 1428, Jour.II f.109v.;
24 Januaz 1449, Jour.V f
.4v.; 5 July 1451, Jour.V f.58;
9 August 1454, Jour.V f.184; see C}'apter
5. 6 Lay 1444, Jour.IV f.24; 17 October 1452, Jour.V f.90v.;
26 January 1461, Jour.VI f.288v.
6. 10 October 1452, use of the Common Seal. authorized in tithe dispute
case, Jour.V f.89v.
Durifl this period the Common Council appears to have acted
laiely in accordance with the wishes and, no doubt, the directives
of the Court of A].dernen. There is little to sugest a clash of wills;
which is not surprising since their interests were, on the whole,
identical. Differences between the two bodies appear to l'a've been
easi].y resolved. The procedure for choosing a new Rector of 3t. Pterts
upon Cornhil was drawn up by the Common Council in j4451 The Court
of Alderiin was to present four candidates to Common Council for its
final selection. In fact the Court of Aldernen would themselves
choose from the four candidates, hence reducing the role of Common
Council to that of a nere rubber stamp in the business. In this way
Thomas Gascoigne was chosen as Rector in November 1445,2 and John Cote
in February l446. Then on 27 July 1447 of the four candidates the
1. In 1429 the Mayor, .ldernan aM commonalty clained the advowson
of St. Peter's upon Cornhill. In August they tried to reject the
candidate Thomas Larchaunt chosen by the bishop, and to choose
instead a candidate of their own, Thomas Lewcok, a doctor of
Theology, Jour.II f.138. The City failed in this attempt and
Larchaunt was duly installed as rector. L.arcbaunt was succeeded
by John Cone shy in 1436 and, when he died in 1445, the Court of
Common Council drew up the procedure whereby the rectors of St.
Peters were to be chosen in the City. The Layor and AJ.dernen were
to choose four reputable clerks 'approved in moral character and
knowledge t and these nen were to act as a nominating committee.
The committee would select four persons whom they deened fit for
the office, doctors or batchelors of Tbeolo€y, seculars, unbeneficed
and willing to live in the church. These nen were to be presented.
to the Common Council for its final choice. The chosen man would
then be presented to the Bishop for canonical institution,
L.B.I(., p.3l0-ll.
2. 12 1Tovember 1445; neeting of Common Council 13 Iovamber 1445,
Jour.IV f.lOo.
3. 28 February 1446 , four sen presented when the Court of Aldernen
chose John Cote and decided to hold a Common Council to ratify their
choice, Jour.IV f.119; 3 Larch 1446, Common Council approve of
Cote, Jour.IV f.119v.
Court of 1derrn chose Dr. Eu h DanLet. But when Common Council nt
on the fo11oviin .
 day they s 1ectd Dr. ihia 1 ihir1&ton. 1 Nejotietions
trust have ensued. and on 12 uust 1447 in a uBetin, of the Common
Council the four candidates were again presented and Dr. Eugh Damlet
was chosen as Rector by the }ayor and -lderrn with the assent of the
CoumonaLty. 2 s Damlet continued as Rector for nearly thirty years a
simil ar situation did not occur acain during this period.
In the matter, also, of choosing civil officials there seems to
have been a larEe uasure of eroeent and consultation between the
two bodies. By custom the choice of certain officers did lie with one
Court rather than the other, but this did not prevent consultation.
he choice of a new Recorder 1 ay with the Court of 1dernn but the
election of Thomas Billing in September 14O was ratified. by a neting
of the Common Council althouLh it was noted in the mar€in of the
Journal, 'nota quoditecordator electus est per Lalorem at Alderinannos'.3
On the other band the choice of Common 1eiber lay with the Common
Council, 4 as did the choice of the Common Serjaant at Law or Common
Pleader and there is no indication of any interference by the Court ot
1. 27, 28 July 1 447, Jour.IV f.186v., 187.
2. 12 iu&ust 1447, Jour.IV f.187v.
3. 21 September 1450, Jour.V f.46v.
4. 25 October 1441 , decided in Common Council that the office of
Common aieigher should be placed in commission, Jour.III f.99v.-lOO;
on this occasion all, the tmbers of Common Council who were
pm sent were listed and. against their nanes was written 'p' for
I placet t
 or n p' for non placet.
1deruen in the choice after 1437.1 So too the final choice of the
Common Huntsman lay with Coinxin Council and when the Court of 4dermon
decided to ask John Green, gentleman, whether he would accept the office
their decision to do so on 1 April 1457 was made with the proviso
'quantum in ipsis est t . Three days later Common Council ratified this
appointnnt. 2 The Common Council was also responsible for the choice
of a Common Clerk but the Court of Aldernen was unlikely to stand
aside from such an important appointuent. When Richard B&rit was
chosen as Common Clerk by the Common Council in October 1438 ths Court
of Aldernen was clearly not too happy with the appointnent. In tl'e
end they only agreed to his holding office for one year lthou in
fact he remained in the office until 1446. It was in a neeting of the
Common Council held on 5 August 1461 that Barnet'a successor, Roger
Tonge (alias Spicer) was dismissed for his many offences against
Edward IV and it was agreed that the 1Iayor, Aldernen and Commonalty
should not proceed to a new election wit ! out mature deliberation. A
royal. letter on behalf of Richard Osbarn for the office was read out
1. 1tboub John Wilton was chosen by th Aldernen, II November 1437,
Jour.III f.188, Robert Danvers was elected by Common Council,
11 Cttober 1441, Jou.r.III f.97; Richard Layle elected by Common
Council, 24 July 1442, Jour.III f.142v.; 13 September 1443 the
Court of Aldernen decided that Common Council should neet on the
following Thursday (19 September) in order to elect a Common
Serjeant, Jour.IV f.4; all succeeding Common ,erjeants in this
period were elected in neetings of the Common Council, see below
pp.I-t4aiid Betty R. iasters, 1Tbe Common Serjeant', The (uilc1bal1
Lisce11ay, vol.11, no.9 (196 7), pp.379-89.
2. 28 Larcb, 1 April, 4 April 1457, Jour.VI f.116v., 118, 118v. John
Tyler was chosen in Common Council, 5 April 1448, Jour.IV f.214v.;
bYi11iam.udbury was chosen similarly, 5 December 1459 Jour.YI f,223;
see below pp.
3. 4 October 1438, Jour.III f.164, L64v.
'3
in a neeting of Common Council and the final election of William
Dunthorn3 also took place there in the following October. 1 This
prevailing harmony is well exenipl ified in 1441 when the Court of
Aldernen decided not only that Undersheriffs should not, in future,
be annually removable, but also chose Tbom&s Burgoyre and John Walton
to fill the two offices. At a ireeting of Common Council held sone
days later the new ordinance and the two new officers were simply
approved. 2 The Common Council bad neither the tine nor the inclination
to wage war with the Court of Aldernen.
There is no doubt that important as were the Wardmotea, Eustings
and Court of Common Council which represented. in their different ways
ancient traditions of equality, it was the Court of Aldernen which
really governed the City. It was the nerve centre of City politics
and its functions were legislative, executive and, in a sense, judicial,
for the court had nerely to resolve itself into the Mayor's Court to
deal with judicial cases. Moreover certain .kldernen, after 1444,
becane Juetices of the Peace and the Court of Aldernen itself had
disciplinary powers. Since ti's business of the Court of Aldernen, was,
in effect, the whole business of the City this will require a chapter
to itself. Pere will be discussed the qualifications for being an
Alderman, the uea.ns whereby they were elected and their duties and. reWards.
1. 5 August, 25 September, October 1461, Jour.VI f.46, 22v., 7v.
2. 9, 20 July 1441, Jour.III f.88v., 89.
The ordinance of 1397 had 1 aid down that candidates for vacant
aldermanries should be reputable and di3creet and fit both in morals
and won dly go 0 ds to be judge a and Al de rixe n of the city . In 1.413
.&lderuen were further required to have been born in En1and of En&. jab
parents. 2 itbough we icow that sone man were anxious to achieve the
rank of &Lderman, John Carpenter in the Liber Albus envisa€es that
there may be those who will refuse the cFare after beirg chosen. ucb
recusanta were to stand in dan€er of 1osin their freedom. 3 John
Pattesley who was chosen as the .i.1derman for Farrin€don Within in
February 1428 bad failed to coma to take his oath a month later
and the court decided that if Fe did not do so he would be impnisozd
and. his house sequestered. e was soon sworn.4
In this period the man who becane Alderman were drawn almost
exclusively from the Companies of Grocers, rcers, Pishmon€ers, Drapers,
Goldsmiths, skinners, Vintrrs and Irorunon€ers. 5 loreover according to
his oath the Alderman undertook not to sell food (bread, ale, wirx,
fish, flesh) by retail either personally or through his apprentices
or servants, which effectively limited mainbership of the court to the
greater companies. In 1437 Thomas Bernewell a fishmonger who had been
chosen as Alderman of Q,uaenbythe in 1433 petitioned the court to
1. 1 August 1397, L.B.H., p.436.
2. 16 October 1413, L.B.I., p.117.
3, Liber A1bu, p.35.
4. February ..}Aarcl' 1428, Jour.II .lO7v., 109v.
5. Bea	 vol.I, p.329.
dischar€e him from his alciermanry since he was unable to live without
selling fish retail. Eis petition was €ranted. 1
 There were only eight
Companies from which nearly all Alderman were chosen; and even these
Companies were by no maana equally represented. The Grocers, Drapers
and lercers Companies tended to unopo1ize the mambership of the Court
and in 144]. the Court discussed whether the number of man serving from
any one Company should be limited. They cazz to no conclusion, but
in 1446 they decided that the number from any company should be limite
to six unLess there were no suitable candidate from another Company2
There were two sta€es in the election of an lderman* the choice
of a man, or severe]. candidates, by the ward; aM the acceptance of
SUCh a man, or the selection of a candidate, by the Court of Alderman.
In 1402, and again in 1420, it was decided that tbe freeman of the
ward, assembled in the wardimte, should choose four honest and
sufficient citizens whom they would present to the Court of Alderman
fr their choice of the one nest fit t0 support the honour and charge
of the City. 3 Curiously, however, this process whereby the freeman
o± the ward chose candidates whom they presented to the Court of Alderman
1. 7 and 9 October 1437, Jou.r.III f.190; Sinon Seman, a vintner, who
an Alderman from 1422-1433 appears to have petitioned
unsuccessfully to be allowed to eel]. ods retail, 26 September 1426,
Jour.II f.84v.
2. 31 Lay 1441, Jour.III f.8ov.; 25 February 1446, Jou.r.IV f.118.
3. 20 September 1402, LJ3.I., p.18; 10 October 1420, L.B.J., p.241.
An act of 1397 had enjoined that two candidates were to be
presented,	 p.43°.
is not the process of election described 1y John Carpenter in the
Liber A1bu a1tFouh he rmist have known of the acts of 1402 and 1420.
Carpenter describes a process whereby the wardmote chose one .n whom
the Court of ldernen might accept or reject as they dee'd fit.1
The explanation of this t.y lie in the faiLuxe to observe these acts
during the early part of the period. Whether it can be assutred that
where no list of candidates has been recoided only one man was presented
by the ward, seems doubtful. But in 1420 when John Botiler was chosen
as Alderman of Farringdon Within only three man were nominated by the
ward. In 1426 only two man were nominated when Thomas Wndesford was
chosen for Vintry; two man only when Robert Otele was chosen for
Tower. In 1429 Stephen Brown was chosen as Alderman for Aldgate -rd
from only two candidates but in the saue year the man of Castle Baynard
presented four man from whom the Alderman chose Thomas alaingham.2
When, after a gap of seven years, the Journals are aajn extant, we
find the Court of .lderman summoning the man of the ward of angbourne
before them and enjoining them to present four suitable candidates
t sub poena'. 3 After this date, 1436, whenever the narres of the
candidates are preserved there are always four of them.
TI-a Court of lderman clained, and exercised, the right to reject
all four candidates who were presented to them. There were s..veral
1. .i.iber Albus, p.35.
2. 1 June i20, Jour.I	 10 ?ay 1426, Jour.II f.67v., 68;
22 June 1426, Jour.II f.78; 4 Ilisy 1429, Jour.II f.L33;
25 February 1429, Jour.II f.l3lv.
3. 12 Dcember 1436, Jour.III f.126.
erounds for sucil rejections. In tile case of B'id e ward in 1444,
Corn}iili in 1456, Castle Baynard in 1457, Bread Ztreet in 1458 and
Bilhinsate in 1460 none of tile candidates was deemsd suffioljsnt.1
Tile four xien presented by tile ward of iizre Street in 1448 were z'ejecte
since not all of tile candidates were of sufficient standing witil te
(i tended) result tilat tile ciloice of tile Court was tilereby restricted.2
Tile nen of Parrindon Vithout in 1458 presented two Aldernen among tileir
fou r' candidates and tile Court rejected all four nn on tile grounds tilat
it was customary to present only one 4.lderman amone tile four. 3 If
more tl'an one were presented tilis made tile task of tile court very
invidious. It can be seen tilat tile Court 1pt a firm control of its
umbers}'ip and resisted, by its use of tile veto, any attempt on tile
part of tile wards to force its iland. T1'ere is only one case of royal
interference in an election recorded during tilis period, tilat o Pilhip
Lalpas in 1448, ann +ile implications of tilis ilave been discussed
elsewilere .
en candidates were presented to tile Court of AldernEn tile cI'o ice
of tile new 1derman seems usually to Fave been arrived at by common
1. 24 July 1444, £.B.K., pp.295-96; 29 November 1456, Jour.VI f.87v.;
22 November 1457, Jour.VI £.185v.; 12 February 1458, Jour.VI f.192v.;
17, 26 November 1460, Jour.VI f.268.
2. 1 .pril 1448, Jour.IV f.213v.
3. karcil 1458, Jour.VI f.l94v.; in fact tile sane ward ilad presented
two l deruen among tile 1± four candidates in 1451 and tile Court
ilad not objected on tue occasion, Jour..V f.62.
4. See cilapter IX.
rsemsnt and the Journal records the choice t nem.cofl.'. But on eight
o ccasions during this period it would appear that the Court had to
resort to voting and when the votes were, on erie occasion in l48
equally divided between Thomas Oulegrave and Richard Flexirng, the
Layor exercised a casting vote in favour of Oulegrave.1
There were few perquisites attached to the office of Alderman.
The financial burden was be avy and the rewards, such a they were,
were not of a financial kind. 2 It was a dignity, often forced upon a
man, by virtue of his known wealth. There were a few advantages.
&ldermsn escaped from serving on juries and inquests, and. they did not
have to pay for the enro1nnt of deei3s and charters in the Eustings
which related to themselves. 3 A sian who becams an 4ldertnan was more
likely to be knighted than a man who was an ordinary citizen.4
Moreover an Aide rmari could nave fairly e asily to another ward and this
practice becazie so common as the fifteenth century progressed that it
1. The namas of the Alderuen who were present at netings were
always recorded and the clerk registered their votes by the
simple msthod of writing the initial letter of the naso of the
candidate of their choice above the A].derman t s own naixe on the
list. The eight occasions when voting is recorded are
29 August 1438, Jour.III f.166; 26 April 1446, Jour.IV f.125v.;
16 July 1451 , Jou.r.V f.60; 19 July 1452, Jour.V f.78v.; 24 October
1454, Jour.V f.202; December 1457, Jour.VI f.l86-7; 9 Larch 1458,
Jour.VI f.194v.; 3 April 1458, Jour.VI f.195.
2. It was always the ALdernn who had to dip into their poc}ts to
provide money in an emsrgency, e.g. for the Granary in 1437,
Jour.III f.194.
3. er Jlbu, p.35.
4. Beaveri, vol.1, p.255; the only two knights in this period appear
to have been William stfeld knighted 	 c.1439 (L.B.K., p.231 and
n.3) and Vlihiam Cantelowe knighted at the coronation of ward IV.
had to be limited in 1479. 1 When Nicholas Yoo, the Alaerman of
Farringdon Within, asked the court if Fe could have the vacant
aldernianry of Candlewick Btreet, this was granted to him without
any reference, apparently, to the man of the ward. 2 Lore usually,
however, an Alderman would be presented among the four candidates
chosen by the ward said if Fe agreed to move the Court would give its
assent to the transfer.3
An examination of soma of the duties and burdens which an Alderman
was expected to shoulder, makes it easier to understand why it was not
always a coveted honour. Apart from his obligation to join the Mayor
at the bead of ary subscription list in the City, the Alderman had to
pay for expensive liveries. It would appear that an Alderman might
have t buy new liveries as often as three tixres a year, at Pentecost,
at the Layor's riding to Istminster in October, and at Christmas. 4 The
1. Beaven, vol.11, p.240.
2. 8 August 1438, Jour.III f.167v. 16 March 1446 William Wetena1e,
the Alderman of Parrin&don Without was chosen by the Layor and
Alderman to be the new Alderman for the vacant ward of Waibrook,
according to City custom, Jour.IV f.l21. Clearly the ward of
Waibrook had no say in the matter and protested. 17 man of the ward
appeared in Court 7 Aprfl.l446 and one of them, John Wassbawe,
ai'firmad that as greatly as the man of Parririgdon Without rejoiced
in WhetenaLe's departure, so greatly would the man of Waibrook
grieve over his coming. 11. of the man undertook to obey Whetenale
and the protest .s ine er + ive, Jour.IV I .124v.
3. August 1451 Farringdon 1 tttbout ward presented William Pulyn and
William Deer, both of whom were Alderman, and Richard Alley and
Thomas Davey who were not. Eulyn and Deer were asked by the court
if they would like to be Alderman of this ward and when they declined
Richard Alley was chosen, Jour.V f.62. In October and November 1458
Ralph Josselyn was offered both Coleman Ztreet and anbourne but
chose to remain at Cornhill, Jour.VI f.233v., 221v.
4. Liber Albus, p.35 where only the Pentecost and October liveries
are mantioned, but the Christmas liveries are nentioned in the
Journals. 14 October 1441 Alderman to have new scarlet liveries
(continued at foot of next pate)
liveries were expensive and could cost as much as 50/.. per person.1
In these circumstances it is underztandable that the Court should have
spent quite a lot of tims deciding what colour these liveries should
be although they occasionally deputed the task of choosing to two
.1dermsn, and, on one occasion the future Mayor was allowed to choose
the liveries for his own riding to Testminster. 2 These liveries had. to
be carefully preserved as they might be used on other occasions during
the year when the Mayor and Aldermsn appeared together in public.3
In addition to these financial burdens the Alderman had a great
many tims-absorbing duties. Ye was expected to preside at wardinotes
and to collect taxes and levies of various kinds within his ward,
&.thou€h the enera]. maintenance of lr and order within the ward was
left to the Constables and Beadles. In 1440, however, the court
decided that no Constable, or anyone else, was to maJ a forcible entry
into a house ibr any cause unless in the presence of the Al derman of the
1. 7 February 1421, Jour. I f.88; 5 hay 1443. it was decided that
Chamber, out of profits of brokra€e, should pay each Alderman
ioo/-. for his livery, Jour.III f.85, 88v.
2. 13 iarch, 14 October 1437, Jour.III f.119v., 190v.
3. 20 September 1440 the Court of Aldernen decided that for the election
of beriff a	 Aldernen were to wear the last livery but one and.
the last livery for the Mayor t s election, Jour.III f.59, Liber
.Ltlbus, p.1r35.
(footnote 4 continued from previous page)
for Christmas, Jour.III f.98; lo November 1444, 21 November 1446,
the Christmas liveries were to be blood red, Jour.IV f.50v., 149v.;
6 November 
.1452 Christmas liveries to be violet, Jour.V f.92v.;
28 November 1459 Aldernen chose brown/blue for Christmas liveries,
Jour.VI f.141.
ward. 1 The .1dernen were expected to attend assizes of nuisance, to
act as arbitrators and to use their seal to authenticate !eed8. 2 They
bad to attend the Eustings Court and the Court of Aldernen t w}'ic,
in tines of crisis they could be specially summoned froni the country.3
Ire over an a.1 derman' a duties in maintaining 1 aw and order in the city
at large could be very onerous since be was often expected to carry out
nightly patrols for a period of weeks in tines of diSturbance and. such
patrols during the Iidsumner and Christmas holidays were an annual task.4
Attendance at the Court of Alderman, which could be almost daily,
bred one of an 8.lderrnarit s main duties, This could. involve him in
acting as an arbitrator, as a judge when the Court sat as the i1ayor's
Court, and in a host of business concerning both the private affairs
of cLtizens and the public life of the City. In 1454 the Court of
.ldernen held an energency neetirig in the barge taking them from the
City of Westminster for the swearing of the Sheriffs, but it usually
net in Guildball. 5 On 4 November 1455 the Layor and 4.lderixen agreed
1. Cal. P. and L. 1411-374 pp.xxviii-xxx; 20 Lpril 1440, Jour.III f.41v.;
for precepts to ldernen to levy money in their wards see Chapter III;
when the City was raising money for the new conduit each Uderman
was instructed to brine the money to Guildball together with the nane
of those who bad refused to pay, 3 February 1441, Jour.III f.74.
2. Cal.P. .nd 1. l437-J, p.viii n.3; as arbitrators, ihid.,pp.lO, 17;
Cat.P. andI'. pp.l, 43, 49, 6 3, 65; for use of seal, ibid.,
pp.l59, 161, 163, 175; Cal.P. and L. 1437-57, pp.159, 160, 165, 175,
184, 185.
3. 12 4.ugust 1415, A.B.I., p.183; 23 June 1440, L.B.K., p.239;
Chapter	 ., pp304I0for a table of the .i.l&r1ren's atten'axices at
the Court see .t . ppel1dix no.A
4. Zi.g. 18 JuLy 1440, Jour.III f.47v.
5.	 30 September 1454, Jour.V 1.195.
that they should spend the whole week on the common business of the
City and that not12in should be allowed to interrupt them. 1 This
preaure of business, and the conflict between private and public
business in the Court is aain reflected in the decision in October 1461
that the Court s'r'ould spend every Londay in attending to the City's
affairs and that the consideration of private matters should be postponed
2
until later.
It seems to have been allowed to an ulderman to appoint a deputy
to carry out his duties while be was away on business, or ill or in
sons other way unable to perform them himself. In 1425 Robert
TatersaU asId the Court if Thomas yer and then Jon Nhatele could
act as his deputies while Fe wa away from j.,onclon. 3 In June 1428
Thomas Duffhous carried out the niht1y vigils as deputy for John
Litchell and in 1429 Simon Sernan chose Ralph Stoss to act as his deputy.4
It was the b.lderman, or 1-is deputy, w1-o was instructed to hold a wardmote
to discuss finance in January 1433. Clearly the appointmsnt of such
deputies had becore a regular part of the exercise of an 4dertnan's
duties.
Just as it wa difficult for a wealthy man tcavoid being chosen
as an 4lderman, so it was difficult for sri uldermari to obtain a dischargu
once be bad undertan the task. John Carpenter wrote in the IaiberAlbus
1. 4 November 1455, Jour.Y f.270.
2. 28 October 1461, L.B.., p.8.
3. 13 June, 28 July 1425, Jour.II f44v., 48v.
4. 18 June 1428, Jour.II f.115 v .; April 1429, Jour.II f.132; Thomas
Duffbous was Sheriff 1428-29
5. 19 January 1438, Jour.III fl83v.
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an l de rman was not re movable except for a re asonab]. e cause, and
the Court tended to scrutinize pleas to iDe excused with care.1
Twenty-one 4.ldermsn were exonerated by the Court during this period;
nine of these pleaded old age, or deafness or ill-.health and two of
these were excused because of the lengt' of their service. Stephen
Brown bad served for thirty-one years and Nicholas Wotton for more
than forty. 2 Two ixen, Stephen Poster and Thomas Bernewell were excused
on the grounds of their poverty. 3 Philip Ia1pas, Thomas Canynges and,
probably, Ralph Holland, were discharged in unusual circumstances for
reasons that were partly political. . further two, John Dsrby and
William Deer appear to have been disbbarged in order that they could
more freely pursue litigation in which they were involved. 4 No reasons
are given for the discharge of the other five Aldernen.
1. LiberAlbu, p.36.
2. Stephen Broun exonerated from Bilhingsgate, 14 February 1460,
Jour.VI f.].98, dead by 3 February 1466; Nicholas Wotton exonerate'
from Dow ate 5 April 1446 Jour.IV f.123v., dead by 15 September 1446.
3. Stephen Broun exonerated from Bread Street, 3 February 1458,
Jour.VI f.191; Thomas Bernewell exonerated from ueenrtbe,
13 October 1437, Jour.III f.l90.
4. John Derby asked to be exonerated 9 4ugust 1454 but his request
was refused, Jour.V f.l83v., he then presented his reasons in greater
detail to the Court on 21 September 1454 which were: i) that icbard
uartermayn was prosecuting him at common law contrary to the
liberties of the City, ii) William Marowe Fad affirned an original
bill against him in the Lsyors Court, iii) his case against the
Chamberlain, John Sturgeon, had been taken into the iayor's Court
where be could not obtain Justice. His petition was finally granted,
Jour.V f.192, 200, i.B.L, p.362. Derby was discharged in an amicable
atmosphere and when be visited the Court in future he was to cone as a
brother and. not as a stran er because of his services to the City.
Will lam Deer was exonerated from Dowgate 7 February 1456, Jour.VI
f.28v.; Fe was involved in a complicated law-suit against tlexander
Broke which began at least as early as 5 July 1455. Deer was finally
found to be guilty of usury 23 ).Iarch 1456 , Jour.VI f.6v.; see also
4 April 1457, Jour.VI f.118v. and Cal.P. and 1.. 1437-57, pp.134-35.
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Although in 1425 the Court bad decided that anyone who had served
as Mayor should not only be eligible for discharge from his Aldermaflr
if be should so 'wish but also that a man so discharged should be
entitled to have an annual livery, this ruling does not appear to have
been strictly observed. 1 But it is true that a man who had not served
a term as liayor might find it more difficult to be granted a discharge.
Thomas Talsingham hail to agree to glaze the east window of the new
Guildhall in order to obtain his release, and John Derby paid a £50
fl 2 Ralph kinnard who served only three months as Alderman of
Castle Baynard bad to pay a fine which appears to have gone to his
successor in the .ldermamry, Robert Large. 3 Thomas Carnges, who was,
admittedly, finally discharged for contumacy and disobedience, was
ordered to pay a fine of £40 to the Chamber. 4 An ex-Mayor who resigned
was automatically entitled to wear the Alderman t s livery but this
favour might occasionally be granted by the Court to a retiring Alderman
who had not served as Mayor. John Derby was allowed to wear the livery
to Iep him warm and Robert Whitinham on his discharge was granted one
gown each year of the A1dermar's livery.5
1.. 15 October 1425, Jour.II f.54v.; Thomas Carynges who had served
as Mayor 1456-7 was refused a discharge, 5 December 1460, Jour.VI
f.279v.
2. Walsingbamexonerated 22 April. 1429, Jou.r.II f.132v., L.B.K., p.109;
Derby exonerated 19 October 1454,
	 p.362.
3. July 1429, Jour.fl f.137.
4. 15 January 1461, Jou.r.VI f.286.
5. 2 May 1438, Jour.III f.l74v.
On three occasions during this period the Court refused an
4.lderma&s petition to be discharged. Richard Gosselyn's reasons ware
considered insufficient in 1.426 and he was told that if he applied to
the ing to be exonerated he would stand in danger of losing Ms freedom.1
John Bithewater had to petition during the mayoraLties of John Coventry
(1425-6) and John Reynvell (1426-7) before lie was finally excused in
14 26. 2 4t the sazxe maeting of the Court which granted a discharge to
Geoffrey Peldyng and John &therly, Thonias Canynges was refused his
release on the grounds that his reasons were insufficient. Re was
ordered to continue to carry out his duties but was finally discharged
in disgrace a month later.3
The secrecy of the deliberations of the Court of Alderman and the
dignity of the office were closely gearded. 4 A man who insulted an
Alderman was tried, not in the wardmote, but in the Mayors Court,
and the pnnishuent for striking an Alderman was the loss of a band.5
In the fifteenth century such a punishuent was never executed but
Geoffrey Lovey was imprisoned in Newgate in 1413 for cursing and
slandering Thomas Pauconer, arid Thomas 1i.ayneld was also imprisoned
1. 18 October 1426, Jou.r.II f.86; Gosselyn continued as AJ.derinaxi until
October 1428; be died c.].429.
2. January 1428, Jou.r.II f.105v.
3. 5 D.cember 1460, Jour.VI f.279v.; 15 January 1461, Jour.VI f.280.
4. 24 May 1427. Certain words which Robert bitingham bad spoIn in the
Court of Alderman in a matter which concerned the Duke of Gloucester
bad been revealed to the Duke t0 the considerable harm of hitingham
arid to the discredit of the Court. All the Alderman who were present
swore on the Gospels that anything which was spoken in Court should
not be revealed outside, Jour.II f.93v.
5. Cal.P. and Ii. 14'3-3T pp.xxviil-xxx; as late as 1387 this punishnentWou.ld ave been put into execution but for the intercession of the
Al derman concerned,	 pp. 490-94.
there two years later for insolently threatening V(ilhiam 5evenoke, the
Alderman of Tower ward, with the fate of Nicholas Brembre) Several
nn who lived in Bride Street ward were sent to prison in 1420 for
rebelling against their Alderman, Robert Wydinton. 2 Seven years later
Cleiint Bisjhop, who called Nicholas Jaiis a t false extortioner' in
front of a great u.ny people was condemned to the pillory for this
offence. 3 In 1461 Thomas Baily was sent to prison for having spoken
shaefu]. words about John Young, the Alderman of Faxringdon lVitbout.4
Important a were these deliberative organs of €overnuent it was
the civic officials who gave impetus and effective masning to their
wishes. ..part from the Alderizen whose duties have already been
described, civic officials may be divided into two categories; the
unpaid annual officers such as the Layor and Sheriffs, and the permanent
salaried officers such as the Recorder, Chamberlain anti Town Clerk,
and. a group of lesser officers who may conveniently be called the civic
serjeantry. The discussion of the duties of the Layor and Sheriffs will
deal also with the courts over which they presided.
1.	 19 1iay 1413, L.B.I., p.114; Ltoriale pp.592-93; 21 Larch 1415,
p.132; Layneld was released at Seveno1'a request and gave
a £20 bond for good behaviour.
2. L.BJ., p.245.
3. 18 September 1427, Bishop was pardoned the pillory at the inter-
cession of 1ihiazn Weston but had to provide a £10 bond to keep
the peace in iondon and Southwark, Jour.II f.lOO.
4. 28 arch 1461, Jour.VI f.25v.
7.
To be eli ible for t1 e Iayoralty a jondoner tad not only to be
.fl 4lderlTlan but also to Fave served already as ZFe iff ?	 fin quil
peot estre assaye en sa overnazice at bountee, avant quil attei ne
1
a tiel estat de Iiairaj.te'.	 1-en JoFn Carpenter wrote t}'e iibr 1bu.
it 1-ad becon esta' isted t1'at a iran stould not be compelled to serve
a second year in t1-e office of .ayor unless te agreed to do so of 1-is
own free will. 2 T1-e financial burd n of tF'e office was consirlerable
and in 1424 t1 Court of iU.derrren deci&.d firstly, ttat no-one wto Fad
served twice as Layor stoul d be e le cte d a am and, secondly, tF at no -one
was to serve a second term as !.'or until seven yar ' '' elapsec. T1'e
Common Council see 1ns to 1-ave accepted only t1-e second of tFese two
ordinances and. it was not until 1435 tFat tl'e Common Council aEreed tl'at
a man 'ould not be called upon to serve as Layor a t1'ird. tin. 3 Jo}'n
Reynwell w1-o 1-ad served as I ayor in 1426-7 was excused from serving
a second tii in 1444 and in t1-e following year te was excused altoet1-er
from servin' acajn.4
Dunn t1-ls pniod sou modifications took place in tl'a process of
electing tte Layor. In 1404 t}'e principle was reasserted ttat only tFose
1.iher .lbu , p.464.
2. p.22; in 1389 an ordinance was agreed wtereby no-one was to
be l..for for mor.. tI'an a jear at a tine, but could be re-elected
after an interval of five years, .. • F., p.347.
3. 8 October 1424, Jou.r.II f.23; .icFard i1-ittinton tad served a
ttird term as l aror in 1419-20; 13 October 1424, L.B.K., pp.33-4
n.1; 8 pril 1435, .i..B.K., p.191.
4. 9 October 1444, Jour.IV f.43v.; 17 September 1 445, Jour.IV f.95.
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who were summoned should. attend. the Lgjor's election and when the
artisans tried to get Ralph Rolland elected as Layor it was necessary,
in 1442, to proclaim a royal writ confirming this limitation of the
.1franchise. In 1444 not only was the election comfinad to t'rose who
ware sumnoned but also, as a further precaution, the door of GuiJ.d.}'aU
was to be shut. 2 The custom of celebrating lAss before proceeding to
the ka.yor's election had been introduced in 1406 but it is not clear
bow long th innovation survived. 3 In the Liter A1bu John Carpenter
carefully records the process whereby the commoners present in Guildhall
chose two .J.dernn whom they presented. to the Court of A.lderun for
their final selection of the next Layor. The Letter Books disclose that
Dru Barentyn was the rejected candidate in 1406 w3'en Richard Whittington
was chosen, but after this date they record only the nau of the successful
candidate. In 1439, however, the Journals record the nas of both the
.ldernn who were presented, and do so again in 1440 and l441. The
Journal. a are silent again until 1 457 when both nau a are recorded, as
they are in 1458, 1459 and 1460. ltbough in 1439-41 Ralph Folland.
was rejected three tinQa, there appears to be enrging in the later
period the custom that one year's rejected candidate is the next yearts
1. 23 etember 1404, L.B.I., p.34; L.B.IC, pp.274-75, 288;
Jour.III f.152v.; see chapter IV below.
2. 9 October 1444, Jour.IV f.43v.
3. .BJ., pp.52-53, 60, 69, 226.
4. !Lenrils, pp. 56 5- 6 ; Jour.III f.24v., 62v., 97v.
Layor) It was customary for all th A1dernn who were able to do so,
to attend the Mayor's election on October 13th. The attendance on the&
occasions is notably biFer than on any other occasion during the year
and even the Prior of Eoly Trinity, the ex-officio &lderinan of Portso1n
ward, was usually present. In 1445 it was noted that WihiaTnstfeld,
Nicholas Wott0n, John Gediy, Thomas Catworth and Tilhiam Combe were
absnt from the Mayor's election contrary to the custom of the City.2
Once the !ayor was elected on October 13th, he bad fifteen t3ajs
to wait before taking his oath at Quildball on October 28th. On the
following day he would ride to Westminster to be sworn before the
Barons of the Exchequer. 3 This latter occasion was or of great
magnificence and considerable cererny 'when the City displayed to the
Crown and to the royal officials its wealth and ponp. A3.l the City
Companies rode with the Mayor and the procession would be accompanied
by bands of tninstrels. 4 But in 1447 a cbane took place in this tit-
honoured equestrian procession. In that year, when John Gedney was
chosen as Mayor,it was agreed that he should go to Westminster to take
his oath by barge down the Thans. 5 This may have been dora as an
1. 1457 Cook and. Boleyn presented; Boleyn chosen, Jour.VI f.lBOv.
1458 Scot and Hulyn presented; Scot chosen, Jour.VI f.234v.
1459 Cantelowe and 'Eulyn presented; Eulyn chosen, Jour.VI f.163.
1460 Cantelowe and. Lee presented; Lee chosen, Jour.VI f.271v.
2. 27 October 1445, Jour.IV f.102v.
3. Libr 1bus, pp.20-27.	 4. E.g. L.B.I., p.78.
5. 13 October 1447, Jour.IV f.195v.; John Carpenter noted that in the
past ayors t vel. pe de stre a per terram vel per aquam Thamis iae in
batel].o aiiierunt Weatmonasterium v1 Turrim, et fuerant onerati
et accepti' Liber Albus, pp.21-22.
experinnt but in 1453, at the petition of the commonalty and at
the wish of the Coitmon Council it was agreed that in future the Mayor
sbou].d go by bar€e to take his oath. There is no indication of the
reasons which prompted this decision. Ten days after this Fad been
decided, the Lord Chancellor and the Duke of Sonerset sent Thomas
Belgrave, a royal serjeant at arms, to ask the Mayor and Alc!ernen to
persuade the comnonelty to return to the old custom or riding to
Westminster. But the comznonalty would not go back on its decision and
the new Mayor, John Norman, went to Westminster by barge
It appears that the ICing was normally present with the Barons of
the Exchequer to receive the Mayor's oath, although in 1459 be was
prevented 'by virtual civil war from being there. 2 On the sane day on
which be took his oath the Mayor would appoint attorneys for the City,
one to act in the Exchequer Court, one in the Court of Common Pleas
and two in the King's Bench. The Journal records the nanes of sone
of these nen in 1454, 1456 and 146O.
There is every indication that to bold the office of Mayor was
an expensive task. There was no sal ary and only incidents], sums would
1. 8, 18 October 1453, Jour.V fd24v., 126; although the Chroniclers
attribute this chance to John Norman personally, the evidence
of the Journals sugeats that it was a popular decision, Gree
Chron., pp.186-67; Rawlinson, p.103 and n.2; Bale, p.140.
2. Li'ber Albus, p.25; L.B.K., p.396.
3. 26 February 1454, John Windeslade to be the City's attorney in the
Court of Cowjin Pleas; 28 October 1456, LII d'rihal1 to be the Mayor's
attorney receiving the usual fee, Jour.VI f.lO9v.; 24 October 1460,
icbard. Sitnson to be the Mayor's attorney in the Exchequer Court
for the next year, Jour.VI f.273v.
fall to the lsyor) Not only was tie Mayor's tine no longer I'iS own
but Fe Fad to pCy the waes of two aerjeants and Fia sword-bearer as
well as nunrous other expenses; the Mayor was always expected, then
as now, to head the list of those contributing to flmds of various
2kinds. There were sone compensations. The Izayor appears to have Fad
a pre-emptory right to nove to arr Aldermariry which fell, vacant during
his yoralty. In 1451 when the ward of Corril'ill iecane vacant because
Sinon Eyre had trved to Langbourne, Nicholas l7yfold the Mayor tper
unaninum assensum et voluntatem aldermanorum preedictorum ... luxta
consuetum curiae in huiusTnodi casu usitatum, officiuni aldermani wards
de Cornhill super se assumpsit.3 There was, noreover, considerable
patronage at the disposal of the Mayor. Originally Fe enjoyed the
right to inaio six non free of the City, with the alternative of two
casks of wine at the City's expense, but because the King objected to
non who were not residents in the City being made freenen and so
escaping royal prises and dues, in 1434 the Mayor's privilege of making
freenen was anu11ed, but he was to receive instead four casks of the
best red wire of Gascony. 4 It appears also that the retiring Mayor
could request offices or favours for those who had served him well or
to whom he was indebted in sone way. In 1453 Geoffrey Feldyng requested
that John ynton might have the next vacancy which occurred in the
1. Lg. 14 October 146 3, anercenents in the Mayor's Court were to be
divided between the Layor and Chamber, L.B.L., p.38.
2. I1iber Albus, p.49.
3. 16 July 1451, Jour. IT f.60; in 1446 Simon Byre, the Mayor, chose to
have the vacant ward of Broad Street, 7 February 1446, Jour.IV f.l].4v.
4. L.B., p.64; La,, pp .34-35, 180.
office of valet of the Chamber and that his butler John Erly might be
p
admitted to the freedom. W1en Richard Lee left office in 1461 he aak&
that Richard Green might have the serjeantry of the channel after John
Eorncastle or another office of similar value. The Court of Alderman
2
agreed to this.
The Mayor's entourage included at least four valets, 3 several
serjeanta of whom three, after 1436, served in a permanent capacity,
the sword-bearer, the serjeant of the channel, the Common Runtatnan,
the Water-bail iff arid a butler.
In the charge of the sword-bearer was the Layor's seal. The new
Mayor received this In a purse after he bax taken his oath at Guildhall
on October 28th. 4 The sword-bearer wa entitled to a fee when the
Mayor's seal was used but in 1440 it was decided that letters which
were sealed with the Mayor's sea]. were to be written by the Town Clerk
and were to be enrolled. 5 The seal. would be used on mayoral precepts
such as those instructing Alderman to hold wardmotes, but it appears
to have been mainly used to anthenticate private docunents 'for better
1. 28 October 1453, Jour.V f.l27. A valet of the Chamber appears to
be the save officer as a valet of the Mayor. The request for
Eynton probably succeeded since be was among those deputed to ride
to the King at Fertford, 26 September 1455, Jour.V f.264v.
2. 27 October l4ol, Jour.VI f.81; Richard Green was sworn as an
attorney in April 1462, Jour.VI f.1]..
3. 18 December 1419 it was decided that each year the Mayor was to
select the four valets who bad been most diligent and they were
to receive two marks each, Jour.I f.66v.
4. Libr Albus, p.24. The Layer's seal was u.de in 138]. and continued
in use until 1910, Temoia1s, pp.447-48.
5. 27, 28 October 1440, Jour.III f.64v., 65.
vi rice and security'. TF only recorded use of tFe !ayor t s
 seal for
civic purposes was in 1153 wFen letters to t Arcl'bisFop of Cologne
and tFe citizens of ColOg1 pleading for tFe releas of tha City's
envoys to Rot, were sent under tFe Lyor's
It was *e duty of tFe Layor to preserve peace in tFe City, to
exercise a 
€enersl ov?rslg!"t of all civic officials, to ensure tat
trade in t'e City was carried out in accordance wIth civic ordinances,
to act as arbitrator and judge arid to play th leading role in te
nuurous civic and religious functions. 2 The Mayor's oath, however,
laid greater emphasis upon the Lgyor's oUi bations to guard the rights
and francMses of the ICing, than upon his civic duties. In his capacity
as judge arid eacheator the Layor of London acted as a royal servant.
To carry out Ms duties as escheator 'which ha been granted to him in
1327 the Mayor was allower1
 the services of a clerk for whom he Fad to
answer to th King at the end of his term of office, as wall as f r the
profits arid issues. 3 On 28th October 1456 John Byron was chosn to
act as the lLayor's deputy in the office of eacheator for the cordng
year and in 1468 it was decided that the Mayor and Alt5ernn should
1. 8 October 1453, Jour.V f.].24v.; for the private us of the ayor's
seal, a a Cal_P. end . 1381-1412, p.238; Cal. P. and M.l413-,
pp . 1 90, 258, 301; Cal. P.and }. 143i-, pp.1, 50.
2. jkIbT .L.1bu3, pp.27-30; C.P. and M. 1413-37, pp.129, 136.
3. Lfl-'er Albus, p.25; see E.k. Chew, 'The office of scFeator in the
City of J.eondofl during the ltiddle Age s, LF.L, vol .LVIII (1943)
pp.3l9-3O L.B.IC., p.396.
elect a sub-escheator annually whom the ?iayor could not then remove)
The entertainnent of foreign dignitaries did not play a large part in
the kayor'a duties in the fifteenth century although in 1438 it was
agreed that he should invite the ambassadors from Polland to dinr if
'precedent ad bonam finem' 2. If the Mayor were ill or unable to carry
out his duties he could appoint a loci.zmtenens. Robert Large w'o was
Mayor in 1439-40 arid Wh 0 was described on 14th July 1440 as T iam infirnust
choae William Estfeld to carry out his duties for him. 3 Thomas Chariton
who was Mayor in 1449-50 did not attend the Court after 8th July 1450
arid Thomas Catwortb acted as his deputy during the aftermath of Cads t5
revolt. It is clear that the Mayor was expected to pay the costs and
expenses incurred by his locumtenens arid a committee of eight aldernen
was appointed to negotiate with Chariton about this in August l450.
One of the 1.gyor's most important functions was to act as judge in
the Layor's Court aM many of the entries in the Journals are records
of these proceedings arid judgnents, soma of which were subsegtntly
enrolled in the Layor's Court rolls, but many were not. All cases in
the Layor's Court were begun 1y bills of complaint delivered to the
1. In 1454 John Byron was a clerk in the Sberiff t s court so that his
appoiritnent as Mayor's deputy in the office of sc}'eator in 1456
may simply nean that he was chosen a ti's Mayor's clerk in this
office, but pbrhaps with extended powers, 12 July 1 454, Jour.V f.177;
28 October 1 456 , Jour.VI f .109v.; 22 November 1468,	 p.81.
2. 13 May 1 438, Jour.III f'.173v.
3. 14, 18 July 1440, Jour.III f.46, 47v.; Robert Large died
24 April. 1441.
4. 12 Auguat 1450, Jour.V f.43v.; Thomas Chariton last appeared in the
Court of Aldernen on 15 March 1452 and nist have been dead by
7 August 1452 when Richard Lee was elected as his successor as
Alderman of Bisbopsgate, Jour.V f.80.
attorneys of the Court. Sorre of these original bills survive in the
Guildhall Record Office. The scope of the jurisdiction of the
Mayor's Court and its procedure have been fully described elsewhere
and it only remains to describe certain trends and developnnts during
this period. 1 The business of the Court was divided between sessions
held in tI'e Inrr Chamber of Guildhall and those held in the Outer
Chamber. When the Layor and 1dermsn sat as the Court of Alderiien to
deal. with the administrative civic business they sat in the Inner
Chamber and it was here also that they dealt with cases involving the
complicated Law Mer&ant. The ordinary business ol' the Mayor's Court
took place in the Outer Chamber of Guil.dFalL. In 1409 there was an
attempt to limit the sessions of the )ayor's Court which took place in
the Inner Chamber, no doubt because they were not public as other
e a sions • 2 More over the evidence from the Journal s sugge at a that, for
the sake of convenience, the Mayor and Aldernen did not always move
from the Inner to the Outer Chamber when they transforued themselves
from the Court of Aldernen to the Mayor's Court. Because, perhaps,
of the new work at Guildhall, sessions of the Mayor's Court in 1419
were held at St. Dunstari's in the East, 3 The personnel. of the
1. See &.!. Thomas, Cal. g&r1y yor's Court Rolls, pp.ix-xlv.
Cal. P. and M, 1361-1412, pp.vii-xli; P.E. Jones, Cal. P. arI.
1431-57, pp.vii-ix; The j.jaw Journal, vo]..XCIII (l9Jp.3Ql-o2.
2. 4 November 1409, LB.I., p.80 and n.2; see also a case in 1436
when the ?viayor, in a return to a royal wri,t, defined the extent
of the claims of the Mayor's Court to dea1with cases of' Law
Verbhant, L.B.L, pp.206-09.
3. 27, 29 May 1419, Jour.I f.56 , 57.
Mayor's Court included the attorneys who were sworn to practise there
and the clerks who Ipt the records. In 1462 these clerks were put
under the direct control of the Common Clerk. 1 Moreover whereas it had
previously been the task of the ayor t s Court clerks to ina1 extracts
of aurcenBnt8 ordered by the Court which would be delivered into the
Chamber a a record, in 1463 this task also fell to the Common Clerk.2
Arxrcenents levied in the Mayorts Court were originally destined for
the Sheriffs, but in 1461 it was decided that they should be equally
divided between the Sheriffs and the Chamber. In 1463 it was further
decided that they should be divided between the Mayor and Chamber.3
Dr. Thomas believed that the justice to be found in the kayorta
Court was fair and equitable. Like all ndieval jurisdiction it was
subject to exhausting procrastination and delays although soy
attempt to speed up justice was made in l463. The only complaint
against its jurisdiction to be found during this period is that of
William ubbard, an armourer, who was committed to prison for having
scandalously told one of the clerks that the Mayor's court was not
a court of Record but a court of favour.5
1. 5 February 1 462, L.B.L., p.15.
2. 12 January 1 454, Jour.V f.141; 14 October 1463, L.B.L., p.38.
3. Liber Alb	 p.390; 9 November 1461, L.B4., p.12; 14 October 1463,
ibi., p.38.
4. 15 October 1463, L.B.L., pp.38-39.
5. 9 April 1459, Jour.VI f.].54v.; 14 April 1459 ubbard found
recoi1tor3 for his good behavior and was released, Jour.VI f.155v.
But perhaps the zmst marked feature of this period is the increasing
dignity which cane to surround both the person of the Mayor and the
office itself. In 1414 for the first tine a petition to the Mayor was
addressed tTo our worshipfull Lord Mair of the Citee of London. Like
unto youre soverain discrecioun... 1
 In 1415 the Mayor was accorded
precedence in the City over the Archbishops, Bishops and the Kins
brothers. 2 In 1425 and 1427 when the Duke of Gloucester end other
lords visited the City, the Mayor and his Sword-bearer took precedence
over the Duke and his Sword-bearer. 3 Similarly in 1441 it was the
Mayor's Sword-bearer who led the Duke of Gloucester and other lords
into Guildball for a special, judicial session at which both the Duke
and the Layor sat on demi-tbrones. 4 The care with which these occasions
are described by the clerk who wrote the Journal. a, and the growth in
importance of the Mayor's Sword-bearer, bear witness to the increasing
civic pride and self-consciousness which surrounded the Mayor's office.
In the sane way offences which appeared. to insult the dignity of the
Layor were severely punished. In 1442 Thomas Twychard who had. gone to
the Mayor's private house and bad there disrespectfully aM arrogantly
accused him of having acted unjustly to the disbonour of the Layor
and his office t was committed to the custody of the Sheriffs so that
1. Cal. P • and M. 1413-3 7 p.3.7 and n. 1; the Layor was al so described
as 'Lord Layor' in 1440, L,B.IC., p.246 and in 1457, 1461, 1462,
Cal. P. and M. 1457-82, pp.2, 17, 28; for an astringent comnent on
the use of the title 'i.1ord ayor' see Beeven, vol.11, pp.xxvili-mi.
2. 1 March 1415, JB.I., p.135.
3. 5 June 1425, 20 May 1427, Jour.II f.44, 93.
4. 4 Larch 1441, Jour.III f.78. C.f. & w-* of	 • t Cn.wvt' ø-
Ve-'4-' .' W	 t4k 5 I c4e.•.-t . kA4c
44+41 cc 4*.'&itA	 b-i ...
q6-4) t.rt. r
othrs should not follow his bad exatnple. 1 A tailor, T'oinas Mason,
was sent to prison for saying to one Basset 'I will better blieve such
2
a simple person as ye be than the Mayor and all the 1dernn'. The
Court took very seriously the case of T. Brewer who, in 1440, set
himself up as a Mayor, attended by an Alderman, a goaler, a serje ant
and a sheriff and thus surrounded visited the houses of citizens and
Lombards to search for prostitutes. Since the Iiayor was well known
in the City such antics cannot have Lot vary far, but the dignity of
the Layor's office was seen to have been attac1d.3
The office of Sheriff did not carry the presti of that of Mayor
but it was, nevertheless, extrenly Important in civic governnnt. The
citizens of London enjoyed the rigt of electing their own S'eriffa
instead of accepting a royal appoIntrnt. One Sheriff was Chosen by
the Mayor and the other ws cosen by the comnonalty, at a rieting
held each year on September 21st. 4 On September 28th the two newly-
chosen SherifTh would coir to Guildhall to take their oath. On this
occasion the retiring Sheriffs were expected to brine in all the records
1. Cal. P. and. L. 1437-5?, p.46.
2. ii Dcember 1452, Jour.V f.97; on 12 eeb'r 1452 Mason found
recogritors who were bound for him in £20 t'at be woul' behave
and so he was released, Jour.V f.98.
3. 15 April 1440, Jour.III f.41v.
4. It was usually, but riot always, the case that the Layor would cho se
an J. derinan and the co minonal ty a Co mnorer; see Baven, II, p. 7xxvi i.
On 23 September 1404 it was decided to limit the nunber of those who
might attend the Sberiffs election to those who were of the more
sufficient iran of the City or irembers of Common Council, L.B.i., p.34.
of their term of office.1 In fact, since the Sheriff was personally
responsible for his actions during his shrievalty he appears to have
held onto Ha records and, if they were delivered up at all, it was
usually after a considerable lapse of tilTe. 2 On September 29th t'e
Sheriffs were presented to the Barons of the chequer, accompanied on
their Journey by the masters and li'v'erytren of the different Companies.3
Un1i1 the Mayor at the beinnirig of this period, the S"eriffs travelled
to Westminster by barEe and in 1439 the Court of Aldernn decided t'at
in future the Sheriffs should pay for their own barges to Westminster,
the implica tion being that the expense Fad previously been borne by the
Chamber. 4 The only noteworthy event concerniri the Sheriffs' elections
during this period was the death of John Bryan after twelv days in
office in 1418. The Mayor and Recorder bad to defend the City's right
to elect a Sheriff in place of Bryan, but in the end they did this
successfully and the citizens were able to choose John Perneys.5
The duties of the London S'eriffs were similar to those of other
Sheriffs in ng1and but they operated as royal. agents within the
1. LiberAlbus, pp.43-46; Sberiff t s oath, bid., pp.306-07.
2. The records of the shrievelty of Simon Winchcombe	 was Sheriff
1 3 63-64 were not brought into court until 1428, L.B.K., p.76. None
of the shrievalty records survive for the fifteenth century In the
G.R.O. except sote Seriff t s court rolls 1406-08 (see below) and
a Sheriff's Register for 1458-59 (see below).
3	 Paynnta for expnses involved in the tSheriff t s riding' appearin elriost all the contemporary Company accounts.
4.	 15 October 1439, Jour.III f.25.
5,	 ..B.L, pp.205-06; for the best account of Bryan's death see
ar1ey 5775, printed by Kingsford, E.F...., p.295; on 28 October 1418
John Bryan's sons, Will lam and Robert, were placed in the custody
of the kaster of ie Mole, Jour.I f.52.
frarrwork of civic privilege anti custom. Each of them was answerable
to the King for half of the City's farm of £300. As royal servants
they miht be instructed as in 1401 to execute William Sawtre, or in
1417 to burn Sir John Oldcastle; 1 they were expected to erect bars and
scaffolds for the various trials by battle which took place in Smithfield
and they were the proniilgators of innunerable royal writs of an adirini-
atrative and judicial kind. 2 From the money which the Sheriffs
collected on the King's behalf, they might be instructed to make
direct peynenta, particularly annuities to individuals3 and the fees
to local justices. 4 The London Sheriffs would be called to account
to the Barons of the Exchequer and the setti ing of the account might
tabs sone years. 5 An unusual. insight into the administration of the
1. LP. III p.459a; P.R.0. Enrolled Foreign accounts 6 Fenry V
E 364/Sa.
2. P.L0. E364/3,741 3,7, enrolled Sheriff's accounts for erecting
scaffold for the duel between Upton and Donne 1429/30; sane for a
duel between Peta de Vasques of Spain and Richard Wydevile in
1 440/41; sane for erecting a scaffold for an unspecified occasion
in West S.niithfield 1444/45; tIle saire for a duel between John Halton
and Iobert Norreys 14 52/53, for this duel see also P.P,C. VI, p.133,
c.L.ay 1453.
3. Bundles of these accounts for the reign of Henry VI are extant and
they include the receipts sealed by individuals, the royal writs
and the notifications of payuents made, P.a.o. 1ol/573 parts 1 and 2.
4. Sore of the indentures between the London Sheriffs and the justices
survive covering the periods 1430-3, 1436-38, 1440 and ?1448,
P.Rs0. E101/571f41. (four indentures).
5. William Cantelowe and William J'arowe who were Sheriffs 1448-49 were
still trying to settle their account in January 1451 when an
inquisition of Londoriers was summoned to give evidence about certan
desperate debts totalling, in all, £221 12s.7-d.; the docunents
relating to this account are to be found P.R.0. E1 99/27/28 . General
Sheriff's accounts during this period are to be found P.R.0.
E199/Bunciles 26 and 27,
1'
London Sheriffs is provided by a Sheriffs t
 Registe' for the years 1458-59.
It contains copies of the royal writs receivd by the Sheriffs, a note
of the nare of the bearer and, in the case of judicial. writs, a briet
note of the action taken. In the case of the longer, and fewer,
administrative writs the account of the Sherifft s action is given in
greater detail • There appears to have been sotie delay in ecuting
royal writs since those issued in July were not dealt with until the
new Sheriffs bad been elected. in the following October.1
The position of a Sheriff of London was sonewat ambivalent, since
be was the servant both of the King arid of the City - two masters who
were not always in harmony. According to his oath the London Sheriff
was not to return royal writs concerning the state and franchise of the
City until such writs had been shown to the Mayor and City Counsel.2
In 1454 the Sheriffs t clerks were instructed not to return any writ
touching the state of the City, or for delivery from 11ewgate prison,
or axy writ whereby the City might be burdened. 3 The City's quarrel
with the King over the privileges of St. 1 artins is a good illustration
of the anomalous position in which the London Sheriffs might be placed.
As servants of the City they had taken the prisoners away from the
1.G.R.O. Ms.205 C; the Register also lists those sessions of the ustings
Court when the nanes of 'ugitives from justice were called out
prior to their being declared outlaws. That this was not the only
record kept by the Sheriffs' clerks can be seen from entries euch
as that on f.40v. where it Is recorded treturnuin istius brevis
patet in libro causarum'.
2. Liber Albus,p.307.
3. 28 September 1454, Jour.V f.194v.; the Sheriff was to guard the
interests of the City at his own cost.
sanctuary, and as servants of the Kirg they were instructed to
restore them. WFen such a conflict of duty arose the Sheriffs would
seek from the Common Council an assurance that they would be indemnified
and their expenses paid if they pursued the City's case.2
In spite of his onerous duties there is no indication thet the
Sheriff received any salary either from the King or the City. There
was little advantae to be gained from serving as Sheriff except that
it was a necessary stepping-stone on the way to the ]yoralty. The
fines and anrceunts which the Sheriff collected went towards the
paycant of the royal farm although anyting in excess of the required
£300 miFt o to the Sheriffs personally. 2 Apart from fines and
anrcennt g in their own courts and a share in those levied in the
1ayor's Court, the Sheriffs collected renue from other sources; tl-ey
received 2 marks p.a. from the Fishmongers who enjoyed the privilege
of holding their own court; Thomas Bemond and. Richard Norton, who were
Sheriffs in 1442-43, were granted the profits on the weigbirg of wool
in ships to the value of £8 ls.Od. and under the will of John Reynwell
1. See, for example, the case of Ralph Josselyn and Richard Nedebam,
Sheriffs 1458-59, who, on 19 November 1459 bad still not returned
a royal writ because it had stated that St. Martin t s Lane laj
wtthin the liberty of t'e Church but which, the City contestd,
was a common lane. The Sheriffs ware inr emriified since t'ey could
not bavereturned the writ without injury to the City t s liberties,
Jor.VI f.169. In 1457 the Sheriffs were carefully sivised by
Common Council bow to respond to a writ for levying soltiers in
the City, Jour.VI f.124, 181v., 182v.
2. If the Sheriffs took more tan the stipulatA fines from tb Ba1rs,
Brewers, tc. they wore to pay l2d. for each penny wich tby ba
ta1n in excess, LiberAlbus, p.46; for a list of the aireemonts
and fees i'icb cou1 b 1vied bj Zher1ff from pleas moved in the
L-ayor's Court se .b€!., pp.390-91; 9 Iovember 1461 it was decied
tat sic1' arcents were to be eq2ally divided betw n the
Sheriffs and the Chamber, 	 p.12.
certain bequ ats w_re to he paid annually to the Sheriffs. 1 B t out
of the money comi g to thni frorr these various sources the Sheriffs had
to di char not only the royal farm, 'rnt they had also to pay their
servants, ti-a expenses of their ceremonial journey to 1estminster, the
costs of keepin the City bars in good order and also the fees and
expenses involved in the commissions of Goal Delivery at iewLate.2
This considerable financial pressure upon the Sheriffs could lead ti-em
to Ia extortionate, not directly but by selling the offices at their
disposal (serjeants and valets in their households, clerkships at t'e
Counters, wardens at ITevzgat and Ludate and. porters in the Counters)
and not erquiriug too closely into the way in vi1cF t'ose offices were
excuted
The Sheriffs 'layed a major role in the epiri of 1av and ordrr
in the City and in this their functions were otnnlcompetent. T'rty
were, however, to he subject to the layor and were to execite i-is ordr5
an judnents. In tb words of John Carpenter they were to be 'majoris
ocu1i, 4 The Countj of 1iddlesex also tell under the administration
of the Loni'1on Sheriffs; however they were not allowed to farm the
1. LiherAlbus p.383; 20 .pril 1450 Common Council docidd that the
Sheriffs were to receive the fines arising from judgilEnts in the
trial of the servants of Lord Scales an' Tbomas(?) Daniel who 'ad
caused an affray in the City, Jour.V f.34; 29 Janxary 1445 and
23 april 1445 Bemond and Norton granted profits of wool weighing,
Jour.IV f.61, 76v.; for Reynwell'.s will see Eustins Wills II,
pp. 576-77, 576 n.2, also 4 October 1452, JouV f.89.
2. 5 rovmber 1450 it was decided, of old custo'i, that the Sheriffs
sboJ.d pay the fees for the Conm'ission of Goal. Delivery at I Tewgate out
of their o n money, Jour.V f.51; reiterated 14 December 14711_L.B.,
• 101.
3. c . 1 421 tb Sheriffs were forbidden to sell these offices, L.B.I.,
p.262; see also Cal. P. and 1.. l4l2-7, p.151.
4. ibis, p.42.
county but only to appoint a deputy. 1
 In 1454 as a result of the
efforts of the Layor and Thomas Lut, the clerk of the Peace in
Middlesex, prisors taien in Middlesex were to appear at tl'e Newgate
sessions of goal delivery, which lessened considerably the ti and
expense involved both for the Sheriffs and the prisoners. 2 The London
Sheriffs also, together with the Coroner, sat on inquests for felory
and held assizes of Novel Disseisin and. Freshforce. 3 According to his
oath it was aL so the duty of the Sheriffs of London to see that the
A.ssizes of Bread and Ale were duly kept in the City. 4 In the early
l440s they were further instructed, clearly aeainst their wilL, to
construct and maintain certain bars, or barriers, at points on tP'e
City's boundary; in particular the bars between Smithfiej.d and the
Priory of Zt. John, the bars dividing the franchise of London from that
of Liddlesex, and the bars outside ldersgate. 5 Finally each Sheriff
pre side over one of the City's courts.
The Sheriffs' Court was the oldest judicial court in the City.6
By the fifteenth century, however, it had becone.very much subject to
1. Ibid., p.46; 25 October 1454 Robert Beaufitz was sworn as Undersheriff
of kiddlesex and. Robert Broker was sworn as bailiff of Middlesex,
Jour.V f.202v.; 10 November 1457 Thongs Se5en was described as
'lately Sheriff (Unclersberiff?) of Middlesex Jour.TI f.184.
2. 3 October, 12 October 1454, the Layor received a pipe of wine for his
labours and. Thomas Lute was to have a yearly robe, a fee for delivering
the Middlesex prisoners to Newgate and be was to be free of the City
wdthout paynEnt, Jour.V f.196, 199.
3. Cal. P. azd N. 141?-37, pp .33, 52_53, 54-55, 114; Lond.Pq.Ass'e$,
pp. xiv-xv'iii.
4. Libe A1bun, p.307.
	
.	 16 AuEust 1440, 31 Larch 1441, 23 June 1442, Jour.III f.52v., 81v.,139.
. On the early history of the $'eriffs' Court see R.R. Sharpe, Ce1.ary
Layor's Court Rolls 1298-1307, pp.xiv-xv; Cal. P. and 1. 138iI4l
pp.xii-xiv, xx; P.]. Jones, 'The City Couisf Law; Layor's and
Sheriffs' Courtal, Law Jourel, vol.XCIII (1943), pp.301-02.
the l&ayor's Court. Appeals could be made froi the Sheriffs' Court
to the Mayor's Court and, according to the Liber Albus, the Layor could
reve a case which was being tried before the Sheriffs into his own
coxrt even before judgt!ent) In 1454 a aerjeant and clerk of the Sheriff
were committed to prison because they had iomd the Mayor's oreccpt
to transfer a case from the Sheriff's court to that f the Mayor.2
The records of the prooeedine in the Sheriffs Courts appear to have
been considered as the personal property of the Sheriff and it could
be many ye&rs before they were brought into GuildhaL1. In 1461 the
City tried to ensure that p1 aints in the Sheriff' a Court should be
erro1led either in the Counters - where by this date the weetings
of the Sheriff's Court were usually held - or in Gufldball, but not
1. Liber A1bu, p.219.
2. 8, 12 July 1454, Jour.V f. 1 75, 177.
elsewhere.' The types of cases with which the Sheriff's court dealt
included account, Covenant, debt, detinue, fabrication of deeds, foreign
attachnt, forcible entry, tres pass, breaking in, stealing goods, and
1.	 L.BIL, p.76; 13 1'To'veinber 1461, L.B.L., p.12. The place of the
Feriff's Court was not firiiLy fid John Eadie (Sheriff 1375-76)
held an Assize of Tresbforce at his own house, Lond.Po's. asize,
p . 5 2 ; of the 45 cases covered by the Sberiff t s Rolls 1406-08 only
two are specified as having been beard at the Counters, the other
maetirigs of the court were presumablybeld at Guildhall. at this
early date. The onlr 5'eriff's Court rolls which survive in the
Guildhall Record Office before 1554 cover the years 1406-08.
These are not, in fact, rolls but scraps of paper with records of
different cases on each. The cases ae 80DB of those brought
before Geoffrey Brook and Nicholas '7otton, Sheriffs 1406-07 and
Renry Ealton and. Benry Pountfreit, Sheriffs 1407-08, numbering
45 in all. They cover cases of debt, cletinue and trespass. The
pledges for prosecuting the cases are always fictitious, e.g.
John Bishop and John Cate. On five of the cases a record of' the
pleading Is included and to three of these is sewn a record of
the nars of those summoned to the inquest. host of the records
are endorsed although this is not always legible. The enc1orserent
gives a date, usually a few days after the date on.*hich the
case was beard, and a nanB. The nares are larcbaunt, Pychard,
Otto Brys, Jardevile, Est, Partrich and Otes. Apart from the
last two these p n can be identified. Thomas larchaunt was Conum)n
Clerk 1402-17, Otto Brys was a ayor's Serjeant 1407-15, Richard
Jardevile was a yor's Serjeant 1402-9, Wilhiamst was a
syor's Serjeant 1402-09, and John Pychard was a I syor's Serjeant
and. Common Serjeant at Arms l407-c.1417. The exact nBaning of
these endorsemants is obscure; perhaps these Isyor's Serjeants were
moving the prisoners or bringing the record into Guildhall, or
these may have been cases wic went on appeal, or by pre-.emptio'i,
to the Liayor's Court. But if this is so, not one of them is
referred to in the Layor's Court rolls. 10 December 1438 the
Court of tiderpen decided that &faiLts in the Sheriff's Court
s1'ou1d be recorded on rolls rather than in letters as was custoa-r'y.
Clerls who inscribed false defaults were to be removed from office
and not reinstated without the permission of the 1-syor and
Al dertxen. It may be, therefore, that the change from the scraps
of' paper of 1406-08 to the rolls of 1554 may be dated to 1436,
Jour.III f.3.
?cases involving foreigners. During this period it would seem that
increasingly, the actual work in the S'er4ff's Court was carried out
by the U'wlersheriffs.	 en the Court of A1dernn issued an ordinance
to prevent attorneys who were not sworn from appearing in the Sberiffts
Court, it was the Undersheriffs, rather t'an the Sheriffs, who were
1instructed to see that th is ordinance was observed t corarn e ist.
Probably the nost onerous of all the Sheriff's duties was
ov rail responsibility for prisoners in the City, in the gao1 of
Fewgate and L'tdgate, and in the Sheriffs' own prisons called the
Countes. The new Sheriffs would receive the prisoners of Iewgate
from their prec1ecssors, by in&rture, together with tb 1ys of the
prison. It was the duty of te S heriff to appoint a good custodian
awl not to Lt tb gaol. to farr'. 2 The Sheriff was also responsible for
th3 buil r irg itself, which was im'ortant t t'- ct:er.s not only as
a gaol hut also as one of the City's main gates. In 14C6 a separate
stone tower ws built so that worren riit be more corveriently bousd
and as a result of the benefaction of Richard Vhittington the whele
gate and gaol was pulled own and rebuilt between 1423 and 1431/ By
1448, however, the buildiis were aain in a stat o' disrepair due to
the eglience of the aoler. 4
 During Cade t s rebellion the prison and
1. 3 September 1460, Jour.VI f.262v.; for the naaes of so	 of these
attorneys opra-tlng In the Sheriff's Court see Jour.II f.28v.,
Jour.V f.177, Jour.VI f.269v., L.B.L, pp. 350 , 369-70.
2. Liher lbn.a, pp.47, 121-22. i'or the early history of ewgate
prison see L. Basset, 'ITewgate Prison in the iddle 4fes t ,	 ci1nn,
vol.XVIII (1943), pp.233-46; R.B. Pugh, Imprisonrt in edLva1
Enriand (Cambrige 1968), pp.103-09.
3. 1.3 .'gust 1406, L.'.I., pp.49-0; .'.K., pp l9, 39, 49, 119.JhiLe the prison was being rebui1ttherisoners were 1oused in the
(co tinued at foot of next page)
gate we"e damaged and in 1455 a furt1er committee was appointed to
examine te dfects of N wgate and report to tbe Court of Alderuen.1
Tbe prison was found to be so defective, owing to t!e neg1iEnce of t'e
Sberiffs, tat by t-e following year it was necessary to bouse te
prisoners e1sewere, and in 1462 contributions were solicited for te
repair of Newate. 2 But at least d1ring tMs period of bad n.nageuent
soie provision was rrAe to ensure tbat t!'e prisoners received a supply
of fresh water.3
T1e Slerlff t s choice of ren to fill t office of tcustosl of
Newbate appears to bave been unfortunate during this period. A complete
list of these officers cannot be compiled but of t nine Tren who are
known to have acted in this capacity, three at least were negligent
and extortionate. 4 In order to try to prevent abuses detailed ordinances
were passed by Cominn Council in 1431, 1434 and again in 1463 to regulate
the activities of the gaolers. These ordinances tried to prevent the
gaolers from taking alms intended for the prisoners, organizing a
1. 2 October 1450, 10 September 1455 committees appointed to investigate,
gour.V f.47v., 260v.; 2 December 1450 Alexander Manning, the late
keeper, undertook to repair the gaol at his own expense, Jour.V f51v.
2. 29 November 146, April 1462, Jour.VI f.87v., 62v.
3. 26 Autist 1435, L.B.L, p.189; 2 April 1459 a committee appointed to
supervise the water system for Nwgate, Jour.VI f.13v.; the necessary
Cr8 1ts by the Prior of St. BartFo1oew'e dated 20 June 1436 and
19 Lay 1442 recorded L.B.ji., p.4.
4. See appendix no. 3 p.
(Poot'otes continued from previous page)
3. Sheriff's Counters. . soirewbat ruditrentary picture of Newgate
in 1445 is to be found in Jour.I 1T f.79v.
4. 14 December 1448, two Alderiren were appointed to investigate the
state o± Newate, Jour,V f.3v.
TI.
rnopo1y for the sal of essential goods to inmates, &argin undie
sums fr the hire of a bed and d nandin extortionate fees for delivering
the prisoners. 1orover the wardens were s pposed, by the ordinances
of 1431, to be elected annuallj and to provide sureties not only to the
Sheriffs that they would safely guard the prisoners, but also sureties
to the Chamberlain that they would observe the ordinances. It was
also intended that the Warden of I'TewEate should be sworn annually like
other nembers of the Sheriff's entourat alt"oub there is no clear
record that this was in fact done. 2
 But in spite of these precautions
the wardens do not appear to have been attractive ien. William mold
crossly violated one of his female prisoners; Alexander Lanning left
the corpse of a prisoner in the road and allowed the gate and prison to
fall into disrepair;' John Kyngescote tby malice 1 bad eighteen freenen
prisoners led manacld to the Sheriff ? a Counters as though they were
felons and thieves.4
The administration of Ludgate prison seenis in this period to have
been rather better than that of Newgate. Since early in the reicn of
Richard II freenen debtors and those convicted of minor offences Fad
been imprisoned there. 5 Like Newgate it cane under the control of the
4
1. L.B.K., pp.l24-27, 183; L.B.L., pp.41-43.
2. Alexander Boner was sworn to office 9 Novmber 1416, Jo'ir.I f.lv.
There is no record of any other keeper being sworn during this
period. The oath of the Yfarden of iewate, to keep well, and truly
the gate of Newgate and the prisoners, is to be forn' in Jour.IV f.166'v.
3. 10 October 1449, Jour.V f.16; for the cri!res of Alexander lanning see
15 iarcb 1447, Jour.IV f.172, 7 October 1450, 5 November 1450,
Jour.V f.48, 51.
4. Cont.7.Brut, Brie, p.456.
5. LB.L, p.97 and n2. h %p*	 ef U€t'tr9 jpt ofW.Zt3 fyi S
.U.4	 M. .Lz	 4. I''P 14bO.t LgMj L.4(jL3,)b,(944) pp 42
ISheriffs who could send prisoners there, although the choice of keeper
lay originally with the citizens and not with the Sheriffs. By 11k
the keeper was chosen by the Sheriff nd in 1O it was decided that
the Sheriffs should provide the keepers, at their own expense, for Ludgate
1
as well as Newgate gaol. By 1L19 it was found that many people had taken
to living in Ludgate gaol 'upon the ease and licence that there is Within'
and then, from this retreat, planning false indictments against worthy
citizens. For this reason the decision was taken on 1 June 1k19 to close
the prison. 2 But Within fifteen days of the Ludgate prisoners being moved
to Newgate, over sixty of tbn had died, so it was decided on 2 Dece,nber to
reopen the Ludgate prison, t seeing that every person is sovereigrly bound
to support, and be tender of, the lives of men1
In 1k31 Ludgate prison was closed from March until Midsummer. The
author of the F. Continuation of the Brut states that the prison was
reopened on 16 June lLi31, and that on that day Henry Dene, a tailor,
was made keeper of Ludgate by the Mayor and Comznonalty. The various
1. 1 October 14O9, L.LI., p.76; 16 February 141+, L.B.I., p.123;
2 September 14J40, L.B.K., p.2k3, Jour.III f.55v.; for a list of
keepers see Appendix, no.2, p.556.
2. L.B.I., p.215; Morial,, pp.67-7k; Jour.I f.57v. The ring-leader
in the zualpractices which led to the closing of the prison was a
man named Roger Oliver, aided by one Roger Launsell. The author
of the Continuation E of Brat blames 'one Olyver and three false
harlots' Brie, p.444.
3. L.B.I., p.227; Menorials, p .677; Jour.I f.65v.; Stow, I, p.Y?;
Cont. E Brat Brie, p.T144,
L. Cont. F Brat Brie, p.k56. Cf. Great Chron. p.l55 and Cleopatra C IV
p.133.
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ordinances promulgated in 1431 and. 1434 to reform the abuses of
Ne wgate gaol, applied al so to L ud gate 1 A t'te r the re-opening of the
prison fresh water was brought to the prisoners ttroueh the efforts
of Thomas Knoll e a, and the gaoler, e nry De ne, improved the gaol
privy at his own expense. 2 early in 1454, however, there appears to
have been a fire at, or near, Lucigate arid it may have been this which
prompted Stephen Foster, the Mayor, to set about enlarging the prison)
Foster died in December 1458 but his widow Agnes continued this work of
piety, possibly in response to injunctions in Postert a will. 4 The
prison was considerably en1ared and the land, taken for this purpose
had been leased to the Fospital of St. Bartholonew, so their rent was
reduced accordingly. 5 When the work was completed in 1463, new ordinances
'at the request, prayer and desire of the well-disposed, blessed and
devoted woman Dane Agnes Foster, for the ease, comfort and relief of
all the poor prisoners' were promulgated. These ordinances stipulated
the appointnent of an annual committee of two curate a and two commoners
to hear complaints from p±lsoners.6
1. 23 February 1431, 13 October 1434, L.B.K., pp.124-27, 183.
2. Two indentures dealing wit h the provision of a water supply for
Ludate, 20 June 1436, 19 May 1442, L.B.u., p.4; Stow I p.108,
andp.17 where be states that water was brought to tie prison in
1432. 4 April 1 441, L.B.K., pp.254-55, Jour.III f.82v.
3, 13 arch 1454, William Eerbert, citizen and blade smith was exoriera.ted
from assizes and vigils for two years because his tenenents were
burnt in the fire at Ludgate, Jour.V f.153; Rawlinsor P55, p.108
Stow, II, o.175 attributed the work to Foster.
4' gJd.t (,c.-4C 1 64e.o	 M A*.4iUI %t1i.' f.	 2..
4. Foster's will drawn up 4 December 1458 and proved 27 December l4c8,F.C.C. 15 Stokton; L.'R.L., p.41.
5. The rent was reduced from 22d. p.a. to 12d. p.a. 28 September 1460,
Jou.r.YI f.269.
6.	 30 D embex 1463, ._.L., pp.4O-43.
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Tile only oti-er deve1opmnt of note during tilese years at te two
prisons of lTewgate and Ludgate was tile separation o± tile office of
keeper of tile prison from that of kee7er of ti le gate. hDen John
Seint Gerrnayn was confirired In office in 1414 it was as 1eper bot' of
tile gate and prison of Ludgate, and in 1425 it was decied that it was
tile resporsibility of tile keeper of Ludgate €ao]. to see to tile paving
under tile gate.1 But in 1440 tile Seriffs were inatle responsible for
choosing tren to open and s'rut tile gates of Newgate anti Ludate. 2 }ence,
although Penry Dens was keeper of Ludgate prison from 1431 at least
until 1460, a nn narre John Porter was keeper of tile gate in 1454.
In tile sane way while John trno1r5 was Jceper of Nwgat gaol c.1450-
c.1456 , in 1454 Robert Cook was described as I uto t of tile gate of
Newgate and John Laye as custos ve1ett at Newgate.4
Tile S r-eriffs were also responsible for their own prisons called
te Counters; one of witch was on t1 e north side of Poultry 	 tile
other on tile south side of Vst C'eap opposite til 5tana'r	 Til
Counters served not only es prisons where prisoners wre ileirl wile
1. 16 February 1414, .i.B.I., p.123; 13 January 1425, Jour.II f.31.
2. 1, 7 Sptember 1440, Jour.III f.55v., 57.
3. 18 ay 144, Jour.V f.208.
4. 16 Lay 1454, Jour.V f.20$.
5. L.B.I., p.l09; Cal. P. 	 r.	 l3-37, p.l51.	 or a g
cc urit of tile Couiters, ae.. IL.B. Pug', ,c.cit., p.l09-11.
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a aitin triGJ. or for short p.rios of im sonnnt for civic o4'ences,
but also as a vetin riace fox' the Z"eriff t s Court and t'e
1
adDu.nistrative office for tt business of t'e 3'riffs. The prison
was run by port rs to ware spointed by te S'eriffs ar were sworn
li1 oter City officers. The SherIffs zre rot allowed to ferm o.it
the control of the Counter prisons, for fear that such r.Dn would tn
beh ye extortlo atelj towards te prisone.h.s in their control, but tho
Sheriffs were themselves eected. to see to the administration of the
Counter priso $ and. to draiz u the accounts. 2 But, as with the otter
prisons in the City, the Court of .ldern and te Comn Coincil
exercised a enera1 supervision.3
Tb onerous and extensive nature of the tascs borr t the Sh.riffs
is refl...ctecI La the uiiber of their servants. The most imortant of
these was the Uners'reriff who ran11 as first clerk at tt Counters.
t the beinnin of t)'is period it would seem that the Underaberiffs
1. Csl.P. aM	 pp.2O, 23; 18 Decet'ber 1419 t'e Court of
J.dermn dcided that frisoners C un not rerlain in te C	 tei's
after tir trial	 co emnation for evn a nitt or a day,
Jour.I f.66v.
2. Lilbs,p.522-23; ...B.I., p.262; not r1.any of the nars of te
Porters of the Counters urmn t''is period are lmowr:
4 ITove er 141 9 Robrt Vayn?) swor-i as Porter 	 Jour. If.63
29 ove 'er 1424 lobert Y(ayn 	 Jour.II f.29
13 October 1434 Thomas iys and John Goos, Keepers of Couuters
[.B.K. ,p.l83
21 J1y 1455 (John) Power 'janitor' of Couiiter prison
	
Jour.V f.251
21 December 1422 a Porter at tb Counter was indicted for extortion,
Csl.P. aM r. l4l3L p.151.
3. 23 rebr ary 1431, 13 October 1434, ordinancs ne by Iiajor,
Mdc me 11, Sb r 1ff s and Co mnna1 ty in Co tin Co unc il as se tb1 e ci,
L.13.K., pp.124-27, 183; 14 December 1448 two 1deren wa re apointed
to thvestiate the state of the Counters, Newate and Luñcate, and
the defective custody there, and to report to the Layor and
2ticiernen, Joir.V f.3v.
were chosen annually, eac' Sb riff cboosiri one man for the office.
A useful and efficient Undersheriff might, however, be tpt on by a
different Sheriff the followinL, year. 1 Lice t other nmbers of the
SherIff's entourage they vre sworn to office. In 1441, however, the
Court of Aid mnn decided tat it would be more exoedient if the
Uni9ersheriffs were not chosen annually by the Sheriffs but were &osn
by the Common Council and remained in office durin Eood beaviour.2
Ltftr this date all recorded elections of Undersheriffs took place in
neetings 0 Common Council, and in 1450 a tree tin, of the Common Co.incil
was especially summoned for this purpose. 3 .tt this neting it was
decided that the Untersheriffs should, after all, be elected annza1ly
by the Common Council sontirze between 21st and 29th September; 4 what
this neant in fact was that the Common Council, as in the case of the
Chamberlain, annually approved the two trndersheriffs. Certainly they
did not clan€e each year.
1. John Fray and (ill lam Aston were boti' 1pt in office in. 1416 and
1417. For a list of the Underaheriffs, see Appendix, 4 p. 3S9
2. 9 July 1441, decision of Court of AldernEn, Jour.III I.88v.;
20 July 1441, ordinance of Common Council to this effct, Jour.III
f.99; L.PIC., p.257. 13 Saptenber 1445 this ordinance was extended
to include all City officers, inc1udini the Undersheriff of 1 idd1sex,
who were not annually elected on St. Latthew's day, i.e. all
officers except the Chamberlain, Sheriffs, Brldmasters and
Auditors, Jour.III f.lv., Jour.IV f.94. Two of the Undersbriffs
of lidc11esex appear to have been sworn in the Court of Alderren:-
15 November 1453, Walter BriEer, Jour.V f.131v.; 25 October 1454,
Robert Beanfitz, Jour.V f.202v.; Beaufitz later becare deputy
coroner.
3. T1en Thomas Bihin was elected Recorder, the Court of Aldprnen
decided to summon a Common Council to elect a new Undersheriff,
1 October 1450, Jour.V f.47v.
4. 2 October 1450, Jour.V f.47v.
The Iaiber.&lbus says little about the duties of UMers'eriffs,
apart from their oath, an makes no nention of any salary. There are
no recorded perquisites attached to the office and, presumably, an
Undersheriff made what be could from t 1'e enroll ir of pleas in the
Sheriff t5 Court - over which he presided - and from a percentage of the
various dies, anercenents, fines etc. which it fell to his lot to
collect. Thonas Burgoyne, in 1457, received 10 marks as a reward for
his services on a deputation to the Kin.1 But this is the only
recorded example of suc3' a paynent.
According to his oath the Undereberiff was expected to serve the
Sheriff, to administer equal law, to swrmon impartial juries, to enrol
pleas for reasonable payrents, to be obedient to the Mayor and the
judges, to give no juc3gnents contrary to civic ordinances, to atrerce
fairly and to account to the Chamberlain for any fines which he
collected, to levy only established customs and not to return any royal
writs without first consulting the L:ayor and Conmxn Council • 2 In these
tasks he was acting as the deputy of the Sheriff and there is little
separate record of the Under&larjffgf activities. In a4dition the
Unciersheriffs were responsible for having the records of the Assizes
of Presh Force drawn up and for seeing to their deposit in the Court
of Fusting. 3 In the sane way, at least hy 1461, the Undersheriffs
appear to have been responsible for making records of other cases beard
1. 28 March 1457, Jour.VI f.1l7; see L.B.K., pp.377-78.
2. L±ber Albus, pp.3l7—].8.
3. Lord.Poss.Aslizee, p.xiil.
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before the Sheriffs. 1
 By 1460, if not earlier, the Undersheriffs
virtually controlled the Sheriff's Court. 2 To help him with t1is
considerable amount of paper work each Tindersheriff had at least one
clerk.3
as with many civic offici.al, the duties of the Undersheriffs
extended beyond the Sheriff's court and beyond the terms of his oath.
Ee might attend the Court of A1derun and be used on civic deputations.4
Thomas Burgoyne, who was an Undersheriff from 1441 at least until 1463,
ry have enhanced the importance of the office by virtue of Ha persona].
experience. In 1448 tother with certain A1dernn, he was sent to the
King at Windsor, in 1449 he served on a further deputation to the ICing,
in 1450 be was a ntnber of the committee appointed to examine the titl
deeds to Bilhingsate; 5 in l44, and again in 1456-61 be was chosen to
act with the seneacha]. appointed by the Prior of St. Bartholol?ew to
1ep the Court at the Autjst fair, 6 in 1455 he served on the committee
to audit the tithe account and rode to the King at Fertford when the
City clashed with the Dean of St. Lartin t s and he served on further
deputations to the King in 1459 and 1460. Burgoyne, moreover, was
1. Se Cal. P. and 1. 1457-, pp.20, 23, 48.
2. Se note 1, p.17 above.
3. Lond.Poss. Assizs, p.xiii .[j.B.K., p.345.
4. tTndersberiffs attended the Court of Alderrren, 27 July 1452, 20 Novem-
ber 1453, 29 October 1456, 13 Lay 1 457, Jour.? f.79, 132v.,
Jour.VI f.85, 12].v.
5, 16 Larch 1448, Jour.IV f.213; 17 June 1449, Jour.V f.12; 13 and 27
February 1450, Jour.V f.30v., 31v.
6. 15 arc 1 453, 9 Au€ust 1 454, Jour.V f.106v., 183v.; 17 AUUst 1456,
12 .tuust 1457, 5 Aust 1458, 17 August 1459, 13 AuEu8t 1460,
14 August 1461, Jour.VI f.101v., l3lv., 249, 136, 260v., 23v.
7. 4 augUst 1455, 26 September 1455, Jour.? f.253, 264v.; 10 October 1459,
25 January li6O, Jour.VI f.144v., 227. Guy Fairfax was on the view of
Southwark, 20 October 1459, Jour.VI f.164.
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c'osen as one of te City's I.Ps. in 1445 and, like otber civic officials,
e freqiently acted as an arbiter.
When ti'e office of Undersheriff depended upon annual appointnnt
by individial 3'eriffs it was not an eaPcia1ly attractive proposition.
Fence, AlexaMer Am moved from being an Undersheriff in 1423 to tie
more permanent office of Common Serjeant. When, however, in 1441 the
office of Undersheriff becan permanent during good behaviour, it was
considerably more sought aft'r. So nuch so that John Wilton, who had
been an Under&'eriff in 1431-32 and had subsequently becon Common
Serjeant in 1437, left his new office to return to being an Undersheriff
in July 1441. Thomas Billing in 1449, Guy Fairfax in 1459 and Thomas
Righy in 1460 all left the office of Common Serjeant for that of Under-
sheriff. Billing moved on again in 1450 to becon Recorder and he
ultimately be cairn a royal justice, as did Jon Fray, John Markham and
John Portescue. By the end of tMs period the hierarchy of legal
service in the City had becon established as Common Berje ant, Under-
sheriff, Recorder
	
th'i5 perhaps, royal justice.
The other numbers of the 3eriff's entourage were considerably less
important. They tray be divided into three categories; s'rjeants, valets
or grooms and clerks. In 1404 It was decidd to limit the number of
serjeantn to eight for each Seriff. But in 1416 21 serjeants, 13 valets
and II clerks were sworn, and in 1417, 22 serjeanta, 18 valets and 11
clerks. In 1424 18 serjearts were sworn a d in 1446 9 serjearts and
1. e.g. 19 October 1445, Tour.IV f.101; 24 October 1454, Jour.V f.202;
July 1456, 21 Pebr ary 1457, Jour.VI f.98, 93v.
2. Lond.Poss. ssz's, p.xiIi, n.2.
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9 velets are 1ist althou h tl"ti.probabl y rpresnt/ t'e servants of
only one of tbe Sheriffs) In 1452 th Comionslty petitiom t'r'e
Coor Courci]. that t'e S"eriffs s'ould ave only 12 serjeants eac at
nxst, and only four clerks (the Secordary, the Clrk of the Paers arid
tvo others), aart from the Un'ersheriff's staff. The Co"-',na1ty,
ror over, we ted the serjearts to he iran of sstance since, when t'er
are too ir.any of them they t coud' nor con not 1le	 te their 1yvjn
but if they do extorc t on ariA oppre.sion to the co ten people'. 2 lthouh
the Cori.ron Council accepted this petition it appears to have bad little
effect, for in Octo1-er 1453 the two Sheriffs were each allowet to have
two so rj e ants and one clerk more than was all ow d by the ordinance .
rurtler in 1460 the Sheriffs were allowed to hav a ir r serjearts as
they wished. providing that all the nn who were ches for t' job vere
fren of t're City. 4 This dispensation was repeatd in 1462, 'out in
1464 it was decidd that the lilritin€ ordinance of 1452 s'ro.d be
strictly observed and it was to be read out publicly each jeer to ensure
that the retirinC S'er1ffs had observed It.5
The ron-salaried position of the Sberiff t s servants tended to
offer a job wict was open to abuse. The serjeants were entitled to
1. Jour.I f.iv., 39v.; Jour.II f.28v., Jour.IV f.156; .3.1., pp.32-33.
2. 8 July 1452, Jour.V f.77v.,	 pp.345-47.
3. 3 October 1453, Jour.V f.122v.; 23 serjeants wre sworn 12 Iove ber
l 43, Jour.V f.130.
4. 22 Septe'ber 1460, Jour.VI f.267.
5. Jour.VI f.22v.,	 pp.13, 56.
certain specified auma for summoning people to Court and for assembling
ITen for inquests. In 1458 it was agreed in Common Council that the
rewards to these serjeants could be incre ased. 1 Apart from these
agreed payrrents there might be additional chance susie which cane to
the serjeants and clerks. 2 The serjeants were not only servants of
the Sberiff t s Court but they were also expected to help the Sheriffs
in all their duties, including the patrol of the City's streets at
night in tines of trouble. 3 The particular task of the Sheriff's
valets was to requisition horses and. carts for civic purposes and 'que
touz autrez voz faitz et ditz cone boun et lois]. bone vous porterez.4
There is little to be said about the clerical servants of the Sheriffs.
They received paynerts in ti's sane way as the serjeants and valets and
there was an established hierarchy. The Undersheriffs ranked as the
first clerks and the two Secondaries derived their nane from their
position as second clerks. Although an act in 1356 had ordained that
the Secondaries were to be annually elected, there is no indication
in the fifteenth century of such a yearly change. 5 It is possible that
1. Liber Albu, pp.520-21; 1]. October 1 458, Jour.VI f.234.
2. e.g. 14 August 1367, an assize of novel disseisin in which thejury returned a verdict for the plaintiff and awarded him 100/-. danges
of which 20/.. was to be given to the Sheriff's clerks and half a
mark to the serjeants, Lond.Poss.Assizes, p.42.
3. 18 July 1440, Jour.III f.47v.
4. The valets were instructed not to take horses arid carts belonging to
people bringing goods to London to sell, but only horses and. carts
which were plying for hire, Liber Albus, p.319; _.B.I., p.115.
5. 28 September 1356, L.B.G., p.72; Richard Teweslee is to be found
serving as Secondary in 1416, 1417, 1424, see B.&. Masters
'The Secondary', Guildl'all iscellany, vol.11, no.10 (l968,
pp.425-33.
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it was the task of the Secondary to coirpile the Sheriff's register
of royal writs. Finally there were two Clerks of the Papers each of
whom had at least two other clerks to help him.
It is not surprising that the Sheriff's servants made what they
could out of their offices. In their persons they combined the duties
of policenn, incon-tax collectors and rent-collectors and were,
accordingly, unpopular. Their job could be dangerous. When Richard
Parys, one of the 5eriff serjeants cane to collect an anercenent
from Thomas Parker be was told that if he entered the house Parker
would sheath his dagger in Ms bosom, and William Eustas, another
serjeant, was bit over the bead when be tried to nve a prisoner
from the bar of the court) During this period seven of the Sheriff's
servants were dismisaed 2 and eight were sent to prison. 3 Their offences
1. 28 July 1453, Jour.V f.l16; 14 June 1448, Jour.IV f.220v.
2. John Andrew dismissed for arresting soneorie contrary to civic
ordinances, 5 December 1418, Jour.I f.52v.; John Forold, serjeant,
dismissed for inaltreating two prisoners, 1425, Jour.II f.48v.;
John Prensab dismissed for attacking soneone so that his life was
despaired of and the xien of Bread St. ward brought a bill against
him, 6, 8 July 1452, Jour.V f.77, 77v.; Richard .L1ovell, a clerk,
dismissed for fornication, 2 July 1445, Jour.IV f.82; Renry Whitfeld
dismissed for having arrested soneone before he bad been sworn to
office, 6 November 1442, Jour.III f.179; John Westercote dismissed
for an unspecified offence, 23 September 1439, Jour.III f.22v.; 2
April 1460 }renry Kesten, a clerk, dismissed for packing a jury,
Jour.VI 1'. 208.
3, John ICnyveton for saying that William Redebede bad been placed in
the stocks unjustly because of the prejudice of the Recorder, 14, 17,
27, 28 February 1417, Jour.I f.11, liv., 12.; Thomas Stevenson anii
John Byron, clerks, for ignoring a 1ayoral precept, 12 July 1454,
Jour.V f.l77; Robert Broker for attacking Alexander Manning in prison,
17 June 1452, Jour.V f.76; Richard Cote and John Rede, Sheriff's clerks
for releasing two prisoners from the Counter without authority,
28 July 1455, Jour.V f.252; Alexander Brewster and John Cole, valet,
for unspecified causes, 11 September 1449, 29 March 1452, Jour.V
f.l4v., 73. Richard Clare was ctlticized in 1395, Cal.P. and Lj)81 .l412, p.229; John Euntele, valet, escaped with a warning when
brouht before the Court of Alderten for vagrancy, 1 March 1425,
(ctinued at foot of next pate)
Ill
included arrest contrary to civic ordinances, assanit, acting before
sworn to office, disparaging the Recorder, inorthg a Mayoral precept,
attacking a prisoner, packing of jury and releasing prisoners without
due authority. But at least two Sheriff's officers received special
rewards. Nicholas Ivory, a Sheriff's groom, was granted 13/4d. when
be was laniiisbin€ at the point of death for his good services and
many costs in his office for the honour of the City', and in 1459 John
Sqyer, one of the Counter clerks, received a reward of 20/- for telling
the King of the capture of Sir William Oldball) Moreover at least
ten of the Sheriff's servants carried out their duties well enou to
be p*'onted to offices elsewhere. Two becama Esquires to the kayor,2
one be caue a Royal Serje ant at Arms , two be cane water bail jff4 and
one obtained the office o± warden of Newgate gaol. 5 A further servant
was pronted to be a kaeper of the Counter prison, 6 one was the deputy
coroner of the City 7
 and another became bail iff of Liddle sex. 8 To be a
1. 5 Jay 1458, Jou.r.VI f.242; 25 October 1459, Jour.VI f.164v.
2. John Credy sworn as Sheriff's aerjeant 1416, 1417, Mayor's Esquire
1394-1419; John Eastings sworn as Sheriff's clerk 1416, 1417, Ma3w18
Esquire 142126.
3. Belgrave sworn a Sheriff's serjeant 1416, 1417, 1424, Royal Serjeant
at Arms 1450, 1453, Jour.V f.30, 126.
4. John Roughton sworn as Sheriff's serjeant 1416, water bailiff 143145;
John Goode sworn as Sberiff t s serjeant 1453, water bailiff 1457.
5. Kingescota sworn as Sheriff's serjeant 1417, warden of Newgate 1431.
6, Thomas Ely sworn as valet 1416, 141 7, Xeper of the Counter prison
1434, L.B.K., p.183.
7. Richard Alfeld sworn as Sheriff's aerjeant 1416, 1417, Deputy
Coroner intermittently between 1406 and 1422.
8. Robert Broksr sworn as Sberiff ts serjeant 1446, Bailiff of Middlesex
1454, Jour.V f.202v.
(footnote 3 continued from previous paee) Jour.II 1.38. Thomas Holgrave
a Sheriff's serjeant admitted packing a jury, 11, 28 October 1427,
Jour. 11 f.1 02v., 98v.; be 1 ater be came a pernnent aerjeant at mace
of the Lavor.
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uember of the Sheriff's entourage was not attractive in itself and the
positions could be easily abused, but to sen of determination it could
offer the neans of promotion to offices of greater status and sore
legitimate reward.
Apart from the annually elected Mayor and Sheriffs the City was
served by three permanent and important officers: the Recorder, the
Chamberlain and the Common or Town Clerk. Each of these officers would
be served by a secretariat of clerks of aerjeants. The Chamberlain's
office was probably the oldest and the duties and titles of the ecorder
and Common Clerk Fad be coma defined in the reign of Edward I. In the
late thirteenth century the Common Serjeant at Law, as the general
supervisor of the City's legal. system, was as important an officer as
the Chamberlain and Common Clerk, and was probably more important than
the Recorder, whose title first appears in 1304) But by the fifteent
century the Recorder, who was concerned with the external legal position
of the City, was probably sore important than the Common Serje ant. This
is suggested not only by the nature of his duties but also by the transfer
of John Fray, Alexander Anne, Robert Danvers, Thomas Billing and Thomas
Urawyk from the office of Common Serje ant to that of Reeorder in the
period under review. 2 For this reason the office of Conmon Serjea.nt
1. For the early history of these civic officers, see G. Williams,
lLdieval London (iiondon 1963), pp.93-96.
2. For lists of Recorders arid Common Serjeants see Appendices, p.S5j
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at Law will be described in the section at the end of this chapter on
the City's serjeantry.
This growth in importance of the office of Recorder may well be
dated to the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries when the
roya. pressure on the City was severe. 1 Certainly the calibre of the
n who occupied this office in tha fifteenth century was high. John
Bowy , I!1'omaa Billing and Thomas Urswyk were all chosen to represant
the City in ParlianEnt 2 and Billing and Urswyk, together with John
Frar, John Pre stone and Robert Danvers were subsequently appointed as
royal justices.3
The Recorder was chosen by the Court of A1dertn who would vote
between candidates if they could not comma to a unanimous decision. In
1426 John Symond receIved 13 votes while his opponent, Racbford,
received only three, and there were two abstentions. 4 In 1438 the Court
of Alderiren was unanimous in its decision to offer the office to a man
nanad Assbe, but be must have refused for Thomas Colcyn was subsequently
elected with ?P , for l acet written over the narre of every Alderman
present except one. 5 On one occasion the King tried to influence the
1. See Chapter VI.
2. Thomas Billing was an LP. in 1449; Thomas Urawyk in 1463, 1467,
1470 ; John Bowys in 1442, Beaven, I, p.272.
3. John Pre stone a Justice of Corn leam 11T-2"; John Pray 	 aron
of the 2xcbeq,.ier 1425 and Chief Baron 1436-48; Robert Danvers a
Justic of Coitn Pleas 1450-67; T'ornas Billing a Justice of Kin's
Bench 1464 and Chief Justice of King's Bench 1469-el; Thomas Urawyk
Chief Baron of the ]x&eVer 1471-79.
4. Jour.II f.86.
5. 21, 23, 27 October 1438, Jou.r.III f.163v. Thomas Billing was elected
Recorder 21 September 1450 at a ireeting of the Commonalty summoned to
choose the Sheriffs. The clerk of the Journals Is careful to note,
however, that the Recorder was elected by the L.ayor and Aldermon
alone, Jour.V f.46v.
Court in its choice of Recorder but w'rether this attempt was successful
is not clear. 1 Once elected the Recorder receivet a fee of 100 marks p.a.,
a livery suc' as the Layor and ilderin wore and. a clerk who received
the sau livery as the serjeants of the Clamber. 2 What Is, perl'aps,
more surprising is that retired Recor'ers ocoa.sionally received sona
sort of pension. John Barton was awarded flO a q.uarter and John Bowys
who was old and infirm was allowed 2) marks p.a. 3 But the Recorderts
salary was not always promptly paid. Robert Danvera in l.arcb 1452 was
still owed 100 marks for his service during the years 1447-50 and sone
provision bad to be made by the Court of Aldernen for paying this sum.4
The duties of the Recorder as listed in the iiber k.lbus and
aesording to the terms of his oath, required that be should be skilled
in law, that he should sit with the lisyor when be beard pleas and
delivered judgnents, that be should act as spokesman for the City and
report processes verbally to the judges in error sitting at St. Martin's,
that he should record and enrol pleas, and that be should administer
the Salle law to rich aM poor, caring for orphans and keeping secret
1. 6 July 144o, Court of Alderman received a royal letter for the
ecorder, but the royal candidate is not naned. 13 July 1440,
John Bowys sworn, Jour.III f.45v., 46.
2. idber Albis, pp.4243.
3. 17 November 1422, Jour.II f.1; 14 July 1442, Jour.III f.41.
Thomas Billing, after he bad ceased to be the City's Recorder was
retaird at a fee to be of the City's Counsel, 2 December 1454,
Jour.V f.210v.
4. 23 March 1452, Danvers was to receive 50 marks at Micbselmas and
50 marks during the ixt year, Jour,V f.72v.
/the City's counsels. 1
 From the Journals it is clear that the
Recorders were assiduous in their attendance at the Court of Aldernn
ad Layor's Court. 2 In 1440 the Recorder had to defend. the City's
right to report verbally to the judges at St. Martin's and it may have
been in connection with this business that John Bowys rode to
Parliaixent in that year. 3 The Recorder's nan is frequently to be found
aimng those serving on deputations to be sent to the King. 4 But it is
in two capacities not nentioned in the Liber Albus that the Recorder is
to be found acting 'ost oftent as an arbiter and as a witness. 5 Another
duty which fell to the R corder was that of acting as Returning Officer
at the Layor'e election. When, on 13 October 1426, the City was without
a Recorder, it was decided that the Prior of Christ Church should examine
*e votes cast and should faithfully report who Fad been chosen by the
most 6
	
1.	 tuber Albus, pp.42-43, oath pp.306-09.
	
.•	 oo.iLppondix-no.. 	 , p..
3. 13 January, 15 April 1440, Jour.III f.34, 4lv., Cal. P. and 1. 143-57,
11. 3u1 1440, p,38.
4. .g. Robert Danvers, Recorder, a uniber of the deputation sent to
the Chancellor at Chiswicic to report the response of the Mayor and
A1dernn to the King's request for a loan, 17 July 1444, Jour.IV
f.34v.
5. Acting as arbiter, e.g. Cal. P. and L. 1413-37, pp.2, 39, 177,
Cal. P. and 1. 1 437-57, p.48; 17 March 1424 the Recorder acted as an
arbiter in a. plea of Fresh Force, Cal. P. and M. 1413-37, pp.172-73,
Lond.Poss.Assizes, p.rxi; acting as a witness, e.g. Cal. P. andI.
1437-57, pp.118, 126, 137; the Recorder was also one of tie jur1es
in the us.iry cases of 1421, Cal. P. and k. 1413-37, pp.100-06.
6. Jour.II f.85v.; the role of the Recorder in the kayor's election
is also vntioned inLibeA1bus, p.21.
It is difficult to determine how faithfully the Recorder exercisee
his duties. In February 1417 John Barton was accused of treating
William Redehead unjustly becau8e he caiie from the town of Barnet, and
Barton was Zeneschall of the lands of St. Albant s Abbey wMch was at
1oggrheads with :Sarnet town. 1 In 1455 Thomas Shelley, a Mercer,
accused the Recorder of being 'chief counsel 1 with Shelley's opponent
Sinxn Dawdeley. 2 What worried the Court of A1dernn more than these
stray accusations of partiality was the Rcorder t s propensity to becoue
involved in legal suits and business other tha.n that of the City. It
appears that &lexander Arnie was dismissed for this reason and his
successor was appointed on condition that he reject all other fees
except that of the City. 3 When Thomas Billing becane a Serjeant at
Law and found that he could be profitably employed at Westminster, and
on Assies elswhwere, he resigned his office as Recorder. 4 The
Londoners paid their Recorder a very handsone salary and in return they
required his undivided attention.
The Chamberlain, despite the antiquity of his office and the heavy
nature of his responsibilities, was not as highly paid as the Recorder,
but received, like the Comnon Cleric, only £10 p.a. 5 During this period,
1. 27 February 1417, Jour.I f.12v.
2. 7 August 1455, Jour.V f.254.
3. 15, 21 October 1438, Jour.III f.163, l63v.
4. 3 October 1454, Jour.V f.196.
5. Liber	 iDi, pp.47-48.
"7.
as earlier, the Chamberlains were not professionals but appear to have
carried on with their trades while in office. Thre3 of them were
Ircers, tw+ere Fishmongers, two were Draper8, one was a Grocer and
one a Tailor. But these 'amateur 1 Chamberlains were served by a body
o±' full-tine, professional. and experienced clerks and serjeants. Unlike
the other City officers, the Chamberlain seems to have been entitled
to few perquisites. He was not, in this period, provided either with
a house or a livery. When, however, John Sturgeon ceased to be Chamberlain
in September 1454 after four years in office, it was decided that he
should receive a reward for his €ood and diient service. This was to
take the form of a robe ea& Christmas and a 'golden handshaket
amounting in all to £22 16s.Sd.1
Since 1404 the Chamberlain bad been elected each year by the
Commonalty at the sane reeting on September 21st when the Sheriffs,
Bridgewardens and Auditors were c'osen. An initial experinent to
prevent the re-election of a Chamberlain who Fad served for two years
was abandoned as Impractical. 2
 The Mayor and Aldernen did not, however,
1.	 27, 28 September 1454, Jour.V f.194, 194v. The sum of £22 16s.8d.
was arrived at thus:-
Reward for tine as Bridge master	 £7. lOs. Od.
Reward for his first year as Chamberlain above his
allotted £10	 £3. 6s. 8d.
Breakfast for the Auditors above the 40/- allotted
for this expense
	 £1. 6s. 8d.
Reimburaenent of the £2 13s.4d. paid by him each year
durin€ his tenure of office to John Deye for
collecting the P1'ilpot rents	 £10. 13s. 41.
2. iiber Albus, p.48; 23 September 1404, u.B.I., pp.33, 35; the
Chambe'1ain's election, after that of the Sheriffs, is not so
recorded &iring the period 1408-141 7, see LB.I., pp .68-69, 189.
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stand as aloof from the election of the Chamberlain as the procedure
laid down In the 1404 ordinance would seem to suggest. In 1423 John
Bederenden was re-elected as Chamberlain on the advice of the Mayor
and .A.ldernen. 1
 The attempts by the Coinnonalty to elect William Cottisbro1
as Chamberlain during the artisan troubles of 1443 were firmly suppressed
by the A1derin who reinstated John Chichele and in the following year
re-elected him to office without consulting the Commonalty. 2 Loreover,
although John Iniddleton was officially elected as C1'amberlaIn by an
t immnse Commonalty' In 1449, in the Journal it is clear that the ILyor
and L1dernn voted for Middleton who received fifteen of the eighteen
votes cast.3
Towards the end of this period it becana the practice, after the
election of the Chamberlain, to require him to produce sona security
for his tenure of office. Jon Chichele was re-elected in 1448 on
condition that be providad t sufficient security t . 4
 The procedure was
amplified In 1449 when John rTiddleton was elected; he himself and five
others provided sureties to four Aldernen, the Recorder ani the Common
1. 13 September 14 23, Jour.II f.8v.
2. See Chapter IV, pp.
3. 21 September 1449, Jour.V f.15, L.B.K., pp .3 28-29. Two of the
A.l de men voted for a man whose nanu be €an with 3
	 d ore voted
for a man whose natre began with C.
4. 21. September 1448, Jour.IV f.228.
II
Serjeart at Law. 1 When Thomas Thornton was elected five yara later,
four fellow Dra?ers joined 1im in an obligation o± £1000 to John Horman,
the Layor, and his successors.2
The Charilerlain's duties were listed in the Liber Albus and defirdd
in his oath. His primair duty was to look after tie City's cash and t
maintain the lands, terieents and rents belonging to the Chatiber 'which
shall, accordin to reason, increase'. He received the fees for, and
so virtXa1ly controlled, entries to the City franchise. Together with
the Coxrnon Clerk, the Chamberlain was concerned with t're 1eping of the
City' a i's cor a and iiuninents wh lob were to be carefully guarrie d and s own
or2y to siitable persons. Finally the Chamberlain was to protect and
administer the goods of orphans and 1ep secret the City's counsel.3
Although the finances of tie City were, for several reasons, overatrained
in this period there is no indication that the Chamberlains were considered
to have failed in their duty of guarding the City's finances. Occasionally
the ChanTherlairs were made personally responsible for loans borrowed
for specific civic purposes, 4 and sonetines the examination of Chamber
receipts and expenditure went beyond the usial annual survey. In
this period it fell to the C1-amberlain t s lot to act as t estates bursar'
not only for the City's lands but also for the lands given to endow the
1. 23 September 1449, Jour.V f .15v. ; the four other irainpernors were
Geoffrey Feldyng, John Earowe, Robert Baron and Thomas Lusehamp.
2. 30 September 1454, Jour.V f.195; Tbornton t s niainpe'nors were Philip
Jkal.pas, John Stok1er, Stephen Grene, John Whitehede.
3. 14ber t]1Dus, pp.46, 309-10.
4. Lg. 26 January 1 447, Jour.IV f.158v.
5. ..g. 12 January 1 437, Jour.III f.l24; 13 September 1440, Jou.r.III
f.5v.; 7 FebruarY 1 447, Jour.IV f.162.
GuildFall chapel, providing the incone from which the Chamberlain was
to pay the salaries of the chaplains.1
 In obedience to his oath to
increase the City's profits from its lands, the Chamberlain in 1425
put Moorfields to farm t pro n1iore quo potent ad opus comniuritatis'.2
Lbreover on several occasions the Chamberlain was called upon to defend
the Common Soil from encroachnnts as for example when the Rector arid
parishioners of St. Boto1pb' Billingegate wanted to extend the east
end of the church to enlarge the Vestry in 1455.' There is no recorded
case of the Chamberlain admitting aryone umlawfuLly to the Preedom,
although the .imber of regul ations governing this becarie more nuirous
in this period.4
The Cbambenlain 1 s duties in relation to the City t s records becai
defined as the Common Clerk's responsibilities in this sphere increased.
There are no surviving Chamberlain's accounts until the sixteenth
century, but his concern with the City's cash inevitably cane to include
the control of such things as royal tallies, title deeds, bonds and
obligations - all of which could be terned 'City assets t . 5 In 1417 the
Chamberlain was entrusted with a Letter of Privy Sea]. arid an indenture
between the ]yor and te Royal Treasurer concerning the Spanish sword
given to the Londoners as security for a loan. 6 Jon Chichele, when
1.2 July 1417, Jour.I f.24.
2. 29 September 1425, Jour.II f.53.
3. 10 lisy 1455, Jour.V f.241v.; see also 	 _Pe rid K. l4377, p.ii.
4. See Chapter III, pp. I9 -209.
5. Ione of the Chamberlain? a own records survive from this period. The
earliest surviving Camben1air's accounts are for 1536-37, G.R.0.
k.s.35B. The Sheriffs were expected to b end over their Court records o
leaving office to the layor wo would band these records over to the
Chamberlain 'pun seuvenent garden', Liber Albus, p.45.
2 Oct.ber 1 iT, Jour.I f.35; see Ca	 VII p.44'
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Chawberl am, was Liven at different tines, a City carter and the
Common Beal for safe-keeping, 1
 and w'en e ceased to be Chamberlain he
was instructed by the ayor to )and over a cest containing books,
evidence and tallies wic'h !'e 'ad accumulated during !is term of offic.2
In 1453 t'e Court of AldernEn decided tat te olls and 1(emoranda in
t'e custody of te C mberlain s!'ould not be s'own to aryone unless
ti-at person }'ad a particular interest. Moreover an enquirer nigt
only ave a copy or exemplification of a record wit h t'e consent eiter
of t!'e C1amberlain or is deputy, or of te Comnon Clerk or Ha deputy.3
Te Chamberlain's administration of tbe gtods of orp!ans is
discussed e1sewere, but t-ere is every indication t!at in this period
these duties were welL and. conscientiously carried out. 4 It is
difficult to know w'P'et'er t)e CFanberlain observed t1'e injunction in 'is
oat t le conseile de la citee celerez t . 11t1' t'e ot her 4i1dernn,
!owever, wo were in Court on 20 May 1427 'e swore on t'e Gospels that
he would not reveal to ar ror t b siness transacted tji curia et
canEra'
$0 xnuc) for the C"amber1ain's &uties as laid down in the Liber
Alhus and in Ha oath, but t'e Journals reveal t'at te Camberlain'a
1. 15 November 1447, Jour.IV f.201; 4 September 1448, Jour.IV f.225v.
2. 8 Qctober 1451, Jour.V f.63v.; Jo'n Liddleton was also given royal
tallies to look after, Jour.V f.18; 20 November 1450, Court of
.L.1dernn decided that a royal tally was to remain in the Chanber,
Jou.r.V f.47v.
3. 1 December 1453, Jouz.V f.135.
4. See C"apter III, pp. 2.L2.-2.2..O.
5. 24 ay 14 27, J01X1'.II f.93v.
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activities were not confined to these tasks. e was often present at
i:eetings of the Court of Alderuen. 1 John i1 when he was Chamberlain
had to bather rush boats and clean the City streets. 2 John Bederenden
was instructed to collect aulnace in the City. 3 It fell to the Chamberlainti
lot in 1453 to provide samples of cloth for the City's liveries and to
see to its ordering and making up. 4 The Chamberlain might be instructed
to take part in the search of the That!ms, 5
 or to levy a City subsi&y,6
or to deal with complaints made by Cordwainers and Cobblers against
each other. 7 Like other City officers he was expected to serve on
committee
To help him carry out these duties the Chamberlain had a deputy
or clerk who was first called the Controller in i454
.
 Suc 'ten must
have been very experienced for there were only three OCCupaflt8 of this
1..	 .g. Jot-n Bederenden attended in larch 1423, 27 larch 1424,
20 April 1425, 24 July 1425, 21 January 1427, 31 January 1427,
Jou.II f.4v., l6v., 41, 47v., 88v., 89; Jo'hn Chichele present in
Court 1.4, 17 eceutber 1436, Jour.III f.125v., 125; Thomas Thornton
present in Court 1 April 1457, Jour.VI f.11O.
2.	 29 September 1419, Jour.I f.61.	 3. 11 October 1425, Jour.II f.54.
4.	 17 lay 1453, Jour.V f.1lOv.	 5. 12 September 1453, Jour.V f.120v.
6. 16 January 1429, Jour.II f.l36. (. 5 February 1455, Jour.V f.220v.
6.	 .g. John Middleton appointed to Bihingsate committee,
13 February 1450, Jour.V f.30v.; John Sturgeon appointed to Granary
colmzLittee January 1452, 7 June 1453, Jour.V f.70, liv.; Thomas
Thornton appointed to Newgate committee 10 September 1455,
Jour.V f.260v.; and to Cripp1eate committee, 8 Larch 1460,
Jour.VI f.205.
9. This clerk was entitled to receive half of the 12d. fee taken for
ezaterin freedoTr.s, and a further reward at the discretion of the
annual auditors, Liber ..1bus, p.48.
office between 1400 and 1478.1 Richard Osbarn, the first clerk during
t-is period, was provided with a house for which he paid 40/- p.a.
Bis salary is not specified but when be retired in 1437 the Court of
A.lderften provided him with a house, an annual robe and a pension of
£6 l3s. 4d. p.a. E5 successor, William Cbedworth, was assign'd a
salary of £5 p.s. 2 The clerkt s duties were multifarious. Richard
Osbarn acted frequently both as an executor and as an arbiter. Robert
Langford was one of Carpenter's executors. 3 The clerk helped to levy
subs Id ie a and to receive the money , he mib t be pre sent in Court5
or act as clerk to various comirittees,6 he might see to the cleaning
of the streets 7 or be sent as a nmber of a deputation to the King.8
1. For list, see Appendix, p.7 r
2. 11 Larch 1400, L.LI., pp.6-7, 10-11; granted £5 pa. 21 September
1437, Jour.III f.191; amount Increased to £6 13e.4d., 28 September
1437, Jour.I]1 f.191v.; at a rieeting of the Comnn Council his
pension was agreed, 15 November 1437, Jour.III f.188v.; Osbarn
was dead by 13 June 1438 and John Carpenter was a feofee for him,
Pustings Wills, vol.11, pp.484-85; Jour.III f.].71, 8.
3. For Osbarn as a executor see	 paem; as an arbiter see
Jour.II f.33v., 92v., 104, llôv., 135; for ILangford as Carpenter's
executor, see Cal. P. and . 1457-82, pp.ix, 128 n.l.
4. Osbarn was a commissioner to raise a royal subsiy 28 August 1430,
L.B.K., p.111; be received £100 from the revenues of Iondon BrIdge,
10 February 1417, Jour.I f.42v.; Chedwortb was a receiver of money to
be lent to the KIng, 23 Larch 1 444, Jour.IV f.20v.; similarly for
expenses in defending the City, 7 February 1445, Jour.IV f.63v.; he
was to levy arercevents and sun's due to the Chamber according to the
City's charter, 2e April 1447, Jour.IV f
.175v.; Langford received
mony for the Conduit 1449-50, Jour.7 f.84 and administered loans
1460-61, Jour.VI f.55.
5. E.-. Osbarn present in Court, 27 I.iarcb 1424, Jou.r.II f.16v.
6. .i.g. C1'edworth clerk to Aquaduct committee, 16 Larch 1439, Jour.III f.11
7. Cedworth received pepaynt for his costs Ia cleanin , the streets
near the Tower, 2 October 1445, Jour.IV f.98v.
8. C"edworth serve on various dsutations, 17 July 1444, 17 Noveinberl447,
16 Larch 1448, Jour.IV f.34v., 201, p13; Langford was sent to the
Bishop of ondon for a Papal BUll, 14 Larc 1454, Jour.V f.153.
ii4.
For a tine Wihjaoa Cheworth was r&e Controller of the Cit;'s Grat
Bear.) Te office was rowir in importance arid t'is was acknowlerd
on 28 Sept uiber 1454 when obert Lanfor, vo had been in the arberlain's
offic since 1437 and who 1 ad succeeded William Chedworth as clerk in
14O, was admLtted and sworn as Controller ani Clerk of the
.part from the Controller there were to be three serjants to serve the
Chanherlain in business tOuclli% the Charaber but, unfortunately, due to
loose descriptions, it is iossible to distini1sh these nn from the
serjeants servi% the Lyor.
Although the Chamberlains during this period wag not professionals
it seems clear that nst of them had shown soms interest in civic
finance before being chosen as Chamberlain. John Bederenden had been
present at a neting on 15 September 1418 when it was decided how nizch
should be paid to the nBrchants supplying €oods to the ring at Rouen,
and be was elected an auditor in tIe year before his election as
Chamberlain. 4 John ILiddleton	 a Laster of his Company, the Mercers,
1. $ee Chapter III, pp . 2.35-2-C.
2. Lanford in Chamber office 1437, Jour.III f.195v.; Clerk, 24
September 1450, Jour.V f.47; Controller, 28 September 1454, Joiir.V
f.l 94v.
3. Robert Blounte and Thomas Kirton appear as Chamber officials of
sone kind, although not as Serje ants of the Cbalrft)er. Blounte was
described as t one of the clerks of the Mayor 1 a Court 1 21 October 1454,
Jour.V f.201 and K.irton is described as 'clerk of the Courtt
13 March 1461, Jour.VI f.24. Both msn were associated in tasks with
Langford, Jour.V f.153, 173, Jour.VX f.147v., arid both were concerned
at different tiites with the receiving or dispensing of City cash,
Jour.V f.154, 156v., 201. Blount is often to be found acting as
an attorney in tIe Chamber, Cal. P, and M. 1437-57 and Cal. P. an
M. 1458-8? passim, Loncl.Poss.Assizes, pp.127-28.
4. 15 September 1418, Jour.I f.48; L.B,, p.226.
4.
5.
6.
I2
four years before he was chosen as Chamberlain. 1 A8
 early as 1436
John Sturgeon could be described as a master and good man of the
Company and in 1438 he was elected an widitor. 2 Be was a Coinnn
Councilman by 1437 and served as receiver of sums levied in the City
on several occasions, as well as on nunerous connnittees. 3 In 1445 he
was an M.P. and acted as temporary Bridgeinaster from January to
September l449. Although he becane Chamberlain in the following year
his ambition was perhaps too apparent for, in 1446, he was accused of
having written on a wall three tines 'John Sturgeon Alderman', arid this
ambition he never realized. 5 Thomas Thornton was also a Connmn Councilman
by April 1444 and be served on various committees before being elected
as Chamberlain in 1454.6 The office of Chamberlain does not, however,
appear to have been a stepping stone to pronotion. John Middleton was
the only occupant of the office during these years who succeeded in
becoming first a Sheriff and then an Alderman in 1456. But Middleton
had been an unsuccessful candidate as Alderman, twice in 1451 and once
1.	 22 February 1445, Jour.IV f.65.	 2. L.B.K., pp.201. 219.
3. 15 November 1437, Jour.LtI f.188v.; a1 reeeiver, 30 March 1439,
Jour.III f.13; on committees, 23 March 1442, 2 May 1442, 24 April
1444 (two), 15 July 1444, 18 June 1 445, 14 July 1447, 9 May 1448,
Jour.III f.114v., 115; Jour.IV f.23, 34, 81v., l84v., 217;
Sturgeon was entrusted with a key of the Commn Chest, 11 October 1447,
Jou.r.IV f.195v.
21. January 1445, Jour.IV f.59v; 24 January 1449, Jour.V f.4v.
His accusers were Robert Osgood and Thomas Creek who also said that
he bad done nuch harm in Parlianent, 3 arch 1446, Jour.IV f.119v.
24 April 1444, Jour.IV f.23; on committees 20 April 1450, 2 October
1452, 1.5 February 1453, Jour.V f.34, 47v., 88v., lO3v.
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in 1456. John Chichele failed to be elected as an ilderman in 1437,
as did Thomas Thornton in 1458, and in 1460 he was rejected by the Court
of A1dernn on three separate occasions. The over-ambitious John
Sturon was never even selected as a candidate for an &lderinaxiry.
These rejections suggest that the Chaml:erlains during this period rr.y
have been more popular with the community at lar€e than they were with
the numbers of the Court of L1derien who made tie final selection.
On the other hand it nust be noted that it was the Aldernen who
supported John Chichele in September 1443 when the Comntns cried for
him to be replaced by William Cottesbroke as Chamberlain.
It is not surprising that John Carpenter, who occupied tie office
of Common Clerk from 1417-1438, and who compiled the Liber A1bu
during that tiiie, was more specific about the duties and rewards of
the , office which he held, than about any other. The Common Clerk was
elected by the Common Council and received £10 p.a. for his services.1
Carpenter motes, however, that he was also to rece ive lOd. for every
deed or will which was enrolled in the Rustings, 2/- for every deed
enr11ed in the Mayor's rolls and 6d. for every writ for Assizes of
Nuisance, for writs • de intrusiort and for precepts to the Sheriffs fvr
1. Liler Albus, pp.47-48, 311-12. Carpenter states that the Common
Clerk was elected by the Comnon Council of the City. All the
Common Clerks whose elections are recorded during this period (see
&ppendix*up.2) were elected by the 1Iayor, Aldernen and Coinrion
Council. After Richard Barrt had been elected in this way, the
riayor and Aldernen decided that he should remain in office for a
year, i.e. 1438-39. In fact he served the City until 1446,
Jour.III f.l64-l64v.
cases in the Eustings2 The Common Clerk was also entitled to receive
sustenance for his clerks although their number is not specified.2
But apart from these reninerations listed by Carpenter, there were
others. John liarchaunt had a house over the middle gate of Gujidhall,
Richard Barnet was made free of the City, and Roger Spicer received, a
civic livery at the timo of Parli&ent In 1453 and. in 1458 be was
granted a reward of £29 17s. OI. 3 Carpenter himself was granted a
reward of 10 marks by the Court of &ldernen for his 1 abours for the
City, which could refer to his service as an lvt.P. or to the compiling
of the Liber Albu.4
In addition to these official renninerations, the Common Clerk
appears to have received pa.ynents in cash or kind from the City Companies
who were always anxious to have a friend at GuildFall. Carpenter
received cloth from the Taylors' Company in 1418 as well as a total of
10/- for helping the Laster and Wardens draw up a suppliction to be
presented to the Layor and Aldernn. 5 The Grocers paid Carpenter and
-	 I
1. Liber A].bus, p .48. The Common Clerk was also to receive 6d. for each
writ of scire facias and fleri facias which be drafted, except those
dore for Aldernn. See d.Poss.A1ssizes, p.xvii. During the pe±iod
of John Carpenter's eommon Clerkship an average of 72 deeds and wills
were enrolled each year which would have brought about 60/- p.a. Into
the pockst of the Common Clerk..
2. John Carpenter was clerk to John. ) Aarcharnit, L.B., pp .179-80; Richard
cia la Felde was clerk to Richard Barnet, October 1439, Jour.III f.25;
Robert Helsey was sworn as a clerk of the Court of 1dertxen, 4 April
1441, Jour.III f.82v.; Robert .&ston was one o± the clerks serving
Roger Spicer, December 1456, Jour.VI f.88.
3. pp.179-80; Barnet was n.de free of the City, 11 October 1438,
Jour.III f.163; Spicer received livery, 8 Larch 1453, Jour.V f.105;
Spicer granted special reward, which was to be paid to William
Cantelowe to whom 'he owed the money, 11 October 1458, Jour.VI f.234.
4. 10 June 1440, Jour.III f.44.
5, 1rcbant T aylors ' Ball, Ms. A 4 Accounts 1397-1445, f.103v., 105.
others 26/ad. for enrolling & deed in 1419 and in the following year
Carpenter received a further 20/- from tie Brewers' for counsel and
for his various labours on their beh&.f) Roger Spicer received 6/8d.
from the Cutlers in 145]. and the sa anunt from the Pewterers in
1456 t for saying of the ordinances that the six ixen of the craft
Spicer also wrote soire letters for the Msrcers' Company in 1457 for
which lie was paid. 3/4d. and in the following year l'e, together with the
Comnn Serjeant, Guy Fairfax, was entertaizied to breakfast at the Kin€'s
Head by the Carpenters' Company at a tote]. cost of 13/lid.3
According to John Carpenter it was the duty of the Comnon Clerk,
together with the Chamberlain, to 1ep and control the City's records
and to authorize tie making of transcripts. It also fell to the
Comnon Clerk to enrol pleas in the Hustings and. for the .&ssi-e of
Nuisance, with the assent of the Mayor amid Recorder. Be was to be
obedient to tie Mayor and City Counsel, secret and assiduous in the
service of the City, and responsible for his own clerks.4
There is little evidence about the activities of the Conuion Clerks
in any of these duties except that of kseping tie records. But, liks
1. Kingdon,Brocers'4c cou.nts, vol.1, f.l33; Guildh&.l Librazy, Ma.5440,
Brewers' Account Book 1418-1440, f.25-26v.
2. Guildhall Library Ms.7146 Cutlers t Rolls no.5, this judgnnt has
not survived in the C ity' a rolls; Gui]. dhal]. Library, Ms. 7066/1
Pewterers t Accounts, f.14.
3. Msrcers' Hall, Wardens Accounts 1 347-1 464, f.191; Bower karsh, ed.
Records of Worshipful Compamy ofrjenters (Oxford, 1914), vol.11,
Warden's 4ccount Book 1 43 8-1 51o , p.28.
4. LJber .&lbus, pp.47-48, 311-12.
the Chamberlain, the Common Clerk was sworn to secrecy in 1427.1 There
is however, a considerable amount of evidence to show the increasingly
important role which the Common Clerk caste to play in tile keeping of
tile City's records. As early as 1426 John Carpenter was in possession
of certain financial, obligations, and in Pebruair 1428 an obligation
to the sheriffs was placed in his safe-keeping. 2 Later in that year
records from tile shrievalty of Simon Winchecombe (1383-4) were brought
into court and delivered to him. 3 By 1443 the control of the Common
Clerk over the records ni,ist have been nearly	 since be a]. one
was enjoined not to deliver any of the City t s books to tile Chaiiiber
clerks. 4 In 1453, however, both the Chamberlain and the Conumn Clerk
were instructed In the administration of the City's rolls and 1moranda.5
But when John iddleton, the late Chamberlain, in 1456 brought into
Court certain evidences about lands and teneunts which had been bequeathed
to the City by John .Bsyrrwell, they were handed over, not to the Chamberlain
but to the Common Clerk. 6 Moreover when Wilhian Duntl'orne was chosen
as Common Clerk five years after this, it was decided that three AldernEn
1. 24 May 1427, Jour.II f.93v.
2. 5 March 1426, Jour.II f.64; Februaiy 1428, Jour.II f.107v.
3. 11 August 1428, L.B.L, p.76.
4. 16 October 1443, Jour.IV f.lOv.; possibly this vigilance caixe as a
result of tile artisan trouble, i.e. the Alderen did not want the
artisans to have access to uneomfortable precedents, see Chapter IV.
5. 1 December 1453, Jour.V f.135.
6. .ugust 1456 , Jour.VI f.104.
ic
should supervise the books and records which the Chamberlain was to
deliver up to the Common Clerk by an indenture between tliem) Finally
in 1462 the Mayor and Lldermsn decided that all the records in the
Chamberlath 1 s possession were to be delivered to the Common Clerk by
indenture, and l's was to be completely responsible for them.2
Apart from his duties in connection with the safe-keeping of the
City's records, the Common Clerk also compiled them. John Carpenter
and William Dunthorrie both compiled books of civic custom and precedent
which they appear to have done, not in the course of duty, but ou't of
personal zeal. 3 Lore officially, however, ti's Common Clerk was
responsible for compiling tl'e City Journals and the Letter Books. It
Is unlikely that he wrote the Journals himself, since there is no gap
or noticeable difference during the period when Ro€er Spicer was away
inRoue, but it seems clear that they fell under his general supervision.
Journal III which covers the years 1436-1442 bears several signs of
having been in the custody of Richard Barnet who becaiTe Common Clerk
in October 1438. The list of A1dern appears to have been written in
at this tiie, possibly when Barret succeeded Carpenter. Moreover
1. October 1461, Jour.VI f.7v.
2. 7 May 1462, L.B.L., p.17; the working of this new arran€emsnt can be
seen as early a 21 May 1462 when a letter and acquittance arising
out of a case in the yors Court were to remain in the custody of
the Common Clerk, in 'the Upper Chamber where the records were kept
in a certain chest, Cal. P. and M. 1458-82, pp.27-28.
3. (.R,O. 4erAlbus and	 (comp. c.1474).
)3.
there are three entries in the book which might be scr1bed as of
a 'private' nature and concern obligations and debts in which Barrt
himself involved. 1 Journal. IV which covers the years 1442 to 1447,
and hence four ye era of Bernet t a tenure of office, al so has a couple
of these tprivate t
 entries on Bazrmet's behalf. 2 But this sonewbat
cavalier use of the City's books, paper and ink was not imitated by
other Common Clerks.
The Common Clerk also perforned other tasks which were not
specified in the Liber Albus. Soire tires he attended reetings of the
Court of Aldernen. 3 Be supervised the writing of letters sent under
the kayor's seal. and of Mayoral precepts,4 and he served on conminitteea.5
As the century progressed, and especially during Roger Spicer's tenure
of the office from 1446-1461, the Common Clerk cane to be used with
increasing Ire que ncy as an envoy • Rich ard B arne t was among those sent
to the Chancellor at Chiawick in July l444, and Spicer was frequently
absent from the City. In 1448 he rode to Windsor with the &lderuen6
1. 14 January 1441, Jmorandum of debt of 11/- owed by K. Bernet to
John Rowe, one of the Bridge collectors, Jour.III f.71; 4 October
1441, Robert Blone, one of the clerks of the works at London Bridge,
acknowledges receipt of a roll of accounts from Richard Bernet,
Jour. III 1.96; there are several entries concerning the goods of
Al ice Ky mpton who was being ue d for debt, and whose goods were in
the custody of Richard Bernet, Jour.III f.l3 2 , see Cal. P. and M.
1431-51, p.38.
2. 6 April 1444, John Dobyl]., draper, acknowledges a debt of 100/- to
Barret payable ataster 1445, Jour.IV f.22v.; rough draft of an
obligation of Richard Barnet, secretary of the City, to J.W.
gentleman, payable of the feast of All Saints ?1444, Jour.IV f.235v.
3, 31 January 1427, Jour.II 1.89; 1 April. 1457, 2 May 1459, Jour.VIf.l16, L57v.
4, 27 October 1440? Jour.III f.64v.; 6 October 1449, Jour.V 1.16;3 September 1457, L.B.K., p.382.
5.	 L7 July 1444, Jour,IV f,34v.	 6. 16 Larch 1448, Jour.IV 1.213.
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and in 1452 he was sent to Ron to prosecute the City's case agsinst
the claims of the London cler€y for increased tithes. En route to
Roms he was arrested and detained in ti's prison of the Archbishop of
Cologne where l's remained at least until October 1453. Spicer was
still absent from the City in July 1454 but he attended a nBeting of
the Court of Aldermsn in the following November, after two years
absence from the City. In 1455 Spicer served on a deputation deQing
with St. kartin 1 s and in 1459 he was appointed to a deputation to the
icing. 2
 But in spite of al.J. these good services for the City, he was
dismissed in .&ugust 146]. for his Lancaatrian sympathies, and cut off
without a pension.3
The careers of the Common Clerks were circumscribed. IThlika the
Recorders, they did not nova on into the Royal service. On the other
hand they were not amateurs I i1 the Chamberl ains but ware trained as
clerks. Certainly John Carpenter, and perhaps Roger Spicer, had worksd
in ti's office of the Comnon Clerk before themselves being promoted to
the Common Clerkship itself. In the City they were widely respected
and appear frequently as executors, arbiters, attorneys and recipients
of the gifts of goods a chattels. John Carpenter was elected as an
M.P. for the City in 1437 and 1439; but apart from this they appear
primarily as bard-working and conscientious civil servants, although
Richard Barnet did not escape the biting censure of Ralph Holland during
the artisan troubles of 1443.
,	 e.Ch ape .-
2. 6 October 1455, Jour.V f.266; 10 October 1459, Jour.VI f.144V.
3. 5 August, 23 OCtober 1461, Jour.VI f.46, €2.
4. See Chapter IV, p.3I5
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The civil service responsible for the executive business of the
City was provided by a corps of aerjeanta. Of these the two most
important were the Common Serjeant at Law or Common Pleader, and the
Common Serjeant at Arms or Common Crier. The first recorded appointnent
of a Common Serjeant at Law cane in 1291 and since that date be bad
always been one of the most important civic officers. 1 Els duties were
chiefly legal. and stenrnmd from his position as spokesman for the
Common Council by whom be was elected, 2 though not without eone prior
consideration by the Court of Aldernen. Ee received an annual fee of'
£10 and sone of the Common Serjeants during this period were also provided
with houses. 3 The Common Serjeant at Law was particularly concerned
with the custody and protection of orphans, 4 and he also drafted
1. LI B.A., p.123; for a discussion of the office of Common Serjeant at
iaw and a list of holders of the office, see Betty R. Masters,
The Common Serjeant t , Guildball MIscellany, vol.11, no.9 (1967)
pp.379-89.
2.	 4er Albus, p.47; a Common Council was especially summoned to
elect the Common Serjeant on 19 September 1443, but the decision
that no-one should be elected had already been taken by the Court
of Aldernen, Jour.IV f.4, 4v., 9; in the sane way on 11 November 1437
the Court of .ldernen chose John Wilton as Common Serjeant, and foul'
days later be was duly elected by the Common Council, Jour.III
f.188, 188v.
3. I1iber t1bus, p .47; Alexander Anne was granted a house over Ai.dgate,
Jour.I]: f.132.
4. See oath of' Common Serjeant, Liber Albus, p.310; kastera, .pp.cit.,
p.380; Chapter III, pp.2LL-Z2o. -
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indictuents and prosecuted on behalf of the City, attended neting8
of the Court of Aldermsn, acted as an arbiter and served on cotmnittees.1
The oath of the Common $erjea.nt at Law described the €eneral nature of
his work t xz attendant serrez sur lee 1Iair, et Audermans, et Coim.nas,
pur lez causes et busoines de la citee, as toutz temps qe vous serres
a ce requys et chargez'. Between 1390 and 1463 fifteen msn served the
City in this capacity; five of these nen becane Becorder8 and six of
them were tTndersteriffs. 2 In the fifteenth century the office, while
clearly important and requiring considerable legaL skill, was 'out a
stepping-stone to higher thinga.
By comparison the office of Common Serjeant at Arms was a bumble
one requiring no particular skill but a loud voice. According to
John Carpenter in the Liber Albus the Common Crier was to be in constant
attendance upon the Layor and execute his commands. When be made
cries throughout the City at the request of the Sheriffs he was to be
paid 12d. by them and to be provided with a horse • pur honour de La
1.	 ette1e as arbiter, 8 December 143o, Jour.III f.127v.; Billing as
arbiter, 19 October 1445, Jour.IV f.l01; Fairfax as arbiter,
31 May 1458, Jour.VI f.243v.; Alexander Anne drafted the indictnent
against i.eversege and Spark, October 1424, Jour.II f.23v, Lh.B.L
p
.39; John Fray prosecuted usurers on behalf of the City, 1421,
Cal. P.and M. 14l331, pp .99-10 2 ; JohnWi1ton took £1000 to
Ca.tais, 28 1iarch 1438, Jour.III f.176v.; Billing was a receiver
of money for the King, 23 March 1 444, Jour.IV f.20; Nedebam on
deputation about royal loans, 2, 23 October 1450, Jour.V f. 47v. , 49.
2. John Pray, Alexander Anna, Robert Danvers, Thomas Billing, Thomas
Ursewyk becane Recorders; John Fray, .1exander Anne, John Wilton,
Thomas Billing, Guy Fairfax and Thomas Rigby becaue Undersheriffa;
for lists of Common Serjeants, Recorders and Undersheriffs see
Appendilçsppg. 4,9	 . ScB 559
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citee'. He was to proclaim wills arid the result of cases in the
Hustings for which he was to receive 6d. Ei annual fee was 60/ or
more if his behaviour nerited it, arid he was also entitled to claim
from a newly elected Alderman the robe which be bad worn on the day of
his swearing, or 6/ad. The Common Serjeaxit at Arms was elected by the
Common Council and held office at their pie asure. 1 A described by
John Carpenter the duties appear to be quite onerous and yet John
Cotnbe who held the office from 1417 to 1460 was also able to hold the
offices of Bailiff of Zou.thwark and Deputy Coroner at different tines
during the period. 2 But John Combe also carried out sonBwhat nenial
tasks such as summoning persons to attend the Court, retrieving escaped
prisoners arid carrying civic
There were four other civic officers whose work was closely
associated with that of the Serjeazits:- the offices of Waterbailiff,
Mayor's Zsqufre or Swordbearer, Common Huntaman and Serje ant of the
Charmel. 4 The Waterbail 1ff ie.s responsible for searching the waters
of the Thanes and 1edway within the City's jurisdiction, removing
1. Liber Aib, p .49. John Combe arid his successor John Assbe were
provided with a house over Cripplegate, Jour.II fJ.O7, 132.
Jour.IV f.97; Jour.VI f.219v.
2. John Conibe was Bailiff of Sout1wark c.1443-1460, see Chapter IIIppI7I..2.
he was Deputy Coroner 1421-22,	 Cbaptor_VI, pi.
3. .g. 27 September 1453, Coxnbe rode to the Lord ChanceLlor, Jour.V
f.l22; 1. February 1455, Combe brought Henry Bray back to prison,
Jour.V f.219; 20 May 1455, Combe rode with two other Serjeanta to
the Duke of York, Jour.V f
.243v.; 1450, the Grocers' Company paid
Coinbe 3/4d. for doing his office divers tines 1 , Kingdon,Grocer'
çjçoun, vol.11, f.305; see Masters, p.cit., p.380.
4. For lists of the Folders of these offices see Appendi pP,& It 1 L2 l
14 pp.5 3-5C%.
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illegal. weirs and vats, and for bringing the offenders into ti's
Ia.ayor's Court.1 A1thou1' the elections to this office took place in
the Connnon Council, at least three of the Waterbailiffs during thia
period held office at the instance either of the King or the Duke of
Gloucester. 2 Why it should have been 80 sought after is riot clear
since the sa1axy was only £5 p.a., together with certain perquisites,
and the work seems to have been quite orErous. 3
 To help him, however,
the Jaterbailiff had the services of a valet who received a fee and
clothing as did the other valets of the C}'amber.4
1.. Oath of the Waterbailiff, Jour.IV f.166v.
2. 4 Decenber 1413, WillIam Talworth had been appointed by royal.
letters,	 pp.120-21; 14 December 1431, John Eoughton was
appointed at the instance of the Duke of Gloucester, L.B.L, p.133;
2]. January 1445 William Veyse appointed at the instance of King,
L.BJL, pp.3O2-03, Jour.IV f.59v.; 21 .ugust 1452 royal letter
asking that the office of Waterbaiiff should be €ranted to John
Eoughton (the previous occupant?). Conmn Council decided that
sInce the Racorder and Common Serje ant were absent William Veyse
should continue in office for tl'e tine being, Jour.V f.82v.;
see Chapter VIII, pp.4
3. William Talworth retired on a pension of 4 marks p.a. and his
successor John Boughton was to have a salary of £5 p.a.,
14 December 1431,	 p.133. The Saitneters paid 5/- to the
Waterbailhff on entering office, Jour.III f.29v.; William Veyse
was also appointed Weigher of eels, Jour.IV f.59v., Is.B.K., pp.302-03,
Jour.V f.139; Veyse was made free of the City, 21 ugust 1446,
Jour.IV f.144; John Boughton was given a house over Aidgate,
Jour.VI f.92v., 124.
4. l4pril 1424, JohnBaukeslowe valet toWilhiamTalworth, L.B.K.,
p .13, Jour.II f.17v.; 23 October 1434, agreed that Eoughtonould
have a valet who would be paid 4 nobles p.a. as other valets of
the Ilayor, L.B.R., p.182; 4 October 1456, Ivo Macion, alias Yon
Machon, alias John Yon, was appointed as valet to the Waterbaii.iff
in succession to Thomas Bedford, L.B.K., pp.380-81. William Veyss
was finally dismissed from office for vaglect, 17 February,
10 arch, 7 October, December 1457, Jour.VI f.92v., 114, 180, 188.
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The office of Mayorts Zsq,uire or 3wordbearer seems to hairs
becoma more important a. tl'e period progressed. John Credy and John
Hastings were known as tb-a Mayor's Eaquires but John Pencriche and
Richard Power were given the title of Swordbearer. 1 According to
John Carpenter the Mayor's Zsquire was entitled to an annual salary
of 40/- from the Chamber tet nient pluis'. 2 Be also bad in his charge
the Mayor's seal and for its use he could charge a fee of 12d. although
this sum shows signs of inflation. 3 Moreover when John Pencriche was
appointed in 1426 it was decided that be shou3. d receive 53/4 p • a. and
a. reward of 6 marks. Although at the tine it was stipulated that this
should not serve as a precedent, Richard Powers was appointed to the
office in 1442 on the sane ternis. 4 In addition to this, all the
Swordbearers were provided with houses, 5 John Credy received a retirenent
1. See T. Kingsley Collett, Tbe Swordbearer', Transactions of the
Guilcihell Association, vol.111 (1965), pp .39-45; for a list of
$wordbearers, see Appendix, pi.i2. .
2. Liber Albus, p.49.
3. Richard Power was paid 2/- by the Ircers Company for attaching
the Mayor's sea]. to a letter to the earl of Warwick c.1456/7,
Mercers Hail, Wardens Accounts 1347-1464, p.191.
4. 9 July 1426, Jour.II f.78v.; 1 June 1442, Jour.III f.136v.
5. John Credy bad a house over Cripplegate, L.B.I., p.259; John
Pencriche had a house over the lower gate of Guildhall, L.B.L,
pp .57-58, his widow Johanna was allowed to continua in occupation
of the house for a year after his death, unless she married again,
29 kay 1442, Jour.III f.136, Jour.IV f.21, 41; Richard Power was
to have Pencricte t s house from 1 April 1448. It had been occupied
by Thomas Bo].grave neanwhile. Until this tine Power appears to
have been granted 20/.. in lieu of a house, Jour.IV f.213v.;
Cal. P. and M. 1458-82, p.47.
pension and Richard Power was allowed a suitable servant t at the
2Ch ambert 8 expense • More over the Swordbe arer could a]. so collect fees
from the City Companies for performing certain cerenxnials at the
Company feasts. 3 Apart from his custody of the Mayor t 4eal the duties
of the Bwordbearer seem to have been primarily cerennial, carrying the
kayor's sword before him and. in all. ways it was his duty	 ].e
honour de soun 8e ignu.r et de i a citee '.4 &s the City be cane mere asingly
self-conscious in the matters of precedence and cerennia1. - an example
is the care with which the Journal t s 8cribe specifies the positions
of the 1ia1yor's and the Dul&s swords when Gloucester visited the City
in l425 - so the office of kayor's swordbearer grew in importance.
Moreover the Swordbearer is not to be found carrying out a host of
miscellaneous tasks S other civic officers appear to have done.
The office of Common Euntsman was held, in the fifteenth century
by a series of squires or G.ntlenen, who were not Londoners. John
1. 2]. Se tember 1419, L.B.I., p.226; the pension consisted of 40/-
p.a. and a livery as the other Serjeants bad.
2. 12 Januaxy 1 447, k,B.K., p.320.
3. ierchant Taylors' Hall, Ms. A 4/2 Warden t s Accounts 1453-1470,
1462, f.231; John Eastins in 1422/3 received 5d. from the
Brewers for his friendship, Guild.hall Library, Ms.5440,
Brewers t
 Account Book 1418-1440, f.lOOv.
4. Liber .&lbus, p .49; for the Sword'bearer t s oath,	 pp.197-98.
John Credy was sworn as a Sheriff's serjeant in 1416 and 1417
and was sent on an envoy to France in 141 5, Jour.I f.lv, 39v.,
L.B.I., p.200.
5. 5 June 1425, Jour.II f.44.
Courteney cane from Ayresford, Kent and John Grene from Essex. The
Court of Aldernen appears to have arranged who shoulti occupy the office
although the election was made by the Common Council or Commonalty.1
In 1425 it was decided that the remuneration of the Common Euntsman
should be at the discretion of the Layor and. Aldernen, and in 1448
John Tyler was allowed £10 p.a. and his clothing. 2 William Sudbury
and John Stokker were appointed on the sane terms in 1459 and l463.
The duties were gentlemanly rather than onerous and although John
Grene was allowed to have a deputy, his successor William Sudbury had
to exercise the office himself. 4 The Common Euntsinan looked after the
City's dogs and horses and saw to their kennels and stables. e might
or might not be reimbursed his expenses. 5 One of the places where the
.Laondonere hunted was on the lands of the Cisterciazi Abbey of Stratford
Langthorne in Essex, and in 1460 the Common Euntsman, backed by tI'e
]iayor and sone of the more stalwart .à.ldernen, rode off to assert the
City's rights. This they did successfully.6
1. John Tyler was elected by an inmense Conmonalty, 5 April 1448,
L.B.K ., p.321; John Grene wasIe1ected. by the Court of Qdernen but
they took considerable trouble to ensure that this appointnent
should be kept secret until the Common Council bad agreed,
Jour.VI f.116v., 118, 118v. For a list of Common Euntanen see
Appncix, p. r 567
2. 24 April 1425, Jour.II f.41v.; 5 April 1448, L.B.K., p.321.
3. 5 December 1459, Jour.VI f.223, 26 September 1463, .i.B.L., p.36.
4. Jou.r.VI f.118v., 223.
5. Jour.VI f.198v.; 25 October 1457, John Tyler received 10 marks
towards the cost of repairs to various buildings carried out
while he was Common Euntsman, Jour.VI f.182.
6. april/May 1460, Jour.VI f.2l0, 214, 215.
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On 10 January 1418, Eenry Waleys was adritted to office as Berjeant
of the Channel; the first sanitary officer whom the City had appointed.
Eis successor William Eorn was sworn to office and the 8election of
san for this task appears to have lain with the Court of 4t5ernan.
.lccording to his oath the Serjeant of the Channel was expected to kae
the streets and waterways in the City free from rubbish, to anarce
offenders and to account to the Chamber]. am for the sums so collected.1
W'at renuneration the Berjeant received in this period is not apecified,
but in spite of the unattractive nature of the work, the job was sought
after. 2 Both John Holden arid John Borncastle were allowed the services
of a valet, whose duty it 'cecasa to hang up the awnings which protected
the Mayor arid Aldertien from tha wind and weather during the special
serm)ne at St. PauIs Cross and at St. Mary Spittall during Laster week.3
The valet's wages which were only 6/8d. p.a. in 1457 rose to £1 in l46l.
1. Serjeant of the Clanriel's oath, L.B.D, p.201; in this period be was
specifically instructed to cleanse the banks of the Tbamss, and
the markets at Leadenhall arid St. Nicholas S1'ambles, as well as
the streets of the City,	 p.5, Jour.VI f.188, L.B.L., p.11.
2. 27 October 1461, the Court of .Lldernen decided that Richard Grene
should have the office of Serjeant of the Channel after John
Eorncastle, or another office of similar value, Jour.VI f.6l.
3. 28 May 1457, Richard Brown valet to John Holden, Jour.VI f.123v.;
30 May, 19 October 1460, William a11e valet to John Horneastle,
Jour.VI f.215v., 82. The Serjeant of the Channel t s valet appears
to have acquired the privilege of hanging the awning during tl'e
century. 2 September 1420, William Wilcok, a valet of the Comnn
Serjeant at £.rma perforned this task, L.B.I., p.231, 'out 28 Lay 1457,
October 1461 It was the valet of the Serjeant of the Channel,
Jour.VI f.123v., 49.
4 ,	 28 May 1457 (6/8d.), 30 May 1 460 (13/4d. ), 19 October 1461 (ii),
Jour.VI f.123v., 21 5v., 82.
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Tile lesser eerjeants who served tile City may be conveniently
divided into three catevries:- tile serjeants who served tile Clamber,
the serjeants serving the Iiayor and those who served the Sheriffs and
trndersberiffs. This last category of serjeants has been described
above in the section dealing with the Sheriffs) In 1 436 a new class
of serjeants was introduced by tile creation of three permanent serjeants-
at-mace attendin upon tile lJayor. 2 Until. this tine it would appear
that whereas tile serjeanta of tile Chamber were permarnt officers,
those who served the ?iayor were not. On several occasions serjeants
of tile kayor moved on to be serje ants of the Chamber. 3 John Carpenter
states that tile Mayor was served by three serjeants (including his
esquire or swordbearer) at his own expense although tile nen were
entitled to receive 40/- p.a. from the Chamber. The three serjeants,
however, who served tile Chamber were chosen by tile Conmx)n Council and
remained in office at its pleasure. These serjeants also received 40/-
p.a. but they could have their salary doc1d for neg1ience. 4 Prom
the office either of serjeant to tile Mayor or of Serjeant to tile
Chamber, a man might lope to move on to be Common Euntsnian, Common
1. See pp. 167-Lj2..
2. 12 October 1436, L.B.K., p.203.
3. William Cal. debeck who was Mayor's serjeant in JuLy 1444, becane
a serjeant of tile Chairiber in October 1444. Cal. P. and M. 1437-53,
p.6O, Jour.IV f.44,
	
.K., p. 300 ; William .indrew who was a Mayor's
serjeant in November 1446 , be cane a serjeant of the Chamber in
March 1447', Jour.IV f.149, L.B.J., p.318. John Goode sworn as
Mayor's serjeant 12 November 1453, sworn as serjeant of Chamber
]. March 1455, Jor.V f.130, 225.
4. Lier Albus, pp.49-50.
Serjeant at Arms, Waterbaiiiff, Serjeant of the Channel, or, after
143b, permanent Serjeant at Lace of the LLayor.1
The Zerjeants of the Chamber were entitled not only to their 40/-.
salary but to a new livery twice a year and a share in the profits
from enrolling free do ma • 2 The new ci ass of as rje ants serving tie
Mayor created in L436 were to be paid. 40/- p. a. and were entitled to
an annual livery. 3 Apart from these standard remunerations these
eerjeants might receive the freedom of the City, 4 or be allotted a
1.• William Sudbury had been a Zerje ant at Lace of the Mayor before
becoming Commsn Euntsman. John Pychard who was a serjeant of the
Chamber in April 1407 (.i.B.I., p.54) was subsequently Comnn
&rjeant at Arms. John Combe and John Asshe had both been
serje ants o±' the Mayor before becoming Comnx)rerjeants at Arms.
John Goode was a Mayor's serjeazxt and serjeazit of the
Chamber (see n.3, p. f) before becoming Waterbail 1ff. John
Asshe, another aerjearr of the Mayor, was nominated but not chosen
on the sama occasion. John olden, a serjeant of the Chamber in
March 1444 (Cal. P. and M. 1437-_5J, p .59) was subsequently
Serjeant of the Channel. John Eussel who was a aerjeant of the
Chamber in April 1442, February 1444 (Cal. P. and 11. 1437-57,
pp .47, 58), was appointed one of the permanent erjeazits at
Mace to the Mayor in January 1446. Thomas Dounham who was a
Mayor's serjeant in October 1 453, (Jour.V f.122v.) was appointed
one of the permanent Serje ants at Mace to the Mayor in February 1460.
2. The three serjeants of the Chamber were to divide amongst themselves
half of the 40d. fee payable on enrolling new entries to the
freedom, Liber Albus, p.50.
3. When the new class of ssrjeants was created in 1436 the exact
remuneration was not stated, but when John Assbe succeeded Ralph
Vernon as a permanent Serje ant at Lace attending the Mayor, he
was to have 40/- p.a. and a livery as Vernon had had, Jour.IV
f.11 2v.
4. John Asahe as permanent $erjeant at Lace to the Mayor made freea October 1446, Jour.IV f.144; Thomas Dounhamn when Mayor ? a
serjeant made free 'by virtue of his office', Jou.r.V f.88,
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house, 1 or receive a special reward for soire special service.2
They were all entitled to a suitable servant. 3 But over and above these
official emoluirents, the position gave ample opportunity for receiving
bribes, aithougi' this was expressly forbidden under heavy penalties in
l4l9. Further in 1444 it was decided that no-one should be admitted
as a serjeant unless he provided security for his good behaviour during
his tenure of office. 5 But from reading the Company accounts for this
period it is clear that the 1419 regulation was widely ignored. The
Brewers Company retained Thomas Donnington, one of the Chamber
serjeants, from 1420-24 at 6/3d. p.a. and in 1422, six of the Mayor's
serjeants were paid sums ranging from 5d. to 10/- t to be good friends
to our craft'. 6 The Carpenters' Company retained one of the Mayor's
1. i1 lain Ca]. dehek, a serje ant of the Chamber given a house over
Blshopsgate, 21 september 1461, Jour.VI f.21v.; Thomas Rolgrave,
a permanent Serjeant at Mace to the 1 ayor, given a house over
the lower gate of Guildhall, 29 ky 144 2 , Jour.III f.13o, L.B.L,
p.270; Richard Vernon, a Mayor's serjearit, was granted a house near
.zUdersgate, but on this occasion the Common Council complained, and.
decided that in future, no civic official was to have a civic
house without the consent of the Commona].ty, 20 July, 22 December 1422,
Jour.II f.7v., 12, L.B.L, p.12.
2. 3 December 1453, decided that no serjeant or valet of the Mayor or
Chamberlain should receive a reward except on the recounrendation of the
Mayor or Chamberlain, Jour.V f.158v.; John Percival, a permanent
Serjeant at )ace of the Mayor granted a reward of 20/-, 8 May 146?
Jour.VI f.9.
3. 15 January 1447, L.B.L, p.320.	 4. 30 April 1419, Jour.I f.56.
5. 13 October 1444, Jour.IV f.44.
6. Guildball Library, Ls. 5440, Brewers Account Book 1418-1440, f.60,
112, lOOv. In the accounts the words 'for to be good friends to
our crafts are crossed out in favour of the more proper
their labour and profit to the craftt.
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serjeante at a fee of 6/ed. p.a. and the Taylors' took the precaution
of electing William (Thomas?) Eo1rave, a Mayor t s serjeant to be a
tnber of the Livery.1 When in 1450-51 the Cutlers t Company was suing
Henry Otwey in the Mayor t s Court the Common Clerk, and the clerks,
valets and serjeants serving the Mayor all received gifts of cash or
2knives.
The chief duties of these officers were the sunmning of parties
to appear before the kayor, the serving of writs, the escort of prisoners,
the empanelling of juries and the witnessing of deeds. 3 It is clear
that the City Companies might pay them for carrying out these specific
tasks as well as the more general bribes to procure such nn as good
friends. 4 •&l1 the officers who served the Mayor were expressly forbidden
to act as a mainpernor for any prisoner on pain of loss of office.5
Perhaps because their offices were better paid than those of the
Sberiffs entourage there are very few instances recorded of the
serjearits of the Layor or the Chamber abusing their positions, or having
to be dismissed for violence or extortion.
1. Carpenters' 4.ccountq	 p.32; lerchant Taylors' Rail, Is. 4/1,
ardens .ccounts, 1397-1445, 1422-3, f.133.
2. Guildhall Library, LIs.7146 Cutlers' ccounts, Roll no.5.
3.	 Jour.V f.141.
4. c.1420 the 1ercers paid Ralph (Vernon) a serjeant of the Chamber i/..
for summoning parties to appear before the Mayor, rcers t P811,
Warden's ccounts 1347-1464, f.81; 1461-2 the Cutlers paid serjeants
of the Chamber Cd. a tinE for summoning the Bladesmit}'s and the
Piruiers, Guildhall Library, Ls.7146, Cutlers' accounts, Roll no.11.
5. 25, 28 eptetnber 1445, Jour.IV f.98, 98v.; repeated 5 Lay 1455,Jour.V f.240v.
CHAPTER UI
ThE JSDES5 OF CIVIC GOVERR4ENI
Introduction
The business of civic gov.rment was in .ff.ct the business of the
Court of Aldermen. While c.rtain functions wer, carried out by other bodi.1
such as the Court of Hustings, and the Court of Common Council. exercised
an eanicompetent residual power, yet it wa. the Court of Aldermen which
bore the brunt ,t th. ev.rjday work of governing the City. The civic
officers were usually competent men but i,hen their work transcended the
routine they consulted the Court .f Aldermen.
It will not be pessible within th. confines of one chapter, even a
large one, t. 4..]. with every aspect of civic government in the fifteenth
cent4ry. There were, in particular, tw, causes celebres which occupied
much of the tine of the Court; the tithes dispute between the L.ndoners
and their clergy which began intensively in	 and the rebuilding of
Guildhall and GuildhsU chapO]. between fli1 1 and 1 1e55. These have been,
or will be, treated .Ilseiihere. 1 But two ether civic prejects of this
period, the rspair of London Bridge and the creation ef a new water supply
for the City, are included since they serv. to indicate hew the L.ndonera
.t about complex tasks of this kind. While the thtereingling .f communal
effort and private charity r 4 s peculiarly medieval, yet the machinery
of m.ney-raising, the appointment of coaittees and the auditing of accounts
bears signs of remarkable sophistication.
------------- --- - __p
1. Sas J.AJ. Thomson, 'Tithe disputes in Later Medieval Londori E.Hj.,
LXXVIII (1963), pp.1.17; Carelino X. Barren, 'The Medieval Guil.dhall
of London' • Guildhali. Miscóllan y , forthcoming.
G.verrent did not then, any mar. than now, separat. into self-
contained compartments. However, if th. work is t. be discussed some
division .f function is necessary; but thor. is inevitably some overlap
between th. categ.ri.s which have been selected.
(i) The Financing of Civic G.vernment
Th. finances .f the City may be divided into two categories; the
normal income and expenditur. and the abn.rma]. income and expenditure.
Th. normal income and expenditure was largely in the control of the Cit7
Chamberlain whose accounts were audited annually by a ocamittee of two
Aldermen and four Comman Councilmen i.ho 'were ch.ssn each year on 21 Ssptember
th. day .f the election of the Sheriffs. 1 Unfortunately there are no
fifteenth century Chamberlain' a accounts which have survived, hence the
knoicledge of ordinary civic income and expenditure must be arrived at by
inference.
The Chamber' s normal, sources of income were diverse. They included
fees for th. enrolment of apprentices, freemen, deeds, charters and wills;2
fees for the use of the Mayor' s seal en letters; finos and amercesents in
the Mayor' s Court; fines paid by Brewers and other food vend.rs who
infringed the usis.s, fin.s for failure t. attend the wardm,tes.' The
Chamber derived further tnoome from the rents for City property, from special
tsx.s such as scauge4 and seldage (a toll. on market stalls), which in the
-
1. For a description of the Chamberlain's office, see Chapt.r II, pp.tI-izL
2. Juno 1l 23 it was decided that no deed was to be enrolled until the fee
was paid, Jour.II f.7.
3. This list is dorivod from the list cf fees increased to pay for the
work at Gui1dh.11 in lkll, Memorials, pp.590.91.
i	 so. Chant.r VT..	 .7t-3?t.
early 1450s was farmed to a cordwai.ner, Henry Harchaunt, for £10 p.a.
for ten years. 1 The merchants of the three towns of Amiens, Nesle and
Corbie made an annual compounded payment of 50 marks in return for the
freedom to trade in London.2
The norms], recurring expenses of the City would include the payment
of annual fees to Civic officers,' the liveries provided annually for
City servants, pensions to ex_Aldermen and retired officers, the purchase
of pens, ink and parchment, the upkeep of Cit1 property, the payment of
rents and quitrents, the provision of gifts, civic entertainments and
dinners, the expenses of the City' a LPs. and all that was needed to 	 ntei
the pomp and dignity of the City. There would also have been annual salaries
1. 19 February 1459, Jour.VI f.149v.; the annual fee was later reduced
to 10 marks p.a., 4 March 1.1459, Jour.VI f,151.
2. The merchants from these three towns had enjoyed this privilege since
1 237, L.B.C., p.29n. During this period payments from the merchants
are reèorded in 1409, 1410, 1419, 11120, 1 11.21, 1424, 1425, 1426(2),
1427, 1428(2), 1429(2), 1431, L.P.L, p.75, 69, 267; L.B.K., pp.31,
45, 50, 52, 60, 69, 76, 77, 99- 10O 107, 121. In July 1423 the
merchants comj3ainedto the King's Council that according to the
terms of their agreement they should not be forced to pay the 50 marks
for years when they could not live in London because of war. They had
been compelled to pay £30 in 1415 when they could not live in London
because of Agincourt. The Council upheld the merchants' claim, P.P.C.
III, pp.113-15. In 1445 the Court of Aldermen agreed that the merchantj
should come and trade as before accustomed, and on the same tenns, and
they were excused the payments for past years. The acquittance is
written in French. Since the last recorded payment was in 1431 the
prevailing war conditions may have prevented trade for the next 14
years, Jour.IV Z.5v., 87v.
3. The known annual salary bill was at least £135 6s.8d. This figure is
based on the salaries detailed in Chapter II but the bill was probably
doubled by the inclusion of officers such as lesser serjeants 'whose
salaries are not known, and the pensions paid out to retired officers.
/4'
paid to th. priests serving the City church of St. Peter upon Cornhill, as
w.0 as to clergymen and others retained to be of the City's counsel. It
is clear that at times during this period the City'. cash ran very low.
In 140 it was neCessaXy to double th. fees far .nroUing apprentices,
freedoms by apprenticeship, deeds and w1ls in order to relieve the
poverty of the Chamber.' In 1112e4 it was again d.cid.d to double these fees
until the Chamber' s debts wer, paid. 2
 And the Chamber clearly continued b
be hard-pressed in the latter part of Thu period. 'When ths Court of
Aldermen decided to pay Thomas Fyndern who had captained the City's troops
at Calais, a £10 reward, it 'was necessary for one of the l34eraen to advance
the money since there 'was nothing at the tine in the Chamber.'
This poverty of the Chamber, overstrained perhaps by the building of
the new Guildhall, may have helped to develop the systam 'whereby special
projects 'were separately financed and audited, and did not come 'within the
purview of the Chamberlain. The rebuilding of Guildhal]. 'was the first
civic pro ject during this period which required abnormal income. It 'was
decided that it should be financed by doubling the normal. income of the
Chamber and, therefore, in effect placing the Chamberlain in charge of the
Guildhal3. building account. It mould appear that this gravely disorganised
the Chamber finances and may explain the amergence of a new procedure for
keeping special accounts separate from normal ones. The Journal is missing
- --
1. 8, 9 January 11e110, Jour.III f.33v.
2. 31 January 14114, Jour.IV f. 16; 2 March 111114, Jour. f. ISv.;
L.B.I., p.292.
3, 24 September 1453. Jour.V f.121v.
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Toreign.r. wer. made to contribute and th. fact that those men who lived in
St. Martin' a and other privileged places avoided thee. taxes was on. of the
chief grievances against theuu) The civic authorities appear to hay. taken
considerable trouble to ensur. that the poor people in the City should not
be overburdened by taxes. Although the basic assessment risk(,ed the same
th. poorer' wards would be r.1ieved of acme of their sssesaei cpiota.2
Aprtl 1439 it was decided that sinc. many poor people in Aldgat. ward had
been assessed to pay 2.. which they could Dot afford, they .r'. t. be repaid
their money out of that provided by the Aldermen.'
The second. method of raising abnormal sums, that is by special gift
levies, was more sparingly used for obvious reasons. The circumstances had
to be exceptional. A gift of 1000 mark, was provided for the Duke of Bedford
in 1425 In this way. Again in 1426 it was decided that each Alderman should
conven, the Common Councilmen and good men of his ward and ask each of thss
what they would contribut, towards a gift of 1000 marks for the Duke of
Gloucester. The names of the donors were to be conveyed to the Duke. When
it was discovered that the subscribed sum fSll short of 1000 marks by £100,
it was then decided to display the names in the Mayor'. Court. If it V*.
thought that men had not subscribed according to their income, they were to
be inducedto do .o. A.imilarprocedur.wasazployedin 1438 to seaif
_________-______---
1. 13 May 1455, it was decided that foreigners who lived in St. Martin'.
Lane were to pay the subsidy as other foreigners did, Jour.V f. 242.
2. 5 August 1419 it was decided that h. last levy of 2 fifteenth. from
citizens had caused considerable hardship in the wards of Tower, Cord.'
wainer, Cheap, Dowgat. and Wai.brook and they were rali.yed of £30,iftlO,
£30, £10,AiO respectivaly, Jour.I f.58v. Th. allowance for Cheap ward
was rsmoved 1 July 1429, Jour.II.f.135.
3, 21 April 1439, Jour.III f.15.
4. 3 Decber 1425, Jour.II f.59y.
5. 6, 20 April l'i26, Jour.II f.65v., 66v.
'probi homines' could be persuaded to lend 64. or 7d. a week. 1 When
Bousn was threat.ned in 1 14J19 th. non-Aldermen provided £94 18.. • and 20 out
of th. 21e Aldermen provided £97 17s.4d.; together a total of £192 15..4d.
In fact Rouen fell before the money was daspatched and so it was returned to
tb. donors. This is the only subscription li.t which includes non4].dermen,
to hav, survived from this period. 2
 There are, however, several list. of
loans or gifts provided by the Aldermen t. tide the City ever some difficult
period.3
Tb. third way of raising extraordinary sums of money in the City was
to persuade the Companies either to lend or to give. When the City Deeded
to raise 2000 marks in August 142iJ4 for civic purpose. and for a royal. gift,
the Common Council considered raising the money from the Companies, but
later abandoned the idea in favour of the usual ward assessments.4 In
February 11145, however, fourteen City Companies agreed to lend money until
June to help the City in a particular financial crisis, 5 and In 1447 the
Companies *ade enforced gift. to complete Gu.UdhaU chapel.
Fourtbly the City could raise a large loan from an individual, as it
did from William Cantelowe in November 1454 when money was need.d urgently
to forward the City's case in the 1th. dispute.6
1. 19 January 1438, Jour.III f.183v.
2. Jour.V f. 20-211. John Olney, Alderman, agreed to provide 4 archers for
6 week, at 64. a day i.e. £4 111,,Od, rather than th. cash.
3, Lg. list of loans advanced by Aldermen during the mayoralty of
Thomas Chalton (14119-50), Jou.r.IV f.210v.
li. 26 August, 13 October, 11 November 1444, Jour.IV f.39v., *4, 19v.
5. 20 February 11145, Jour.IV t.611v_65v.
6. 13 )ovember 1454, Jour.T f.207. 22 August 1455 the Chamberlain ..cknow..
ledg.d that be owe4 Cantelowe £8110 which be agreed to pay at the rat.
of £50 p.a. (&25 at Christmas and £25 at Easter) Jour.V f.257. I Sept..
ember 1Cantelows agreed not to pursue the executors and heirs of
rnton, the current
atber whoever wa.s curr.ntli
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How willing w.r. Londoners to pay these numerous abnormal exactions?
It baa been esti**ted that they were expected to put their hands in their
pockets three times in two years to provid, royal loans and Parliamentary
taxes, 'siãhen civic exactions are added to thee. it is more likely that the
demands came twice a year. It is clear that the more affluent London.rs
mads some attempt to spread the burden evenly and fairly. There were, none
the lees, objections. In 1420 some Londoners war. deprived of their freedom
for failing to pay a Palliamentary assessment. 1
 John Tys was sent to
prison for urging in public that th. citizens should pay a single rather
than a double assessment for the fifteenth. 2
 In January 1425 th. constables
of Langbourne ward reported that John Bonanntre had refused to pay the
increased warote fins saying that those who levied it should be hanged and
pickled at the Nativity.' In the same year William Reygat. was sent to
prison for behaving r.beUiouely when John Bithewater was assessing th. men
at his ward for a gift for the Duke of Bedford.4 In 1L40 Coimton Council
d.cided that those who had complaints to ask. about th. siz. of their
assessment should take th. matter to the Aldermen and good men of the ward,
and not bring it up before the Court of Aldermen. 5 The names of thos. who
refused to pay their ass•snt 'were to be brought into court by the AldezJn
In 1445 Boger Mason was sent to prison for affirming that th. assessors of
Dowgate ward were perjurous. '' In August 1452 a group of men in th. ward of
_-__--_.-__ -----
1. 1+ May 1420, Jour.I f.76. Wilhi Squyer of the ward of Farringdon Witboul
told the Aldermen that he would rather die than pay his assessment,
7 May 1420, Jour.I f.76.
2. May 1421, JoUx.I f.91v.
3. 17 January 1425, Bonanntre was malnpernor.d, Jour.II f.31v.
4. 10 December 1425, Jour.II f.59v.	 5. 1 February 144O, Jour.III f.35vu.
6. 3 February i44i, Jóur.III £.74.
	
?. 18 Angust 1445, Jour.IV f.Ø9v.
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Yarringdon Within 1.4 a protest against the levy for the purchase of
Billingegate. A salter named William Wells declared that they wazited no
more Comon Councils since they did notldng but burden the men of th. City.1
H., along with others, was sent to prison, but they all found a champion in
John Nee].e who had been a Warden of the Whit.tavyers Company. Re told the
Aldermen, 'B. .00ry for yoralf ye iiolle distroye all y lace (i.e. unle.sj
you iite it shall not be suffred thus to send our neighbour. to prison.'
John Cole, a skinner, was equally outspoken in 1457 demanding that an
account of the money collected should be made to Comnon Council 'for this
money shall nat be mourdred by the mair and aldermen as our other money
bath to before this' . It may have been partly in rsponse to this continu.
ing current of unrest that the Court of Aldermen appointed an auditor in sach
ward to des] with all the accounts and especially with those concerned
with the raising of a thirteenth in the City in January 1458. Taken
overall the amount of recorded protest in the City about the various taxes
and assesaments seems to have been remarkably email, and may indicate that
the attempts by the Aldermen to spread the weight of exactions evenly and
justly by applying a rough and ready m.ans test, was largely successful.
In general in financial matters the City seems to have displayed a
flexibility which ii in marked contrast to the rigidity of the Lancastrian
a- -raea--____fl
1. 1?, 18 August 1452, Jour.V f.81, 81v., 82v. John Smith, Brewer, was
the leader of this protest movement which also affected Candlewick
Street where John Chester and Thomas Gefferoy wer. sent to prison for
their protest, 4 August 1452, Jour.V f.80.
2. Wee]. had to enter into recognisances of £100 to the Chamber agreeing to
obey the City officers in future, 21, 22 August 1452, Joux.V f.82v.,83.
3. 18 October 1457, Jour.VI f.181. Cole was sent to prison but entered intc
a recognisance to behave well towards the City officers and so was
released, O October 1457, Jour.VI f.181v, -
14 •
 14 January 1458, Jour.VI f.189.
Exchequer. In a period of unsuccessful war and shaky royal financ. the
City was able to raise considerable sums not only for national purposes
but also for rebuilding Gufldhall, buying Biilingsgate, repairing the
Bridge, constructing a new water supply and prosecuting a long and expensive
case at Rome. The size of th. levies and the comparative eas. of their
collection indicat, that London was both wealthy and well governed.1
(ii) Peace-keeping in the City
The probl. of keeping the peace in the City was a perennial on. and
a constant source of anxiety for th. Mayor and Sheriffs and Aldermen for
if they failed to keep good order, the King iuld be provided with an excuse
to intervene in the affairs of the City and even, as a last resort, to
deprive the Mayor of his office and appoint, instead, a royal lieutenant
as in 1392. It the Citys a charter were suspended its restoration was
usually both perilous and expensive. This fear of royal intervention helps
to explain th. strictly orthodox behaviour of the civic authorities uthenever
Lollards and heretics were tried or executed in the City. 2 B.cauae of this
-	 ----------
I • There were 36 recorded assessments between March 1k39 and March 1461:
7 for civic purposes, 16 for roy.]. loans, 114 for Parliamentary taxes
and 1 for an unknown purpose. These 38 assessments cost the citizens
an average of £1235 E3.k'd. p.m. during these years. This must
represent a minimum figure amos sever.]. assessments do not survive and
there were other gifts which were raised in other way.. Some of the
loans were, of course, repaid. Th. wealthiest wards seam to have been
Bridge, Cheap, Cordwainer Street, Yarringdon Within and Without and
Crippl.gate. The poorest wards were Lime Str..t, &ldgate and Port..
ioken, i.e. the north.eastern wards in the City. Cf. R.S. Schofield,
'The Geographical Distribution of Wealth in England i3314..i69',
Econ.LR., 2nd series, Lv.w (1965), pp . Zl835lO, .sp.pp.508..9.
2. .' J.AJ. Thomson, The Later Lollards (Oxford, 1965), Chapter 6.
...........
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fear The King had a sefu]. lever in his negotiations with tb. City over
loans and gifts and, in this reap.ct, th. City was at th. mercy of the King.
Until. about 1450 the civic authoritie, managed fairly well to preserve good
order in the City but after this date the City reflected the endemic disorder
1
to be found throughout th. country.
The attitude of the Mayor to disputes iihich came within hi. jurisdietior
is well exemplified by a case at the beginning of this period. In 11O4 the
London friars appealed to the Pope against th. authority of the Minister
General and they asked the Mayor, William £skham, for assistance. His
response was to enjoin the friars not to disturb the peace; the rights and
wrongs of the case did not concern him.2
Sometimes the disputes which arose in the City were entirely the fault
of the citisens. In 11109 the old dispute between the Cobblers and Cord..
wainera appeared to be erupting into armed rioting. 3 In January the King
wrote by Privy Seal. to the Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen instructing them to
settle the dispute and bring peace between the two parties, according to
the custom of the City, otherwise the King himself would have to intervene.4
Three days later the King sent a further precept to the Mayor and Sheriffs
about the	 of swords and holding of unlawful assemblies in the City.
The King had been informed that large ntbers of his liege. were gathering
armed in London. 5
 The dispute was settled in June but this arrangement
1. 5ee LI. sto"Y' The End of the House of Lancaster (1966), pp.1..28.
2. Cont.Eulogjum, p.1103.
3,	 See al.P. an4]. 1381..1412, p.267.
11. 21 January 11109, L.B.I., pp.73-7k.
5. Y January 1409, C.C,R.1 Zl05.9, pp.85-86; kzB,I, p72"
1c
was found to be unsatisfactory and had to be revoked, but it had at least
staved off royal interfer.nc. in civic affairs.1
Bu4not .13. the affrays which arose in the City wer. th. fault of the
citizens. Henry IV'. unruly sons Thomas and John caused a 'hurling' in
East Cheap in 1410 which lasted until the Mayor, Sheriffs and citizens
int.rv.ned. 2 In the following year Lord Thomas again caused troubi., this
tine in Bridge Street.' In 1417 a vicious quarrel arose in the church of
St. Dunstan' a in the East between Lord Strange and Sir John Trussell 'on
account of their wives' • In th. brawl t Londbn fishmonger, Thomas Petwardyn
the keeper of Sprott' slay, was killed while trying to separate the
combatants. Lord Strang. was held responsible for this outrage and was
taken to the Counter prison. He was subsequently cursed by the church and
had to do penance tog.ther with his if., in the City.14'
An even greater threat to The peace of the City was provided by the
historic quarrel between Humphrey Duke of Gloucester nd Cardinal Beaufort
which arose in 11425 during the absence of the Duke of Bedford in Franc..
While Gloucester himself was on the continent trying to recover the estates
of hi. new wit., Jaqueline of Hainault, Beaufort sent Richard Wydevile and
some men at arms, to garrison the Tower of London 'as if in state of
S -- -_-_-pflae...fl
1. 15 June 11409, Meetoria].s, pp .5714k; L.B.I, p.74. For the details of
this dispute see below isp. (7.
2. Harley 565, p.93; Gregoj, p.105; Lambeth 4148, p.1148.
3. Harley 56, p .93; one chronicler states that there was an affray on
k June 1411 in East Cheap between men of the retinue of Lord John,
and because of this neither tav.rns, nor cook-houses were to open their
doors after 9 p.m. Vitellius A XVI, p.268.
4. Great Chronicle, p.95; Harley 565, p.105; Faby-an, p.581; Stow,
Anna].es, p.352. Sir John Truss.].]. and his wife were in London awaiting
the outcome of a dispute about some property, see C.CR. 1413.19,
pp.319-20, 369.
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These men raiued there fro* February to October 1425.1 1)uring this uneasy
time the Court of AldenRen instructed the ward constables to keep watch on
the city boundaries and to prevent meetings. 2 There was talk of insurr.cti.o
in the City: Andrew Strawson appeared in court for having asserted that
Benry V had di.d before the war in France and that someone else of his
blood should reign. John Perston and John Coichester claimed that they
had planted a root which would flower and fruit in March.' In June a
cordwainer, John Exham, was sent to prison for having gathered groups of
men against the peace of the kingdJ4 But by 5 June 1425 the Duke of
Gloucester was back n England for on that day he came to the Court of
Aldermen and 'certa negotia exposuit' . When the new Mayor, John Coventry,
took his oath on 29 October he returned to the City to be instructed by the
Duke of Gloucester, then at Baynard' s Castle, to guard the City well.
Cardinal Beaufort, with his followers • was lodged near St. Mary Overy in
Southwark. On the next day all the shops in the City were shut and a
battle on the Bridge was only prevented by the efforts of the Prince of
Portugal, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and other bishops. After eight
journeys across the Bridge, peace was restored 'and thanks be to God,
through the good governance of the Mayor and Ald.rmen, all people were
- -___p_ --
1. Groat Chronic].., p.132.
2. 17 February 11125, John Warner, Cordwainer, appeared in Court for refus.
ing to help keep the watch. lie was mainpernored to keep the peace,
stay away from meetings and inform the City' a officers if be kneir of
any conventicles, Jour.II Z.56v.	 -
3. 3 March 11125, Jour.II f.38v. John P.rston was willing to raise an
insurrection since be had no wife, nor anything to lose.
14	 3, 4 Jun. 1425, Jour.II f.43y.
5. 5 June 1425, Jour.II t.1i4.
saved and .1]. went hoije again safóly' . Tb. City continued, however, to be
in a stat, of some unrest until the Duke of Bedford returned ham, in
January 11126 and managed to bring about a more lasting peac. between his
uncle and brother.2
In the next ten years th.r. was comparative peace in the City, but in
th. summer of 1k37 there seems to have been a riot of apprentices. This
is borne out by sonic evidence in the Journals nd confimed by a unique
chronicl• entry. The chronicle records that there was a rising of men' s
servants who met several, times at the Great Conduit and fought and refused
to obey either the constables or other civic officers.' In the Journals
there are several entries in July, August and September recording the names
of masters who hay, gone bail. for their apprenticea. Some of the
apprentices were present in court and others had ron away. The Court
obviously took the matter very seriously for the masters had to agre. to
produce their apprentices in court, and ensur. that they kept the peace
under penalty of £100. Probably as a result of these apprentice riots
the ling, early in September, issued a comnission to the Mayor to make
enquiry in the City with those who had caused riots and gathered in
aeen--fl--saee
1, Great Chronicle, p.136; Continuation D of Brut, Brie, p.Z1!2;
Continuation H of Brut, Brie, p.56?.
2. 17 November 1k25, John Wokking and Thomas Reynwe].l arrested because
the Court was informed that they intended to stir up a great cootion
Jour.II f.58v. There is no direct referenc. to the Gloucester/Beaufort
dispute in the Journals which are very discreet. For the final
settlement see Great Chronicle, p.1:36; Cont.D of Brut, Brie, p.l32;
Appendix of Brut, Brie, p.k53.
3. Goigh London 10, p.78n.
Ii., 27 July 1Z1?, 8 masters went bail for their apprentices, Jour.III f.
196..195; 30 July	 2 niseters, Jour.III f.195v.; August 1k37, 1
master, Jour.1111 f.19k; 5 September 143?, 2 masters, Joux.III f.192;
16 September 143?, 5 masters, Jour.III f. 192v. Thus the total number of
waeg y jLxJe chronicler estimated that
'9
unlawful assembli.s. 1
 But this was as far as royal int.rv.ntion went and
the apprentices appear to have been brought under control.
The summer of 144O was an extraiiie].y troubled one for th. City' a
law-officers. On 17 June the veteran LOU&rd priest Richard Wych. was
burnt as a heretic at West Smithfield. Th. rca]. and bogus followers of
th. heretic caused considerabl. unrest in the City and it was not until
the end of July that the Mayor and Aldermen had the situation under control.
Further on 1 July 14 iiO they had to declar, their innocence and that øX
other City officers in the matter of the affray begun by the Duke of Norfolk.
August saw several fires break out in the City, in Cheapsid. and in Bread
Street. But the most serious threat to the peace of th. City passed
unnoticed by the chroniclers.
The dispute between the Butchers and the men of the Inns of Court seems
to have broken out in August.5 The causes of th. dispute are obscure. In
court several butchers gave evidence that 300 men from the Inns had
attacked and nearly kjfled them and their households and that one of them
had been struck by an arrow while overhearing some malefactors declaring
that they would kill anyone coming from London. The Undersheriffs had
________ ----- -
1. 3 September 1k37, C.P.R.1I 36-1l1, p.lk5.
2. J.A.F. Thomson, The Later LoUard (Oxford, 1965), pp. 1L18_5l; Caroline
}I. Barron, Journal of the Society of Archivists III (1967), pp.258.59.
23 June 144O, the King sent a writ to the Mayor instructing bji to take
precautions to preserve the peace and to summon absent Aldermen to rend
assistance, LB,K., p.239.
3. 1 July 1144O, Jour.III f.5.
k. Rar1ey 565, p.125; Viteilius F XII, p .17; Cont.F. of Brut, Brie, p.k711.
5. 2 August V1110, John ,obnson and -... Halifax, Butchers, ver• brought intc
Court on charges of riot and rebellion, Jour.III f.51v. 17 August 1eJO
6 Butchers appeared in Court and gave vidence against the men of the
Irma of Court, Jour.III f.53-53v.
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found i armed men in Davis Inn and 20 armed men in Barnard's Inn. 1 On
18 August the Mayor and. Aldermen aent a deputation to the Lord Chancellor,
in whose control the Inns of Court lay, complaining that the butchers could
not go about their business in the City for Lear of attacks from men of
the Chancellor's Inns. On the following day the Master of Th. Rolls, men
from the Butch.rs' Company and men from the Chancellor' a four Inns came
together to the Court of Aldermen and made an agreement. The meeting
arranged for the night of 20 July did not take place, but it was agreed
that the matter should go to the arbitration of two Aldermen chosen by th.
Butchers and two others. If they failed to reach an agreement the dispute
was to be taken to the Duke of Gloucester. 3 The Butchers also asked that
a meeting of the Common Council should be summoned to discuss their case
and this was granted. 4 Meanwhile the Mayor and Aldermen took the precaution
of appointing nightly vigils to patrol the City. 5 Although the Common Counc
on? September asked the Mayor and Aldermen to make peace between the butcher
and the men of the Inns of Court, nothing further appears to have occurred
this year.6
1 • Sometimes called Thavies Inn; both were in Holborn. The Undersheriffa
accused the son of Everard Flet and th. son of Parker of Lemys
Chirchawe of starting the brawl, both of whom had only recently been
released from the Counter prison, Joux.Ifl Z.53.
2. The Master of the Rolls entered into a £100 obligation that the men
of the Inns of Court would keep the peace towards all London citizens
until the following night, i.e. 20 August. The agreement was that the
men of the 4 Inns would appear before 9 p.m. on that night, tog.ther
with men from the Butchers' Company, to accept the arbitration of men
chosen by themselves, 19 August 14Z40, Jour.III f.5Lev.
3. At the appointed meeting only Wangford,' the Master of Grey' a Inn,
turned up, although the Butchers and the Mayor and Aldermen were
present, 18,19 August 14M0, Jour.IE1 f.55kv.
4. 23 August iWO, Jour.III f.54v. Meeting of Common Council 29 August
1'41O, Jour.III f55v....
5. 29 August 1440, Jour.III f.55v.	 6. 7 September 1440, Jour.III f.57.
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John Pddes].ey was alscted Mayor in October 1141O and h. like his
predecessors and successors in these years, had to deal not only with
eruptions of laWlessness in th. City, but also with th. underlying problems
of artisan discontent which mark the years 1k37..144. 1 In his mayoralty
Paddesley had to cope not only with a revival of th. Beaufort/Gloucester
disput. but also with the resurgent butchers, In March 1441 Gloucester
visited the City to nswer a plaint of intrusion brought against him by- his
old enemy Cardinal Beaufort with others, touching a free tenement in the
parish of Al]. EaUows the Great.2 While the Duke was in the City members
of his household had come into conflict with the Londoners over the vexed
problem of purveyance. A poor man who had tried to resist their attempts
to purvey his horse had been wounded.' The presence of so many arned and
hostile retinu.a in the City made lawenforcement particularly difficult
and measures were taken both by, the .ing and Common Council to keep the
peace. By the end of the month it had further become clear that members
of Gloucester's household win, trying to threaten and inthsidate th. jury
which had been empanelled to decide on the Gloucesten/Beaufort case.5
No sooner had this trouble died down than the Butchers again rioted.
This time John Miller and other butchers had attacked the house of William
1. See Chapter IV.
2. cal. P. mnd M.1 143?-57, p.36. The case was heard on k March 1Lk1 but
no decision was reached, Jour.III f.78.
3. 3 March 11441, Jour.III f.78.
Li. The fng sent letters to keep the peace and Common Council decided
that there should b. a proclamation to this effect, 6, 9 March 11441
Jour.III Z.78v., 79.
5. A member of Gloucester' a household had told one of the jurymen that if
he did not do well in his inquisition, he would di., 18, 20 March ie41,
Jour.III f.8O.
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W±keiam, th. keeper of Newgate. The y had carried off arms from his house
saying that they were for use against the men of the various Inns of Court
in Ro1born. As a result of this trouble the Mayor ordered nightly vigils
in the words 2 In August 1Le41 there was further trouble from the Inns of
Court ithen several psople were killed or wounded in a battle in fleet
Street between the Londoners and the men of the Inns of
	 Th.
fighting continued until the Mayor, Sheriffs and other citisens arrived and
parted the combatants. Th. chroniclers give the name of the leader of the
lawyers as William Barebo tell and a man of this name appeared before the
Court of Aldermen on 8 September. He was described variously as 'of
FurnivaU' a Inn' and 'of Clifford' a nn and was accused of having made
many 'turbations' in the City with his accomplices. He produced the alibi
that at nine on the previous night 'when ther. had been a bra in fleet
Street, he had been in Grey' a Inn and had remained there until 10 p.m. Two
Drapers, Richard SneU and Walter Mersh claimed that they feared bodily
harm at Harebottel' a hands. When Harebotte]. was further en1ned as to
'whether or not he had been exhorted by Mordon (possibly John Mordon, attor..
ney), to keep th. peace and not molest Richard Snell or anyone alas, but
live peaceably, Harebottel swore that be had not been so exhorted. Mordon
then appeared in court and claimed that he had asked Harebott.l to keep the
peace with many discreet witnesses standing by. 1
 A nightly vigil was
- -n_a_s..
• 1 • k April 1 1e41, Jour.III f.82. On the previous day a bill of complaint
against the Butchers had been sent to the Mayor by the Commonalty. Th.
Butchers claimed that this bill was completely false, Jour.flI f.82.
It may have been this which provoked the Butchers into th. attack on
Wikeham' s house.
2. 8 April11 &1, Jour.III f.82v.
3. eat Chronicle, p.176; Rawlinson B 355, p.102.
k. 8 September 114J1l, Jonr.Itt t.95.
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imposed and a month later the men of th. ward of Farringdon Without put a
bill of complaint up to the Mayor about the wrongs done to thea by Bar.-
bottel and ether men of the Chancellor' a	 1 There the matter ended for
the time although the bad feeling between the Londoners and th. lawyers
continued throu&iout this period.
The final eruption of artisan discontent in 11143-k and the arrival of
Queen Margaret in 12145 posed problems of lawlessness in the City. 2 me
summer months were always the most dangerous. 3 In 12146 there were several
threats to the place while the King stayed at the Tower and great joustings
were held there and at Smithfield. These may help to explain the assiduous
vigils 'undertaken by the Mayor and Aldermen. The bastard son of Lord
Scales was killed in a riot in fleet Street and a chronicler noted that a
great watch was kept in the City with men at arms but the citizens did not
know why this was done.4
In July 14216 there arose the 'churls' case. A tumult brok. out in
Guildball when John Harewal]. one of the serjeants tried to take John Beck,
a cooper, prisoner. Beck was evading the attempts to put him behind bars,
aided by his friends who obstructed the s.rjeant at every turn. In
wxa.speration Harewell finally cried out $ I may nat have my prisonner for
these churles' • A brawl ensued in which someone called the serjeant
1. 9 September 1441, li October 1441, Jour.III f.95v., 96v.
2. See Chapters IV and VIII.
3. In 1114$ nightly vigils of Aldermen were appointed from May to July,
Jour.IY f.78v. 80, 86.
'4. B!e, p.120; Jour.IV f.127v., 129. An inquest into the death of Lord
Scale' a bastard son was taken at the Coroner' a Court in fl..t Street.
The Mayor and Aldermen ordered a new inquest. and an inquiry into the
felony, 20 May.. 111446, Jour.IV f. 128v.
'aurth.rman' to which he replied 'Thów lust stynkyng churl, in thyn hid.',
This edifying evidence was exa,i red in court with various witnesses saying
whether thel had beard Har.wcll calling people churl.. or not. One man
said that he had heard the serjeant calling Beck a churis but did not hear
him call the mob at large 'churl.. of London' • Beck and three of hi.
associates were sent to Nswgate for having caused an insurrection and the
court decided that the use of the insult 'churl' was not a sufficient
I
provocation for riot. Yet the incident reveals an acute awareness of free
status by lowly Londonera and a quick and hot-.tempered response to any
suggestion that they belonged to the villein class.
In October of the smns y.ar six men were imprisoned for causing a riot
in Cheapeide, 2
 and at Christmas-time, always an occasion for excessive
festiviti.. in the City and a f.w broken heads, more elaborate precautions
than usual were taken to preserve the peace. No azs were to be carried,
lights were to be lit at night, hoetsllers were to inform the Mayor of all
comings and going. and no boatmen were to carry passengers between six at
night and six in the morning. There was, moreover, to be a ni&itly vigil of
400 armed men. One chronicler r.corda that these precautions were taken on
instructions from the King. 3 Certainly these measures were successful. since
there was no recorded rioting during the Christmas season.
Thea. were the last riots and troubles until the serious difficulties
4
of the 1k50. when Cade's revolt, the attack on Italian merchants and the
- - p__ -
1. Evidence given on 30 July, 19 August 1446, Jour.IV f.l3l, 135v..136.
After a month in prison Beck and th. ethers were rel.aaid 15 September
141e6, Jour.IV f.142v1i43.
2. 11 October 1446, Jour.VI f.1Li2v...1k3.
3. 20, 21 D.c.nb.r 1446, Jcur.IV f.153v; Gregory, p.18?,
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dynastic rivalry produced considerable problems for the law-keepers of
London. Although ther. is evidence of rioting in the City during the
period 1'iOO..1450, it is clear that it was usually brought quickly under
control by th. Mayor, .Aldeimen, Sheriffs and City officers. If they had
constantly to be on the alert, this was the price th. City had to pay for
attracting great men and their retinues, as well as being th. focus of the
ambitions of so many classes of men. In a society o ruthless capitalism
and free enterpris, the cool *inda of recession and th. tight grip of
monopolies provoked ang.r which had no other expression.
(iii) The Adnhini8tration of Justice
Th. duties of the City officers in k.eping the peace both in the City
itself and in those parts of Southwark 'which lay 'within its jurisdiction,
had to be carried out within the framework of royal. justice. In the
administration of justice, London occupied a uniqu. place within the
kingdom. By th. charter of Henry I, Londonera enjoyed the right to choose
their own Sheriffs and Justiciar to bear the pleas of the Crown. Moreover
no citizen could be prosecuted for an offence committed within the City.
except in the City' a courts, nor could citizens sue each other in civil
cases outside the City walls, except by special licence. 1
 In course of
time these privileges were amplified. The City courts took shape; the
Hustinga, Sheriffs' and Mayor" a courts. Those actions which could not be
finally determined by th. Mayor or Sheriffs were tried by apecia]. justices
fln__nnea
1. charters, pp.
/ ( •
of gaol-delivery sitting at Newgate. Appeals from judgments In City courts
were tried on writs of error by special justices sitting at St. Martin' ,
one of 'whom, since 1327, was always the Mayor. 1 Ther. were, however, other
judicial privileges of the Londoners 'which rested more upon custom than
charter and within this sphere the Crown was able to operate more freely.
When the citizens sre recalcitrant in some way, the Crown could question
their judicial customs by iriatur. acts of quo warranto.
By a writ of certiorari the ling could require the City to justify
a judgment in a City court. The type of case could vary greatly. In 11113
the City justified the inprisonment of John Hertwelle who had removed a
City orphan contrary to the 'will of the Mayor and Aldermen, by resort to
City custom 'tine out of flLIflCI' . In the same way in 11121 the Londonera bad
to defend their right to try oases of usury but in this case they could
refer not only to mesiorial custom, but also to a confirmation by
Parliament and a royal ordinance of 136k. 3 In 1k36 the City successfully
ppflfl
1. 6 March 1327, Charters, pp.53, 58, see L.B.K., p.159. On this question
in general see A.H. Thomas, Calendar of Early Mayor's Court Rolls
1298-1307, pp.izxi; G. Norton, Commentaries on the History,
Constitution and Chartered Franchises of the City of London, 3rd edn.
(1869) pp .36l63 where the author points out that a strict inter
pretation of the charter of Henry I whereby the Londoners had extensivejurisdiction in pleas of the Crown, was not 'wholly consistent 'with
royal practice. The King' a Coroner, Escheator and the King's judges
of Gaol-delivery and on special eyres held at the Tower were, in fact,
exercising jurisdiction in the City.
2. 27 January 11113, L.B.I., p.111. For a fifteenth century statement
of the City's judicial privileges, i.e
	 p.257.
3. Cal.P.and 14.11113-57, pp .97..95; Liber Albus. pp.368..71; L.B.G., p.162;
See p.22jn. I below.
claed jurisdiction in a mercantil. dispute when it was r.f.rr.d to the
Citizens by the King in accordance with the law merchant and the custom of
the City. 1 Again it was only 'ancient custom' which the Sheriffs could
plead to justify their seizure of the goods of Robert Cliderowe in 136. 2
5i-tlarly arrests of night walkers, adulterers and keepers of disorderly
houses wore justified by recourse to the iaemoria]. custom of the City,
and thos. detained in prison won, to await what.v.r th. law and custom of
the City should nequin..' In making these returns to royal. writs, the
City officers set out their eas. and justified their action, but their
return usually concluded with an agreement to produc. the prisoner in th.
King's court if so directed.
Occasionally the royal writs were concerned less with the cause of the
arrest of goods or persons, and more with the legal process involved. It
seens clear that the City was unwilling to let any of tb. records of the
processes in civic courts pass outsid. the City and the Mayor, in ikll,
refused to send a record of a case in the Sh.niff's court but agr.ed to
send a transcript of the process and this was accepted by the King.h1 This
anxiety about the City' s records may explain why on two occasions in this
_-___ ---_____________
1 • The cas. was b•tveen Elias Davy, a London Mercer, and John Burton of
Norwich, L.B.K., pp.)8-O9; see Jour.III f.129, 129',. k Dece.ber 1fi36
it was decided by the Court that Davy should not only pay Burton £30
but also a 20s. fin, for contemipt, Jour.III f.128.
2. L.BJ., p.217. Th. Sheriffs bad seized Cliderowe's goods by way of
'withernam, i... in lieu of other goods 'which Cliderowe and Richard
Cokk• had taken from 3 London Mercers, cf. Liber Albus, pp. i8889.
3. L.B,Z., pp.21617; Cal.?. and M.1 1f37-57, p.88.
le.	 Cal.?. and M. 136 1-1k12, pp.3O56.
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period, the Mayor claimed that tb. City had the privilege, when answering
to a writ of error before the justices sitting at St. Martin's, of
presenting the record and process orally by the mouth of th. Recorder.1
This privileg. bsoaine a chartered right in 1444 when Henry VI granted the
City an additions]. charter.2
Because the City vigorously defended iti judicis.1. privileges against
royal encroachment this doss not mean that the adnrtnlstrstion of justice
in the City' a courts was without blemish. On the other hand ther. are
only sixteen cases recorded on the Patent and Close Rolls of writs of error
involving processes in London courts, and four other cases in the Plea and
Memoranda Rolls. 3 Twenty cases in sixty years is not a large number. By
and large the execution of justice in The City seems to hay, been cons cien.
tione. William Weternal., the Sheriff in 1441, declared that in & certain
case before him he was not impartial and so the case was referred to a
But there were complaints such as that of Thomas Ioz'k a Girdler, who was
committed to Newgate for declaring shamefully that the execution of justice
in the City was impeded by gifts and bribes to the judges. 5
 Men found
1. 1421, the Mayor also claimed that the City should have 40 days
respite before answering to writ of error, CaLP.and M.1413..37,
p.11l; 1440, Cal.P.andM.143?_517, p.36.
2. G.R.O. Charter no.55, 26 October 14411..
3. C P,J4Oi-5, pp.66, 357; C.P.R.1413-16, pp.37, 148, 414; C.pR.1416-22.
i9; C.P.R.14224, pp.37, 122, 424, 548, 549; CP.R.1446-52, pp.4W
578; C.P.R.1'42-61, p.2514', C.P R,1461-67, p . 154; C.C.R,lLiO2_5, p.496.
Cal.P.and M.1381..1412, pp .267..tö, 294, 305, Cal.P.and M.1 14 13 .37, pp.kZ.
47, 111, 216, 223, Cal.P.andM.1437-57, p.36.
4. 19 May 1441, Jour.III t.8$v.
5. 30 March l451 Jour.V f.55v. Robert Edoif was imprisoned for ,].ariflg
that the judgment against him was false and for threatening the Mayor' $
life, Cal.P.andM.1437-57, p.82.
guilty of perjury in judicial cases were severely punished. In 1445
three men convicted of perjury were to be excluded from all acts of witness
and credence in the City and their nes were to be written on a tablet in
full view of the public. They had also to pay fines. 1 A fruiterer named
John Huwe four years later lost his freedom through perjury. 2 But it must
be admitted that speed was not of the essence in civic jurisdiction any
more than it &$ in royal jurisdiction elsewhere and when the Mayor and
Aldermen were prodded by a royal writ to speed up their judgment in a case
against John Abbot an ex..Sheriff, they replied that 'judgment had not been
delivered owing to certain difficulties, but that it should be delivered
as soon as possible after the Mayor and Aldermen were fully advised'.'
The City jealously guarded its monopoly of cases between citizens.
Although licence. were issued to individuals to prosecute cases outside the
City, Those who did not get such a licence ran the risk of losing their
freedom.1 It. George and Peter Thorold lost their freedoms in this way in
1419 aM their adversary, the Goldsmith John Corbyn or Corbet, lost hi. in
the following year. 5 The sitnation was made clear by an ordinance of the
1. Jour.IV f .95, 95',., 97, 99, 100i., 106v., 107.
2. 31 March 11449, Jour.V f.9.
3.4 July 1433, L.B.K., p.169.
4. E.g. licence to Hugh Cavendish to prosecute John Knight and others,
30 August 1445, Jour.IV f.92. Similar licence to Martin Pockellngton,
20 October 1418, L.B.I., p.202.
5. 10 January 1419, Jour.I f.68. John Corbyn lost his freedom 10 May I14ZC
but regained it . year later, Jour.I f.76v. A full account of
Corbyns s expulsion from his company i5 to be found in Goldsmiths' Hall
I1s.1518 B 39 Book A 1332-11442 f,1214-5, 128.
Comno Council promulgated on 9 August 11+5k. A freeman who prosecuted
another freeman at law outside the City, was to Is asked to abandon the Eit.
If he refus.dto do 50 thenhewastob.depriv.dofhisfreedoia. Bewas
also to pay a fine to the Chamber and the costs of the action.1
Southwark did not come under the direct control of the City nor were
its inhabitants ilable to civic taxes. Thus it became the haunt of those
who wished to escape the law or s'vade craft regulations and as such, it was
the source of trouble and irritation to Londonera and their civic officers • 2
It was, therefore, a considerable advantage to the City to gain from the
King in 11106 the rigit of arresting wrong-doers in Southwark and bringing
'them to Newgate prison. 3 This produced a reaction from th. men of Southwark
who petitioned the King in the next Parliament to revoke th. new Letters
Patent, but the King merely commanded both parties to appear before the
Council and there th. matter rested.1+
But the jurisdiction of tile Mayor and the activities of this Bailiff
appointed by th. City to govern Southiwark continued to be a grievance to the
men of the borough. Richard Tyler and twelve of his neighbours obstructed
a -_--aeaaeaaeaap--_
1. Jour.V f.18k.
2. Since 1327 the City bad exercised jurisdiction in Southwark, but only
over the saia].]. area near the Bridge foot known as the Guildable manor.
Tn the rest of Southwark the law-breakers were subject to th. more
distant jurisdiction of the Sheriff of Surrey. For an example of
the City's difficulties see Roy.]. writ, 16 July 11105, C.C.R.111025,
p.526. I am most grateful to Mr. David Johnson for help in
elucidating certain points In relation to Southwark.
3. 27 July 11106, C.PJL11105-8, p.207. The City paid £10 p.a. for thisprivilege. In effect this put teeth, into th. charter of 1327 which
bad simply given the City the right to appoint a Bailiff and collect
certain dues.
1+.	 2' III pp.595-96.
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the Mayor when he was carrying out his duties in 12421.1 The anomolous
position of th. borough was also a grievanc, to the Londonera when men like
the Saddler John Astall could evade the ordinance enjoining that the control
of fust-making for saddlera should rest with the Fustere Company, by putting
his apprentic. to fust in Southwark. 2
 By 1443 John Combs the Conunon
Serjeant at Arms had been appointed Bailiff of Southwarlc and there were
several complaints about th. activitie, of his deputies and officiale.
These complaints were properly drafted and Combo and his s.rjeant put in a
hill of excuse.' In May 124244 the Court of Aldermen decided that Comb.
should not put the bailiwick to farm, nor appoint a deputy unless he were
accepted by the court, that he should go personally to Southwark at least
twice a week, and that be and any deputy of his should swear to observe the
ancient customs of the borough. 24 On 30 October 11#e4, however, the Londoners
finally obtained from the King a new charter in which their rights in
Southwark were considerably extended and formally confirmed; although thee.
rights had, subsequently, to be defended.5
1. 18 June 11123, Jour.II f7
2. Ordinance, 10 November 12424,	 .K., p .37; 224 July 12425, Jour.II f.Z48.
3. 15 October 11443, 16, 17 March 1)444, Jour.IV f.9v., 20, 21. There were
riots in Southwarlc in May 1443, P.P .C., V, pp.277-78.
24. 30 May 1W44, Jour.IV f.27. Copy of the oath of the Bailiff of Southwark
17 June 11144, Jour.IV f.30v.
5. For negotiations leading up to the City's acquisition of the charter
see 18 May, 7 September 11i144, Jour.IV f.25v., 27v. and Chapter IV.
G.R.0. Charter no.55; Cal.Chrter Rol	 pp.241-44. The
charter granted the City the right to hold a view of frankpledge and
a three day fair. 28 January 1445, Coimon Council voted a subsidy
which was to be used in part to defend the City' a liberties in
Southwaric, Jour.IV f.60v.	 -
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But in spite of this charter the borough of Southwark continued to
be separat. from the City in many ways. In 1k55 it was decided that the
inhabitants of the borough who did not pay scot and lot should not enjoy
the freedom of the City unless they paid a compounded sum of 5s. 1 The
Girdlers found that they had no jurisdiction over imrk made in 3outhwark2
the Mayor's assize of bread was resisted there in 11158; the Armourers
admitted that they could not control the activities of mnbers living in
Southwark; and the inhabitants were reluctant to contribute towards the
asseasnent of Bridge ward. 5 But in 11O the unpopular John Combe resigned
his office and was succeeded as Bailiff of Southwark by John Gloucester,
and in 1 1167 the City's rights in the borough were confirmed by Edward
(iv) The Administration of City Property
The adini ni etration and cons ervation of the property which the City
held in co,miion was one of the most onerous tasks which Z.11 to the Court
of Aldermen. The estates which bad been allotted or bequeathed for the
upkeep of London Bridge were administered separately from other City
properties, and so they will, be separately discussed.
By the later fourteenth century the ownership of the City streets,
ditches, walls and gates, and adjacent land required for defenc. and
perambulation was certainly considered by the Mayor and Connaonalty to belong
to them; likewise the water and banks of the Thames. 'An ownership based
----a--n----
1. 9, 19 September 11155, Jour.V f.260, 262.
2. 21 October i46, Jour.VI f. 108v.	 3. 26 January 1i-58, Jour.VI f 190.
11. 9 October 11159, Jour.VIf.14J4'v. 	 5. 21 Augist 146O, Jour.VI f.261.
6. November 11167, C,C,R.1 1161-68, p.11-52.
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on physical control acquired partly by custom and. usage and partly by
specific grant from the Crown.' 1 Henry IV in 1400 granted to the citizen.
of London the control of all the City gates and in l4lêk Henry a charter
confirmed long established practic. by granting to the citizens 'all
common sorts, puipresturea, approvamenta in all wastes, common streets,
ways and other places in the City and suburbs aforesaid and in the water
of the Thanes within th. liberty of th. sane City forever'
To defend the common soil of the City from encroachment, maintain the
City' a walls and gates, to cleanse the City d.ithes, to light and pave and
clear the City streets and to administer profitably such lands as had been
granted to the Commonalty, were some of the most important tasks which f.0
to the Court of Aldermen.
One of the wardmote articles required juries to report purprestures
on streets, walls, ditches and on the waters of the Thames or upon any
common soil in the ward.' The returns of 121 and 1k22 show the ward
inquests to have been assiduous in presenting such encroacbments.h1
Alternatively the Mayor and Aldermen might order special inquesta to examine
encchments in a particular area or ward.. 5 To build on the common soil
of the City required a special licence such as that granted to the Rector
and parishioners of St. Michael 1. Quern in lll30 to enlarge the church upon
nflflfleflefl
1. P.E. Jones, Cal.P.andM.1k37 .. 51, p.xi.
2. G.R.0. Charter no.55.
3. Liber Albus, pp.337-36.
ii.	 E.g. Cai.P. and M.1413-Y7, pp.131, 134, 156, 157.
5. 5 Septanber 1439 to be an enquiry into the extent of Common Soil at
Paul's Wharf, Cal.P.and L14377, p.20; 16 July 14.39 to be inquisition
in Baynard's Castle ward to see if there had been any purpresturea on
Common Soil in the ward, Jour.III f.18.
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the common soil. 1 In 1458 the Court of Aldermen decided to deal. with
several encroachments on the common soil at the same time. There were four
particularly glaring encroachments, John A4s, goldmnith, had built a
atone house on the common soil in the parish of St. John Zachary. The
Rector and parishioners of St. Mary Woolchurch had encroached on common
soil near the Stocks. The Master of St. kugustin's Pappey had built out an
abutting stone wall and William Melbourne had built a atone house in the
parish of St. Benet Fynk. 2 Apart froni the Master of St. Augustine' a, the
cases against th. offenders were pro secuted 'with some 'rigour. It was
decided that the new building put up by the Rector and parishioners of
St. Mary' a should be destroyed.' John Adys was ordered to pay 5 marks to
the Chamber for his contempt in building on the common soil and a quit rent
of 6s.8d. p.a. for the building. 4 William Melbourne 'who had been in trouble
before for failing to repair one of his tenements in the parish of St.
Bartholomew the Less, was ordered to answer for his building, but 'whether
1. 30 July 1429, Mayor and Aldermen agree to the church being built,
half upon the common soil, Jour.II f. 136v. Licence dated 22 March iko,
L.B.K., p.106.
2. 11 August 1458, Jour.VI f.229.
3. 13 September 1458, 1f Aldermen appointed to examine the nuisance
built by the Stocks and report back to the Court, Jour.YI 1.231;
19 September 1458 they report that it extends 4 feet into the common
soil, Jour.VI f.231v.; 9 December 1458, decision to destroy the
building before 1 March 1459, JourVi 1.162.
Ii. 9 December 1458, 6 March 1460 he agreed to abid. by the decision of
the Court, Jour.VI 1.162, 204v. 10 March 11460 decided that Mya
should pay the tine and rent, Jour.VI f. 205v. 5 April 11460, My.
brings 5 marks to Court, Jour.VI f. 209v. Jan. /Feb. 11462 Adys is
ordered to pay his arrears of quit rent, Jour.VI f.8v. Possibly because
of his recalcitrance, My. was six times rejected as an Alderman by the
Court between 10 November 1458 and 12 November 1461.
he bad to pay a rent, or destroy th. building, is not recorded. 1 n the late
1Zi.50s and, early 111605 there are indications that the Mayor and ALdermen
made more stringent efforts to inspect common land, search for encroachm•nta
2
and prosecute offenders.
The wall which surrounded the City was pierced at seven points by
gates - Ludgate, Newgate, Alderagate, Cripplegate, Moorgate, Biahopsgate
and &Ldgate. Al]. the gates, except Moorgate, had houses over theni which
could be granted to etty officers and1 those who receivedlauch lodgings were
expected to maintain and repair the gates.' Ludgate and Newgate also served
as City prisons. 11
 In November 12+511. some of the guardians or keepers of
City gates together with wardens of the 'vellet' were sworn not to admit
1. 13 August 11155, Melbourne bad threatened his Alderman, Christopher
Water, and had said that if his building was destroyed, be would
rebuild it and find a better Alderman. He was sent to Newgate,
Jour.V 1.255. 9 December 12+58, Jour.VI 1.162.
2. 11 October 111.58, Committee appointed to investigate .11 encroachments
on common soil and decide whether they should be destroyed or made to
pay rent, Jour.VI 1.232+. 29 May 12+59, Discussion about various
purprestures on common oi1, Jour.VI £.11lv. May 12+61, Hugh Boner, who
occupied a garden as a tenant of Christ Church Priory, was enjoined to
pay no rent to the Priory in futur. since his garden was on common
soil., Jour.VI 1.73.
3. The house over lidgate was occupied by Alexander Anne, Common Serjeant
in 11129 and by John Houghton, Water-bailiff in 1457, Jour.II f. 132,
Jour.VI 1.92v. Bishopagate was occupied by the Eans. merchants and
was granted to William Caldebek, a Chamber serjeant in 1461, Jour.VI
f.21v. and Chapter VI, pp.Th-7Z. Cripplegate was granted to John
Credy, c.11108, to John Combo, Common Crier in 111.28, to John Asahe,
Common Crier in i2+0 who was to supervise th. repair of the gate,
L.BJ., pp.65-6, Jour.II 1.107, Jour.VI f.219v. £Ldersgate was occupied
by John Combo in 12+28, William Wode a Chamber serje.nt in 1l414, Jour.II
1.107, Jour.IV 1.13. Ordinances about the repair of the gates 29 Nay
11142, 2t May. 1445, L.B.1c, p.Z'O. Jour.IV f.78'v-.
11. S.. Chapter II, pp. 97...io2..
lopors or night..walk.rs into the City. 1
 These men do not appear to be the
same as those who occupied the houses over th. gates. They may have occupied
a room at ground level and were responsible for opening and closing the
gates in accordance with civic regulations. The wall, between Cripplegate
and Bishopagate was breached in 1k15 during the Mayoralty of Tho.'aa Fauconer
and a new gate called Moorgate was built to lead out directly into Moorfields.
It was decided to lay these fields out as gardens and to make some inproveetenta
in the way in which they were drained into Walbrook so that the whole area
might be cleaner and healthier.2
The upkeep of the City walls and of the ditches which lay outside them
was of vital importance to the citizens, not only for defence, but also for
health. Much of the City' a waste and sewage emptied into these ditches and
when they became blocked, as frequently happened, the area could become
insanitary and infectious. The ward inquesta of 11-21 and 1k22 presented
many broken walls and stopped up ditches. 3 To prevent such nuisances was
the task of rakera and scavengers in the wards and, at the civic level, of
th. serjeant of the channel. Bat the efforts of the Court of Aldermen in thu
aefleeaeflfle
I •	 Those sworn (for the Keepers of Ludgate and Newgate see 1ppendi*Sno5,tL!)
on 18 November 1k5i were, Roger Ball 'custos' of the gate at London
Bridge; John Stertanant 'bedellus et janitor aeu custos' of Biahopsgate;
Richard Hardyng 'bedellua et custos' of Aidgate; Stephen of Croft
'custos' of the postern at the Tower; William Everard 'bedellus et
custos ' of Alderagate; Roger/John Reynold 'custos velett' of Cripple-
gate; William Fox 'custos veUet' of Aidgate; John Scarlet 'custos
velett' of Bishopagate; Bichar4 Laverok • custos vel.tt' of Alderagate.
WbtL pbt (+ l34 tJ jnS 'sts v&cêI	 .	 Jfki Ac.) '	 sveLe. .+
2. 2 July 11115, Memorials, pp.61.l6; Stow, Survey, i, pp.32-33; L.B.I.,
p. 137." 12 January 1k12 it had been found that the ditch between the
City walls and Moo rfielda was blocked up and it was thought that this
was due to the fields being used as gardens and refuse tips, L.B.I.,
p • 101. 29 September 11125 it was decided that the Chamberlain should
let the Moor to fans for as high a price as possible, Jour.fl f.53.
Kc. L-4'4i	 qc%
3. Cal.P.and M.11 13-37, pp.127, 129-30, 152.
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matter wer. lacking in regularity and persistence and appear to hav• been
based upon th. fallacious assumption that a cleared ditch remains char.1
Sums of money were allotted at intervals to clear ditches or to repair the
walls; or the wards might be assessed for this purpose. 2 In the lk5Os there
is evidence of a more determined effort to clear the moats around the City
walls. In 1457 Common Council appointed a comrttte. of 2 Aldennen and 4
Common Councilmen to investigate what repairs needed to be done on the walle
and ditches.3 A year later a further committee of 3 Aldermen and 5 Common
Councilmen was appointed to deal with Thomas Bigge, carpenter, about the
building of ditches and water-courses around the City wahls. Again a year
later another committee of four was to consider what Improvements were
necessary for the City' a moats and to negotiate with the Master of St.
Katherine' a in order to buy land which was required to enlarge the stoat
around the Thwer. 5
 In May i6i there is finally some sign of success for
the Common Council was informed that Lathers and Carpenters had gone round
all the City ditches end bad ensured that the water everywher, flowed smoothly
flflpfl
1. E.g. L.B.I., p.101.
2. 14 October 1423, 20 marks allotted for the repair of the City walls,
Jour.II f. 103; 29 March ? 1432, letter from the Mayor to the citinens
living outsid& the walls informing them that they have been assessed to
provide £20 for the repair of th. walls and th. cleaning of the City
ditches which 'ben in grete peril], and ruine' L.B.K., pp.131-32.
15 December 1Ze62 William Yorke, Fishmonger? was discharged from
serving in any offic. on payment of 100 marks for the repair of the
City ditches, L.B.L., pp.29-30.
3. 4 April 1457, Jour.VI f.118v.	 4. 1 April 1 148, Jour.VI f.195.
5. 6 April 1459, Jour.VI f.154v.
6. 22 May 1461, a committee composed of several Aldermen and 10 Commoners,
of whom Thomas Bigge was one, was appointed to ei' in. the ditches,
Jour.VI f.74. 30 May 11461, Common Council received with pleacue the
report of the committee' s success, Jour.VI f.711v.
AU the roads and streets within the City were not only th. iing' a
highways but were also considered as part of the common soil, and their
status as such kas confirmed by the charter of 1W44. During their quarrel
with St. Martin' a the citizens affirmed that St. Martin' a Lane was part of
the King' a highway and also part of the common soil. 1 This duality of
control over City streets can be seen from the fact that the King sciaetinea
sent i,rits to the Mayor and Aldermen instructing theta to ensure that rubbish
was not thrown into the streets leaving than obstructed. 2 Th. Mayor also
issued proclanations to this effect and included injunctions to light the
streets also. 3 Owners and occupiers of tenetnenta in the City were responsible
for the upkeep of the road outside their houses, making sure that it was
both level and paved. In 1439 and 1 J4O the Court of Aldermen and Common
Council made some attenpts to force householders to pave th. streets outside
their houses with wood in accordance with ordinances and ancient City customs
But both the inclination and th. ability to force men to take action appears
to have been lacking and the ward inquesta tel]. their tale of iUpaved,
ill-lit and obstructed roads in the City.
The common land of the City did not only include the waste lands, river
banks and streets granted by the i44 charter. It also included, by custom,
siiteen feet lying on the City aide of the City wall and also such lands and
__== aeSe
1. 13 May 1455, Jour.V f.242; 19 November 1459, Jour.VI f.169; see
P.E. Jones, Cal.P.andM.143757, pp.z-xiii.
2. 12 Novanber V409, L.B.I., p.82; 1 August 11i44, L.B.K., p.297.
3. 7 November 1414,L.B.I., p.131; c.1 2461, L.B.L., p.11.
4. Cal.P.andM.1?413..7, p.297, Cal.P,andM.j47-7, p.37.
5,	 February 1439, .lour.]iI f.9; 22 February lLeZtO, Jour.III £.;
28 February 114L4Q, Jouz'.III .Y?v.
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tenements as war, devised to the Cominonalty by pious citisena or brought by
the City and held in mortaain at this period, under royal licenc.s.1
During the mayoralty of Thomas Catworth ( 1 1443-k) the Commonalty bought certairi
tenements in the parish of St. )Itchael La Quern from Wfliam Combes. 2 The
City did not always buy a licence to hold in mortinain but might appoint
feoffees to uses. Six Aldermen and four Commoners served in this capacity
for certain tenements at the leshambes in the parish of St. }licholas Acon.3
Four Aldermen and eight commoners were assigned as feoffees fox the lands in
Calais bequeathed b the City by John Reynwell. 14 The eonalty not only
acquired lends in the City but these had also to be a&inis taxed. Botolph' a
wharf, for example, which had been in the possession of the City since 1297
was fanned to individuals at different times. In 1453 it was offered to
Thomas	 a widow fox £140 p.s., but she must have turned down the
offer, for a month later the court decided that the wharf should be farmed
to anyone who would pay £36 13a. 11d. p.s.5 During this period also the
Commonalty undertook the rebuilding of the Great Cross at the west end of
1. L.B.K., p.189. On mortmain see Chapter VI, pp.4U-. t. dward IV's
iharter of 28 June 1478 granted to the citizens the right to hold
lands in aorbnain to the value of 200 marics p.s. in return for
cancelling his debt of £1923 9s.8d. which he owed to the Ctty,
Chrtere, pp.87.89.
2. 6 April 1451, John Middleton brought certain evidences about these
properties into court, Jour.V f.56.
3. May 1458, these tenements were taken into the Xing' a hands and appear
to have been the subject of a dispute at the Exchequer, Joux.VI f.242v,
4. 19 August 11157, Jour.VI f. 132. Reynwell had died in i445 but it took t
•	 City a long tim. to settle his estat. with his executors, of whom
William Combes, John Coiston and John Newark were three. Ther. were
many debtors' claims against the estate. It was decided that leynwell' s
anniversary should be kept at th. expense of the Chamber, 7 June 145k,
Jour.V f.171. See also 2 April 1459, Jour.VI f.153v.
5. L.B.B., p.243. 13 April, 28 May 1453, Jour.Vf.108v., 111. LI August 1k
Committee appointed to oversee a piece of land There, Jour.V 1.253.
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Cheapside which had originally been erected by Edward I in memory of Queen
Eleanor. The new cross was put up in lLe4l and Robert Marshall who was
Sheriff in 11439-40 .me left 100 marks for th. work. 1 At this period there
was no special City lands committee and the work of buying, administering
and maintaining corpo rat. property fell largely to the Court of Aldermen
under the spasmodic surveillance of the Common Council.
In connection with its common property the City often used its
Common Seal. London had had a Common Sea]. since 1216 which appears to have
rested in the keeping of the Mayor for the first hundred years or so of
its existence. On 22 March 1312, however, the good men of the Coimnonalty
met together and petitioned th. Mayor and Aldermen that, among other things,
the Common Seal should in future remain in a chest under six keys, three
of which should be kept by the Aldermen and three by good men of the
Connnonslty. Moreover the Common Seal was not to be used on letters which
bound'burdened he Coumionalty, without their first being assemnbled and
giving their unanimous assent. 2
 But in the charter which the citizens
obtained from Edward II in 1319 it was laid down that the Common Seal was to
be in the keeping of two Aldermen and two Commoners. No charge was to be
male for its use and it was to be available for rich and poor. 3 'Where the
names of fourteenth century keepers are recorded they usually include the
Mayor, an Alderman and two commoners in accordance with th. charter.4
1. Harben, Dictionary of London, p.271; Gregy, p.183; 22 August 11457
lobn Lamberci, Mercer, an ex*cutor of Robert Marshall, admitted in
Court that Marshal], had left 100 marks for the Cheap cross, Jour.VI
f. 132v. The cross was not completed until 11186.
2. L.B.D., p.283; Liber Aibus, p.366; Williams, Medieval Londo, p.272.
3. carters, p.118.
1,	 L.B.G., p.3Y11,•, pp.36, 62, 219.
In th. fifteenth century the names of the keepers of the Common Seal
are riot recorded in the Letter Books as had occasionally been the practice
in the previous century. But the keepers names are sometines to be found in
the Journals; and with some regularity after 1eO. The Mayor appears to
have been a keeper by virtue of his office, accompanied by two Aldermen nd
3 commoners before 1k52 and ne Aldermen and if commoners after that date.1
There seems to have been considerable continuity of personnel and an
individual might, with the permission of the court, hand over his key to
another person as Walter Chertesey handed over his key to the Common Seal
to Robert Bertyn, a Draper like himself. 2 The Mayor would hand over his
key to his successor without reference to the other five keepers. 3
 On one
occasion the keys of the Common Seal were gathered up and placed in the
custody of the Chamberlain for a brief period.h1
The six keys of the Common Seal were, in fact, keys to two chests
each with three locks and one was kept inside the other. Hence the keys
were for the left, centre or right hand looks of the outer chest, and to
the left, centre and right hand locks of the inner chest. 5 The keepers of
the Common Seal and. th. keepers of the Common Cheat wer. the same people and
might be called by either title. In the Common Chest the City kept other
important. documents.
1 •	 For a list of the recorded keepers of the Common Seal, see Appendix
no.2-2-
2. 10 January 14k, Jour.IV f.13.
3. JourJI f.229v.
if.	 if September 1ifi8 until 6 Septanber 1k48, Jou.r.IV f.225v., 226v.
5.	 See October 1if27, Jour.II f.102; 20 February iif5S, Jour.V f.225v.
Alough the keepers of th. Common Seal were probably chosen on
meetings of the Common Council, mis is not always clear from the Journals.
In fact on only two occasions are the keepers listed in accounts of meetings
of the Common Council. 1 In 1312 the citizens bad asked that the Common Seal
should not be used for purposes which burdened the Coinmonalty without their
consent. Certainly during the dispute with the clergymen of London when
the Common Sea]. was used on letters this was done with the assent of the
Common Council. Similarly on 10 October 11152 an obligation to Simon Eyr.
promising him repayment of £315 11s.kd. was sealed with the Common Seal in
a meeting of Common Council, 2
 But when the Common Seal was used in the
presentation of Thomas Gascoigne to the living of St. Peter' $ Cornhill, this
was done in the presence of the Mayor, six Aldermen and the Chamberlain?
But it may have been thought that this action did riot burden the Commonalty
and so their assent, expressed through the Common Council, was not necessary.
(v) The Upkeep of London Bridge
The upkeep of London Bridge was one of th. most pressing concerns of
the goverrmtent of London. Since the Bridge in use in the fifteenth century
was that begun by Peter de Colechurch in 1176, it is not surprising that
250 years of continuous use had rendered the Bridge a constant anx1ety.
1	 17 October 11152, Jour.V f.90v.; 26 January 11161, Jour.VI f.188v.
2.	 10 October 1k52, Jour.V f.89v.
3.	 18 November 11145, Jour.IV f.107v. Simi1arly it was decided to
attach the Common Seal to deeds for Katherine Carpenter,
2 September 111118, by the Mayor and Aldermen, Jour.IV f.225v.
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Edward II's charter to the City had granted
that th. keeping of th. bridge of th. said city, and th. rents
and profits belonging to that bridge, b. committed to be kept to
two honest and sufficient men of the city, other than the Aldermen,
to be chosen by the coimnonalty, at the will of the said commonalty,
and not to oth.rst ,and 'who may be answer thereupon to the said
commonalty.1
In 11404 it was decided that the Bridgeward.ns should be elected annually
with the Sheriffs on 21 September and that they should not serve for more
than two consecutive years. But the Bridgewardens' duties were complex and
such a rapid turnover of personnel was found to be iinpratticable and the
ordinance was revoked two years later. 2 The main duties of the Bridgewardens
were to keep the Bridge in good repair and to administer the lands and
tenements which had been given by pious citizens who, as Mr. P.E. Jones
wrote
were encouraged to feel that it was their duty to support what
was not only a commercial asset but almost a sacred structure.
Its maintenance was an oUigation of citizenship as well as an
act of faith and charity.3
To help them carry out their duties the Bridgewardens employed a Renter
to collect the rent revenues; a bailiff who collected the tolls for crossing
the Bridge4 and a Clerk of the Works who cared for th. fabric. But the
an_p --rfl
1. Charters, p.19.
2. 23 September 11404, 21 September 11406, LB.I., pp.33, 35. For a list
of Bridgewardens during this period ses Appendix no. 37 600 -oi.
3. P.E. Jones, 'Some Bridge House Properties', Journal of the British
Archaeological. Aasociatio, 3rd series, XVI (1953), pp .59-73, esp.
p 39. This is an excellent exampl. of the kind of information which
may be cull.d from the Bridge House records.
4. For the fees which the Bailiff could collect see Liber Albus,
pp.2:34.3?.
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overall responsibility lay with the Bridgewardens who had to account each
1year to six auditors chosen annually by the Commonalty. The accounts and
rentals were carefully kept and largely survive for this period.2
William Wetnal. who was a Bridgewarden from 1k3kik38 was the only
man who held the office during this period 'who got into serious trouble over
his accounting. The other Bridgewarden at this time was Thomas Badby, and
their accounts were not audited until 1442. The original auditors thought
that Wethal. owed money to the Bridge and further auditors were appointed.
In December 1447 Wetnale was judged to have tended London Bridge negligently
while be was a warden and he was condemned to forfeit his 100 mark reward.
In response to this Wetziale decided to prosecute the Mayor and Commonalty in
1449 and the current Bridgewardens had to bear the expense of defending the
case. In February 1451 a final arbitration was drawn up between Wethale
and the City which included the original arbitration of December 1447
together with additional clauses added by Common Council. 3 Four months latex
1 • The auditors would be 2 Aldermen and J4' Common Councilmen, three of whom
would usually be replaced each year so that there was some continuity.
For a list of auditors see Appendix no.36, pp.59k99.
2. In G.R.0. there are Bridgewardens accounts in rolls from 1361 to 1406.
These were superseded by separate rentals recording income from the
Bridge properties, vol.1 140 Lf_1k21 and vol.11 1423.11460. At the same
time separate books recording weekly payments by the Bridgewardens were
kept, vol.1 1140L1412, vol.11 1412..1421, vol.111 11l21_11430, vol.IV
1430-1445. The rentals and weekly accounts were subsequently combined
in one volume 11#60_114814. There are also many deeds of this period
relating to the Bridge House estates and other properties, collected in
10 portfolios A.K, and 4 boxes of miscellaneous deeds.
3. Wetnale and Badby petitioned the Lord Chancellor to issue a writ against
the Mayor and A].dernien, since ther had spent of their own money
£119 5s.6d. 'for the grete spoyle and ruyne that the seid bridge therine
was inne' and could not get reimbursement from the City. London
Topographical Record, vol.VI (1909), pp.65-66. 9 April, 11 May, 20
July, 25 October 14k2, Jour.III r.ii6, 1314, 142, 15kv.; 214 April,
6 May, 19 July, 1 9,23 October, 17 December 1444, 23 November,
7 December 1455, 5 December ikli6, 30 January, 26 April,
(continued at foot of next page)



The Bridge was not incorporated and so its properties bad to b. held
by feoffees who were often Aldermen and chosen by the Court of Aldermen
or in Common Council. 1 All the Bridge House deeds and evidences appear to
have been kept in a locked chest in th. chapel on London Bridge. At intervals
the Court of Aldermen appointed comnittees to examine to. evidences of London
Bridge. 2 The chest appears to have bad three keys and the guardians of these
keys were chosen by Common Council. The first reference to the keys of this
chest of evidences is to be found in i444. In 1456 it was decided that alter
epppnp_o
1. 9 April 11150, 8 feoffees of to. lands of London Bridge were chosen
at a meeting of Common Council, Jour.V f.X3v. 18 April 11155, 10
Aldermen and 6 Commoners were .nleoffed of lands to be delivered to
them by John Parker, attorney for Henry Frowyk, Jour.V 1.236.
2. 31 May 14118, 2 Aldermen, Recorder, Common Serjeant, Common Clerk
appointed, Jour.IV 1.219; 17 December 11153, 2 Aldermen to examine
all the munbaents and evidences of to. Bridge, Jour.V 1.136; 15 April
11155, 2 Aldermen, Common Serjeant, Chamberlain and 2 Commoners to
supervise the opening of the chest with the deeds of London Bridge
and see to their enrolment and the making of new deeds, Jour.V 1. 236v;
12 January 11159, 6 Commoners appointed to eXAmie the charters and
evidences, Jour.VI f.147v.; 2 May 1461, 2 Aldermen and 2 Commoners
appointed for this purpose, Jour.VI f.53v.
3. 6 May 14114, 3 k.ys to Stephen Broun, Thomas Catworth, John Reynwell,
Jour.IV 1.24; 1 April 111 116, 3 keys to the same men, Jour.IV 1 122v.;
5 June 1454, the possession of to. keys discussed and the Wardens said
that they would report the next day on who had the keys, Jour.V f. 170;
22 April 1458, 3 keys to Richard Alley (an auditor), John Walden(Alderman and auditor) and a Bridgewarden, Jour.VI 1.241; 20 May 1460,
Walden returned his key which. was given to Hugh Wyche, Alderman,
Jour.VI f.212v.; 2 May 1461, a key of the chest delivered to William
Tailor, Alderman, who was one of the 4 men appointed to examine the
Bridge deeds, Jour.VI f.53v.
(fiotnote 6 orntinued from previous page)
Jour.III f.152v.; 5 October 14110, payments to occupy Bridge properties,
Cal.P.and L1 437-57, p.31; 'withholding of rents 23 July 1455, Jour.V
1.25 lv.; 26 January, 15 March 1 1i41, vacant Bridge House rents examined
by the Court, Jour.III 1.73, 76v.
th. auditors and Common S.rjeant had opened the cheat and .witned the
deeds and evidences • the wardens were to make a register of the Bridge deeds
1in a book called Doomsday for a permanent record.
The chapel of St. Thomas on London Bridge was also th. responsibility
of the wardens who accounted for the offerings received from the faithful
and also for the expenses of maiutal-n4ng lights and candles, washing the
linen and the salaries of thi chaplains, 2 The Rector of St. Magnus at
intervals tried to exercise some sort of jurisdiction or control over the
chapel but this was resisted.' The appointment of the four chaplains who
served the chapel lay with the Mayor, Aldermen and Coimiionalty. These men
received a salary of 10 marks p.a. together with surplices, the necessaries
for the chapel, the use of a chamber in the Bridgehouse and fir...wood.
Late in 11153 the Bishop of London diamissed two of the chaplains on London
Bridge as we]]. as a lawyer who was of the counsel of the Bridge. The
Aldermen petitioned the Lord Chancellor about this but were then enbarrassed
to discover that an ñhibition on the Bishop' s action had been openly
proclaimed at St. Paul' a Cross at the suit of the Bridgewardena.5
___rsnefleflflfl
1. 22 April 111.58, Jour.TI f.2111.
2. E.g. B.H.R. vol.111, in 11160 the receipts from the alma of the faithful
amounted to 31s. lid, and the expenses ware £36 6.. IC*d. There were
separate sections in the accounts for the Chapel. income and .zpenditue.
3. 6 July 111.25, Common Council decided that the Bridgewardans should not be
subject to the Rector of St. Magnu. in respect of the Chapel. of St.
Thomas, since it was free from all subection, Jour.fl t,1i.5y, 26 Janu..
ary 1460, the Bridgewardens came into conflict with the Itector and
Churchwardens of St. )lagnus over the repair of a staircase in Stephen' a
Lane. The liability was disputed but the Wardens agreed to pay for the
repairs until the ownership was settLed, Jour.VI f. 227v,
Ji,	 L.B,i., pp.263, 290, 299.
5,	 29 November, ii, 8, 11 December 11153, Jour.V f,1311v., 135v., 136, 136v.
The Aldermen disclaimed all knowledge of the inMbition,
1,
The prime concern of the Bridgewardens, however, was to maintain and
repair the Bridge. This wa4o easy task. By 1 1125 the Bridge had become so
weak that no carts shod with iron were to be driven over it on pain of
imprisonment. 1 In 1k26 during the Yiayoralty of John Reynwefl the Tower
in the north side of the drawbridge was built and the Mayor laid the found-
ation stone. 2 In 11l35 the Bridge was described as in a 'ruinous
conditiont 3 ani then in January 1k37 the Tower at the Southwark end of the
drawbridge, together with two of the Bridge arches to the south, collapsed
and fell into the water. Curiously enough the first mention of this
catastrophe which must have prevented any movement across the Bridge which
can be found in the Journals is in June 1ti 3? when it was decided that
£100 which had been provided by the Londoners previously, should now be lent
to the Bridgewardens for repairing the Bridge. 5
 Common Council in 12439
decided to raise 500 marks for the work of the Bridge and the responsibility
for spending this money lay with the current Bridgéwardens, Thomas Badby end
1. L.B.K., p.35. Gordon Horns, Old London Bridge (1931), p.115 states
that in 1k25 one of the arches was found to be seriously cracked, but
be cites no evidence for this statement. William Chichele in his will
drawn up 9 May 1L26 left £10 'to sustentacion of the brigge of London
and especiell for pylya to ben there dryve', E.F. Jacob, ed. The
Register of Henry Chichele Archbishop of Canterbury 124lk_1411Ytoxford
1937_i47), vol.11, p.3240.
2. Stow, Survey, i, pp.59-60; Gregory, p.l61.
3. 27 July 12435, LB.K., p.191. In this same year Common Council petitioiu
the King to protect their workmen from purveyance while they were
needed for the repair of London Bridge, P.R.O. Ancient Petition 9386.
Li..	 Stow, Surv-, i, pp.42,60; Cont.F of Brut, Corit.G of Brut, Brie, pp.
i.7O,505; in the Bridge House weekly payments vol.iii, there are several
payments made during the week ending 12 January 1437 concerned with
t1ii disaster, which total in all £7 17s.8d., e.g. 8d. paid to John
Fisher of the household of Walsingbam, for timber found in the Thames
'by the breaking of the Tower and the tenents on the Bridge'. The
compiler of the churchwardens' accounts of St. Peter Westcheap in 1 i4 36-
noted, in a unique historical comment, that in this year a great part
of London Bridge fell down, together with a tower called 'London',
G ildh&l1 Libra Ms.645(i) f.25v.5.	 and 2 Commoners appointed to supervise
Richard Lovelas. 1 By 7 September 14LO new Bridgewardens had been chosen and
they were instructed to take the work in band at once because of its urgency
although they wer, not officially elected until }fichaelmas. 2 The retiring
wardens, who bad largely been responsible for overseeing the repair of the
Bridge and administering the money which had been granted for that purpose,
bad some difficulty in getting their accounts audited. 3 On 21 September 14l4O
moreover, the Clerk of the Works at the Bridge was dismissed.4
 The work of
repair and reconstraction cannot have been completed for on 5 November
Aldermen were deputed to supervise the new work on the Bridge, together with
some commoners, skilled lathers and carpenters, and on 10 December two
Aldermen were deputed to help the wardens to supervise the Bridge since new
dangers had arisen.5
1,	 16 March 11139, 5 Aldermen appointed to receive this money, Jour.fl:I
1.11. Assessment 22 March 1439, Jour.III f.12. 21+ March 12+39 precept to
the Aldermen to collect the money, Jour.III 1. 12v. 26 March 1439,
committee appointed to audit the account, Jour.III f.12v.
2	 The new wardens were Thomas Cook and John Herat, 7 September 111210,
Jour.III 1.57.
3.	 12 September 14210, Badby and Lovelas agreed to abide by the judgeinertt
of the Mayor and Aldermen, Jour.III f.58v.; 21 September 12+210, they
were considered to owe the Bridge £327 9s.lOd., L.B.K. I p.2118;
1 October 14110, they agreed to accept the arbitration of 8 Aldermen,
Jour.III f60v.; 19 November 114210, witnesses were summoned to give
evidence about certain erasures in the Bridge rent book, Jour.III
1.67v.; the account of Badby and Lovelas continued to occupy the
attention of the Court, 10,16 December 14110, 11,21 January, 9 February
1441, Jour,III f.68v.,69,70v.,72v.,75. 22+ May 12+140 their account was
finally audited when it was decided that they should pay 200 marks to
the Mayor and Commonalty and they were pardoned any further outstanding
aunts, Jour.LtI f.76v.,81.
4. 21 September 141 0, Jour.III f.59v.
5. 18 November, 10 December 14140, Jour.III f.67, 68v.; 23 October 111140,
it was declared to be the custom of the City that each cart coming
laden across London Bridge should pay 2d. for the work of the Bridge,
Jour.III r.62+.
I 2.
In spite of these repairs and the considerable suns spent on the
Bridge it continued to cause anxiety. Zn April 1iJi8 a petition was put to
Common Council for mending the wooden foundations of the Bridge and. a
committee of five Aldermen and 12 Common Councilmen was appointed to atudy
what repairs were necessary. In March 1k53 Robert Weaterley a Lather and
Thomas Sexton a Carpenter, together with others of their professions,
reported to the Court of Aldermen that the part of the Bridge which was
broken could be well repaired by an arch spanning 60 feet and they were
ready and willing to undertake the work. 2 Three years later further repairs
and more new work were necessary and a committee of two Aldermen and six
Common Councilmen was appointed to look into the matter, estimate the costs
end report to Common Council.' Katherine Combes in 11160-61 made a gift of
£10 for the new stonework on the Bridge and in 11162 a further coninittee to
survey defects in the Bridge was found to be necessary. ZI.
(vi) The City and the Citompanies
In their general supervision of trad. and mercantile affairs within
the City, the Mayor and Aldermen came into contact, and sometimes collision,
with the various City Companies, who had vested in their Masters or Wardens
th. more detailed supervision of their trade or craft. In the exercise of
their scritiny for defective 'work amongst men of their Company, the Masters
or Wardens operated as the deputies of the Mayor with whom lay the overall
1. 5 April, 9 May 114118, Jour.IV f.2111v., 217.
2. 25 March 1k53, Jour.V f.107v.
3. z6 April 11156, ,lour.VI r.66.
Al..	 B.R.R. vol.111, f.19v.; 111. April 11162, 2 Aldermen and L& others
ppointed in a meeting of Common Council, Jour.VI f.62.
iq
right of search in the City. 1 When, therefore, Master. of Companies were
sworn before the Court of Aldermen, as they frequently were, this was a
reminder that their authority was not absolute but came to them by delegation..
Lists of Masters so sworn were recorded spasniodicafly in the Letter Books and
Journals.
There were thre. other matters which might bring the Companies into
contest with th. Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council. Ordinances drawn up
the Companies for their government were supposed to be shown to, and
approved by, the Mayor and Aldermen. Some Company ordinances are recorded
in the Letter Books. 2 Sometines the Mayor and Aldermen had to ask that
such ordinances should be sukmitted to them and sometimes they came spontane
eusly. In February ik55 the Wardens and men of the mistery of Painters came
to court and asked the Mayor and Aldermen to examine their articles and
ordinances which had received the sea]. of the Dean of Arches and had been
confirmed by the Court Christian. The Painters feared that this confirmation
might injure the jurisdiction of the Mayor and be contrary to the City' s
liberties, and so they asked that any objectionable clauses should be
quashed.' The statut. of 1L+y'? required .0 Company and guild ordinances and
charters to be shown to the local justices of the peace or, in the case of
London, to the Mayor. This led to the prolonged dispute between the Tailors
and Drapers and to a closer scrutiny of Company booka by th. civic auThoritia
I •	 For the implicatione of the Mayoral right of search see the dispute
between the Tailors and Drapers described in Chapter .
3.	 E.g. L.B.I., p .51 (Forcermakers), p.85 (Barbers), p.148 (Braziers),
p.223 (Linenweav.rs); L.B.K., p.10 (Butchers), pp.22-.2P4r (Shearera),
pp.1 140-1 (fletcher.), pp.l97-20l (Girdlers), pp.Z2O-Z (Butchers),
pp. 258-9 (Whit.bakers), pp.316.18 (BosteUers), pp. 33 h_35 (Leather
sellers), pp .337_:38 (Tailors), pp.301-65 (Homers), pp .Y75-76 (Founderi)
19 May 1439, Tallow-cbandl.rs enjoined to work according to the tenor
ordinances wrjtt.n in the Chamber of Guildhall, Jour.UI f. 16v.
,.	 27 February 1455, Jour.V f.225. 4. See Chapter IV, p. 27O.
In August 1JI37 four sadd]..rs were mainpernored on pain of £20 to bring to
Court 'th. book of Th. fraternity' and during the Mayoralty of Stephen
Brown (1k38-9) thur 1Z24 charter, like that of the Tailors, was exw(ned by
Ui. counsel of the City to see if it contravened any of the City' $ liberties.
Similarly in 1459 it was decided that th. wardens of the Carpenters should
bring the books of their ordinances into court to see whither they should
pay a fine to the City or not. 2 It is clear that the control exercised
by the Court of Aldermen was real. and not simply theoretical but it is notabl
that the Companies which were investigated and controlled never in this
period included the great Companies to which the Aldermen thamselves belonged.
Secondly the Companies might come into contact with the Court of
Alder,nen through internal troubles of various kinds. The Master or wardens
might present a particularly heinous offender to the court for correction,
for although they were empowered to fine offenders and destroy faulty work,
th. wardens could not send a man to prison. John Wilby a glazier was fined
lOs. and condemned to Newgate by the Court of Aldermen, for having behaved
rebelliously towards th. wardens of his mistery. William Hyron, a baber...
dasher, who accused the wardens and other members of his mistery of falsely
ruling the craft, and bad said that he did not wish to obey their rules and
ordinances, was Bent to the Counter.4 Such cases of i*diidua1. rebellion
a
1. August 1437, Jour.III f.19k; Cal.P and L1'1 3?-57, pp.33-:)4;
18 March 1449, Haberdashers brought tiIeir Royal Letters Patent into
court, L.BA., p.3:30.
2. August 1459, Jour.VI 1.137.
3,	 16 April 1455, Wilby threw himself on th. mercy of the court and, at the
pet4tion of th. wardens, was released from his prison sentence and his
tine was reduced to 40d. Jour.V 1.237.
4.	 26 September 1454, Jour.V f.193v.
occur frequently. Less 000n are the massed rebellions of groups of men
within companies. The Tailors Company called in the help of the Mayor and
Aldermen to suppress th. activities of servants and journeymen of the Company
called leomen-tailora in 11115.2 The Brewers had similar difficulty in
subduing the 'øutrageous' demands of their servants during the Mayoralty
of John ledney (111-27-8) and the help of the Mayor and Aldermen was enlisted
to tie down the servants' salaries to 4 marks p.s. (plus meat, drink, and
clothing) and to prevent the servants from serving on a weekly or daily
basis as they wished, rather than the customary yearly basis. 3 In 11141 the
wardens of the Bakers Company complained that their servants were organiLing
themselves with a fraternity with a livery, were refusing to work at night
time, and were combining together to resist their masters and demand higher
wages. Th. Court of Aldermen after bearing the evidence of the Bakers and
their servants ordered the servants to submit to the rule of the wardens of
the Bakers Company (rather than their own fraternity) and further enjoined
them not to wear a livery or hold conventicles. The attitude displayed by
1, E.g. 29 January 14511-, John Blakeney., a rebellious pewt.rer, was
presented to the court by the 2 vardena and 9 good men of his company
and was sent to prison, Jour.V f. 144v.; 25 October 111-511-, Thomas Hill,
grocer, agreed to submit to th. correction of the wardens of his Company
Jou.r.V f.292v.
2.	 19 April 1415, L.B.I., pp.l36_37; 5 August 11117, the yeomen were
forbidden to meet together except in the presence of the Masters of the
Tailors Company, L.B.I., pp.187-88.
3. Brewers' Account Book f.36v.-39, 130, 188v. In th. accounts for 9.10
Henry VI appears the following item 'in money given to John Gedney,
Alderman, for divsrs constitutions that wsre rolled and entered for the
servants of the Brewers' craft in the time that he was Mayor, and for
to have good lordship of him, £6 13s.ied.'
4. October/November 111-ki, L.B.K., pp. 263..66; in the evidence produced
during November the servants' fraternity claimed that they had elected
th.ir own masters for 100 years, had a chaplain and candles in honour
of St. Clement, met together in Cutlere' Hall and had Richard Broyn,
pewterer, as their clerk, Jour.III f.1O2v.1O5.
I'
the Court of Aldermen in all these cases was rigidly suppressive and
conservative. Their duty was to maintain the status quo and keep prices
down and not to encourag. radical notions such as the right of workmen to
combine in order to achieve higher wages and better working conditions.
Sometimes, however, the court's attitude was mor, conciliatory. When the
Masters and wardens of the Cutlers quarrelled with the Commonsity of the
Company about the way in which wardens were tiected, th. promulgation of new
ordinances, th. collection of Company fines and rents and the disciplinary
powers of the wardens, the Mayor and Aldermen appointed two mercers to erwn1-e
the affairs of the Company and ensure that new Masters and wardens were
peacefully elected.1
Th. most obvious intervention, however, by the Mayor and Aldermen in
the affairs of the Companies came when disputes arose between then. There
were several such disputes in these years and it will be necessary to select
those most protracted or most interesting in themselves. 2 In 1141? a dispute
arose between the Cappers and Hurers on the one hand and the Haberdashers on
the ether. The Cappers and Hurers wanted the Lulling of caps to be done by
hand, rather than by foot or at a i.il l which was cheaper. They had gained
gMm.d a mayoral ordinance in 14011 to forbid the fulling of caps except by
hand. 3 The Haberdashers in 11l7 complained of this ordinance on th. grounds
n__pflflflO
1. 15 June, 6 July 1113), Jour.I f.79, 81; L.B.I., pp.249-50.
2. Other disputes were: 11408 Cutlers and Bladesmiths, L.B.I., p.67;
11419 Tallow-chandlers and Salters, ibid., pp.222-23; 11422 Woollen
weaVers and Linen weavers, Ibid., pp.271-72; 1142 11 Girdlers and Cord..
wajnera, Jour.II f.20v.,	 , pp.114.l5; 11125 Pinneis and Cardznakere,
ibid., pp.k2-J43; 11429 Bowyera and Fletchers, ibid., pp.94-95; 11436
Sk3nners and Upholders. Jour III Z. 173v., 172.
3. 26 June 1 14011, L.B.I., p.29; Memorials, pp.55859.
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that, by keeping prices up it was contrary to the public interest. The
court accepted their arguments, revoked the 114011 ordinance and gave the
wc	 1Ilaberdaahers equal rights of search 	 the Cappers and Ifurers. But in
1437 it was decided that only fulling by hand or foot should be allowed and
not fulling at P'4T1 5•2 Such a restriction on what was clearly a common and
cheap practice was found to be impracticable and the Court of Aldermen
decided in 11442 that caps could be fulled either at mills or by foot as long
as they were well made and that no woollen cloths were fulled at the in&11 e
at the same time.3
The Cobblers and Cordwainers quarrelled over the amount of repair work
which the Cobblers were allowed to carry out on a pair of shoes. By an
ordinance of 1410 the Cobblers were allowed to apply a quarter of new leather
to a shoe provided that the rest remained old leather.h1 Th. Court of
Aldermen and Conunon Council constantly upheld the 1410 ordinance in spite of
the Cordwainers protests, but they also tied down the price of such a 'pieced.'
or repaired pair of shoes to 44. for men' s shoes end Zd. for women's, end
the price of cobbling a pair of shoes was to be 3d. 5
 In this dispute the
Court of Aldermen used its authority to prevent restrictive, and therefore
expensive, practices.
ee_a_eeefl
1. L.B,I., pp.176-??; 18 March 1 1+17, Jour.I f.16v. What is puzzling is
that there were condemnations after 1417 for fulling caps at i,il1a and
it may be that this was still prohibited, although fulling by foot was
now allowed, L.B.I., pp.208, 2148; L.B.K., pp. 140, 59.
2. 20 November 11+37, L.B.K., p.220.
3. 111 May, 1 June 1442, Jour.III f. 1 3i1 , 136v. The Hurers and Eaberd.ashers
had quarrelled in January i'44i, Jour.III f.73v.
ii.	 10 December 11+10, L.B.I, p.96. This was contrary to th. ordinance of
15 June 11409, L.B.I., p.7k; Memorials pp.571-7k. A royal. writ to enforcethe ordinance was sent, 5 February i417, L.B.I., p.187. 6 January 1418,
Common Council. decided that to observe thrinance would be contrary
to the public interest, L.B.L, p.l911'.
5.	 17 July, 2 October 11+17, Jour.I f.26v., 35. 5 June, November 1428,
19 January 1l2q. Jôur.II f.11'i 125v. 129-129v.
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The Fusters who made the wooden block. on which leather saddis. were
moulded and made, quarrelled with the Saddler. in 142k over the scrutiny of
these lusts. The Court of Aldermen decided that six men of the Fuaters
miatery, together with a Chamber .erjeant, should scrutinize Lusts made in
the City independentLy of the Saddlere, who were forbidden to bring foreign
Lusters into the City to make their Lusts.' The Saddler., however, continued
to try to control, indeed to take over, this smaller and dependent craft of
Lusting and the Court of Aldermen decided in June 1k25 that because of the
poverty of the Fusters' mistery, as no luster was to practise saddiery so no
saddler was to practise lusting under threat of a fine, imprisonment and the
loss of his freedom. 2
 Here the Court acted to prevent th. poverty and
unemployment which imuld be caused by the Saddler.' monopoly.
Although members of the Court of Aldermen were themselves members of
Companies, their decisions appear to have been accepted as impartia]. and fair
and it was in any case diaputes concerning the lesser crafts which primarily
occupied their attention. When the court failed to act impartially, as in
the dispute between the Tailors and Drapers, this led to conventicles,
violence and an attempt to overthrow the whole structure of civic government.
That this is the only recorded case of a refusal to accept a decision of the
Court of Aldermen is good evidence of the wisdom and impartiality with which
the court acted. The Aldermen appear to have considered the general good
aflnnnee
1. 10 November lk2if, Jour.II f 27, L.B.K., p.37.
2. 26 June 11125, the new ordinance was agreed by all the Aldermen except
Nicholas James, Jour.II f.k5; 6 July 1125, confirmed by Common Council,
Jour.fl f.k5.
3. See Chapter IV.
of the citizens as a whol• rather than th. particular benefit of $ group or
Company, although their influence was always brought to bear upon the aide f
authority and law and order. This might bear hardly on a few but the City
at large was probably best served in this way.
(vii) The Freedom of the City of London
The Frenen of the City of London may have comprised, in the fifteenth
century, about a quarter of the total male adult population.' These Freemen
formed a privileged group not only within the City where the Common Council
was chosen from their number andjthey could trade in favourable conditions,
but also within the kingdom of England where, by a charter dating from the
reign of Henry I, they were exnpt from paying toils. 2 The freedos of the
City was, therefore, a sought-after privilege and in the thirteenth century
th. crafts fought th. A].dermannic class for control of th. freedom.' By
Edward II'. charter in 1319 the control of entries to th. freedom was vested
in the Companies. 'No inhabitant of any mistery or trade, be admitted into
the freedom of the City, unless by surety of six honest and sufficient men of
the mistery or trade that he shall be of. • .and if they be not of some certain
miatery, then they may not be admitted into the freedom without th. assent of
the commonalty' . The Court of Aldermen was entirely excluded from the
business of making a man free of the City.
aflefle
1. See A.!!. Thomas, Cal.P. and M. 136L81, pp .xxiv...xxyj, ].xi-lxiv.
2. Charters, p.3.
3. Williams, Medieval London, pp.5-7. 191-93.
k,	 Charters, pp.1e6_k7.
In the fifteenth century the Companies still maintained their control
of entries to the freedom. Even if a prospective fr.miian w.r. not always
vouched for by men of his future Company, h. could not enter th. fr.edom
without the assent of that Company 'those craft he intended to practise.1
Wh.r. a man became fr.e of the City through patrimony or apprenticeship this
control by the Companies worked quite smoothly. 2 It was over the question
of freedom by payment, or redemption as it was called, that the assent of
the Coamonalty as laid down in the 1319 charter became necessary. In the
fifteenth century this control was not exercised by the Coinmonalty in general
but by the Common Council. The necessary assent of the Common Council before
an alien could be admitted to the freedom of the City and the stipulation that
he should only be admitted in full Husting, were reiterated in 11133.' There
is no record of any control by the Hustinga Court during this period, but
the Common Council exercised more than a merely nominal controi.M On several
occasions the decision to admit aliens to th. freedom was taken in meetings
of the Common CounciL 5 But the Court of Aldermen can also be found taking
-p -np-p - --
1.	 See Cal.P. and N. 1k3757, pp.33, 117, 50-51. 12 JuLy 1421 the Court of
Aldermen decided that William Louther was not to be admitted to the
freedom without the assent of the aistery of Vintners, Jour.I f.93v.
17 December lL&J4, 6 men of the mistery of Bzoiderers presented William
Owtchamp to the Mayor and Chamberlain to have him made free of the
City in their mistery, Jour.IV f.55v.
2. For a discussion of apprenticeship see below pp. Z6.LI(.
3. L,BJ., p.l65.
Li.	 The entry of freemnen is not recorded in the Hustings rolls nor in
the Huatings books in th. fifteenth century.
5,	 E.g. 20 January 1439, James de Ferras, Jour.III f.6v.; 23 October 11139,
James Leprynch, John Claapard, Smith, William Crosby, Arnold Tawksn.r,
Jour.Ifl f.25v.; 9 March IlIki, Frederick Sward,Go].damith, Joixr.III f.79;
2 May 114112, Gerard Eamerbec, Jour.lU f.133v.; 6 June 115B, William
Eoat of Swird(?) in. Germany to be free in the Company of Araour.rs, to
pay a fee to the Chamber and to be enjoined to take no apprentice who
is not a subject by birth of the Eiigliah King, Jour.VI f.244.
the decision to admit men to th. fresdo*. but they may then have sul*jtt.d
such men to the Common Council for approval. On 21 September 145k the
Court of Aldermen d.cid.d that Master Roger Draper should be made free of
the City on payment of a fine to the Chamber, but at a meeting of the
Common Council held on 6 November, the Mayor and Aldermen agreed that Draper
should by no means be admitted to the freedom without the consent of the
Common Council.' Hence although th. Hustings Court bad the titular control
of admissiofla to the freedom, the actual control was exercised by the Court
of Aldermen together with the Common Council who practised, in effect, the
right of veto.
A man was entitled to the freedom of the City if he was the son of a
freeman, i.e. by patrimony, or if he bad served an apprenticeship of at
least seven years. The freedom could also be obtained by redemption.2
The entry to the freedom through patrinony and apprenticeship caused little
trouble in th. fifteenth century, but about the purchase of the freedom there
was considerable debate. In 14O8 the commons complained to the Mayor and
Aldermen that many aliens bought h. freedom for a small sum and then enjoyed
wide liberties in the City together with exemptions from toll, whereas those
who became free by apprenticeship had worked long and hard for their freedom.
The Mayor and Aldermen agreed that in future th. freedom of the City should
be obtained only by apprenticeship. 3 But it is clear that the freedom
continued to be sold. In 1410 Thomas Chaucer, the King' a Butler, complained
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1.	 Jour.V f.192, 204. There were several occasions when the Court of Alder-
men took such decisions, and there is no further record of assent or
protest in meatings of Common Council, e.g. 8 February 1 1i4, John Maunchi
admitted to freedom, Jour.IV f. 15; 6 March 1455, Roger Mersh admitted
to freedom, Jour.V f.231.
2. Thes. three Ways of acquiring the freedom are discussed by Dr. Thomas,
2p.cit., pp.xxvii.lviii.
3. p.63.
that the income from the King' $ prisag. of wine, which freemen of London
did not have to pay, was seriously diminished because of the numbers of
men who had bought the freedom of London as weU as of those who had
received it as a gift from the Mayor.' Th. Mayor and Aldermen undertook to
ensure that those who enjoyed the freedom were resident in the City, but
they appear to have done this ineffectively and e. 1k2L there was a further
petition requesting that those who bought the freedom or received it as a
favour, should pay prisage. 2 This petition appears to have been unauccesafuli...
In 1k27 the Common Council decided that no-one should be made free of the
City unless he were of the allegiance of King Henry. Moreover a man who
bought his freedom was not to be eligible for the Connn Council.'
The purchase of the freedom of London was not only unpopular with
other Englishmen who did not enjoy th. same trading privileges, but also
with many citizens who observed that absent freemen of the City did not
shoulder the burdens of boot and lot, general levies and other irksome dutiei
which came the way of resident freemen. In response, therefore, to a
petition from Common Council in 1f.33, the Mayor, Aldermen and Sheriffs
agreed that the freemen of the City were to reside in the City or, if absent
on business, they were to make arrangements for the payment of their taxes.
They agreed also that freemen were to use the craft under whose auspices th
entered th. freedom and that aliens who bought the freedom should provide
asflaeflfln_a_fl
1. III, p.614i6,
2. k!BJ., pp. 3-35; Thomas, p.cit., p.lv.
3.	 20 February 1l27, Jou.fl f.90.
sureties before the Chamberlain that they would observe these conditions.1
As a result of this decision there survive in the Guildhall Record Offic, a
series of Recognizance rolls, the earliest dating from 1143?, in which are
recorded the recognizances of aliens who bought the freedom of the City.
The alien hinseif was bound to the Chamberlain under pain of 100 marks to
liv. in the City, pay scot and lot and use that mistery under ithose auspices
he entered the freedom. Re had also the provide four men to act as sureties
who were aau.fly members of his future Company. 2 From these rolls it would
appear that between 30 and 1O aliens bought the freedom each year.
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1. L.B.K., pp. 161-66. The Chamberlain himself was liable to a fine of
100 marks and the loss of his freedom and office if be disregarded
these rules. Th. demand that a man should practise the bade in which
he was enfranchised arose from a grievance about men who paid the
smaller price to be enfranchised in an artisan aistery and then went
on to trade in one of th. greater Companies, Thomas, op.cit., pp.livlv
17 August 111211, Common Council petitioned against the Lombard, Z4aroos
Marcadelli, who had been mad. free of the City in the Fishmongers'
Company which he did not use, but rather the business of Mercers,
Grocers, and Drapers, Jour.II f.21v. To transfer from one Company
to another required the assent of the Common Council. and such transfers
are recorded in the Letter Books, e.g. 14 February 111311, John Cok given
permission to transfer from the Weavers to the Drapers, L,B.K., p.176.
2. G.R.O. Recognizance Rolls nos.13..25. Rolls nos.13-23 are yearly
rolls covering a Mayoralty between lily? and 111.511.. Some rolls are
missing. Roll no.21l covers the years 111.511._11I.77 and roll no.25 covers
the years 1463-11497. It would seem that in 111514 the practice of
recording .1]. such recognizances was discontinued and only certain ones
wer. entered on the rolls which are no longer in chronological order.
Roll no.211 for 1k5111 Ll77,recorde only 22 such recognizances. There
may have been more complete recognizance books which have not survived.
On roll no.13 for 11137-38 there are 31 recognizances. In only 7 cases
on this roll are the sureties from Companies different from that in
which th. alien ie entering the freedom. The recognizances were
made with the Chamberlain, before the Mayor and Aldermen.
But even the strict.r control of entries to the freedom initiated in
11133 does not seem to have been completely satisfactory. In 148 there were
still psopi. enjoying the freedom of the City who lived away from London and
so avoided civic obligations. 1 In 14k9 Common Council approved a new bill
to deal. with those who bought the freedom and lived outside the City and the
regulation of 11133 was reaffirmed. 2 In 1k51 it was decided to prosecute
nonresident freemen and three years later, as a result of the dispute with
St. Marti&a, it was decided that not only those freemen who lived outside
the City, but also those who lived in privileged places within the City
and so did not pay scot and lot, were to be made to shoulder civic burdens.
Those who continued to live in privileged places were to lose their freedom.'
Then in 11155 it was decided to try a new method of coercion. Those freemen
who lived in the suburbs immediata].y around the City wall., but who refused
to pay soot and lot were, instead, each to pay a compounded sum of 5s. p.a.
to the Chamber. Those who lived further away were not to enjoy rights as
freemen at	 It seems clear from these continua], injunctions and Ze!peate
- ______________
I •	 11 September lkJl8, the auditors of the Chamberlsin $ account asked
that these people should be prosecuted, Jour.IV f.2.27.
2. 2if January 14219, Jour.V f.11v.
3. 5 July 11151, 6 November 111511, Jour.V f.58, 2L)k.
Ii.	 9 September 11+55, the suburbs w.r. described as the borough of Southwai
in the area of Bermondsey Street, the City of Wesbninster and Thence
to the bars of New Temple, the area from St. Gilea in the Fields to
lio].borne Bars, th. area called St. John' s Street and the houses
adjacent to the built-.up area outside Cripplegat., the area from the
bars at Bishopsgate to the church of Sboreditch, and the area from the
bars at lidgate to Whitechapel, Jour.V f.260. 19 September 11+55, it
was again agreed that .11 freemen who continually resided with their
households outside the City wer. not to enjoy rights as citimens and
the inhabitants of Southwark were to be informed of this, Jour.V f. 262,
1.
3.
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Prohibitions that the City was not able, effectively to prevent the misuse
of its privileged citizenship. A man who was not present in the City was
not available to have his testimony of citizenship removed, and so the
abuse continued.
But apart from the three main ways in which men obtained th. freedom
of London, by patrimony, apprenticeship and redemption, there were two other
less usual means; one was by a grant of the freedom on the recommendation of
some highly-placed person, and the other was a grant by virtue of office.
Freedom by recommendation ested in th. early fourteenth century when
51 of the 6116 persons who entered the freedom in the years 1309 to 1312 did
so on th. recommendation of the ling, bishops, the Earl of Gloucester or
similarly highly placed persons. 1 Sometimes such entrants paid as other
redemptioners, sometimes they paid reduced fees or none at a3.1. In 11133
the Commonalty complained that people had been obtaining the freedom by
giving money to the Mayor or by 1 e VOUB pries', i.e. recommendation. 2
 In
the following year the Mayor' $ right to appoint six men to the freedom was
abolished, but 
' je vous pries' continued unabated. 3 Several, but probably
not all, instances of this are to be found in the City Journals after 1437.
Fifteen men received the freedom of the City at the fl.ng' a instance between
11137 and i46o, one at the instance of the Earl of Suffolk; 5 one at the
Thomas, op.oit., p.11.	 2. L.B.., p.i6i.
It was customary for the Mayor to make 6 men free of the City each year1
The Mayor could surrender this privilege as William Staundon did in
11408, in lieu of 2 casks of wine, LB.I., p.614. 23 October 1jl3, the
privilege was abandoned altogether in favour of 11 casks of the best red
wine of Gasoony, L.B.K, p.180.
See Chapter VIII, pp44-5wd--n. . Further to the 10 instances there
listed there are the cases of WiUiaa Wynselowe, 13 September 1410,
Jour,III f.58v,; Jacob Janyn, 29 May 14 111, Jour.III f.86v.; Richard
Joosicyn, 31 October 1441, Jour.III f.101; Thomas Burgeys in the Tsilorz
Company. 28 October 1447, Jour.IV f. 199; Stephen Reygate, 21 November
1452, Jour.V f.914.
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instance of the Queen,' one at the instance of the Duke of Exeter 2 and
one at the instance of Mr. Thomas Manning, the King's secretary, in i460, 3
If these eleven cases were the only entries to the freedom by 'je vous pries'
in the twenty year period, then the number was clearly not excessive. But
such entries to th. freedom may not have been systematically recorded in
the Journals: the actual number may have been much greater.
Freedom by office appears to have been a fifteenth century phenomenon.
It first appears in 11127 when it was decided by Coon Council that noone
was to be admitted as a member of the Council unless he were free by birth,
apprenticeship or o11ice.k The Conunonalty petition of 11133 asked that
no-one be a.dmitted to the franchise in future 'but he be born, or made
apprentice or officer withynne the Cite.' . 'Whether th. holding of certain
offices entitled a man automatically to the freedom is not clear. The
first instance of a grant of freedom by office to be found in the Journals
is the conferment of the freedom on Richard Barn.t the newly-elected Conston
Clerk in October i.6 Eight years later William Veysey the Waterbailiff,
e___fln
1. 5 February V44k, John Kyng, Jour.IV f.16v.
2. 28 October 14117, Mr. Hugh Payn, to be admitted on payment of a fin.,
Jour.IV 1.199.
3. 17 March 11160, Mr. William Gornay in the mistery of Bakers. He was to
pay & deposit of £5 which would later be returned to him, Jour.VI 1.206
4. 20 February 142?, Jour.II f.90.
5. L.B.K., p.I62.
6. 11 October 1436, Jour.III 1.163.
5.	 1440 iM%.	 ckrces Iio.i ye h 4 h t	 edo v
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John Leslie, one of the Mayor' $ sorjeantaat_maoe, and four clerks received
the freedom by office. 1
 In 1l419 Thomas Nasahe, the City Butler, received
the freedom in this way and in 1456 Robert kston, a clerk in the Common
Clerk's office was to receive the freedom 'as the Chamber clerks have it'
In 1457 William Power a Chamber valet was to be free of the City by office
without paying a fee, and when Richard Bromhals became a Mayor' $ eerjeant he
was also given the freedom. 3 There are three further cases of grants of
freedom 'by office' during this period although the nature of the office held
by the recipient is not clear.h1 It would appear that the freedom of the City
bllic. did not involve the recipient in paying a fine.
The size of the fee payable for the freedom appears to have varied
greatly. Men enfranchised in the artisan aisteries would pay less than those
entering the great trading Companies. 5 when Common Council agreed to admit
1. 21 October 1446, the clerks were Roger Spicer, the future Common Clerk,
Walter Shilley, John Clifton, Robert Godfrey, Jour.IV f.144.
2. 6/13 Decamber 1449, Jour.V f.27; 1 December 1456, Jour.VI f.88. By
5 September 1460, Aston was a clerk in the Mayor's Court and it was
again stated that he was to be free of the City by office, Jour.VI Z.26
3. 27 May 1457, Jour.VI t. I 23v.; 27 February 1460, Jour.VI f. 203.
4. 20 February 1448, Thomas More, gentleman, Jour.IV f.207v. More
performed several services for the City and was rewarded on 25 Septembe
1455 with a gift of 5 marks, an annual livery at Christaae end a
pension during good behaviour of 13s.4d. p.s., Jour.V f.2.6l v., s.c also
Jour.V f. 142v., 188, 163v. By 1460 More was retained by the Bridge-
wardens as their attorney in the Mayor's Court at a fee of 6s.8d. p.s.
BJ.R., vol.111 f.19v. 19 September 1449, John Pek. was to be free of
the City by office, Jour.V f. 14v. 2 December 1454, Common Council
decided that William Bataille should be admitted to the freedom 'ax
officio' because his long fighting in the King's cause in Normandy had
reduced hin to poverty, in order that his wife might be able to keep
a shop in the City, Jour.V f.210v.
5. Thomas, op.cit., pp.li-liii.
James Fafleran, a Lombard draper, to the freedom in 1452, the Mayor and
Aldermen subsequently decided that he should pay at least £20 for the freedom
and the Chanberlain was instructed to try to get an even larger 	 • 1
Rector of St. Mary Magdalen had only to pay 10 marks when he entered the
freedom in the	 Company.2 Somethnea the payment of a fee Was
waived altogether, 3 and when th. freedom was conferred as a reward for
services performed for the City, as In th. case of Mr. Thomas Kent, clerk
of the King' a Council, or lir. Thomas Manning, the King's secretary, or
4Thomas Croxton, clerk of the King' a Bench, then no fee was demanded.
Since the freedom was a desirabl. acquisition, so its loss could be
used as a threat to produce good, behaviour, or as a punishment for wrong-
doers. It was clearly considered to be an extreme punishment for grave
offences, particularly for infringements of the City' s liberties. Perjury
could be punished in this way, 5
 or the repeated failure to pay civic taxes,6
or breaking the peae 7 or prosecuti1g suits outside the civic courts without
a licence,8 or for repeating things said in Conunon Council to the damage of
1. 14 October, 17 December 1452, Jour.V f.90, 93v.
2. 6 March 1455, Jour.V f.231. John Maunche, a Lombard, who was admitted
to the freedom on 8 February 14144, paid 20 marks, Jour.IV f.15.
3. E.g. the case of Richard Botifler, Vintner, 3 April 1436, Jour.]IL Z. 17
4. 19 September 1 456 , 5 March 1459, Jour.VI f.231v., 151v.
5. Cal.P. and L1437-57, p.54; John Huwe, Fruiterer, lost his freedom on
this account, 31 March 11449, Jour.V f.9.
6. 4 May 1420, the threat of the loss of their freedom was made against 3
men who failed to pay their assessment for 2 fifteentha, Jour.I f.76.
John Z3eyn, Vintner, was threatened with the loss of his freedom if he
contimi.d to sue for a Royal charter exempting him from soot and lot
and inquest duties in the City, 10 December 1444, Jour.IV f.514v.
7. 10 May 1420, John Corbet lost his freedom for breaking the peace and
for attending conventic].ea, Jour.I f.76v.; see p.U.n. 5	 above.
8. Seetp.1oabove.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
the Council or of any 	 or for obtaining Roy.]. letters Patent
which infringed the City liberties. When Richard Gosselyn wished to be
relieved of his Aldennani7 in 11126 this was refused and he was told that
il he sought a royal charter exonerating hin from his duties be would stand
in danger of losing his freedom.
(viii) Apprenticeship in London
The courts of Aldermen and Coinnon Council exercised a supervisory
control over the conditions and practice of apprenticeship in the City.
These conditions were the subject of extensive City custom, well established
by 11100. The origin of apprenticeship and the control which the City, and
the City Companies exercised over it have been thoroughly examined by Dr.
Thomas. #
 There was little change in civic practice in the first part of the
fifteenth century. From the mid..thirteenth century the City had ordained
that an apprentice must be enrolled, during the first year of his service,
in the Chamberlain' a register,. at the cost of 6s.8d., in order that he might
be entitled to enjoy the liberties of the City as a freaman. Moreover, in
order to avoid disputes, the indenture in which the terms of the apprentice
ship were laid down, 'was to be enrolled at the same tine at the cost of a
shilling. 5 In the fifteenth century the Court of Aldermen reiterated the
_-_-___r__ -_______
27 March 1428, Jour.II f.109v.
20 February i11i, Jour.IV f. 18; see Chapter W, p.37.
18 October 1426, Jour.II f.86.
A.H. Thomas, Ca1.P. and L1364-81, pp.m.-xlvii.
In L.BSD., pp.5-179 are preserved some of the Chamberlain's records
for 1:309-1312. Most of the masters appear not to have enrolled their
apDrentices within the atitulated first year of their term, but waited
un,j]. they had comDleted their service and then paid the fees both for
entry and egress, together with a fine, at the same time. This was,
Dresumably, to avoid parin g an entry Lee for an apprentice who might
ie bfnro Ccmrnletinf h	 -
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injunction that apprentices wer. to be enrolled within the first year of
their term, and th. motive behind this may well have been financial. 1
 At
intervals the fees for the enrolment for th. beginning and end of the
apprentices a term were increased or doubled for specific civic purposes.2
Apart from th. financial motive the Court of Aldermen was also
concerned about th. enrolment of apprentices, since this was one of the
means of obtaining the freedom of the City. In 1408 the Commonalty
successfully petitioned the Mayor and Aldermen that th. freedom of the City
might only be obtained by apprenticeship and not by redemption, but it would
seen, as Dr. Thomas wrote, "that 'matters soon rev.rted to the old order'
Occasionally men like the ithitetawrer, Thomas Prat, presented apprentices
under false names who were thus fraudulently admitted to the freedom of The
City.11
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1.	 L.B.I., pp.3k, 13k. 24 January 1455, the Chamberlain was empowered to
Line all those who failed to enroll their apprentices Within the
first year, Joux'.V f.217v.
2. Memorials, pp.589-91. 2 March 14144, the fees were doubled for 4 years
to pay oft Chamber debts, L.BK., p .292. 1 April 1450, fees doubled fo
a year to meet the Parliamentary expenses of the citizens, L.B..,
p. 33]. Whether apprentice indentures were .till enrolled by the
Chamberlain seems doubtful. Carpenter mentions the necessity of the
enrolment of the indenture itself, Liber Albus, p.272, but an original
apprentice indenture of London dated Whits'un 1392 bears no record of
having been enrolled, John Nougis, Haberdasher, placed his sister as ax
apprentice with Alice Wodeford, Silk-throwster, for 7 years, Guildhall}Iisc.ms. 186-3. fldermen did not have to pay to have their apprentices
enrolled, LiberAlbus, p.35, L.B.R., p. 1446, L.B.K., p.372. There is no
mention of fees for enrolling the indenture in the list of increased
fees for Gu.tldhall, Memorials, pp.569-91.
3. L1B.I., p.63; Thomas, op.cit., p.xxxviii. The petitioners did not,
presumably, mean to exclude entries to the freedom by patrinony. Matteri
probably returned to the old order because redemptioners entry fines
were worth quite a bit to the Chamber.
1+.	 23 March 111r39, Jour.Ifl f.9v. Prat was sent to prison and the apprentici
who had been party to the deception was fined lOOs with the alter-
native of being placed in the stocks; 27 October 	 the Writers of
Court Hand were instructed in Common Council. on how to draw up
apprentice indentures in order to avoid fraud, Jour.IV f. 102v.
Moat of the more detailed regulations about the number of apprentices a
ma8ter could take and the type of man to be apprenticed, were drawn up by the
Companies rather than by the City. 1 On one occasion Parliament laid down
that those who apprenticed their children must be worth at least 20s. p.s.2
This cut across the liberty claimed by all freemten of London to apprentice
their children to other freeuen in the City, no matter what their income.
The Londoners, therefore, successfully petitioned to be exempted from the
new statute.3
With the humanitarian aspects of apprenticeship the Courts of Aldermen
and Common Council were not directly concerned. But apprentices who had not
been enrolled, who were unduly chastised ox' neglected and untaught could sue
their masters in the Mayor' a Court. In thea. cases the apprentice might be
exonerated by the Court from his apprenticeship and entrusted, with his cons..
ent, to a new master. But the Court did not act unless the master were ued.M
In one, somewhat unusual, case the Court of Aldermen does appear to have
intervened. In apprentice of the Mercer, Thomas Muachamp, was taken prisoner
at Eu in Normandy and the Court decided on 19 May 1455 that Muachamp should
pay 25 marks, presumaUy to buy his apprentice out of captivity. Th. friends
of the apprentice, however, agreed to repay Muschamp within six years.5
fl__pflSe
	1 •	 The Girdlers in 1435, and the Founders in 1456, restricted apprentices
to 2 per master, L.B.K., pp.200, 275. The Cutlers in 11120 required that
apprentices should be 'of free birth and condition, handsome in stature,
having straight and proper limbs and of full age', L.B.I., p.250.
2. 11105-6, Statutes of the Realm, vol.ii (1816), pp.157-58.
3. Petition from th. Mayor, Aldermen and Commons of London to the honourabl
Commons in Parliament, P.R.O. Ancient Petition n.4236; R.P.IV, p.354;
pp.1011-05. Statute repealed 1429, Statutes of the Realm, vol.ii(1816), p.2118. Se.L.B.K., pp.87, 116; Thomas, op.cit., p.xli.
	
.	 Cases against masters are frequently to be found in Mayor' s Court rolls,
see CB1.P. and ?1.i 1li3_37 and Cal,P. and M.1k3'7-57, assim. See also
the original bills in the Mayor's Court, G.R.O. M.C.1/FiISZA/nos.1-5,
10, 14, 46..53, 62.72. An example may be provided by the case of John
Hill who brought a case against his master, John Doncaster, Salter, on(contd. at foot of next
(ix) The care 'f orphans in London
Accord.1.ng to the immemorial custom of the City, the Mayor, Aldermen,
Chaniberlain, citizens and cominonalty of London, on the death of a freeman
or freewoman of the City leaving heirs under age
had been ever accustomed to have the marriage and guardianship
of such heir to their on use immediately after the decease of
his ancestor, although his father or mother might still be living,
as well as the lands etc. of the same, to hold in trust until the
said heir should come to full age.1
Moreover it was customary
to grant the guardianship of such persons and their property
to their nearest friends or others, as they thought fit, on the
said guardians finding suitable security for duly executing their
duties.
In effect the City performed for its freemen those duties which the King
performed for the orphaned children of his tenants-in-chief.
Although by th. fifteenth century City custom governing the treatment
of orphans and their property had become well-established, there was, as yet,
1. William Sevenokea claimed the guardianship of William, the orphan son
of John Brynn, 1k20, L.B.L, pp.22022. William, and another son
Robert, bad originally been in the custody of the Master of La Riole,
26 November 1k18, Jour.I f.5 2. On the Court of Drphans see P.E. Jones,
The Law Journal, XCIII (19k3), pp.357-58.
(footnote continued from previous page)
10 October 1 1f27. He complained that he had been badly treated and was
not being taught his trade. Evidence was given in support of his case
and Hill was exonerated from his apprenticeship with the consent and
advice of the master of the Salters' Company. He was committed, insteac
to another Salter, Henry Mabell.
5.	 19 May 1k5f, Jour.V f.213.
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no clear cut Court of Orphans presided over bY t&ie Common Serjeant, as
emerged late in the century. 1 Responsibility for the orphaned children of
freemen was divided among several courts and civic officials. At root the
custom sprang from a community spirit which acknowledged that el]. citizens
had a responsibility to protect those too young to look after themselves.
This communal responsibility is reflected in some of the wardaote inquests
of 11122/3 when there were complaints of such offences as concealing orphans'
goods and failures to appoint guardiena for certain orphans. 2 Since orphans
constituted a responsibility held by the freemen in common, so it became
the custom that the Common Serjeant, who was the spokesman for the Common
Council and for the Commonalty, should act also as the spokesman for the
orphans. Since the middle of the fourteenth century it had been his duty
to prosecute cases on behalf of orphans and to speak for them.' He is to be
found acting in this capacity in 11111, 111l'i, 1k29 and 114:30.11 The Chamberlain
was also closely associated with the care of orphans for it was be who had
charge of the orphans' goods during the child' a minority. The executors
would hand over to the Chamberlain such goods as were detailed for the
testator' a children arid on coming of age the orphan would acknowledge
satisfactory receipt of his goods from the Chamberlain. 5 Moreover in 11128
flp_fl
1.	 Jones, op.cit., p.358. 8 July 11152, a bill was proposed in Common Counci
'de orphanibue' but its contents are not known, Jour.V f.77v.
2. Cal.P.andM.1Zl'1337, pp.132, 1140, 158.
3. Betty R. Masters, 'Th. Common Serjeant', Guildha].]. Miscellany, II
(1968), p.380.
k.	 Cal.P.andM.1k13-32, pp.15..16, 18-19, 2k6; L.B.X., p.8k.
5.	 These acknowledgments appear frequentLy in the Letter Books, In the casi
of an orphan girl who has married it is the husband who acknowledges
receipt. There is no evidence that at this date the Chamberlain was
eqected to provide interest.
the ancient custom was reaffirmed that the Chamberlain was empowered to
sunrion before him those who were in possession of orphan' a goods, and that
the Recorder, Common Serjeant, Common Serjeant-at-Arms and Common Clerk
and all the Chamber officials should be there to des]. with any problems which
might arise. But in difficult or ambiguous cases neither was security to
be taken nor goods handid over without the assent of a higher court.'
The higher court to which this entry in the Journal refers was either
the Mayor' & Court which had cognizance of di.sputes between citizens in the
matter of orphans and their goods, or the Court of Aldermen which exercised
the practical supervisory control over orphans in the City. 'f.hen in doubt
executors would appeal to them for guidance. 2 Their control appears to have
been omnipresent and careful, and to ensure that it should also be dis-
interested it was decided in 11+55 that no alderman should act as a mainpernor
or surety for those holding orphans' goods.3
This supervisory control exercised by the Court of Aldermen was four-
fold: to administer and conserve the orphan' s property, to select guardians
for the child, to place him as an apprentice or choose another training for
him, and to approve of a marriage partner. Since orphans continued in that
state in a legal sense until the age of 21 the problem of marriage frequently
arose.
The actual administration of an orphan's property lay under the control
of the Chamberlain, and his possession of what could be, at any given moment,
1. 8 May 1428, Jour.II f.112v-. This may have been the procedure which, in
192, developed into an annual roU-ca].l, held on the Monday after the
Sunday in midLent, ±or the purpose of calling-over the names of
r ihan sureties, Jones, op.cit., p.358.
2. P.andM.1413-Y?,pp.59, 24243.
3. 22 April i455, Jotr.V f.236v. This may also be the intention of a
cryptic entry t be found 16 November 1419, Jour.I f.63v.
a considerable amount of wealth, led on occasion to its use as a convenient
source of ready cash for civic pposee. The protection of an orphan' a
interests and the sorting-out of a complicated account could be no easy
matter, as was the case with the merchant and royal creditor Thomas Dyster
who was singularly unfortunate in his choice of executors. 2 A difficult
case might be settLed by a debtor agreeing to pay into the Chamber for the
Us. of the orphan a certain sun each year until, the debt was paid. There
are no cases recorded in this period of orphans subsequently suing the
Chamber for loss or misuse of property. Between them the Court of Aldermen
and to. Chamberlain seam to have administered to. orphans' goods satisfactori
The Court of Aldermen also chose the guardian who should look after
the orphans until, they came of age. Frequently the orphans were entrusted
as wards to the man who subsequently married their widowed mother. The
orphaned children of Aldermen were often committed to the care of other
£.dennen.'5
 Sometimes the whole, or part, of the orphan' s patrimony would
be committed to to. guardian with to. orphan, perhaps to pay for the child's
keep 6 When a guardian accepted a City orphan into his care, he had to enter
1. in 1391 the Mayor, Adam Bamne, was empowered by Coimnon Council to
borrow £kOO from the orphans' goods in the possession of to. Chamberlain
with which to buy corn, Cal.P. and M.13811k12, pp.17k..75.
2. See Cs1.P. and M.1k13..37, pp.18-2k; L.B.I., p.111.
3. L.B.K., p.8k; cf. Jour.II (.122, 130v., 13kv.
E.g. L.B.K., p.85.
'5.
	 John, the son of John Woodcock, Mercer, was committed to the custody
of John Gedney, 12 October 1k28, Jour.II (.122; Henry, the son of John
Perneys, Fishmonger, was committed to the custody of Simon Eyre,
Draper, Jour.III f.201v.
6.	 E.g. the guardianship of Margaret, daughter of Simon Herward, was
entrusted to William Maitby, Mercer, together 'with £20 and a piece of
plate worth :39s.4d., L.B,I., p.261.
2.!
into a bond that he would not apprentic. the orphan, nor give tue child away
in marriage nor bind or send away the orphan without the consent of the Court
of £Ldermen.1
The consent, therefore, of the Court of Aldermen was required before
an orphan could be apprenticed. For example, at a meeting of the Court held
on 21 May 11+20 John, the orphan son of John Stapleford who was 17 years old
was apprenticed for 10 years to John Naldon a Grocer, and Richard, The orphar
son of Nicholas Aughton, who was 16*, was apprenticed to the Fishmonger and
Alderman, John Mitchell, for an unspecified length of time.2
The apprenticeship of orphans appears to have been comparatively
straightforward compared with their marriages. Margaret Beaumond, the orphan
daughter of John Beaumond married John Everard without the permission of the
Court and so was fined, while her sister Dionysia, was refused permission to
marry the Mercer, and later Mayor, thigh Wyche. But on the whole the Court
appears not to have frowned upon conjugal bliss. Permission was given to
Margaret Seint-Jermyn to marry an esquire of the Prior of St. John of
Jerusalem in 11+26 and her sister Thomazina was allowed to marry John Houghton
1+
of Lamport, Northaznptonshire, a year later. Beatrice the daughter of Willias
Lynne was allowed to marry Thomas Oxney in 11+26 and Elizabeth, the daughter
of Simon Seman was permitted to marry Robert Knolles in i436.5 Whether these
eeae0
1. E.g. Thomas Morestead entered into a bond of £300 or £4O0 on receiving
Thomas Cosyn alias Colman, into his charge, 3 March 11+21, Jour.I 1.58v.;
Cal.P.and M.1413-37, pp.90-91.
2. Joux.I f.77v.
3. June 11+21+, the fine of £100 and 20 marks, of which LK) marks was
pardoned by the Court, Jour.II f.19v.; 23 Aigust 11+25, Jour.II f.51.
4. 5 May 11+26, June 11+29, Jour.II f.112v., 135v.
5. 16 October 11+28, Jour.II f.123; L.B.K., p.27; 11 December 14:36,
Jour.Ifl f.126.	 -
were affairs of the heart or the results of cool calculations cannot be
known but it seems clear that the Aldermen were primarily concerned with
marriage as a means of transferring property. Such marriages were usually
arranged. Henry, the orphan son of John Perneys was asked by the Court
whether his master, John Selby, had arranged a marge for him. He replied
that his master had done nothing but that his master' a wife had arranged for
him to marry their daughter although be had not yet done 60.1 The orphan
daughter of - Pigenel agreed in court to marry Richard George. The girl' a
mother, now married to William Irwill, bad already been consulted by George
and as she was agreeable to the match it seemed to the court to be a good
idea to assent to the arrangement. 2 An Alderman was, of course, well-placed
to know which orphans were bother marriageable and wealthy, and one cannot
but suspect that Thomas Scot, a Draper, Alderman and ex-.Mayor was quick to
see the advantages for his son John of a marriage with Katherine the orphan
daughter of John Goodsone who was to inherit £200 on coming of age or
marrying. 3
 But often in cases of this kind where a prospective husband was
to be cènsiderably enriched by marrying an orphan, the Court of Aldermen tried
to ensure that the money should be spent on property to be held jointly or
14.
on a settlement for the 'wife.
1. 1k June 11137, Jour.III f.20 lv.
2. 9 November i Lee4, Jour.IV f.1ê9.
3,	 14 March 11450, L.B.K., p.329, April. 11462, Jour.VI f.62v.
11.	 1k Nay 11116, Robert Coibrook, Ironmonger, who had married Joan,
the orphan daughter of the Salter Richard Woodcock, was to qend
£100 on buying an estate for the benefit of himself and his wife,
cal.p .and M.1 11 13.37, p.117. 16 July 1k27, a similar case when Robert
Isham of Co. Northants. married )argaret, the orphan daughter of
William Radewell, ibid., p.206.
One cue may serve to illustrate the trouble 'which the Court of
Aldermen took over the City's orphans. In the smxmer of 1k52 William Combes,
th. Alderman of Castle Baynard ward died 1
 He left behind a widow Katharine
and a son, George, 'who must have been nearly 21 but had not obtained his
majority. He was also apprenticed to the Draper John Waishaw until he was
211 when he could inherit under his father' a will. In Novenber Katharine
I
and the four other executors of the will of William Combes acknowledge in
court that they would hand over to George the £1100 cash and £20 worth of
plate left to hint by his father, when he was 211.. J(atharine had alreay made
it clear that she did not want John Walahaw to have custody of the goods.2
Nearly a year later John Walahaw came to court to explain that young George
had entered into an obligation of 200 marks to a certain Richard Waishaw of
Somerset' • The obligation had been enrolled in the royal chancery as had
Walahaw claimed, the acquittence which Richard had sealed for George.' It
would seen that the court feared that George was being exploited by the
Walshaws and entering into obligations which he did not fully understand,
and so to protect his interests the court placed George in the care of John
Derby an Alderman and Draper so that he should finish his apprenticeship
term with
But in the following siurmer George Combes again attracted the attention
of the Court of Aldermen. This time he had been inveigled out of the City
and away front the control of his master by a certain brother John FitzJames,
gentlenan 1 and William Cokkes. FitzJames agreed that George should be handed
-_ -_r-flflflflfl
1. Combes last appeared in the Court of Aldermen on 13 May 111.52. The
election of a new Alderman for his ward took place on 19 July 111.52,
Jour.V f.78v.
2. 17 November 11152, Jour.V f.93v.
3. 12 October 11453, Jour.V f.125.
4. 1 December 11153, Jour.V f.135.
back to the control of the Mar and the Court entrusted this troublesome
charge to yet another Draper and Alderman, Stephen Foster. 1 But this was
not all for the witless George had incurred debts not only to Brother John
but also to tenants and others on the priory estates. The court, therefore,
decided that George should have £100 of his money in advance with which to
pay a debt of £29 Os. lOd. to Brother John and the other debts which he had
incurred. Brother John agreed to send any obligations which George had
entered into with the tenants arid farmers, to London, and the Court of
Aldermen agreed to see that they were paid. 2 Moreover as precautionary
measures, John Waishaw was instructed not to get George involved in any
bargains or obligations in the future and George hinseif entered into an
obligation to the Chamberlain, on pain of losing £100, riot to enter into any
obligations, statutes merchant or statutes staple without the consent of the
Court of Aldermen.3
As if the Court had not had enough trouble with George Combes he
appeared a month later and said that he wished to marry Margaret, the daughte:
of the late Hugh Dens, a London citizen and Vintner. The Court, suspicious
of the weak-willed and gullible George, asked hin if he had been put up to
this, but on receiving his assurance that he was proceeding 'ex vtluntate
sua pi'opria absque excitations matøis suas aut alterius de avuriculis jt1
the Court gave its assent to the marriage. 1+ Perhaps as a present for his
future bride George appears to have bought some gold bracelets set with
--------------e------
1. 8 July 11+51+, Jour.Y f.175.
2. 12 July 11+51+, Jour.V f. 176v. George acknowledged receipt of the
£100 as part of the £4O0 due to him.
3. 12 July 11+51+, Jour.V f.176v.
4	 2 '.gust 11+51+, Jour.V f.181v.
jewels about which the Court was informed a month ]• 1 It must, therefore,
have been a considerable relief to the Court of Aldermen then George Combes
became twenty four, as he appears to have done by 26 March 11155, and the
Court of Aldermen and the Chamber were exonerated from thei.z responsibility.2
Of the gullible George there is no further trace, 'without the guidance of
the Court of Aldermen he seams to have been unable to make any mark in civic
life.
Cx) The control of Brokers and Usurers
The Court of Aldermen exercised a genera]. supervision over financial
dealings of a private kind between Londoners. It was particularly concerned
with the activities of brokers and usurers. A broker 'who acted as a middle-
man to negotiate bargains or sales was not, ipso facto, guilty of usury. But
in practice the activities of brokers and usurers were often linked, as
when the men of Broad Street ward in 11121 presented Adam SQny and Richard
Kere as 'sustainers of foreign brokers and common usurere' and a common
petition to the King in the Parliament of 11103-if claimed that in London and
elsewhere the sin of usury was practised tinder the name of chevaunce, by
strangers called Brokers. 3 The difficulty from both the national. and the
civic point of view was that the brokers and usurera were a necessary evil.
'While usury continued to be strictly condenned - and widely practised -
1. 13 Septamber 1ZISLI, William Horn, Goldsmith, servant of Galiot Scot (a
foreign merchant subsequently murdered, see L.B.K., p.365) acknowledged
that he had delivered gold bracelets set with stones to George Conibes,
Jour.V t.190v.
2. George Combes acknowledged receipt of £1100 and the jewels irth £20 on
26 March 11155, Cal.P.and M. th37j7, p .146. The acquittance is again
recorded 16 May1i55, Jour.V f.2k3; L.B.K., pp.349-50.
3. Cal.}.and M.1 l113-37, p.131; R.P., III, p.5 11l. In the petition theUommous asic that there shou1e brokers, either denizens or aliens,
and that there should be a yearly enquiry into usury. The King agreed
athe matter should be dealt with according to the laws of te
brokerage was permitted but was subjected to a series of stringent
regulations.
These regulations were numerous in the City and were altered and
emended quite frequently. The number of brokers who were allowed to cperate
in the City was limited ranging from 12 in 1424 to 30 in 1456. 1 Although
in 1401, 1421 and 1452 it brad been ordained that only Englishmen and London
denizens were to act as brokers in the City, this was clearly found to be an
impracticable restriction, and in 1429 and 1456 men who were obviously
Italians were sworn as brokers, and were described as foreigners. Moreover
in 1422 and 1429 inquests were held to enquire into the actitities of aliens
who were practising brokerage without being admitted and sworn before the
Mayor and Aldermen. 2 Clearly the fact that they were aliens did not exclude
them automatically. But whether denizen or alien every broker bad to be
accepted and sworn before the Maior and Aldermen and this requirement appears
in all the brokerage regulations of these years. 3
 The brokers were not
only sworn but they had also to produce mainpernors to ensure that they would
observe the various civic regulations.h1
enanflflfl
1. 11101, 15 brokers, L.B.I, p.12; 1419, 18 brokers (12 denizen, 6 aliens)
Jour.I f.58 ; 1424, 12 brokers, L.B.I., p.33; 1429, 22 brokers (12
denizens, 10 aliens) Jour.II f.121; ikkz, 24 brokers, L.B.K., p.269;
1452, 20 brokers, L.B.K., p
.351; 1456, 30 brokers (12 denizens, 18
aliens) Jour.VI f.5, 65; 1479, *rokers, L.B.L., p.162.
2. 20 August 1422, 4 April 1 429, Cal.P.endM.1413 .-37, pp.145. 2211.26.
14 October 1427, 6 Italians were enjoined not to practise brokerage
under penalty of a year's imprisonment and a £20 fine. This may have
been because they had not been duly admitted, Jour.II f. 103.
3. 11401, 1 k07, 1410, 1414, 1421, L.B.I., pp.12. 60, 85, 131, 264. 1424,
11442, 11152, L.B.X., pp.33, 269 )50 ..52; 1418, Jour.I f.48v. For
brokers oathsee2jbu pp.3l5 .-16. It was probably drawn up at
the time of the ordinances made during the Mayoralty of Robert Chichele1
20 November 1421, L.B.I., p.264.
A,	 Cal.P.and M. 1413. , pp.113, 173..74; 11407. 1410, 1414. L.B.I., pp.60,
5, 131.
At the beginning of this period and at least until 1445 some of the
brokers, if not all, appear to have been Chosen by certain City Companies.
In 1401 the Grocers, Mercers, Fishmongers, Ironmongers, Drapers, Virithers
and Skinners chose fifteen brokers between them, 1 In 1445 fourteen brokers
were chosen by the Mercers, Skinners and Grocers. The Tailors appear to
have requested the right to choose brokers and to have been refused. 2 But
in 11158 four Aldermen were appointed to choose those who should act as broker
in the eity so the Companies may have lost their right of presentation.3
Further regulations stipulated that brokers should .t traffic in
merchandise for their own benefit, should not transact bargains except in
the presence of the vendor and purchaser and should do nothing which would
4.
tend to raise the price of The goods being sold. All these regulations
were confirmed in 1452 together with certain additional restrictions which
were promulgated in December, which established fixed rates of exchange
for Italian money and instituted two surveyors to control the activities
of the brokers. 5 But since the new ordinance 'minus bene observatur et
custodiatur', it was repealed by Common Council. on 22 January 11454 and it
was decided to return to the ancient ordinances of 11108 arid 1421.6 The
1. L.B.I., p.12; see also 11407, L.B.I., p.60; 1442, L.B.IC., p.269.
2. 1our.IV Z.165v.; 26 April 1445, Jour.IV 1.75.
3. II March 11158, Jour.VI 1.201.
1'.	 20 February 11108, L.B.I.,
 pp
.636k; confirmed 20 November 1421,
ibid., p.26k.
5. A committee had been appointed to draw up these new regulations.
31 August, 28 )ovember, 11 December 1452, Jour.V f.84i., 94, 97v.
Ordinances dated 15 December 11452, Jour.V 1.99; L.B.K., pp.35052.
Thomas Muschainp and William Tailor were the first two surveyors appo in...
ted during good behaviour, 20 December 11152, Jour.V f.99v. Possibly
Geoffrey Boleyn and Richard Lee were appointed 21 April. 1456,
Jour.VI 1.6kv.
6. 22 January i ii54, Jour.V 1.111.3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
charges which a broker might make for his services wore also laid down by
the City at the rough rate of 28. or 3d, for every a)s. worth of merchandise
involved. 1
 Fines for tranagressing the various civic regulations were paid
to the Chamber.2
None of these regulations was entirely successful. In 11122 and 1429
there were found to be unsworn brokers operating in the City and ad hoc
commissions were appointed at intervals to try to stamp out malpractices.3
These commissions and inquisitions usually covered investigations into
usurious practices also. It was probably because of the usurious nature of
the bargains involved that, occasionally, attempts were made to prohibit
the activities of brokers altogether. In November 1418 it was decided that
there should be no brokerage in the City until the following Michaelrnas and
in 11163 it was ordained that no-one should act as broker within the City
under penalty of 1OO. But by 1479 there were again brokers in the City.5
Usury being the greater evil, although equally inevitable within a
trading community, it was ruthlessly forbidden. There were proclamations
against 'ungodly contracts and unclean bargains of usury' and undignified and
expensive punishments were prescribed. 6
 From May to August 1421 there was a
L.B.I., p.264; L.B.K., p.352. William WortLey, a broker, successfully
pursued John Gacyas, a Gascon merchant, in the Mayor' a Court for 35s.
worth of broker's tees, 27I4arch 1442, Cal.P.andN.14Y?57, p.47.
5 May 1441, Jour.III f.85.
Cal.P.and M.1 11 13_37, pp.145, 22426; 28 September 1426, Jour.II f.119.
The ordinance of 1442 laid down that there should be inquisitions four
thnes each year, L.B.K., p.269; 29 April 1454, Jour.V f.162.
Common Petition,	 III, p.541; 16 November 1418, Jour.I f.52;
L.B.I. pp.211-12; 15 October 11163, L.B.L., p.40.
28 January 1479, L .B .1.. p. 162. 	-
Proclamations 9 July 1453, Jour.V f.11LI; 18 March 1454 Jour.V f.153v.
8 February i456, L.BK., p.3711. A broker who took part in a usurious
contract was to be ii bare-headed through the City, Without hose,
ungirt, and bare-back on a horse, L.B.K., p.351. As early as 7 March
1364, the City had drawn up ordinances against usurious bargains,
L3JG., pp.160-61.
1.
2.
Vt
series of trials in the Mayor' a Court for usurious practices whereby large
fines were paid into the Chamber. Several respectable citizens such as
John Righam and Philip Malpas, Drapers, William Burton, Grocer arid 3.liam
Bury, Mercer, were found guilty. 1 There are four further prosecutions for
usury recorded in the Mayor' a Court rolls, Two men were convicted and two
were found not guilty. 2 Occasionally the Court of Aldermen appointed special
commissions to enquire into the activities of usurera, those practising I false
chevisaunce) and they could also hear and determine the cases which came
before them. They operated, in fact, as a judicial committee of the Court
of Aldermen.3
Just as the regulations controlling brokers were half-hearted,
difficult to enforce, often ignored arid spasmodic, so too the City' a attitude
to usury was ambivalent. As Dr. Thomas wrote,
It is no easy task to discover exactly where medieval men,
under the guidance of the Church, drew the line between
legitimate enterprise and immoral gain accruing from the
use of capital.4
When men of the standing of those successfully prosecuted in 1421, and when
the Alderman William Dere was found guilty in 1456, then it can be seen how
Cal.P.and M.1413-37, pp.95-110. See also rough notes of these cases
Jour.I f.92v.95v. 0n the fines, ibid., p.vii. In the course of these
trials the City had to defend its right to deal with such cases, before
the King' a Council. Although on 3 July 1421 the Council only agreed to
allow the Mayor and Aldermen to enquire into the activities of usurers
and arrest them, until the Council should be better advised, it is
clear from the Plea and Memorand.a rolls that the Mayor' a Court
prosecuted, judged arid fined usurere, P.P.C.II, p.289; Cal.P.and 11.
1413-37, pp .97-98 . Only one chronicler refers to these trials,Cont.E
of Brut, Brie, p.41i4.
Cal.P.andM.1k13_, pp.285-86; Cal.P.sndM.1437-57, pp.68, 134-35;Jour.V f.lBlv.4 C]..P.and H. 1k58-.82 pp.2B30.
3. 19 March 1439, 2 Aldermen, 4 Commoners, Jour.III f. liv.; 6 February
i456, 4 Aldermen, 4 Coinuioners, Jour.VI f,28; 2 October 1460, 2
Aldermen, 4 Commoners, Jour.VI f. 270v.
4. Cal.P.and L1413-37, p.vii.
widespread usury was in the mercantile community and how ineffective any
control attenpted by the Mayor and Aldermen in London must be.1
(xi) The Administration of Civic Markets
The two markets of Queenhythe and Biflingsgate were both ancient and
they owed their prominence to their positions as havens on the Thames.
Queenhythe was primarily a market for corn and was leased by the City from
the crown for £50 p.a. Bilhingsgate lying below the Bridge was a more
popular landing place and many commodities such as wine, fish and coal were
landed and sold there, as well as corn. 2 By the fifteenth century the City
had full control of both markets, issuing ordinances to regulate them and
providing coal meters, saltmeters, comneters and oyster meters to operate
in both places as well as a bailiff to have general supervisory control of
each market. 3 It would seen that these markets were concerned mainly with
I • William Deret a prosecution arose out of a dispute with Alexander Broke
which began in July 11.155, see Jour.V f.249v., Jour.VI f.5v., 28, 28v.,
306. He was convicted on 20, 23 March T11 56, Jour.VI f.6, 6v. The case
dragged on until April. 1457, Jour.VI f.2, 108v., 118v.
2. Harben, Dictionary of London, pp.71, 492..93. Ordinances regulating the
2 markets in 13L4, 1354 , L.B.F., p.100; L.B.G., p.33. For the customs
of Billingagate and Queenhythe see Liber £Lbus, pp.236kl, 23?..38.
See also A.H. Thomas, Research Paper G.R.O. Box 2.32 and R.R. Sharpe,
Research Paper, G.R.O., 14a.187.7.
3. For lists of Bailiffs, Coalineters, Saltmeters, Cornmeters and Oyster..
meters in the fifteenth century see Appendices nos.2f-z9. The prices
at which coal could be sold in the City were fixed 24 December 14O5 at
a quarter for lOd. and half a quarter for 5d. L.B.I., f.xlvii. There
were nine recorded prosecutions between 1417 and 1455 for selling coal
underweight and contrary to civic ordinances, Memorials, pp.669..?O;
L.B.I., pp.214-15; Jonr.I f.13v.; L.B.K., pp. ?, 95; Jour.III f.29v.;
Jour,V f. 173, 21 3, 2'46. 10 March 142 John Twyer was condemned to
have his defective sacks burnt on the pillory beneath him, L.B.K.,
p.95.
at'.
the wholesale transactions of goods. whereas the citizens had lea&ed the
right to collect measuring fees, stall Lees and the profits of toll
collectors at Queenhythe from the crown since the reign of Henry III, they
were granted these rights at Bilhingagat. by Henry IV's charter in 11100.1
There were few developments in these markets in the first part of the Lifteenl
century. In 14119 it appears that the Coinmonalty decided to enlarge Bilhings
gate market by buying certain lands and tenements, near to the market, which
had belonged to Sir Thomas Haseley for £1000, although the sum was not finahl
paid until. 14.52.2 This extension of Billingsgate may have made it even more
nfleflflS
1. 25 May 11100, Cal.Chart.er Rolls 131+1-1417, p.1103.
2. October 1449, decision to communicate with the Lord Cardinal of York
and other feoffees of the late Sir Thomas Haseley about Billingsgate,
Jour.V f.17. 11 Noventber 144219, Common Council agreed to buy Haseley's
lands for 1000 marks, 500 marks to be raised by 1 August 1450 and
500 marks by 2 February 12151, Jour.V f.25. 12 Novemnber 111119 William
Goodyng, lately clerk to Haseley, was made free of the City without
charge, Jour.'! f.25v. Various payments totalling c.4:300 were made to
Henry Waver, Haseloy' a chief executor, between November 14119 and March
1450, Jour.V f.26, 27. The price appears to have risen to £1000 by
January 11+50 when the executors acknowledge receipt of £1166 13a.kd.,
a further £200 was to be paid to Waver by the eighth week after he had
produced evidence of title, and the remaining £333 6s,Bd. to be paid
by 1 August 11150, Jour.V f.28, 28 January 1450 Waver produced evidence
of title in court, Jour.'! f. :30. 21 February 12150, committee of Aldermem
and legs]. experts appointed to examine these deeds, Jour.'! f31.
8 March 145o, 11 Aldermen (Combes, Feldyng, Cantelowe, Middleton) to be
feoffees for Haseley'a lands, Jour.'! f.1v. 111 April. 11150, City had to
borrow money from the Conipanies to pay Waver, Mercers (p30), Grocers
(4:30), Drapers (4:30), Vintners (4:10), repayable 2 February 11+51,
Jour.'! f.33v., 34. 13 May 11152, it was necessary to levy 1000 marks
in the City for Bilhingsgate, Jour.'! f.71+v., 41. 1+ Angust 1452, John
Chester and Thomas Gefferoy objected to this levy and were sent to
Newgate, jour.'! f.80. Stephen Broun must have been appointed as
one of the foeffees for these lands for when he died he left them in
perpetuity to the Mayor and Commonalty, 211 April, 2 May 1461, Jour.VI
f.5&v., 53v. 22 April 1461, 7 Aldermen and 12 Commoners chosen as
feoffees of the lands lately belonging to Thomas Haseley at Billings...
gate, Jour.VI f.56.
ri.
popular for in 1464 it was necessary to issue detailed regulations to ensure
that an equal number of ships unloaded at Billingsgate and Queenhythe, and
in the next few years certain improvements to the facilities at Q.teenhythe
were carried out.1
Smithfield market dated front at least the twelfth century when it was
described by FitzStephen as a market for horses and livestock. 2
 The field
lay to the north-west of the City beyond the Phory and Hospital of St.
Bartholomew. Some of the dues were payable to the King, the Sheriffs being
responsible for their collection and some, (e.g. scavage), were payable to
he City. 3 In 11100, however, Henry ri's charter granted all the dues and
customs to the cltizens,h1 but it would appear that the citizens had already
been exercising considerable authority there in the fourteenth century.5
Tdhether the bailiff who controlled the market earlier was chosen by the
Londoners or the King is not clear, but by 111211 the office was certainly a
civic appoint2nent.6
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1. 10 February 1116k, L.BL., pp.Ll5-118; 19 June 171, Cl.P4and M.lk57-?,
pp.70-71.
2. FitzStephen' a description of London, 'written before 1183, is translated
and printed by H.E. Butler in F.M. Stenton, lorman London (193k),
pp . 26-32, see asp. pp.28a29.
3. Customs of Smithfield temp. Henry III, Liber Albus, pp.233.3k.
11. .	 25 May 11100, Cal.Charter Rolls, 1311r1_1 1117, p.1403.
5. Fourteenth century ordinances known as the statute of Smithfield, Libe!
Albus, pp.261-63. These were primarily concerned to ensure cash 'pay-
ments for cattle. Prosecutions for contravening these ordinances were
pursued in the Mayor's Court, e.g. case of Peter Sharp, Cal.P.andM.
1k3Z-57, pp.25-26.
6. In 1399 and 11100 the Commons petitioned against the excessive exactiofl
of the Bailiff of Smithfield, R.P.III pp.k)9, 11.7k. The only Bailiff
'whose nane is recorded in this pertod is iii.liam Colyn 'who 'was sworn,
29 November 1k24, Jour.II f.28v. He became Bailiff of Queenhythe in
11426, Jour.II £.91 19 &uguat 114144 it was decided that the Baili.rr
should iiot be entitled to exact pickage there, Jour.IV f. 38v.
The field served not only as a market but also for royal jousts and
tournaments and for public executions and hangings. 1 It may have been for
these royal purposes that the citizens granted the King a piece of common
land in West Smithfield in 11143 and a house there called the 'scacfold' in
11145. 2 St. Bartholomew's Fair was also held in Smithfield in August and the
privilege of holding it had been confirmed to the Prior of St. Bartholomew' 5
by Henry i. In this period a quarrellarose between the Prior and the City
over the holding of this fair but in 1447 an agreement was reached whereby
the supervision of the fair and the profits arising from it were equally
divided between the citizens and the Prior. Moreover a representative of
the City was to sit on the Pie Powder Court.4
aoflen eaeflO
1. Stow, Survey, ii, pp.29-33 states that in 6 Henry V a new building was
erected in West Smithfield which was used for executing offenders.
2. 6 October 1114), L.B.K., pp.297-98; 30 July 11145, Jour.IV f.88.
3. Earben, Dictionary of London, p.50. In the time of Henry II there were
two fairs, one belonging to the City and one to the Prior, but they
were amalgamated and this led to trouble, Common Council Printed
Iinutes, 2 July 18110, pp.2115-116.
11.	 Henry Barton, who had benn Mayor in 111-28..29 was prosecuted by the Prior
of St. Bartholomew's in the Exchequer in Michaelmas terni 14)0 for
having prevented the Prior from enjoying the profits of the four day
Smithfield Fair, H. Heinmant ed. Se ect Cases in the xcheguer Chamber
before all the Justices of En gland 177-1461 eldon Society. 1933).
8..52617114L1, first hint of trouble between the Prior and the
City, to be found in civic records, Jour.IV 1.24. 28 January 1445,
Common Council voted money to resist the Prior's claims, Jour.IV f.60v.
Further negotiations 5 March, 12 Apri1, 18 June 1445, Jour.IV f.74v.,
81, 10 1L 20 August 11145, Common Council appointed 4 Commoners as
'custodes placito rum' of Smithfield fair with the help of an Apprentice..
at-Law, Jour,IV 1
.9 1 . 19, 22 August lZi46, temporary arrangement to
regulate the fair agreed, Jour.IV f.135v.,136. August 11147, detailed
regulations agreed, a representative of the City, and one of the Prior,
to stand at the various parts of the market, the Cit r representative
wearing the City' s Arms and the Prior' a representative wearing a badge
of a crown. The total income from tolls was to be divided and rewards
for the toll collectors were agreed, Jour.IV f.lS8v. Negotiations inMarch 153 led to a more peniianent agreement on 28 Qctober 143 Jour.V f.lObv.,197; L.B.K., pp 3 4..55. Appoir1m9nts of City o'ficia:ts to bepresent at ttie fair recorciea, if August 1',o, 12 August. 1157,
5 August 11158, 17 August 11159, 13 August 1460, 14 August 1461,
Jour.VI f.101v.,131v.,2Z19,136,260v.,2)V.
At the end of the thirteenth century Henry le Waleys, then Mayor of
London, obtained permission from the Crown to erect a building on a piece
of land adjoining St. Mary Woolchurch, in order to help maintain London
Bridge. Hence the Stock Market was built on the site of the Mansion
House, where Butchers and Fishmongers had stalls for selling meat and fish. 1
In 1410 the Stock Market was rebuilt and in 1423 John Clerk, a Founder, was
sworn as superintendant of the market to ensure that those selling fish stood
in their appointed places. 2
 As might be expected the men of Waibrook
complained in 1422 that the Fishmongers and Butchers threw entrails and
offal out of the market onto the King' a highway to the 'horribility of the
'whole ward' . But the Court of Aldermen was not inclined to do anything
drastic about the Stock Market since it was an important source of revenue
for the Bridge bbinging in a sum between £i40 and £70 p.a. 4
 Although St. M*ry
Woolchurch was rebuilt in 1L42, the City ensured that a space of at least
15 feet should remain between the Church and the market and in 1458 part of
aflflflenafle
1. Harben, Dictionary of London, p.554; Liber Custumarum, i, pp.275-76;
G.R.0. Bridge House Deeds Portfolio F 73, 90, confirmations by Haino
de Chigwell of Henry le Waleys' a grant, 18 February 132k.
2. Stow, Survey, i p.226; 7 May 1 423, Jour.II f.5'v.
3,	 Cal.P.andM.1413-37, p.135.
ii.	 There were at least 71 stalls in the market, bald by Fishmongers
and Butchers according to the day, at a rent of 3d. or 44. per week.
Not all the stalls were always occupied. There were 27 other stalls
outside the Stock Market proper, which were rented for Zd. per week.
G.R.0. Bridge House Small Register f.83, 83v. In the period i4o4
1421 the lowest yearly income from the Stock Market was £40 15s.Zd.
in 1412/13, and the highest was £69 18s.11d. in 1416/17, B.H.R. I.
By 1460 the Butchers paid a compounded annual sum of £40 and the
Fishmongers a compounded sum of £27 lks.8d., B.H.R.III f.6v.
the new Church which extended onto the common soil was destroyed. 1
 The
decision of 1k39 to build a granary there was abandoned and the only one to
be built was at Leadenhall.2
There were also markets at Newgate, in the middle of the road, where
poultry and grain were sold, and at Grace Church Street where corn was sold
on the pavement outside St. Benet' s Church. 3
 Both these markets were
regulated by ordinances in the reign of Edward III and were 'under the
supervision of bailiffs but no names of these men have survived for the
fifteenth century. Cheapside was the main retail market in the City where
all kinds of goods were sold. Poultry was sold between the Standard and the
Stock Market. Eastcheap in Candlewick Street ward was primarily a market
for the sale of meat. 5 The Shambles, in the parish of St. Nicholas, together
with the west end of Newgate was a further meat market dating back to the
reign of Edward I. Although the Butchers bought some land there in 1355
'for the purposes of their trade t it seems that the City also acquired some
tenements there in 1k58 which were held by feoffees and were, presumably,
used to enlarge the market.6
------
1. 18 April 11442, Jour.III f.90v.; 5 March, 19 April 1 1442, L.B.K., pp.
267-68, 272; Stow, Survey i, p.2.26; 11 August, 19 September 11458,
Jour.VI f.229, 231v.
2. 18 July 114)9, Jour.III f.18v.; see balow pp.'M-247.
3. Liber .AJ.bus, p.k33. John Serge appeared in court for forestalling
grain at Newgate and Grace Church markets, Jour.I f.87.
k	 20 November 137k, L.B.G., p.330; Liber £Lbus, p.2k?.
5. Bal'ben, Dictionary of London, pp.211-12; Stow, Survey i, pp.216.-17.
6. May 1k58, Jour.VI f.2212v.; Barben, Dictionary of London. ' p.52?.
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In 139? a messuage called Bakewell or BlackweU Hall together with a
garden on the west side of Basinghal]. Street was conveyed, with royal
licence, by three Mercers to the Mayor and Commonalty. From this time
onwards it served as the City' a market for woollen cloth and the Commonalty
appointed a warden who undertook, by his oath, to carry out the civic and
national. ordinances regulating the sale of cloth. 2
 In 1LO5 the choice of a
keeper of the cloth market was granted by the City to the Drapers Company
although the man chosen by the Company bad to be accepted and sworn before
the Mayor and Aldermen and could be removed if they were displeased with
him. 3 In spite of banding over virtual control of th. market to the Drapers,
the Mayor and Aldermen did maintain their residual control. In 1k37 seven
Aldermen were appointed to investigate the market and in 1k51 two men who had
transacted a sale of 3 woollen cloths in the house of one of them instead of
in the market, were brought before the Mayor. In l Llr5l brokers were
forbidden to use the market for transacting business.5
(xii) The Control of Weights and Measures
The City was concerned with three aspects of the control of weights
and measures. Firstly it was concerned to maintain the primacy of the City' a
1. Huetinga Roll 1214(57).
2. Civic regulations, 1399, L.B.H., p.4k9; Statutes of the Realm, vol.ii
(1816), pp.88, 13 14 , 1511, 163-6k, 168. See L.B.I., pp.30, 39, 111, 5k.
The oath of the Keeper, L.B.D., pp.200-.0l, LB.I., p.Lil. Drapers'
Ordinances of 11405 printed, in Johnson, Drapers, i, pp.258-62.
3. 9, 27}Iarch 11405, L.B.I., pp. 111, 142; Johnson, ppers, i, pp.102.03,
258-59. The office in,1k72 carried a salary of £16, ibi4., p . l03 n.3.
For a list of Keepers see Appendix no.30 p.tT.
Li.	 12 January 11+37, Jour.III f.1211.; 6 ril 11451, the transaction was
between a foreign Draper and Richard Phippes, Fishmonger, Jour.V. f.56.
5.	 L.BJc., pp . 3k2, 352.
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weights and measures in relation to those throughout the country. This
primacy had been granted to London in Magna Carta:
Let there be one measure of wine throughout our kingdom and one
measure of ale and one measure of corn, namely the London quarter,
and one width of cloth whether dyed, russet or halberjet, namely
two ella within the selveges. Let it be the same with weights
am with measures,1
Secondly, it was concerned to maintain the accuracy and fair administration
of the City' a two measures: the Great Beam or Trone on which heavy goods
(averia ponders) were weighed and the Small Beam or Balance which was used
for weighing silks and spices and lightweight goods. Thirdly, the City was
responsible for ensuring that all measures, whether for ale, corn, beer or
any other commodity, should be just and the incorrect ones destroyed and
the owners punished.
Although the City claimed primacy for its own measures it also regarded
then e.s the King' a weights and measures which it administered for the Crown.
Hence Henry III's charter to the City in 1268 grantt that no merchants were
to sell wares which ought to be weighed or troned 'unless by our beam or
trone upon forfeiture of the wares' 2 This led to the City's great balance
or trone being known as the King' a trone,' the King's standard of London,M
the King' a Beam or the ing a Common Beam, 5 i.e. the weights and measures
of the City were the King's own weights and measures, hence of national and
not merely civic importance.
1. Nagna Carta clause 35, printed J.C. Bolt, Magna Carta (Cambridge, 1965),
p. :327.
2. Charters, p.k1; Liber Albus, p.285.
3. 25 Hay 1304, L.B.C., p.118.
4. 3 kugust 1325,	 .E., pp.203.0k.
5. 29 Septuber 1300, Cal.Early Ma yor' a Court Rolls, 1298-1)7, p.93.
21 October 1305, ibid., p.226; Qctober 1458, L.B.K., p.39L

when these offices were filled by royal appointment the profits must have
belonged to the King but by 1291 at least the City was in a position to
grant the office of keeper of the smal]. beani to someone of its own choice.1
From 1310 the office was farmed for 50s. p.9. 2 The profits must, therefore,
have been inconsiderable and it would appear that it fell under the control
of the Mercers Company. Thomas de Depham in ii4 and Laurence Constable in
1353 were chosen by the Mercers Company and presented to the court for
approval.' Although the Mercers appear to have controlled the office the
City continued to assert that all silk must be weighed on the common balance
4
and not privately on a merchant' a own scales. It would appear that this
regulation applied to all silk-weighing and not simply to wholesale
transactions. In the fifteenth century there are no references to the email
beam to be found in the civic records and it would seem that the Mercers'
control was complete,	 once he was chosen by the
Company (preference having been given to a 'decayed' member of the livery)
he was, then,presented to the Chamberlain of the City. After this the
balance-beam and the weights, which belonged to the 'fellowship of the
Mercery' were delivered tnto his charge.5
1. 19 May 1291, William de Bettoyne was granted the office, L.B.B., p.55.
2. L.B.C., p.2:39; L.B.D., pp.227-28; 	 ., p.236; L.BF., p.192.
3. 9 September 13L4, L.B.F., pp.113-i4; 7 January 1353, L.B.G., p.2.
4. 2 December 1368, Cal.P.andM.1364-81, pp.100-01, 105-06.
5. s of Court of the Mercers' Company 1453-1521, ed. L. LyeU and
F.D. 1,athey, (Cambridge, 1936), pp.47, 120. The small beam consisted
of an iron beam, 2 latten basins, cords and hooks, and brass and lead
weights. There are various entries in the aden Accounts from 1LO5
referring to purchases, or repairs, of weights, 	 Accounts
vol.i, 1.45, 52, 55, 99, 183. See also Ms. Laws and Ancient
Ordinances of the Company, f.19.
The control of the Great Beam was somewhat different. Edward II' a
charter of 1319 granted both the choice of the keeper and th. profits of
the office to the Conimonalty of London. 1 By 1:365 the Grocers, Apothecaries
and Pepperera were choosing the keeper in the same way that the Mercers were
choosing the keeper of the entail beam. 2
 But the Commonalty asserted its
residual control more effectively than in the case of the small beam.
In the fifteenth century the office continued to be held by a succession of
Grocers, but these men were approved by the citizens. Richard Burtone in
114.26 agreed to pay 140 marks p.s. for the office and dmund Kerville paid
£O p.s. in 114r58. But the exercise of the office by Simon Strets who had
been appointed in 1k38 was clearly unsatisfactory and so, in 11141, with the
assent of Common Council it was decided to put the office in commission.
William Chedworth, the Chamberlain s s clerk was to act as controller of the
office as the controllers of ciastoms surveyed the work of the customs
collectors. 5 Strete was to continue in the active duties of weighing, and
to be paid £20 for his labour and 10 marks for the use of his house and
weights. Chedworth was to receive 10 marks p. a. for his oversight. The
office, in effect, was to cease to be farmed out, and was instead to become
salaried. It was decided to enforce the statute of 1k29 for the regulation
eflfleaflflfl
1. Charters, p. 148; confirmed 25 May 14O0, Ca]..Charter Rolls 13k1-11417,p.14O
2. 20 November 1365, L.B.G., p.2014; Cf. 18 February 1376, L.B.B., p.22.
3. Articles were ordained for the Grocers in this matter by the
Conunonalty 1383/k, Iingdon, Grocers' Accounts, i, p.22. The Grocers,
however, drew up lists of charges and decided that the holder of the
office should pay 110s. each year to the Common Box, ibid., pp . 50 , 66, 8T
The Sheriffs of London controlled the weighing of lead in the City
since they appointed William Goryngg as weigher of lead, 16 February
1 391, Cal.P.andM.1381-11412, pp.175-76.
	14..	 For a list of holders of the Common Beam see Appendix no.2 j• Sri.
	
5.	 16, 25 October 11441, Jour.III f.98v-100.
of the stater, 'viz. quod equaliter lingua stat in medium'; and when it was
found that the old axis operated unsatisfactor1y where the atater stood,
further directions were given for the making of a new round axis of the sante
pattern as, and to be tasted by, the Goldsmiths' scales. 1 Simon Strete was
sworn to weigh well and truly according to roy.]. statubs 2 and William
Chedworth was sworn to control the said Simon we].]. and truly. 3
 But the new
systeiz did not work satisfactorily. On 15 January 1442 Chedworth resigned
front his position as controller and there were complaints about the charges
which were made. 4 In March it was decided that those who owed money for
the weighing of their goods should pay or suffer distraint. Moreover in
future merchandise was not to be taken from the City weigh-house before the
tronage fee was paid.5
1. 31 October 1411, Jour.III 1.101; 3 November 1 44i, Jour.Ifl f.101v.
2. A copy of $trete's oath is to be found, Jour.III f.126v. c!Ye shal
swer that ye sha].]. wel and trewly use and occupie the offus of comyn
weyaer of Ày' do poys of this cite of London be twix party and party
after the good use and custume of this cite tyme owt of mynde usid
acustumd and had and that ye shall take for the weyng of ale foreyne
and fremen uk as hit bath be tyme owt of mynde usid accustumed and
had so help. yow god and bolydom'.
3. 3 November 11441, Jour.III f.101v.; 6 November 1441, various statutes
about weights and weighing were declared in Court, Jour.III f. 102;
18 November 11441, Masters of various Companies caine to Court seeking
the regulation of the great stater, Jour.III 1.105.
4. Jour.UI f.108v.; 22 January 1442, John Atherley complained,
Jour.III 1.109.
5. 2 March 1442, Jour.III 1.112. 22 August 1442, a concession was made
in that 'ferrum flex' could be weighed in merchants' houses but all
other goods were to be brought to the weigh-house. If the Common
Weigher did otherwise, he was to suffer mmprisoument and loss of his
office. On the same day Nicholas Yeo,Draper, and Nicholas Wyfo]A,
Grocer, were appointed to scrutinize the balance, Jour.III f.149v.
In November 14J4P2 the exercise of the office was still causing trouble.
The clerk to th. keeper threatened to resign and it was decided to farm
the keepership once more to anyone who would offer £100 p.a. for it.
Moreover the keeper was not to weigh any goods except in the presence of
the clerk assigned to him by the Court of 4Aldennsn and a record of the goods
weighed was to be kept. 1
 Strete then told the court indignantly that no
freeman would offer £iIO for the office. 2 As a result of this statement
the Aldermen decided to consider the matter further, but no result is
recorded. It would appear that Simon Strete probably continued in office
until old age caused him to resign. 3 On k July 1 Lf58 the wardens of various
Companies presented four men from whom the Court of Aldermen chose Enund
KexvIe, a Grocer, to be common weigher. Rervfl.e was not to be salaried as
Strete bad been but was to pay a yearly farm of £50.l About the time of
this new appointment the City issued a proclamation forbidding merchant
strangers to buy or sell any manner of avoir du pois which ought to be
--
1. 12 November 14142, Jour.III f.179.
2. 1k November 14k2, Jour.UI f91.
3. Strete drew up his will 14 March 1456 and it was enrolled, 20 January
1L6O, Husting s Wills, ii, pp.5140-k1. In the Grocers' Accounts for 1k53
there is recorded a list of the charges to be made for use of the
Great Beam, by barrel, bale, case etc. which suggest wholesale
transactions. Lead, cotton, rice, copper, flex are among the goods
listed, apart from spices. The charge for goods not listed was to be
Id. for each 201b. bale, see Baron Heath, Some Account of the Company
of Grocers (3rd edn. 1669) Appendix no.10, p.kZl, and Kingdon, Grocers'
Accounts, p.323.
k July 1458, Jour.VI f.2L16v. The £50 farm was reduced to £140 the
following year when it was considered that Kervile' s income would be
considerably reduced by the restrictions imposed on the Genoese and
other foreign merchants in the City, ALigust 1k58, 17 August 1k59,
Jour.VI f.2149v, 136. 12 February 1k62 Kervile was again remitted
£10 of the £50 farm, although it was stated that this was not to form
a precedent, Jour.VI f.15v,
weighed, uD3.esa it is weighed by the King's Common Beam according to the
1
franchises and liberties of the City. The history of the office of keeper
of the Common Beam in the City in the first part of the fifteenth century
would suggest that it was open to considerable abuse in this period.
Certain goods were not weighed at the City' s two balances. Wool was
weighed at the staple at Westninster although in 163 Edward IV granted
that the tronage, weighing and measuring of wool should be at Leadenhal].
and that a].]. the profits were to go to the City. 2 Bakers' flour was weighed
an special scales in the control of the Mayor.
Finally the City exercised a general supervision over weights and
measures used by London merchants, especially retailers • The wardmo to
inquests were expected to report false weights in use in the City and the
Court of Aldermen tried to exercise a Cofl8tant vigilance over this aspect of
City marketing. In 1 k 39 three men who had made and sold false measures to
Brewers appeared before the court, and, earlier in the century Richard
Whittington when Mayor had tried to ensure that ale and beer should be sold
in standardized barrels marked with the cooper' a sign. 5
 In 144 some Lombard
merchants complained to the Court of Aldermen about some false balances being
used in the City. The Mayor inspected them and that same afternoon, having
found them to be false, he ordered them to be destroyed and new balances
1. c. Octobe	 L.B.K., p.:)9'4.
2. Charters, p.85; cf. Stow, Survey, 1, pp.15556.
3. See below pp. 240 -242..
k.	 18 November 1 39, Gebon Parker, Richard Turner, John White, Jour.III
f.29v.
5.	 L.B.I., pp.237-36.
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made. 1 The City also appointed a common measurer of cloth, although the
Hanse merchants were allowed to measure their own cloth, whether linen,
canvas or whatever.2
Most of the City' $ measurers, of coal, corn, oysters and salt were
stationed at particular City markets where those goods were sold. Together
with the bailiff or 'custos' of the market they represented in tangible form
the City' a control over the sale o goods in London.
(xiii) The sale of food in the City
Another of the important tasks which fell largely under the control
of the Court of Aldermen was the regulation of the sale of food in the City.
The Court had the power to fix prices, authorize places and methods of sale,
prevent monopolies, regulate standard sizes of containers, punish offenders
and, tirough the Mayor' a office, search the City for defective goods. The
foods with which the Court was primarily concerned were bread, ale and beer,
corn, salt, fish, meat, poultry and 'wine.
By the fifteenth century there were a number of regulations in force
governing the price and weight of bread which were fixed each year by the
Mayor at the Assize of Bread. In the Journals there are a great many entrie,
1. 17 }larch 1 14k2, Jour.III f•11J1•
2. 15 December 1k52, John Derham,Mercor, described as Coninon Measurer of
cloth, Jour.V f.99.
3,	 Liber Albus, pp.3L19_55. In G.R.O. there is also the Liber do Assisa
Panis which was begun in 1293 and contains entries up to 1L8. It
includes regulations about the sale of bread made in different
mayoralties and records prosecutions against different offenders. See
S. Thrupp, A Short History of the Worshipful Company of Bakers of
Lonjori (1933), eap. Chapter 2. See also Frieda Nicholas, 'The Assize
of Bread in London during the Sixteenth Century', Economic History,
vol.11 ( 1 930..33), pp.323-11'7.
recording regulations about the price of bread. 1 The traditional
punishment for a baker who Bold underweight bread was to be dragged through
the City on a hurdle, but there were only a few oCCasions on 'which this was
actually done in this period. Most Bakers escaped with a fine and/or inpri.s
onment. 2 The Court of Aldermen was also concerned to preserve the distinction
between Bakers of white bread and Bakers of brown bread (otherwise called
turt bread or household bread)' and to ensure that the flour used by the
Bakers was pure and did not include barley or peas, or anything except wheat
In 11123 it was agreed that Bakers should not bake bread on Sundays except
in dire necessity.5
In 121.50 a quarrel arose between the Mayor and the City Bakers. Since
the reign of Edward I the Mayor had provided weights and balances for
weighing corn and fLour. In return for this service he was to receive a
halfpenny for weighing a quarter of corn and a farthing for half a quarter.
This tax was known as pesage. But by 111.50 it appears That the Bakers had
compounded the sum for an annual payment of 50 marks. During the mayoralty
of Thomas Chalton (12149-50) the Bakers refused to pay this sum and a long
drawn out battLe ensued. The regulations of the time of Edward I were
flfleeeflfl
1. See Appendix no. 16. 22 October 12145, the City Bakers were allowed to
raise the price of bread by 6d. for 2 or 3 weeks, Jour.IV f.101v.
2. See Appendix no. 17 . 5,71.
3. 9 January 14iO, Jour.III f.33v.; c.1 1i41, L.B.K., p.258.
1..	 11 October 12132, coinmoialty petitioned against Bakers' practice of
mi1ng barley with wheat before sending it out of the City to be milled1
L.BJ., p.1 146; 27 July 114140, Bakers instructed not to put peas or
vetc)aes into bread, Jour.III 1.50w.; 17 September 14 J40, decided to hold
an inquisition into Bakers'who used such ingredients in bread, Jour.III
1.59, 60v.
5. 8 May 12123, LB.K., p.10.
6. 15 October 12150 Jour.V f. 118v.; Aldermen agreed that none of them, on
becoming Mayor, would make an agreettient with the Bakers until the 50
marks had been paid to Chariton, L.BJc., p .358 ; Thrupp, op.C., p..
4"
confirmed by Common Council on 16 January 1453 and again on 8 October 1453.1
The Bakers maintained that they had been exonerated from the liability to
pay pesage but this was not accepted by the City and in September 1453
various individual Bakers were prosecuted in the Mayor' a Court. 2 The King
sent a writ enquiring into the cause of the Bakers' imprisonment and ordering
that they should be brought into Chancery. 3 The City agreed to bear the costs
of this action in the royal court where, on 1 November 1453, judgment was
given in favour of the Mayor. 4 Many Bakers eane into court in December and
agreed to abide by the ordinance and judents of the Mayor and Aldermen in
this matter. 5 A small group of Bakers, however, led by John Mabewe were
more obstinate and it was not until 16 September 1455 that Mabewe finally
sutetitted to the Mayor and Aldermen, promised to pay his debts of pesage and
agreed not to hold conventicles in the future. 6
 It appears that Geoffrey
Feldyng who was Mayor in 1452..3 provided the necessary weights and balances
1.	 Jour.V f.lOOv., 1214v.
2. 27 July 1453, Jour.V r.ii6; L.BJ., p.359.
3. 4 October 1453, Bakers accepted the arbitration of Wyfold, Bilhir9 and
Ursewyk, Jour.V f,123v. 16 October 1453, Royal writ, L.B.K, p.359.
4. 28 October 1453, Jour.V 1.127; L.B.K., pp
.359-60. 5 November 1453,
Bakers appeared before the Mayoiii were informed of the decision
of the King's justice, namely that they should pay pesage according
to ancient City custom, Jour.V f. 128v.
5. 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18 December 1453, Jour.V f.136-138v.;
p.360. 18 December 1453, Common Council reaffirmed the dues to be
paid by the Bakers, and the Bakers also agreed to pay £10 of the }1ayor'
costs in the case, Jour.V 1. 138v. See also 12 January, 6 February i45i
Jour.V f.iki, 147.
6. 16 September 1455, Jour.V f.261v.; L.B.K., pp.368-69. Mabewe had
appeared before the Court on 6 February., 10 July 1454, Jour.V 1.147,
176.
at his own expense, and that these were kept by John Russell, one of ilis
Mayor' a permanent Serjeants at Mace.' In 1454 it was decided that the
Chamberlain should buy these scales from Feldying and that they should then
remain in the City to be used for weigiing the Bakers' grain and flour.2
Just as the price of bread in the City was fixed by annual assizes,
so was the price of beer. At the time when the Liber Albus was written a
gallon of best ale was to cost 14d. and a gallon of ordinary quality ale id.3
A further distinction was drawn between beer sold inside the Brewers' house
and outside his house where it was a halfpenny cheaper.h1 This vigorous
tying-down of the price of beer led the Brewers to have a considerable
quarrel with Richard 'Whittington, and throughout this period they made
several attempts to be allowed to sell beer at a higher price. 5 The Brewers'
justification in demanding to be allowed to increase the price of beer,
was the high price of malt which, they claimed in October 1422, cost as much
as 8s.2d. or 8s.i& a quarter which led many Brewers to abandon their craft.6
It was for this reason that the Brewers petitioned the King and Commons in
parliament that they might have eight bushels of clean malt to the quarter,
but after twelve years of effort they had stil). not achieved this objective.7
1. 7 December 1452, Jour.V t.96y.
2. 28 September 1454, 1our.V 1.19kv.
3. Liber Albus, pp.356-61. During the Mayoralty of Richard Whittington
14 19-20, best beer was to cost 2d. a gallon inside and 1*d. a gallon
outside, L.B.I., pp.233, 2:35-57.
ii.	 Cf. modern distinction between the public and the saloon bars.
5. L.B.I., pp. 233, 235-37. 18 November 1419, all Brewers ordinances to
August 1420, Jour.I 1.84. Brewers'
6. Brewers' Accoint Book, 1.71.
7. Brewerst Account Book f.77y.-78, 204.
In 1k379 the price of malt was so high that the Brewers petitioned the
Court of Aldermen that the Company might, on these grounds, be released
from paying the usual Lines and amercements. The Court agreed on condition
that the Brewers kept the assize and did not raise their prices for this
reason, 1 The ward ale-conners reported on those who broke the assize and
the Company also kept a record of such offenders, but as in .1]. matters of
this kind the Mayor and Aldermen exercised a general supervision and could
have offenders brought before the Court and there fine then or make them
swear to observe the assize.2
The Mayor and Aldermen were not only concerned about the price of beer;
they also took steps to regulate the sizes of containers in which it was sold.
In 12408 it was decided that beer barrels should beziarked at Guildhall to
ensure the correct capacity and in 1420 it was further decided that Coopers
should be punished for making barrels of an incorrect size and Brewers also
should be punished for using such barrels.' In 1411 it was decided that the
pewter tankards in which beer was retailed, gallons, pottles and quarts,
should also be sealed by the Chamberlain. 4 In November 1439 two men appeared
before the Court of Aldermen for having manufactured false pottles and quarts
as well as false weights, and the ward inquests of 1421/2 present many faulty
1. Brewers' Account Book f.236v.; 26 September 1439, Jour.III f.23.
2. Account Book f.:311 . i11 December ILI36, 9 Brewers in Court swear
to observe the regulated prices, Jour.III 1. 125v. November 1436,
Marianna Bradshawe promised not to sell ale at prices higher than
those ordained by the Mayor, Jour.III Z.129.
3. 20 February 14O8, L.B.I., pp.63, 232; 18 January 1420, L.BI., pp.
235. :37. In 111.22/3 the Brewers paid 12d. to one of John Carpenter's
clerks at Gnildhall to have a copy of the London Coopers' marks,
Brewers' Account Book f. lOOv. The list is probably the same as that
recorded in L.B.L, pp.23738; see a3.so Jour.I f.69v., 72v. A further
list of Coopers' marks is to be found c.1432, L.BJC., p.134.
4. 25 Novenber 1411, LLI., pp.97-98.
measures used in the retail sale of ale and beer, 1 The Court of Aldermen
tried also to ensure not only that the customer received the right amount
of beer for his money, but also that what he drank was reasonably wholesome.
In January 1445 The wardens were enjoined to ensure that the Thames water
used for brewing was taken not from stagnant pools but from places where
the river ebbed and flowed, and in September 1455 a Fisbmonger and his
apprentice were convicted of having carried putrid water to John Richard a
Brewer living in Coleman Street, and to other Brewers 	 Any water from
the Thames at this period was probably unwholesome, but some less so than
other, presumably.
The Brewers themselves drew up regulations to govern the ordering of
their craft but the Coznmona].ty of the City might ask for heavier penalties to
be exacted for breaking these ordinances. Such fines were divided between
the Chamber and the Brewers' Company. 4
 In 1458 a Serjeant of the Chamber
was appointed to collect fines from Brewers who broke the assize and in 1461
a special collector of such fines, Richard Bo'wherst, was appointed to be
responsible to the Chamberlain. 5
 Like all other crafts the Brewers were
anxious to exclude foreigners, i.e. non-citizens, from taking part in any of
the City trade, and they relied upon the help of the }layor, Aldermen and City
1. 18 November 1439, Jour.III f.29v., 30r the men were Gebon Parker and
Richard Turner; Cal.P.and M.1LI13-37, pp.119, 139- 4O , 159.
2. 27 January 1445, Jour.IV f.60v.; 10 September 1 455, Jour.V 1.26 lv.
3. Ordinances temp. Richard Whittington (1 1119_20), L.B.I., pp. 233, 235-.57;
Ordinances temp. John Gedney (1 1l27_28), Brewerst Account Book f.38v,..
39; Ordinances temp. Nicholas Wotton (1 430-31) arid John Wells (1L131_32),
L • B. K., p ,132, Brewers' Account Book f. 34. p etitions about the
enforcement of these ordinances, 13 December 1431, 11 October 1432,
L.B.K., pp.1kZ, i46.
4. Brewers' Account Book f.3L1; 1 February 1421, Jour.I f.88.
5. 31 May 1458, Jour.VI £.243v., 25 September 1 1461, L.B.L., p.l3. This
would seem to .infriuge the duties of ward aleconners (see Chapter II,
p. 47 ) and may help to explain their eclipse.
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serjeants to enforce this monopoly. Nicholas Nunde, a Southwark Brewer,
was prevented from selling his ale direct to two inns in fleet Street but
was required to bring it to those places in the City where foreign victuals
were normally sold. 1 In	 in response to a petition from the Brewers,
the Mayor and Aldermen agreed that foreigners were not to buy or sell beer
in the City except for their own per8one.). use, that is, they were to be
excluded from the wholesale and retail business of brewing within the City
2franchise.
The regulation and control of the sale of grain in the City was very
important. Since the time of Edward I it had been established that grain
could only be sold at Newgate or Grace Church Markets, or at Billingagate
and Qusenhythe if it came by water.' The scarcities and dearths of corn in
the years between 11110 and 1430 made it particularly profitable to try to
avoid the various civic regulations. Foreign rnnongers, whether from
Harrow on the Hill or from Ireland in 1417, had to find pledges to observe
the City' a regulations about the sale of corn, and forestalling seems to have
been frequently practised. 1 There is no evidence, however, that the Court
tried to fix the price of grain in the City. Since 1300 it bad been
customary for the City to appoint cornmeters to be stationed at Queenhythe
and Billingagate but the first one to be recorded in this period is Nicholas
fleinyng who was elected and sworn on 23 October 111-28. In 111.39 there were
1 Temp. John Paddesley (14110_I), Richard Segryin, a Chamber serjeant,
ordered the 2 inn-keepers to sell the ale and bring the money into
the Chamber as a fine, Brewers' Account Book 1. 167v.
2.	 31 May 1458, Jour.VI f.2113v. 3. Liber Als, pp.261-2, 432-3, k601.
11.	 19 February, 15 December 111.17, Jour.I f.11, ê0; 16 June 1419, Jour.I
f. 56v.; 17 January 1421, Jour.I Z,87.
5.	 Jour.fl f.139v.; L.B.K., p .97; Liber Albu. ppek9O-92; L.B.C., p.87.
For a list of Cornmetera see Appendix
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three cornmetera who acted as the deputies of the bailiffs of Queenhyth.
and Billingsgate. The measurers were entitled to take a d. for measuring a
quarter of grain and for every hundred quarters they paid the bailiff 12d.
When Henry Janyver was sworn as a corrnneter in 1454 he had to produce four
men each bound in a pledge of £10, to ensure that he would faithfully
observe the City' a ordinances about grain measuring.2
The City' s immediate measures to deal with the corn scarcity of the
1420 a will be discussed elsewhere. 3 But the most permanent and important of
these measures was the decision of Common Council on 18 July 1439 to build
two City granaries at the Stocks and at Leadenhall, which the City had owned
since 1411 • A committee of two £Ldermen and nine Common Councilmen was
appointed to represent this good cause to the executors of wills. 4 Dr.
Thomas has fully described the process whereby the City built the Leadenhal].
granary which appears not to have been completed until the mayoralty of
Simon Eyre in i445-6. The idea of building a granary at the Stocks appears
-a__a
1.	 28 January 1439, Jour.III z.6. 2. 5 February 1454, Jour.V 1.147.
3. See Chapter VI, pp. 4I'34IS.
4. 18 July 1439, Jour.III f.18v. In the meantime, 23 September 1439,
Nicholas Yeo promised to provide storage space for £20 worth of corn in
the coming year, Jour.III f.22v. 3 October 1439, William Milreth
promised to provide storage for 500 quarters of grain, Jour.III 1.24.
5. A.H. Thomas, 'Notes on the History of Leadenhall 1195-1'488', London Topo
hicsl Record, vol.1111 (1923) pp.1-22. There is little to add to
this account. Before Richard Whittington and others were licensed by
the King to grant the manor of Leadenhall to the City, an inquisition
ad quod damnum was held, PLO. C143/142/5. Although Katherine Carpen-
ter granted the citizens access to the new granary, 28 May 144k (L.B.ic.,
p .29k) the Common Council was still vexed over the question of security
to be offered to her, 5 April 148, Jour.IV 1.21kv. The deeds did not
receive the Common Seal until 2 Septemberl4J48, Jour.IV f.225v. Although.
the City acquired lands on lease for the new granary from the Rector arid..
parishioners of St. Peter's Cornhill, 12 March 1445 (L.B.K, p.313),
yet in January 1452 and June 1453 committees of Aldermen arid Commoners
were appointed to deal. w5,th the recompense to be paid to the Rector and
parishioners and to examine the various proofs and evidences, Jour.'!.
f.70, 11 lv. After negotiations in July and November 1456, the City
(continued at foot of next page)

ordi.nances • 1 How many saltziieters there were in the City at one time is
not clear although the 1297 ordinances stipulate four, and the fifteenth
century evidence reveals that there were at least two at one time. 2 The
main offence recorded in this period in connection with the sale of salt is
the forestalling of it before it had been offered for sale at the docks for
the requisite three days. 3
 In 1419 the Salters' Company gained the right,
under the Mayor, of supervising the weights arid measures used in the (retail)
sale of salt and. of overseeing the salt exposed for aaie.1
Closely connected with the sale of salt in the City was the sale of
fish, which was controlled in all its aspects by a series of civic
ordinances. 5 The first parliament of Henry IVt a reign had abolished the
monopoly of the retail sale of fish in the City which Richard II had granted
to the Fishmongers' Company. 6 Hence it is possible to find, for example, men.
of Kent in 1460 bringing herrings to be sold in London and accepting the
Mayors a regulated price of lOs. a barrel. 7 There were four aspects of the
1. Jour.III f.128.
2. E.g. 13 August 1437, 2 Saltmetera sworn, Jour.III 1.194.
3. 3 1oveinber 1418, Benond and Edward, Salters, enjoined to se].]. salt
in the City at the price at which they bought it, for the common good,
Jour.I 1.51; 5 August 1438, William Hamond had exposed for sale
28 ounces of forestalled salt, half was to go to the poor prisoners
of Newgate and Ludgate, and the rest was to be sold, Jour.III f.173;
7 Decamber 1444, William Sinai and Walter Rutland were sent to prison
because they had bought salt before it had stood at the quay for three
days, Jour.IV 1.5kv.
11.	 4 February 1419, L.B.I., pp.222...23; on the same day, however, the
Company was fine& for having usurped the supervision of the buying
and selling of salt and for having used measures not authorised by
the Chamber, Jour.I 1.55.
5. Liber Albu, pp.37385.
6. III, pp. J444, 1492. See Chapter I. p.O.
7. 22 January 1460, Jour.VI 1.226.
.
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fish trade in London which partictilarly concerned the Mayor and Aldennen;
the places where fish were sold, the prices of fish, the prevention of
forestalling and the elimination of putrid goods. By and large it was
through the Fishmongers 8 Company that the Mayor and Aldermen exercised this
control and the masters frequently appear in court to receive instructions
of various kinds. 1 On 21 January 1445 the masters of the Company came to
court and swore the oath laid dom in 1379 and had read to them the ordinance
of 1382. They were enjoined that in future they were to swear this oath
within two days of their election and to carry out no scrutiny, nor anything
else pertaining to their office, until they had done so.2
The sale of fish in the City was restricted to Bridge Street, part of
Old Fish Street, the Stock Market and the Butchers markets in Eastcheap and
St. Nicholas Shambles; and proclamations were issued to enforce this
restriction. 3 In 114.47 eight fishmongers who had shops in Old Fish Street
which lay outside the area designated for such shops during the mayoralty
of William Cromer (1413-14) had to be especially permitted by the Court of
Aldermen to sell their fish there. But at the same tthne the Nasters of the
1. 16 November 11116, Masters in Court to hear recent ordinance about fish
(see LB.I., p . 169), Jour.I f.3v.; 3 November 1418, Masters in Court
enjoined to sell fish as cheaply as possible and to obey the ordinances
about the sale of whiting, Jour.I 1.51; 12 May 1112k, Masters enjoined
to sell goods at a ronable price, Jour.II 1.18.
2. 21 January 1445, Jour.IV 1.59. For oath and ordinances see L.B.H.,
pp.142-43, 190-93. Masters of the Company sworn before the Court of
Aldermen, 23 January 1447, Jour.IV 1.168, 23 October 1450, Jour.Y f.49,
3 February 1455, Jour.V f.219v.
3. c.11107, 27 February, 9 December 11109, c.11113-1k, L.B.I., pp.61, 71, 82,
124. 7 May 1 423, John (ILerk was sworn to ensure that those selling
fish stood orly at the Stock IIarket or in the other places detailed
by the City, and not in Cheapside, Jour.II f.5v.
,cD
Fishmongers' Company were enjoined to ensure that all other Fisbinongers
only sold their goods within the appointed places.1
It was the coming of Lent which usually led the Mayor and Aldermen
to sunmion the Masters of the Fishmongers' and Salters' Company to Court end
lay down the price at which certain fish, including eels, were to be sold.2
The prices seem to have remained constant throughout the sixty years,
herrings being sold at 6 for a penny, or 6s. or 6s.8d. the 'cad' • Since
the price at which fish were to be sold during Lent was widely proclaimed
throughout the City it was possible to prosecute offenders and force them
to pay fines. 3 The demand for fish during Lent also led Fishmongers and
Salters to try to buy up large quantities thus forestalling the market.
Wifliam Waleys a Fishmonger bought over 1000 tench directly from a ship in
February 114.29 contrary to the Mayor' a ordinance.h1 Similarly in September 14514
Robert Basset, Salter, and others, bought up large numbers of herrings front
a Dutchman; 5 and in March 1455 Thomas Churchman another Salter and three
Fishmongers appeared in Court having forestalled 36,000 herrings by buying
6
them off the ships on their way to market in London.
1. 18 April 11447, Jour.IV f.1714v.; L.BI., pp.125..26.
2. For prices of fish see Appendix no.2t. iLl. November i4i6, Mayor and
Fishmongers agreed on prices of Whiting, LB.I., pp.168-69, Jour.I 1.3;
12 January 1442, Masters of Fishmongers to Court to discuss the price of
herrings during Lent, Jour.III f.108v.
3. Li November 11439, John Grene in Court for selling mussels at 124. the
gallon, Jour.III 1.28; 3 March 14140, 3 Fishmongers fined, Jour.III r.38;
3 March 14146, Wil].iazn Smale fined 20s. and sent to prison for selling
herrings contrary to the proclamation. Re was pardoned prison and fine
reduced to 6s.6d., Jour.IV f.119v.
Li.	 13 February 1429, he was imprisoned and fined 40s., Jour.III 1. 130v.
5. The 6 men had bought between them 6,100 herrings in L cartloads,
Jour.V 1.193.
6. Jour.V f.233. The Fishmongers and Salters might, therefore, be instructs
to ensure that, there was a sufficient supply of fish during Lent,
Jour.III 1.6.
5i.
The control and el1mtion of putrid fiah in the City lay practically
with the Masters of the Fishmongers' Company, and, only occasionally, would
cases come before the Mayor and Aldermen. In February 129 John Wells the
Mayor, ordered four barrels of eels and 2 barrels of tench to be confiscated
and dumped in the Thames because -they were corrupt and unfit for human
consumption. In the same month five barrels of eels belonging to Nicholas
Johnson were confiscated. 1 Eels seen to have been particularly suspect and
in lLi 53 the Mayor and Aldermen decided that no red eels were to be sold in
the City, whether fresh or salted, on pain of forfeiture and a £10 fine,
because it appeared that al]. red eels were corrupt and unfit for humans to
eat.2
Fresh meat was not sold in such quantities as fish in the City and
the Court was, consequently, less concerned to control and regulate its
sale. There were three meat markets in the City in this period, at Eastcheap,
the Stocks and at the Shambles, as well as the Cattle market at Smithfield.
The Butchers' Company had six Masters, two to be responsible for each of the
markets. 3 On only five occasions, however, were the Masters of the Company
sworn before the Mayor and Aldermen. 4
 The sale of meat on Sundays in the
City had been limited in 1423 to the hours before 10 a.m. In 14214 the sale
1. 8, 13 February 12429, Jour.II f.130v.
2. 17 March, 6 Aprfl 1453, Jour.V f.107, 108. This fear about eels may
explain 'why they were to be sold only in the presence of an officer
cho sen by the Mayor, LB.K., pp . 69-70.
3. 1i May, 20 June 1 1126, John/Thomas Bukaton and Richard Bolton to supervia
East Cheap, John Edward and William Hoke to supervise the Stocks, John
Eopele and Richard Fne to supervise the Shambles, Jour.II f.67, 77v.
4. 29 January 11120, Li. Masters sworn, Jour.I f.70; 7 May 1423, Jour.II
f.5v.; 4 May 1426, 6 Masters sworn,. Jour.II f.67; 2 Decanber 1450,6 Masters sworn, Jour.V f.51v.; 22 June 11152, Jour.V f.76v.
of fish and meat was entirely prohibited in the City on Sundays and in
December of that year the sale of meat on Christmas Day was also forbidden.1
The Court of Aldermen did make some attempt to control meat prices.
In 11418 Butchers were forbidden to ride out of the City to buy sheep and in
111.39 they were again forbidden to attend cattle markets in Essex since this
tended to raise the price. They were only to buy cattle at Smithfield.2
There were only five occasions recorded &n these years on which the Butchers
were enjoined to keep the assize as to the price of lambs and sheep in the
City. 3 There were convictions for selling meat above the stipulated prices.4
But perhaps what concerned the Mayor and Aldermen even more than the price o f
meat was the problem of hygiene. Not only was care taken that putrid meat
should not be sold in the City, but the problems of Butchers' offal and wasb
products were considered. In 1 1402 certain Butchers were licensed to hold
Bethersiane at a rent of 13s.14d. to enable them to throw their offal into
the Thames in the ebb tide. 5
 In 11125 the Butchers were instructed to put the
intestines and other waste parts of the beasts they had slaughtered, into
1.	 7 May 11423, L.B.K., p.10; 30 May 1449, Jour.IV 1.27, L.B.K., p.293;
10 December i144, Jour.IV f.54v.
2. 28 November 1418, Jour,I f.52; 11 March 11439, L.B.K. I p.220.
3. 29 January 11420, lambs to be sold at 8d. each, or 9d. for the best,
Jour.I f.70; 11+ April 11421, lambs to be sold at 12d., Jour.I 1.90;
14. April 1440, Butchers found to be selling contrary to the ayor's
precept, Jour.III f.40v.; 22 May 11441, Butchers enjoined to emend their
prices for meat, Jour.III f.85v.; 17 April 114142, the best sheep not to
be sold for more than 1 1ld., Jour.]IL 1.90.
14. 214 April 11421, Richard Hertilpole and Simon Gibson convicted of selling
lambs for 4d. more than the agreed price, were fined, Jour.I f.90v.;
15 April 114y?, \illiam Haukyn in Court for trying to sell a lamb to a
woman for an excessive sum, sent to prison, but this may have been
because he insulted the } ayor, Jour.III 1.117; 5 April 11440, lavihiam
Curteys and John Pakker in Court for breaking the L[ayor' $ ordinance over
the price of sheep, Jour.III f.40v.
5.	 l2Uay 1402, L.B.I., p.22.
1.
2,
3.
jcJ,
closed boxes until they could be disposed of 50 that the stench should riot
pervade the streets. 1 There were three occasions recorded when the Butchers'
wardens brought butchers before the Court for selling corrupt or infected
meat.2
The sale of poultry in the City - which included the sale of rabbits,
eggs and pigs - was subject to the same sort of supervision as that of meat.
In the fifteenth century the Company was not well established, it had no
hail and no complete list of its Masters has survived. The free City
Poulterers mainly had their shops at the east end of Cheapside, and the market
for foreign poulterers were established at Leadenhal]., in the Poultry and
at Newgate hill. This distinction between foreign and free Poulterers was
very important in the fifteenth century and free Poulterers were not allowed
to buy wholesale from foreigners for the purpose of reseUing the goods,
nor were they to buy at al]. until after the general public had had a chance
to buy goods first. Hence in i44O it was decided that the Poultry markets
were to close at 11 am., and free poulterers and retailers were only to be
allowed to make purchases after 9 a.m. Unsold goods were then to be
forfeited. The free Poulterers bred their own wares, sometimes to the
considerable annoyance of their fellow-citizens. As with other food supplies
the City had laid down the prices at which goods might be sold and there seems
to have been no marked change in prices between 11416 and 1507.' Transgressions
13 June 11125, Jour.II f.t4Llry.
29 July W40, Wardens presented John Pakker and Sayer Crer for selling
corrupt meat, Jou.r.IU 1.51; 14 September, 28 1ovember 11452, Wardens
presented William Scalon for offering for sale 2 oxen with murrain.
He was condemned to pay fines of 20 marks to the Chamber and 10 marks
to the Company, Jour.V 1.85, 914; 7 March 11453, Wardens present John
Grene for sellir4.nwholesome meat, Jour.V f.105v. For 1efence of the
hygiene of the Butchers of Medieval London, as 'well as much other useful
information see, Ernest L. Sabine, 'Butchering in Medieval London',
peculum , vol.VIII (1933), pp.335-53.
Much of this paragraph is based upon P.E. Jones, The Worshipful(continued at foot of next page)
against these price restrictions or prosecutions for selling putrid wares
were no more or less frequent than in any of the other victualling trades
in the Ci.ty.1
The final food stuff with which the Mayor and Aldermen were concerned
was rine. They controlled both the price and quality of wine offered for
sale in the City. The prices do not appear to have altered greatly during
the years between 11409 and 1462.2 Such prices were not always observed by
the vintners or, indeed, accepted without protest. The price ordinance of
January 1439 was resisted by a group of at least eight vintners who agreed
to sell no wine at all unless they could sell at the pre-ordinance prices.3
When, in May 1441, the wardens of the Vintners were asked why they were not
selling Gascon wine at 6d. a gallon they replied that there were 37 taverns
in London where wine was being sold at 6d. or even LkI. or 5d. the gallon.
The sceptical Aldermen asked to have a list of such taverns. 4 Sometimes
it was necessary for vintners or taverners to be mainpernored to observe the
1. Jones, op.cit. has noted most of such prosecutions during this period
and there axe only a few to add:- 5 April 1 11 39, Kirby sent to prison
for bad language and for selling 10 eggs for id. instead of 12 for id.,
Jour.III f.1LI; 17 October 14140, Philip Male, John Rede and the wife of
Swan, in Court for selling putrid poultry and pigeons, Jour.III f.63v.;
29 May 11441, John Heynington convicted of selling stinking poult:ry,
condemned to be led to Leadenhall, the goods placed around his neck and
thence to be led through Cheapside to Newgate, Jour.III f.86v.;
2 October 14144, William Page and others accused of selling geese and
young pigs on Sunday (ordinance against this 30 May 14144, L.B.K., p.293)
and at unreasonable charges, fined 6s.8d. to Chamber, Jour.IV f.43.
2. For a list of wine prices in the City see Appendix no. rS7t.
3. 19 January 1439, evidence given in Court, Jour.III f.5v.
4. 27 May 1441, Jour.III f.96.
----------------------flfla------------efln-	 -
(footnote 3 continued from previous page) Company of PoiILterers of the Cit
of Lo
	 (2nd edn.1965), esp.cbs.5,6,7. 8 January 1445, Free Poulterers
enjoined to stand separately from Foreign Poulterers as was of old
accustomed, Jour.IV f.57. For prices during the fifteenth century see
Jonds, op.cit., pp.l:30-Y4.
ordained prices, but there are only three prosecutions recorded for selling
at an excessive price.1
There were far more prosecutions for corrupt and unwholesome wine.
The task of searching for such wine was entrusted annually to twelve vinthers,
six to search the eastern part of the City an*i.x the western part. They
were Usually appointed by the Court of Aldermen in November and within a
month presented not only the defective wine in the City but also the total
quantity of wirLto be found in their area. 2 The chief malpractice in the
sale of wine carried out in the City was the mixing of inferior with good
wine and the colouring of wine with 'unwholesome' things and then placing
it in special gummed barrels. 3 But the proclamation against such practices
in i'i6 cannot have been very successful although it was repeated in 11120.
The wardmote of Cheap presented the Taverners for selling corrupted wine in
ikzz, two Italians had their wares confiscated because they were corrupt in
11127, and Ralph Say was condemned to the pillory in January 1428 for refusing
to pay a fine for selling corrupted wine. 5 In 1439 the Mayor himself destroye
1. December 1428, William de Vina and Nicholas Kent, Taverner, mainpernored
to keep prices, s.p.1O, Jour.II f. 127v. 17 September 11139, Robert
Clybury admitted selling red (Gascon) wine at 12d. the gallon, Jour.III
1.22; 13 November 1453, John Neell admits that his apprentice sold red
wine for lOd. a gallon contrary 'to the ordinance, Jour.V 1.130v.
1 December 1458, Peter Johnson, Taverner at the Pope's Head, in Court fwr
selling wine at lOd. a gallon instead of 8d. as ordained, Jour.VI 1.1311.
2. For a list of Searchers of Wine see Appendix no. t. For a table of the
results of the Searches see Appendix no.20. Cl. A.L. Simon, History of
the Wine Trade in England (1907) vol.ii, ch.Li.
3. 1 July 11119, Proclamation against these practices, Jour.I f.56v.;
Memorials, pp.670-72.
4. December 1420, Jour.I f.86v.
5. Ca]. .P.and M.1 413-37, pp.136 , 212; 3, 7 September 1427, Gerard Galganet
and Isuardus Catan, Jour.II 1.99; L .B.K., p.114; January 1426, Jour.II
1.10kv. Cf. 1426/7 'and this year he Mayor did do sznytte out many butts
of Romenay and red wine of Lombards, that were corrupt in divers places
in London, for they were corrupt and poisenous', Vitellius A XVI, p.273,
Gregory, p.161.
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one hogshead and 6 pipes of corrupt wine and a Geriosse merchant who practised
some sophisticated forms of dubbing and meddling had to answer for his
practices in court in 1454.1
The searchers of wine not only reported on the corrupted wine in the
City but also upon the total amounts to be found in their area. 2 The
quantities could vary widely. In 1454 the searchers in the eastern part of
the City reported that there were 538 tuns of red and white (i.e. Gascon)
wine in their area; in 1 1461 there were only 11 tuna. The quantities of
sweet wine were more constant, being less dependent upon the Gascon trade.
The proportion of defective goods appears to have been small, but this could
be explained if the searchers of wine were open to bribery as was alleged by
Nicholas John of Lucca in li2l.
Over and above these specific controls placed upon the prices of goods
of certain victuaflers, at least from 1446 it appears to have been the custom
to appoint annually two Aldermen who should watch out for and fine any
hoetellers, brewers, cooks, pre-bakers, hucksters and braziers or food
retailers who broke the assizes, either by charging too much for their goods
or by keeping their establishments open beyond the permitted hours. 4 In 14144
the Court of Aldermen decided that all establishments selling food should not
open before 6 a.ni. or close later than 10 p.m., although this may have been
1. 23 December 1439, Cal.P.and M.1437_7, p.29; 15 September 1454,
L.B.K., p.377.
2. See Appendix no.20
3. 14, 23 November 1422, L.B.K., p.8, Jour.II 1.2.
4. Aldermen appointed 21 November 1k146 3 November 11447, Jour.IV f.149v.,
199v., 5 November 1451, 26 November 1452, 12 September 1453, 5 August
1454, 18 July i455, Jour.V f.64v., 73, 120v., 182v., 250v.; November 1456
8 November 1457, 21 February 1459, 23 September 11461, Jour.VI f.85, 183v.
150, 22. 24 April 1421, Robert Ijarcheford, the Master of the Cooks and
Piebakers appeared in Court and was sworn to observe certain prices for
such things as a side of roast beef (3d.) and roast capon (6d.),
our.I f.90v.
especially restricted for fear of rioting during the holiday feasts of
St. John the Baptist and SS. Peter and Paul (2L , 29 June) •1 Even the price
at which hoatellers could sell oats for thEorses of customers and the kind
of horsebread which could be offered were controlled by civic ordinance.2
Taken altogether the attempts of the Court of Aldermen to ensure that there
were sufficient supplies of food in the City, adequately hygienic and sold
at reasonable prices, were impressive in their scope, prosecution and
persistence. The Aldermen themselves were rarely victuallers (except
Vinthers) and whether they always understood the pressures which war, trade,
disruption, bad harvests and dearth could place upon the City victuallers
is doubtful. The civic regulations in these matters were so numerous that
it must have been easy to transgress through ignorance. The Aldermen
exercised a control that was restrictive and conservative but they bore in
nind the needs of the citizens at large.
(xiv) Public Health in London
The Court of Aldermen had an overall responsibility for the health and
well-being of the citizens. This can be seen in its measures to ensure that
the food sold to citizens was reasonably wholesome, and to provide the City
with a more adequate supply of fresh water. Attempts were also made to -
provide public privies, to ensure that the City's drainage system worked
1. 1?, 22 June j)44, Jour.IV f .3Dv., 31.
2. 17 October 1440, oats to be sold at 5d. a bushel, Jour.III f.6:3v.,
1? June 1441, oats to be sold at ka. a bushel, Jour.III 1.67;
7 February 1442 oats to be sold at kd. a bushel, Jour.flI 1.109',.;
23 February 1445, the sale of foreign horsebread was forbidden and this
was reiterated 2 larch 1445, Jour.IV f.65v., 66, L.BJ., p.306.
adequately, and to appoint a City sanitary officer, the Serjeant of the
Channel who, together with the ward rakers, should oversee this drainage
system. Here then are some of the essentials for a healthy community, fresh
water, clean food, sanitation and public health officers. Moreover the
Court of Aldermen had a residual control over the leper hospitals and over
the mistery of Barber-Surgeons. But such measures as the Court of Aldermen
took were hampered by the density of the population, the close quarters in
which the citizens lived, the constant use of the Thames for refuse, the
dirt and lack of hot water for coping with it, and an inadequate knowledge
of the nature of infection and the means by which diseases are transmitted.
Moreover the overwhelming fear in the City of fire meant that the one anti-
septic which the medieval Londoner could have nployed was put out of range
because of its danger.1
The food regulations and the appointment and duties of the Serjeant of
the Channel and the rakers have been already described. 2
 Something has
also been said about the City's ditches in the section on the common sol).
of the City. 3
 Apart from the Themes, Waibrook was probably the most
important drainage channel in the City. Efforts were made throughout this
period to keep Walbrook clear. In 1415 those who owned adjacent property
1. Fire-precautions were the responsibility of the wards, see Liber Albus,
pp.33L1._35, Cal.P.and M.1 41 3-37, pp.135, 158 , Jour.III f.55v. In 14O
there were nightly vigils because of fear of fire, Jour.flI 1.57. In
March 1454, there was a serious fire at Ludgate, Jour.V 1.153. 28 July
1458, the Court of Aldermen decided, because of the danger of fire, that
all kilns in the City, whether built for brewing beer or for other
purposes, should be destroyed s.p. £10, and the Sheriffs were to pull
down any that remal.ned, Jour.VI f.246v.
2. See above pp.21Zand chapter II, pp . 44, 140
3. See above pp. 176-rj7
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were expected to wall up its banks and in 11125 Charterhouse was instructed
to repair that part of the ditch 'which bordered on its property. 1
 In 11145
Common Council authorized the payment of men to clesn out Walbrook.2
Moreover coiimiittees of Aldermen were appointed to inspect the state of Waibrod
and report to the Court in 14116 and 1449. 3' Into the watercourse of Walbrook
flowed a public latrine which had been built over it, near London Wail, in
1k1 5. There were other public Iatrines at Ludgate, Baynards Castle,
near the church of St. Gabriel Fenchurch and in Broad Street. 5 These
buildings seem to have been of stone, covered with roofs but many of them
were considered to be dangerous to women and children on dark nights and
there were comkints about .1]. of them in the wardmote inqueste of 1422.
There were also private latrines, many of which also gave rise to complaints.6
As there were no artificial means of flushing or pushing rubbish and refuse
through the City' s water courses, it was extremelasy for them to become
blocked, with very unhygienic results.
Clearly the cleansing of the City' $ watercourses and ditches left much
to be desired. The City' s streets were not much cleaner and were often used
for the purposes for which the ditches were designed. There appear to have
been refuse carts 'which collected rubbish in the City but their services
had to be paid for 'which made dumping as attractive then as it is now.7
1. 2 July 1415, L.B.I., pp.137-36; 2 November 1425, Jour.II 1.56.
2. 16 June 1445, Jour.IV f,81v.
3. 20 May 1 1146, Jour.IV f.128v.; 13' March 11149, Jour.V f.8.
1. 2 July 1415, L.B.I., p.137. The inhabitants of Waibrook ward complained
about the odoura from this latrine, Cal.P.and M.1 413-37, p.152.
5. Cal.P.and M.1 413-37, pp., 12k, 132, 135, 156 , 157.
6. Ibid., pp.128, 133, 141, 154 , 155, 156. See also the description of a
private latrine to be built for the parson of the church of St. Michael
le Quern, ibid., pp.154-55.
7. Proclamation about the removal of rubbish from outside houses, carts
car yiig
 ubbih.. re to haye a large board at the back to irevent thecontents Irom Ia.u1ng out, L.B.I., p.k; c1. Cel.P.and M.1111i-5/,p .133 where they are cailea 'tumbrel' carts.
IThe Court in i4i had to instruct the Aldennan of Biflingsgate to inform the
inhabitants of his ward that they were to stop dumping dung on Holy Rood
wharf and that other provision would be made. 1 The Court of Aldermen tried
to ensure the cleanliness of the streets by the use of rushes and in 1419
the Chamberlain was instructed to seize the rush boats moored in the Fleet,
and to use the contents for street_cleaning. 2 Although most street-cleaning
was done by private inhabitants it is clear that the Court considered it had
a duty to ensure that there was an adequate supply of rushes for this purpose.
For special occasions the streets might be specially cleaned. William
Chedworth, the controller was repaid his expenses, up to £10, for cleaning
the streets around the Tower before the arrival of Margaret of Anjou. But
by and large private enterprise and public neglect only just managed to keep
the drainage and rubbish of London on the move.
A further means of preventing illness and disease in the City was to
encourage personal cleanliness. The bath houses or stews of the City, however
became centres for vices of all kinds and in 1417 the Court of Aldermen
decided that there should be no stews at aU in the City or suburbs because
of the enormities committed in them by ecelesiastics and secular men.5
Private bath houses were, however, to be allowed, but the distinction between
a private and a public l stew t was difficult to maintain aid the ward jurors
in 1L21 and 1422 had cause to complain of the inmoral 'goings-on' at such
private stews. 6 Although various people were summoned before the Court in
1. 12 November 11+61, 12 February 1462, Jour.VI f.79v., 15v.
2. 29 Septemberl l+19, Jour.I f.61.
3. 19 Apri]. 11+21, Jour.I f.90; 23 October 11+14)4, Jour.IV f.148.
4. 2 October 1L45, Jour.IV f.98v.
5. 19 April 1417, Jour.I f18v.;	 p.178.
6. Cal.P.andM.1413-37, pp.131, 154
2 I.
1425 and enjoined to abandon their stews, and the Court reaffirmed the
ordinance abolishing all stews for men and women in the City and suburbs,1
yet it appears that there gradually developed a policy of allowing stews
to be kept under licence, or rather by a bond to the Chamberlain for their
moral conduct. 2 Then on 10 February 1428 the Common Council decided that
all stews, which clearly could not be abolished, were to be run by free
Englishmen of the City and no aliens were to have any control. 3 As a result
of this there were recorded in Letter Book K several of the bonds in which
free-born citizens of London agreed to conduct respectable stews under pain
of £20.1l Whether these measures eradicated immorality from the bathhouses
of London sens open to doubt, but the Court of Aldermen ceased to concern
itself with stews, although nightwalkers and prostitutes were brought
frequently to its attention. Whether such stew-houses or hot baths
contributed much, in these circumstances, to the health of the City, is to
be doubted.
Turning from the preventative to the curative duties of the Court of
Aldermen it is clear that they faiLed to prevent the occurrence of those
two great scourges of medieval society, the plague and leprosy. There are
references to the presence of plague in London in May 1418, 1425, October
Iuf
1426, August 1433, October 143MJune 1444, May 1449 and July 1455 S The City
flnfla
1. 29 January, 35 February, 20,24 April 1425, Jour.II f.33,34,41,41v.
2. E.g. 16 May 1426, Alice Kympton undertook to govern her stew well,
Jour.II f.68v.
3. 10 February 1428, Jour.LE f.lO6v.
L1, L.B.K.,
 pp.75-76. See also Jour.II f.107v., 108v., 113. Cf. 22 March
1439, bond of £10 in which Magdalen Johnson and William Wolnore are
bound, that Magdalen will keep a respectable stew house, Cal.P.and N.
1k37_5?, P.l7.
5.	 Jour.I f.59; T.C.D. Ms.E.5.1O f.157; C.C.R1422-29, pp.27879;
. IV, p.420; R.P. V pp.67, 143, 263; P.P.C. IV pp.2S2_83C.j.
_! F467,mV*&.]p.I27.
knew of no cure either for the plague or for leprosy, although the Londoners
made more consistent attempts to deal. with the latter disease, By 1400
there were in force in the City numerous regulations excluding lepers from
London. They were to be imprisoned if they were found walking in the City
and the porters at the gates had to swear to prevent their entry. 1 These
attempts to exclude lepers from the City and so to prevent infection were not
entirely successful. Many lepers were not very ill and wished to practise
their craft in the City. 2 They needed, moreover, to enter the City to beg
for alms. The ineffectiveness of these attempts to exclude lepers may be
seen from the ward presentments of 1422 and from complaints about the presence
of individual lepers in the City made to the Common Council in 1445, 1Ll5l4. and
1456.' Robert Sewale was a notorious leper who managed to remain in the
City although his name was presented on all these three occasions. 4 The
porters at the City gates were lax in their duty of preventing lepers from
entering the City and in November 11154 thirteen keepers and porters of gates
and ward beadles were sworn in Common Council to keep lepers out of the City.5
The lepers, thus excluded, were expected to find refuge in the leper
houses outside the City. In this period there were six such houses situated
______
1	 See Marjorie B. Honeybourne, 'The Leper Hospitals of the London Area',
Transactions of the London and Middlesex Archaeological Society,
vol.XX part i (1963), pp.1_61, and Nenori.als, p.384.
2. See the case of John hayn, Baker, who continued to try and carry on his
trade in spite of leprosy, Honeybourne, op.cit., p.7.
3. Cal.P.and M.1 1l 13-37, pp.125, 132; 7 February 1445, 3 lepers named 'who
ought to be removed from the City, Jour.IV t.63v.; 17 January 14511,
8 men in the wards of Cheap, Castle Baynard, Tower and Broad Street,
indicted of leprosy in the wardmotes, Jour.V f.216v.
17 March 1456, Robert Sewale, many times convicted of leprosy, was given
until Easter to remove himself and his goods from the City, under peril
of losing a limb. He accepted the judgment of the Court, Jour.VI f.26v.
5.	 Jour.V f.208.
on the roads leading into London. The three most important houses were
St. Giles's in the Fields on the road to the west, the lock at Southwark
on the road to the south, and the house at Kingsland near Hackney on the
road to the north. 1 St. Giles' was a private foundation over which the
City had a supervisory control; it was maintained by lands and rents grantee
to it. 2 The other two houses were civic foundations and the City was fully
responsible for them. The houses were not, however, supported out of the
City Chest but by voluntary contributions. Between 1359 and 1400 fifty-seven
wills enrolled in the Hustings record bequests to lepers, but after that date
there are only four wills making such bequests. 3 It is not easy to explain
this falling off in public benefactions.
In fact the civic control of leprosy appears to have been confined to
the sending of lepers out of the City into the leper houses and the appointaienl
Of two vards whose duty it should be to supervise the three houses at
St. Giles, the lock and Eackney. The duties of these wardens, according to
their oath recorded in Journal IV were 'well and truly to oversee and govern'
the lepers in the three houses mentioned, to maintain the good rules and
ordinances made for their government and to administer faithfully the alms
entrusted to them. The men who served in this office in the first half of
the fifteenth century were members of the Common Council, Masters o their
s_fl------------
1. See Honeybourne, op.cit., p.7 and map p.c.
2. L.B.H., p.155; L.B.I., p.13. Margaret of Anjou wrote to the Master of
St. Giles to ask him to admit Bobert tJphome, aged 17, lately a chorister
at Winchester, who had become a leper, as he had no other livelihood,
Letters of Queen Margaret of Anjou and ishop Beckington and others,
ed. C. lionro, Camden Series (1863), p.95.
3. There were 37 bequests to the Lock at Southwark, 36 to St. Giles in the
Fields, 31 to the Hackney house, 5 to St. James's at iesbninster, There
were 14 general bequests to lepers. 17 December 1440, it was declared in
Common Council that John Pope had bequeathed 13s.4d. p.a. for the repair
of a leper house, Jour.III £.69v.
4. February 1447, Jour.IV f.168.
Companies and in general, notable London citizens although not of the
Alderman rank. Miss Honeybourne claims that the 'royal and civic ordinances
for lepers, and these overseers or visitors of the leper hospitals, seem to
have been among the first health regulations and public health officials in
England' . Since no cure for leprosy was known it was, perhaps, sensible of
the civic authorities to concentrate not upon the cure of lepers but upon
the prevention of infection, although their measures smack of a certain
inhumanity. Whether the wardens carried out their duties conscientiously
is difficult to know but the City was not above admitting Mr. Thomas Kent
'phisicus' to the freedom of the City so that he might receive a fee from
the alms granted for the St. Giles lepers. Mr. Kent was later to be of useful
service to the City when he was clerk of the King' s Council and assisted the
Londoners during the dispute with St. Martin'
	 But however inhumane, the
governors of London thought it to be their duty to preserve the health of
London and prevent the risk of infection from lepers.
The Mayor and Aldermen had a supervisory control over the inistery of
Barber-Surgeons, as they had, indeed, over all City Companies. By 14OO there
were in existence various ordinances governing the conduct of Barber-Surgeons
in the City. They had been exonerated from serving on Sheriff' a inquests and
since 1376 the Barbers were allowed to elect Masters for the Company and
supervise the practice of the craft in the City in order that foreigners and
unskilled persons might not 'take houses and intermeddle with barbery,
1. Honeybourne, op.cit., p.8.
2. 7 November 153, 'jsto die consenaum est Magister Thomas Kent, phisicus,
sit ).iber civitatis ea intentibus (sic) quod adinittetur in elemosynam
leprosorum apud sanctum Egidium sine feodo et fine' Jour.V f.129.
k August 1i55, Kent appointed to the tithe committee, Jour.V f.253; he
was involved in the negotiations over St. Martin's in 157, Jour.VI f.91,
185; 19 September ik58, it was decided that for his good and faithful
service to the City, as clerk of the King's Council, be was to be made
free of the City in the 1ercers' Company, Jour.VI £.231v.
surgery and the cure of other maladies, while they know not how to do such
things, nor ever were instructed in such craft'. 1 There is record of these
Masters being sworn at intervals throughout this period. 2 The practice of
medicine anurgery was, in fact, divided in the City between the Physicians
and Surgeons who formed a more skilled body and the Company of Barber-Surgeons
who had also the right to practise surgery. In the con1icts between these
groups, the Court of Aldermen upheld the right of the Barbers to exercise
the skill of surgery. 3 But the Court was concerned to prevent unskilled
Barbers from taking on cases which involved complicated and highly-skilled
surgery. In 1415 it was decided that two of the Barbers mast skilled in
surgery should have a general oversight of the serious surgical cases
undertaken by Barbers in the City. These measures were not sufficiently
effective and so the Court decided in July 1416 that
'no Barber, practising the art of surgery within the liberty of the
said City, should presume in future to take wider his care any sick
person who is in peril of death or of maiming, unless he should
show the same person, within three days after so taking iim under
his care, to the Masters inspecting for the time-being' .'
Barbers occasionally appeared before the Court of Aldermen and undertook to
observe this ordinance. 5
 In February 1451 the Company bad new ordinances
approved by the Court of Aldermen, 6
 and whatever the defects of the Barber-
1. Me'iorials, pp .393-94; IJ.B•CS, p.165; L.B.G., p.88; Liber Albus, p.270.
2. L.B.I., pp.153, 173, 209, 288; L.B.IC., pp.23, 30, 36, 97; Jour.II f.27;
Jour.IV f.229v.
3. 10 November 11124, Jour.II f.27; L.B.K., p.36; see also LI.B.K., p.11.
4. Memorials, pp.606-09.
5. 6 August 1438, Bartholomew liawborough enjoined not to enter upon any
cure in the art of surgery until he had first obtained a licence from
the Masters s.p. 40s., Jour.III f.168v.; 21 March 11149, Antonius Petre
entered into a recognizance not to take on any case touching illness and
death unless it were first viewed by the Masters, Jour.V f.8v.
6. L.B.K., p . 333; Sidney Young, The Annals of the Barber-Surgeons of
London (1890), pp.4k47.
•	 __
Surgeons their services were clearly to be preferred to those of c-&-eL Wi&Lier-
of the knife such as the Tailor Richard Mitton who appeared before the Court
of Aldermen in 1 56. On one occasion at least the Master and wardens of
the Barber-Surgeons carried out a post..mortem and reported to the Court of
Aldermen that a young girl found dead near Holy Trinity 'secundum scientias
2
suas' had died of an infirmity and not through a blow or violence.
Perhaps the most interesting of the City' s health measures in this
period was the execution of the plan to provide London with a better supply
of fresh water.
Originally the City had been well supplied by water from the Thames
and the smaller streams such as the Fleet and Walbrook which flowed into it.
But as these came to be used increasingly for drainage, sewage and rubbish,
and as the population of London multiplied, it became necessary for the City
to get a better supply of fresh water from elsewhere. At the end of the
thirteenth century (1 274) the Great Conduit was built at the meeting of
Cheapside and Poultry, opposite the hospital of St. Thomas of Acre. The
water fr this conduit came from Tyburn, via Charing Cross 1 and. was brought
underground in lead pipes. The upkeep of these pipes and the conduit
itself were charges upon the community. There was a constant need for
repairs and the citizens were much taxed in mind and. pocket to keep the
supply of fresh water running to the conduit.' This cause does not, however,
1. 20 July 158, Mitton was enjoined not to practise surgery further
without a licence from the Master and Wardens of the Barber-Surgeons,
Jour.VI f.2L9.
2. 3 November ik6i, Jour.VI 1.76.
3. 2 November 1378 , a committee was set up to consider the repair of the
conduit in Cheap, 3 December 1378, citizens were to make freewill
offerings for the repair of the conduit, 6 May 1379, all inhabitants
were to provide a labourer, or come themselves, to help to repair the
conduit, L.B.H., pp.108, 116, 127-28.
appear to have attracted the beneficent attention of those compiling their
wifla. Between 1:360 and 1k21 there were only seven bequests or grants
recorded for this purpose. 1 But apart from the civic Great Conduit there
were other private or semi-private conduits which tapped other sources of
fresh water such as springs within the City itself. There was a conduit
in Fleet Street near Salisbury Inn and St. Bride' s church which was the
responsibility of those who lived in the vicinity and used it. In 13I
they were allowed to build a pinnacle on the conduit to prevent inundations
but this was to be done at their own expense, 2 There was another conduit
near the church of St. Michael le Quern in the ward of Farringdon Within
which was maintained by the men of the ward. This conduit was supplied
from the pipe bringing water to the Great Conduit further east in Cheapside.
In this case it would appear that the pipes were the responsibility of the
chamber whereas the care of the conduit building itself was a charge upon
the ward inhabitants. But in 1430, forty years after this conduit was
built, the Coinmonalty decided that it should be repaired at the expense of
the City and not fall solely onto the care of the local inhabitants When
Richard Whittington died in 1423 his executors, according to Stow, used some
I • 1378, executors of Adam Fraunceys offered 500 marks for extending
the water supply to the top of Cornhill. L.B.H., p.108; January 1:380,
John Gitte, Draper, left 20 marks for the work of the Conduit,
Hustins Wills, ii, pp.218-19; November 1:385, bequest of £10 from
cLi.th, widow of Simon Derlyng, L.B.H., p.79; residual bequests by John
Clenhond, John Leycestre, William ilowode, William st, Hustings Wills,
ii, pp.30l, 307, 43, L.B..,p.381.
2. 12 June 1388, L.B.H., p.326.
3. 20 July 1 369, Chamberlain proposed to renew the pipes and conduit at
5t, Michael le Quern, L.13.H., p.Y43; 14 July 1390, the inhabitants of
the ward had built a conduit supplied by water from the main City
supply but they promised to remove it if it should impede the City' s
own supply of water, L.B.R., p.354.
4. 29 September 1430, L.B.K., p.110.
of his money to build stone well beads in St. Giles churchyard and at
Paul's wharf,1
There were severe], projects mooted for improving the supply of fresh
water to the City. In 1378 there was a scheme for extending the water supply
which ceme from Tyburn to the Great Conduit in Cheapside, up Cornhill as
far as the intersection with Grace Church Street. The executors of the will
of Adam Fraunceys were prepared to provide 500 marks for this scheme but it
seems to have come to nothing. 2 But such a conduit was built in Grace Church
Street over a hundred years later by the bequest of Thomas Hill, a mayor who
had died in 1485.
But at some point during the lk3Os, at a period when the Journals are
missing, the citizens must have taken the decision to increase the water
supply for the City. On 20 January 1439 Common Council decided to spend
£500 on the making and repair of the conduit. In the following month the
1. Stow, SuIvey, 1, pp.16_17, 208, 300-01. 3 June 1LI83, the inhabitants
of St. Giles' $ parish who had maintained their own cistern, asked
Common Council to maintain it at the cost of the Coinmonalty as
cisterns and conduits' • The petition was granted, L B.L.,
p . 207.
2. 2k November 1378, L.B.H., p.108.
3. Stow, Survey, i, p.110. 15 April 1k91, licence for his widow, Dame
Elizabeth, to turn up the soil of Grace Church Street for a conduit,
L.B.L., p.280. tLiiJ.4-c Ii*4,kivte I'a. C-w.4 'L.ro((a	 -CLwc 7). t4.
• 2ó January 1k39, the money was to come from the next £500 to be repaid
by the King. Common Council decided that those who bad not been taxed
for this loan to the King, should now be taxed to augment this sum,
Jour.III f.6v. The project may have been mooted earlier since on
1k October 1k29 the flg ior and .A],dermen decided that 20 marks from
the bequest of John Clerihond (see n.1, p.247, above) should be spent
on the conduit, but this may only have been for repairs to the old
conduit, Jour.II f.103.
executors of the will of the Draper, Stephen Speleman, were persuaded to
provide a further £500 for the project. 1 A large committee of six
Aldermen and seventeen Common Councilmen was appointed to supervise the
work and this connnittee in turn appointed a small sub-committee consisting
of the Aldermen John Wells and Robert Large and the four Common Councilmen,
Thomas Knolles junior, WiUiam Oliver Merer, Richard Lyndesey and John
Chesham a Scrivener, together with William Chedworth the Chamberlain' a
clerk and William Cliff as 'soflicitator' • 2 Apart from the large contribution
from the executors of Stephen Speleman, the project began to attract other
bequests and donations. 3 Thus encouraged, a year later an indenture was
sealed between the Abbot and prior of Westminster, and the Mayor, Aldermen
and Commonalty of London, whereby the Londoners were to be allowed to erect
a fountain at Oxiese (pasture for oxen) in the Abbey's manor of Paddington,
and thence conduct it underground to the City, paiing a rent of Zbs. of
pepper p.a. for the privilege. The only condition of this grant was that
the Abbey' a own water-supply from the manor of Hyde should not be inipeded.1
This licence from the Abbey had clearly been costly and on I September 1440
-------
1. Stephen Speleman had died in 1 1419, Husti.ngs Wills, ii, pp.k1819. Sir
Hugh Lepe was the only executor left. He had 08 to dispose of, of
which £500 was to be spent on the conduit and the residue was to be
distributed among the poor of the parish of St. Michael, Queenhythe,
Jour.III f.8.
2. 16 March 1 14 39, Jour.III f.11.
3. 10 March 1 14 140, Sir Henry Brounfield granted to the work of the conduit
all the sums which were owed to him by the King, Jour.III f.38v.;
17 December 14140, it was declared in Common Council that John Pope had
given 26s.8d. for the conduit, Jour.Ifl f.69v.; 1 August 11442, John
Costyn left the remainder of his goods for the perpetual maintenance
of the City' a water conduits, Hustings Wills, ii, p.514.
4. 1 March 14140, L.B.K., p.233; W.A.M. no.16340. The Common Sea]. was
attached to this indenture on Palni Sunday (20 March) 114140, Jour.III
I. 39v.
the Aldermen decided to put to the Common Council the fact that great
labour had been expended on getting this licence and yet nothing further had
1
been done. Thus graded Common Council agreed to a tax of 1000 marks to be
raised as a fifteenth in the City before Micbaelmas. The money was to be
used to complete the new conduit and to repair the old one. 2 The necessary
arrangements were made for raising the money3 and on 17 December 1k4O the
Aldermen William Estfeld and John Wells were chosen to supervise all the
work on the aquaduct, and two other Aldermen, John Olney and Robert Clopton,
together with four Common Councilmen, Simon Eyre, William Chapman, Thomas
Knobs, junior, and John Norman were appointed to supervise the receipt and
expenditure of the money voted for the conduit, to audit the accounts of
Mr. ilhiam Cliff and to pay him whatever should seem to be expedient for
his labour.
For a year the work must have gone forward smoothly. It would seem that
the City' a first efforts were spent on the construction of the piping in
Fleet Street and Strand and on the well-head at Chari.ng Cross near the chapel
of St. Mary of Rounceyale. 5 But the money appears to have run out and Common
1.	 1 September 1 14O, Jour.III f.55v.
2. 7 September i4O, Jour.III f.57. The entry in L.B.1C., p.243 states
that the meeting was held on 2 September.
3. 4 October 14O, precept to Aldermen to raise half the 1000 marks in their
wards, L .B1c., pp. 249...50; 23 November 1k4O, it was decided that Aldermen
should be taxed in their wards for the conduit, Jour,III f.67v.;
24 November 141 O, 2 Aldermen and 2 Commoners appointed to receive the
money and to view the expenditure, Jour.flI f.67v.
4. 17 December 114140, Jour.flI f.69v.; L.B.K., p. 253. 3 February 11441,
it was decided by the Court of Aldermen that each Alderman should bring
in1 the sums raised in his ward for the conduit, together with the names
ofithose who had refused to pay, Jour.III f.74.
. 22 February 1442, Mr. William Cliff promised to account for his
expenditure of the Fleet Street conduit, but he was unwilling to estimate
future expenditure, Jour.III f.109.
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Council made some effort to provide the required um 1 On 21 September 1442
Mr. Wifliaiu Cliff agreed to present a statement of his account. 2 This is
th. last mention of the conduit for two years and it would appear that while
the fleet Street section was completed, the City bad run out of energy, cash
and enthusiasm to finish the project.
Then on 10 July 11444 Common Council decided that work on the conduit
should be rapidly taken in hand. 3 New auditors were appointed to examine
the accounts, and, in November, more auditors and supervisors were chosen.4'
It would seem that the work flow undertaken was the piping from Paddi.ngton
(Oxiese) to Tyburn and on to Charing Cross. 5 But again the project ran into
financial difficulties and in June 1445 the ex..Mayor, William Estfeld, offered
to lend 520 marks for the completion of the conduit on condition that he was
furnished with reasonable security and some assurance that the work would be
finished. Common Council accepted the loan and agreed to repay it out of
the proceeds of levying an eighth part of a fifteenth in the City every year
1. 2 May 1442, the inhabitants of the ward of Farringdon Without, in which
the fleet Street conduit lay, successfully petitioned Common Council
not to have to bear the cost of this operation on their own, Jour.III
f.133v.; 19 June 1442, 65 people were listed as entering into obligati on
to provide 13s.L1d. each to the Chamber for the fleet Street conduit.
Against the names of 24' of these the word 'non' was written, presumably
indicating that they did not pay. The .Aldeniian, John Paddesley, agreed
to pay	 when the work was completed, and John Church agreed to give
20s. on the same terms, Jour.III f.138-3Sv.
2,	 Jour.ILE f.151v.
3. 10 July 1444, Jour.IV f.32v.
4. 15 July 14144, in a meeting of Common Council, the Aldermen Nicholas Yeo
and I icholas Wyfold, and the Commoners Simon Eyre, John Sturgeon, Robert
Eorne and William Thori±ill were chosen, Jour.IV f. 314'; 20 November 14144,
in Common Council additional auditors and supervisors were chosen, Roger
Heysaunt, Thomas Cook, junior, Thomas Davy and Nicholas Kent, Jour.IV
f.52.
5. See 'the petition of John Croxton, 17 June 11446, in which he refers
to his labours for the City at 'Padyngtone, Tybourne, Trippeswelle,
Charyngcrosse and Crosse in Chepe', L. .K., p.314.
for ten years. 1 But, curiously, a month later Common Council would not
agree to the specific security which Eatfeld wanted, viz. 52 marks p.a. for
ten years and the conditional security that the work would be completed
within that time. 2
 It is not clear whether Estfeld's proffered loan was
thus rejected but at a meeting of Common Council held 20 August 114145 it
was decided to raise a quarter of a fifteenth every year in the City for
five years beginning at the next feast of the Purification i.e. 2 February
lLi246. Accordingly an assessment was drawn up, the precepts to the Aldermen
to levy the sum were sent out and additional supervisors chosen once more
for the work. 4 Although the Common Council had not agreed to provide Estfeld
with the security which he required for his loan he seems to have been
prepared to give 250 marks for the work, but there were conditions attached
to this grant which suggest that Estfeld was to have ha].f the water which came
1. 18 June 11445, Jour.IV 1.81. The proposed levy would have produced in
al]. £833 6s.8d.
2. 16 July 1 2445, Jour.IV 1.86.
3. 20 August 11145, Jour.IV f.90v., i.e. the same amount as an eighth of a
fifteenth for ten years, £833 6s.8d.
Li. The assessment for the quarter fifteenth to be levied every year for
five years is entered in Jour.IV f.11v, The precept for the Aldermen
is dated 10 February 1 1446, and the money was to be brought to Guildhall
by 8 March, Jour.IV f.112, L.B,K., p.318. 20 August 11445, Richard Alley,
Richard Lee and John Feld, Commoners, were added to the supervisors
who had already been chosen, Jour.IV f.90v. A list of supervisors
drawn up in August is to be found, Jour.IV 1.159. It listed Aldermen
Supervisors: ihimn Estfeld and John Paddesley (appointed 1? December
1440), Aldermen auditors: Nicholas Wyfold and Robert Home, who had
taken the place of Nicholas leo (appointed 15 July 11444), Commoners:
Thomas Knolles, junior (appointed 20 January 1439), William Chapman
(appointed 17 December 114140), John Sturgeon, William Thomnhul
(appointed 15 July 1444), Boer Heysaunt, Thomas Cook, junior, Thomas
Davy, Nicholas Kent (appointed 20 November 1444), Richard Lee, Richard
Alley, John Feld (appointed 20 August 1445).
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to the City via the new conduit. 1 Another Alderman, John Gedneyp granted
200 marks for the work. 2 Thus financed by grants from the Coimnon Counci],
Estfeld and Gedney the work was taken up again. On 12 September 14 l46 the
Mayor and Aldermen decided to advance 100 marks to the 'magistri' of the
conduit, but on 26 October the auditors who had been appointed to examine
the conduit accounts reported that r. Wil].iam Cliff was owed £50. 1 3s. Sd.
1. 20 August 1445, Jour.IV 1.91. 13 November 1445, Common Council agreed
that Estfeld could choose supervisors for that part of the conduit
which he was now building, Jour.IV 1.106. 23 December 11445, Court of
Aldermen decided that half the water in the aquaduct at Charing Cross
should be disposed of at the discretion of William Estfeld, for the
conmionalty in those parts, the conduit there appears to have been leaking
Jour.IV f.11Ov. 24 January 1446, Common Council agreed that Eatfeld
should have the disposal of half the water in recognition of his
charity, Jour.IV 1.113. what Estfeld did with the water is not clear4
Estfeld died between 19 October 14115 and 29 April 114146. By a codicil
added to his will 16 March 1 1445, he instructed his executors to complete
the conduit in Aldermanbury at his expense, Hustings Wills, ii, pp.509-li
Eatfeld lived in the parish of St. haz'y Aldermanbury. This conduit was
not connected with the main City conduit bringing water from Paddington,
since its water came from Highbury, via Clerkenwell and Cripplegate, to
Aldernienbury. It would appear that at his death Estfeld assigned this
conduit to the Connitonalty of London, for in a meeting of Common Council
held on 28 July 1447, the indenture between the City and the Prioress of
Clerkenwell, for the conduitnnde by William Eatfeld, was sealed with the
Common Seal, Jour.IV 1.187. Stow, Survey, i, p.17, states that this
work was completed in 1471.
2. 20 August 11145, Jour.IV f.91. It may be that the gifts of Gedney and
Eatfeld were promises of bequests to be made in their wills. John
Gedney bad died by 29 March 1449 and on 7 October 1452, John Stokker,
one of his executors, promised to bring Into Court, before 7 October 1457,
the 200 marks which Gedney had bequeathed for the conduit, Jour.V 1.89.
If rich men were known to have made bequests for projects in their wills,
it would be easier for the Chamber to raise loans to carry on with the
work.
3. 12 September 1446, Jour.IV 1.138; 26 October 1446, Jour.IV f.l146v.
26 February 1455, Cliff was still owed £50 13s.kd. and 2 Aldermen, John
Norman and William Hulyn, were appointed to discuss the matter with him,
Jour.V 1.22kv. 3 March 1455, they reported that they had agreed that
Cliff should be paid £10 at Easter and £10 at Christmas, and then £10
every Chri.stmas until the full sum was paid. Cliff was also to have
26s.8d. every year front the Chamber, Jour.V f.226. 18 November 1446
John West, the cit' a plumber, who had been employed on the new conduits
asked for a renewal of his contract whereby he received a rescrioed wage
and 2 gowns of the layor's livery each year, L. .K., p.318.
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Cliff, who was understandably anxious about the repayment of the debt owed
to him, reminded the Court in December 1446 that Robert Chichele who had
died c.1439 had bequeathed £100 on his deathbed for the work of the conduit,
in the presence of the Chamberlain John Chichele, iilliam Cliff himself and
his other executors. Cliff pointed out that the greater part of the sum was
still in the executors' hands. 1
For the next two years there is no mention of the conduit in the City's
records. It would seem that the second spurt of building which had
constructed the lead piping between Paddington and Tyburn, and from l aryle-
bone to Charing Cross, had ended with the auditing of Cliff' a accounts in
December 1446.2
According to the decision of the Common Council taken on 20 August 1445
a quarter of a fifteenth should have been collected every year from 1446 to
1450. But it would seem that this had not been done. John Iorman, the
Alderman of Cheap ward, collected his ward's assessments for the years 1449
and 1450. On 26 August 1452 he brought the money into Court and delivered
it to Robert Langford the controller, on condition that it should be used
for the conduit and nothing else and also that the other Aldermen should
bring in their wards' contributions. A later note in the Journals states
that since the other Aldermen did not bring in their money, the money from
1. 18 December 1446, Jour.IV 1.153. Cliff promised to account for the
100 marks which had been given to him in September, and referred to
his work at the Cross (Charing Cross or in Cheap?) and asked to have
an auditor assigned to him for this purpose. The Court appointed John
Sturgeon to hear the account. Robert Chichele' s wills were dated
17 December 1438, and were enrolled 14 February 1440 and 14 October 1441,
Hustings Wills, ii, pp.148992.
2. 24 January 1449, 3 auditors were chosen for the work on the conduit,
John Derby, Alderman and the Commoners William Hulyn and William
Tailor, Jour.V f.4v.
Cheap ward was returned to John Norman on 27 jy 1Lf53 1 The reason for this
reluctance on the part of the wards to pay their assessment for the conduit
may be explained by the hope, entertained since Estfeld' s death in iJ46
that his executors would bear the cost of the work. 2
 In October 152 John
Gedney' a executors promised 200 marks for the work 3
 and on 28 October 153
the indenture between the executors of William Estfeld and the Mayor and
Coxnmonalty of London finally received the Common
By this indenture the executors agree4to build the missing sections
of the pipe_line from Tyburn to Marylebone and from Charing Cross right
into the City where they will make fountain heads and wells as seemed best
for the common good. In return the Mayor and Conimonalty entrusted the
existing water supplies and conduits to the executors and promised never
to alter the course of the water chosen by the executors. The Mayor and
Connnonalty	 4 themselves s.p. 1000 marks to keep this agreement. From
this time forward the building of the new conduit appears to have been taken
entirely out of the hands of the hayor and Connnonalty. 5 The reason that the
1. 28 August 1k52, the Cheap ward assessment for this purpose was £15 114s.Od.
For 1s449, Norman had collected £15 Os.9d. and for lk51, £15 2s.14d.,
Jour.V f.81i.
2. 13 February 1LI50, the Court of Aldermen decided that Etfe1d's executors
should come to Court on the first 1' onday in Lent to discuss the conduit,
Jour.V f.30v.
3. See n.2, p.2.7 above.
Jour.V f.126v.; L.B.K., pp.355-57. The indenture had been discussed
by Coxmnon Council on 2?ay llS3, Jour.V f.11O.
. 25 September 1LI78, the inhabitants of fleet Street were given permission
by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council to build two cisterns at
the Standard and at Fleet Bridge, on Common Soil, tapping the water
brought by Eatfeld's executors to the City, L.B.L., p.158. The
executors also brought a supply of water from Highbury to Aldermanbury,
see n.1, p .21 above.
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work had taken so long and bad been pursued so haif-heartedly by the City
was that there was already a watersupp1y from Tyburn to the City, inadequate
and old as it might be, and so the need was not pressing. 1 It required
private benefaction and. enthusiasm to complete the work. The last reference
to the old conduit is to be found in June 11455 and so the new one built by
Estfeld's executors imist have been completed SOOfl after this.
In this period also fresh water was brought to the prisons of Ludgate
and Newgate. The Grocer and Alderman Thomas Knofles appears originally to
have been responsible for this work, but be died in 11435 and the project was
carried on by his son, also a Grocer named Thomas Knolles. 2 By two indenture
dated 1436 and 114142 Thomas Knolles, junior, made agreanents with the Prior
of St. Bartholomew' s and with the Master of the Hospital there whereby he
was allowed to carry off excess water ihicb belonged to the priory, from a
cistern near the chapel of St. Nicholas and convey it to the two prisons.3
It may be, however, that 'when the new City conduit was completed in the
11450s the system of bringing water from St. Bartholomew* s was abandoned and,
instead, the water from the new conduit, which must have passed close to
Ludgate, was tapped and pipes were then laid to convey the water from
Ludgate to Newgate. The Aldermen William 13.ulyn and Hugh Middleton, and
the City building surveyor Mr.illiam Cliff, were appointed in April 11459
to supervise the bringing of water to Newgate for the benefit of the
1. Repairs to the old conduit were still being made 9 August 114514 and
10 June 11455, Jour.V 1.184, 245v.
2. Stow, Sur'vy, i, pp.17, 37; he confuses the two Thomas Knolleses.
3. L.B.L., p. 14 . These two indentures were of a private nature between
Thomas Knolles and Reginald the Prior and John Wakeryng the Master,
but 22 January 11460, certain releases made by Wakeryng and other feof1e
received the Common Seal, Jour.VI f. 268. This entry may well refer to
the Knofles indentures whi qh are entered in the Letter Book, c.11462.
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prisoners. 1
 A Proclamation issued in 1475 in which the City takes over
responsibility for the upkeep of the water supply for the prisons of
Ludgate and I'ewgate makes it quite clear that the water came via the main
conduit to Ludgate and thence to Icewgate.2
It is possible to attempt some estimate of what it had cost the City
to buy the grant from the Abbot of Westminster, to build the pipeline from
Paddington (Oxiese) to Marylebone, end L'Fem 1 arylobone', and from Marylebone
to Charing Cross arid to construct the stone well heads at Paddington,
Tyburn, Marylebone, Charing Cross and the Standard in Cheap. It would appear
that the City provided, by way of taxation, about £2000 and private
benefaction contributed about £12O0. The work was more than half completed
by the time Estfeld' s executors took over, so it may be fair to estimate the
total cost of the work at c.5000. The lead was costly and the labour
skilled.4 But in this project it is possible to see clearly certain
features characteristic of London government in this period. There is the
boldness and scope of the enterprise itself; the mingling of communal and
private effort; the spasmodic progress of the scheme; the raising of money
by a civic tax assessed in the wards; the overall executive supervision of
the Court of Aldermen; the more remote, but tight, financial control of the
Common Council; the appointment of Committees to supervise the work, receive
the money arid audit the accounts; and above all, the overriding sense of what
was necessary for the common good and for civic pride.
1. 2 April 1459, Jour.VI f.153v.
2. 15 June 1475, L.B.L., p.130; 20 July 1475, Cal.P.and M.1458-82, pp.92_93.
3. Tor the costs of building the new conduit see Appendix no.32
4. John Atherley, Mayor in 1442k3, received a royal licence to buy 200
fothers of lead and to take workmen, plumbers and labourers for the
construction of conduits and a Cross in West Cheap, 25 June 1443,
P.R.1441-6, p.188.
APPR I!
AN OPPOSIf ION PARTT IN T CT. 1438-1444.
The opposition which the ruling oligarc v .noounter.d in these years,
repr..ent.d a variety of griavano.s but its unity and driving force
depended upon one man, & Tailor nanmd Ralph Bolland. The fundamantal
trouble waa a disput, between the Tailors and Drapers which, on the
face of it, wee simply one of the many demarcation disputes between
City Companies, which are comn in this period. But th. conflict
between the Tailors and Drapers eymboliaed the fundamantal rift in
City life; th. rift between the artisans who, however ancient their
companies, were poorer and less powerful than the iiercbants, who, t
reason of their wealth, controlled the City governnmnt and therefore
gained the royal ear also. Ralph RoUand 1 hi. personal abilities
articulated the artisan grievances end from tb, original Tallors/
Drapers dispute ther, developed an opposition party in the City. Thia
party first attacked the nethod of electing the )&qor and iben
attacked the new eo,miission of the Peace which gave the yor and
Alderman powers as Justices and over and above their powers as
Guardians of the Peace. When their attempts at reform within the
existing framawork of City governmant failed, the opposition party
resorted to an attempt at an armsd uprising. Tb. failure of this
rksd the triumph of the conservative marchant el.nmnts, it during
their brief period of agitation, Ralph RoUand and his .11.. left
behind them a record which illuminates the action. and desires of
that elusive being, the madieval. conmn man.
The Tailors and linen-arinourers of London bad received litter.
patent from idward III in 1327 vberey they were allowed to hold their
gild once a year and to exercise the rights of search and correction
subject to the M'or or his deputy. 1 It was not until 1364 that the
Draper. first received letters patent. By these the Drapers were
€ranted a monopoly of buying and selling cloth, and the power to
elect four wardens to oversee and rule the miatery of Drapers in the
City 'ty the aid of the wor and sheriffs if xed be'. 2 Originally
there appears to have been no conflict between the Tailors and Drapers.
In the fourteenth century the Tailor, made up cloth, especially 1izn
cloth and do not appear as retailer., whereas it seems pretty certain
that the London Draper actually did little in the wq of superintending
the manufacture of cloth and that trading w&s l far the more iiportaM
of hi. functions.3
In the years between 1364 and 1438 the Tailore appear to have
made several strides forward. In 1390 they received further letter.
patent fro Richard II granting them the right to elect a Master
as well. s. four Vardens and to make ord{itces for their better
1. F.M. Pry and R.T.D. Sayle, Charters of the ex'chant Tailors'
Comp	 (1937), pp.9.11.
2. A.!. Johnson, The Bietozy of tie Torehipfu]. Co yipaiy of the Drar,eia
pf London (1914), vol.1, pp.204.08.
3. Ibid., pp.121-22.	 - -
goverzunt, anxrne.4tb.r thing..1 Moreover by Letters patent from
Henry IT, tb. Tailors were incorporated, ..Uowed to acquire Lands to
the veLue of £100, to have a cowrn seal, and tb.y were Licensed to
alienat, in
It would appear then that in the first thirty year. of tie
fifteenth century the Tailors wer, the ire established end the
wealthier Company. They bad bad a Master since 1390, they were
incorporated in 1408 and, according to later record. of tie Couany,
Richard II and all the Lancastrian Kings wore the Company's livery.3
Moreover the Tailors 1 Ball vas already in existence by l392 wbereaa
the Draper. t only began to build their ball in l425. Further in
1.413 when the annual incoi from the London property of the Tailors1
Company stood at £44 3s.7d. that of the Drapers was only £22 13s.6d.6
1. 30 July 1390, Fry and Sale, op.cit., pp.13.15. tittered in Letter
Book together with a writ from the King dated 27 September 1392,
to Mor instructing him to allow the Tailors to enjoy their
guild and eustoma, L.B.E., p.384; enrolled in Busting. 121. (1), (2).
2. 2 Augu*t 1408, Pry and. Sale, p,cit., pp.15-18; P.B.0. Ancient
Petition no.12781; CP.R. 1405-8, p.466.
3. Merchant Tailors Ball Ma. .&/4 i Account. 1397.1445,
4. H.L. Eopki.nson, T_l'e History of the Merchant Tailors' Ball (l1),
Chapters i and ii.
5. Johnson, o p .cit., vol.1, pp.112.13.
6. Archaeological Journal, vol.LIT (1887), pp.56 a.82; Johnson, op.cit.,
yol.I, p.128.
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Yet in spite of all this the Tailors appear to have occupied a
relatively subordinate position in the governnt of the City. In
the years from 1327 until 1435 when Ralph Holland bec&n* an Alderman,
the Tailors S Coçaxy provided no Alderten azid hence no )Lqor, whereas
the Drapers in the eawe period provided 34 .1derren, l4of whoi becae
Mayors. For a comparison of the civic success of the different
Companies in the period, th. following table is drawn up to cover the
year. 1327-1435.
Mercers
Grocers
Drapers
Fiabnonger.
Goldsmiths
Skinners
Vintners
Taxchandlers
Arur.rs
G irdlers
Saddlers
Wool en
Broderers
Corder.
Bladers
That is the explanation of this subordinat, position of th.
Tailors? W' did. they not acblav, civic office? An explanation may
lie in the fact that the Tailors were an artisan guild, albeit an
important one. A Tailor workmd with hi. bands; a Draper bought and
sold. 1 Tailor could	 no re moiy than his hand. could earn;
a Draper in this period of &n expanding English cloth trade was
becoming not only an En iab but a European isrebant, welt' and.
influential. The Grocer., rc.rs, Fishmongers and Goldsmiths, the
other great Companies in tbia period, were also primarily iercb&nt
guild.. Many Drapers were rich wen (e.g. John Rende, William Crowrer,
3innEyre), but there is no Tailor who stand, out in this way.
zrtberrEre, since the Drapers had the monopoly of ying and sell ing
cloth in the City the Tailor beca dependent upon him for the aesne
to carry on his trade. The Draper bad established bielf securely
as the indispensable middle man and the Tailor was forced to accept
the position of dependence.
Occasionally man who were Tailors are described as Drapers; indeed
Ralph Rolland himself is often described in this wq, and perhaps
if be bad not so vigorously identified }iima.lf with the Tailors 1 canes
be might bay, been reusmbered as yet another Draper holding civic office.
Ralph Bolland as a Master of the Tailors' Company in 1418-19 and yet
contributed 40f- towards the maw Drapers' HaI.1 in 1425 and when that
Compaxy's accounts end in 1441 be is still paying (and owing)
quarterage.1 It is obvious that in Ralph Eolland1 s case the dual
Company does not arise from confusion but because Rollnd did belong
to both Companies; so did John Derby, another Alderman. 2 It would
1. The surviving Draper.' Account, are printed by Johnson, ODe Cit.,
yol.I, Appendix no.18, pp.283-48.
2. John Derby is variously described a. Draper and Tailor, sea
Bean, vol.1, p.330 n.l.
obvioualy be an advantage to a Tailor to b. a mamber of th. Draper.'
Corpaiy and thus abl. to b his cloth at whol.sal. prices. It mi€ht
be profitabl, to a Draper to practise the Tail or'. craft, but apart
from Holland and Der zwz* of the Wardens or Maat.r. øf the Tailors'
Coaz is wentiozd in the Draper.' records. Certainly it is clear
that the Tailors Coirpazq was 1... abl, than the Drapers' Coirpay in
thi. period to assert its intsre ste and proiote it. embers. Au
ambitious man would choose to be a Draper rather than a Tailor and in
the three cases we have of translations from ox Cowpary to the other,
it was alwq. a Tailor seeking to becone a Draper. 1 This fact lna]ss
th. action of Ralph Ealland who, as a Draper, would have achieved
conventional, civic success but yet consciously championed the Tailora
and fought for them against the Draper., the more remarkable.
Ralph Holland first appears as a Draper in the records of that
Company in the years 1413-14 when be was sufficiently advanced in
status to be owing money for the enrolment of his apprentice Thomas
Rolme. 2
 In 1414-16 be first appear, as a ivemb.r of the Tail or.'
Company when he paid 20/.. to enter the livery. 3 H. izst then have
been at least twenty. Of his parentLge .
 it ii difficult to sq anything;
they are not rentioned in his wills. Certainly by 1421 he was married
to a wife Mathilda and bad by her a son, also Ralph, who entered the
1. 1425, L.B.E., p.39; 1439,
	p.224; 1445, ibId., p.309.
2. Johnson, op.cit., p.287.
	
-
3. Tailor.' Accounts, i, f.90.
0'
livery of the Tailors Coaparq in 1435/6 at appears to have died
before his father. 3 Holland beCaie Master of the Tailor.' Copazy in
1419.20,2 and although be is variously described as Tailor and Draper
from this tiwe until hi. death in 1452, it is clear that he identified
himself with the Tailors' Coripai' and it is to them that he leaves
hi. property. 3 Apart fron the Drapers Compai account, in which
Ralph Holland continued to appear as a debtor until they end in 1442,
the last werition of Holland &ø a
	 case in l44O, and a deed of
13 March 1444 enrolled in the Busting. Court reveals that Ralph Holland
bad definitely brolian with the Drapers. The deed concerned a shop
which bad belonged to Walter Ridler but which Holland claised ua
granted to him in the words 'ego prasdictu. Ralph Holland per noien
Raduiphi Holland pIxnaarii'. Unless Holland bad officially abandoned
hi. connection with the Draper. this explanation would have been
unnecessary. That Holland ghould bays severed hi. connection with the
Draper. between the years 1440 and 3444 is explicable and important.
1. 26 March 1421 licence to bay, a portable altar granted to Ralph
Holland and hi. wife kathilda, Cal,Papal ReRistere, vol.TII, p.333.
Maud, wife of Ralph Epiland entered the livery of the Tailor.'
Coapai 1419/20 and ' Mistress Holland' contributed 20/'. for
the chapel in 1438/9, Tailors' Accotg L, f.113, 304v. Ralph
Holland junior, i hi. willIdated 24 October 1445, bequeathed
tenesents in the parish of St. Dunatan in the 3e.at. There is no
,ntion of wife or children, rchant Tailors' Ball, 20th century
Me. B 2 with notes on sowe rembers of the Compaz7 1398493.
2. Tailor. 1 Accounts i, f.112.
3. Euetinps Wills, ii, PP.525, 526.
4. , C.R. 1435-41, p.378.
5. Eustinga Roll. 172 (21).
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Ralph Holland first app.ars in the civic records on 5 September 1426
when be was committed to prison for having criticized the 3Lor for
correcting the Tailors. Thu is the first hint of the outspoken radical
who was to disturb th. peace of the City at frequent intervals in the
next twenty years. Holland on this occasion was bound over to
behave bielf,1 but in spit. of this on 8 October John O1.ney Mercer,
Thomas Cook a Draper and Thomas Reynw.U. a Grocer gave evidence on
oath against Ralph. On that d the Mayor and Aldersen bad pros,ilgated
ancient ord{ncea about the manner in which tb Sheriffs and the Mayor
should be elected in the City.	 ' an ancient writ of 1315 only those
who were suDnvne& were allowed to attend these two elections and not
the citizens at large. 2 When this writ was proclaised Ralph Holland
bad objected saying that tb. write concerniz the election of the
Mayor were isw, fabricated and untrue and mere not included in aru of
the City's ancient books.' In fact Holland was mistaken on this point
but it my well be that the custom of aumm,nlng citizens to the elections
of Sheriffs and Mayors had lapsed over the past years; instead az
freeman had been allowed to take part in the elections. Probably in
1426 th. Mayor and Aldersen were reverting to an earlier practice in
order to exercise so control over the elections. Eo].1 and was
committed to Ludgate prison for his recalcitrant words, but the King
issued a writ of habeas corpus to the Sheriffs on hia behalf. Prom the
1.. Jour.II f.82v.
2. For the writ of 1315, ee L1BD., pp.24-.26.
3. Jour.II f.85.
7 'I
Sheriff'. return we learn that Holland bad not only 'wantonly declared
that auch ordinances were fabrications' but bad $lso threatened Thomas
Coke with violence.1 Zany, therefore, in hii career Ralph Holland
fought for a wide civic franchise; the ideal of one man one vote.
Zany also in his career he fell foul of the ruling oligSrc)y. This
problem of the civic franchise and of th, right of the •inferior1
citizens to vote at civic elections becoses again an important plank
in Roll anda later platform, and 1r tackling the problem of the
constitutional. basis of governsent and consent be abowed a political
awareness which raised him above his contemporaries. But on this
occasion Roll and was forced to submit and on 10 October, four sen
(three of whom can be definitely identified as Tailors) entered
into an obligation for £100 to guarantee his good behaviour.2
When th. ward of Baynard's Castle becase vacant in February 1.429
both Holland and Ralph Slcinna.rd (who bad been one of hi. sureties)
were presented as candiatea to the Court of A1derue together with
Thomas Walsingham, a Vintner, and Thomas DUffl2Ous, one of the
Sheriffs and a Fishmonger. The Lldersen n n{mously chose Waleinghan.3
In spite of this rebuff Holland kept up hi. trouble-making and on
13 May 1429 Thomas Bradl' a Fishmonger reported to th. Court of
&ldersen that in th. seating of Common Council held two days before,
when th, question of a loan to the ling bad been discussed, be had
be*rd Ralph Holland sq that the rings. necessity was not as great as
1. L.B.L, pp.55-56.
2. Jour.II f.85v.
3. Jour.I.I f.131v.
4.
5.
6.
p.46?. B.oeived at Bxcb.quex 7 July 1435,
the Mayor and. Aldersen rep sasnted) But Ralph Eo].1&M finally
wicceede1 in forcing his w into the setablishnent when on
2]. September 1429 he was elected o of the Sheriffs ' the Coinuonalty.2
Although a. Sheriff only bold office for a year the Alderman is'et have
been exasperated at finding this trouh].eaone upstart in their midst.
Unfortunately the Journals are missing for the seven ye are from
November 1429 so it is difficult to trace Holland'. career in az'
detail. 3 In September 1434 be was elected o of the aninial anditor.
of accounts. 4 In July 1435 be was abi. to lend £100 to the Ltug 5 and
t October of that year be had been elected Alderman of Bread. Street
'urard. 6 Already the dispute between the Tailors and Draper. over the
,!especti'e rights of the two Companies in the matter of searching for
I.. Jour.II f.133v.
2. B.K.; p.102.
3. Although the civic record. are musing the Tailors 1 accounts
eveal sone of Rolland is activities. Re enrolled two apprentioes
in 1425/6; 2 in1 428/9; 1 in 1433/4; 1 in 1434J5; 1 in].438/9;
2 in 1440/1; 2 in 1443/4, Tailor.' Accounts 1., f.l59v., 193v.,244v., 303w. , 329, 370. It is clea that Holland was oze of the
most wealt 4y-, probably the most meaLtb.y, nomber of the Tailors1
Company. His contributions to the maw kitchen in 1425/6, 1430/land
1432/3 were larger than those of any other sember of the Company,
Tailors' Accounts f.16].v., 216w., 237w. Holland's contribution
of £4 towards the maw charter in 1439/40 was larger than that of
anyone else, and in 1433/4 be lent the Company £15 but took as
security 2 gilt basins aM 2 pottl.es of silver. Re was repaid
10 years later, Tailor.t Acout i, f.317'v., 375w.
kJ$_X. , pp.183-84.
	
-' -
9 July 1435, C.P.R. l49-,
pLO. B 401/742.
p.193,
2defective cloth in the City was already apparent. In the year endifl
August 1435 the T&ilora had. spent £14 4a.4d. on fees and. sntertaini€
n of 1r to help them construct their case against the Drapm.1
The situation was aggravated by the Act of the Parliaiient of 1437
whereby th. rules and regulations of aU guilds, fraternities and
Co!ipaniea were to be approved by the local Justices of the Peace of
Governors of the cities concerned. 2 In London it bad always been
necessary for the Cotpanias to submit their rules to the Mqor and
&lderaan, but as a result of this act maze of the City Companies
sought - or were coe11ed to seek - royal confirmation of their
charters. On 30 November 1438 the Drapers Compaxy received new letters
patent whereby the Company was incorporated and they were empowered to
1. Tailors' £ccounta 1, f.258v.-259v. It is worth noting here that
the Company took considerable trouble to cultivate the Du of
loaceeter as a patron. Be entered the livery in 1414 (f.73v.),
ansi en were enfranchised, in the Company at his request in 1416,
1417 aM 46 f89y., 94w., 26 5w.). Other ren entered the livery
of tb. Comp.nT^5 aM 1433 (f.150v., 237). B. was given a
hood in 1432, 1436, 1437, 1439, 1441..45 (f.229v., 272, 283, 309,
333, 346, 361, 376 , 397). Ziesnor, Duchess of Gloucester was
enrolled in the livery in 1434 (f.246) and Richard Nedebam,
described as 'with Lady of Gloucestert
 entered the livery in
1445 (f.388)., In 1431, Glouoester sold the 'Maison de RiaU. to
the Company for.40 and the sa].e was negotiated by Bolland (f.ZL6'v
217w.). Whether tbis property can be identified. with La Ryol.
or La Riol. is not clear. See C.L. rlvigsford, 'Historical Notes
on 2edieva1 London Rouses',London To porapbieal Record, vol.111(192o), pp.9-U.. When the troubl. with the Drapers becane
serious the Tailors spent 6/8d. on cloth for Gloucester's
confessor in 1435 (f.259v.) and in 1439 paid Gloucester (30(a' bribe?) £nd. at Christmas 1440 the Company paid bi Muanera
£6 13s.4d. (f.3]. 3v,, 332w.).
2. NJ. IV, p.507; see L.B.L,, p.rli.
elect a 3Last.r annually as well as four Ti.rdena. 1 The charter does
not specifically sention the Drapersl
 right of search for deficient
cloth in the City but there most have been trouble on this subject.2
Moreover the King appointed two Drapers as aulnagers in the City,
i... as collectors of the tax payable to the King on each piece of
cloth. No cloth was supposed to be sold or made up until it was sealed
by the aulnager to show that the tax was paid and that the cloth was
of the correct width and length. Although the aulnagers were concerned
with money and not quality, the grant of the farm of the aulnage of
cloth to two Drapers in February 1439 cannot have been pleasing to
the Tailor..3
But the Tailors were not to be outdone. They also received royal
l.tters patent dated 24 February 1439 confirming the previous royal.
grants but with the additional. clause that the Master and Wardens 'may
have and me full, search in and of the mieteries aforesaid and of all
those persona who ax'. or shall be privileged with the Tailors and
LirienArtuourers ... and may b. able to correct and reform aU. defects
found among them ... beb the survey of the Mayor of your said city
for the tine being and that no other person or persona shell in ax
way ma search in or of the persona of misteries aforesaid save only
the aforesaid Mayor.'4
1. Text of charter, Johnson, ocit., vol.1, pp.214.15.
2. 17 December 1439, Court of Aldersn decided that the Waidena of the
Tailors' Conpazy were only to carry out the sorutixy on the mandate
of the Mayor, as was customary, Jour.III f.3.
3. The Drapers were Robert Shirborne and John Derby. Grant printed
by Johnson, op.oit., vol.1, pp.216-20..
4. Yzy and Sale, p c1t., P•21
The Tailors bad spent £79 1 8s .3d. on obtaining their charter
but 1 it they bad ,btained-tbe privilege of searching member. of
their own miatery for az- def.cta. The Drapers began to make moves
to have the Tailorscharter annulled and they chose to attack it on
the grounds that the Tailors' charter infringed the liberties of the
City, i... that it detracted from the Mayor 1 e privilege - alst
always deputed to the Masters or Wardens of the Compazy concerned -
of searching th, defects of workmanship of ax citizens. The iw
Tailors 1 charter does not allow the Mayor to appoint those deputies
he chose to carry out the survey for him, but it was specified that
these deputies could only be the Master and Wardens of the Tailors1
Coazy. Bence before October 1439 the Tailors t charter and that of
the Saddlers which included a similar right of search clause appeared
enrolled in the plea and nenioranda rolls under this heading*
Wemorandua that the following charters were brought into Guildhall
by order of Stephen Brown, mayor, to be examined ' the counsel of the
City to ascertain whether they were contrary to th, city's liberties
or not'. 2 Tb Tailors found tbeniae] yes fighting not simply the Drapers
. Tailors' Account. i, f.3] 3v., 302. The largest items of expenditure
'were £30 or the Duke of Gloucester *nd £10 for the Bishop of
Bath, the lord Chancellor. Adani Moleyna, the Clerk of the Council
received £8 6a.8d. and also 1oth worth £2 (f.3o9).
	
st of the
rest of the money was spent on dinners for important people, and.
fees for writing and enrolling the charter. See also C.L Clods,
Ti', Earli iatoI7 of the Guild of rci'ant Tailo (1888), part I,
Appendix III, pp.345-46.
2. Cal.P. and M. 1437. 57, p.33 . In 1439/40 the Tailors paid l/BtI.
'for a copy of the biLl. which the Mayor of Londen brought to our
Lord the King and to the Council, for the charters of all the
different Wsteries of the City', Clods, op.cit., p.546.
but the City in its corporate capacity. That the Drapers were taking
steps can be seen from the following entries in their accounts for the
year ending Au&ut 1440.
For a copy in the chancery of the newe articLe in the
Tayloura charter
Pbr ? bill. a devyaing and writing to the mayor for
the sane article
For Baydok man of laws
For boat hire to Westminster and. boi diverse tines
In this yea.r also the Tailors spent £60 on a confirmation of their
new charter as well as other expenses.2
3anwbile Ralph Rolland bad been behaving quietly. 3 Indeed be
bad so icb becoirs acoepted y the Court of .1der!ren that In January
of 1439 he was commissioned 1r them to act on their behalf in putting
their case against John Sevenoke the new Prior of Christ Church, to
the DuJe of Gloucester. 4 ikreover in March he was appointed to the
committee to supervise th. new aqutduct. 5 On 13 October of that year
for the first tine there were recorded in the Journals the nanee of
the two nen whom the Coinvionalty presented to the Court of Alderman for
1. Johnson, op.cit., vol.1, p.337.
2. Tailors' Accounts i, f.317v.-319v.; Clod., op.cit., pp.345-46.
3. Ro11and'bad, of course, been nuch Involved in the activities ofhis Company. The Recorder of London in 1436/9 had been entertained
at EoUand'i bue when bi a&vice was sought
	
the Company, and
Eblland bad contributed £4 towards the coat of the new charter,
Tailors' Accounts i, f.3Q2, 317v.
4. Jour.III f.7, and. see n.l, p.1above. In July 1443 Bolland
also acted as financial agent for the Du]a of Gloucester who
received repaynent of £166 13a.4d. through Bolland, P.R.0.
Issue Roll E 403/76 2.
5. Jour.Ifl f.11.- *
2/-.
2/..
20/-.
6
See Cbapter VI, pp. 33 -40 8'
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their choioe of Myor. Robert Large a 1rc.r and Ralph Eolland were
presented. Tue .&lderen choae Dobert Laree.1
In spite of this set back there were no signs of rebeLliousness
on olland's part. 13.1 feeling certainly existed between Tailors and
Drapers as can be seen from tile case of John Pevenel who, on November 27,
was sent to Newgate for sying that be could prove six isrnbers of the
Drapers' Conpary to be false when in fact he could prove none to be
Ralph RO11Zid continued to serve on oomnitteee of ildernen. In
Auuat 1440 be was appointed to oversee tile work ot the new barø at
Smithfield; 3 in September be was one of tile Aldernen sent to tI'e King
o put the City'acase about the abuse of the sanctuary at St. Martin's
le Grand and be was on a second and smaller comnittee set up later
in the sana nntb to deal with tile problem.4 On 13 October 1440 , the
date for the election of tile Mayor, the Comi,nelty again presented
two candidates John Paddesley a Goldsmith and Ralph Rolland. Tile
Aldernen chose Paddee1ey.
It was during Paddealey'a Mroralt that the latent trouble
between the Tailors and Drapers began to coma to a head. In this
intervening period since early 1439 both Corpanies bad been arguing
their case before the Chancellor and before tile Court of Alderiiefl.
1. Jour.III f.14v.
2. Jour.III t.30v.
3. Jour.III f.52.
4. Jour.III f.59, 60.
5. Jour.III f.62v.
, I'
On 5 August 1441 the Wardens and good sn of the Drapers 1 Compaz
corplained that they did not have their accuatod scrutir of the
ieaaures of the Tailors, neaning the lengths of cloth in Tailors1
hands. This coi1aint was probably made with particular reference
to the St. Bartholonew's lair held for three dqa around August 24
when nuch cloth was sold both by Drapers and Tailors and the Draper. had
usually exercised the right of search. The Maror and Aldernen replied
aonewba.t cantiously to this complaint and poetpored a decision until
the Myor should have consulted with those &ldernen (Bolland among
them) who were absent. 1 On 14 August the Mayor and Aldersen decided
that the Master and Wardens of the Drapers should cotinue their
search as before, but for the purposes of peace, until the Tailors
should have cone and put in a reply, the Msyor took again into his
own bands the search of woollen cloth exposed for sale by Tailors at
St. Bartholonew's Fair. 2 Clearly therefore by this date the Tailors
ere actually selling sone cloth - at aw rate at the fair - but
although by this compromise they were not allewed to carry out the
search themselves, the Drapers were not to carry it out either but
rather the Mqor who, in this case, appointed the City Chamberlain
aided by a Shearer and a Fuller to exercise that duty as his deputies.
But while the Drapers had been busy furthering their case at the
Court of Aldernen, the Tailors had persuaded the Wth€, on the sane dsy
14 August 1441, to write a letter to the Msyor instructing his to allow
1. Jour.III f.93v.
2. L.B,, PP.259-60.
the Tailors to search and reedy defects in their wistery in
accordance with the royal letters patent of February 1439.1 Ibetber
the Mor and Alderwen obeyed the royal uandate is diffioult to tell.
On 23 August, tI'e dq before the St. Baxtbolousw ts Pair, four
Drapers were sworn in court to exercise their scrutiny. And the
absence of arq Tailors sisilarly sworn would indicate that the Mqor
stuck to his original plan of exercising the search over the Tailors
at the Pair biaself.
The election to the MqoraLty the following October wea of ecre
than passing significance. Success or failure in the dispute over
the rights of search would depend very largely on the decisions of the
Mayor during the cosing year. The Comnmslty presented two candidates
for the choice of the Alderien, Robert Clopton a Draper and Ralph
Holland the Tailor. During the last year Holland bad behaved in
er1ary fashion. HI bad served on the coittee to supervise the
zw work on London Bridge ;3 and on the committee to deal with the
accounts for the aqueduct, 4 and later on the committee set up to
arbitrate between the bridge wardens and the auditors of their accounts.5
1. L.B.L, p.260. The Tailors' Company spent a considerable aimt
of ixy tppon divers n for the search of St. Bartholoiew'a
Pair'. Tbey paid 6/8d. to a secretary 'for devising and writing
a letter. frot the ring to the Mayor of London ' (the letter of
14 August 1441), aM other
	
upon travelling expenseS and suppers,
ai%lnting in all to £6 L2e.]d. Tailore l Account. 1, f.35L-351.v.
2. Jour.III f.94v.	 3. Jour.III f.67.
4	 JouX'.III f.67v,
	 5. Jour.III f.76v.
A hint of trouble can be found in the entry of March of that year,
when John Rueae]. the Mayor's Sergeant was exaa4'ied about certain words
he had beard spoken 1 Ralph Holland. 1 But there was no clear excuee
wbere1y the Court of A1derien could reasonably for the third tiie
reject Holland as Mayor.
The events on 13 October 144]. were of such a striking nature that
they were recorded in iose of the contemporary chronicles. The usual
jnnse Coimnonalty, having chosen Holland and Clopton, waited
breatbiessly in the outer ball of Guildhall while the Mayor and
AJ.dern inside made their choice. John Paddeeley the current Mayor
then appeared leading on his right hand the A1derw's choice -Robert
Clopton the Draper. Instantly a conntion broke out and the Tailors
and other •handycrafty' en called out •nay, not that man but
Raulyn Holland'. Nothing the Mayer could do, or his Zergeant$a
attepta at crying 'ozey' could quieten the incensed Tailors, until
the Sheriffs were sent to round up the troublenalcere w'no were sent
to prison. 2 Indeed it appears that not only did. the Tailors cry out
against Clopton but they even unofficially deci ared Boll and to be
elected Mayor.3
This story in the chronicles ii substantiated 1 the official
version of the events of 13 October, to be found in the Journals.4
1. Jour.III f.80.
2	 Vitelllus A X, p.1 54-55; Continuation C of Brat,	 p.508;
Great.Chrop., p.175-76 ;	 p.614. -
3. Ba, p.115.
4. Jour. III f. 97'.
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A .4 boo jury of eighteen found that eleven man were responsible
for breaking tl* King's peace - six Tailors and five 51diimirs.
Tbøae eleven were coumtitted to prison and the foil ovig day the
Master, Wardens and man of the Tailors miatery aa1d to be allowed
to go bail for the prisoners. This was refused on the grounds that
a royal mandate had instructed the Mayor that the Tailors were not to
be allowed bail. 2 On 4 IToveeber the man were still in prison and a
committee of five Alderman was sent to the Kingt . Council to discuss
the matter. 3 Three days later a further committee of 	 senior
Alderman was sent to the Council in order to persuade them not to
free the Tailors and Skinner, except on the advice of the Mayor and
Alderman. A note was added in tie Journals to sq that the Alderman
were graciously received and their petition heard. 4 On 8 November,
Shefuld, the Warden of Newgate prison where the Tailors and Skinners
were kept, reported to the Court about his prisoners. They claim,
he said, that they are not uilty of the charges for which they are
imprisoned and that they know that their release depends, not upon
tb. Mayor, but upon the Lords of the Council. Shefuld further informad
tie Court that Kent and thite both Tailors and Sherde and Palmer,
Skinners, were the •regulatores of the others and that Palmer and
1. Ore of the Tailors, William White, appears also to have been one
of the City Serjeanta, Jour.III f.97v., 103, 153.
2. Jour. III f.8.	 3, Jui.III f101y.
4. Jour.III f.102. Ralph HOliSM d.i& not attend the Court of
Alderman between 11 October 1441 and 31 Jamtary 1442, and bi
ttendanoe after this date is very infreqnt until July 1442.
Kent had declared that even if they never left prison they would ma1
no 1 ndiaciones t to the Mayor for their freedos) Theae were brave
words. Subsecjuently the nen were released by a writ of privy seal
and they were bound over to keep the peace, to appear before the King's
council and the Mayor's Court and to make reparation for their
2-.
tranagre as ions.
With the trouble eons Tailors and Skinners thus subdued the new
Mayor, Robert C].opton the Draper, no dubt considered the possibility
-
of havingobnoxious scrutizq' clause of the Tailors 1 charter suspended.
Prom the Drapers' accounts we learn that the Cornpaar paid a total of
£10 2s.11d. during this year, 3 What did tbey ' achieve by thia oiztl sy?
On Z1 August 1442 the King wrote to the Master and Wardens of the
Tailors withdrawing the exclusive right of search which he had previously
-
1. Joiu'.III f.102v,
2. Only e1ht of the n appear to have been bound over in this
way, in the sum of 100 inarlcs each. They largely acted as
Tnainpernors for each other although a John Russell (possibly
the Serjeant at Mace), George Aston and Nicholas Toiler, Skinner,
also appear as mairpernora. TQller cans into prominence as a
leader of the rebellious Sk1-nra in the following year, JourItt
f.103v-1.04. The Tailors' Compa paid 6/Sd. to •iren of our
craft and otbea tbat were at Newgate', Tailors' Accounts i, f.35Lv.
3. Johnson, op .cit., vol.1, pp.343-44. Their expe2diture included
3 12s.Od. toord Sal j.abui'y and 18/-.. to Adam Ibleyns, the Clerk
of the Counoil and. tb costs of eviployinglawyera. Moleyns,
since 1.439, had also been receiving gifts of cloth from the
Tailors to the velue of 33/4d. p.a. Tailors $ Acoount f.3L, 333.
granted to them and vesting this right entirely, once nore, in the
bands of the Mayor, i.e. leaving the Mayor free to appoint aty deputies
he 1i1d.1 A further royal letter addressed to the Mayor confirid
the Mayor's right of search in respect of victuals and over all.
miateriesin the City, according to the City's ancient liberties and
customs notwithstanding the opposition of certain nen of the mietery
of Tajiora and others. 2 Thus at ox blow the Tailors found themselves
subject to the scrutiz of the Mayor, who was currently a Draper and
was alweye representative of the nerchant classes. Their indignation
can be well imagined and the thought of the considerable sums of tney
which bad been spent on buying letters patent from the King, which were
no, reversed and bad to be taken back to the Kingts Council by
Micbaelaaa 1442, cannot have made the bitter pill az easier to swallow.
Mo, differently might things have gone for them bad their own candidate
Ralph Eolland been elected Mayor.
It is not surprising that in these circumstances the City
governors feared renewed trouble at the election of the Mayor due to
ta place on 15 October 1442 . Accordingly they procured a royal writ
on 10 October whereby the Mayor and Sheriffs were to procl..im that
because of recent disturbances no one but the Aldernen and other discreet
and powerful citizens was to attend the Mqor' election. 3 As early as
1. L.B,JC., pp.260-61; P.P.C., V, p.196.
2. L.B.L, p.260. These two letters were received and read in the
oirt of &ldernea, 23 August 1442, Jour.III f.150.
3. L,B.L, pp.274-75.	 -'
1426 Ralph o1land bad protested at thie limitation of the civic
franchise, and for fear of trouble the Alderman decided to proclaim
not only the ICing's recent writ but also the ancient one of 1315 to
prove that this 1 imitation was no innovation.1
At the election on 13 October 1442 John Atherley, an Ironmonger,
was chosen at a maeting consisting only of those who mere 8uml,ne& and
whose namas were checked off at the gate of the hail. 2 Tb. Journals
do not record the election so the nama of the rejected candidate is
not known. The election did not, however, pass off entirely peaceably.
On 16 October Master Gerseth3 was sumnne& before this Court of Alderman
to answer for aerun which he bad. preached at St. Paul's Crosa and
which was considered to be seditious. Re asked to present the written
text of his serun to the Court. 4 What this seditious matter was can
be learnt from an entry in the Journal the following d when the
Court was inforied that an Alderman, or hia nominee, gave false
information to the preachei at St. Paul s Cross to the effect that a
Cordwainer namad Jalab was th, first and best M'or that the City had
ever bad. Such information, although fal se, could have been used as a ii
incentive t the artisan classes to rise up and get one of their number
into civic office. Such at az rate was the opinion of the Court and
1. Li October 1442, Jour.III f.].52v.
2. L.B.L, p.275 andn.i.
3. Possibly William Gerveys, Rector of St. Mary is Bow 1 421 . 54 orNicholas Gerboya, Rector of St. Alphege 1439-51..
4. Jour.III f.153.	 -
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it was decided that each Alderman should declare hi innocence of
passing on such seditious information. All who were present swore
on the Roly Gospels that they were innocent. Nine Alderman were
absent of whom Ralph !oUaM was one, and, the only artisan Alderman
at that. Ria €uilt appears liksly but not proven.1	 *
Even if Ralph Bolland was not the ultimate source of Master
Gerseth's seditious aeran, he was certainly stirring up trouble
elsewhere. On 25 0otob4442 the Court received information aboit
Ralph Rolland and bi activities and the following d he was questioned
about hia atatemant that John Paddealey, during hia Mayoralty (1440.41),
bad spent a thousand marks be1nging to the City for' his own purpose..2
Bolland's dielika of Paddesley is not difficult to explain, for it
was during Paddesiey t s Mayoralty that the compromise was drawn up
whereby the scrutiny of the Tailors at St. Bartholonew's Fair was
taican back into the bands of the Mayor white the Drapers retained
their right of search. Also Paddealey the late Mayor could be held
responsible not only for the choice of Clopton the Draper to succeed
him but also for the stern imprisonmant of the Tailor. and. Skinners
raised their voices in protest at Clopton's election. Similar
attacks on Paddesley were made at this tima Nicholas Toiler, who
emarges as the ring leader of the Skinners in these years. 3 Toiler
1. Jour.IU f.153.	 2. Jour.III f,l54v.
3. Toiletfirst appears in 1426, J.J. Laiibert, Records of the Skinnep_
mpai (1933) p.94. Re was a Master or Warden of the Company in
1438J9, L.B.L, p.222. It would seem that the artisan Skinnera,aa
opposed ,io the ibrcbant Skinners like Henry Barton, sided with the
Tailors in the4 opposition to the Cit governmant in these years.
4.part from the obvious comsinity of
an explanation may lie in the fact that Nicholas Toiler's brother
John, was a Tailor, C.C,R.L1429-35, p.351.
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bad apparently declared openly at Stourbridge Fair that he bad been
falsely judged 1 the Mayor, that Paddealey had been a false 3udge
during his Mayoralty and that, in particular, Patidasley bad falsely
and, unjustly iaprisoxd people at Mewgate. Clearly Toiler here was
referring to Paddesiey's iinpriaoniint of the eleven Tailors and Skinrrs
in the previous October 1441. As a result of these injudicious
complaints, Toiler eiierged with an obligation to keep the peace under
penalty of paying £20 to the Chamber.1
From the end of September the Klng*s Council had been considering
the Tailors' charter hicb bad been suspended since August of that
year when the Tailors' right of search had been granted back to the
Mayor; but the charter itself bad not been quashed. On 20 October 1442
it was obviously still, under diacuesion, for the )'qor and Alderan
decided to send the City Recorder to the King t . Council to have ti's
Tailorst charter repealed since it was contrary to the City liberties,2
i.e. in spite of the royal letter, patent which had invested the Mayor
with the right of search over the Tailors, the Court of Aldersen was
still anxious that the m authoritative charter aboul& be totally
repealed. Moreover on 5 November two sergeants at 1	 Markham and
Fuitborpe -were employed to argue the City's case against the Tailors.3
The Tailors' difficulty was that their charter was contrary to the
City liberties since the right of search over aU wisteria. lay with
1. 11 October 1442, Toiler was bound over to abide ty the decision of the
Court. 29 October. 1442, the £20 obligation was substituted for the
earlier oi's, Jour.III f.153, l54v.
2. Jour.III f.153v.
3. Jour.III f.156.
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the MaYor or deputies appointed by hint. Thus for iniaterlea 1i1 the
Drapers whose influence in civic affairs was considerable tbiø Mor'a
right of search presented no difficulty; the kor iht be a Draper
or at are' rate be could be urged to appoint Drapers as hi. deputies.
The Tailors, on the other hand, had, no influence over the Mqor and
so it was essential, that they should enjoy a right of search independently
of the civic authority. If they could aake their influence felt in
civic affairs, and nore particularly in the Court of A.l.derun, then
this independence in the bisiness of search would not matter. Either
they nust get their royal right of search confirired or they must get
a foot inside the door of civic governnent. It seened as if they were
to loss both battles and so the situation between the artisans in the
City who sided with the Tailors and the nrcbant governors who supported
the Drapers remained explosive. While the Tailors fought for their
bard-won charter, reeentizent seethed anngst the lower classes in the
City.1 It is not surprising that Robert Clopton the Draper and lately
Mayor should have thought it worthwhile to get a charter of pardon
fros the r1n& for all trespasses and quarrel a during bie Moral ty.2
On 13 August 1443 a raw Commission of the Peace was ead in the
Court of ALdermen. 3
 The text of this Commission was not enrolled
in chancery and does not survive in the City records. In aU probabilitY,
1. In 1442/3 the Tailors 1 Contpazy spent a total of £11 16s. 9d. on
expenses for legal counsel at Westminster and Cufidhall, dinners
and journeys to the King, Tailors' Accounts,I f.365v..-366.
2. C.p.a. l4414, p.136.
3. Jour.IT f.L.
it regularized the judicial powers of the )i(ror and Alderzen, making
them Justices of the Peace with power to bear and determine. Certainly
the later charter of October 1444 was granted to the City for this
purpose and was the subject of a year's negotiations. 1 Until this
tii,e the Mayor and Lldern bad always been wary of acting as judge a in
criminal cases especially where City Companies were involved. For
example when Paddealey the Mayor in October 1442 bed bad the Tailors
and Skinners arrested for breaking the King's peace they were put into
Neilgate prison and it was a royal judicial decision which they
were freed. 2 It was no doubt, the need for stronger powers to safeguard
law and order and the King's peace in the City which led the Alderzn
aomstine between }Tovember 1442 aM the following August to seek for
this regularization of their powers. 3 In the circumstances already
described, it is not difficult to see why the Commission of the Peace
provoked opposition aing the non-ruling classes and heralded the last
and iist serious outbreak of artisan lawlessness in the City during
this period. One chronicler ,naices a unique reference to this event
with the words 'A commission was sued for the City of London which
was called a charter, and the Commons were greatly aggrieved tbere,ith.4
The Lldermsn may have particularly wanted their new Commission in
operation before August, since the St. Bartho.lomswt a Fair of that month
1. Cal. Charter Rolls l427-1, vol.VI, pp.41-44; GJ.O. Charter 55.
2. For & full discussion of the process wberet r the Mayor and Aldermen
became fully integrated into the national system of local jirisdiction,
see A.!. Thomas, Cel.P. and I. 133-64, pp.i-xxxiii.
3. Journal Ill ends 17 November 1442 and Journal IV begins 13 August 1443.
4. Bale, p.117.
was likely to be the soer of so'e disturbance. The Tailors and
Drapers dispute about their rights of search was still not settled
and on 19 August the Master and ardena of the Tailors were auid
to Court and enjoined to observe the form of search at the Pair which
had been laid down in Padde sley' a Mayoral ty two years be fore • That
is that the Drapers ehould emrcise their right of search and the
Mayor ehould search cloth exposed for sale by Tailors.1 whether there
was trouble at the Pair is not known, but on 5 September the Mayor
and Alderuen decided to have a copy made of thecoTmniasion. 2 It ia
no surprise in these circumstances to find Ralph Eollnd attacking the
new commission in words both veheirent and interesting. Re accused
the Recorder - Robert Danvera - and the Coin Clerk of the City -
Richard Barnet - of being the principal movers and instigators in
procuring the inga letters istent for keeping the peace, which,
Bolland claiued 'will subvert the peace, and undermine the customary
good rule in the City to the detriirent of the artifioera of the City'.
The entry in the Journal records that Eolland said mare yore abaBeful
words a€ainst thea two people and be ended on a ringing note 'this
is a commission', be declared, 'not of peace but of war. 3 Indeed he
was almost proved right.
The storm broke on 2L September 1 443; the customary dy for the
annual election by the Coimnnalty of the Chamberl sin and Sheriffs.
1. • Jour. IT f.lv. The Wardens of the Drapers' Corrpay were sworn to
ercise their acrutiry, 2]. August 1443, Jour.IV f.lv.
2. Jour.IV f.3.
3. Jour.IT f.4v.
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A. eat number of inferior citizens, after the election of the
Sberiffe,refuaed to agree that John Chichele should continue as Chamberlain
for the xxt year. Instead they raised their honda and cried for
'Cottiabrook'.1 Why Chichele should have been ain&l.ed out for attack
is not clear except that as Chamberlain he controlled the City finances,
and was tbDou€bt to have helped to buy the obnoxious commission. it
it mq well, have been that since the office of Chamberlain was or of
the important civic offices which the citizens controlled t' annual
election, their purpose m have been to eroiee their power. rather
than to attack Chichele. But they did not succeed, for the Myor
ordered that all those who had not been sured should depart and
that th, election should be made r those who had been eul!nnoned,
'thereupon the question being put, John Chichele was nominated
Chamberlain with the unanimous consent of the Mqor and A.ldersen.'
The official. entry in the Journal where Chichele's election is
recorded, attempted to cure his wounded pride with the additional
rider that he was elected 'as a man faithful, wise, dilint and
2prudent'.
Itia not easy to associate William Cotta abrook with the radical
artisan cause before these events. Be was a Common Councilman and
bad served on two committees3 and in 1441. he had been elected an LP.
1. L.B.K., pp.286-87; there is a rough draft of this entry in Jour.IV
t.6, 6'v.
2. Jour.IV f.5v.
3. Jour.Ifl f. 76v ., 115.
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for the City.1
 Moreover be was not unqualified to act as Chamberlain
since he bad been one to! the City auditors for a year. 2 After his
rejection as Chamberlain be beCO1!s one of the re vocal and
intelligent of the City radicals but he appears to have died in 1444
01. 1445.
The City governors moved quicd.y. John Babell, a iiember of
the household of a Skinner, Christopher Water (who was later
associated with Ralph Holland's conspiracy), was imprisoned for sqing
to one of the City sergeants that be would call down both his own,
and God.t a, curse upon the sergeant's authority. 4 John Arcall, a
Tailor, who was earlier recorded as having i.nsulted the Chamberlain,5
now declared in court that he would not, for £100, 	 that Chichele
should be Chamberlain again, because be bad acquired the royal letters
patent for keeping the	 So just as Ralph Rolland bad attacked
the Recorder and Common Clerk, A .o&l1 attacked the Chamberlain. The
whole of the Citybureaucracy was under fire. Obviously the Xqor and
Aldersen felt themselves to be undertack. 0n24 September 1443
the Master and Wardens of the Companies were summoned to the Court
and enjoined to warn the msn of their Companies and boussho1d, to
I. • Jour.III f.lOCv.; see Chapter V, pp. 37 & kp4u 42. f
2. 2]. Sapteinber 1442, L.B.I., pp.27374. Cottiebrolce was re-elected
in 1443, ibid., pp.87-a8.
3. The last reference to Cottisbroke is in July 1444, Feedera 7,
part I, p.136.
4. Jour.IV f.7.
5. 19 September 1443, Jour.IV f.4v.
6. Jour.IV f.7. Arcall was associated with Rolland in April 1441,
Cal.?. and M.1437-57, p.165.
refrain from spreading false ruure and scandals about the MqOi'
&M Alderzmn.1
 Three days later the Wardens of the Companisa were
again summoned to the Court of &1derien to be told that the new
Commission of the Peace was not contrary to the liberties of the
City. 2 But this did not deter William Goldynton, a spirited Carpenter,
from declaring to the Mayor1 . aer8eant that 4aa enough hurdle. to
draw all those who had obtained the new Coisaion of the Peace from
the Tower to Tyburn because they were traitors to the King. The
new Commission, he added, was contrived to bring the citizens of London
into bondage.3
It is clear from the sonewbat incoherent evidence of witnesses
brought before the Court of Llderien during these weeks that oppositiofl
to the new Commission had led to secret neetinge and that aoi considerable
show of force was planned for the Mayor'. election on 13 October 1443.
John Bale, a Tailor, had urged Thomas Shrub to attend a eeting to
discuss the new Commission. 4 C].enent Lyffyn, a Draper, gave evidence
at second hand that two thousand people were ready to rise and that
if such an insurrection took place Mr. William Clif would lead it.5
Mr. William Cli! however was a seemingly quite respectable surveyor
1. Jour.IV f.7.
2. Jour.IV f.7. When the charter which incorporated the new Commission
of the Peace was finally sealed in October 1444, it included several
clause. emphasising that the liberties of the City were to be in
no way impaired r the new charter.
3. Jour.IV f. 7v. 5 October 1443, Goldynton was released on bail of
£100 to appear in the Myor's Court, Jour.IV f.9.
4. Jour.IT f.7v.	 -	 -
5. Jour.IV f.8.
Semployed by the City subaeuent1y on a variety of tasks and hi.
connection with the radical cause is very doubtful • A man naned
Payrefeld gave evidence that there was a neeting of nen from the
Tailors, Saddlers, Skinners, Goldsmiths and Brewers Companies held
at the house of the Priara Minor and aunone & there by the be adle a
of the Tailors.1 Another Draper - Thomas Cook - gave evidence against
the conspirators. He said that in the house of Lanbe, who was a
Perterer, John BlaIce, a Tailor, bad spoken words which violently
threatened the King's peace. Lambe when examined reported that Bake
bad said that if the Commission continued the commons would rise,
and if the commons rose then there would be great danr. 2
The fact that iiich of the evidence was provided by Drapers and
that the ringleaders in the conspiracies were Tailors shows the basic
rivalry between the two Companies which lay now underneath the more
extensive dispute between the nerchant governors and the governed
artisans. That sone Company rivalry lay at the base of the dispute
can be seen from the petty uarre1 about Compaz%y halls which is revealed
in a batch of evidence brought before the Court on 30 September 1443.
John Gedney, the distinguished Draper and Alderman, Master of his
Company and already once a Mayor, apparently spoI so disparaging
words about the dilapidated state ,f the Tailors' Ball, which certainly
1. Jour.IV f.9v.
2. Jour.IV f.9v. Blake was examined 16 October 1443 when be damned
that be bd said nothing, and wa, allowed bail, Jour.IV f.lOv.
was one of the older Compaiy Kalls at the time. Cedney had a,parently
coq)lained also that the Grocers' Hall (recently completed in 1451)
obstructed hi. view of St. Paul 'a and that he hoped it would be
destroyed. Gedney was also reported to have said that be hoped and
believed that the Drapers Hall would be finer than azy- when it was
finished.1 Whether Gedney actually said azv of these things is less
important than the fact that he was believed to have said them which
is a good indication of the kind of Compazq rivalry on which civic
discontent fed at the time. No doubt such words were used to stir up
feelings against the Draper. and tb. governing classes 1 the artiøan
agitators.
That the City governor. were worried there is no doubt. In the
Journals there appear two rough draft. of letter. in English, one
addressed to Nicholas Wotton the venerable Alderman who bad not
attended the Court since August 1 443, and the other was simply
addressed to vorahipfu1 brother'. The letter to Wotton, apart from
being interesting for it. use of English, show, well the feeling of
crisis.
'Worshipful air, for as much as diverse matters of great change
that be full peyaaunt touching th, governance of the City of London
remain in suspension and undetermined, in th. which your sad counsel,
good advice and consent be to the city full meoe.say, and according
we charge and require you on our sovereign lord the king', behalf as
much as in us is, that all, other matters tomissed you be with us with
1. Jour.IV f.8v.
all goodly haste there to counsel and advise us as ahaJ.l be for the
good state and prosperity of the said city in true acquittal. of your
person which our lord ]ep in good prosperity.' Dated 30 September 1443
under the Mayor'. eea1. The letter addressed to 'worshipful brother'
is siilar1y drafted although it emphasisea rather more strongly the
need both for speed and secrecy. 2 Obviously the Mqor and those
Aldersen who were in the City felt the need for the support of the
whol, body. A third of the A.lderi?en had not attended the Court since
early September. By 22 October all, except one of the absent
were back in Court. 3 Ralph Holland, not surprisingly, ceaee to
attend after 19 September except once on 5 October. He was engaged
in other activities.
In the midst of these examinations, recriminations, tales and
hearsay, it was necessary to elect a new Mayor. On 8 October a writ
cawe from the King - as in the previous October - which declared that
only those who were summoned might attend the Mayor's el.ection. 4 Thia
was proclaid in the City on 12 October, the day before th. election
was due to take place, and in these restricted conditions, Thomas
Catwortb a Grocer was elected. 5 Whatever action by force had been
planned by th, artisan conspirators for this day failed, although
tb. Tailors bad prepared nen armed with swords and poleaxea and other
weapons. The attack on the new Commission serged into a tumultuous
2. Jour.IV f,7v.	 2. Jour.IT f.8.
3. By 10 October 1443, Istfeld., BroIcle, Chalton, Wandeaford had
returned.; by 16 October 1443, Broun; by 22 OctQber 1443, Clopton,
Catworth, Wotton.
4. L.B±,L, p.288.	 5. Ibid., p.288.
cbiticiam of the thod of electing a Mayor for the City and this,
in turn, led to an attack upon the Mayor's authority.
Proa the subsequent collection of evidence William Cottiabrook
the Grocer whom the 'inferior' citizens had voted for as Chamberlain
euergea as the theorist behind the movnt and Ralph Eolland ma the
organizer. Cottiabrook had objected to the royal writ which excluded
max of the radicaJ.. faction from the Mayor's election and he displayed
a copy of the Londonera' great charter, i.e. the Charter of 1319 wbic}'
bad been conftrzsd in Parlia,ent, around the City, in order to undermine
the Mayor'. authority.1 Three inforsere examined later said that
they heard Cottisbrook say that an elected Mayor is not the Mayor of
those who hav, not elected him; hence those who bad been excluded
from the election could withdraw their obedience to the Mayor.2
These re indeed, radical doctrines as to the basis of authority and
they *iat have appeared very novel, to nx.t of the contemporary
Londonere. But for the moent Cottiabrook1 a courage iivat have
failed him. 3 In Court be denied that be said or did a of these
things and instead gave evidence about so words spokan by John
Bale the Tailor who acted as an agitator and tried to get peopl. to
attend conspiratorial. i!eetinge.
John Bal.e 1 a reported words reveal that there was a wide belief
avngat the artisan conspirators that the royal. writ restricting those
1. Jour.IV f.lO; Cbarter3, pp .4550; G. Williams, Medieval. Lo?id
(1. 963), pp.282'-83.
2. Jour.IV f.lOv.
3. Jour.IT 1.10.
7present at the Mayor'. .1.ction, was in fact a fabrication.. John
Bale claised that he beard the Lord Chancellor s that the writ had
not been recorded and. that it bad not passed through hi. band. nor
to his notice.1 In fact such a belief formed the basis for the
discussion at a conspiratorial meeting held at Ralph Rolland'. house
on 15 October. Christopher later, a Skirnier with radical tendencies2
was Present at this meeting when a grup of Tailor, entered and. reported
that twelve Tailors who bad been accused bad go to the Lord Chancellor
to ma]c8 their excuse.. There the Lord Chancellor had told them that
there was no record of ax such writ sent from him. 3
 The twelve
Tailors accused before the Lord Chancellor were probably those who
had made some sort of armed.' but obviously ineffective - rising or
protest on the occasion of the Myor election two dqs before.
Pros later evidence it appear. that a Tailor named Kyng was the apokasman
on thi. occasion. 4
 When Eyng himself was examined on 19 October he
said that a man naid. Eenxton bad told him that there was no writ to
prevent azq freeman from attending the Mayor'. election and that the
Lord Chancellor had told his this and Adam 1eyna had confirmed it.5
1. Jour.IT f.1O.
2. See above p.3% . With Ralph Bolland, Christopher later and
others held the Lordship of Ayresford, Lent, 18 October 1444,
C.P,R. 1441-46, p.298.
3. Jour.IV f.lO.
4. viderioe provided y Robert Rome, 7iahvnger, Thomas Canynge.,
Grocer, Robert Bertyn, Draper, Jour.IV f.lOv.
5. Xyng also gave evidence that a Common Councilman bad gone to the
Lord Chancellor and, bad told him that the Tailors had ready for
the dy of the Myor's election, men armed with swords, poleaxes,
and btber weapons toachisve their ends l' force it necessary. This
would bear out the suggestion that the twelve Tailor, appeared before
the Lord Chancellor accused of break ing the King's Peace, Jour.IV
f.11v.
3It would seem unlikely that the Lord Chancellor or Adam 1eyns
would have taken rebellious Tailors into their confidence in this WV.
But whatever the true authority of the writ, many fair words were
tossed about at the meeting of indignant men at Ralph Rolland's
bouee on 15 October. 	 mae ame-d Benxton bad claimed there that
in any case the King's writ was not authoritative since the power and
authority of Parliament lay behind the City Charter. 1 No doubt be
was thinking of the same Great Charter WhiCh Cottiabrook bad displayed
to support the radical cause. It is of no little interest that as
early &s 1443 an ordinary workman was aware of an antithesis between
the authority of Par]. ianent and of that of the Crown. Indeed this
Henzton, whoever be may have been, fits more closely into the pattern
and ideas of seventeenth century history than fifteenth. A child born
before his time. John Bale the Tailors' organisation man, bad
more pressing matters at heart when he stoutly maintaixd in Court)
that th, prosperity of the City depended upon the artisans and not upon
th, merchants. 2
Clearly it was with Ralph Holland's authority and at his house
that these meetings bad taken place. His rol, in the conspiracy
which bad abysmally fail.d by force of eãma but which had produced
a brief flowering of something which might be dignified by the title
of political thought, was an important o. B. was the most powerful
-
1. Jour.IT f.]O.
2. Jour.IT f.lO.
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and probably the richest of the radical agitator.. 1 Thomas Thornton
another Draper and therefore soewbat suspect when giving evidence
about Tailor. claied that be heard it said that Ralph Eo].iand 'had
mQ1 deputie. appointed who had been nominated by him for six year.,
i.e. since 1437.2	 ere my in fact hive been so kind of primitive
organization which used the facilities of the Tailor.' Compaz7, and
181 behind this haphazard outbreak of protest.
But whatever the iveent failed to achieve, it marked the end
of Ralph Eo1laMs civic career. On 19 October 1443 the Court of
Alderi,en turned its wratbful. attention to Ralph Holland, who was not,
in fact, present. John Reynwell, az Alderman and Fishmonger, however
listed for the benefit of the Court, th, various obnoxious sqings
of Ralph Holland. He bad abused the City, it. franchise, the City
1. Ralph Holland's wealth see n.3, p.ZS7above. When he died Holland
was possessed of two considerable house. - Ba8aet'a Inn and
Peinbridge's urn and eight other tenevents in seven London
parishes.. On Baaset t s Inn and Fmbridge t s Inn, see C.L. Kingsford,
•Historical Notes on soma 3dieva1 London House.', London Topq-
rahical Record, vol.X (1916), p.56, vol.XI (1917), pp.67a68.
Be left these to the Tailor. t Coapazy, the Rector of St. Margaret
Patyns and the Priory, of St..Leonard at Stratford, kiddl.sex,
Eustins Wills, vol.11, pp.522, 525, 526, 563. Be also bequeathed
£80 to prisoners and £40 to hospitals (Rous P.C.C. ii). His property
in London and Surrey was assessed as worth £24 p.s. in 1436, Tbrupp,
rchant Class, p.381. Be ay have coi from Remington, Surrey since
he made a bequest to the poor there in his will, Tbrupp, op.cit., p.
350. In 1454, Oxford University wrote to his executors asking for a
bequest from the goods of that 'worshipful and notable man Raulyn
Boland' for the work of the new,.Divinity Schools, Epistolee Academicae
Oxon, ed. B. Anstey (Oxford Eiat.5ocd898), pp.323, 326. Apart from
the loan to the King noted in n.5, p.above, Holland alas lent
in June 1437 (ioo), April 1442 (i200), April 1445 (f200), July 1449(aoo), July 1449 (5Qo), April 1451 (lQO), all recorded in the
Receipt Rolls under the r4evant term.
2. Thornton said that he heard Chantrell, a Tailor, declare this,
Jour.IY flOv.
officials, and the Mayor and kldersen. Thomas Catwortb the Mayor
elect, Wilhia Coinbe: and John Sutton, two L1derien, and others affirm
that they were present when Holland spoke these free and fearsore
words, Since Holland himself was not in court it is possible that the
etatenenta attributed to hint were eoitehwat exaggerated, but the
€ezral tenor of the remarks aeems probable. He was accused of ayingz
1 • That the control of Snithfield Pair belonged to the Prior of
St. Bartholonews and was no concern of the City's. (Smithfield -
or St. Bartholonew's - Pair was the occasion on which the Mayor in
accord with the temporary arrangenent of August 1441. eiercieed the right
of search over the Tailors. The Pair was the property of the Prior
but was the subject of nuch dispute between hii' and the City) Clearly
the Tailors in these circunetanoes would wish to extol the Prior
rights as againet those of the Mayor).
2. That the King's writ (i.e. the writ restricting those present at
the Mayor's election of October 1443) was not proclained as it had been
written under the King's seal, i.e. the Alderman were accused of having
tanpered with the writ.
3. That John Paddesley the Mayor in 1441-42 was a brawler and always
was and always would be.2
4. That the Comnn Clerk - Richard Barnet was out of his wite.
5. That the Recorder John Danvere - was a disturber of the peace
in his own part of the country and had coma to spread discord in the City.3
1. See Chapterfll, p.ZZ.
2. Holland hadLready attacked Paddesley, see p.300 above.
3	 Barnet and Danvera bad also been attacked before, see p.304 above.
. That Sir Wilhiax Estfeld, the venerated Alderman, had revealed
the City's secrete to Lord Croiiwell the King's Treasurer. Rolland lied
further suggested that there was eoi kind of deal or understanding
between th. two iten.
7. That the whole Court of AlderT,3en was under the away of two or
three of its ueinbera.
8. That be himself was the nost ahi.. an'ongst the Alderman to deal with
the Lords of the Council and Bolland bad further offered to expedite
azr business at the Council for the Mayor. (A. touch of condescension
which would not have been appreciated).
9. That the Couonalty should present two bills against the Mayor and
Alderiien to right their wrongs; first to the effect that those who were
party to a case should not act a judges (clearly this refers to the
fact that a Draper as Mayor, or Drapers as Alderwen, should not judge
on the dispute between the Tailors and Drapers) arul secondly to the
effect that the Comnalty bad been denied their customary freedom of
election (that is in the elections both for the Chamberlain and for
the Mayor).
tO. That he wished that all those who were in prison for love of hia
should be suatained. Indeed here speaks a man truly a forbear of
John Il kes. The fifteenth century radical also knew how to p1 sy to
his gallery.
Three days later nineteen Alderman testified that they were present
in the LIng'e Court when Ralph Roll and had taken up the Tailors' case
1. Jour.IV f.11v.
7.
contrary to the City liberties. It is not surprising therefore that it
seered expedient to the M ror and Aldern that Ralph EoUand should be
exonelated from his Aldermanry. But first it was decided that be should
reply to the articles against him.1 When Ralph failed t+ppear the
next day John Cotrbes one of the sergeants was sent to collect him.
Ha reported back to the Court that Ralph Holland lad said that be could
not co because his wife was lying gravely ill and so be had to go to
Newgate to distribute vmy to the poor people there that they eight
pry for her recovery. 2 Ralph continued to avoid an appearance in
court and on 6 November be received a roy8 exemption from holding
civic office such as the Mayoralty or Eacheatorebip; although nothing
is ntioned in the writ about the office of
In the City at large the Court of Aldernen bad the situation under
control although there was still evidence of the rebellious spirit.
On 16 January 1444 a man naned John Parndon was in trouble for having
presented an unsuitable and scandalous bill in the wardmote of Bishopsgat
against Thomas Chalton the Alderran, affirming that Chalton by delay,
favour and negligence bad perverted the course of justice. Yarndon was
sent to Newgate. 5 Again the nveient seems to hav, been fairly widespre84
1. Jou.r.IT f.12.
2. Jour.IT f.12.
3. 25 October 1443, Holland had still not appeared. 28 October was
appointed as the day lie should inab hii answer, Jour.IV f,12.
4 November be was given a day two weeks away.
4. C±P.R. 144l-4, p.220.
5. 24 Jii*ry 1444, Jour.IV f.13.
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fox three ien took a copy of the bill to Cornhill ward and it appears
to have been distributed in other wards also. The idea was, presumably,
to launch a mass attack upon the justic. administered by .A.lclerien
within their wards. Further evidence presented later in the ,ionth
revealed that similar bills had appeared in the ward. of Bread Street,
Broad Street and Queentbe.1 On 19 February John Farndon was examined
about the clauses of these bills and although he largely retracted on
wh&t was written it is poasib].. to find out i'at these obnoxious clauses
had been. The bill had accused the A1d.erien of being oppressors of the
people and supporters of robbery and adultery; they were also usurers
into the bargain. The Chamberlain bad appropriated the coimon soil for
the use of the Chamber and the Recorder bad forced iren into obligations
of £20 to observe ordinances they considered to be unjust. There was,
it had been c1aiied in th, bill, one law for th. rich and another for
the poor. 2
This touching loyalty to Holland ,b1ei- clearly lingered on amongst
the artisan classes and, indeed, as lat. as 1459 his acts were to be found
ci-ted as precedents, 3
 but his days of authority were numbered. On
1. Jour.IV f. 14, 16w.
2. Jour.IV fd7v. Farndon also stated in the bill, that William
Zatfeld, when Mayor (1437-8), had unjustly brought a case
against Holland. If there bad been eo personal dispute between
3stfel& and Holland this would help to explain Holland es attack
upon stfe1& for collusion with Lord Cromwell, ase p. 3J4 above.
3. 19 June 1459, Jour.VI f.95v.
,,
18 )Lq 1444 be pa exonerated from his Alder,anu r , in the traditional
for!ula that he bad sought to be dismissed and that the court had found
his SXCUB.. 1reaaonable. A new ALderman was to be elected for
-	 •	 •'	 1Bre ad Street ward as soon as poasibl.e. So ends the civic career of a
preipature radical and the oveient to which be have given impetus,
organization and expression died with bm.a It had run the normal. course
of such movents working at first through the legitimate channels in
attempt. to get an artisan elected as Mq!or and then, thwarted in this,
the veent had turned to attempted violence and conspiracy in
October 1443.
The etrug.e over the new Commission of the Peace, however, continued.
In January of that year Will iain Eailyn a Dyer bad been sent to Newgate
because he complained at the spending of 2000 marks to buy a charter
which we. contrary to the liberties and franchises of the City and would
destroy freedom. Haylyn 'was particularly jndj,iant because be batj had to
1. Jour.IV f.25.
2. There iø no reference to Holland in the City Journals after
Iutq 1444, although he features in the Patent and Close roll.
zntil Jur 1452 when be received 2 tenents in Watling Street
from the King for his good seryice and personal kindness to
the King and Eenry V, C,PR. 1446-52, p.86]. Bo11nd died
between 3 May 145Z (date of his last will) ansi 23 October 1452(will enro1ed). His executors appear to have bad considerable
trouble settling the estate and were not helped by the backlese
behaviour of one of their number, Holland's nephew, Thomas.
The other four executors bad to petition arliamant to bftve
Ibomas'a powers as an executor annulled, P.R.O. C49/Fil. 32/15.
Bolland appear. to have died with mazr outstanding debts, see
G.LO. Mayor'. Court Ti]... 3 nos.288, 291; C.P.R. 1452-61, pp.455,
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contribute 2/.. towaris thie new charter. 1 In August a draft of the
new charter was read and the &1dern decided to continue negotiations
with the King and also to consult the CoT1onaLty. 2 Perhaps they bad
learnt a little prudence. On 7 September 1444 the Comrionalty approved
the draft charter no doubt because it included nazy clauses other
than those specifically creating the 3Lor and A1dernn Justices of
the Peace. The City gained extensive right. in8outbwark amongst
other concessions. Moreover the fact that nothiig was to be done to the
derogation of the City liberties was constantly reiterated. Indeed
th. coating of sugar to the pill was so deceptive that the Coamonal ty
agreed that it should be paid for out of common funds and they voted
great thank. to the Mayor and Aldern for their great labours in
achieving the charter. 3 Certain alterations were made to the draft
in a neeting on 18 $eptenber. 4 In spite of this the transformation
of the draft into a charter was not completed without a further levy
of £3 paz Qderman with which to buy the favour of the K:iug'. Council.5
On 26 October 1444 the charter was finally sealed although the neane
of paying for it continued to vex the City.6
1. Jour.IV f.14.
	
2. 2L August 1444, Jour.IV f.39.
3. JOU1.IV f.47v. For the other concessions which the City
gained by this charter see Chapter VI, pp. 3)9l 	 5,	 3tj2.,
4. Jour.IV f.42.	 5. 19 October 1444, Jour.IV f.44v.
6. 19 November 1444, Jour.IT f.5L; 7 January 1445, Jou.IV f.57
where there is a list of paymient. to Lord CjromIel1?3; 28 JanuarY
1445, Jour.IT f.60v.
The matter between the Tailors and Drapers took longer to settle
but the fire had gone out of the conflict. In 11447 the compromise
of Paddesley's time, 1.0. of 1441 whereby the Drapers, at
St. Bartholomew' $ Fair, were to have the scrutiny of a].]. cloths except
those of the Tailors, was reiterated. The Chamberlain on behalf of the
Mayor was to search the Tailors. 1 On 6 October of that year the
Drapers' right of search over woollen clothe sold by retail in the
City was confirmed by the Mayor and Aldermen. This confirmation was
subsequently cut out of the Letter Book of the City - no doubt by the
indignant Tailors. 2 In January 14148 John Lucok a Tailor protested at
the scrutiny and Richard Adkyns the Warden of the Tailors was examined.3
That the Tailors were still fighting can be seen from the fact that the
case between the two Companies went to the Lord Chancellor in April.14
The case must have dragged on for in February 1450 the King called the
matter into his own court.5
But in fact stalemate must have been reached and the Tailors,
who had had an iron yard made for measuring cloth in 1445, retained
their right of search over unmade up cloth sold by Tailors at
St. Bartholomewt a Fair. They also maintained their right of search
1. 23 August 1447, Jour.IV f.189.
2. L.B.K., pp.321-32; Johnson, op.cit., vol.1, Appendix 1k, pp.23335,
printed from the Drapers' Book of Evidences A no.336 f.161a.
3. 12 January 114)48, Jour.IV £.205.
19 April 14148, Jour.IV f.216. a1e, p.122 'The Drapers and Tailors
of London made great suit upon a tiuce between them but the Tailors
obtained and recovered'.
5.	 14 February 1450, Jour.V f.30.
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for made up cloth in Tailors' shops in the City. But the Draper. had
the right to search unmade up cloth in the City generelly) The
quarrel probably died because of the need for joint action against
the
This opposition moveient led by RaJ.ph Rolland was short lived,
primitive and nnaucoeaaful.;but it need not be disparaged for that. It
shoved what en able and fiery leader could do for a cause; indeed there
is more to admire in Ralph EO11SM than perhaps in either Jat Tyler or
Jack Cede. The opposition which he formulated and nurtured was not simply
a case of the 'have not. 1 against the 'haves'; there lay behind it a
seriousness of purpose and an awareness of the way in which civic
govern,ent could function. It is surely of importance that in the years
between 1435 aM 1445 ,en of little learning but nuch zeal were
formulating ideas which were to continue to be the backbone of the good
old cause for centuries to coi • The advocacy of a wide civic franchise;
the belief that the authority of a governor lies upon a basis of conscious
consent; the assertion of the greater authority of an act of Parliaent
than an act of the King; the consciousness of the well being of the whole
depending upon all its parts - in this case the artisans as well as the
iercbant governors; and lastly the deterMination that al]. ren should be
equal before the law; these beliefs are all important ones and perhaps
especially so for being found so early and in such a humble contest.
1. Johnson, op.cit., vol.1, p.119; Clods,	 pp.128-29; th0
Tailors had their standard neter yard 'tynned t for 4d. in 1455/6,Tailors t Accounts, vo].ii f.75.
2.	 Tohnson ôp.oit., pp.119-'20.
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CF2ER V
L01'D0N ilD PALIUEIT,. 1400-1450
There is a puzzling and exasperating divergence between the
recognized importance of Laondon as a whole in the national econonv
and in the political, scene, and the almost complete absence of ay
recorded activities of London M.PL in Parliament. At least for the.
town of Lynn, for example, there exist some of the orts which the
town M.Ps. made of the events which took place in Parliament. 1
 (
Is.&v1C, svuv4London, however, no such reports wore re-d and the references to
meetings of Parliament are haphazard and largely uninformative. An
explanation of this apparent detachment on the part of the City may
lie in its great importance. Un]. ike lesser towns for which a meeting
of Parliament was their only contact with tie great and influeutial
in the corridors of power, the City of London and its greater citizens
were in constant and direct touch with the King, the Chancellor, the
Treasurer and the Lords of the Council,
	
etings of Parliament were
not, therefore, the great occasions for the London citizens which they
were for the burgesses of lesser towns. Familiarity, perhaps, bred
a certain contempt.
But, in spite of the paucity of evince, there are some questions
which need to be asked about London and Parliament in this period,
1.. M. )icKisack, The Par1iamenta Representation of the n&4h
Boroughs during the kiddie ge (reprinted L9b2), pp.139-45.
however tentative and incomplete the answers must be. Bow were the
City's M.P. dcted What sort of nn served the City in this
capacity? What provision was made for their expenses and clothing?
libat problems of food-supply and. peace-keeping did the Folding of a
Parlianent at Westminster provide for the City? What role did the
London LPa. play in the proceedings of Parlianent? Bow concerned
was the City with events taking place in Parliamant?
The first question about which there is the most evidence is by
no seans the easiest to answer. Since 1355 the City Fad been represented
in Parl iannt by four nembera - two Al dernn and two Commoners. When
Dr. Sharpe wrote in 1895 of the election of City M.,Ps. his statezent
was intentionally vauez
The Parliaixentary elections were originally carried out by the
ayor and .&ldernen and a deputation specially summoned from
each ward, but the choice of nembers practically lay with
the Mayor and Alderrzan. 	 In course of tiiie the Commoners
case to be elected by the Common Council, but the àldernen still.
kept a hold on the election by nominating certain individuals
of whom the citizens were to make their choice.1
In the fifteenth centuiy, however, the City was not the sole
arbiter as to how its M.Ps. were to be elected. Since 1372 Sheriffs
bad been excluded from acting as k.Ps. and in 1406 Par].ianent decided
that knights and burgesses should be chosen by free choice of the
county court (in London this would be the Rustinga Court) and that
the return should be made on an indenture containing the nanes of
2those elected and sealed with the seals of the electors. Hence
1. LE. Sharpe, London and the Kingdo(London, 1895), vol.111, p.469.
2. R.P. III, p.601.
subsequent writs to the Sheriffs of London enjoin that the proc1ai&tion
arid the election are to take place in the Rustings Court. In 1413
these statutes were confirned and enlarged to include the provision
that electors and elected were actually to be resident in the shire
or borough for which they were elected. 1 This provision does not appear
in the write and seems to have been frequently ignored, if not in
London. .& further statute in 1445 specified the procedure to be
observed by the Sheriff in greater detail; but it largely followed
the lines of the 1406 statute.2
The aim of the statutes of 1406 and 1445 was, clearly, to prevent
the election of M.,Pa. from being nonopolized by a small group of
burgesses. Since any freeman could be a suitor to the County Court,
be could have a say in the choice of LPs. and his presence there
would be witissed by his seal on the Sheriff t s indenture. The
problem, however, is to disoover how far, if at aLl, London procedure
in electing Ii.Pa. conforned to tie regulations of these two statutes.
Professor Mcisack studied this problem arid detected that in spite
of the injunctions of the statutes and writs, the real elections in
London took place, not in the full Eustings Court, but in. the smaller
bodies of the Court of à.lderuen and Court of Comnn Council, with a
proclamation arid format.ratification of tie election in the Bustings
Court. 3
 These conclusions have been reinforced by the work of
1. Statutes of tie Realm (l?16 ), vol.11, p.170.
2. Ibid., pp. 340-42; transl ated by J.C. Wedgwood, History of Parlianent
(London, 1938), vol.1, pp.731-32.
3. Mc1'J.8	 op.cit, pp.49S1
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Jr. Boughton who examined Paxliaxrantary elections in the second half
of the fifteenth century. e claims that 'particular regard was paid.
to the literal interpretation of the law in London, but the practice
at elections was aything but legal', and that telection procedure at
London is indicative of the neral tendency among the ruling class
to tighten its ranks.1
It seems certain that, as both Professor McKisack and Mr. Houghton
have pointed out, the elections in London did not ta1e place in the
ustings Court. Whether, however, the motives for this flouting of
the 1.406 statute were as sinister as those augested by Mr. oughton,
is perhaps more doubtful. Speed and convenience were as liIly to
affect the citizens choice of venue for Parlianentary elections, as
matters of policy. Moreover to aasune that an election which took
place in the Court of Common Council was less democratic than one
which took place in the Court of Eustings is not necessarily justified.
There is no evidence of hopeful voters being excluded from elections
and, on occasions, the London populace could be very articulate on
such matters. During the tims of Ralph Bolland t s conspiracy their
indignation at being excluded from the Mayoral. election was frequently
voiced and evidence adduced. If the election of lL,P8. was thought to
have been controlled by a small monopoly the artisans would have
been the first to point it out. But of such protests there is no hint.
. study of the Journals reveals that no consistent policy over
the election of M.Ps. was pursued during these years, but rather the
1 • KJ. Eouhton, 'Theory and practice in Borough lections to
Parlianent in the later Fifteenth century', B.I.H.R., vol.XXX:IX(1966 ), pp.130-40.
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manner of election varied according to convenience and circumstances.
There are et occasions wi-en there are preserved both the Sheriffst
indentured return and a record of the election in the Journals, and
in only one case (1447) do the dates from the two souroes correspond.1
Since it can be shown from the Jlustin€s Rolls that neetings of the
Eusting Court were always held on the dates naned by the Sheriff in
their indentures, it seems likely that the election was either proclaizred
or ratified on the date stated by the Sheriff. But although the
Bustings Rolls confirm that neetings of the Court were held on these
days, there is no record in them of any activity in conrection with
the election of M.Ps. between the years 1406 and 1 459. 2 Clearly,
therefore, the election proper was held elsewhere.
The procedure may have been illegalt it was certainly not
standardized. It might have been expected that the Court of Alderman
would choose the two alderman LPs. and the Court of Common Council
the comnoner M.Pa. In fact it appears to have happened in this way on
1. For a list of the surviving returns in the P.R.0. see Appendix,ap44.
P.R.0. C219/12/3
PR.0. C219/l3/5
P.R.O. C219/l5/1.
P.L0. c2l9tL5/2
P.R.0. C219/15/4
p.n.o. C2l9/l5/b
P.R.O. c2l9/l5/7
P.R.0. c219/l6fJ.
PIR.0. C219/16/3
9 Oct. 1419
6 Oct. 1427
19 Nov. 1436
15 Jan. 1442
16 Jan. 1447-
27 Jan. 1449
6 Oct. 1449
19 Oct. 1450
9 June 1455
Jour. If.60 ,60v.
Jour. hf. 99v.
Jour. IIht.1.
Jour. hIIf.108v.
Jour. IVf.]. 55v.
Jour.Vf.4,4v.
Jour.Vf.14v.
Jour.Vf. 47v.
Jour.Vf.245v.
19,21 Sept.1419
16 5ept. 147
20 WoV. 1436
16 Jan. 1442
16 Jan.i.447
22,24 Jan.1449
1.5 Oct. 1449
Oct. 1450
10 Ju.ne 1.455
2. G.R.O. Rustinga Rolls of Comnon PLeas and Pleas of Land. These
are almost complete for these years.
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oLy three occasions (1419, 1459, j449)1 Souetins all four M.P8.
were chosen in the Court of Aldernen (1421,1425, 1426, 1436),2 arid
nst frequently, on six occasions, all four M.Ps. appear to have
been chosen in the Court of Comzion Council (1442, 1447, 1449, 1450,
1453, l455). It would. be possible to attach nore significance
to these figures if one could be convinced that the clerk who
compiled the Journal, took care to record carefully the nature of
different lzeeti%s. Hia apparent lack of concern over terminolo
may be indicative of the general feeling in the city that what
mattered, was that M.Ps, should. be elected rather than precisely how
they were elected. Peculiarities certainly occur. At what appears
to be a neetin,g of the Court of k.1dernn in 1427 two Aldernen were
recorded, as having been chosen M.Ps. by the .âJ.dernen and two Conmtners
'by the comnnalty'. 4 Certainly on occasions the A.ldernen prepared
1. 19 September 1419
21 September 1419
21 October 1439
23 October 1439
22 January 1449
24 January 1449
Court of Conmn Council
Court of Aldernen
Court of .&ldernen
Court of Coninx>n Council
Court of A.lderuen
Court of Coniimrn Council
Jour. If.60v.
Jour.If.60.
Jour. 1111. 25v.
Jour • 1111'. 25v.
Jour.Vf. 4
Jour.Vf. 4v.
2. 14 April 1421, Jour.If.90; 19 March 1425, Jour.IIf.40;
19 January 14 26, Jour.IIf.62; 20 November 1436, Jour.IIIf.1.
3., 15 January 1442, Jour.IIIf.108v.; 16 January 1447, Jour.IVf.155v.;15 October 1449, Jour.Vf.14v. ;	 2 October 1 450 , Jour.Vf.47v.;
15 Pebruary 1453, Jour.VP.lOSv.;
	
10 June 1455,	 Jour.VI.245v.
16 September 1427, Jotzr.ILf.99v.
the ground; for example in a Court held on 21 January 1445 it was
decided who all the four LPs. should be and at a Comin Council
held a week later the two Commorur MPs. whom the &ldernn Fad
already designated, were chosen. 1 That the Common Council may have
been sugestib1e is liksly but at least from 1439 onwards its
separate ratification, if not choice, of Commorer M.Pe. was sought;
and in 1450 the Court of A].dernen decided that a Common Council
should be held for the express purpose of electing LPa.2
If we can detect here more than simply a move towards greater
accuracy and definition on the part of the Journals t scribe, it is
a nove away from control of elections by the Court of Aldernn.
The Court of Common Council coies to play a greater part. On the
other hand the aims of these two groups of nen were not dissimilar
and. the practice is still a long way from the wide freeman franchise
envisa€ed by the act of 1406. But before we condemn elections which
took place in the Court of Qd.ernen and. Court of Common Council as
undemocratic, it is necessary to renember that the Common Council
numbered 96 man at the beginning of this period and. by 1454, if
not earlier, its size had grown to 188 nenfters. 3 Hence an election
which took place in a naeting of the Common Council was not the
work of a small ruling clique. Table I, p3, showa the number
of non-&ldernen who attended the elections of M.Pa. during this
1. 21, 28 January 1445, Jour.IVf.59v.,50v.
2. 1 October 1450 , Jour.Vf,57v.
3. See Chapter II, PP. 5L-5'S.
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period compiled from the 28 aheriffs indentures which have survived.
The smallest number of non-.A.Ldernen recorded as attending is twelve
and on one occasion there ere as many as 65. There is a striking
rise in attendance from. the 1420s onwards reaching a peak of
enthusiasm in the 1440s. Zince those whose na'aa are listed
attached their seals to the other half of the indenture, it would
have made a p}rsically cumbersone docu.nent if too many eager
electors had wished to attach their seals to record their presence.
The indenture always closes with the words t and many others'.
1oreover it is possible that those whose nane a are recorded
on the indenture s as having been pre sent at elect ions, may not all
have been Conmon Councilman. In an attempt to analyse those present
at elect ions, three of the indentures have been ex mi d more closely,
those dated 15 January 1442, c.February 1453 and 9 Juma 1455. These
indentures were chosen because they are the nearest in date to the
two (admittedly incomplete) lists of Common Councilman of 25 October 1441
and 21. 1aroh 1454. In order to check tie lists of those present at
the elections not only these two lists of Comrion Councilman were used,
but also a card index of Londoners compiled from the six volunes of
the Journals, in which any appe arance as a Common Councilman was
recorded. The results of these researches are tabulated in Table II,
This shows that about a third of the non-.à.ldernen present at
the election of L.Ps. were either not Common Councilman, or else
were so inconspicuous as Common Councilman that they have left no
record of their activities as such in the City's journals. It was
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not, therefore, simply a small group of nen, active in City business
and on committees, who monopolized the election of LPs.
4. similar picture energes from an examination of the companies
to which these non-.ldernen electors belonged. From the twenth-eiht
surviving Sheriffs t
 indentures can be obtained the naixes of 390
people, other than those who were 4ldernen at the tine of the election,
who were present at Parlianentary elections in the City between 1407
and. 1455. 278 of these nen belonged to the greater companie8 (rcers,
Drapers, Grocers, Fishmongers, Goldsmiths, Pailors, Skinners, Vintners
and Ironmongera), 58 belonged to lesser companies and for 54 of them
it has not been possible to trace the compary. About 17% of those
whose trades are known cane from the lesser companies; moreover those
for whom it has not been possible to trace a. comparj are, for that
reason, mom Li11y to have belonged to the smaller companies and to
have been ne n of less wealth and repute whose activities have gone
u.nreoorded and whose wills were not enrolled.
J. final, analysis which suggests that these civic elections were
not monopolized by a hard core of nen representing only a. minority
interest, is provided by an examination of the number of tins a
non-.&l.derrnan is recorded as having been present at these elections.
These figures are set out inTable III, P.OS, which shows that there
were 184 electors who never be cane Al dernen and who were present only
once at elections. A further 88 rien were present only two or three
tines and the thard_coret comprising those who voted four tines or
more often, numbers only thirty or ii% of the electors who did not
becone Aldernen.
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J may conclude therefore that the city franchise was not
monopolized either by the active group within the Common Council,
nor liy the Qdernen, nor by the great companis a, nor by a 8ITll clique
who were constantly present at elections. The rather casual evidence
from the Journals su€ests that the holding of elections at ixeetings
of the Common Council was for convenience rather than through sinister
design. lioreover the Common Council was itself broadly based and to
confine an election to a body of sone 150 nen was a comparatively
democratic franchise in the nedieva]. period. Finally the possibility
that xen who were not themselves Common Council nen attended the
elections of 1.Ps. cannot be ruled out.
There is èone scattered evidence to suggest, however, that
towards the end of the Lancastriari perod, when attendance at iiaetings
of Parliaxrent could nean involvenent in darl€erous political situations,
the Alderzren began to take more trouble to record that the election
of M.Ps. had taken place where the royal writ enjoined. 1 Both
Professor LicKisack and hr. Eoughton pointed out the discrepancy between
the beriffs t indenture which always stated that the election baLl
taken place in the Bustings Court in accordance with the royal writ,
and. the actual manrer of election as recorded in the JournaLs. 2 The
form that this new 'legalism' took *aa not to transfer the elections
from the Court of Busting but rather to arrange that the Court of
Common Council and Court of Busting should neet on the sane day.
1. This developnent may also have owed sorrething to the Statute of 1445,
see n.2, p.2$ above.
2. L.cKisack, op.cit., pp .49-51; Boughton, op.cit., p.133.
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Although they might be called by different nanes the personmi. on both
occasions could be the sane - just as the Court of Aldernen could be cone
tl'e Iiayor t s Court to deal. with certain judicial cases. In the
developnent of this practice we see again the operation of the
dictates of convenience rather than of sinister design.
In January 1447, when the writs went out to sumnen a Parlianunt
to Bury St. Ediamds, for the first tine a neeting of the Conuxon Council
at which the four M.Ps. were elected is recorded as having tan
place on the sane day (16 January) as a ustings Court of Coimn
Pleas. The Sheriffs' return states that the election took place in
this flEeting of the Fu.stings Court. Both the neeting of the Comnn
Council and the naeting of the rustings Court (at which no nention
of Parlianentary elections is recorded) appear on the sane page of
the Journals.1 A similar situation occurs again in 1459 when M.Ps,
were chosen to attend the Coventry Parlianent. The neeting on
ITovember 5th is headed 'Ieeting of the Cornnen Council and Hastings
Court'. 2 This is a developnent from 1447 where the two courts,
although held. on the sane day, were recorded as neeting separately.
Perhaps because of the political situation, the King's writ is
copied into the Journals - a unique instance during this period.
A similar situation occurred in the folLowing year although the
1. Jour.IVf.155v.; for the records of the Hastings Court, see
Chapter II, p . 49 v'...
2. Jour.VIf.166; unfortunately there are no Sheriffs t indenture a
surviving for this election or for those in 1460 and. 1461.
evidence is slightly different. The Journal records that a uBeting
of the Common Council was held on ?Ionday, September 22nd 1460 at which
1the four '.Ps. were elected. In the Eustings Book, however, it is
recorded that on this sama day a proc1an.tion was ma'e and a writ
read for the citizens to be elected to Par1iarent. 2 So again, as
in 1447 and 1459, the two bodies coalesced. Finally in 1461, the
Journal records that on Tuesday, Jur 9th there was a neeting of the
Common Council and Court of Hustings at which the four M.Ps. were
elected. 3 Since the Court of Hustings was always held on a Monday
this would suggest that the zioetthg of the Coinzzn Council at which
M.Ps. were elected was coming to be called a maeting of the Bustings
Court in a purely perfunctory way.
We have seen that the Alderman occasionally suggested suitable
Commoners to act as ILPe., but this apart, we have little evidence
as to how the citizens chose their representatives. On two occasions,
however, it is clear that the Alderman voted for their candidatess
in Januax 1449 and in November 1459. It was not a secret ballot
but followed the practice used when voting for a new Alderman.
.bove the naxie of the Alderman listed as present on this occasion
would be the initial letter of the nane of the maxi for whom he bad
given his vote. 4
 It seema more likely that it was usually an occasion
1. Jour.VIf. 267.
2. G.R.O. Hustings Book, Vol.1, 1448-84, f.43v.
3. Jour.VIf.51.
4. 22 January 1449, Jour.V.f.4, 5 November 1459, Jour.VIf.]66.
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for volunteers rather than fierce competition. To serve as an M.P.
could be expensive and was certainly tim-consuming. In 1447 Henry
Frowyic only agreed to serve on certain conditions1 and in the
following year John Olney was considered to be receiving a privilege
when he was exonerated from serving the City in future as an
No doubt the choice was usually unanimous. On the two occasions when
we have this record of voting, the candidates never vote for thene1ves
and on the indentures returned by the Sheriffs none of the four M.Ps.
is recorded has having been present at the election.
We turn now to the second question posed at the beginning of
this chapter, nanly what sort of xen served the City as M.Ps. The
two Lldernen M.P. were clearly substantial citizens, able and
willing to bear the burdens of civic office. Their comparative wealth
and social standing are not matters of debate. Of more interest,
however, are the Commoner LPs. Between the years 1402 arid 1460,
64 n served the City in this capacity of whom 35 subsequently
becaixa &ldernen. Of the remaining 29, 6 were, or becan, City
officials. 3 This leaves 23 nen who served the city as LPs. and
1. 15 January 1447, Jour.IVf.155v.
2. 28 October 1447, Jour.IVf.199.
3. John Prophet, lisP. 1402, 1403, City Chamberlain 1404-1416.
John Bederenden, }.P. 1435, City Chamberlain 1420-1434.
John Carpenter, h.P. 1437, 1439, Common Clerk 1417-1438.
Thomas Burgtyne, h.P. 1445, Underaheriff 1434-1 435, 1441 onwards.
Thomas Billing, M.P. 1449, COnmn Serjeant 1443-1 449, Undersheriff
1449-1450.
John Nedeham, h.P. 1449, Common Serjearit 1449-1453.
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yet ver becan8 Alderman or City officers. Table 	 p.LO4o7g1.'va
sone indication of their standing and influence according to certain
comparatively easily ascertainable criteria. Altast all of them
were man of property as can be seen from the two assessmants and the
deeds enrolled in the Court of Eusting. Sore of theta, such as Bug3
Ryebrede and Robert Patton ren.in strangely obscure and the path by
which they rose to represent the City as M.Ps. is not clear. Fourteen
of them are recorded as attending elections of .Ps. on occasions
other than that on which they were chosen to serve - Will ian Burton
holding the record by attending nii tires between 1413 and. 1447.1
Five of these M.Ps. served as Sheriffs, four got as far as being
candidates for A1dermanri and. six axe known to have been Masters
of their Companies. Alnxst all of them can be traced as Commn.
Councilman. There is little to suggest that they represented a body
of opinion or interests alien to those of the Alderman themselves.
But in one or two cases there is a little ire evidence than can
be shown on this table. Occasional signs of individuality break
through the circumscribed evidence. Thomas liayneld spent a period
in Tewgate in 1415 for having insulted the Alderman Wil].iaxn Sevenoke
and threaterd him with the fate of Brembre. 2 Of nre interest
however is the fact that John Le ying and. William Cottisbroke were
1. Burton did not die until c.1466, Eustings Wills, vol.11, pp.555-56;
he was clearly associated with the aristocracy in that Beatrix,
Counte as of .&rundel was (odnother to his son.
2. L.B.I. p.132; LeTrorials, pp.605-06.
both involved in the Ralph' Holland conspiracy. John Levyng was
present at Christopher Water's house during the hectic planning
sessions of the first half of October 1443.1 William Cottisbro1 was
alre r one of Holland's associates by 1441 . He was the popular
choice for Chamberlain in September 1443 in Opposition to Chichiele;
and, from the evidence collected by the Court of Aldernen about the
conspira.cy, it is clear that Cottisbro1 was one of the ixost articulate
and coherent of the conspirators. Es had t modern ideas about the
relationship of the elected and the electors and maintained that
those excluded from an election were not bound to obey those elected
in their absence. Loreover it was he who carried round copies of the
City 1 s Great Charter which had been confirned in Parlianent 'and was,
therefore, thought to have a greater validity than ary royal writ.
It is interesting that he was elected to serve as an LP. in 1442,
in the middle of the artisan trouble which centered on Ralph Holland
and at an election attended by the 1arest number of citizens recorded
as present at an parliai'entary election during this period. After
1443 Cottisbro1 disappears from civic view but he is certainly the
nest interesting of those who served the City as Comnorer M.Ps.
in these years. Tahn as a whole, however, these 1i.P, were of the
sane stuff as the 4dernen - conscientious, careful, comfortably off
and nderately ambitious. They are not prominent in the affairs of
1. For an account of this conspiracy see Chapter .
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Pan ianent and at hone in the City they are on the whole, 1 aw-
abiding and ordinary citizens.1
The summons to a Parlianent could. involve the citizens in a
considerable amount of expense. Not only had London a reputation
to maintain as the premier city in the land, but it also sent four,
rather than two, nembers to Parlianent. It be cane necessary to limit
the amount of cloth and fur which the Y.Ps, could have at tie common
expense for the common glory. In 1425 it was decided. that the two
.&].denxren M.Ps. could have ten yards of cloth each for their gowns
arid the Commoners, five yards each. £ldernen M.Ps. who ha served
as Layor were entitled to 100/- for fur trimming, .J.dernen L.Ps.
who had not been Layor 66/ed. and Commoner M.Ps. 33/4d.	 certain
allowance was also made for cloth for the gowns of servants. These
regulations were confirned. in 1429.2
But the clothing of their LPs. was not the only expense which
the citizens bad to consider. It anpears to have been recessary for
the Lp5• to have sone rawly cash for oiling the machinery of petitions
and cther general. expenses. In 1426 money was granted for the expenses
of the Knights in Parlianent and in the following year 5 was allowed
1. John abbot, lihiam Burton and John hg-ham were all accused. of
usury in 142). and were found guilty on cone counts. Vlihiam
LIitchell and John Ibatele were two of the Commoners assigned
to try the usury cases, Cal.P. and 1. 1413-37, pp.95-109.
2. 20 April 1425, Jour.IIf.4l; 12 August 1429, L.B.K. p.101;
the particulars of these regulations are set out by barpe,
p.cit., vol.I, p.274. In 1439 the livery allowance for Sir
William Estfield was doubled because he was a Knight,
21 October 1439, Jour.IIIf.25v.
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for the MJs) In 1440 tile Chamber of the City was so impoverished
that a special Cornuon Council was summoned to consider bow to raise
the money for the expenses of tile City's la.Ps. at the Reading
Pan ianent.2
On 1st February 1445 it was decided by Common Council that 500
marks would be needed to pron,te the City's business in tile next
Panlianent, summoned to ireet on February 25th. It was decided that
this morley should be raised by ward assesnents aM the sum was
subsequently increased to £500. But the need was urgent and the money
from the wards could not be raise & until June, so certain City
Companies provided over £400 until tile money should be collected
from the wards. 3 Of this £500, £100 still remained unspent in
January 1447 and Common Council a'eed that this should be used for
the expenses of tile new Pan lanent at Bury St. dnzznds, but it was
reiterated that the money was only lent to the Chamber and was to
be returned, ultimately, to tile citizens. 4 It seems that John
Olney the Mayor at this tine also provided £100 towards tile expenses
of Panlianent for, although tile Chamber subsequently refused to
ac1now1ede a obligation for Olney's loan, he was, in October 1448,
1. 6 &pril 1426, Jour.IIf.85v.; 20 u€ust 1427, Jour.IIf.96v.
2. 8 January 1 440, Jou.r.,XIIf.33v.
3. 1, 20 February 1445, Jour.IVf.62, 64v.-65; ward assessnent,
Jour. IVf. 82v,
4. 24, 26 January 2.447, Jour.IVf.l58 ,1 58v.; if tile Chamberlain
retired he was still to be held responsible for repaying this
£100.
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exonerated from any liability to serve the City as an 1i.P.1
$imilarly in February 1449 John C}'ichele the Chamberlain, was
authorized to borrow £20 from the City's finances to give to the M.Ps.
but lie was to be responsible for repaying the sum and for rendering
an account. 2 This £20 was to be borrowed from £500 which had
previously been raised for a different purpose and when, in kay,
Par1iazrnt was adjourned, from London to Winchester, the Conmn Council
authorized the Chamberlain to borrow a further £100 from this source
provided that he produced a written obligation for repaynent.3
Perhaps because of these sonewbat band to nuth neasuxea,
usually provo1d by the auiniitning or prorogation of Par1iannt to a
town away from London, it was decided by Comun Council in .ttpril 1450
that in future, London M.Ps. were to receive 40/- a day when ParlianEnt
sat at soie place renote from the City. 4 When, however, Parliannt
1. 28 October 1447, Olney exonerated, Jour.IVf.199; 6 February 1449,
the auditors declared that the Chamber bad not acicnowledge4
liability for Olney's loan, Jour.Vf.5v.
2. 11 February 1449, Jour.Vf.6.
3. 30 Lay 1449, the rroney was lent on the sana terms as the £100
provided in January 1447 for the Bury $t. dxizznds Parliarrent,
Jour.Vf.10; in August 1449 John Norman, one of the City's .Ps.
was pá.id. £10 for his Par! iaintary expenses, Jour.Vf.13v.
4. 1 April 1450, Jour.Vf.32; L.B.L, pp.330-3!. The kind of problem
which these renote Parliarients could provide may be seen from
the case of Benry Frowylc who was elected a an M.P. to the
Bury St. Ednimds Paxi iazient in January 1447. Ye agreed to serve
only on condition that be was assured of sufficient lodging and
heating for himself and his servants. Jour.IVf.155v.
3.
4.
5.
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was summoned to Coventry in 1459 it was decided t1'at since this was
such a long way from the City the four M.Ps. were to have their 40/-.
a day 'but with the proviso that if it seened necessary they would be
given more. 1 This was tie case for, in September 1460, the
Chamberlain agreed to pay the M.P. their extra expenses.2
If the ho]. ding of a Par]. ianent away from Iaondon involved the
citizens in considerable extra expense (e.g. Beading 1446, Bury
St. dnunds 1447, Leiceater 1450 and Coventry 1459), the holding of
a Parlianent at Westminster provided the City rulers with problems of
food supply and peace.keping. The influx of lords and their retainers
and of }4P5. and their servants could cause serious problems for the
City. In 1406 the Court of Aldernen clearly expected trouble, for
it was decided that armed men should patrol the wards during the
sitting of Parliament and a Lighted 1ntern was to be hung outside
every house . In the same way a Common Council was summoned in
January 1454 to discuss how to maintain good. order and peace in the
City during the meetings of Council and Par]. ianent. 4 That such
efforts were not always successful can be seen from the extensive
rioting which took place at the meeting of Parliament in the
Autumn of l450. Such sessions were, however, normally welcomed by
1. 8 November 1459, Jour.VIf.166v.
2. 5 September 1460, the Chaxaberlain agreed to pay the money in
instalments - the first before 2 Pbruary 1461 and the second
before 1 August 1461, Jour.VIf.204.
Mayoral. precept, 26 February 1406, L.B,I., p.45.
19 January 1454, Jour.Vf.142v.
Gc4C24%-n%üf- p .t	 ?J b.I	 r
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London traders who benefited from this increased demand not only for
food but also for clothing and services. In tines of scarcity,
however, this influx of people could. present problems and in 1455
a special. licence was issued to two nen to bring 1000 quarters of
wheat from WiLtshire and Yorkshire to London to provide for the
large numbers of people attending Parlianent and Convocation.1
By comparison with their wealth and influence the role played
by the London M.Ps. in Parlianent is comparatively unimportant, or
at least, no record of It has survived. No Londoner was chosen to
be Speaker of the Comnns in this period although Sir Thomas Charleton
who 'was Speaker in 1453-4 was related to the man of the sane nane
who was Mayor of the City 1449_50.2 In 1404 three of the four
Treasurers chosen by the Commons were Londoners although none of them
was currently an M.P. John Eaciley and Richard 1erlawe had both
served in this capacity although Thomas Knolles, the third London
Treasurer, had rever been an M.P. 3 William Staundon and Nicholas
Wotton, the two Aldernen LPs. in the Parlianent of 1406 were nembera
of the committee appointed, to be present during the compilation of
the Parlianent roll. 4 Although the references to the activities of
1. 25 October 1435, CP.R. 1429-36, p.489.
2. See Sylvia L. Thrupp, The Ivrcbant Class of )tdieva1 London(Paperback edn. Ann Arbor 1962), p .330; J.S. Roskell, The Commons
and their Speakers in n].iahPar1ianents 1376-15 23 (Manchester
196 5), pp .255-57, 352-53.
3. Ca]. .Pine Rolls 1399-1405, p.253.
4. R.P. III p.585. On this question of Burgess activity in
Parlianent see McKisack, op.cit., chap.VII.
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City .Ps. are so neagre one is left with the impression, but not
tie evidence, that London .Ps. played a. greater part in the deliberations
of Parlianent than can be proved. Their knowledge of continental
affairs and. of royal finance cannot have been ignored and al.though
iieetings of Parlianent may not have been for them the great
occasions which they were for lowlier burgess .Ps. such evidence
as we have does suggest that the London M,Ps. attended neetings of
Par]. ianent conscientiously.
For 2]. of the Parlianents held between the years 1416 and 1460
it is possib].e to check the attendances of the Ai.dernen M.Ps, by
comparing the dates of Parlianentary sessions with attendance charts
for the Court of AJ.dernon (see Table V, p. SOW). In all, forty
sessions of Par].ianent were involved and in only nine of these
sessions is there any record of either .&ldernen attending a neeting
of the Court while Parlianent was sitting; moreover on only three
occasions did both .th.ldernen leave Parlia.nent at the sane tine. Since
eight of these nine sessions were held at Westminster it would be
very ea for the Qderman M.Ps. both to attend the Court of Aldernen
and conscientiously carry out hi duties in Parlianent. It is nore
than li1ly that Robert Clopton appeared in the Court of Aldernen on
February 1 during the session of Parlianent held in Reading in
January-February 1440, in order to report on events there and, perhaps,
to receive new instructions. In fact the striking correlation of
.ldernian	 absences from the Court, with sessions of Parlianent,
is one of the few pieces of evidence which remains to indicate that
the City's M.Ps. were assiduous in their attendance at Pan iannt,
and, if constantly present, it seems reasonable to assume that they
were also active, influential and vociferous.
The main concern of the City during this period was the problem
of competition from foreign merchants and the attendant dues and
taxes which those merchants who traded jnEngland, and particularly
1in the City, should pay. These problems are examined elsewhere.
But even if the City's sphere of activity tended to be dominated by
self-interest, within this sphere the citizens took considerable
trouble to prepare bills, organize a 'party' in the house and brief
the City's M.Ps. In 1426 when Parliament was summoned to Leicester
(this venue was chosen largely because the Loridoners had taken sides
during the Gloucester/Beaufort struggle) a].]. four ].i.Ps. were present
at the Court of Aldermen on March 26th to report on events during
the first session of Parliament. Three years later the City organized
a petition to the Commns in order to get the statute of 7 Eenry IV
repealed which had enjoined that only those parents who had land or
rent to the value of ta-p.a. might place their children as apprentices.
This cut across an ancient privilege of Londoners that every freeman
of the City might place his child as an apprentice. The citizenst
2petition was successful and the statute was repealed. But tbi
result had riot been achieved without expense on the part of the City.
The Grocers Company contibuted 40/-. 41so payed to William Estffeld
mayr For costes off our parte off Bepelyirig off ye statut off
1. Zee Chapter VI.fp_37r
2. Statutes of the B.alm (1616), vol.11, p p .l57-58; . .B.L, pp.l04-;
P.L0. ..ncient Petition 4236; EP. IV, p . 354; see Cfter
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prentyshodys' and the Taylors contributed £4 'for discharging
statute of apprentices against the king'. 2 On the day before
Parliavnt assembled in Novemberll439 it was decided by the Court of
.&.ldernn that certain citizens should ueet to discuss those matters
which it would be useful to the City and kingdom if they were brought
up in Par1iarnt by Sir filhiamEstfeld and his fellow Ib.Ps. 3 The
Iondoners continued to take a keen interest in theie events of this
Parliant and, during its second session at Reading, the Court of
4J.dernn deliberated whether the Recorder should ride to Parliaicnt
to help to prosecute the City's busiimess. 4 Perhaps instead of this
in February it was decided that a letter of instruction should be
sent to Estfeld. 5 Finally, after Parlianent had been dissolved on
February 26th atfe1d and Clopton reported on the proceedings in
ParJ.ianent, to the Court of Aldernen. 6 This agitation was probably
concerned with the petition which the City had put to the Comnons
about the conservancy of the Thanes. This was finally granted by
the King, albeit in a limited form. 7 There were, however, other
matters decided, upon in this Parliant which would have concerned
1. Kingdon, Grocers' &ccounts, vol.11, 1.204.
2. rchant Taylors' Ball, L5.A 4 &ccounts 1397-1445, f.207v.
3. Jour.IIIf.29.
4. Jour.IIIf.34.
5. Jour.IIIf.35v, the date is given as Thursday FebruarY 30th
which nzst be a scribe's error.
6. Jour.IIIf.37v.
7. See Chapter VX, jp.SG1.
aon, at I.e act, of the citizens. }ore stringent regul. at ions were
introduced safeguarding the Calais monopoly of exports, foreigu
nrcharits were to be subject to stricter controL, uniform standards
of xi a.sure were to be maintained for cloth, wine, oil and honey, and
a bill asking for freer trade in corn within England was refused.
In the succeeding Parliannt held in the early months of 1442 the
Court of &1derun decided to propose bills in Parlianent against
the royal. charters granted to winedrawera, woolpackers and chalkars,
and also against privileged places like St. Lartins which provided
sanctuaries for robbers. 1 There is no record of such petitions
either enrolled on the Parlianant roll nor surviving amongst the
Ancient Petitions in the P.R.O.; so such bills were, clearly, unsuccessful.
During the Parlianent of 1453-4, which bad three sessions in all,
it was decided in Common Council that a common petition being discussed
by Pan iane nt and deal ing with the process of prosecuting bills of
attaint, was contrary to the City's liberties. 2 The City's M.Ps.
were instructed, therefore to frustrate this common petition when
Panlianent reassembled. Their expenses were to be borne by the
c ommonal ty . These efforts appear to have been successful for there
1. See Chapter VI, pp.3tO,344b(.
2. writ of attaint was issued to enquire whether a jury hail given
a false verdict, so that the judgnant could be reversed if
necessary. Row the City's liberties were threatened is not clear.
3. Jour.Vf.123, 129v.
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is no record of such a petition on the Par]. ianent roll. • Such
success may have been partly due to tie favour of the Speaker,
Thomas Charleton, who was sent a gift of red and white wine during
February for his many services and good will both past aM to cone
and especially for Ms services in the 'present parlianent'.1
Before the largely Yorkiet Parlianant net in the Autumn of 1460
a committee of two Alderiien and four Cornrron Council nan was appointed
to consider which causes, matters and bills for tie good of the City
should be presented in Parlianent. 2 In fact the main concern of this
Parliazient was the Dul of Yorkt s claim to the throne and it does not
appear from the Parlianarit roll that any business which concerned the
City specifically was transacted.
Again in 1461. during Edward IV's first Parlianent, the City was
not slow to try to press its advantage. The Court of Aldernen decided
to put bills to the King in Parlianent asking to be allowed to recoup
sone debts from the Earl of Wiltshire's confiscated lands. 3 .t the
sane tine, however, the Eanse nerchants were trying to get their
trading privileges in England confirned end had put a bill up to
Parlianent to achieve this end. 4 The Londozers hastily appointed
a committee of four &ldernen and eleven Comnon Coundilnen to resist
1. 18 February 1454, Jour.Vf.149. This session of Parlianent began
on 14 February and continued until 17 April 1454.
2. Jour.VIf.272.
3. Jour.Vif.76.
4. See C.L. Scofield, The Life and Reign of Edward IV (Lonaon, 1923)
vol.1, pp.196-97.
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this bill. One of the Comnn Councilnen even provided a loan of £20
towards the expenses of the committee) The City drafted its own
bill on this subject which wfts first drawn up by the Court of Aldernen,
then shown to the Cityts counsel and finally presented to the ICing,
Lords and Commons in Parlianent. It seems that the Commons adopted
the cause of the £aondoners but Edward, in direct opposition to their
wishes, confirned the Eanse privileges until Christmas 1462. None
of this appears in the Parlianent roll.
There is only one case on record in which the citizens seem to
have taken a disinterested concern in the affairs of Parlianent.
Usually the City was only roused to action In defence of its liberties
and privileges, but on this occasion the Londoners appear to have
acted out of chivalry. In the spring of 1428 tIe citizens decided to
petition Parlianent on behalf of the Duke of Gloucester's neglected
and rejected wife, J aquel me Duchess of Eainau]. t • The petition appe ars
to have had little effect upon Gloucester's policy and he finally
married his mistress Eleanor Cob}'am in the sane year.2
But it was not only the City In its corporate capacity which was
concerned with events taking place in Parlianent. Sone of the
compar accounts reveal that the City Companies took trouble to
influence events in Parlianent when their Interests were affected.
The motives which lay behind such paynents are sonetines obscured, as,
1. Jour.VIf.76v.
2. 8 karch 1428, L.B.L, p.68.
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for example, when the Grocers paid. £6.13.4. to Robert CFicl'ele by
comuon consent for the .5hrewsbury aesion of Parliamant in January 1398.1
4t the tinE of the Bury St. dnimd ParlianEnt ti's lrcers paid
£lO.19. 2 . for unspecified 'costs of Par1ianent. 2 Matters which
concerned the Grocerst Comparr were clearly under review in the
Parliamant of 1453 for the Compary paid for boat-Fire and wine
t for matters in the ParlianEnt.3
The Brewerst accounts reveal, that they waged a long campaign
to try to establish that a quarter of lt should consist of 8
bushels of clean malt; for when the malt was sold uncleaned the
Brewers got less for their quarter. In the first year of Henry VI's
reign the London Brewers petitioned. the Ring saying that they Fad
previously petitioned Parlianent but that on that occasion self-
interested persons who sold. malt Fad. had the Brewers t
 petition put
aside. 4
 Clearly the royal response to this petition was unsatisfactory;
for, ten years later, the Company was paying to have fourteen copies
of a. bill ii.de • for to have eight bushels of clean malt'.5
1. The London LP. at this tine was William Chichele, also a Grocer,
and the two man were brothers. This may be a mistake in the
Grocerst records, or it is possible that Robert received the ncney
for his brother, ICingdon, rocers t Accounts, vol.1, f.81.
2. ltercers t Ball, Warden's Accounts 1347-1464, f.161.
3. Kingdon, Grocerst Accounts, vol.11, f.347; the total outlay on
wine and boat-hire was 8d. This could, perhaps, be connected
with tl'.e attempt by the Grocers to get the Italian iiec1'anta to
garble their spices,., V, p.32.
4. Guildball Library, 1s.544O, Brewers Accounts Book f.77v,-.78.
3.	 L4 f. 23v.; k- 4V	 v4
fIU44	 $'' Q
4D4e	
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3.
4.
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Loreover the early Pac].ianents of Edward IV -w n. bar of petitions
from London Companies to the Coxnnons)
The actual. drafting of Parlianentary bills and the necessary
research could be an expensive business for the Companies. Occasionally
a petition was drafted which wa presented to the lklayor for him to
put - presumably as a City petition - to the Par1iant. This is
what the Grocers did in 1461_2.2 But, uire often, the Companies
appear to have presented their petitions directly. Vhen the wterers
wanted a charter for their craft to have the right of search throughout
England in 1452-3, they paid two nen five shillings to do the
necessary research anong statutes and other records with t the entent
to labour to the Par]. ianant . In fact the Compaxy did not get the
charter which they sought until 1473, although, ten years after their
first attempt, the Compary paid 1O/8d. to nen of counsel for drafting
a. bill and t in expenses done on such as should put it up' . The
L4ercers' Compaiy appear to have been particularly concerned about the
privileges enjoyed by the Eanse nerchants and at a neeting of their
court held sixteen days before Edwards coronation, they decided
that the Wardens and eight others should 'devise a bill for the
?arl iane nt t
 at the comnon cost • The Company t a accounts m&ce clear
1. Parlianent 1463-4 received petitions from t rtificers and Eandynen'
and from the Silkwonen, P.R.O. Ancient Etitions 1410, 1411, 1412,
V, pp.506-07; Parliaient 1464 received petitions from the
Patynmakers, the Eorners and Cordwainers, P.R.0. &ncient 1titiona
1420, 1421,
	
. V, pp.566-68.
Guildhall Library, La.11571/2 Grocers' Accounts 1461-1471, f.18v.
Guildhal]. Library, lIs.7086/]. Pewterers t Accounts, f.8.
Ibd., f.24v. See also C. welch, Histor?, of the Worshipful Cpmpa
of Pewterers (London, 1902), vol.1, p.19.
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that this was a bill against the 'sterlirigsI i.e. the Eanse nerchants
and it was probably the 1rcers who stiiulated the City into taking
the action which has been noted above.1 Perhaps the ust revealing
statenent cones from an account roll of the Cutlers' Coinp&y.
Thiring Edward's first Parllarxent in 1461 they paid £5.5.8. in expenses
• jn suing certain matters in Parlianent for the weal. and profit of
the said crift of Cutlers and in rioney given to divers persons to
show their good. wills and to be friendly and solicitors in the sane
inatters. 2 This elenent of bribery was ever present. The City gave
CMr g+on	 -
ffts to Thomas Ca .ban the &pea1er in the Parlianent of 1453-4;
and. the lrcere paid 6/ad, to WF'ito1snede t for being our 'airy in
the Par1ianent of 1455-6 .' On this occasion, however, it appears
that the ercers were anxious about n.tters of national rather than
1. LaetitiaLyell and P.1). Watson, eds., Acts of Court of the Mercers'
Compaij 1453-5 (Cambridgo, 1936), p.50; Lercers t Accounts,
p.cit., f.202. The Company paid 1/ad. for making a bill. against
the ..aster1ings. In the Lrcers 1
 Accounts for 2-3 Edward IV
there is recorded the paynent of 
-id. 1 for writing two bills of
Parlianent House', f.205v.
2. GuildhaU Library, Ms.7146 Cutlers 1 Rolls no.11. It is not clear
what the Cutlers were hoping to achieve by this outlay for there
is nothing to their advantage to be found on the Parlianent or
Patent rolls.
3. Llercers' Accounts, op.cit., f.183v. The Company also paid 13/4d..
to the City Recorder for delivering two of the Company's
supplicationa, or to the King and the other to the Comflons.
John hittocksnead was k.P. for Caine in the Parlianent and his
good offices may have been sought since he was a Serjeant at
Arms. For his biogTap1i see Wedwood, op.cit., vol.11, pp.944-45.
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parochial interest for their complaints were concerrd with the
heavy burden of the woo]. subsidy and the failure of the King to guard
the seas.1
Occasionally the &mpanies took trouble to get copies made of
Parlianntary acts. The lercers paid 4d. for a copy 0f the Parliantary
grant of a subsidy of 3/4d. to the King in 1455 and the Brewers in
1 4 29-30 paid 2/- to have a French copy of the new statute of labourers
together with an English traaislation.2
Although the City as a whole appears to have treated the election
of M.Ps. and the events in Parlianent with a certain restraint there
are signs that amongst the popul ace at large Pan latrent was beginning
to have an image which was venerated and respected. The evidence
for such an impression can only be of a scattered kind, but there are
straws in the wind. 4 loan which was guaranteed by Parlianent was
more readily granted. 3
 The Genoese desired that the final. agreenent
with the City over the scavage dispute should not only be exemplified
under the common seal of the City but should also be confirned in
1. kercers' Accounts, op.cit., f.183v. The drafting of these bills
cost the Company l3/4d. There is no record of ary petition
dealing with the seas although a Lord's Committee was appointed
to examine the n.tter,
	
V, pp.279-80. A request by the Commons
for an extension of the exemption of natives from pring sone of
the wool subsidy, was objected to liy the Lords and refused by the
King, LP. V, p.331.
2. )ercers' Accounts, op.cit., f.183v. Brewerst Accounts, oo.cit.,
f.].65v. The t new t
 statute of Labourers referred to is, presumably
that of l42 which was made permanent in 1429, Statutes of the
al (1816), vol.11, pp.225, 244.
3. .g. Common Council agreed to lend a further 2000 marks to the King
on having the security of a Panliaxrentary guarantee, 24 arcb 1442,
Jour. IIIf.1l 4v.
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ParljanEnt. 1 The Girdlers' Company took the trouble to get their
ordinances for the good governnnt of their mistery confirnEd in
ParlianEnt. 2 The Brewers in 1438 paid money to an agent John Brook
'for to get to us friendship for to have our charter corifirned by
the ParlianEnt 3 The largely illiterate artisans who rebelled against
the civic authority in 1443 were aware of the distinction between the
ICingt s writ and te City charter which had the treater validity
through having been confirnd in Parlianent. 4 There are indications
also of the nascent idea of the responsibility of LPs. to their
electorate, to be seen in the reporting back to the Court of .1dernEn
by the M.P., and in the complaints of two London skinners who accused
John Sturgeon, one of the City's M.Ps. in the Parlianent of 1445, of
having done nuch harm in Parliwrent contrary to the good of the City.5
In this sane year John Bale a London tailor quarrelled with Carolus
de Contaryn a Venetian merchant about some red dye which Contaryn
had sold to him. When Bale claimed that the dye was defective,
Carolus had replied that this was no concern of his. The indignant
Bale then said that he would like Carolus to declare that in Parliament
whereupon the shameless Vmetian is reported a saying I care nat
1. 15 November 1454, Jour.Vf.206v.-207.
2. L.B.I., p.l58;,. IV, pp.73-74.
3. Brewers' ä.ccounts, op.cit., f.3 28 . The Charter to the Company as
dated 22 February 1438, p.142. There is no record
of a Parliamentary confirmation.
4. See Chapter IV, pI'b.
5. Jour.IVf.119v.
2for the parlenBnt of a strawe, do yo 1' best and youre worste for the
brasill; I set nat by the parlenent for al that ye can do to ne for
this matere, do youre beat and. your worste'. From the subsequent
account it is clear that these denigratory words about Parlianent
were Caro].us' greatest sin, by comparison with which the defective red
dye paled into insignificance. 1 Lether the iondon eyes looking to
Parlianent were self interested, hopeful, selfish, rebellious or
simply visionary, it was, nevertheless, upon this institution that
their gaze was becoming fixed.
1. 18 November 1445, Jour.IVf.107v.
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The ways in which the Crown could interfere in the goverimient of the
City were manifold and there was no sphere in which the Londoners
could act independently of the Crown, for all their rights and privileges
stemmed from royal grant. Boyal intervention was, however, in some
matters an accepted and regular hazard. In the administration of
justice and the business of keeping the peace in the City, for example,
the Crown' a interest in, and ultimate authority over, these matters
was acknowledged. For this reason these are best discussed In the
chapter dealing with the government of the City. But there were
four outstanding matters which arose during these years in which
either the City needed royal support particularly or the Crown flouted
the City' s desires flagrantly. These matters were the exercise of the
City' a rights in the Thames, the position of foreign merchants living
in London, the grants of monopolies by the Crown and the privileges
claimed by the sanCtuary of St. Martin's. All the disputes or troubles
extended over a period of years and serve to reveal the City' a
dependence upon the Crown and the limitations which Charter and custom
imposed upon the Londoners' freedom.
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
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Since 1237 the City bad exercised jurisdiction over the Thames
as far up river as Staines and over the waters of the Medway. This
jurisdiction covered such matters as the types of net to be used
when fishing and the problems caused by the erection of fish weirs
which later impeded navigation and caught fish before they had spawned.
In other parts of the country the jurisdiction in these matters was
exercised by Justices of the Peace.1
In August 1k06 the Mayor of London carried out an extensive
scrutiny of the Thames to enquire into the devices used to destroy
young fish. He was aided by the Sheriffs of the counties of Middlesex,
Surrey, Essex and Kent and by City Companies including the Tailors and
Mercers. 2 The operation seems to have taken the form of an armed
expedition and there was a considerable amount of local resistance to
the dstruction of fish weirs, but they were destroyed, one chronicler
writes 'because they were against the comnionalty and franchise of London'
1. Cal.?. andM. 1381_1 1l12, p.71, n.2.
2. 1) August i L O6, ibid., pp.282-83. 16 June 1Lo6, Royal writs to the
Sheriffs instructing them to help the Mayor, L.B.I., p. Z17. The
Hercers paid 25/3d, in costs 'about the weirs', Accounts i, fJ45•
The Tailors paid a total of £12 12s.Od. which included the purchase
of gunpowder, dinners, cheese, garlic onions and salt, Accounts i
f.36v.
3, Great Chron., p.86; Julius B.II p.& tf; Gregory, p.10 11; Vitellius F.X
p.10 records that a great dispute arose between Thomas Arundel,
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Londoners on this account,
but that the City of London recovered its rights by virtue of
the King' a charter and statutes.
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In February 14O7 the City' a water bailiff, Alexander Boner, was
attacked by the men of Kent and Essex when he was destroying some
nets of the incorrect gauge. The City took the case to the King' a
Council and the royal sergeant at arms was sent to arrest the twenty-
eight principal offenders. The case was examined by the Duke of York
and Lords Roos and Burnell. Under this awesome pressure the offenders
submitted and their nets were restored to them on condition that they
provided themselves with ones of the correct type by Easter. 1 The
scale of the resistance, possibly encouraged by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, had forced the City to turn to the King for help.
In iki the City petitioned the King in Parliament to destroy
the weirs in the Thames - presumably those that lay outside the City' a
jurisdiction. The King's answer was equivocal and unsatisfactory.2
It appears that this failure to get adequate royal help may have led
to some decline in diligence on the Mayor' a part. In 1LI21 the Thames
fishermen petitioned the Corimons about the Mayor' a failure to deal
satisfactorily with the widespread use of trynk nets (nets of a small
gauge hence liable to catch very young fish). In reply the King enjoined
the Mayor to search the Thames diligently twice a year on pain of a
100 mark fine.3
1. L.B.I., pp.58-59; P.P.C. I, pp . 298-300, 19 February 1J407.
2. R,P. IV, p.36. The King' a answer was that the Mayor was to exercise
his powers of conservancy with those whom the King would appoint.
3. R.P. tV, p .132. 11 June 1k21, the Duke of Bedford sent a writ to the
Mayor informing him of the King's decision in Parliament, L.B.I. p.256.
22 July 1k21, the Sheriff of Middlesex was also to proclaim the
ordinance of the last Parliament about the protection of fish in the
Thames, and to ensure that the peace was not broken while the
ordinance was being executed, L.B.I., p.257.
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As a result of this royal pressure a full scale search of the
Themes and Medway waters which lay within the City' a jurisdiction was
carried out. Illegal weirs and small gauge trynk nets were to be
destroyed. The City Companies again provided help for the Mayor and
the Brewers' clerk has preserved a vivid account of the City mustering
its forces in boats. At a meeting of the Common Council it had been
decided that twenty six Companies should go with the Mayor to carry
out the search. The Brewers took a joint barge with the Girdlers,
Fletchers, Salters, Barbers, Dyers and Tallow Chandlers. The search
extended westwards as far as Kingston and eastwards to Greenwich. The
Brewers' costs were at least £ 16s.; the Tailors paid over £20
in ].abours over the weirs and the Grocers and Nercers each contributed
over £10.2 The City followed up this activity with an ordinance
forbidding the fixing of trynk nets in the river but allowed their
used under certain specified conditions. 3 In December 1k22 the King
asked the City for information about the regulations governing the
size and use of trynk nets and a return was duly made stating City custom.L1
1. Guildhall Library Ms.540, Brewers' Account Book, f.56v-57.
The Fletchers did not come in person on the grounds that they
were too busy making artillery for the King, but the Brewers'
clerk notes with some satisfaction that they had, nevertheless, to
pay their share.
2. Tailors' Accounts i 1.127, total costs £21 lls.Od. Grocers total
costs were £10 13s.11d., Kingdon, Grocers' Accounts, vol.1, 1.1%,
1 1 3. Nercers costs £1 11 5s. 1 d., Accounts i, 1.81. The Drapers
contributed 50s. for costs about the weirs with the Mayor in
September 1k23, Johnson, Drapers' Accounts, vol.1, p.290.
3. November ii21, L.BJ., pp.6_7.
+e	 10 December V422, ibid., p.6.
In the Parliament of 1423 a statute was passed which forbade the fixing
of trynk nets to posts or boats. 1 Moreover a petition from the Commons
asking the King to deal with illegal weirs and trynk nets outside the
jurisdiction of the City, implies that within its o'.m sphere the City
was considered to have carried out its obligations adequately.2
But in 1k21i the Mayor of London had to be again pricked into
action by a writ from the King which instructed him to carry out the
provisions of the ordinance of 1421 and the statute of 1423. As a
result of this there is some record of activity to be found in the
Journals, illegal nets were to be burnt and various owners of them
4
appeared in court. Such men continued to be rounded up well into
1425 and a trickle of prosecutions arid the seizing of nets continued.5
But the Mayor and citizens clearly considered that the powers granted
1. Statutes of_the Realm (1616), vol.11, pp.225Z6.
2. IV, pp .255-56. The King agreed to send a commission to enquire
into offences committed outside the City' a jurisdiction.
3. 4 September 1424, L.BK., p.31.
4. Jour.II f.20v., 27.
5. 24 January 1425, 8 fishermen mainpernored, Jour.II f.32v.
5 February 1425, the 8 men promised not to use trynk nets again,
Jour.II f.34. April 1425, the men were fined £5 each, Jour.II f.k1.
26 July, 27 August 1426, Iil]iam Tallworth seized several nets,
Jour.II f.80v. 14 December 1426, John Godfrey in court for
catching a salmon celled a kipper, He was sent to prison and
his net was burnt. Together with four other fishermen he swore
not to catch fish out of season in future, and to inform the
Mayor if anyone else did so, Jour.0 f.87,
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to them were inadequate. In 1427 they petitioned the King in Parliament
to give them powers as Justices of the Peace, to execute the stathtes
about weirs and trynk nets. The City would not allow justices into the
City to execute the statute in the areas under their conservancy, on
the other hand their on powers were not adequate to enforce the
statutes. The King' a reply was to ask the City to display proofs and
evidences. 1
 But there is no record of the City's powers being extended
and the fishermen with their illegAl nets continued to appear in court.
These comprised, no doubt, a small proportion of those who used such
nets.2 Finally, however, in 1439 the Mayor and citizens, after further
petitioning the King in Parliament, were granted power as Justices to
execute the statutes within the area of their conservancy - but only
until the next Parliament. 3 But in October 11144 the City received an
additional charter whereby the Mayor and those Aldermen iho had served
as Mayor were given powers as Justices of the peace. 1
 In this way the
City' 5 hand was considerably strengthened in trying to preserve the
Thames conservancy.
1. . iv, p.3:30.
2. 9 September 1 427, 2 fishermen, Jour.II 1.99; 30 Jnly 128, B fishermen
Jour.II f.117v.; 14 October 1428, John Frost appeared for the thiH
offence, Jour.II f.123; 21 January 1429, John Poleyn, Jour.II f.129v.;
7 December 1437, Robert Henton, Jout.III 1.185; 8 March 1438, Robert
Shirborne, Jour.III f.178v.
3. R.P. 1, p.311. . 22 April 1411.1, the Mayor's powers were extended by a
conunission to enquire into offences against the statutes in the
waters of the Thames and Medway, not only in the area of the London
conservancy, but also in Kent, Surrey, and Middlesex, C.P.R. 1436-41,
p.573. In September 11442 a search of the Thames waters was arranged,
Jour.III 1.151.
11-. Cal. Charter Rolls 1427-1516, vol.11, pp.41_k; .R.O. Chafer 55.
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In August 1445, however, the Mayor John Reynwell and the Water
Bailiff William Veyse had clearly met with a considerable amount of
resistance when carrying out the scrutiny. Many of the nets which
had been confiscated had been recaptured and on 18 August the Court
of Aldermen decided to seek the help of the Lord Chancellor. 1 Several
of those using illegal nets had come from Erith and the Bailiff there
was bound over to keep the peace. 2
 Much of the work of seizing
illegal nets had been done by John Russell, one of the permanent
Serjeants at Mace serving the Mayor, and it was decided that his
actions should be defended at the expense of the conimonalty. 3 The
occasion provided something of a free for all. Richard Seebur who
Was sent to Newgate for using a casting net was also accused of
inciting the Duke of Norfolk' s servants to attack Richard, one of the
servants of the Water Bailiff, William Veyse, and seize a confiscated
net from him.4
There are records of searches carried out in 1449 by two Aldermen
and in 1453 by the Chamberlain. 5 In 1454 there was a further major
1 • Jour.IV f.89v. 5 fishermen who had been using tryrik nets appeared in
court 12 August 1445, and three of them were granted bail the next
day, Jour.IV f.88v., 89v.
2. Robert Hynd or Rend, Bailiff of Erith mainpernored, 20 August 1445,
Jour.IV 1.91; 1 October 1445 he was bound over to keep the peace
under penalty of £10, Jour.IV 1.98.
3. 27 October 1445, Jour.IV f.102v. Russell was defended by William
1oyle, Serjeant at Law, who received LiO- from the Chamber in
pyment of his services, 7 December 1446, Jour.IV 1.152.
4. 14 December 1445, Jour.IV f.110.
s. 27 August 1449, John Sutton and William Cantelowe appointed,
Jour.V f.14. 12 September 1453, Chamberlain appointed, Jour.V f.120v.
6 April 1453, six fishermen from CIjswick were found to have
illegal nets, Jour.V 1.108.
scrutiny of the Thames. The search to the west in the counties of
Surrey and Middlesex was to be held on August 12 and that of the
Thames to the east was to be done before September 8.1 Sixtsen
Companies were to provide sixty eight men between them, who were
required for three days, so arrangements had to be made for provisioning
them. This scrutiny received the support of the Duke of York, who
sent a writ to his tenants and servants in Erith to assist the Mayor,
and from the King who sent writs to the Justices in Kent and Essex.2
But in spite of this help from high places the scrutiny did not go
smoothly. The greatest resistance came not from those using illegal nets
but from the wardens or owners of, illegal fish weirs. By 30 September
it was decided that a separate expedition to destroy these weirs was
necessary and the six men who had been appointed to carry out this
task reported to the Court of flderznen on October that they had
been successful in destroying weirs everywhere except in parts of Kent)
At the weir belonging to William Wangford near Northflete in Kent
the Londoners bad encountered archers and armed men and the local
inhabitants had called out 'Hence traitors of London'. As a result
of their resistance the weir remained intact.' A hastily-summoned
Common Council decided to send an armed expedition to destroy the weir,
consisting of four Aldermen and eight Common Councilmen who were provided
1. 29 July, 5 and 16 August 1454, Jour.V f.180v., 182v., 18kv.
2. 20, 21, 29 August, 
.5, 20, 2, 26 September 11154, Jour.V f.185v.,
186, 187v .,, 185, 189v.,, 191v. , 192v., 193v.
3. 30 September 11454, Jour.V f.195.
4. 4, 5 October 1454, Jour.V f.196v.,, 197.
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with food and arms. The help of the Lord Chancellor was sought and
these combined activities brought the recalcitrant William Wangford
to bis senses. On 10 October the Common Council was told that he hd
destroyed his own weir andAthat it had not been his intention to
displease the citizens with whom be wished to stand in love and charity.1
Two days later Wangford' a servant, William Wombewell asked pardon of
the Court of Aldermen for resisting the Londoners when they came to
destroy the Northflete weir. 2 The search to the west caught nineteen
fishermen and eleven wardens of weirs, all of whom appeared in the
Mayor's Court.3
But in spite of these searches the City seems to have been unable
to prevent fishermen using illegal nets on the Thames, and, as with
street traders today, it was clearly more profitable to break the law
and pay the necessary fines. In December 1451i eight fishermen appeared
in court; in March 1455 the owner of a weir at Braynford was present;
in March 1457 three fishermen were convicted of using illegal nets,
in December 1458 several others were pardoned their offences and gave
security for their good behaviour, and in August 11461 ten men were
presented in court for having committed crimes in the Thames waters.4
1. 9, 10 October 1454, Jour.V f.198, 198v.
2. 12 October 1454, Jour.V f.199.
3. 21 October 11f54, Jour.V f.00v., 201.
Li.	 16 December 145k, 17 March 1455, 18 March 1457, 1 December 11458,
28 August 1461, Jour.V f.212v., 216v., 230v,; Jour.VI f.115v-.,
1311, 18. For a discussion of the office of Water Bailiff and a
list of the occupants of the office, see Chapter II, pp. 13S-I
and Appendix w. lIp. 565.
The Mayor, as conserver of the Thames, was clearly saddled with a
task which, without adequate royal help, was impossible and the
statutes were frequently and openly violated.
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
A discussion of the position of the foreign merchants living in
London is most conveniently divided into two sections. Firstly the
Hanse merchants wiLl be discussed and then the Italian merchants with
special reference to the Genoese. These were not the only foreign
merchants living in London during this period but the relations between
2.
these two groups and the citizens were particularly strained.
The political and economic relations between London and the
merchants of the Hanse towns have been thorougbly examined by Professor
Postan. In his view England, through piracy, the French wars, enmity
with Burgundy, bad government and self interested royal councillors,
threw away a golden opportunity of achieving equality of treatment
with the Eanse merchants in the decades after 11437. Moreover Edward IV' s
indebtedness to the Hanse merchants in 1471 meant that the Baltic
trading towns were able to win back in 1147k at the Conference of
Utrecht, all their trading privileges in England, without conceding
any reciprocity for English merchants in the Baltic.1
In all the negotiations, barterings, accusations and counter-
accusations which distinguish the relationship between England and the
1. M.M. Postan, 'The Economic and Political Relations of England and
the Hanse from 14OO-1475' in Studies in the History of Enish
Trade in the Fifteenth Century, ed. M.M. Postan and E. Power
(Ldon, 1933), pp.91..153.
.	
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Hanse during These years, the Londoners were deeply involved. So too
were the merchants of the eastern English ports but neither the volune
of their trade nor their say in royal policy was as great as that of
the Londoners. Moreover the main centre for the Hanse merchants in
England was the Steelyard in Dowgate ward which they had occupied
since 1320. 1 It is difficult to tell how large a community they
formed in London.
At the beginning of his reign Henry IV bad exemplified the
commercial agreement between English and Hanse merchants.' This
agreement was publicly proclaimed but such as the commerci.a3. rivalry
that it, like its successors, only marked a lull in the acts of
reprisal. While concerned with the wider issues involved in the
embargo on English cloth entering the Baltic and the perennial acts
of mutual piracy, the Londoners were also vexed about the civic
obligations of the Hanse merchants living in London. In 1411 and.
again in 1418 it appears that civic officers tried to exact tøll from
the Hanse merchants who claimed, successfully on both occasions, that
this was contrary to the ancient 'composition' of 1237.4 Although the
Court of Aldermen on 9 February 1418 acknowledged the Hanse merchants
ex*mption from paying toll, in the following year these tolls were again
1. On the origin of the Steelyard see Harben, Dictionary of London,
pp. 549-51.
2. There were at least 13 Hanse merchants in London in August 1385,
and 18 in July 1388, see Ca1.P. arid M. 1381_1412, pp.100-Cl, 143-44.
3. 6 December 1399, L.B.I., pp.5-6. See Chapter I, yp.3(.
4. L.B.I., pp.95-96 , 198. 14 February 1418, the references to the City's
Books where the civic case against the Hanse merchants are noted
in the margin, Jour.I f. L1:3. 7 February 1419, merchants of Almaine
were given a day on which to appear before the Mayor, Jour.I f.55v.
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demanded. 1 i,lhen the Harise merchants petitioned the King' a Council
the Court of Aldermen claimed that their decision the previous year
was not authoritative since it had not been ratified by Common Council.2
The matter was still under review when Henry V died and Estfeld and
Tatersale (the Sheriffs for 1 1422-23) distrained the goods of the
anse merchants in lieu of the toils. The merchants petitioned the
King in Parliament and it was decided that while the case was being
reviewed by the Council, the Sheriffs should not molest the Hanse
merchants. 3 'When the Council considered the matter in July 11423 the
question under review was not simply the matter of the London tolls
but tunnage and poundage in general to be paid by the Hanse merchants.
The Council decided that these merchants were liable to pay tunnage
and poundage as aliens and the plea of the Hanse merchants living
in London that they should be utterly quit of payments because of
their privileges, was overruled.4
But even if the Hanse merchants were liable to pay turmage and
poundage in future, they did gain two advantages. Since 11418 when
the negotiations over toll began the Mayor, Aldermen and Sheriffs
had not assigned to the Hanse merchants of London the customary Alderman.
In 1425, therefore, the merchants petitioned Parliament for such an
Alderman to be specifically named, and in response to their petition
I • The Court of Aldermen may have made this concession to the Hanse
merchants because of the City's need for corn from Prussia, L.BI. p.
174.
2. L.B.I., p.260.
3. LP. IV, p.192. The toils in question were 2d. on each tun of wine,
2d. on each sct1pL5 of wax, 3d. on each last of herrings, 4d. on each
bale of rice, 2/_ on each carriage of merchandise, i.e. each
'tonnetiht'.
4. P.P.C. III, pp.110, 111-12, 117.
3William Crowmer was appointed by the King arid for the rest of the
period there was always an Alderman assigned to the Ianse merchants. 1
The second concession which they obtained in 1427 was the confirmation
of their exnption from civic tolls payable on imported merchandise.
In lieu of this the Hanse merchants were to pay 40/- every year to
the Sheriffs of London and 2 barrels of best herring, one barrel of
sturgeon and ' hundredweight of good and clean Polish wax' to the
Mayor. 2 In return for this concession the Hanse merchants were to
persuade the Master of the Teutonic Order in Prussia and the Council
of Danzig, to allow English merchants the freedom to do business and
govern themselves 'as has been customary'.3
In the decade leading up to the Treaty of 11437 the Londoners appear
to have lived peaceably with the aliens in their midst, although there
were attacks and reprisals further afield. 4 But in April i440 the
1. H.P. IV, p.303. 18 February 1427, Wilhiam Crownier appointed,
C.F.R. 11422-29, pp.3146_7. As this appointment makes clear the
Hanse merchants desired an Jtlderinan, in order to achieve speedy
justice, see L.B.L., pp.vii-viii. Crowner appears to have been
succeeded by 7.ihiani Estfeld, acting April 1440, Jour.III f.40v.
12 November 1442, Henry Frowyk appointed, C.P.R. i44i-46, p. 133.
30 March 1460, William Marowe, C.P.R. 1 452-61, p. 566 . 16 March 11466,
Ralph Josselyn, C.P.R. 1461..67, p.529.
2. 20 February 1 427, L.B.K., p.46. For the discussion leading up to
the compromise, see Jour.fl f.89.
3. 20 February 1 427, Jour.II f.90. See also 10, 11 March, 4 July 1427,
Jour.II f.91, 94v.
LI,	 Postari, op.cit., p.116;	 IV, pp.1403-0 L . 10 December 1433,
protection for one year for merchants o± Almaine living in London,
C.P.R. 11429_36, p.328. In 1435 a ship belonging to a Hanse merchant
was taken by pirates (English?) and sold to English merchants who
fitted it out for a voyage to Bordeaux. From the royal writ it
appears unlikely that the ship was ever returned to its Hanse
owner although some steps were taken to have it valued before it
left for Bordeaux, Cal. P. and N. 1413-37, pp.283-B4.
3C
anse merchants 'were prohibited from acting as hosts to foreign
traders.1 In oviber 14I the Londoners began to launch a more
intensive campaign against their treatment in the 1anse towns.
Eigit Common Councilmen were assigned to treat with the Hanse merchants
about this and a petition of complaint was put to the King' a Council • 2
The Lord Chancellor heard the arguments of both sides and decided
that unless the Banse towns allowed the English merchants to enjoy
their accustomed freedoms abroad, their privileges in England would
be withdrawn. The English merchants were to choose one of their
num.ber to act as ambassador to Prussia and it is possible that John
3Atherly was selected. This embassy may have been delayed while
complaints were collected, for eighteen months later the Council
decided to send a clerk and a merchant to Cologne with the conipints
of the English merchants and meanwhile the merchants were to be allowed
free entry into England.k Clearly this solution seemed somewhat
remote so the Mayor and varie-a commoners of London asked the King's
Council to appoint the Bishop of St. David' a to settle the matter
between the men of Prussia and the King' a subjects. They were told
to draw up their complaints and right would be done to them. Then the
Mayor and commoners went on to ask the Council • somewhat disingenuously
1. 4 April 1O, Jour.III f.LO.
2. 6 Novber lkkl, Jour.III 1.102.
3. LP. V, pp.16?, 170-1, 177. John Ltherl9 was one of those who
advised the Council to collect information from different parts
about the Wrongs suffered by English merchants in the Eanse towns.
k. 2? Februaz7 1443, P.P.0 11, p.228.
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that if anything were sued to the King to the contrary, the Council
would not attend to it but only to the Londoners.1
An embassy did, finally, begin negotiations in Lbeck in 149
and the English delegation was headed by Thomas Kent the Clerk to the
Council. The negotiations were, however, broken off in May of that
year when the Hanse Bay fleet was captured by a band of semi-official
English privateers under Robert Wirinington. When, therefore, the
following year English Ambassadorsjbleft to negotiate in Prussia, the
incensed men of Lbeck captured the ship in which they were travelling
and subjected Thomas Kent and John Stokker, a London Draper who was
one of the ambassadors, to a period of iaprisonment.2
Professor Postan peints a gloomy picture of the relations between
the English merchants and the Hanse towns during the last decade of
Lancastrian rule when piracy, embargoes and mutuai. acts of retaliation
were the chief characteristics. Against this can be set the comparatively
harmonious relations between the Hanse merchants of the Steelyard and
the citizens of London. There is none of the irrationality and
violence which marks the Londoners' treatment of the Lombards in this
decade. In December 11452 the Court of Aldermen agreed that the Hanse
merchants should be aflowed to measure their own canvas and linen cloths
imported into England. 3 In March 1456 the London Sheriffs were instructed
1. 5 March 1443, ibid., pp.233-34. 7 September 1447, Ambassadors
from Prussia were in England, Jour.IV f.190.
2. Fostan, op.cit., pp.127-30; C.P.R. 1452-61, p.1l9. John Stokker first
appears as a Common Councilman in February 1441, Jour.III f.76v. He
and Thomas Kent were captured 20 July 1450, and the length of their
imprisonment is not known. Stokker was, however, able to serve on a
Common Council committee appointed 15 July 1451, Jour.V f.58v.
3. 15 December 1452, Jour.V f.99. The Common Measurer of linen cloth in
the City was to be advised accordingly.
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to proclaim that noone was to molest the Lbeck merchants in the
enjoyment of their liberties in England. Perhaps as a result of this
writ a petition against the Hanse merchants was rejected by the Court
of Aldermen the following month. 1 Certainly there was a feeling
amongst the Londoners that the Hanse merchants abused their acknowledged
privileges 'to the harm of the weUbeing of the City and its franchises'.
In June 1456 it was decided that there should be talks with the Hanse
merchants and the matter was debated in Common Council in August when
a decision was postponed because so few Councilmen were present. At a
future meeting it was to be decided what legislation, if any, was needed
for the good of the City and for a reform of the excesses of these
merchants. In fact the matter appears, wisely perhaps, to have ended
there. 2 Moreover in 111.61 the Hanse merchants agreed to provide £20
towards the Dowgate ward contribution for the defence of the City.
Although this contribution was not entirely spontaneous the Hanse
merchants took trouble to have it recorded as a 'free-will offering' .
But the events during the Parliament of 114.61 when the Hanse merchants
and the Londoners openly competed for the new King' s ear, destroyed the
restraint which had governed the City' s attitude to the Hanse in the
last decade. 4
 It is, therefore, on a note of violent disagreement
that this survey of their relations must end. The trouble arose early
in 1462 over the obligation of the Hanse merchant.s to repair Bishopsgate.
	
1.	 1 March 11156, C.C.R. 114-54-61, p.l L4.9; 20 April 111 56, Jour.VI f.66.
	
2,	 3 June, 28 August 1456, Jour.VI f.59v., 103.
3. 8 January, 11 February 1461, L.B.K., pp .397, 1403.
4. See Chapter If, pp. k'4-e:
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This, the merchants claimed, they were only bound to do if they had
the mansions over the gate but this had, in September of the previous year,
been granted by the Court of Aldermen to a Sergeant at Mace William
Caldebek.' Since the gate was in a state of disrepair and the Hanse
merchants refused to do anything about it, they were summoned to the
Mayor' a Court on 27 January to give up the keys. It was decided,
when they refused to do this, that the Mayor should go in person to
take possession of the gate which lie did on 25 March. New keys had
to be made and Caldebek was instructed to repair the gate at the
Chamber's expense. 2 The Hanse merchants appear to have been unable
to resist this assertion of the City' a rights in spite of two royal
protections in December 1461 and March ILi.63.3
The anti-alien feeling in London was sharpest against the Italians
and culminated in the riot against them in 11456_7,k but the outstanding
dispute during these years was over the vexed question whether the
Genoese merchants were liable to pay the tax called scavage in London.
This tax was demanded, according to certain agreed rates, on al].
imported merchandise sold by foreigners in the City.5
1. 21 September 1 1461, Jour.V1 f.21v.
2. For the course of this dispute see Jour.VI f.LI1v., 8, 15v., 52, 17v.;
L.B.L., pp.l3-1Li and. p.vi .
3. L.B.L., p.18, C.P.R. 11461-67, p.261.
Li. . R. Flenley, 'London and foreign merchants in the reign of Henry VI',
English Historical Review, vol.XXV (1910), pp.6414_55.
5. For a typical dispute see the case between the merchants of Genoa and.
four Londoners, William Waldern, William Flete, Walter Cotton and
William Reynwell, which was finally settled by the King's Council. The
English merchants received £5000 compensation, 8 June 11420, P.P.C. II,
pp.270-71. For the City's regulations about scavage see Liber .AJ.bu_s,
pp.223-26, 230. Half the profits from this tax went to the Sheriffs
and half to the host in whose house the foreign merchant was living.
In the Parliament of 11402 the Genoese merchants petitioned the
King against paying scavage in London on goods which they bad imported
via Southampton where they had paid the required customs. They
complained that they now had to pay scavage twice: both in Southampton
and in London. The King was sympathetic to the Genoese complaints and
agreed that since there was nothing about scavage to be found in the
London charters, the merchants should be free to bring goods from
Southampton to sell in LondO.n without paying scavago in the City. But
the King required the Genoese to bring testimonials to show that they
had paid customs and scavage in Southampton. 1 On 8 May 1140k the
Mayor was instructed to release the merchandise belonging to the Genoese
merchants in the City which he had arrested by royal command - no doubt
while this decision about scavage was pending.2
For nearly thirty years the matter appears to have rested there,
most unsatisfactorily for the Londoners. But in 1k28 the matter arose
again when four bales of mercery belonging to Bartholomew Spynull, a
Genoese merchant were confiscated because scavage had not been paid
on them. 14 During the mayoralties of John Wells and John Perneys (1431-33)
this policy was continued and merchandise was seized by the Sheriffs
because the Italian merchants bad failed to pay scavage. 5 As a result
1. 8 March 1396, Mayor and Aldermen had decided that Italian merchants
were liable to pay scavage on goods brought to London by land, as
well as by water, L.B.H., pp.1429-30. The Italian merchants then took
the case to the King' a Council, 18 Nay 1398, and it would appear
that the matter was still sub judice when Richard II was deposed,
P.R.O. E28/4/64. R.P. III,pp.491, 520-21.
2. C.C.R. 1 1402-5, p.33k.
3. Trade with the Genoese was temporarily interrupted in 1413, but this
was not because of the scavage dispute, 3 February 1413, C.C.R.
i14Q9., p . 437; 21 March !413, C.C.R. 1413-19, P.60.
4. 16 December 1428, Jour.II 1.128. (Footnotes continued on next page)
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of this the case went to the King' a Council where three Justices were
appointed to hear the arguments on both sides. 1 But the Council
avoided coming to a decision and in June 13 simply issued a seven
year protection for the Genoese. 2 During this time the dispute was
referred to the Chief Justices of both Benches and the Chief Baron of
the exchequer, moreover the Mayor and Sheriffs were forbidden by the
King to levy scavage from the Genoese under penalty of £1OOO.
In February 1441, just before the seven year protection expired,
the citizens offered a 'compromise' solution to the Genoese, whereby
they were to be allowed to import goods freely on condition that they
offered security for payment of scavage in the future and agreed to obey
the ordinances which had been made previously. As this was a request to
the Genoese not to compromise but to capitulate, they refused! Until
the matter continued to take up the time of the Council, the citizens
and the Genoese. A schane was devised whereby the Gerioese did not pay
1. L.LK., pp.17k_76. The City's case, in answer to that of the
Genoese, is set out in ful). in the Letter Book.
2. P.R.O. Council Proceedings C&19/31/1 6 June 1131.
3. See two royal writs to this effect, 12 December 1k4O, 14 February iLi4i
with the Mayors return stating that no scavage has been levied,
L.B.K., pp.252-53.
k. 25 February V441, Jour.III f.77v.
(Footnote 5 from previous page)
5. L.B.K., p.16?, royal writ to the Mayor to restore the merchandise
of the Italians which had been seized. The Grocers' Company paid
20/_ in 1k31 for a copy of the safe-conduct which bad been given to
the Genoese and for the fee of John Pyrye, man of law, t4 seek
against the said Genoese', Kingdori, Grocers' Accounts, ii, f.2014.
scavage in the meanthne but provided security that if they were
eventually found liable to pay the tax they would make back payments.
The Londoners, for their part, were not to molest the foreigners
or 'seize their goods.1
Throughout these years the matter was frequently before the King' s
Council; in May 1443, .n January 1445 when the King instructed the
Lord Chancellor to deal with the matter, in August 1445 when a
deputation of Londoners complained to the Chancellor about scavage
and in July 1446 when the Sheriffs informed the keeper of the Privy
Seal that they did not know how much scavage was owed to them by the
Genoese for the current year. 2 Other solutions to the dispute were
tried. It was enacted in the Parliament of 1444 that if the Londoners
could prove in the Exchequer that they were entitled to levy scavage
from the Genoese, then the London Sheriffs would be authorized to
deduct from their annual farm, the amount of scavage which they considered
to be due to them from the Genoese, i.e. in effect the King was prepared
to pa4the scavage for the Genoese merchants. But the initial demand
that the Barons of the Exchequer should be satisfied that the Londoriers
were entitled to scavage and the complicated procedure to be followed,
meant, in fact, that this was no solution at
1. 21	 ril, 20 May 1441, Jour.III f.83, 83v., 85v.; 25 November 11441
P.PC. V p.169. 7 December 1441, the obligations of the Italians
agreeing to pay scavage were listed and read out in the Court of
Aldermen, Jour.III f.106v.
2. 24 May 1443, P.PC. V p.278; 3 January 1445, L.13.K., pp.303-Ok,
Jour.IV f.57v.; 18 June, 18 August, 20 Augustl44.5, Jour.IV f.81v.,
69v., 90v.; 19 July 1446, P.P.C. VI, p.5k.
3. R.P. V, p.68. This ordinance was to be kept from year to year.
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In 1'46 the Londoners tried to come to a final arrangement by
a different means. Common Council discussed and rejected certain
solutions such as a compounded annual payment by the Genoese in lieu
of scavage and decided, instead, to terminate the matter by means of a
court case. The Common Council did not want the current Sheriffs to
be involved in a legal case so it was decided that Stephen Foster and
Hugh Wyche who had been Sheriffs 14J44_L 5 should prosecute the Genoese
on the City's behalf. Meanwhile, as before, the foreigners were to be
allowed to bring in merchandise while providing security for the future
payment of scavage if they were found to be liable. 1 But this test
case seems to have come to nothing.
After these protracted and unsuccessful negotiations, when the
King' a Council appears to have been completely unable or unwilling to
decide on the matter, the Londoners decided in 1145l that a 'final
arrangement' mast be made with the Genoese. 2 In February 12453 the
current Sheriffs, Richard Lee and Richard Alley, entered into mutual
recogn.izances with John Ambrosious and Lewis Scat, two Genoese merchants,
that they would abide by the arbitration of Sir Thomas Tyrell and Thomas
Billing, The City?
 a Sergeant at Law. 3 Eighteen months later on
31 October 1Li5Ll, a final arrangement was finally made. In lieu of
scavage the Genoese merchants agreed to pay £28 p.a. for merchandise
1. 27 May, 15 June, 17 June i446, Jour.IV f.129, 130v.
2. A committee of 3 Aldermen and 7 Common Councilmen was appointed
29 November V5 1 to come to a 'final arrangement', Jour.V f.65, 66.
3. 6 February 1LI53, Jour.V f.102.
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which they imported into the City from Southampton. 1 The foreigners
wanted this agreement to be exemplified under the common seal and to
be confirmed by Parliament. Instead of Parliament, the agreement was
laid before the Lords of the Council on 3 December 1511' and placed on
record, and the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council agreed that the common
seal should be attached to the document with the words 'quae quidem
arbitriuiu, ordinacionein et ludicium iuxta omnem vim formam et effectixm
eiusdem, os praedicti kaior, Vicecomites ac Commuzütas etsdem
civitatis tenorem praesentium confirmamus • ratificazuus et approbamus
in perpetuum per praesentes litteras nostras sub nostro communi sigilo
roboratas'. This was finally done on 2Q February 1k55 and eleven
days later the Genoese paid £111 as their first instalment of the £28
due from them. 2 The delay between reaching the agreement and the fixing
of the common seal may be partly accounted for by the need to get the
arbitration properly composed and written.3
Unfortunately the agreement did not prevent the citizens from
rioting and attacking the Lombards in 121.56 and 1Li57; nor did it deal
with the problem of scavage paid by other foreign merchants, or by
1. L.B.K., p.366. This form of compounded agreement had been earlier
rejected by the Common Council, 27 May 12146, Jour.IV f.129. This
was a similar arrangement to that agreed with the Hanse merchants
in 1427, see	 above.
2, L.B.K., pp .366 , 367; Jour.V f.206v., 207, 211, 233v. There is no
mention in the agreement of back payments for scavage.
3. This task was entrusted to Bobert Shodewel]., scrivener, who was
paid 13/Lid, for his labours, 21 September 12155, Jour.V f.263.
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English merchants who were not citizens of London. 1 But it does show
that the King and the Council failed the Londoners in this matter and
that if a solution was to be found it must be by the unaided efforts
of the citizens and the Genoese. Yet the King's power is well
manifested by the fact that under cover of the royal decision in their
favour in the Parliament of 14O2, the Genoese paid no scavage in London
for fifty years. In such matters as these the City was completely at
the mercy of the King.
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
The exercise of the royal prerogative in the granting of letters
patent to be operative within the City was a serious cause of friction
between the Londoners and the Crown during this period. Tihere such
letters patent granted to an individual or group of individuals the
right of monopoly in some essential process in the distribution or
marketing of goods in London, then the patents were bound to cause
trouble. There were six offices in particular which the King tried to
control during this period: the packer of woollen cloths, the gauger of
wines, the drawer of wines from the ships to the taverns or shops, the
garbeller of spices, the aulnager or measurer of woollen cloths and
the scrutineers of beer-brewing. The corporate objection of the citizens
to royal letters patent granting these offices to individuals first
1. iLl September 1k57, John Cook, a Southampton merchant, entered into
recognizances to pay £5 scavage which he owed, Jour.VI f.177.
23 I\ovember 1LI59, Simon Nory, a Florentine merchant, was to pay the
late Mayor and Sheriffs £36 16s.Od. which was the scavage which he owed
for i8 tune of oil and other goods Jour.VI f.lkl. As a result of
this latter case it was decided that four Aldermen should work out
reasonable rates of scavage for different types of merchandise,
29 November 1Ll59, Jour.VI f.1Lllv.
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voiced in February 1441 when it was decided in Common Council that the
King should be asked to revoke such patents and to refrain from
granting them in future since they were to the prejudice of the Great
Charter of the City and of the jurisdiction of the Mayor. As a
deterrent it was decided that any freeman who occupied such offices
by royal grant was to lose his freedom and pay a fine of £20.1 Only
when the Citys opposition to this exercise of the Lancastrian prerogative
is fully understood can the letters patent which Edward IV granted to
the Mayor and citizens in August 1461 be seen for the considerable
concession which they were. By these letters four of the disputed
offices, rianiely those of gauger, garbeller, cloth packer and wine drawer,
with their accustomed Lees, were granted to the Mayor, Aldermen and
Commonalty. 2 This grant marked the end of a period of protracted
conflict between the Crown and the City and constituted a tengible
concession wrung from the new King. In June 1478 these letters patent
were formally incorporated in a new charter whereby the Mayor and
Commonalty were empowered to exercise these offices and collect the
revenues for ever.3
1. 9 February 1441, Jour.III f.75.
2. 26 August 1461, C.P.R. 1452-61, pp.69, 70. The original letters
patent with the seal attached are in Guildhall Record Office,
Charter no . 57. 30 July 1461, the Fing had agreed that the citizens
should have the disposal of the disputed offices for the next six
years, but the Londoners pressed for a grant to them of the offices in
perpetuity, Jour.VI f,45v. 14 August 1461, three Aldermen and the
Recorder rode to the Lord Chancellor in the attempt to get the
letters patent for the Iofficest which had been lately granted by
the King, Jour.VI t.23v.
3. The Londoners paid £7000 for this charter, 20 June 1478, Birch,
Charters, pp.90-93.
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In the first Parliament of his reign Henry IV reversed the policy
of Richard II and granted that the citizens might be free to pack their
on woollen cloths. 1 But the financial pressures upon Henry VI led
him, to reverse his grandfather's policy of freedom. In November 14O
he granted letters patent to John Noreys Esquire and five others to
occupy the office of cloth packer in London in survivorship. 2 The
City' $ reaction was rapid. In April lkkl John Honeybourne, a Draper
who had been acting as deputy in the office to one of the grantees,
appeared in court and said that although he had no written authority
to exercise the office, his master did have such authority. The court
heard a considerable amount of evidence from which it emerged that the
Drapers felt very strongly on this issue. William Estfeld had said
that the King did not understand what he had granted and Henry Frowyk
had declared that all such patents could be rejected since they were
contrary to the City's liberties. 3 In January 1442 it was decided to
petition Parliament against the packers and in March the Common Council
attempted to make a loan to the King conditional upon the charters to
the packers being revoked. Neither of these methods succeeded.
1. Richard II had, twenty years before, established the office of
packer, who was to have a monopoly of cloth packing in London.
The packer could charge id. per cloth and id. per three pieces of
kersey,	 . III, pp.443-4k.
2. 27 November 14.L O, C.P.R. 1LI.36_k1, p. 1490. For John oreys see
Chapter II, p.LG n. 3 . The other grantees were Thomas Aventre,
Sampson Vickers, John ?.orman, William Iorman, John Baker.
3. 21, 23 April 1441, Jour.III f.83-83v. George Lainbeth said that he
had been imprisoned for seeking letters patent from the King.
4. 23 January, ZLi March 11442, Jour.III f.109, 11kv.
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But the October 1444 charter from Henry VI to the City did make
a partial concession to the citizens. The King acknoledged that the
riht to appoint packers of woollen cloths lay with the citizens
although John Noreys and the other five were to cIntinue to occupy
the office. When it again fell vacant, however, it was to be at the
disposal of the Mayor and citizens and no such royal grants were to
serve as precedents. 1 This partial concession did not satisfy the
City for part of a subsidy voted by the Common Council in January 1445
was to be used for making a defence against the packers. 2 In July 1446
the I ayor and Aldermen complained to the Council about the great
impositions which had recently been placed upon the citizens of London,
chief of which was the farming of the office of packer by the Crown
for £48 p.a. 3 But the City's protests in this matter achieved nothing
until the letters patent of Edward iv in August i46i.
1. 26 October 1444, G.LO. Charter 55. For other aspects of this
charter, see Chapter IV, jp.2O . 10, 28 July 1444 a copy of the
cloth packer's patent bad been shown to the Conmion Council,
Jour.IV f.32v., 36v.
2. 28 January 1445, Jour.IV f.60v. 1 December 1444 the Court of
Aldermen had appointed John Norman, one of the packers, together
with Nicholas Wyfold and Hugh Wyche, to discuss the office of
cloth packer with John Noreys, Jour.IV f.53v.
3. July 1446, P.P.C. VI, p.50.
4. 6 July 1461, the cloth packers put a bill to the King which the
City decided to oppose, Jour.VI 1.44. The cloth packers must
be distinguished from the wool packers. The wool packeformed
a fellowship and the King did not grant patents coverinofuice
nor did the citizens object to their activities. A bill which
was put to Common Council 8 October 1453, on behalf of the wool
packers was granted, Jour.V f.124v. See E. Power, 'The wool trade
in the fifteenth century', in Studies in the History 0f English
Trade in the Fifteenth Century, ed. LM. Postan and E. Power
(London, 1933), pp.55-58.
It was the duty of the roy9J. gauger to assess the capacity of
tuna and pipes of wine to ensure that they were of the required size
and that they were full. No wine imported to London could be sold
until it bad been gauged, for which service the buyer and the seller
each paid d. 1 The first appointment to this office was in 1344 and
in the course of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries several statutes
were passed which confirmed the King' a right to appoint gaugers and
amplified the duties of those officers. 2 Royal appointments continued
as did royal writs prohibiting the secret sale of ungauged wine in
London. 3 It may be that the appointment of a gauger in London had lapsed
under the early Lancastrians, for the first grant of the office in the
fifteenth century was made to Thomas Multon in 1k32. In the 14140 8 when other
royal appointments in the City came under attack, the gauger' a patent was als
questioned and in July 1414.6 the Mayor and Aldermen complained to the Council
that the gauger was taking 4d. for gauging a tun of wine. This was clearly a
steep rise from the fourteenth century id. per tun. 5
 The October 1444
	
1.	 See A.L. Simon, The History ofthe Wine Trade in England (London,
1906), vol.1, pp.:300-Ol; vol.11, p.62.
	
2,	 February 1344, Thomas de Colley. appointed, L.B.F., p.95. Statutes
ofthe Realm, vol.1 (1810), pp
.331 , 350; vol.11 (1616), p.16
In April 1409 the King ordered that all statutes were to be proclaimed
in the City, L,B.I., p.72. Further statutes followed in 1423,
Statutes of the Realm, vol.11 (1816), p.222; 1439, ibid., p.313.
	
3.	 E.g. L.B.F., p. 1 34; L.B.G., pp.215, 2214, 277, 278; C.P.R. 1401-5, p.49.
	
14.	 29 November 1432 appointment of Thomas Multon, C.P.R. 	 p.2148;
23 October 1 434 appointment of John Stokes, ibid. ,p.)442; 5 March,
8 April 1437 appointment of William Ludlowe, C.P.R. 1f36_k1 , pp.40, 44,
Ludlowe was allowed to exercise the office through a deputy, one of whoi
was John Grove, another William Newton vintner, Cal.P.and M. 1437-57,
pp.48, 53. Ludlowe' a accounts covering certain periods were enrolled
P.R.O. 8 April 1437..8 June 1442, receipts £5 4s.6d. E3611. /75/m 13v.;
23 May 1445_29 December 1447 receipts nil, E364/81/m 2v.; 29 September
1456-29 September 1457 receipts nil, E364/91/m 7v.
	
5.	 P.P.C. VI, p.50. 20 July 11444 the gauger's patent had been exhibited in
court, Jour.IV f36v. A bin presented to the parliament of 1)445-6
against the extortion of the King' a gaugers produced a statute,H.P. V. no.11'3..1..
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charter has no mention of gaugera but the August Vi61 letters patent of
Edward IV granted the office to the citizens. Thus although the new King
made grants of the office of au.ger in many English ports, there is no
1
grant of the office in London.
The word wine drawer covers men acting in two capacities, as carriers
of wine and as drawers of wine from the casks. It is with the wine drawers
in their former capacity that the citizens were concerned in the fifteenth
century, 2
 As early as 1,01 wine drawers had been put on oath only to charge
agreed sums for carrying casks specified distances. 3 In 139L1 it was laid
down that a wine drawer could receive a maximum of 8d. per pipe and lOd.per
tim carried within the walls and 12d, and 16d, respectively for pipes or tuns
carried outside the City waUs.h1 'When, therefore, in 11+18, the Court of
Aldermen decided that wine drawers were to receive or{y3d. for each cask of
wine handled for the King at the siege of Rouen, this was clearly considerabi:
below the normal rate charged.5
In December 11+4O, however, the King granted a monopoly of wine
drawing to two men, William Styce and Thomas Quyne, to bold the office
1 •	 The City' a first appointment as Mayor' a deputy seems to have been John
Williamson, who was to rain in office as long as it pleased the Mayor
and Aldermen, 19 August 11+62, Jour.VI f. 1+2. It appears that although
the King had granted the office with its profits to the City, the Mayor
had still to account at the Exchequer. The accounts of the first Mayors
of Edward IV's reign are to be found enrolled PRO E361+/102/m 2v.
Richard Lee, Hugh Wyche and Thomas Cook declared there were no receipts
during their time. Matthew Philip (Mayor 11+63-k) declared receipts of
66s.8d. and Ralph Josselyn (Mayor i1+61+_5) declared receipts of £665. In
these 2 cases the Mayors were not excused payment by the Exchequer until.
a privy seal writ had been received from the King. The following mayors
declared no receipts.
2. In the Iter of 1321 it was asserted that every man had the right to seehis wine drawn, and the Vintners were fined for refusing this, Libe
Custuinarum, pp.30 1l, +25. This is clearly referring to wine drawers intieir second capacity.
3. November 1301, L.B.Q, I, pp.111-12.
Li.	 L.B.H., p.1+Z1+ ; Libei' Albus, p.526.
5.	 15 September 1 Lil8, Jour.I f.L18; ee Chapter VIII, p.456.
qby deputies if they wished, together with afl. the accustomed fees1
a result the citizens petitioned the Court of Aldermen complaining
sbout the activities of these new wine drawers. It was claimed that
from the first citizens had been free to carry their merchandise by
members of their own household or by their deputies without paying
carriage, and it was, therefore, unjust that they should now be forced
to pay for these services. 2
 The King's grant led to violence, for
in December Peter Pope and his household assaulted the wine drawers,
so breaking the peace and impeaching the authority of a royal charter.
The City decided to take up the issue in a corporate manner by putting
a bill to Parliament against the wine drawers in January 1442. The
loan in March was made in the (unsuccessful) hope that the wine
drawers' patent would be revoked by the King. 5 In 1444 the City'
protests continued. The Commonalty petitioned that Quyne should lose
his freedom for having obtained letters patent contrary to the liberty
of the City and the patent was again examined by the Court of Aldermen.6
The City' s protests on this matter achieved the same partial success
1. 28 Decnber 1LLeO, C.P.R. 1436-41, p.485; L.B.K., pp.278-79.
2. 20 October 1441, Jour.III f.99. 8 November 1441, tyce and Quyne
appeared before the Court of Aldermen and exhibited their patent,
Jour.flI f.103.
3. 7 December 1441, Jour.III f.106v.
Li. 23 January 1442, Jour.III f.109v.
5. 23 March 1442, Jour.III f. 11kv.
6. 20 February, 28 July 1444, Jour.IV f.18, 36v.
as those about the cloth packers' patent. By the charter of October 114414.
Styce and Quyne were to occupy the office as long as they lived but
the reversion was granted to the citizens. Clearly the citizens were
not satisfied for a subsidy was voted for the City' s defence against
the winedrawers in January 114145 and the Mayor and Aldermen complained
about their activities to the Council in July 11446.1 The August 11461
letters patent of Edward IV gave the office to the citizens and there
the matter ended.
The duties of the garbeller involved the sifting of refuse and
extraneous matter (garble) from spices before they were offered for
sale in the City. In 1393 the Grocers had asked the Comion Council
to allow the Company to appoint a garbeller and, this was granted. the
following year. The new garbeller, Thomas Ealfmark, was to receive
kd. for garbeflirig each bale of merchandise. 2 The system appears to
have worked satisfactorily and in 11425 it was established that even goods
which were to be exported should be garbefled. 3
 In 11439 the Commons
petitioned the King in Parliament that all spices sold either by aliens
or driizens, throughout the kingdom, should be garbelled as in London.
Although the royal answer to this petition was equivocal, it may have
suggested to the King that there was room for the creation of a profitable
royal office.14
1. 28 January 114145, Jour.IV f.60v.; P.P.C. VI, p.50.
2. L.B.H. pp.1400, 4O6-O7. Fifteenth century oath of the garbeller
to be found, L.B.D., p.196.
3. 23 August 11425, Jour.II f.51.
14. R.P. V, p.32. The King's answer was that the previous good.
ordinances were to be observed.
In October 1LJ42 Richard Hakedy a Grocer, and William Aunsell the
King' a sergeant, received jointly the office of garbeller in London,
Southampton and Sandwich, in survivorship, 1 The City resisted the
royal garbeller in London. The King bad to send a writ to Thomas
Burbage, the City garbeller chosen by the Grocers' Company, instructing
him to allow William and Richard to exercise their office in the City
or to show cause why not. Burbage did not carry out the royal writ
and when asked in June 11144 to show cause, replied that the right to
garble spices had always belonged to the Mayor and citizens and the
King had no right to regulate the matter by letters patent. 2 Meanwhile
the Common Sergeant had presented a bill on behalf of the Commonalty
asking that Hakedy should be exonerated from the freedom because he had
procured the office of garbeller contrary to the City's liberties.3
As in the case of the cloth packers and wine drawers, the compromise
came with the charter in October 11444 whereby the King conceded that
the office of garbeller in London belonged to the Mayor and citizens
but tiakedy and Aunsefl were to occupy the office for their lives. In
July 111146 the Mayor and Mdermen still complained to the King' a Council
that the occupation of garbefling in the City was farmed out to men
of 'little behaviour or value' which bore heavily on the citizens,5
1. 3 October 1442, C.P.R. i144i6, p.128.
2. Burbage also said that he had not hindered Eakedy and Aunsell
from garbelling goods in Southampton and Sandwich, Ca1.P. and M.
1l37_5? ,
 pp.60_61.
3. Hakedy was given a day on which to appear. The outcome is not
recorded, 31 March, 11.
 April 114144, Jour.IV 1.22, 22v.
. 28 July 14411, a copy of the garbeflers' patent was exaiined by the
Court of Aldermen, Jour.IV f.36v.
5.	 P.P.C. VI, p.50.
, 'O•
It was the Grocers Company which, having virtually controlled the
garbelling of spices in London, was most concerned about this royal
intervention. The Company managed to procure letters patent in
March 1 14'118 whereby they were granted the right to garble spices in
Southampton, Sandwich and elsewhere in the realm except in London. The
wardens were to answer annually at the Exchequer for the fines which
they received from the exercise of this office. 1 This left the
situation still very unsatisfactory both from the Grocers' and from
the citizens' point of view. 2 The Grocers' accounts bear witness
to their anxious activity at this time. They paid d. for seeking
evidence about the garbefler at Gufidhall; 2/_ for a copy of the
'garbelershepe' from Gulidhall and 3/kd. for a copy 'out of the
Exchequer to know the garbelers office'. The Grocers' Company
also pursued the quarrel against Richard Hakedy but he appears to have
died by March 11456.14 If William Aunsell were also dead then the office
would revert to the Mayor and citizens and hence to the Grocers' Company.
1. 8 March 114 146, C.P.R. 14146-52, p.107. The Grocers paid 18/- to
the Exchequer for this new patent, ICingdon, Grocers' Accounts,
f
.305. See S. Thrupp, 'The Grocers of London: a study of distributive
trade', in Studies in the history of English Trade in the Fifteenth
Century, ed. M.M. Postan and E. Power (London, 193.3), pp.258-59.
Miss Thrupp cites three of the garbeller's accounts where it is
declared that there is no profit, P.R.O. Various Accounts
Miscellaneous 5 1 5/8 , 9, 12.
2. March 1456, Thomas Little, acting as deputy either to Eakedy or
Aunsell, agreed to stand by the decision of the Court of Aldermen,
Jour.VI f.33v.
3. Kingdon, Grocers' Accounts, vol.11, f.43v., 6:3, 9.
4. Hakedy's widow, Joan, and his executors acknowledged a quitclaim to the
present and past wardens of the Grocers' Company of all actions in
respect of	 arbitration made between the wardens of the Company
and Hakedy on 26 1oveniber 1456, Cs1.P. and . 11458_62, p.1.
Certainly by i460 the Company appears to have been exercising a general
oversight of garbelling in the City. 1 The letters patent of August 12461
confirmed that the office of garbefler of spices belonged to the Maor,
.ldermen and Cominonalty of London and on 21 October the office was
granted to John Stokes, Grocer, who was to pay 20/_ p.a. to the
2Chamberlain to exercise the office.
These four offices, of cloth packer, gaug.er, wine drawer and
garbefler were all cânfirmed to the City by Edward IV's letters patent
in August 1461. The other two offices which caused friction in the
relations between the Crown and the City were settled in other ways.
Friin the reign of Edward III the office of aulnager, i.e. the
man who measured cloth to ensure that it was of the correct length
and breadth, was farmed out by the Crown. These farmers paid an annual
sum to the Crown and recouped themselves from the fees charged for
measuring cloth and from the fines and confiscated goods. Thus there
were two things at the disposal of royal patronage: the office of
aulnager and the annual subsidy derived from it. One of Henry
Bolingbrok&s first acts even before he became ICing, was to appoint
Robert Sherwynd a London Mercer, to the office of measurer of woollen
and canvas cloths sold by anyone who was not an enfranchised citien.4
I • The wardens of the Grocers' Company removed ungarbefled cinnamon
belonging to foreign merchants in September 12460, Jour.VI f.265v.
2. 6 October 1461, Jour.VI f.k9; 21 October 1461, L.B.L., p.8. For
the later history of the office see Thrupp, p.cit p.259.
3. LU. Johnson, History of the Drapers' Company (Oxford, 19124), vol.1,
p.116 n.1.
4. 27 September 1399, C.P.R. 1396-99, p. 596 . This was confirmed
24 October 1404, C.P.U. 1401-5, p.248l.
1.
The terms of this grant suggest that the oversight of cloths sold by
enfranchised citizens lay elsewhere - probably with the Draperst
Company. In December 1407 the office was granted to the King' S Butler
John Merssh on the same terms. The Mayor and Sheriffs refused to
admit Merssb on the grounds that the King had already granted the
office to Thomas iottone. 2 In fact the King had only granted the
subsidy to Wottone. But the Mayor and Sheriffs appear to have laid
claim to the profits of the office which would explain their contention
that having agreed to pay 'wottone the subsidy, the remaining profits
ought to belong to the citizens and not to some further royal nominee.
The citizens further claimed that Sherwynd had exercised the office
unlawfully. The outcome of this dispute is not recorded.3
Just as the Grocerst Company was concerned with the office of
garbefling spices, so the Drapers were concerned with the measurer of
cloth. In February 1439 the Company achieved the grant both of the
annual subsidy and the office of measurer of all cloths sold in the
City (whether by citizens or not) to two Drapers Robert Shirborrie and
John Derby. They were to hold the farm and office for ten years paying
1.	 26 December 1407, C.P.R. 1405-8, p.1405.
2.	 L.B.I., p.52.
3. Ibid., p.84. 11 October 1425 the Court of ildermen decided that
the Chamberlain should collect aulnage on behalf of the City,
and he was to be indemnified, Jour.II r.54.
£35 6s.8d. with an increment of £4 13s.14d.1 It may be that the Drapers
only gained control over the search and measuring of woollen cloths
although Sirborne and Derby's patent does not so specify. But in 442
William Prentys was sworn as measurer of linen and canvas cloths in the
City, as was John Wode in 1414-5.2 Perhaps they were acting as deputies
to the two Drapers in this capacity. But with the Drapers in control
the matter ceased to trouble the relations between the Crown and the City.
Finally trouble arose between the King and the citizens over
the royal patents granting the right of search over beer brewers.
Although much beer was brewed in London in the fourteenth century, and
was the subject of many civic regulations, the relationship between the
Brewers and the City was not clarified intfl 1406 when the Brewers
were allowed, by the Mayor and aldermen, to have eight men of the
Company to search to the wast and west of Waibrook and control all who
brewed ale within the City's franchise. 3
 Although there were many
1. 16 February 1 14
-39, printed by Johnson, op.cit., vol.1, pp.216-20. The
Drapers paid in boat-hire divers times 'in and out for the aulnage'
12d., and for a copy of the oath for the aulnager 12d. Johnson,
Drapers' Accounts, p.3:36. Various other entries in the Drapers'
Accounts suggest that the Company had to pay to get the consent
of the Mayor and Aldermen to this grant.
2. William Prentys, Mercer, sworn 23 February 14112, Jour.III f.111;
John Wode sworn 17 April 1445, Jour.IV f.75v. For their oath see
JoLr.IV f.166v. By 15 December 11.152, John Derham, gentleman, was
measurer of linen cloth, Jour.V 1.99. 24 March 1457, Peter Bowman,
the aulnager in London, complained to the Court of Aldermen that
Robert Overton, the deputy of the Kings aulnager in Sussex, Peter
Preston, had come to the City and bad sealed various woollen cloths
with the seal of his county. Bowman claimed redress, Jour.VI f.116v.
3. For the fourteenth century regulations about brewing in the City
see Liber Albus, pp.69B_70 2 ; 13 October 1406, L.B.L, pp.50-SI.
complaints against the Brewers in the next decade, their right of
search was confirmed by the City in 1420.1 There continued to be
complaints against the Brewers who, in their turn, tried to exclude
foreigners from the manufacture of beer. 2 In February 1438 the Brewers
received their first charter by which they were incorporated but it
did not give them the right of search. 3
 The Mayor and Aldermen viewed
the Brewers' new charter with some suspicion for fear that it infringed
the rights of the Mayor. The Company paid 26/8d. for counsel 'to be
had when the mayor desired to have sight of the said charter as be
had of other charters within the said city'. The Brewers submitted
themselves to the Mayor and all must have been well for their charter
was enrolled at Guildhall.4
But in January 14141 the King granted to William Veysey and Richard
Lounde the office of searching and surveying all beer brewers in England,
whether within liberties or without, together with the profits of the
office. 5 The Brewers' Company complained to the Court of Aldermen that
1. 18 January, L • B • I., pp. 235-37.
2. See royal writ to protect the Brewers of Holland and Zeeland,
15 June 1436, L.B.K., p.205.
3. 22 February 1438, C.P.R. 1436- 141, p.142. The patent roll records
that the Brewers paid .50 marks for the charters, and from the Brewers'
accounts it is clear that they bad to pay out a further £100 in
bribes and miscellaneous costs, Guildhal]. Library Is. 5440, Brewers'
Accounts, f.290-290v.
4,	 19 harch 1439, Jour.III £.11v.; Brewers' Accounts, f.290v. The
Company paid 2618d. for the enrolment.
5.	 29 January 1441, C.P.R. 1436-41, p.495.
these royal valets were asking id. for surveying each barrel and
4d. for each pipe. The valets were also accused of imposing rules
and assizes on the barrels and of hindering their easy transport in the
City. 1
 The October charter of 14k reached the same compromise about
the searchers of beer as it had done about cloth packers, garbellers
and wine drawers. Lounde and Veysey were to occupy the office for
their lives and it would then revert to the disposal of the Mayor and
citizens. 2 The City, however, continued to protest and a further
compromise was reached in September 1k46 when the King's nominee,
William Veysey, was accepted but be was sworn to his office by the
Court of Aldermen. 3 The mark of the beer searcher is also recorded
and reveals the same compromise - it is a fleur de lys of the House
of Lancaster surmounted by the arms of the City. It appears that
Edward IV overrode the provisions of the charter of October 14414 for in
his letters patent whereby the citizens gained so much, there was no
grant either to the City or to the Brewers Company of the right to appoint
searchers of beer. Moreover in Febrmary 162 Edward appointed men to
carry out the scrntiny of beer throughout the realm, although they were
1. 27 May 1 14J41, Jour.III f.86, 86v. Unfortunately the Brewers'
accounts for this period do not survive so there is no record of
their efforts to get this charter revoked. It was necessary for
the King to send a writ to the Mayor and Sheriffs bidding them
assist Veysey and Lounde in their office as searchers of beer
brewers, 21 November lkki, L.B.K., p.270.
2. 28 July 144 the Brewers' patent had been exhibited in court,
Jour.IV f.36v.
3. 13 September 11446, Jour.IV f.138. Part of the subsidy voted by
Common Council, 28 January 11445, was to be used against The
searchers of beer brewers, Jour.IV f.60v.
to receive only d. per barrel for this service. 1
 Probably the
citizens still retained the right to swear these men to perform their
duties in the City.2
In all these cases the City was completely dependent upon the
King; there was no way in which they could counter these royal grants
of monopolies and they had to accept such terms as the King chose to
offer to them. Henry VI resorted to such measures because of financial
pressure, and Edward IV's concessions to the City in August lk6i
show both the extent of his debt to the City and the extent to
which he was prepared to 'live of his own'.
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
The existence of privileged places within or near the City was a
constant source of trouble calling for the intervention of the King
from whom the special privileges both of the City and of the ecclesiastical
institutions, stemmed. The main sanctuaries which troubled the City
were St. Katharine' a Hospital which lay outside the City boundaries
to the east of the Tower; the Church and Priory of St. Bartholomew to
the north-west of the City in the ward of Farringdon Without; the area
known as Blancheappleton in the ward of A4gate; the Churches of
St. Peter, Westsiinster and St. Mary Without 4ate; and, finally and most
1. 14. Febru.ary 1k62, 29 June 11465, C.P.R. 14-61-67, pp.75, 2146. None of
these recipients was Veyse or Lounae.
2. It appears that the City may have gained the right of search over
beer by September 1Li.9 when the Mayor and Aldermen were able to
grant a petition from the Brewers' Company to taste and assay beer
(inter alia), L.B.L., p.296.
,11,.
important, the Church and precinct of St. Martin' a le Grand. ñom the City' a
point of view these sanctuaries provided refuge not only for law-
breakers and criminals of al]. kinds but also for those who 'wished either
to open shops 'while not being free of the City or to practise a craft
free from the Company search.
For the first thirty-five years of this period the discord between
the City and the privileged places was not serious. In 1O2 the Commons
complained to the King that from the safety of St. Martin' a precinct the
inhabitants could forge indentures, steal goods and find refuge after
committing crimes. In spite of the King' a decision that the Council
should consider the matter and provide a reasonable remedy, nothing was
done. 1 On instrictions from the King in i11ii the Sheriffs destroyed a
passage St. Martin' a Lane from where felons could commit crimes and
then have easy access back into the sanctuary. 2 In 11130 in response
to a royal writ the Mayor arrested Roger Bukke and Henry Ciprian 'who were
hiding in the house of John Belle the warden of St. Martin' a precinct. As
a result of this arrest both the Ma3ior and the Dean appeared before the
Council to argue whether the warden' a house were privileged or not. The
Council decided in favour of the City and the Mayor' a action in arresting
the two men was upheld.3
flnaflflflnflnne
1. In, pp.503-Oil.
2. 28 July 1141k, C.C.R. 1 i 13-19, p.14'7; L.B.K., p.159.
3. 5 September 1 1130, B.K., pp.106-07. The City's evidence in support
of its claim, L. B .K
.,pp.151_60. An important source of information
about this quarrel between the City and St. Martin' a is the Register
of the College of St. Martin's, now in the Westminster Abbey Muniment
Boom, Book no . 5. This volnae was probably compiled 0.1 14110 as a
necessary record because of the dispute with the Londoners. It
was subsequently added to • The volume has been described by
L.E. Tanner, 'Nature and Use of Westminster Abbey )Iimiments',
(continued at foot of next page)
/In the 1420s the use of the City sanctuaries seems to have been
intensified and in the late 11130 a the Court of Aldermen decided to
challenge the rights of privileged places.' In 11138 William Estfeld
the Mayor, together with William Hale one of the Sheriffs took a soldier
from St. katharine' a on suspicion of felony. 2
 Similarly in November 1439
the Mayor and Sheriffs went to Blancheappleton and extracted several
criminals who were staying there in the belief that the place was privileged.
One of these, Robert Green, was sent to Newgate and was later hanged at
1 • There were at least eight withdrawals to St. Martin' a or St. Peter' $
Westminster between 1425 and 1429, see Cal. P. and M. 1413-37,
pp.180, 201, 203, 206, 216, 220, 227, 236.
2. 10 June 1438, Jour.III f.171.
flaflee e_________e____________e__e_________e_e_____a__e_e__e___ea_e______
(footnote continued from previous page)
T.R.H.S., Fourth series, vol.111 (1936) esp. p.80. In the sixteenth
century this volume was used by William Fleetwood when he compiled
the book known as 'Liber Fleetwood' which is now in the Guildhall
Record Office. I have read through both sources and found that
fleetwood copied out from the St. Martin' s Register carefully and
fairly. My references are to Liber fleetwood, and only to the
St. Martin' $ Register when there is a discrepancy, or additional
material to be found there.
Tyburn. 1 In August 14I4) the Sheriffs took a man named William Foyle from
the church of St. Bartholomew the Great. 2 These flagrant breaches of
1. 27 November 1439, Jour.III f.30v. Blancheappleton had been in the
possession of the Bohun earls of Essex and Hereford. When the Countess
of Hereford died, 8 Richard II, the property was divided, C.P.R. 1385-9,
p .57. Blancheappleton appears to have passed into the Lancastrian
inheritance and hence became the property of the Crown. By 1439 it
was leased to Sir John Steward Jour.Ifl f33v. In 1445 both the
Constable of Aidgate ward and Henry Frowyk, the Alderman, tried to
establish civic authority there, Jour.IV 1.88, 102v. In July 14146
the Londoners complained to the Council about the shops which were
opened there and about the immorality, Jour.IV 1.96 ; P.PC. VI, p.50.
In July 1447 the City considered buying the lease of Blancheappleton
from Sir John Steward and his wife at the cost of £20 p.a. but
decided against it, Jour.IV 1.18k, 187. In 1451 the Cordwainers
complained about foreigners who carried out their craft there, L.B.K.,
p
.336. A bill protesting against the activities of the Itayor ana
Sheriffs within the privileged place was presented to the Council in
1458, Jour.VI f.236v. There were riots there in Nay 1459, Jour.VI
1.110. 2b May 14Z tbe City received th. lease of Blansheappl.ton
and Steward' a Inn from the King for £2 p.a., Jour.VII 1.2; Merchant
Tailors' Hall, Miscellaneous document 8a. The King' a secretary,
Mr. William Atcliff received lOOs. from the Chamber for his services,
Jour.VII f. 107v. In 1478 Edward IV granted that the City should
hold Blancheappleton and Steward's Inn, as they held than of htm
before 26 May 1462, in consideration of the City's remitting £4000
of the debt of £12,923 9s.8d. which Edward owed to the City, Merchant
Tailors' Hall, Miscellaneous document 8b; Jour.VIII f.1k5v., 168v.,
169v.-70, 17)v.
2. 22 August 14140, Jour.III f.54.
privilege were bound to provoke a reaction and the strongest reaction
came from the place with the most secure privilege, namely St. Martin's.1
On September 1st 1ZJiO, John Knight a soldier was being taken from
Newgate prison to GuildhaU for his trial, escorted by John Norburgh an
officer attached to the Sheriff' a counter. As Norburgh and his prisoner
approached the south end of St. Martin's Lane, five of nights associates
darted out of Psnyer Lane to the south with daggers drawn and the six of them
ran up the Lane towards the Church with Norburgh in pursuit. He failed to
recapture his prisoner before he reached the Church. 2 On th. same day the
Common Council decided that the ldennen and Chamberlain should go to
St. Martin' a to extract the men who had taken sanctuary there.' The
eanons were adamant in their refusal to deliver the men until they had
heard from the King or from their Dean, Richard Caudray, who was out of
London. In the evening therefore, the Sheriff' a came and forcibly seized
the six men and led them to Newgate. The canons then wrote an anguished
letter retailing these events to their Dean) and the City' s Sheriffs,
Philip Malpas and Robert Marshall 1 described what had happened to a meeting
fleeenfle
I • The beading in the St. Martin' a Register to the account of the dispute
with the City states that after Philip Malpas and Robert Marshall,
the Sheriffs, bad broken the franchises of Blancheappleton,
St. Katherine' a and St. Bartholomew' s Smithfield, they then came to
St. Martin' a and broke the miuunity there, 1)11.
2. Liber fleetwood, f.lkZv.
3. Jour.III f.55v.
of the Common Council where it was agreed that the costs of sustaining
the case should be borne by the City. 1 The Dean, on receiving the letter
from his canons, rode to London and sued the Sheriffs for restitution of
the prisoners but, getting no satisfaction, he put his case to the Mayor
and Aldermen who asked him to appear in five days time. Caudray decided
to use the intervening time to ride to the King at Windsor.2
Caudray's petition to the King survives in which he says that he has
refused to show evidences about the sanctiary to the citizens 'the which I
ought not to do to them as for your place where ye be only lord, founder,
protector and grantor of a].]. that is there' • The Dean asked the King to
command the Lord Chancellor to ordain that the prisoners should be restored
since 'without your grace and help it lieth not in your poor Dean' s power
to resist or sue at the Common Law against so mighty a Commune as is in
London'. Caudray' a petition was successful for when he returned to
London be brought with him a signet letter from the lUng addressed to
the Mayor, Sheriffs and Aldermen of London which had been written on
11 September and a].so a writ addressed only to the Mayor and Sheriffs.
For a variety of reasons the citizens did riot obey the injunctions of the
letter and writ to return Knight and his associates to sanctuary.4
1. Liber 1eetwood f.1 14lv.-142; L.B.K., pp.241-2.
2. Liber Fleetwood f.142v.
3. P.R.O. Ancient Petition no.13497; Liber FLeetwood f.143v.-145.
LI.. Lord Huntingdon and Lord Tiptoft presented the letter and writ to
the Mayor and Aldermen in the Tower of London. The Londoners
claimed that the Tower was privileged and that there were too few
Aldermen present. Then letter was subsequently opened in Barking
Church, Liber Fleetwood, f.1k3v.1 i46;L.B.K., pp.243...5; C.P.R.
i436k1, p.569.
2)
On 15 September a deputation of eight Aldermen and two Sheriffs was
appointed by the Court of Aldermen to ride to the King at Waltham to
excase and explain the Sheriff's action. 1 When the deputation arrived the
King was so displeased with the City for failing to carry out his letters
and writ, that he refused to meet it. The deputation therefore, aided
by Markham the City' a sergeant-at-arms, and John Carpenter lately Common
Clerk, had to put its case to the Bishop of Salisbury, Sir Ralph Botil].er,
Sir Thomas Stanley and Sir James Fienes. 2 At least the deputation achieved
a delay until the case could be properly heard and the prisoners remained
in the control of the City at Newgate until 13 October when the King
returned to London. 3 The City began to prepare its case and collect
evidence; a committee of experienced Aldermen was chosen to act on its
behalf . The King appointed the Chancellor, the Theasurer, Sir Ralph
Botiller and the Archbishop of Canterbury to deal with the case and the
citizens agreed to accept their arbitration.5
1. Jour.III f.59; L.B.K., p.2k5.
2. Liber .eetwood, f.lk5v...146. The City deputation said that they
would gladly release the prisoners if commanded to do so by the King,
but they would not restore them to the sanctuary, Register of St.
Martin's, f.e5v.
3. Liber FLeetwood f.1Z4.7.
Li. .	 23 September 1LiO, Jour.III t.60.
5.	 15 October 144i0, Jour.III Z.63; Liber Fleetwood f.1k7. 10 October 14z40
the Court of Aldermen decided that the Chancellor and the Treasurer
should be visited when they came to London, Jour.III f.62v.
The case was begun on 16 October and the arguments on both sides
1
are set forth fully in the Liber Fleetwood. The City' a defence was based
on three arguments (i) the Mayor could not carry out the King' a writ
without harm to the Sheriffs; (ii) the case against Knight was a suit
for debt and St. Martin's had no immunity for cases of debt; (iii) the
other five men should be banded over to answer a suit of trespass brought
against them by John Norburgh. The Dean' a reply on 19 October states that
the Sheriff' s answer is not sufficient to excuse, their violence, that
St. Martin' a does provide sanctuary for cases of debt and - a sharp dig
here - that whereas the City's franchises have often been taken away,
those of St. Martin' a have not. Each party presented a roll of evidences
to be considered by the two Chief Justices who asked for delay in giving
judgment.2
The course of the succeeding events is difficult to make out since
two different versions exist; the City' a version recorded in the Letter
Book and the St. Martin' a version recorded in Libor Fleetwood and derived
from the Register of the College. The Dean became impatient at al]. these
costly delays and at his instance the King ordered that the case should be
quickly terminated, the prisoners returned to sanctuary and the Sheriffs
punished. The Council decided to send for the five men by a writ of
corpus cum causa'. When the Recorder reported on this to the Court of
____
1 • Amongst the Council proceedings there exists an undated complaint
addressed to the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor, the
Treasurer and Ralph Botifler from the Dean of St. Martin' a complaining
that nothing has been done about his case and that the royal letters
and writ have been ignored, P.R.O. C49/68/15.
2. 1iber Fletvood f.1 1 6-1 14'6v., izi?, 1 50-153, 160v.	 uit.(&4t( d.et.fl,Ls/t'I11,% vo.tvJ	 a	 ia.	 IaJ 
.4. .cf•
3. Liber fl.eetwood, 1. 160v.	 e. Aot fo ts u'g x '	 ' '
P.R.o.
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Aldermen the Sheriffs brought the prisoners before the Lord Chancellor.
The Liber fleetwood records that the Chancellor declared in favour of the
immunity of St. Martin' s with the result that the five men were restored
to the sanctuary. The City version is that since the cases against the
five persons were private ones and those who bad begun them were 'induced
to declare themselves tisiiôd', the Sheriffs had no further case for
prosecution. 1 Th. return of the prisoners was accomplished by 1 November
and the process was entered as of record in Chancery. 2 A. week later the
Dean thought be could afford a visit to the Court of Aldermen where he
declared his good will towards the City; recalled how he was brought up
in the mistery of Meroers, promised to devise a better method of correcting
wrong-doers within St. Martin' s precinct, and protested that he had not
intended to offend the City when he sued the two Sheriffs for taking the
men out of sanctuary.3
In this case the sympathies of the King bad clearly lain with the
Dean. The City, in spite of its brave face, was defeated on this occasion
although there is no evidence that the Sheriffs were punished. But the
City did not let the matter rest there. In January 1442 the Court of
Aldermen decided to draw up a bill to be presented in Parliament against
privileged places which served as hideouts for thieves. 4 Nothing came of
this and in May of the same year the privileges of St. Martin's received a
1. L.B.K., p.2146; Liber fleetwood f.160v.; Jour.III f.64v., 65. The
terms of the royal writ suggest that the Chancellor decided in favour
of the immunity of St. Martin' a and that the City had to put the best
face which it could on the matter, C.PR.p1436-41, p.569.
2,	 26 November 1440, CJ., 1436-41, p.569.
3. Jour.III f.65v.
4. 23 January 1442, Jour.]I[ f.109v.
general con.tirmation. 1 The royal influence was sf411 on the side of
St. Martin' a. In July i4 1 6 the City complained to the King's Council
about the failure of the inhabitants of St. Martin' a to contribute to City
taxes.2
There was trouble again in 14L48 but the dispute arose this time over
the use of the sanctuary as a refuge for shoddy workers who could thus
escape the Company searcher. On lii. March th. wardens of the Goldsmiths'
Company searched the shops in the sanctuary for defective '&rk. The
Dean, who sympathisod with their case, accompanied the wardens on a second
round of inspection and ordered the defective work to be destroyed and
those who were guilty were sent to the Dean' a prison within the sanctuary.
With the matter amicably settled the Goldsmiths and Dean drank together.
The Company, however, felt the situation was unsatisfactory and complained
to the King at Windsor, asking that they might have unfettered right of
search within the sanctuary. This the King did not grant although he sent
a signet letter to the Dean on 18 March instricting him to make a diligent
search for all those who sold plated latten and copper in the guise of
gold or silver, within the sanctuary. 3 The Goldsmiths continued to try to
get an unimpeded right of search and they succeeded in extracting a
Dutchman named Jote from the sanctuary in order to prosecute bim.1
a*eflaaeeeflfl
1. Liber Fleetwood f.181v.-189v. This confirmation cost the College
10 marks and was done by the authority of Parliament.
2. P.C. VI, p.50.
3. Liber Fleetwood, f.l7kv._175.
1 . Goldsmiths' Hall, Ms. 1520 B 39, Accounts 1 144Li-1516, f.20. The
Company spent £Lf Os. id. on diffnt suits at Westminster in order
to obtain the right of search. The Joce case cost the Company 19s.2d.
So far the royal influence had been used in favour of the Deaxi and
his privileges. In 1451 the emphasis began to shift a little. The
sanctuary was i.nvolved in three cases this year. In July Matthew Philip
the Alderman of Aldersgate ward in which St. Martin' a was situated, tried
to levy money from the inhabitants of St. Martin' a Lane for the City' a
costs in providing soldiers crossing to Calais. 1 'When they refused he
distrained their goods. The Dean complained to the King who denied that
Philip had any authority to distrain the goods of the inhabitants of
St. Martin' a Lane. The City decided to defend Philip' & action since it
bad always claimed that those who followed a trade within the precinct
should share the City' a burdens d.ong with the other inhabitants of the
City. 2 A royal writ of alias, however, moved Philip, on the advice of
the Court of Aldermen and the Recorder, to return the diatrained goods.
If this had not proved effective the Dean had an extremely stern letter
to Philip from the King which he could have delivered.3
On the other two occasions, however, the Dean himself bad to deend
his privileges against the King. One of Cede' a 'petty captains t , William
Caym of Sittingbourne, Kent, took refuge in the sanctuary and the Dean
had to argue his case before the King at Rochester. On this occasion the
King acknoi1edged the Dean' a rights and merely demanded that the prisoner
be closely guarded. 4 In November 1451, however, the Duke of York's
1. See Chapter VIII, p.-G2.
2. L.B.K., p.160; Liber Fleetwood f.176v....177.
3. Liber fleetwood f.177v...178.
4, February 1451, Libor fleetwood f.175v • 176. See Chapter U. p.33ri.2..
chamberlain, Sir WU.liam Oldhall, was accused br Walter Burgh of treason
and fled to St. Martin' a. The King tried to get OldhaU out of the
sanctuary on the grounds that its privileges did not extend to those
accused of treason, but the Dean stood firm. In January 1i52 therefore
the Earls of Shrewsbury, Wiltshire and Worcester, together with Matthew
Philip the ward Alderman, entered the sanctuary and dragged Oldhal].
from his hiding place in the turret of the Church. It is doubtful whether
the King authorised such action and after the Dean had pleaded his case,
Oldhall was returned. When, however, the Duke of York began to make his
opposition to the King more obvious, the Dean was required to display
his privileges before the King's secretary, Mr. Richard Andrew, As a
result o4his, nine men were sent to guard Oldhal]. in the sanctuary which
was a breach of St. Martin' a privileges and the men were only removed
after a great deal of costLy labour by the Dean. 1
 As a result of these
two cases the City had a better chance of finding the King sympathetic
when they had cause to complain about privileged places.
At the end of lk5Zf the City decided to try to make the privileged
places less attractive. No freeman who remained in a sanctuary or privileged
place was to be allowed to enrol an apprentice; those freemen who lived
in privileged places and did not pay their share of civic burdens were to
be deprived of their freedom as long as they remained there; and foreigners
who opened shops at Elancheappleton and other places as if they were free
of the City were to have their shops closed. 2
 These measures were an
1. Liber Leetwood f.179v.-181v. See J.S. Roskell, The Commons and their
pakers in English Parliaments 1376-1523, pp.2k?, 360.
2. 9 October, 6 November, 13 December 1454, Jour.V f.198, 204, 212.
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attempt to declare economic warfare against the privileged places for,
if the precincts were starved of inhabitants, then the Dean of owner would
be starved of revenue. But such decisions of the Court of Aldermen were
not easy to carry out.
In May 1455 it was decided by the Common Council that foreigners
who lived in St. Martin' a Lane were to contribute towards subsidies
in the same way as other foreigners since the road was common soil, like
other king's highways, and lay within the liberty of the City. 1
 In the
same month, the King confirmed the privilege of St. Martin's, notwithstanding
the privileges of the City of London, although it was stated that those
who used the sanctuary as a base for committing abuses, were not to be
allowed to re-enter once they had left. 2 Unfortunately for the City,
rioting broke out at St. Martin' $ on the night of 21 September, centring
on the misbehaviour of Thomas Kaythes who had taken refuge there. 3 The
City was anxious, for it was decided to send letters to the Archbishop of
Canterbury and the Earl of Salisbury. 4 The Dean, as usual, rode to the
King who was at Hertford and managed to stay the City' a execution of
judgment upon the men taken from the sanctuary. The City also sent a
deputation to Hertford consisting of the Recorder, Undersheriff, Common
Sergeant, four Sheriffs servants and the Alderman, William 	 5
Is a result of this deputation the King sent a considerate letter to the
flflflflfl
1. 13 May 1455, Jour.V f.242.
2. 20 May 1455, Liber Fleetwood f.178179v.
3. This was probably the same Kayles who appeared befor. the Court of
Aldermen, 27 July 1454, accused of having threatened to kill the
Sheriff with a sword and declaring, 'I wolle visage the shref and
these meyne with the bridbolt', Jour.V 1. 180.
4, JourV f,263v., 264, 264v.
5. 26 september i455, Jour.V f.264v.
Londoners saying that he would appoint certain of his counsellors to hear
the case, heanwhile the prisoners were to be kept in good care, and the
King concluded with the assurance 'that we wol see that ye have and enjoye
the franchises and libertees of oure saide Citee to you by us and oure
noble progenitours graunted and confernied as largely and freely as ye have
had in tyzne passed' . The City took trouble to prepare its case and a
levy was raised from the City Companies 'for the plea that was between
the citizens and st. I'Iartin' 2 Moreover Dr.Aleyn, Dr. Sty].lington,
Dr. Wardale, Dr. Lucas and Dr. Morton were retained to be of the City' s
Counsel, Further Dr. Ebrale and Dr. Godard were to be consulted to see
if they would be favourable to the City in this matter and a deputation
was appointed to ride to meet the Lord Chancellor to seek his favour.3
Since there is no further record of the matter for eighteen months it
seems likely that the doctors and counsel took some time to deliberate.
1. 27 September 1455, L.B.K., pp.37O71.
2. Ironmongers' Hall, Company Register I 1 454 1543, f.1. The Company
contributed 35s.6d.
3. 30 September, 6 October 1455, Jour.V f.25, 266. Dr. John Aleyn had
been retained by the City to plead its case against increased tithes
since 1451, and had only just arrived back in London after a period
at Rome; possibly the same man as nden, Biographical Register, p.22.
Dr. Robert Styilington succeeded Caudray as Dean of St. Martin' s
28 November 1458. He became Keeper of the Privy Seal and Lord
Chancellor under the Yorkists, see nden, pcit., p.1777. Dr. John
Wardale was Vicar of St. Mary's Islington, Eznden, op.cit, p.l981.
Dr. John Lucas had counselled the City about tithe paying since 1452,
Jour.V f.92v. Dr. John Morton became later Bishop of y 1479 and
Archbishop of Canterbury 1Z86, Eniden, op.cit., pp.131820. Dr. Thomas
Ebrale was one of the clerks chosen by the City to preach at St. Mary
Spitta]. in 145, 14A 6, 1452, 1454, Jour.IV f.11Ov., 150v., Jour.V.
t.93, 212v., see &tden, p.cit., p.622.-3. Dr. Goda.rd preached at
St. Mary's in 1452, Jour.V f.93. see Eànden, p.cit., p.776.
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In January tL157 three Aldermen and the !tecorder were appointed to
form a conittee with the Dean of St. Severin, Mr. Thomas Kent and
Dr. Sllington to discuss and reform the excesses perpetrated in the close
of St. Martin' 8.1 On 5 Fobriary ordinances to regulate the behaviour of
those living in St. Martin' a were drafted with remedies for most of the
City' a complaints; stolen goods were to be restored to their owners and
forgers were to be excluded. 2
 On the same day the King paid Kent and the
Dean of St. Severin £20 for their labours in drawing up these regulations.3
The ordinances were not, however, finally ratified by the King until 2k
November of that year, when they received the Great Seal. The City also
rewarded the Dean and invited Thomas Kent to dinner with the Mayor.k uien
the new regulations were read to a delighted Common Council on 29 November
they decided to send thanks to the King. In this case it is clear that
the royal favour 'was more evenly divided between the City and St. Martin' s
with the result that a compromise, satisfactory to both parties, could be
achieved. The Dean of St. Martin' a not only accepted the regulations but
also declared that his new building would not project into St. Martin' a
Lane so causing a nuisance to the City.5
In lkSB Caudray was succeeded by Dr. Stllington as Dean of St. Martin' a
but some problems about the sanctuary still remained, namely the inmates
1. 12 January l li57, Jour.VI f.91.
2. L.B.K., p.392. Inspeximus dated 2k November 11157. Ordinances printed
in A.J. Kempe, Historical Notices of The Collegiate Church of St.
Martin's (1825), pp.1k6-51. bo.,*'tA C-p t .Wa*i P.&.o.E13c/23/49.
3. P.R.O. Warrant for Issue E140k/71(1)/51, endorsed that it was paid by
assignment in that term.
11. Jour.VI f.185. 19 September 1k58 Kent was made free of the City in the
mistery of }lercers without paying a fine 'for his good and faithful
service to the City' Jour.VI f.231v.
5.	 Jour.VI f.185.
who by living there escaped both the craft search and City taxes. In
1459 the Sheriffs tried to levy a City subsidy from the inhabitants of
St. Martin' a Lane and, failing that, attempted to distrain their goods.
The King sent a writ to the Sheriffs instructing them not to molest the
inhabitants since the Lane lay within the liberty of St. Martin' a. The
Court of A3.dexmen decided that the writ could not be returned without
prejudice to the City since it was the Londoners claim that St. Martin' a
Lane was part of the King' a Bighway. 1
*	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *
In the four cases which have been examined the City's need for royal
favour extended over a period of time and these matters formed a background
for the negotiations over royal loans. But there are other cases, less
important, usually short and sharp, which further reveal the City' a
dependence upon the Crown.
The abuses which followed in the wake of royal purveyance and the
grievances which glisbmen felt about them vera not peculiar to London.
It is doubtful whether the more stringent regulations to govern the
activities of purveyors proclaimed after the Parliament of t407, were
observed. 2 Purveyance, particularly of men, was acute in London. In
1406 Aniourers were to be purveyed, in 1413 Broiderers, Tailors, Painters
I • Jour.VI. f. 169. The Liber Fleetwood contains copies of the 'writ to
the Sheriffs dated 6 November 11159, an undated 'writ to Matthew Philip,
and a further writ to the Sheriffs dated 7 November 1459, f.194-196.
A copy of the last writ is also to be found among the records of the
Dean and Chapter at Westminster, W.A.M. 13164.
2.	 III p.609.
	
16 November 1407, Royal writ to the Sheriffs to
proclaim in London that no-one was to be compelled to provide goods for
the King' a household unless the officers first showed their
commission, L.B.I., pp.60-61.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
and workmen, and in 1414 Painters again. 1 Ships were frequently purveyed
to transport armies to France and the relations of the royal purveyors
and their suppliers cannot have been improved by decisions, such as that
in June 1414, to postpone pajment to those owed money for purveyed goods,2
In May 1415 it appears that those rkmen who had been purveyed for the
King's work in London bad had to be imprisoned.
Perhaps because the campigns of Henry V had involved a great deal
of purveyance the first two Parliaments of Henry Vi's reign enacted
further statutes to cont.röiit. 1 These statutes may have had some effect
for there were no complaints in the City for the next twenty years. In
1441 the citizens clashed with members of Gloucester's household who had
tried to purvey a horse from a poor man who had been wounded in resisting
their attempts. 5
 Further the Parliament of 1442 enacted regulations about
the amount of resistance which could be offered to royal purveyors and this
was proclaimed in the City.6 But the grievances about purveyance must
still have festered in the City for the Common Council in April 1446 drew
up a bill to be presented to Parliament against the purveying of beasts and
victuals belonging to citizens. 7 In 1458 however Robert Whittingbam was
C.P.R.. 108-13, p.35; C.P.R. II 1413-16, pp.12, 175.
C.C.R, 1k1319, pp.1S0-Bl. For purveying of ships, 1 June 1416,
L.B.I., p.162 March 1443, P.P.C. V. p.237.
27 May 1415, P.P.C. II, pp.167-68 , cf. note 4 , p.4t1. below.
. IV, p.190; Statutes of the Realm (1816), vol.11, p.213.
20 February 1424, writ to Sheriffs to proclaim these statutes. The
statutes were translated from French Into English and were entered
in the Letter Book, L.B.I., pp.2S898.
3 March 1441, Jour.III f.78.
p.55; Statutes of the Realm (1816) vol.11, p.320; L.B.IC., p.269.
Jour.IV f.214'v.; this may have led to the statute of the Parliament of
1449/50 whereby certain patents to make r)urveyance were declared void,
H.P. V, p.202; Statutes of the Realm (1816) vol.11, pp.354..55.
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given wide powers not only of purveyance in London and the suburbs for the
Queen' s Wardrobe, but alao of imprisonment for those who resisted him.1
Such grants cannot have endeared the Laxicastrian dynasty to the Londoners
but in this respect at least Bdward IV was no improvement. In 1462
rioting, arising i.et.ng arising from abuse of purveyance, broke out
between the citizens and royal servants which was serious enough for the
Mayor and Aldermen to go to the Lord Chancellor.2
The right of the ICing to purvey goods was not questioned but the
abuses of the system rendered it obnoxious. Imposters, such as William
Redhede in 1417 and John Toterich in 1422, were rampant. 3 Moreover
genuine purveyors were open to bribery. In 1410 the Bridgewardena paid
3s.kd. to William, one of the King's purveyors 'so that he should not take
our workmen for the King' a work' .1 Similarly in about 1421 the Brewers
paid 16d. to a 'taker of the King' s' so that he would allow the carpenters
to go on working at Brewers Hall.5
There were certain actions for which it was necessary to get a royal
licence. Those which in this period most concerned the citizens 'were
eflnaenfla
1. C.P.R., 1452-61, p.429. These powers may have been given to 1ibittinghM
to purvey men for building works • The Carpenters' accounts for 1458
record payments at different tines when 'we went with the purveyors',
Records of the Worshipful Company of Carpenters, vol.11, ed. Bowers
Marsh (Oxford, 1914) p.28.
2. Jour.VI f.8v., 15.
3. I.B., pp.174, 270.
4. (}.R.0. Bridge House Accounts, Payments Series I 140 1i_12, f,271.
During the week ending 27 February 1417 1 2d. was paid to John Carleton
one of the Mayor' s serjeants, for going to the Clerk of the King's
works in order to get the Bridge employees, who had been taken for
the King' a work, exonerated from arrest, Thid., Series I 1412-21, f. 2:38.
5. Guildhall Library Ms.544O, Brewers' Account Book, f.lOOv.
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licences to alienate in mortmain, import corn into the City and use buildii
materials to which the King had a preemptory claim.
The right of freemen of London to alienate land which they keld in
the City, into niortmain was confinued by the Charter of 1327. 1 With the
growing number of City Companies thich wished to own land or tenements,
the problem in the City became more pronounced. The same customs which
governed the devising of land to the Church were supposed also to govern
the devising of land to City Companies. The usual practice, however, was
for groups of freemen to receive a request, in order to hold it fo the
benefit of the Company i.e as feoffees to uses. This method whereby
City Companies had been evading the provisions of the statute of 1279
were revealed in the enquiry of 1:388-9, and a new statute was passed which
made the acquisition of land on behalf of Guilds and Fraternities subject
to the same restraints as other lands covered by the act of 1279.2 Hence
it became necessary to se for a special royal licence to cover each bequest.
1. The City wished to uphold its privilege but, like the Crown, was
anxious about the amount of City land which was bequeathed to the
hand' and so escaped certain civic dues, see H.L Chew, 'Mortmain
in Medieval London', E.H.R., vol.CCXXXVI (19i5), pp.1-15. This problem
was largely dealt with by an ordinance passed by Common Council in
11r3L1 whereby the Mayor and Recorder were empowered to supervise aLl
wills devising land in mortmain, L.B.K., p181. Since wills could not
be enrolled in the Hustings Court until they had been approved by the
Mayor and Recorder this check was effective. William Aston, gentleman,
bequeathed certain tenements in London to the Priory of Holy Trinity,
Beauvale, Notts. The will was drawn up in February 1'56 and after
Aston died two Aldermen were appointed to inspect the tenement thus
devised in mortmain. Three days later one of the executors, Robert
Cartlege, had to pay the large sum of £18 to have the will enrolled,
Calendar of Wills enrolled in the Court of Husti.n. ed. LR. Sharpe
(1890), vol.11, pp.542-53; 8, 11 June 1'+61, Jour.VI f.v., 51.
2. Statutes of the Realm (1816), vol.11, pp.79980.
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To deal with this problem City Compsniea began to become incorporated and,
with the grant of incorporation, there would be a comprehensive royal
licence allowing the Company to hold lands in inorain up to a specified
annual value. In the 1390s the Goldsni.tkis', }iercers' axui
	ar8' &LJ.
acquired such charters. 1
 But the Tailors, who were not incorporated until
l4O8, had to buy special royal licences to receive land in 1392 and 144O-1,
and they held these lands in their capacity as the Guild and Fraternity
of St. John the Baptist' 2 Similarly the Brewers, who did not receive a
charter of incorporation until 1k38, when they wished to hold their hall
in mortnain had to buy a royal. licence for the 'amortisenent' which took
them five years (11429_1ZI.314) and cost at least £5
Just as it was necessary for the City Companies to buy licences to
hold land in morbnain, so the City itself, in its corporate capacity,
found it necessary to pay £100 for such a licence in iLii1 which would allow
the City to hold lands to the value of £100 p.a. The immediate cause of
this move on the part of the Mayor and Cominonalty was their desire to
receive from Richard Whittington and other feoffees the Manor of Leadenhall
with the advowsons of the churches of St. Peter Cornhull and St. Margaret
Patyns.
1 • G. lJnwin, Guilds and Companies of London (1908), pp .159, 163.
2. H.L. Hopkinson, The History of Merchant Tailors' Hall (Cambridge, 1931),
p.7. In 1 1400/1 the Company paid a total of £i 2s.Od. for expenses in
obtaining a licence to hold property in Friday Street, Tailors' Account5
i f. liv. When the Tailors received their charter in iL108 they were
incorporated and seipowered to hold lands to the value of £100 p. a.,
printed by F. Morris Fry and R.T.D. Sayle, eds. Charters of the Merchant
Taâlors' Copan (1937), pp.15.-lB.
3,	 Brewers' Account Book, op.cit, f.165v.-166 189, 203v., 226v.,230.Charter dated 22 Febriary 1i, C.P.R.l Ll36_41, p.1k2.
14. Leadenha3.l was valued at £12 Pa,, see L.B.I. pp .92... For the historyof the advowson of St. Peter's CornhullseeChgpter I,p.(o-Foi, theh1thrv nr LQnhI.	 cht xrr..	 e -
Another respect in 'which the City was dependsnt upon royal licences
was for the control of the import and export of grain. A great metropolis
]i3e London was bound to be sensitive to national famines and the King
could grant special licences allowing citizens to travel further afield
than was usual to buy a specified amount of grain for sale only in the
City. Royal grace and communal foresight could prevent famine in the City,
as in 1390-91, but both were necessary. 1 In order to encourage merchants
to import corn from abroad the King could waive the import subsidy of
lid, in the £, as he did during the scarcity of 1401-2, 'when the inhabitants
of wards were also enjoined to lay in supplies. 2 The next serious dearth
occurred in 1L408_9 when William Sevenokef was licensed to import 1000
quarters of grain to London from Yorkshire and elsewhere. 3
 Although usually
such licences were granted because of dearth, they could also be granted
because of an influx of people into Londo;, for example, for the reception
of Henry V after Agincourt, or for the large numbers of people attending
Parliament and convocation in London in the Autumn of
Professor Poatan points out that England normally grew enough grain
for her own needs but in order to supply the garrisons at Calais, Guisnes
1. Cal.P. andM. 1381-1i12, pp.1711'-75.
2. November 1401, P.P.C. I, p.175; 31 March 1402, L.B.I., p.17.
3. 17 December i4O8, C.P.R. 1408j!, p.k1. Th. licence stipulated that
the 'wheat was to be brought to the City by Easter, but 24 March 1409,
the licence was extended until Whitsun since Sevenokej had only imported
480 quarters, C.C.R, 1405-9, p.l134.
4. Licence to Richard Merlawe to import 300 quarters of wheat bought in
Cambridgeshire, 26 January 1416, C.C.R. 1413-19, p.335. 25 October 1435
licence to William Chyld and John atte 1,sood to buy 1000 quarters of
wheat in Lincolnahire and Yorkshire and sell it in London, C.P.R.
1405-9, p.434.
and Aquitaine in leant years it was necessary to import corn from abroad,
especially from Prussia. 1 Early in 1 LI1? grain was scarce in England: the
Duke of Clarence was licensed to bring 500 quarters of wheat and 500 quarters
of beans and peas to London from Yorkshire, Lincoinshire and Nottingham,
end the King wrote to the Master Genera]. of the order of Teutonics asking
him to encourage the export of corn to England because of the scarcity
caused by heavy rains. 2 Since the export of corn was forbidden in
February 1419 the dearth must have continued.'
In 1429 there was a further serious dearth and the Conunon Council
sent William Rider abroad to buy corn, which he did successfully in
Normandy returning in August of that year, when the accounts were audited.
Because of this same scarcity the King licensed Alexander Reve to bring
200 quarters of wheat from East Anglia to London. 5 This fear of scarcity
in London was never long absent in the 1430s. In 11432 the Common Council
petitioned the Mayor and Aldermen to urge the King' a Council to restrict
the export of corn. 6 In 1437/8 there was a serious dearth. In September 1437
1. M.M. Postan, op.cit., p.1 140. There was a direct corn trade between
Danzig and Gascony.
2. C.P.R. ik1622, p.59; L.B.I., p.17k. The victualling of the King's
troops aggravated the problu, see licence to Henry Barton, 3 March
11417, L.B±I., p.172.
3. 9 February 11419, C.C.R. 1413.. 19, p.49&; L.B.t., p.215.
Li.	 22 April, 18 August 1429, L.B.K., pp.9 2 , 94; Jour.II f.132v., 137v.
William Rider was a fishmonger and was sworn a Bailiff of Bi].lingsgate
29 November 114221, Jour.II f.2Zv. Re was exonerated from jury service
6 September 1429, L.B.K., p.100.
5. 24 April. 1429, C.P.R. 1422-29, p.532.
6. 11 October 1432, L.B.K., p.1k6. P.R.0. Ancient Petition 45o4, written
in French and addressed to the Duke of Bedford. There is no evidence
that anything was done in response to this petition, which was
particularly concerned about the export of corn from the seven counties
around London.
the Mayor, John Mitchell. was commissioned by the King to searchfthe
Thames and retrieve all the wheat which was being exported without
licence, since it was needed turing the scarcity, and in December the
Aldermen made contributions towards buying corn. 1 In the following
year, in April, John Leenge received a royal licence to import 160 quarters
into the City and in December the Mayor Stephen Broun, was licensed to
buy 2000 quarters of corn in Sussex, Kent, Lincoln and N0rthampton 'for
2
the sustenance of London' • The licence was renewed in May 1439.
As a result of this prolonged scarcity the City decided in July 1439 to
build two granaries at Leadenhall and. the Stocks. Perhaps because of
this civic effort, and because of the withdrawal of English garrisons
from France only two more royal licences to buy corn were necessary during
this period, both in November 1439, by which time the granaries could not
have been built.M The City no longer needed to be dependent upon the
Crown in this matter.
Finally the City depended upon the Crown for licences to undertake
certain civic building projects and to acquire some of the necessary
1. C.P.R. 1436-41, p.44; 20 December 1437, Jour.III f.194.
2. 10 April ik, C.P.R. 1436-41, p.15k. In this month also Margaret
Frenssh, the 'wife of a baker Andrew Frensah, reported to the
Court of Aldermen that she had bought 4 bushels of corn at Friars
Minor from a foreigner for 21d. the bushel, Jour.III f.175v.
22 December 1438, 6 May 1439, C.P.R. 1436-41, pp.232 253. According
to Stow, Broun sent to Prussia for corn thereby bringing down the
price of wheat from 3s. a bushel to less than half that price, Stow,
Survey, vol.1, pp.l09.- l O. c.f.	 ru4
3. 18 July 1439, Jour.III f.18. See Chapter III, p.246.
4. 7, 11 November 1439, C.P.R. 1436-41, pp.44, 345. The ].icences were
for John West to ship 300 quarters of wheat from Great Yarmouth to
London, and for Stephen Broun to buy up 500 quarters of wheat.
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materials. Sometimes these licences were sought by the Mayor and
Commonalty, sometimes by individual citizens. In 1415 when the Londoners
embarked upon the rebuilding of the Guildhall they obtained a royal
licence to bring four boats and four carts of rag, lime and freestone to
the City, as well as a licence to pull down the old chapel of St. Mary
near the Guildhall. 1 In 1435 London Bridge was found to be in urgent need
of repair because of the 'vehemence of floods' • The Mayor, Aldermen and
Sheriffs petitioned the King to allow them to employ workmen and labourers
on the Bridge and to take such timber, stone, iron and lead as might be
necessary fo'r the work. 2
 Again in 1443 the Mayor and Aldermen obtained a
royal licence to allow them to acquire 200 fothers of lead for the piping
to the new conduits, as well as a confirmation of their right to erect
fountains and permission to build a new cross in West Chepe. In the same
year the executors of John Wells obtained a royal licence to rebuild part
of the king's highway and pull down the old standard in Cheapside, and
in 1464 the Alderman William Taylor was granted a licence to take stones
and workmen for his building projects in the City; these were to be
protected from purveyance.4
1. 4 April 1415, C.P.R. 1413-16, p.296; 16 April 1430, C.P.R. 1429-36,
pp.57-58 . The first licence contained the proviso that the citizens
could only collect such stone etc. as was not needed for the King' a
works.
2. P.R.0. Ancient Petition 9386; L.B.K., pp.191, 248. There is rio record
of a royal licence.
3. C.P.R. 1441-6, pp.178, 198; L.Bic., pp.292-93.
t.	 15 January 1443, C.P.R. 1441_6, p.161; 7 April 1464, ç.P.R.146i7,
p.,24.
t4t7.
In all these cases, the protection of the Thames waters, the granting
of royal patents, the tussles with foreign merchants, the battles over
the sanctuary rights of St. Martin' a, the complaints against purveyance
and the search for royal licences; in all these we have seen the citizens
of London as royal suitors. They sent deputations, made requests to the
Council, petitioned the King in Parliament but almost £waya without
success. As yet theyshowed little awareness of the weapon which lay to
their hand, namely redress of grievances before supplies. Most of the
bard_won privileges of the Londoners were not yet sufficiently established
for the citizens to be prepared to risk thQn in open conflict with the King.
Thus while Richard II could take way the City' a liberties and while
Edward IV was able successfully to 'live of his own', even the great City
of London had to pander to their royal will. When the vast scope of the
royal prerogative is considered with its infinite opportunities for
patronage, exploitation, blackmail and reward, then the acceptance and
survival of the Lancastrian Kings, in spite of their obvious financial
difficulties, can be viewed in its true perspective, as unrenarkable.
'-'(V.
CHAPTER VU
THE FINANCIAL RELATIONS BEIWEEN LONDON AND THE CROWN. 1400-1450:
TEE CROWN AS SUI'IOR
The purpose of this chapter is to study the corporate loans and gifts
made by the City of London to the three Lancastrian Kings. The City as
a whole, expressing its opinion through the Common Council, which controlled
financial business, frequently lent money to the King. It might also
refuse loans while individual Londôners, or the merchants of the Calais
Staple many of whom were Londoners (e.g. Richard ?hittington, William
Estfeld, William Combes, Robert Rome, Thomas Chalton, Nicholas Wottori,
John Reynwell, John Mitchell, Nicholas James, William Waldern), continued
to lead. 1 When the Londoners in their corporate capacity pleaded
'insufficiency' when refusing to make loans to the Caw this can usually
be shown to be a Justifiable excuse since individual Loadoners were already
lending considerable sums. The Earl of Shrewsbury was finally squeezed out
of Aquitaine by the French in 1452-4 and the City appears to have lent
nothing to the Crown between 1 rch 1453 and 5 June 1454, but in the same
period the Londoners individually lent £7084 lSs.8d. and the Calais merchants
CU t 4-d 2
lent 6b6 ls,-4d. Different groups of Londoners provided money at different
times and the pattern of corporate lending must not be considered in
isolation,	 t since the Journals of the Court of Aldermen and Court of
Common Council are extant from 1416 onwards it is often possible to find
1. See Appendix no. 45 for a comparison of these 3 categories of loans.
2. See Appendix no. 45 and Appendix no.4(0
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out more about civic loans than about the other forms of London lending.
It is possible to trace the history of a loan back beyond its first
appearance in the Exchequer Records. Sometimes, also, a discussion about
the Crown' s failure to repay a loan may be found while in the Exchequer
Receipt Roll there is only the bland record of the issue of tallies of
assignment ('tallies cashed').
In this study of the financial relations between London and the Crown
in this period the Receipt and Issue Rolls and the warrants for Issues at
the Public Record Office have been used. The study of these documents has
been much helped by the work carried out by several scholars in the last
few years who have gone far towards elucidating the hidden meanings of the
records of the medieval Exchequer. 1 Some work has been done on the London
records of lending to the Crown in this period, by Miss M.I. Peake, in her
thesis 'London and the Wars of the Roses' and also in an article published
jointly with Miss Jeffries Davies. 2 at as these studies were compiled
only from the City records and used none of the Exchequer material, the
picture they present is necessarily incomplete.
1. Seepecia1ly: K.B. McFarlane, 'Loans to the Lancastrian Kings: the
problem of inducement', Cambride Ristorical Journal, vol.IX (1947),
pp.51-61; E.B. Fryde, 'Materials for the study of Edward III's Credit
operations 1327-48', B.I.H.R., vol.XXII (1949), pp.105-38 and vol.XXIII
(1950), pp.1-30; J.L. Kirby, 'Issues of the Lancastrian Exchequer and
Lord Cromwell's estimate of 1433', B.I.H.R., vol.XXIV (1951), pp.121-51;
A. Steel, The Rceipt of the Exchequer 1377-1485 (Cambridge, 1954);
G.L. Harriss, 'Fictitious Loans', Econ.LR., 2nd series, vol.VIII
(1955-56), pp.187-99; G.L. Harriss, 'Preference at the Medieval
Exchequer', B.I.H.R., vol.XXX (1957), Pp.17-40.
2. E. Jeffries Davies and M.I. Peake, 'Loans from the City of London to
Henry VI 1431-1449', B.I.H.R., vol.IV (1926-27), pp.165-72. Miss
Peake's London M.A. thesis was summarised in B.I.H.R., vol.IV (1926-27)
pp • 45-47.
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The clearest way of presenting the picture of corporate London lendin
in this period is by way of a table. In this have been recorded all the
financial transactions between London and the Crown; whether these were
gifts or loans. 1 The refusals to lend are also recorded in the notes to
this table. There were 48 loans to the Crown, 13 gifts and 2 occasions
when it is not clear whether the grant took the form of a loan or a gift,
making a total of 63 occasions in 60 years when the City in its corporate
capacity provided money for the Crown. The details and the sources are in
the table, what follows in this chapter is by way of a commentary.
It is necessary first to consider the motives which lay behind the
making of these corporate loans or gifts to the Crown. Mr. McFarlane has
argued - and he Is followed somewhat hesitantly by Principal Steel - that
the explanation Is to be found in the high rates of interest offered by the
Crown. 2 The lack of convincing evidence for most of these usurious trans-
actions is explained away by the ecclesiastical ban on such dealings which
led to full scale deceptions and false entries. Mr. McFarlane has stated
uncompromisingly that 'either these loans were unprofitable and compulsory
or they were voluntary and carried with them a guaranteed reward' • There
appears to be no room for loans that were unprofitable and voluntary,
although at the end of his article Mr. kcFarlane concedes that 'possibly
royal boroughs and other corporations were regarded as having a duty to
lend without gain' • Mr. Kirby seems to have doubted Mr. McFarlane'
1. See 4ppendix no. 4Q
2. LB. MoFarlane, op.cit.; Steel 1 p.cit., esp. Pp.261-64,
concealed usury hypothesis and Dr. Harriss has argued this point further by
drawing a distinction between usurious loans known as 'chevaunces' made by
merchants and non-usurious loans which 'were an expression of the subjects
aid to the Crown in time of necessity. This meant that by their very nature
they were interest free. The subject was expected to aid the King and not
to make a profit from his plight' . Although )r. Harriss was mainly
concerned with the small loans made by individuals in response to the
demands of royal commissioners, his theory of obligation clearly applies
also to the City of London and, no doubt, to other boroughs also. The
belief that the corporate City loans were usurious cannot be supported
when the City and Exchequer records are used together. Some of the loans
from individual London merchants may have been usurious but the corporate
loans advanced by the City in this period certainly were not.
There are 12 loans during this period forvhich we have both the Common
Council's decision to lend the money recorded in the Journals and the sum
received recorded in the Receipt Roll at the Exchequer. 2 In every case
except one the size of the sum agreed by the Common Council and that
recorded in the Exchequer are the same. It is possible that the Londoners
and the Exchequer officials were all party to a hugh deception but it seems
unlikely. In the only case where the sums are different, that recorded in
the Receipt Roil is smaller. 3 This particular loan of 23 rch 1442 is
1. Kirby, op.cit., and G.L. Harriss, 'Aids, Loans and Benevolences',
Hist.Journal, vol.IV (1963), pp.1-i9.
2. See loans nos. 11, 23, 26, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 50.
3. Loan no.41.
confusing in many ways and Principal Steel ' wrote of it 'here the case of
concealed interest may well, arise' for he believed that the further
£666 13s.4th which was recorded on the Receipt Roll on 18 July 1442 was
not a real loan but the interest on the-previous loan of 23 March 1442.1
zt an examination of the Journals shows that this £666 13s.4d. was in fact
a separate loan, separately granted by the Common Council on 26 July 1442
to which no sinister theories can be attached.
Since the Exchequer clerk wrote up the Receipt R011 sometimes many
days or months after the transaction had taken place, it would be possible
for him to alter the figures as he entered them. 3 It is less likely that
the clerk who compiled the eity Journals and who wrote his rough notes
daily - and very hastily - would have been able to record a concocted total.
But against those who would still maintain that the corporate City loans
were usurious there remains a further piece of evidence. After 1439 there
sometimes appear in the Journals the assessments by wards whereby the City
apportioned the sum that was to be raised, whether for advances to the
Crown, Parliamentary grants or exactions for civic purposes. There are
ten assessments that were made for collecting the money for loans to the
Crown. 4 In every case except one the assessment comes within a few pounds
of the amount voted by Common Council and therefore, in the four cases
1. Steel, op.cit., p.262.
2. Loan no.42.
3. See Fryde, çj.cit., PP.137-38 and Kirby, c? p . cit., p.26.
4. Loans nos. 38, 39, 41, 46, 50, 53, 59, 60.
where the loan is also to be found on the Receipt Roll, within a few
pounds of that sum also. 1 It seems inconceivable that these assessment
lists, complied for the use of the collectors and for the Aldermen, should
have been falsified. Their detail - down to the last farthing - is so
exact that the hiding of interest within these sums would have been
impossible. The City, therefore, did not lend money to the King in order
to make money, but out of a sense of duty and in response to the King's
necessity which he presented in as bleak a light as possible. Because these
loans were not usurious it does not necessarily follow that they were
forced or even 'semi-forced' as Principal Steel has called them, but they
were the oil with which the City lubricated the lumbering machine of royal
favour and privilege. 2 If the King appears to come as a beggar to the
City, it is necessary to remember that even as a beggar he could bestow
favours and - more to the point - withdraw privileges. These aspects of
royal borrowing have been examined in Chapter VI.
Since, therefore, the corporate lending to the City was not usurious,
it was necessary for the King to persuade potential lenders and to convince
them of his necessity. Sometimes when the King had a particularly expensive
and important project on hand, a distinguished royal servant would be sent
to urge the King's case before the Common Council. In 1arch 1415 the
1. The case where the difference is larger than a few pounds is loan no.39.
The assessment fell short of the required £1333 6s.8d. by £72 lOs.8d.
It is possible that the assessment for a quarter fifteenth made in
May 1440 was to make up the required sum, Jour.III f.43. &it more
probably the Aldermen made up the difference in February 1440.
2. Steel, ppcit., p.262.
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Archbishop of Canterbury came to the Guildhall to expound on the virtues
of the invasion of France and in July 1444, Suffolk in person came to
explain the need for a loan to bring Margaret of Azijou from France and to
make a final peace between the two countries. 1 More often the King sent a
letter which was read to the Common Council and the matter was then
2
discussed. The Council could act very rapidly. In 1442 three days
after the Council decided to ask the City for money, Common Council was
3
discussing the request. Sometimes the City might receive a request for
help direct from France as when in June 1435 and in July 1451 the Mayor and
£
Aldermen of Calais wrote for assijance, or when in January 1453 the
beleaguered Earl of Shrew4sbury wrote direct to the Mayor, Aldermen and
citizens from Aquitaine.4
Clearly the loans were not forced, for on eight occasions we know that
Common Council refused to lend any money to the King; five of these refusals
are to be found during the years l453-55. Where a reason for the refusal
is recorded, it is always the plea of poverty; the royal necessity is never
questioned. Ralph Holland who was a member of the Common Council in
May 1429 claimed that the King's necessity was not as great as the Aldermen
had represented it to be.6 For Holland this was a protest against the ruling
merchant Aldermen rather than a protest against the King, but his statement
1.	 See loans nos.l0, 46. 	 2. See loans nos.40, 42, 57.
3. See loan no.43.	 4. See loans nos.35, 55, 57.
5. See notes to loans nos.23, 50, 54, 59, 60.
6. Jour.lI f133v.
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does reveal that, in some cases at least, the Aldermen took it upon
themselves to urge the King's case before the Common Council. 1 The
necessity that the King pleaded - where it is known in this period - could
always be classed under one of the five following headings;- the Welsh war
(1403-9), the wars in France (1412-59), the defence of the realm, guarding
the seas and the expenses involved in the King's marriage with Margaret of
.Anjou. There was, of course, no guarantee that the money lent by the City
would be spent upon the projects for which it was requested. It was
suspicion of this kind which no doubt led to the appointment in Parliament
of Treasurers who were to collect and spend the new land tax in 1404.2 In
one case we have proof that the King spent a London loan in ways other than
those intended. On 27 July 1441 Common Council agreed to lend £666 13s.4d.
for the relief of the Duchy of Guienne, On 31 July the King issued a writ
to the Treasurer to pay to his clerk, Mr. Richard !itorgan, £40 as a reward
in ready money from that recently lent by the Londoners for the relief of
3Guienne.
Where perhaps the need was urgent, the City sometimes made arrangements
to provide soldiers or wages direct rather than entrust the money to the
royal Exchequer. 4 Occasionally the City provided financial supplies in the
1. See loan no.40.	 2.	 III, p.546.
3. See loan no.42. The writ for Mr. Richard Morgan is endorsed as paid
this term, i.e. Easter 1441, E404/58/183.
4. See loans flOel4, 55, also provision for Rouen, loan no.51 and for
Sandwich, loan no.60. In 1453 Parliament decided to provide 13,000
archers of which London was to contribute 1,137,
	 . V, Pp.231-32.
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form of goods.	 it the failure of some of the City loans to appear in the
Exchequer records may have been due as much to the King' s desire to circum-
vent that institution as to the Londoners mistrust of it. This failure of
London money to reach those for whom it was intended can be clearly seen in
a case in 1409. The Londoners lent £4666 ].3s.4d. for the expedition of
Prince Henry to Wales. This money was paid to those officers whom the King
bad specified, but the Prince informed the Iayor that he bad not received
it. In December, therefore, the Mayor, U.dermen and Commonalty wrote to
the King assuring him that they had, in fact, paid the money. 2
 Clearly
also some of the civic loans or gifts were only nominally made to the King
and the money was paid to individuals, to the Duke of Bedford in January 1420
and December 1425 and to the Duke of Gloucester in April 1424 and April 1426.
In these cases there is no record of the transactions in the Exchequer and
the citizens had only the personal security provided by the recipient,
although the money was most probably used for 'national purposes' . No doubt
the good will of two such important men - especially during the absence
abroad of Henry V and the minority of ilenry VI - was sufficiently important
for the citizens to overlook the question of security. The Duke of
Gloucester on several occasions supported the rights of the Londoners and
the Court of Aldermen in 1439 declared that he 'had often been a gracious
1. See L.B.I., p.200.
2. See loan no.7 and L.B.I., p.200.
3. See loan nos.15, 19, 21, 22.
4. See loan no.22. The Londoners asked the Duke of Gloucester to provide
sufficient security himself.
and favourable lord to this City', so It is clear that the loans and gifts,
whether repaid or not, had yielded dividends.1
In every case where we have a record of the amount of money for which
the King asked as a loan, we know that the sum granted was less than that
requested. 2	it as Miss Jeffries Davies pointed out 'this was so much a
matter of course that no conclusions can be drawn from its occurrences in
any particular case concerning the relations then existing between the
sovereign and the city'. 3 If the King asked only for a small sum his
necessity would appear less great and the result might be no money at all.
Cce Common Council had agreed to a loan or gift the machinery for
raising the money was quickly put into motion, It was unusual for there
to be enough money in the City's treasury to advance money to the King
without recourse to the citizens, although part of the sum might bjprovided
from money in the bands of the Chamberlain - even if it were money repaid
by the King from an earlier loan and due to be paid back to the citizens,4
The process whereby money was raised in the City seems to have followed a
standard pattern. The first step was to appoint a conunittee to receive the
].. Jour.IlI f.24v, December 1419 the City found it to be politic to give
to Lord Humphrey 'locum tenens' 8 pipes of red wine and 4 butts of
sweet wine, Jour.I f.67v. There are several occasions which show that
the City and the Duke of Gloucester were on friendly terms. In
October 1439 the City granted a petition because it had the support of
the Duke, Jour.,III f,24v. The City wrote to him for 1p during the
crisis over the Commission of the Leace in October 1443, Jour.IV f.8v.
In September 1445 Richard Greneland, a servant of the Duke, was allowed
to marry a City orphan 'for love of his master' Jour.IV f.96. The Duke
also supported the City when its privileges in Southwark were threatened,
Jour,Il f.7.
2. See loans nos.41, 43, 49.
3. Jeffries Davies, op.cit., p.166 n.2.
4. See loan no.45.
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money. This might consist of Aldermen or Common Councilmen or both. For
example the committee of eight Common Councilmen appointed in February 1440
was not only to receive the money and pay it over to the King, but also to
receive the security offered by the King and work for the repayment of the
money. 2 Possibly such a committee - or the Court of Aldermen - then drew up
an assessment list, dividing the burden amongst the different wards. There
were standard assessments for a fifteenth (and for multiples and fractions
of it) and for such sums as 2000 marks (1333 6s.8d.), but the standard
assessment was always altered and certain wards would have their burden
increased, and others reduced. Several of these assessments survive and
ppovide an interesting picture of the relative wealth of different wards.3
There is evidence, both from the adjustments made to the standard assessment,
and front the stipulations enjoined by the Common Council when agreeing to a
loan, that there was a genuine humanitarian attempt not to press tco hardly
upon those who could not afford to pay. Frequently the Common Council decide
that anyone who was assessed to pay less than 3s.4d.s not to contribute and
occasionally that no one ws to pay more than 6s.8d. 4
 &it on one occasion
it is clear that an attempt by the Aldermen to make the richer wards help
the poorer ones met with opposition front the Common Counc1l.
The next step, once the burden had been divided amongst the wards, was
to write a precept to the Alderman which instructed hint to collect the amouni
1. See loans nos.37, 38, 39, 42, 45, 47, 53, 55, 57, 59, 62.
2. Loan no.39.
3. See Chapter III, PP. 41- (SO. Assessments for loans or gifts to the Kin
see loans nos,38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47 50, 53, 55, 57, 60.
4. Loans nos.41, 42, 50,
5. Loan no.56.
which his ward had been allotted, and which declared the cause of the levy,
and the date when the money was to be brought to Guildhall. Often the
rough draft of the precept appears in the Journal and it was probably the
responsibility of the Counuon Council Clerk to write and deliver them, since
he was instructed by the Common Council to do so in October 1449.1 The
most interesting feature of these precepts is the speed at which the
Alderman was expected to collect the money in his ward. In the five cases
where, for loans, we have dated precepts, the greatest length of time given
for collection is eleven days and the least, four days.2
At the ward level it is more difficult to know what happened. Probably,
as appears to have been the case in July 1442, a small committee of men of
3
the ward - perhaps the Common Councilmen - assessed their fellow inhabitants.
There is extant a partial list, covering some wards, showing the amounts
at which individuals were assessed but it is not for a royal Loan. 4 There
is also a list of October/November 1449 showing the contributions made by
individuals towards the defence of Rouen which fell to the French. .it this
levy seems to have been a hasty ad hoc measure and did not go through the
5
normal routine.
The part played by the t1dermen in raising a loan for the Ii.ng was more
than purely administrative. Although it was the Cemmon Council which
decided whether a loan should be made or not, such a levy, once granted,
1. Drafts of precepts for levying money, see loans nos.l1, 14, 38, 41, 53,
55; instructions to the Common Clerk, loan no.50.
2. Loan no.14 (6 days); no.38 (4 days); no.41 (11 days); no.53 (9 days);
no.55 (4 days).
3. See loan no.42.
4. Jour.IIl f.149-].49v., 179-179v., 176-178.
5. See loan no.51.
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would dip most deeply into the pockets of the Aldermen and this financial
liability was, no doubt, one of the more burdensome aspects of an Alderman's
duties. It seems clear that the amount of his contribution was not left
open to choice and where the assessments - after deductions - fell slightly
short of the sum to be raised, it must surely have been the Aldermen who
made up the difference and ensured that the completed sum was taken to the
Exchequer.1 The loan of £2000 which the City agreed to provide for the King
in the spring of 1442 fell short of 2000m. by about £300 and it was
necessary for the Aldermen to provide the extra money since the Exchequer
was withholding any security at all until the full amount was received.2
Sometimes the Aldermen, when they believed that a loan to the King was a
necessary act of policy, lent the money themselves rather than ask an
unwilling Common Council to tax the City again. In August 1445 the Mayor
and Aldermen provided a loan of £100, in March 1453 a loan of £333 6s.8d.
and the last civic contribution to the Lancastrian government was a gift
of 100 nobles (33 6s.8d,) by the Aldermen. 3 This derisory sum was clearly
nothing but a Lace-saver. The Aldermen did not want to refuse outright to
make a contribution towards the wages of the Lancastrian soldiers but
clearly they believed that a considerable investment in Lancastrian good-
will was not worth-while.
Occasionally a deficit in the required sum was not made good by the
Aldermen but by a contribution from the City Chest; or an individual might
advance the necessary sum on behalf of the City; or, possibly, there may
1. Loan no.11.
2. Loan no.41 and n.
	
3. Loans nos.48, 58, 63.
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have been a second assessment, although the one possible instance of this
is very doubtful. 1 ait clearly the main burden of any financial deficiency
was borne by the Aldermen, and this was in their own interests, since they
were the first to feel the cooling of royal javour. 	 ny Aldermen were also
lending to the Crown - perhaps for profit - in their private capacities or
as merchants of the Ca].ais staple, with the result that their involvement
in the fate of the government was always greater than that of the Common
Councilmen, and their more cautious approach to revolutionary movements,
therefore, understandable.
The process of raising money for any purpose - whether for royal loans
or other levies - did not always go smoothly in the City. Sometimes the
Common Council decided that aliens should be included in the assessment and
this, while being popular with the 'denizens', could provoke trouble and
repercussions. 2 Because in April 1420 'certain persons used threatening
words and resisted the collection of sums assessed' the Common Council took
strong measures and decided that those who refused to pay should be deprived
of their freedom. 3
 Men of little substance appear quite often before the
Court of Aldermen for failing to pay their assessed contribution. 4 On the
whole, however, there appears to have been no mass protest at the frequent
levies which, when Parliamentary grants are taken into account, must have
1. See loans nos.30, 39, 62.
2. See loans nos.lD, 55.
3. 16 June 1420 writ of certiorari about the imprisonment of certain
Londoners and return madeby hayor and Sheriffs, Cal.. P . and M.13-37,
p.79, L.B.I., p.245; loan no.15.
4. See loans nos.17, 21, 25, 62.
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1
averaged three levies every two years. If the levies for civic purposes
were also considered the average would be more like two every year.
Of course a loan to the King, unlike a gift or a Parliamentary subsidy,
was not money gone for ever. Or was it? The careful account of the state
of the various outstanding loans made by the citizens to the King, which
the Chamberlain compiled in March 1450 is clear evidence that citizens
2
expected to be informed about money they bad lent even if not alwaYs4(,rePaid.
From this document we can learn - for example - that of a loan of £33B 6s.8d.
made to the King in March 1431, only £2500 had been repaid to the citizens
by Chrisbnas 1443. Some of this loan was still not repaid by the King in
1450 but the rest of the sum outstanding had been used by the Chamberlain
for civic purposes and for a new loan to the Crown. It seems safe to conclude
that some, but not all, of the money provided by the citizens for royal loans,
was returned to them. What was not returned was usually employed on projects
for which there would otherwise have had to be a new levy. It seems
impossible to know whether the Chamberlain kept a record of the amount
owed to individual lenders or whether is duty was simply to return lump
sums to the wards where the money would be paid out to the citizens in
accordance with some ward record. The absence of any waidor Chamberlain's
1. 25 Parliamentary grants; 63 loans or gifts to the King. Cf. Chapter III,
pp. IS'Z- 1S3
2. Jeffries vies and LI. Peake, op.cit.; Jour.V f.227-228v.
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records for this period renders the problem insoluble.
In every case where the decision of the Common Council to lend the
King money, is recorded in the Journals, it is always accompanied by a
proviso that sufficient security shall be obtained to ensure the repayment
of the loan. If the problem was particularly complex and involved security
not only for the new, but also for past, loans, a committee might be appointed
2
to examine the securities which the King was offering. 	 The security offered
to a royal creditor had two aspects. Firstly there was the source of revenue
from which the creditor was to derive payment and secondly there were the
guarantees which he could acquire to ensure that his demand for repayment
would be given preferential treatment by the local collector and that if one
source of royal revenue failed another one would be made available for
repaying his debt. The 'sufficient security' which the Common Council
demanded was an all-embracing term to cover both these aspects of the
repayment of the civic loan.
Lending to the Crown in this period was not a simple matter. A royal
creditor who brought a cash loan to the Exchequer was very rarely repaid the
sum owed to him in ready money. Instead the lender was given tallies of
assignment, that is, he was given authorization to draw on royal revenue at
1. The Brewers preserved a list of those who contributed towards the expense
of providing Henry V with beer for the troops in ance and toward,the
expenses of Queen Katherine's coronation in 1421. Each individual,named
with the sum of his contribution and against this was noted the amount
which he was repaid. The total outlay was £125 2s.lOd. and from this
was subtracted £2 9s.6d. which comprised the amount spent in achieving
repayment. Therefore a proportion of this sum was deducted.from the
money repaid to each individual, Brewers' Account Book, f.46-46v.
2. ee loans nos.38, 41.
i.ts source to the sum of the Crown's indebtedness to him. These tallies
were made out in the name of the local collectors - not the creditor's name -
and so they could be negotiable instruments. The £xchequer clerks kept
half of the tally and when the customer or tax collector came to account at
the Exchequer he could present tallies that he had paid on behalf of the
Crown against his account. These tallies would be married up with their
halves that had remained in the Exchequer and the collector would then
proceed to the Upper Exchequer of account with his now complete tally. The
system of assigsment was not intrinsically bad since it meant that the Crown
could draw on local sources of revenue for local expenses and hence the
transport of large sums of money around the country was avoided. ait by the
fifteenth century the Crown was in a perpetual state of indebtedness with the
result that sources of revenue were constantly overburdened with tallies that
could not be paid. Little cash came to the Exchequer apart from loans 1 and
the lenders had to compete with household officials, wardens of the Marches,
Exchequer clerks, government servants, leaders of expeditions to France,
those responsible for the upkeep of Calais and many more, for repayment. In
these conditions of great competition to draw first upon the royal revenue,
every stage towards repayment was a struggle and those who were in a position
to give preference, such as Exchequer clerks and local collectors, could line
their pockets with the bribes they received. 1 Dr. Harriss has examined the
different forms of security that a creditor might be given and the priority
1. See H.P., V, p.203. Petition to Parliament 28 Henry VI against bribe-
taking by Exchequer clerks.
that existed between different instruments - for example - grants of revenue
under the Great Seal took precedence over both tallies and writs under the
Exchequer seal and warrants under the privy seal. Hence it was known both,
that some sources of revenue were richer than others and that some forms of
security for repayment were better than others. In this acute shortage of
money, Dr. Harris concludes 'the Crown strove, by making promises to some of
its creditors and by breaking them to others, to obtain the cash it needed'.'
In the Parliament of May 1421 the Council was empowered to give security
for all debts contracted by the King for the expedition to France. This gave
greater security for repayment since, in theory at least, Parliament would
guarantee the repayment of the creditor. It became usual for Parliament to
authorise borrowing by the Council up to a specified sum and these
authorisations were connected with a grant of a Parliamentary subsidy. 2 &zt
the last Parliament of Henry Vi's reign to grant such authorisation was that
of February-July 1449, and it is interesting to note the decline in. London
lending after the loan of October 1449, when there was no longer this
Parliamentary security. In the fourth and last session of the Parliament of
1453/4 which sat from 14 February until 17 April 1454, arrangements were
made to raise £1000 immediately from certain towns for the defence of the
1. Harriss, B.I.H.R., op.cit., pp.33-34.
2. Every Parliament after May 1421 passed such an act except the
Parliamentof December 1421, November 1422, October 1423-February 1424,
May 1432, January-March 1437. The Parliament of February to July 1449
was the last one to authorise Council borrowing. Cf. loan no.41 where
Ccnmon Council agreed to lend £2000 on the authority of Parliament
which had just authorised the Council to raise loans up to £200,000
and had granted a tenth and fifteenth.
sea. 1 The Londoners lent the £300 which they were allotted but noted that
this was done by authority of an Act of Parliament. Clearly such authorisatiox
was an added inducement to lend but was,for this decade, unusual.
The first step towards repayment of a loan was, of course, that the
Exchequer should acknowledge receipt of the mo, and the usual method of
doing this was to enter a utuum on the Receipt Roll for the term in which
the loan was made. &it it is necessary to state here that the date on which
the znutuum Is entered may not be the actual date on which the money was
brought in. Exchequer dating was arbitrary and transactions were written
up when it was convenient to the clerk to do so although the term is usually
correct if not the exact date. 2 The recording of a loan in this way was
not a matter of course. For the first forty years of the period under review
3
all except one of 1he London loans or gifts was entered in the Receipt Roll.
After 1440 only the loan of September 1449 is entered and the gift of
December 1452. Clearly the Exchequer - now without the Parliamentary
guarantee - saw little hope of repayment and so would not even acknowledge
receipt by entering a loan on the Receipt Roll. For it was becoming
Exchequer practice by this date for the entry of a loan to be accompanied a
few days later by the issue of tallies of assignment. Thus the process of
acknowledging receipt had become indivisible from the process of issuing
1. .V., pp.245-46. Loan no.59.
2. Fryde, op.cit., pp.137-38; Kirby, op.cit., p.26.
3. Loan no.5 is the exception. Obviously loans made to the t*ikes of
Gloucester and Bedford were not entered in the Receipt Roll.
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tallies and if all the sources of royal revenue were so overburdened with
unpaid tallies already that the kxchequer could issue no more 1 then it would
not even acknowledge receipt on the Receipt Roll,.ther, The London loan
of July 1444 provides an example of this. The citizens ask that, if they
cannot get tallies of assignment, they may have a written guazantee from the
Treasurer of receivers at the Exchequer that they will be repaid the £2000
loan from the next Parliamentary subsidy. It was stated that no money *'s
to be handed over until ,the citizens obtain such a guarantee. Bit, in fact,
the City received neither assignment nor guarantee but only a 'bill of the
hands of Pontrell made after the use of the king's receipt of the receiving
1
to the behove of the King'. There is no entry of any kind in the Receipt
arid Issue Rolls of this term or later. The Exchequer clerks could not give
an assignment so thsy would not enter it as received in the Receipt Roll..
The Exchequer system had, in fact, become too fossilized to deal
adequately either with the cash or book keeping transactions. Originally it
was a cash institution and its mechanisms were not well adapted to a
government which lived on continual credit. Whereas in the early years of
the century there were occasions when London loans were recorded as received
in one term and the tallies of assignment were not issued until several months
later, by 1420 the two transactions are always recorded in the same term,
i.e. the term of the payment by assignment. 2 Clearly the Exchequer rolls are
becoming an increasingly untrue picture of royal finance although Lr. 1irby
believes that as late as 1433 'the bulk of the King's revenues and of the
1. Jour.V f.227; loan no.46.
2. See loans nos.3, 10, 13.
t/3.
normal expenditure did at this period pass through the Receipt' .1 	 may
well be that towards the middle of the century money continued to pass through
the Receipt but was simply not recorded.	 .it in 1450, so remote was the
Exchequer becoming from the control of royal revenue, that for their loan
the citizens by-pass it altogether and deal with the collectors of the
Parliamentary subsidy direct. No entry appears in any Exchequer roll to
show that the Londoners made a loan or had been given tallies of assignment
2
on that source of revenue. With the advent of Edward IV the Exchequer was
once again in control. On 22 June 1461 the many corporate loans made by the
Londoners in the past year were entered as received - in a lump sum - in the
Receipt roll although no assignments were made. In August Richard Lee
informed the Court of Aldermen that the amount lent by each inhabitant and
the date of repayment had been entered as a record in a book at the Exchequer.3
We are back to a rational state of affairs where acknowledgment of receipt is
the first step towards repayment.
As has been pointed out the Londoners were rarely repaid in cash by the
Exchequer. On 13 June 1425 a loan of £2000 from the Londoners made in May 1421
is recorded as repaid in cash to Alexander Anne, at this time Common Ser,jeant
at Law of the City. ait in fact this £2000 was only repaid in order that it
might be lent again by the City together with a further £1000 on the same day.4
On two occasions tallies which had been issued to the Londoners in lieu of
the original ones, on which they had failed to get payment, were paid in cash
1. Kirby, cp.cit., pp.142-43.
2. Loan no.53.
3. Jour,VI f.4y
4. Loans nos.17, 20.
1by the Exchequer. it the sums involved were small. The usual practice
was for the citizens to receive tallies of assignment.
tJ,4,necc
If the Landowners had difficulty in getting tallies of assignment for
seine reason or if they failed to extract payment on the tallies they had
received, they might appeal to the King directly to intervene. If they were
successful this would result in a warrant for issue whereby the King, by
writ under the privy seal, would instruct the Treasurer and Chamberlains to
make an assignment - usually on a specified source of revenue. In the eight
cases we have of the King sending a warrant to the Treasurer on behalf of the
Londoners, it always produced rapid results. 2 Dr. Harriss pointed out that
these warrants could be phrased in varying terms of urgency. Since, however,
the Londoners could bring some pressure to bear upon the King in the form of
no new loans until assignments were made for paying the old ones, warrants
on their behalf secured rapid attention.3
When Common Council appointed a committee to examine the security offered
by the King for a loan, the main task of such committees was to persuade the
Exchequer to issue tallies of assignment on rich sources of revenue. 4 Most
frequently the Londoners were given tallies on the wool subsidy payable in
London. Another frequent assignment was on the collectors of the Parliamentar-
subsidies. This latter often took longer to collect and involved the
Londoners in dealings with various different collectors, since an assignment
1.. Loan no.33 tally for £49 3s.10d. paid cash 2]. July 1435,
loan no.40 tally for £29 3s.3d. paid cash 28 November 1444.
2. ee loans nos.7, 10, 17, 20, 37, 43.
3. llarriss, 'Preference at the Medieval Exchequer, p.cit.
4. Committees appointed, see loans nos.38, 41.
on the London Parliamentary subsidy alone would rarely ie1d as much as the
citizens had lent. 1
 An assignment on the London wool subsidy, on the other
hand, involved negotiations with only two collectors (who were usually
Londoners) of an extremely rich source of revenue. Less frequently the
citizens might receive assignments on the clerical subsidies or on customs
revenues other than the wool subsidy. Only twice did the Londoners receive
2
assignments on sources of revenues of a different kind. It seems clear
that when the citizens received tallies of assignment they were drawn on
rich sources of revenue, easily accessible to London.
Once a royal creditor had secured tallies of assignment his next task
was to extract the money from the local collector. This was governed by
the amount of influence that he could bring to bear on the local collector.
'Where there were many assignments on the same source it was often necessary
to secure royal intervention to achieve prompt payment. Tallies which were
authorized by Parliament might have a prior claim on the revenue or, as was
frequently the case in this period, all tallies on a certain source would be
suspended in favour of the treasurer of Calals or the royal household or
some other pressing need. The tallies which the Londoners received in
May 1444 were only to be paid after the Lord Cardinal had been satisfied.3
1. See loan no.50 when Londoners were assigned tallies on the collectors
of the fifteenth in Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, City of London and
Middlesex, E401/813,
2. In the Parliament of 1427/8 the Commons agrealto give the King, not a
sum based uon the tenth and fifteenth but on a new assessment by
parishes and knight's fees. Hence the Londoners, in repayment of loan
no.23, received Li tallies of assignment on the collectors of the parish
subsidy,	 IV, p.318. In return for loan no.34 the Londoners
received assignments on the R ceiver-General of the IXichy of Lancaster
and on the tempora].ities of the Bishop of London.
3. Loan no.45, E4011786.
In these times of shortage and financial insecurity one of the best ways of
ensuring prompt payment by the local collector, was to get Letters Patent
under the great seal ordering payment. In the words of Dr. Fryde 'letters
obligatory under the royal sea]. gave to a Crown creditor as great a guarantee
of repayment as it was possible for a document to give'. 1 In the fourteen
cases where the Londoners received Letters Patent they are issued within a
few days of the date when the money is recorded as received at the Exchequer
2
or when the tallies are issued. The Letters Patent were not issued to
prick the Treasurer into granting tallies of assignment but were given to a
creditor as extra security, since they would help him to jump the queue at
the local level. The local collector was continually besieged with
instructions as to who was to be given preference over whom and the Letters
Patent served as authorisations to pay a particular creditor. These letters
could be very specific as, for example, those issued on behalf of the
Londoners in July 1429 which stated that the collectors of the wool subsidy
were to pay all they received to the Londoners, as If to the King; only
assignments for Calais or the household were to be excepted, No grant on the
wool subsidy was to be made to anyone until the Mayor and Coinmonalty were
repaid. 3 But even this seemingly complete grant for repayment failed to
achieve its object and in five other cases where the Londoners received the
extra security of Letters Patent, we know that they had to get new tallies
of assignment since payment could not be had on the old ones. 4
 Further it
1.	 Fryde, op,cit.,, p.115.
2. See loans nos.3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 20, 25, 26, 28, 29, 34, 35, 37.
3. Loan no.26, C.P.R. 1422-29, p.518.
4. See loans nos.20, 25, 26, 34, 37.
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is interesting to note that the last Letter Patent to be issued to the
Londoners as security for repayment of a loan was in June 1439, clearly
these ceased to be effective guarantees)
There were several ways in which the Londoners could be given added
security that they would be promptly paid from the source of revenue on
which they were given assignments. The local agent might give written
security to the creditor that a loan would be repaid but this, almost private,
arrangement between agent and creditor would seem to indicate the inability
of the Royal Exchequer to control ±oyal finance. It is perhaps the indication
not of greater, but of lesser, security. 2 In some cases, where the assignment
had been made on the wool subsidy, the Londoners might be given half the
cocket seal. This seal was divided into two halves; one of these was held
by the two collectors and the other half by the controller of customs who
had been, originally, appointed by the King as a check upon the activities of
the collectors. It was the controller's half that was given to the citizens
as security since no wool could be legally exported before the captain of the
ship had received a licence under the cocket seal to show that the requisite
duty had been paid. If, therefore, the citizens held half the seal for the
port of London, no wool could be exported without their knowledge and so
1. See loan no.38.
2. See loan no.53.
they could collect the money owed to them as soon as it was received.1
Occasionally the Londoners were provided with even greater security,
that is, they were given security from which they could gain payment if the
tallies of assigument for some reason could not be honoured. The citizens
might be given a bond or sealed indenture whereby certain individuals
undertook to be personally responsible for the repayment of the loan.2
Alternatively the King might pledge some of his jewels or regalia which
the citizens would be entitled to sell if the loan were not repaid by the
3'
appointed date. Whether the objects pledged were ever as valuable as the
amount lent is doubtful. The Spanish sword pledged to the Londoners in
41417 was certainlymt worth £1860. Such pledges 'were an earnest of good
faith on the King's part and he appears always to have been able to save his
jewels from sale just in time. When, after 1449, the Exchequer no longer
appeared to be able to give securities for London loans, the Crown
5
increasingly had to have recourse to these more unusual forms of security.
1. See loans rtos.3, 12, 24, 26. The giving of half the cocket seal as
security for loans dates back to the reign of Edward II. See H.M. Mills,
'The Collectors of Customs' in English Government at Work s 1327-36,
vol.11, ed. W.A. Morris and J.R. Strayer (Cambridge, Llass., 1947), pp.
168-200; R.L. Baker, 'The Inglish Customs Service 1307-1343',
'iansactions of the American Philosophical Society, new series vol.LI
part vi (khiladolphia, 1961). By the fifteenth century both collectors
and the controller were appointed by the King. It is unlikely that any
part of the cocket seal was permanently in the hands of the Mayor. The
reference in Liber Albus, p.45, which misled Riley (L.B.1., p.253n.) must
refer, not to the King's cocket seal but to some civic seal which was
called by this name connected possibly with the Sheriffs (see Liber
Albus. p.121) or with the Assize of Bread. It has been suggested that
the origin of the word derives from the final words of the document on
which the seal was used, i.e. 'quo quietus est' see . Dowell, A History
of Taxation and Taxes in England, vol.1 (2nd edn., 1888), P?t?I_172...
2. See loans nos.3, 48, 58.
3. See loans nos.10, 13, 54.
4. This sword appears in lists of royal regalia in Paigrave, Ancient
Kalendars, vol.lii, PP.309, 313.
5,	 See loans nos.53. 54, 58. 59.
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We come now to one of the great problems which faces all those who try
to examine the procedure of royal borrowing in this period. It seems to be
alwost impossible to know whether a creditor received payment on a tally of
assignment or not. Since there are no private accounts, there is nothing
with which to check the Exchequer records, although the London Journals do
provide a kind of check in some cases, for corporate loans. The Receipt Roll
at the Exchequer is - as Sir Hilary Jenkinson pointed out as long ago as
1911 - 'no more than a register of tallies issued'. 1 it the form in which
the Roll is written might lead one to suppose otherwise, for example, 'X and
Y collectors of the woll subsidy in the Port of Ipswich £60' followed in the
right hand margin with the word 'pro' and the name of the person to whom
the local collector is to pay the money. Once the Exchequer clerks have,
thus, recorded the issuing of a tally for the repayment of a loan or some
other purpose, the creditor is assumed paid. There is no way of telling
from the Exchequer records whether a tally was honoured at the local level
or not. Historians have, therefore had to assume that all tallies were
'good', i.e. paid, unless proved otherwise. 2 &it this study of London loans
has shown such an assumption to be dangerous.
Sometimes the fact that a tally has not been cashed is noted in the
Receipt Rolls, but only if the creditor received a new assignment. In this
case the original entry in the Receipt Roll where the issue of the tallies
is recorded, is crossed through and the person for whom the tal' was issued
1. Sir H. Jenkinson, 'Exchequer Tallies', i-\rchaeolog$a, vol.LXII (1911),
pp.367-SO.
2. E.g. Kirby, op.clt., p.137.
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is credited with what Principal Steel called a 'fictitious loan'. The
purpose of this form of cancellation was to avoid having to alter the day
totals which had been added up when the roll was compiled. 1 The issue of new
tallies is reoorded on the current Receipt Roll. Principal Steel concluded
from his examination of the Receipt Rolls that the number and value of these
-(4
fictitious loans w& evidence not only of the financial embarrassment of the
w'I posa.We.. tø
Crown in any given period, but also th24 tr cow.ld calculate whether a man
stood high in royal favour or not i on the grounds that those who were
favoured did not have to have their tallies cancelled. This conclusion has
been questioned by Dr. Harriss who points out, most convincingly, that those
'who had their tallies cancelled were, in fact, the lucky few who could get
new assignments. The presence therefore of a fictitious loan is evidence
not f a man's disappointment but of his hope. 2
 We can, therefore, know
when tallies were not paid but for which new assignments were made. e
have no way of knowing whether other tallies were ever paid or not.
There were certain events which automatically invalidated a tally and
made its re-issue essential; one was the death of a sovereign and the other
was a change of personnel amongst the collectors which would invalidate any
tally on which the name of the old collector was written, As Dr. Harriss
has pointed out 'the rise in fictitious loans at the end of the reign of a
sovereign is not a sign of financial stability but an indication of the
degree to which the next sovereign was prepared to honour his predecessor's
debts'. In 1446 the Bishop of Carlisle who was the new Treasurer, dismissed
1. Steel, pp.cit., p.xxxiii.
2. Harriss, 'Fictitious loans', op.cit.
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one collector in every port in order to invalidate all tallies. In these
cases a royal warrant to the Treasurer was necessary to achieve a new
assignment. In order to guard against these invalidations by death or
policy, a creditor would try to get a guarantee that his tallies would be
changed if necessary.
There are thirty five corporate London loans in these sixty years which
are recorded in the Exchequer; on thirteen occasions the City was assigned
tallies, which were, subsequently, converted into 'fictitious loans'. 1
 In
two cases the new tallies suffered a similar fate and in one case - the loan
of March 1438 - the Londoners received new tallies three times. 2 The delay
involved between the receipt of money at the exchequer and the issue of new
tallies averages two years. Where the delay is longer the sums involved are
usually very small - for example a tal)y for £20 lOs.Ed. out of a loan of
£2666 13s.4d. which was issued in July 1436 was not cancelled until Li June
3
1442. The delay in the repayment of the £2000 lent in May 1421 was
occasioned by the death of Henry V. It was not until June 1425 that the
City could get a warrant for a new assignment. This was the occasion on
which the citizens were paid in cash in order that they might lend the money
again to the Crown. 4 On another occasion the force of a L ndon tally lapsed
because John Botiller had been moved from his post as collector of the wool
1. On three occasions the warrants for issues authorising new assignments
are extant, see loans nos.7, 17, 20.
2. Loans nos.2, 17, 20, 24, 25, 26, 31, 33, 39, 41 new tallies issued once;
loans nos.7, 34 new tallies issued twice, loan no.37/38 new tallies
issued thre times.
3.	 Loan no.34.
4.	 Loan no.17.
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subsidy in London and the new collector's name was not on the Londoners'
tally.1 There seem to be no sources of revenue which were more prone to
bankruptcy than others although it is interesting that when the City was
given tallies on the wool subsidy in London and in Ipswich, it was the
Ipswich tallies which were, on three occasions, converted into fictitious
loans. 2 The Londoners could exert more influence in their own City than
elsewhere.
In several cases where we know that the Londoners achieved a new
assignment in lieu of a useless tally, this was often 'bought' with a new
loan, or, looked at from the royal angle, the King had to bribe the
Londoners into providing him with a loan, by a new assignment for a still-
outstanding debt. Either way, the new assignment for useless tallies must
have been an important factor in the negotiations that preceded the granting
of a new loan by Common Council. In five cases it is possible definitely to
connect, from the Exchequer records alone, the new loan with the issue of new
3tallies for an old loan.
1. Loan no.20.	 2. Loan no.37/38.
3. Loan no.17 new assignment for £2000 on 13 June 1425
Loan no.20 new loan 	 £1000 made 13 June 1425
Loan no.25 new assignment for £2000 on 18 December 1429
Loan no.27 new loan	 £733 6s.8d. made 18 December 1429
Loan no.26 new assignment for £1846 13s.2d. on 26 April. 1429
Loan no.28 new loan	 £4820 Os.2d. made 26 April 1429
Loan no.31 new assignment for £286 13s.4d. on 16 July 1435
Loan no.33 new loan	 £2666 l2s.4d. made 3 June and 7 July 1435
Loan no.34 new assignment for £1333 Gs.8d. on 28 February 1440
Loan no.38 new loan	 £1333 6s.Bd. on 26 February 1440
om the Exchequer records, therefore, we can learn about tallies
which were not paid, but we can never learn definitely about the tallies
that remain in the Receipt Roll as paid. If a new assignment, provoking
a cancelled entry in the Receipt Roll, was the mark of royal favour, then
the uncancelled entries must hide many a disappointed creditor. The City
Journals in some cases provide us with a check upon the Exchequer records.
Such checks as the Journals may provide have been entered in the
table under the heading 'Repayment'; they are not numerous and begin with
the loan of March 1431. The main source of evidence for the repayment of
royal loans is provided by the statement of account which the Chamberlain of
the City, John Middleton, rendered to the citizens in March 1450.1 He
concluded that the King owed the citizens from various loans between the
years 1431 and 1450, the sum of £3230 l2s.4d. There is a much briefer
statement made in February 1439 when the King is in the City's debt by
£2666 L3s.4d. but in this case no details are given. 2 In the case of the
statement of arch 1450 is it possible to assume all loans not mentioned in
this account have in fact been paid by the King? There were twenty two loans
in the years 1431-1450 and the Chamberlain accounts for only five of these.
c the other hand the Chamberlain does preface his account with the words
'what loonys have be lent to oure soveraine lorde the kynge atte diverse
tymes yet beyng due to the citezeins of the said Citee unpaled' • Moreover
where we have evidence about the repayment of loans, other than those dealt
1. Jour.V f.227-228v, transcribed by M.I. Feake, p,cit., pp.169-72.
2. Jour.III f.9v.
1
satisfied.
with by the Chamberlain, it seems to indicate that the citizens had been
The Chamberlain's account reveals that on two occasions the citizens
offered the King tallies, which they had previously received, as part of a
new loan. In March 1444 the citizens succeeded in lending the King
£166 13s.4d. contained in two tallies on the customs which had been given
2
to the citizens in payment for their loan made in March 1431. In July 1444
the citizens tried to lend the king £233 13s.9d. in tallies on the clerical
tenth which they had been granted in payment of their loan of August 1442.
On this occasion the lords of the King's Council considered that the tallies
'might not ease the king our said Sovereign Lord then at his said great need',
with the result that the new loan was reduced by that amount. Clearly these
were attempts, in effect, to get new assignments for old tallies but in both
cases there is no indication in the Receipt Roll either that the tallies had
not been paid or, in the case of the first instance, that an old tally had
come back into the Exchequer in the form of a new loan. The whole sum
appears as a cash payment into the Exchequer. From a study of the Receipt
Rolls alone, however, one would have considered these two loans to have been
fully repaid. Indeed in the case of the five loans discussed by the
Chamberlain in 1450 which still remained either completely or partly unpaid
by that date, there is no hint of this in the Exchequer records and the loan
1. Loan no.4]. made in Larch 1442 (2000), £1333 6s.8d. definitely repaid by
December 1443; loan no.48 made in August 1445 (1O0), £71 lOs.Od.
definitely repaid by October 1446.
Loan no.45.
3.	 Loan no.46.
of July 1444 does not appear in the Receipt Roll at all. We know therefore
that the picture derived from the Exchequer records alone, while not being
untrue, is certainly Incomplete.
On the other hand two examples will show that the evidence from the
Journals and the Exchequer records can sometimes produce consistent accounts.
In January 1440 the Common Council demanded that as a condition of a new loan
the Iayor and Aldermen were to get a new assignment for £1333 6s.8d. which
was that part of the loan of June 1435 wtill remaining unpaid. The
assignment which the citizens received in February is specifically stated in
the Issue Roll to cover both the old loan and the new. 1 Similarly in
March 1442 Common Council stipulated that they would only lend to the King
if they could have a new assignment for the £333 6s.8d. still owing from the
loan made in February 1439. In this case the assignments for the new loan
and for the old one are separate; the assignment for the new one is to be
found in the Issue Roll in April 1442 and for the old one in June of that
2year.
There were, therefore, two ways in which the citizens might try to get
payment on old tallies. They could try to lend the tallies - as cash - to
the King and In this case the Exchequer would remain innocent of the trans-
action, or the citizens could get a new assignment and the original one would
be cancelled in the Exchequer records and a fictitious loan recorded. The
loan made to the King in March 1442 provides a good example of both these
types of transaction. The City lent to the King £2000 which was composed of
1. Loan no.39.
2. Loan no.41.
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£1333 6s.8d. in cash and £666 L3s.4d. in old tallies of 1429; but the citizens
only lent this money on condition that they received a new assignment for
the old tallies of February 1439. Both methods of tally-renewal can be
seen here. 1 Why the Londoners chose to have some tallies incorporated into
a new loan and others simply reassigned is not clear. It may be that
different policies were necessary in the case of tallies which were actually
invalid from those which were simply proving difficult to turn into money.
It may be possible to draw some conclusions from this study of corporate
London lending, for a pattern does emerge. It reveals moderate support for
the Crown until 1410, considerable support from then until 1430, moderate
support again until 1450 and decreased support in the years between 1450
and 1460.2 at against this must be set the pattern of lending by individual
Londoners and the Calais merchants in the same period. This shows consider-
able support until 1410, very little support between 1410 and 1430 and
moderate support from then until l460. When all the London lending, i.e.
corporate loans and those from the Calais merchants and individual Londoners,
1. Loan no.41.
2. Average corporate London loans per annum:-
1399-1410 £1333 6s.8d. including one gift.
1411-1420 £2402 12s.Od.
	 "
1421-1430 £2438 l9s.3d.	 "	 two gifts.
1431-1440 £1866 13s.4th 	 "	 "	 "
1441-1450 £1473 4s.5d.	 "	 four "
1451-1460 £ 566 13s.4d.
	
"	 five "
3. Averagendivithia1 and Calais loans from Londoners per annum;...
1399-1410 £5917 8s.2d.
1411-1420 £1171 ].9s.9d.
1421-1430 £ 967 6s.8d,
1431-1440 £4537 12s.Od.
1441-1450 £4236 6s.7cL
1451-1460 £3932 ].3s.Od.
'lcz -
are considered together the picture is that of the greatest support coming
in the first ten years of Lancastrian rule 1 the least support between 1411
and 1430 and moderate support continuing from then until the end of the
period. 1
 The early support for the Lancastrian dynasty is most marked.
What also emerges is that the mercantile community was less interested in the
aggressive expansionist ?olicies which marked the years 1410-1430, than in
the critical defensive measures to save Calais, Normandy and Aquitaine to
which the English government was driven in the years 1430-1460.
Dr. Fryde, and others, have argued that the business community was
becoming indifferent to the fate of the regime and had lost all trust in it.
The repeated refusals of the Londoners to lend money to Henry VI during
the last disastrous campaigns in France in 1448-1453 show this very clearly'.2
ait Is this really the case? It is true that the City refused to lend the
King money in February 1448, September 1450 and five times between IJay and
December 1453. &it the City either lent or gave the King money nine times
within this period, and individual Londoners and the Calais merchants
provided over £48,000. This is hardly a picture of failing support. There
was an unprecedented number of refusals by the Common Council to lend money
1. Average total London loans per annum:-
1399-1410 £7250 14s.lOd.
1411-1420 £3574 lls.9d.
1421-1430 £3406 3s.11d.
1431-1440 £6404 3s.4d.
1441-1450 £5769 lls.5d.
1451-1460 £4499 6s.5d.
2. E. Fryde, Cambridge Economic Histor1, vol.111, ed. M. Postan, E, Rich
and E. itiller (Cambridge, 1963), Chapter VIII, section IV iii, 'The
Royal Credit system In decline', PP.463-72.
3. See notes to loans nos.50, 54, 59.
4. See Appendix no.45
to the King during this period because there was an unprecedented number of
royal requests for loans. Aquitaine had been an English territory for nearl
three hundred years and its impending loss to the French crown produced an
acute crisis which was not only financial. 1 But London did not fail the Kin€
in this crisis. lot only is it certain that the City provided considerable
sums lent through Common Council, the merchants of the Colais staple and
privately, but these sums may be even larger. The exact amount of three of
the corporate loans is not known. 2 Moreover the last corporate London loan
to be recorded in the Exchequer is that which was made in the autumn of 14149.
From this date until the end of the reign only the Londoners' gift in 1453
is recorded. From a study, therefore, of the Exchequer evidence alone one
would conclude that the citizens had withdrawn all support for the Lancastria
crown. But because the Exchequer was no longer able, or willing, to record
loans or to issue +.allies, this does not mean that loans were not made. From
the Journals of the City of London it is clear that the City corporately
made seven gifts (L5575 Bs.8d.) and six loans (1966 13s.Lld,; size of three
loans unknown), but only one of these appears in the Exchequer records.
Moreover Journal no.6 which covers the years from 114.56 is much damaged. If
1.	 The King's desperate measures to raise money in the summer of 11453
can be seen in this writ to Arnãld Hoffeman instructing him to sell
all the goods in the King' a weigh house and to answer for the money
with all haste, 14 July 1453 P.R.O. E28/83/21; also 14. Angi.ist 1453 a
letter was sent to Nicholas Wyfold, a grocer (amongst others) asking
for a loan of £100 for the relief of the Earl of Shrewsbury, repayable
from the fifteenth due the following summer, E28/83/42 and Letters and
Papers fliustrative of the Wars of the English in France, vol.IIjju.
pp.1487-89. 13 August 1453 a further letter was sent to Wyfold reciting
tL3 earlier let+er, Eatrg that no reply had been received and ending
'Do not fail this time as you would eschew our displeasure or you will
be noted as a cause of the breach of our said army' E28/83/35. The
King also on 7 and 26 August 1453 tried to persuade the London grocers
to sell some confiscated Genoese alum and lend him their profit on the
transaction, P.P•C. VI, pp.152-54 and E28/83/16. This may explain
certain payments in the Grocers' accounts 1452-514, for boat-hire to
Westminster to speak with the King' a Council 'for the black alum',
Kingdon,	 Accounts, p.314 7.	 2.fe.Looj s.oSS4,c,t
Lj54i.
it were more complete it might reveal evidence of more considerable financial
support for Henry VI in his last years.
What is remarkable is that the City of London, both corporately and
privately, continued to support the Lancastrian regime when its credit was
abysmal, when, after 1449, Parliament had ceased to authorise the Council
to raise loans, when the Exchequer neither recorded loans nor issued tallies
and when there was virtual civil war at home. This study of London lending
leads to the conclusion that what failed in the last decade of Lancastrian
rule was, not so much the financial support from London, but rather that
branch of the government which was supposed to deal with the recording and
repayment of loans, namely the Exchequer.
CRLPTR VIII
LOION AND TB CROWN 1400-1450i A RRI 0! CONVZNNC
Whereas the two preceding obapt.r discussed sowe of the causes
of friótion between the Crown and the City during this period, in
this chapter those spheres of activity wiLl be •xanined in which the
citizens and the King acted harmoniously together, when mutual interests
could be served by sose joint enterprise. These spheres of activity
were first, the provision of troops or supplie, for the royal enterprise.
in Prance when the City Imad the opportunity to gain new market., as at
Rouen in 141.8, or te prevent the 1i. of old ones as when Cal sia was
threatened in 1 436 , 1449 and 1451; secondly, the fifing of civic
office. by royal nominees, and thirdly, the sutuous entsrtainients
provided for royal occasions, when the King gained an impressive
reception and the Londoner. could diaplq their skills and enhance
their prestige in the eyes of potential cuatoiers.
There were four occasions when, for reasons of its own, the
Ciy 1 s help for the Lancaatrian kings in their French entangtsients,
rose above the luke-warm. These occasions were Eenx'y 	 siege of
Rouen in 1418, the siege of Ca]. ate by the Duke of Burgundy in 1436,
the renew.]. of the Prenchwarand.the fall ofliouen inl449andtbe
renewed threat to Calais in 1451.
By the end of July 1418, Eenry V had taken Louviers and bad moved
on to besiege Rouen. On 10 August be wrote to the Londoners asking
the, to send victual. to the besieging troop., via Earfiour and thence
up the Seiz* to Bouen) A. a result of the King's letter proclarationa
were i8aUed in the City enjoining azrOX who wished to go to Rouen or
to the Normandy ports to report to the )Lyor who would provide them
with transport and free victual 5. A committee of Alderien was appointed
to deal with the supplies to be sent to the King and victualler. were
to noti# this committe. of the voluve of their victual and transport
would be provided. Anyone who volunteered for service in France was
to receiv. a noble for hi. provisioning. 2 At a special weeting of the
Court of Alderi,en prices were find for the ale, cups and beer to be
sent, a. we],]. as for th. carriage charges involved. 3 lthougb the
King's letter had only been sent on 10 August the Iqor was able to
reply b 8 September informing the King that the supple, wer, being
deapatched and taken to Prance by John Credy, a Sheriff's Sergeant and
John Combs, a Mayor's Sergeant.4
1. pp.l99-200.
2. Ibid., pp.197.99, 201.
3. eaoriale, pp.665.66 printed from Jour.I f.48. Ale wa. to be
iibt at o/.. a tun (200 tuna were sent), wooden cups at 4/..
the hundred (2,500 were sent), beer at ]3/4 d. the tun (300 tuna
were sent). There wer, also 30 butts of sweet wine which made
in all 515 tuna. Those who rowed the tuna to the boats were to
receive 4d. a tun; the wine—drswers who drew the wine to the docks
were to receive 3d. a tun, and th. carters of beer 4d. a tun.
4. p. 200. John Credy was sworn as a Sheriff's sergeant
9 November 1417, Jour,I f.39v.; John Combs described as one of
the Mahyor's sergeants, 16 Aarch 1417, Jour.I f.13. 11t.
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'Thes. supplies Rist have cost the City at least £522 but it is
not clear how they were paid for. There w ave been a levy in the
C ity of which no record survives, but it ema ,iost 1ik1y that the
City and suppliers shared the cost of provisioning the r(aig on the
basis of a loan. In the Brewer.? account book it 1. recorded that
the Covay was owed £125 2s.lOd. by Henry 7 for providing ale for the
King in Prance and for the Queens coronation. The Coiazy obtained
repqnent of this sum in the first year of Henry TI's reign, and each
individual supplier was scrupulously repaid. 1 There is no surviving
record of az other Compar4y being called upon to give help at this
tima nor any record of the City providing a loan with which to bi
provision..
The next occasion on which the City cama materially to tb. aid
of the Crown was in 1436 when Calsia was threatened by the Duke of
Burgundy. As early as June 1435 the Mror and Alderwen of that
town bad written to their opposite numbers in London asking thent to
use their influenc. with the King to protect Caleis from the threatened
French attacic. 2 In April 1436 Paris fell to the French and the Duke
J
of Burgundy threatened Calais. In tiiwe the King's Council diaplqed
signs of panic and at least ten 	 'were directed to the 3tqor and
1. GuitdbaU Library, ka.5440 , Brewers Account Book 1418-J.440 f.4S46v.
Tb. costs involved n obtaining repqnt of the money amounted
to £2 9s.6d. and so a small amount was deducted from th. sum wbi&'
every man received. A Brewer, William Pyne, was punished by the
Masters of the Company for failing to contribute ai tuna to those
to be sent to Henry V, Thid., f.]6-L6v,
2. 27 June 1 435,	 p.]O.
Sheriff. between 1.8 Juz and 26 July instructing them to deal with
victuals and the equipzent of troops to be sent to Calais; to freeze
the price of armaients and food in London, 2 to protect the position of
loyal Fleming. in the City 3 and, above eU, to collect an ar to
ancompa John, ar1 of Huntingdon, the Admiral of ZngIaM or Eumphrey,
Dulce of Gloucester, the Captain of Calais.4
When Gloucester sailed on 27 July 1436 his force included soldiers
and archers paid for by the City Companies. For four Companies, the
1.. 5 July 1436, L.B ILL p.205; C.C,R.i435. 4l, p.65.
2. 6 July 1436, L.B,., pp. 2054.106 ; C.C.R. 1435 .s41, pp.20-2L. In
1 415 there was a similar attempt to freeze the price of arms in
London, P.P.C. II, p.l54.
3. 21 July 1436, L.BJ., p.206, cf. writ of 28 March 1436 instructing
all natives of FLanders to ta3ce an oath of fealty to the King,
C.C.R. 1435-41, p .58.	 -
4. 18 Jui 1436, L.B.X., p.205; 17 July 1436, writ to John Barwe
to collect 6 surgeons in London to accoiupa Gloucester's expedition,
also a writ to the Mayor and Sheriffs to help his to do this,
C.CR, 1435-41, p.ZL; 21 July 1436, writ to Sheriffs instructing
them that all knights to be at Sandwich by 22 July, L.B.L, p.206;
23 July 1426, writ to Sheriffs instructing them that heister
was to be on 26 July, L.BL, pp.206-07; 26 July 1436, commissions
to various people to talca the misters of 'ien to be sent to resc
Celtic, C.P.R. l429..3, pp.611-i2. Also to this period, before
17 July 1436, must belong an undated. Council minute, P.PC. V
pp.74-75. ()ico1as dates this to 18 November 1439 but thia would
seem to be incorrect). In this minute the Council decided that if
the naive of the Captain were announced uen would more readily
enlist (the earliest reference to Gloucester as Captain of Cal. ais
iS 17 July 1436); letters were to be sent to towns to raise loans;
further loans were to be raised in the country at large; gezral
commissions were to be issd to array soldiers; Armourerm and
Bowyers in London were to be put to work; the MqQr of London was
to be put in charge of the Eings Zequires to see that they were
properly ..raed, and ien were to be forced to becoe knights
according to the Statute.
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T]ors, Goldsmiths, Brewer. and Grocers, the coats of their
contributions survive. The Tailors provided tour soldiers and six
archers at a coat of £28 7s.7d.; 1 the Goldsmiths, two spearven and
twelve archers at a coat of £34 19a.Od. ;2 the Grocers, two spears
and four archers at a coat of £1.4 ls.8d.; 3 and the Brewers gave £12 8s.Od.
to the )Lyor and Aldersen. 4 The Tailors 1
 accounts provide the moat
detailed picture of the coats of this operation. The soldiera (or
spears) mere hired at 16d. a day for 60 days, i.e. at a cost of £4
each. 0r of the soldiers provided by the Company was not a hired
professional but William Lynde, a Tailor. He, however, was only paid
40/.. for his 60 days' service but he was provided with his equipvent
which cost the Company 23/7d. Tb. six archers were each paid 40/..
for their 60 days 1 service and the provisioning of the contingent
of ten iten coat the Coir,pany 23/... After .11 this effort and expenditure,
1. 3rchant Taylors' Hall lila. A 4 Accounts i 1397-J.445, f.268-269v.,
276v. There were 22o T4lors who contributed to this levy.
2. GoLdsmiths' EaU Ma. 1518 Account Book A 133 2-1 442 f.166; lil. 1520
Account Book A 1444- 1.5L6 f,32..33. There were 128 Goldsmiths who
9ontribute& tQ thia levy.
3. Xingdon, Qncers t Aecount, f.236.
4. Brewers l Accounts; op.cit., f. 265v.-267, 267v. , 270. The
Company,also paid 3d. for a akin of parchi,ent for bills to gather
the inory to k9ep Calais from the Duke of Burgundy, f.256. There
were 213 Brewers who contributed to this levy.
5. Tailors t Accounts, op.ci., f.276v.
the tiii Gloucester reached Cala.is the siege had already been raised
t dn4 Deaufort, Count of rtain and 1 the defection of the Duke
of Burg'undy ts Pleithh levies. Gloucester, therefore, ravaged western
Flanders end brought his troops bore.
The third occasion when the City becairi involved in the fate of
the Klngts French possessions care in 1449. i En&.ish attack upon the
Bre ton town of Fougeres resulted in a rexwel of the war against Charles VII
in Jure 1449. On 13 Jux the Court of Aldermen decided that the situation
was serious enough for the City to raise its own contingent. The Mqor
and 24 other A1dern were each to provide one lanoet and two archers.
Thirty-five of the lesser Companies were assessed to provide contributions
varying fron eight archers from the Pewterers to 6/Sd. from the Netters.
Several of the smaller Companies provided cash rather then men. The
total number of troops provided by these recorded lists would be 26
lanoes and 106 archers, but the clerk has written into the Journal
that the total of lancela was 43; the total o1 archers 319.1 The
explanation of this discrepancy may perhaps be sought in the fact that
the greater Companies, whose names do not appear on this list, provided
and equipped their own contingents to join the City's coi ypaxy. This
suggestion is borz out l' an entry on the Grocers t accounts where 130
members a)ntributed £40 12s.lOd. for soldiers going to Caleis. Their
contribution comprised twenty men, four of whom were spearmen and sixteen
were archers. Moreover the Couany paid 37/2d. for bucba cloth to
1. 13 June 1449, Jour.V f.lOv.-1lv.
1/ti.
clothe their en and a1.o various aume for bting drink and. taking the
1
zater. This ixzeter was held at Dover and four Aldermen were sent to
visit the camp arid inspect the ar of the men provided by the Companies.2
By]. July John AasFely bad been appointed as Captain of the soldiers
Hred by the City and be was to receive 20 marks in wa€ee, 20 marks as
a reward and 5 marks for ariur for his horse. Before he left he
received £20 out of tbiu £30 due to him. 3 It i. clear both from the
Grocerst accounts and from the City records that this force vu raised
by the City for the defence of Ca].ai,, to ensure that this town at
least did not fall to the rapidly advancing French forcts. 4 It is
not clear how long the aru etqed at Caiaja but the Grocers' soldiers
were paid for 40 dya or six weeks.
The crisis continued tbrougout the summer and in October Eouen
was threatexd. This time the City decided to raise ney rather
than men arid to do this through the wards. The Mayor and Aldermen
between them raised £97 17s.4d. and 130 men in the twenty-five wards
produced £94 18s. But the clerk noted in the Journals that as the
town was ta]en by the French (29 October 1449), before the momey could
be used, it was repaid to the individuals who bad lent it, 5 The City's
continuing anxiety can be seen in th. decision to grant the King half a
fifteenth for the defence of Celais in November.6
1. Kingdon, Grocerst Accounts, f.301, 307.
2. Jour.V f.12v.	 -	 3. Jour.V f.12v.
4. Iingdon, Grocers' Account., f.301, where th, list of payments is headed
'Soldier, going Cal ais'. The wzdit of the City's s.ccounta refers to
eqldier. sent for the detence of Celaie t , Jour.V t.105v.
5. Jour.T f.20-24v.
6. 26 November 1449, Jour.V f.26v.
The fourth and ].aet occasion in thi. period when tbs City actively
helped the 1Cing in Prance was in July 1451. when Cslais was again
threatened. Letter. from Calais were read and the Mqor, Aldeiimn and
Common Council granted one and a half fifteenth. tobe levied as
quickly as possible. Tb. writs were sent out on 15 July and the money
was to be at the Guildhall r 19 July. A captain, Sir Tbop as Pynd.rn,
was chosen to lead the City's troops to Calais and a committee of two
Aldermen and nine Common Councilmen was appointed to deal with receiving
the money, hiring the mercenaries and omnia alia faciendum, rinistrandwn,
et providendum in prsemiasis prout ii. relius 'idebitur. 1 By 16 August
Sir Thomaa Pyndern had sailed in a ahip called the James of Calice with
200 in, 29 shipmen and a groom and be had been paid £3 5s.Od. l Lord
Beauchamp for his travelling expenses. 2 it is not clear 1tow long this
force rema.ired at Ca].aia. 3 The City'.accounta were audited in March 1453
when two Coemon Council ren were appointed for the purpose. ilien it was
decided in September of that year that Pyndern should receive a reward
of £10 it was revealed that there was not that rnacb money lett. 4 William
Bulyn agreed to make up the necessary sum and to be repaid later.
1. 15 July 1451, Jour.V f.58v.; Assessment to bring in £945 l3s.0d.,
Jourj f.59.
	
-
2. P.PC, VI, p.113. TC- ?. (s . S . tD .ç ni r., t.f-w"o
3. Pyndern had been appointed Captain of Guisnes 22 February 1452,
see C.PR. 1446-52, p.525.
4. Peter Ca]cot. and Ralph Verney appointed 5 March 1453, and results
of audit sadepublic 24 September 1453, Jour,V f.105v. , 121v. There
is a rather puzzling reference to this levy on 5 31ay 1455 when a new
committe. was appointed to audit, among other things, the account
dealing with money for the defence of Calais and Sir Thomas Pyndern.
The sums mentioned, however, were a half and a quarter fifteenth,
whereas in 145]. it bad been one and a half fifteenth. which were
agreed upon, Jour.? f.240v.
When the extent and expense of the Lancastrian mitl!ent in
France is considered, the London contribution on these four occasions,
can be seen to be conparatively smell. But it is notabi. that when
the Londoxrs were really concerd about events in France, they
chose to send a continnt under their own captain and under their own
financial control, rather than simply to vote a loan or gift to the
Ring. Moreover when the City oboe, to becoze involved to the extent
of sending either supplies or men, they did so efficiently and rapidly
in marked contrast to the efforts of the Council. The protection of
CaL ais remairEd, understandably, the Londonera 1 chief concern throughout
the period.
As the Lancastrian finance. woreensd and the Crown lands eranJc,
it became icesaary to reward royal servants in mew wqs. Royal
influence was brought to bear upon the citizens as a whole, or upon
certain Companies, in order that they might enfranchise cone royal
servant or, even nre desirable, grant hint a City office. Although
th. first such reueets to the Coinnxrn Council appear in 1437 a similar
practice bad been in operation in the Tailors' Compaz since the beginning
of the century. Between 1404 and 1442 at least fourteen men were wade
free of the Company ox became member. of the livery at the reqst of
the King, the Queen or the Dukes of Clarence, Bedford or Gloucester
all of whom were themselves members of the livery.1 Theas men were
1. Tailors' Accounts, op.cit., i f.22v., 73v., 81v, 89v., 94v., 101, l5O,,
26 5v1, 31.5v., 341.
usually admitted without pqixig the customary entry fine of 20/..
end their iieinberehip of the Compai could be of considerable bex*fit
to them. Not only were they entitled to partake in the feast. and
festivities of the Compai hut they could enjoythe privileges of City
freeman. In return the Compax hoped thus, to win the favour of highly
placed and influential people.
Since the royal charter of 1319 the City Corpaxxiae had controlled
entries to the freedom for a man could not be made free of the City
unless he were presented by the Company in which he wished to be
enfranchlaed. It appears, however, that by the mid.-fffteenth century
it had becore ouetomexy for the King to request the Common Council to
enfranchise & royal servant and then a suitable Compax' would be
persuaded to adopt him. For example, in November 1437 Thomas Brown
of the royal larder and John Zlyngham one of the King'. valets were
admitted as freeman by the Common Council in the misteries of Chendlers
and Pinnera respectively at the Kingt s request and without paying a fine.2
Further such enfranebisemanta at the royal request followed in 1440
(William Bowler), 3 1448 (William Ludlowe and John Torka, royal sergeants,
in mistery of Bakers and again Thomas Liprey in miatery of Bakers) ,4
1.449 (lexander Doner), 5
 1.452 (Jamas Fa1.1.eran, a Lombard, in Draper.'
1. See Chapter
2. November L437; Jour.ItL f'188.
3. 4 November 1440; Jouz.IU f.65.
4. 18, 22 November 1448, Joua'.Y (.2.
5. 15 September' 1449, Jou±.Y t.14v.
ColPanY, but it was decided that be øhould p £20); 1 1455 (Ro€er
Xicbfia1d, p5j( /..)2 and 1460 (Mr. ViUiaa Gorxy, in Phinera'
Coip5zW).3
Royal intervention was not alwya aimed at rewarding royal servants.
In December 1438 Richard de is Felde was dismissed from his office as
&lIl.DVI
clerk to the T,wn Clerk because be bad married Zleanor Waldern the
orphan daughter of the former 3Lror Will i. Walden, without permission.
In October 1439 the King sent a letter on Feldee behalf asking that
he should be reinstated, but the Court of Aldermen refused on the
grounds that it would be prejudicial to the City to do so. 4 The King
accepted their decision.
But the attempts at royal intervention and patronage which were
such a inar]d feature of sixteenth century London government, were only
just beginning. In Ma)r 1 440 Robert Watsono was granted the office of
collector of the Lonon Bridge rents, at the King's request. 5 The
office of Water-bailiff seems to have been particularly subject to
external influence. In 1431 John Boughton was appointed at the instigation
of the Du] of Gloucester and when the King, in 1445, provided in some
way for oughton, be expected hi. candidate'Wi11iaa Yeyse, to receive
the office in Roughton's place. The City coçlied with this request.6
1. 17 October, 17 December 1452, Jour.Y f.90, 93v.
2. 19 February 1455, Jour.V f.223.	 -
3. 17 )aoh146O, adaitted at the instance, not of the King, but of
tbe,Kine's secretary, lLr. Thotas 3Cafl?yflg, Jour.VI f.206v.
4. 5 December 1438, 17 October, 20 October 1439, Jour.III f.160, 25, 25v.
e5 LSB.K,, pp.222-23. Felde later received hia wife's property in
January 1445.
5. 13 M y 1440, L. Bt , p.238.
6. jour.IV t.59v., LIBL, pp
.133, 302.
-03, See Chapter II, p.
bore crucial, perhaps, was the King's attezpt to force the hands of the
citizens in their choice of Mayor in October 1444. The King rrot
on behalf of William Eatfeld. but the citizens, while admitting that
he was well suited to be Mayor, firdy stated that he was not eligibLe
since he bad filled the office within the last seven years, and. they
prooeeded to elect Eenry Prowyk. 1 It was probably the inpendtng arrival
of the w Queen and the xceaaary entertainenta which led Eem7 VI
thus to intervez in the City's choice of Mayor. Moreover it was not
only the King and queen who interfered in City appointnta in this
way. John Jeetercotes, a Sheriff t e eerjeant was, in Septembe:r 1439,
banned from holding civic office in future, and. lost his freedom.
Less than a year later, however, at the instance of the Earl of Suffolk,
he was restored to his freedom, and possibly also to his office.2
An in3ependent spirit on the part of the citizens was shown in
1 450 when they rejected the Queen's request to reinstate Alexander
Manning as Warden of Newgate prison3 and again in 1453 when, in spite
of another letter froa the uaen asking that the office of Comron
1. L.BL, pp.301-02.
2. 23 September 1439, 29 July 1440, Jour.III f.22v., 5L, 129v. The
canae of his dismissal is not clear although it may have bad
sovetbing to do with the case of Elizabeth Peynton, Cal.P. and M.
1 437-51, pp.14-15.
3. Jour.IT f.172, JourJ f.16, 48, 51.. Letter from queen Margaretprinted in Letters of Queen Margaret of Anjou Bisho p Beekinto
and others,. ed. Cecil ionro (Caaden Series, voL .LUUI, 1863),jl61-o3: See Chapto; II, p. 9.
Sexjeant ehould be given to William Cole, e]dlled 1.n law, tbe Xyor,
A1dern and Co yironalty elected instead Thomas Ursevyk.1
Similarly the Lingt a request that his servant John Aungewyn ahould
be Con Serjeant in February 1460 was refused and John Asahe was
appointed. 2 oreover it was not only these Lanoastrian requests which
were refused. Although B.ogez' Spicez who bad been To Clerk since
1446 was dismissed in August 146]. for offence. against Rdward IV, the
iw King's request that the office should be given to Robert Osbarn
was rejected and William Duntborx was elected in October. 3 Apart,
therefore, from oi appointient to the office of rent collector and
two appointl!ents of Water bailiffs, the City successfully resisted
'O
intervention in its choice of important offices such as Myor, sawn
Clerk and Com!,on Serje ant. But that the practices of eugsting en
for offices within the City was growing, cannot be doubted. It
troubled the City Coipaniea also and, in June 1461, the Mercara'
Coepa made it an offence to suggest to highly placed lords or ladies
that they ahould petition on behalf of individual a for the offices
of Silk Weigher or Cov'ipary Clerk. The Company noted that this had
becoe a frequent practice which ist be stopped.4
1. 19, 27 June 1453, Jour.V f.112v., 113v.
2. 27, 28 Pebruary 1460, Jour.VI f.203..203'v.
3. 5 August, 25 September, October 1461, Jour.VI f.46, 22v., 7v.
4. ercers1 Ball, 1e. Laws and Ancient 0rinances of the Coa'W,
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The third wy in which the King depended upon the assistance end
co-operation of the City was in the matter of state entertain"ents
for visiting sovereigns or fox royal occasions. Royal. coronationa,
marriage. and tuxral a could be expensive occasions for the citizens
but rw ICings and ueena bad to be cultivated as potential patrons and
custoiers. By the diaplys and. massed welcoma. not only the City as
a who].e, but individual Companies, hoped to attract royal notice and
patronage.
Then Benry IV was crowned both the Grocers and Tailors provided
minstrel. to enliven the occasion and, in the following year when
Benry married Joanna of Brittar the Grocers paid out over £90 for
new liverie, and in other expenses. 1 The Tailors confined their
efforts to providing musicians so that their costs were considerably
1.e. and the whole affair must have been somawhat muted compared with
the City's later efforts. 2 In this year also the 3rcer. provided
minstrel, to maet the King on hi. return from Yale., perhaps to cheer
)iii after his abortive efforts there. 3 Also in this year the rperor
of Constantinople care to Xugt end and .ty.d for soe tire at the
house of St. John in Smithfield; be was received by minstrels provided
by the Meroer. 1 Compar. 4 Moreover when Eeni returned victorious
1. Kingdon, Grocer.' Acount i, f.83, the 7 *inatrela coat 48/4d.
Tailors' Accounte,op.oit, i, f.7, te minstrels coat 33/4d. and
their drink and hood. 6/9d. Llngdon, Grocers 1 Acount, i, f.89, 91.
2. Tailors' Accounts, p.cit., 1, f.16v., the Compax provided 4 minstrel.
1 clariorior, 2 trumpetera and gave them hood. and drink at a total
coat of £3 lO..3d. See eat Chron., p.85.
3. Mercera Ball, Account. 1347 .J.464 f.32v., the minstrels cost 41/lad.
Two iren'were fined 3/4d. each for failing to maet the 1:lii€.
4. Iroer.' Account.,	 f.32'v., the minstrels coat 40/4&.
3 e Vitellius A IVL p.267.
after the battl, of Shrewebury against the Percys he was iet
	
the
Mayor and delegates from the different Coipanies.
When Henry IV died in 141.3 en of the misterie. of laxchandl,rs
and Paintera i,,ade his hearse and the citizens escorted the body to
Canterbury. 2 Henry V chose to be crowned not three ieeka after his
father's death and this zay explain the eoi,ewhat ea
€re preparations
which were nade for this event in the City. Certainly the Col!lpanlas
spent coarativ.1y little, although the Barley chronicler records
that Henry was net and escorted to the Tower 1r the sen of London,
and the Bridge Masters were allowed £9 14s.lOd. in their account for
staining and painting a giant with oikj and singers on London Bridge
'prepared for the coming of the King at his coronation'.3 But the
King on arriving in the City a nnth after his victory at Agincourt
in 141.5 was received with a great procession, the segnificence of
which was celebrated t John Lydgate in a cunbersone poem. 4 The Bridge
was decorated with the figures of a giant, to teach Frenobnen curtey',
St. George, an antelope and a lion and mai singing angels, all of which
1. Kingdon, Grocer Accounts, i, f.96.
2. 25 May 1.413, C.P.R. 14].3-l6, p.64.
3. Tbe'Drapers spent 8/-. on horses and livery for their beadle when
they rode to nest the new King and the Dowager Qieen ,Joanna,
Johnson, Drapere Accounts, i, p.286. The 3rcera spent a tota1.
of £3 l6s.2frd. on expenses for the coronation,	 cers' Accounts,
pp.clt., f.98v. The Grocers spent £4 2s.7d. on minstrels for the
occasion, Kingdon, 5rocera' Accounts, i, f.UO. G.R.O. Bridge
House Accounts, Paynents, yo..II, 1412-21, f.26. Harley 565, p.95.
4. For Lydgate's po.i, see Barley 565, pp.216-33.
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coit the Bridge Masters £18 12s.11d. 1 There were further tableaux
at the Tower in Cornhill, and at the Cross in Cheapside. 2 So
chroniclers record aleo that the Xing was presented with two golden
basins contAining £1000 although there is no trace of such a aunt
being collected in the City at this tiie. 5 The only Compaxy which is
I
recorded as having contributed towards theee feativitiss is the Grocers
A
who paid minstrels to nntet the flrig on his coining out of Prance.TM
In 1416 the Zinperor Sigisintind was expected to visit Henry V to
cenent the anti.rencb alliance. In April the Council made arrangeitente
for his reception and the Mayor, A1dern and good man of London were
instructed to assemble at Iac]cheath to iteet the Kmperor. 5 Sigiaimm&
arrived at Dover on 4 May and reached London two days later when, as
the author of the Great Chronicle points out, at the King ts oontmand he
was escorted from BLac]cheatb to St. Thomas' watering place by the Mayor
and cozra of London. Here Henry net bj and conducted hint through
the City to Westminster. 6
 The mperor cane accompanied by a large retinue,
which, together with the lords, Icnighta and. esquires aunmord by Henry,
converged on the City and precautions had to be taken to keep the pea ce
and to atabil ise the price of food.7
1. Bridge House Accoimt g , jp.cit., ii, f.171.
2. Great Chron., pp.93-94; Gilee Chron., pp.53-60.
3. ! 1ev 565., p.103;	 , p.312; Stow Anri&.e, p.351.. The chroniclers
mej be confusing the gifta made to the King in 1421.
4. Kingdon, Grocers' Account g , j , f.115. The minstrels cost £2 18a.7d.
5. II, pp.195-94.
6. Gzat Chron., p. 94; !1ey 55, p.103; C1eoatra C I!, PP.125-26.
7. pp.miii, 158, 160-61 and n.2, sxviii.
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The next occasion on which the City staged an elaborate diap1y
was in 1421 when Henry's new Queen, Katherine of France arrived in
ngland to be crowned, The King and Queen arrived together at Dover
on February 2nd and then Henry came alone to London and was met by a
band of minstrel a and greeted by a giant t a he ad p1 aced on the Bridge
especially for the purpose. 1 Katherine arrived on February 22nd and
was met by the ror and A1dern and the crafts all wearing white
gowns with red hoods with the emblem of each craft embroidered on the
gowns. The Grocers bad paid £13 6s.8d. to have 94 gowns so embroidered.2
Both this Company and the Brewers contributed to the coats of the
festivitisa on this occasion and on the following de1y when the Queen,
having spent the night at the Tower, was conducted through the City.
there were malw pageants, houses were hung with tapeatries, and the
conduits ran with wine to delight her on the wy to her coronation.
The Brtdije Masters had paid. for eight pairs of singing angels, an
iaage of St. Petronella aM 5 torches for the Bridge Chapel. 3 The
Comn Council had decided that the City should give the new Queen,
during her overnight star at the Tower, a pair of basins and 1000 warks.4
1. Bridge House Accounts, op.cit., ii, f.457. The gi&nt ts bead cost 18d.
2. Kingdon, Accounts, 1, 1.136; Accountø, op.cit.,
1.46 46v. L.B.I.,,pp.250-51; Great Chron., p.15; Continuation D
of Brzt, 4a, pp.425-27.
3 • Bridge House Accounts, op • cit., 1 2d. for bre ad. and wine for the
Chapel, 1.468; 6/8d. to IsabeUe Beauchamp for conducting the
eight pairs of angela, 1.476; 2/. for the image of St. Petronilla
1.480; 52/5d. for torches for the Chapel on several occasions, f.496.
4. 7 Februa y 1421, Jour.I f. 87, 88.
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But the gaiety and hope which surrounded these events was soon
to be frustrated by the death of Eenry V on 3]. Au€ust 1422. The rwa
reached the City on 1 October and the cexeioniea surrounding the election
of the }ia1yor were suitably aited.1 On the day of the Mayort a riding
to Westiinater to tai the o&th, the crafts which acoo!')anied him wore
only black or russet gowns and went by barge without minstrels. 2 On
that day it was decided that the crafts should provide 200 torches for
the Kingt
 a funeral and the torchbearera were all to wear white. The
Brewers paid 5L/9d. for the eight torches which they provided and a
further 3d. a day to each of the bearers. The Grocers paid 39/6d.
for their quota of torches. 3 It is clear that the Mayor, Sheriffs,
AJ.dern, Common Councilin and crafts of London provided the principal
group of mourners who accompanied the coffin from Southwark to St. Paul's
on 5 November aM from St. Paul. t a to the Abbey on the following day.
In each ward from St. Magnus at the Bridge to Temple Bar through which
the cata.fatque passed, every householder bad provided a servant holding
a torch at his door.4 Moreover on the anniversary of Eerzry Vs death
aU the Companies sent torobbearera to the celebration of the King's obit.5
1. L.BI., p.270. Brewerst Accounts, op.oit., f.71.-72.
2. Cpntinuation Z of Brut,Brie, p.449.
3. Brewers' Accounts, op.cit,, f.71..72. The Compwy's total expenditure
was 5L/9d, for the torches and 4/... for the bearers, but they wereable
to sell their torch ends for 28/.. which reduced tbei total outlay
to 37/9d. Kingdon, Grocerst Accounts, i, f.149.
4. Brewers' Accounts, op.cit.,f71-72; Lon,gl.eat Ms. p.l00; Continuation
E of Brut, Brie, p.449.
5. See the accounts of the Brewers', Mercera', Carpenters' and Grocerat
paaaim.
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When Benry VI was crowned in England in November 1429, the
M ror end &ldersen, dressed in scarlet, accoian1ed the oux1g King fron,
the Tower to Westminster. 1 But his reception on eturniiig from hia
French coronation .bich took place in December 1431 was considerabl.y
rore splendid. John Lydgate again wrote a poem and another account of
the King's reception was preserved by John Carpenter the Coi,mon Clerk.2
The d - 20 February 1432 - began early when the City'. deputation
,yet the King at Blackheath with a. speech of wel coivet 'Thanka be to God
in all hi. gifts that we see you in such good quarter 1 . Together they
then rode to Deptford where the City Rectors, curatee and secular
ehaplaina joixd the procession. Thus assembled they crossed the
bridge and rode through the City with it. elaborate pageants at the
accuatoned places, including a. tableaux of three virgins drawing up
the waters of ivercy, grace and pity from three well a this being a pun
on the nane of the Mor, John Wells. It mey be that on this occasion
the King dined a.t Tailors 1 E511. 3 The procession then ivved on to an
elaborate welcone and service at St. Paul'e and the King finally ended
the long dy at Westminster Palace. On the following Saturday,
23 February, the Myor and A1deran visited the palace and. presented
the King with £1000 in a. gold casket. The City bad had difficulty in
1, Kingdon, Grocers t Accounts, ii, f. 204. The author of Continuation E
of the Brut sayatiat the Tower was full, of angels, the conduits
in Cheap were decorated and ran with red and white wine, Brie, p. 45L.
2. For Carpenter'. account see ,B.L, p.13 8; for lydgate'. poem see
Great C1ron. ,pp.l567O; a further independent acoount,.ia to be
found in Continuation P of Brut, Br, pp.461-&5.
3. Tailors' Accounts, p.cit., inc].ude for the year 1431-32 expenses
yeataM d.rink for tTIi King, 29/118., f.229.
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raising the zzy for this reception and gift and although Common
Council had authorized a poll tax to p for the gift, the Chamberlain
John Bederenden, bad bad to provide the moray for the reception out of
bie own puree on the security of the issues of the Common Beam. 1 But
the City's splendid reception for Henry VI was not forgotten tC the
King for when be wrote to the Goldsmiths t Compaxq twelve years later
aa]cing tile Co,rpazy to greet bia rw Queen in an bonourable fashion, he
thanked them for receiving him so well on his return from Paris.2
Henry was betrothed to Margaret of Lnjou in Mq 1444, and in
August the City began to consider the reception which should be provided
for her4 The problem of the liveries to be worn proved to be a ved oz.
In August it was decided that white gowns with red hoode would be
aikitable since this would 'inbolize virgin purity as well as being tle
ancient colours of tile City; this was subsequently altered to blue
gowns with red hoods and. in November plain red liveries were decided
upon, without devices. 3 Tile Chamberlain was to bt the material in
bulk and divide it among the different Companies. These were to be
assessed to provide a total of 2000 marks £1000 as a gift to the
King and 500 marks for tile decorations in tile City which tile Chamberl sin
was to supervise. Tile raising of this moiy clearly presented prob1.em
for, in October, it
	
decided that tile A1derten should collect it
t wards.4 9n 6 November tile King wrote to the City and his letter
1. 9 January 1432, L.B.K., pp.129-30.
2. L3. Prideaux, )ir1a],e of the Goldsmjth8 t Cope, vol.1 (1896) p.21..
3. 6 Auguet, 26, 27 August, 20 November 1444,Jour.IV f.38-.38v.,
39v.-40, 52.
4. 13 October, 10,11 November 1444, Jour.IV f.44, 49'.
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on this occasion mq well have been similar to that sent to tie
Goldsmiths on 26 November in which they were aakmd to receive the
Qjeen honourably.1
The civic preparations continued. In January 1445 committees were
appointed to receive the morey voted for the decoration of tie city.2
3kreover the coapiler of the City's Journal, was given the task of
drafting an address of welcolTe to tie Queen and two of hia attempts
survive al. though he doe a not seem to have got beyond the first line.'
On 9 AprIl Margaret finally crossed the channel and the City's
preparations took on a note of urenc. Certain &l.derwen were found
to be too infirm to ride to 1?eet her so tie numbers of .&lderien were
to be made up to twenty-four 1 r including those commoners who had
served as Sheriffs. 4 The Court of &1deren decided that the Xeroera
alone should provide the inatrel a to head the procession to teet the
icing. 5 Although no mention of this is preserved in the Mercers t accounts,
fro* two' other Companies there survive detailed accounts of their
preparations for the Queen's arrival. The Goldsmiths decided upon a
zpon a very ornate livery for their members which should include silver
1. 6 Boveinber 1444, Jour.IV f.48v.
2. 7, 28 January 1445, Jour.IV f. 57, 60v.
3, Jour.IV f.229. The two remaining drafts are 'Right gracious lady,
as welcome ye be to this City of London as one ... queen or princess
before these dqat and R1gt glorious princess and gracious and
at benign 1ady.
4. 12 April 1.445, J'our.IT f.74v.
5. 27 April 1445, Jour.IV f.76.
bairdricka and black hoods for apprentices decorated with beaten
gol dstnitba t
 work.1 The Tail ore t
 Company re oe ive d a total of £17 7s.
in fiue. from 39 neinbere and 97 yeoman tail ore wh failed to ride to
iset the Queen. Out of this moray the Compar' probably provided its
livery. But moze than £3 was spent by the Wardens in their labours
over the device to be used on the livery, in the cost of assessing
ierbera t contributions, in their daily labour over the matter at the
Company hail for three nrnths and for fuel to keep them warm as they
worI d. A mantle of silver was fashioned for the sleeve, of the gowns
of the Master and the four Wardena which cost 25/5d. hut this expense
was disaUoied. Similarly the Wardens were not allowed to claim
compensation for their daily labours and their lose of business while
attending to this matter for the Coppany.2
In May the Aldern took precautions to preserve the peace, the
images i the chapel on the Bridge were repainted and gravel was bought
to scatter on the Bridge to prevent the great numbers of horses from
slipping. 3
 On 28 May Alargaret finally arrived after nine months of
preparations. According to the author of the Great Chronicle all the
1. Goldanitha t Accounts, op. cit., ii, f.1143. Those who could not,
or did not4itend to, ride agreed to pay the costa of the minstrels.
86 neinbera of the Company appear to have preferred to pay rather
than be present in person and their contributions amounted to
£23 19s.4d., although over £9 of this was not paid. The Wardens
'were not allowed in their account, £5 which they bad spent on gowns,
hoods and other things bought for the Queen's cowing.
2. Tailors' Accounts, op.cit., f.387-387v., 398v.
3. The A1darmen were to be arimed against riots, 13 May 1445, Jour.IT
t.77v.; 30 loads of gravel cost ]2/6d., Bridge EQuae Accounts,
op.C., iv, f.4L, 430w.
	 -
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citizens wore gowns of brown-blue, with the Compaq devices embroidered
on them and. each bad. a red hood.. There were the usual City diaplo
which the chronicler does not describe since they were lare1y the
as those in 1432.1 The Queen spent the night at the Tower aM.
then rode through the City to her coronation on the following dy. She
iust have made a splendid sight, drawn by two horses in a carriage made
of cloth of gold, with a canopy of the aa aw-4 over bar head and.
borie by four knights. Margaret herself was dressed in damask, powdered
with gold, and her hair, on which sat a coronet of gold. and pearls,
was combed down onto her shoulders. 2 The citizens and knights who
accompanied her to St. Paul a and. thence to Westminster st have been
greatly impressed bi this specivien of French magnificence.
The City's efforts did not pass unnoticed and Suffolk and other
lords cane in person to the Court of Alderman to thank them on the
King's behalf for their good stures and max r expenses on the arrival
and coronation of the Qeen. 3 The Coi',mon Council thaniced the Mqor
and each Alderman for their notable efforts in this direction and the Mor
eM Alderman in their turn rewarded Richard Power, the Mqor's Swordbearer,
for bia services in connection with the Queen's coronation. 4 Berzry
Frowyk, the Mor, subsequently received £20 for his expenses and coats
at this tima'5
1. Great Chron., p .178 ; Bale, pp.11920.
2. Continuation P of Brut, Bra, pp.488-90.
3. 7 June 1445, Jour.IV f.79.
4. 18 June 1445, Jour.IV f.81v.; 26 Auguat 1446, L.B,L, p.314.
5. 9 Septembe' 1448, Jour.IV f227. Thia pqmant was not to be tacen
as a precedent.
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Thi3 is tbe 1 sat occasion on which tbe entertainiient provided
tbe City can be considered as a-po1itice.l. 4though the L1deien
rode to ieet the King and Qten separately and together at different
tiiea after 1 450 , theas occasions becaTle part of the fabric of the
etruge for power which marks the decade 1450-60.
'/11.
CBAPPER 11
LOTh0N A1D Th IV0LT OP JACK CA!E fl 1450
Because the revolt of Jacic Cade in Juz and July 1450 was
eucces8ful, the City of London became involved. But it was only the
appearance of the rebel ar' at BLackheath twice in two weeks,
which brought to a head some rebellious and discontented feelings
within the City itself. Without Cede and the Kentish diacontente,
however, there would have been no revolt in London.
There bad been friction between the City and the King over
such things as the use and abuse of the sanctuary at St. Martin's,
the privileges granted to foreign merchants and the granting of royal
monopolies to the distributive trades. But this sort of friction
was neither novel nor serious. There had also been friction within
the City between different claaeeez between the ruling merchants and
the artisans. This had, perhaps, reached a greater intensity of
late but it bad been controlled and subdued. But there was nothing
anti-governmental about this artisan protest; indeed the King was
looked upon as a source of justice and power. These tensions were
not the stuff of which successful risings are born, but they provided
useful pockets of discontent on which the rising could feed.
There are, perhaps, straws in the wind which show that London,
like the rest of the country, was uneasy. In 1446 John David accused
his master, an armourer named Will iai* Catour, of treason and killed
.lyt.
1	 Sc..krhim in combat. Also in this year the bastard son of Lord Seato-a
was slain in Pleet Street and the City took precaution. to keep
careful watch with men at	 In 1447 the death of Gloucester
and the subsequent trial in London of five of his servants, with their
dramatic pardon as they were hanging at Tyburn, cause ci uxrest and
engendered mistrust in the policies and methods of the goverznent.
One of thos. who nearly died was Richard Jedeham, a London Mercer
and this may have helped to arouse posthumous eympatl' for Gloucester
anti his supposed •cauae. 3 It cannot have improved the situation,
that it was the Marquis of Suffolk who arrived with the last minute
pardon. 4 In the winter of 1447-8 the Thames flooded at Dartford
and north of tie river in Laaex so that tmeadowa and houses and
chapels were overwhelmed with no hope of recovery. 5 In Laster week 1449
1 • Great Chron., p.1 78 states that Catour was overcome because his
neighbours gave bin wine to drink. David was later taken for riot
and miarule and hanged at Tyburn, Julius B I p.135; Rawlineon B 355
p.104;
	
gory, p.187. Catour was warden of the miatery of
irmourers in 1445 and was involved in a dispute with the Master
0f t Compazy, CS1.P. antiM. 1437-57, p.77. £.PC. Vt
2. Bale p.120. 20 April. 1450, Common Council decided that the Sheriffs
bou.ld receive the fines arising from the udgmenta in tie trial, of
the servants of Lord Scales and Thomas (?) Daniel who bad caused an
affray in the City, Jour.V f.34.
3, Richard Nedebari in 1444 married Joanna/Alice, the widow of John
Kyng, Tailor, L.B.L, p.300. In 1444f5,be was described as twith
my Lady of Gloucester' and as such was enrolled in tie livery
of tie Tailors' Company, Merchant Tailors 1
 Ball, Accounte i f.388.
Be was *uditorof London Bridge in 1455/6 and Sheriff 1458/9,
L.B.L, pp.370, 381, 395. Be was Warden of his Company 14512,
1457-8, 146Q-l. M.P. for the City in 1460. Last reference to
him is in 1464. His pardon dated 14 July 1447, C.P,R. 1446-52,
pp.68, 112. One of his step-eons was a scholar at Eton, posijy
through the patronage of the tlearned t Duke of Gloucester, ibi,
p.6]. See Wedgirood, Biographies, pp.624-5.
(footnotes 4 and 5 at foot of next page)
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William Turver a Fleiniøb tailor, aided and abetted by anot}:er Fleming
called Peter Spygger caused chaos during the muster of troops at
Mile End, Be was believed to be an agent for the Duke of Burgundy,
but clearly be was much too uxieubtle to be of az use to the Duke.
Part of the long indictment declares that he shouted in F].e!aish 'ye
shall, drink a hundred no1Les of (out of?) King Henry's head of
Windsor, ere St. Georges day next coming'.1 Such activities, while
not seriously threatening the realm, helped to foster a sense of
grievance against all foreigners, which was always present in London
and upon which Cade played.
The arrest and trial of Suffolk under the shadow of the Xings
obvious favour towards him, caused unrest and there were risings in
Oxford, Suffolk and Kent in February 1450. 2 In the last county
the rising was led by Thomas Cheyzy, alias Bluebeard, and. was promptly
put down by the eirgetio activities of the Mayor and other officials
1. P.LO. KB9/263/85. Turver was said to have taken refuge at the
house of Wilhian Tenvey, called Herteshorn, in St. Mary Matfelon
pariah, and later at the house of Adrian Glaayer, a Dutcbi*an. The
indictment was made at Westminster, 2 August 1449. The Kingts
Council was concerrd about the molesting of Dutchnen and Pleminge
and instructed the Mayor and Sheriffs to prevent this pereecutinn,
U. Jure 1449, P.P.C. VI, pp.74-75.
2. P.P.C. VI, p.90.
(footnotes continued from previous pe)
4. Stow, Annal.ee, p.386 states that the pardon was obtained at tie
intercaaion of Gilbert Worthington, Parson of St. Andrew's
Bolbourn. Worthington died this year.
5. Rawllnson B 355 p.105; Julius B I, p.135; Bale, p.12a; Lentheth 3Q6,
p.66; Vitellius P XII, pIWwkere the author states that in the
following year grain was expensive.
of Canterbury; the town was subsequently rewarded with a new charter.1
The virtual royal pardon of Suffolic in March 1450 caused rioting
in London and it was necessary to send writs to the Sheriffs of
London and Middlesex, Kent, Surrey and Su8aex declaring that noone
was to carry	 2]. March, John Framxnesley ot Ramsey, a London
vintner was arrested for declaring in English in the pariah of
St. Lawrence Dowgate 'By this town, by this town, for this array,
the King shall lose his crown'. 3 In April the posting of ae&itious
bills in the City had to be prevented4 and in May aore attempt at
pacification was necessary. Clearly Sir Eumpbrey Stafford and others
who bad been sent to Oxfordsbire in February to put down the incipient
rebellion there bad been a source of grievance to tie local inhabitants
1. For chronicle accounts of Bluebeardt s rising see Bale, p.125;
Stow, Annalee, p.387; reat_Chron, p.181; T.C.D. Ms.E.5.10 f.166.
C1ey's bead and quarter were subsequently despatched to
Canterbury, London, Norwich and the Cinque ports with great
difficulty by the Sheriffs of London tfor and by cause that
unnstb azr personea durste nor wolde taI upon ham the caridge
of the eeyd bed and quarters for doute of her lyves P.P.C. TI,p.107.
For the part played by Canterbury in suppressing tie revolt see
E.M.C. IX Appendix (1883) pp.140, 167-68.
2. C.C.R._A447!!54, p.182; Bal, p.127; William of Worcester, p.765.
3. 23 March 1450, Thomas Chalton, Mayor, commissioned to examine
a].]. the treasona of John Frwaineeley, late vintner, C.P.R,1446-52,
p.320. .E0. 1059/73 whole file devoted to findings of this
commission. Bale, p.129 is tie only chronicler to notice this
event, and statea that one John Ramsey, the servant of a vintner,
was hanged, drawn and quartered for declaring ondon sJ2aZl put
tie King from his crown'. 30 March 1450 Yrammesley was condemned
to be banged at Tyburn and his quarters to be sent to Stamford,
Winchester, Newbury and Coventry, P.LO. 1.89/73/1. This securely
identifies Franaealey with the John Ramsey 'wine-drawer' mentioned
in the petition of allowance for expenses made by tie London Sheriffs
in June 1451, P.P.C. VI, p.107; P.R.0. E28/81/46.
4. CC.R. 1447-54, p.194.
and the King appointed a comiiaaion to investigate. 1 But
pacification had come too late.
Parliament was sitting at Leicester when the insurrection began
in Kent, on or about 31 My. 2 Almost immediately the rebel. produced
a proclamation, or list of grievances. There are two surviving
versions of this document which is crude, violent and immoderate;
too violent Kriehn believed to be the list of demand. subseqint1y
presented to the King. It was, rather, a manifesto to explain and
to juatif the rebels 1 gathering. 3 The manifesto attacked the King's
evil councillors who tkwa.rted the course of justice, took bribes,
named innocent men as traitor. to gain their lands, bad lost the war
in France and advised the King to raise mozy from his subjects
without the consent of Parliament. The comtaons .ugested that the
King should take the advice of the Dukes of York, Exeter, Buckingball
and Norfolk, and that Gloucester 1 s murderers should be punished, the
1. C.P.R. 1446-52 , p.396 end see PRO KB9/266 file with findings of
this commission.
2. On the feast of the Eoly Trinity, 31 May 1450, according to the
records of the city of Canterbury, E.M.C. EC Appendix (1883) p.140.
3. The two versions are (i) preserved among the historical. memoranda
of John Stow, headed 3 June 1450, printed 3. Gairdxier, Three
Pjfteentb Century Chronicles (C.S. XXVIII LS. (1880) pp.94-99.
(ii) contemporary copy preserved in Magclalen College, Oxford,
Miscellaneous manuscripts 306, described E.M.C. VIII Appendix
(1881) pp.266-67. The second version omits six clauses which
are included in the first, but the remaining fifteen clauses are
the same. Stow printed an abbreviated version in Sto$i Annals.
p.389.' See G. Krlehn, The English Rising in l45 (3trasourg
1892), pp.30-31. kii.q1 4.t.,o	 .4; •_44_
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loss of France should be revenged, purveyancing curtailed, extortioners
punished, conmisatons of enquiry set up and tie Statute of Labourers
repealed. The Kentish influenos is to be seen in tie claim that
in Kent, gentlemen's lands and goods have been taksn by pretending
that they were traitors, in the demand for tie punisbnent of the
three Kentish Sheriffs 	 Slegge, William Crowmer and
William Isle, and in tie demand for a commission of emuiry into
miscarriage. of justice within the county.1
While tie rebels were thus raising their grievances and their
flag in Kent, the King, in Leicester, instructed tie Duke of Buckingham,
and tie garla of Oxford, Devon and Axundel to gather men to punish
and arrest the rebels. 2
 In London tie Common Council of the City
took anxious steps to prepare for the advent of the insurgents. The
gates were to be fortified and guarded night and dq and Artourers
were to be prevented from selling their wares outside tie City. The
citizens also viewed with some alaru the arrival of nobles with bands
of areed retainers, and these, because of the scarcity of food within
tie City, were only to be allowed to enter for specific tasks and were
hot to quarter their men inside the City. 3 On 9 June, having hastily
dissolved Parliament, tie King left Leiceeter. Thomas Cook senior
and Thomas Davy, the Masters of the Bridge, were given four band guns
1. William Isle 1446-7; William Crowmer 1445-6, 1449-50; Stephen
Slegge 1448-9. Isle, Crownier and Slegge had all, been LPs. for Kent.
2. 6 June 1450, C.R. 1446-52, p.385.
3. 8 June 1450, Jour.V f.36v.
1tt.
to use in keeping the rebels off the bridge. 1 By 10 Juie the King
bad. reached. Ivport Pae11 - half way to London arid from bare be
issued a commission to acount Beaumont, Sfr Wilhiii IaOVel, Sir
Thomas Deceles and Lords Rivera and Dudley, to gather troops. 2 In
London it was reported to the Court of Aldermen that men with bundles
of armia bad been seen travelling by barge down tie river towards
Grave send presumably to join the rebels. 3 On 11 June tIe insurgents
encanped at Blackbaath and the King settled at tie Priory of St. John
outside the City to the northwest in Smithfield, accomapanied probably
by the Duke of Buckirighan and Lord Rivers with the troops whom they
bad been able to collect. 4 Certain Aldeimen 'were made responsible
for tie City gates and Robert Rorre, tie Alderman of Brddge ward as
made reeponzible for lceepi:ng tie Bridge. Watch was to be kept in tie
City both by day and night. 5 A state of uneasy calm seems then to have
settled upon rebels, City and court.
1. 9 June 1450 , Jour.V f.37.
2. C.P.R. l446-5, p.385.
3. 10 June 1450, Jour.V f.37. The informant was Robert Byfield, a
Haberdasher, who added that he did, not know ari of the men.
4. PIe date 11 June 1450 for the arrival of the rebels is sipported,
ty Rawlirison B 355, p.105 aM Gough London], p.153, altboug1i
Bale, p.129 gives the date 12 June. It seems likely that the
King arrived on 1]. June since a document was sealed. at Testainster
on that day, C.C.R. 1447-54, p.l85. Bale is the authority for
the presence of Buckingban and Rivera in the City. Lord. Rivera
was one of the most active of the King' a supporters during tte
revolt and kept command of 200 men for6 weeks at the coat of
400 marks to the King, IDevon, Issues, p.469, writ dated
13 September 1450, P.R.0. 4047677i9.
5. Jour.? f.37, 37v.
On 12 June the Aldermen decided to meet in their scarlet robes
at St. Bartholomew t . Priory, also at Smit on the next day , presumably
to wait upon the King.1 John Russell., an unpopular City Sere ant,
took the opportunity to seize two horses Which, he daljned, belonged
to one of the prime movers of the insurrection in xnt. 2 Russell
was but the first to turn disorder to hi. own profit. The rebels wexe
iU-equipped but strong in nuntiera (although the chronicles obviously
exaggerate the size of the rebel host) and they spent the time after
their arrival, in Blacicheath staking tie field and taking up a defensive
position. 3 On 13 June the Court of Aldermen appointed a London
merchant John Judcle and a Coauiion Councilman, Richard Borne, as
captains of the two barea which the City had provided to ensure that
food supplies came through, and also for defence against the rebels.
Both those men bad some connections with the court circle.4
1. 12 June 1450, Jour.V f.37v.
2. John Russell was Common Buntsinan 1423-48 and a penuarezit Serjeant
at Mace of the Mayor from 1446. His story about the heroes was
probably suspect since be was bound over to appear in court on
8 July 1450, Jour.V f.39v. In 1453 be, and his son, appear to
have attacked Richolas Fauconer, P.B.O. KB9/270/59-62, KB27/768.
17 February 1457 Ia was finally dienissed for neglecting his
duties, JourJI f.92v.
3. Great Chrpn., p.181 states that tie rebels were poorly decked with
harness. Bal, pp.129-30 states in ore place that the size of tie
rebel boat was 10,000 and. in another 60,000. Gregory, p.190 states
46,000. Tie smallest of these figures is likely to be tie most
correct considering that the population of London was about 30,000
at this time. The defensive nature of tie rebel camp is described
l Cough LondonlO, p.153 and Gregoi, p.190.
4. 13 June 1450, Jour.V f.37v. Richard Borne was a Fishmonger who first
appears as a Common Councilman in August 1449, Jour.V f.13. Be was
probably related to Robert Borne, j1e Alderman of Bridge ward. Being
a Fishmonger be was likely to have ships of his own. John Judde
features little in the civic life before this date. His selection for
this task may have been due to bin appointment in July 1449 j take
iuei to sea to fight the King's enemies, in which caaebe wou. nave
had ahia mud	 dnd. arms to hand, C.P.R	 47-', p.c-ui.
1ff-i.
Sunday, 14 June passed without incident and on 15 June tIe King
moved;	 sent heralds to Blacideath and. it mq' have been tie need to
wait for a beral which had caused this de].ay. But tie demands of
tie heralds that tie rebels uhould withdraw, were defied. In the
evening tie King sent a force of bowne n and ape arms n under the Earl
of Nortiumberlarid, Lord Scales endLordLysle, but they clearly
decided that the rebelst staked. field was too dangerous to attack
and so they returned to tie KIIIg. 2 Meanwhile the Earl of Oxford
was commissioned to gather men at arms in Norfolk and to guard the
this iaay have been because of fear of invasion but was
more probably intended to suppress tie nazcent rebellion there.3
Until this time none of tie chroniclers baa mentioned a Captain of
the host or Jack Cads but it seems as if tie need to send answers
to royal messengers led the rebels to choose a leader, and te man
they chose was Jack Cede who called himself Moi'tjmer. Or, in the
scornful words of tie author of Gregoryts chronicle ttbey kept order
amongst themselves for &g good wSs Jack Robin as John at tie Noke
for all were as high as pig's feet. 4 It is important to remember
1. Bale, p.l29. Tie Lancaster Berald was aubseqiently paid for having
ridden hastily from Leiceater to London, writ dated 1.1 September 1452,
PSR.O. E404/69/19, Devon, Issues, p.476. An Esquire, John Solera, was
also sent by the King to the rebel camp, who was taken and bound
Cade, writ dated 21. June 145L, P.B.O. E404/67/187, Devon, Issues,
p.470.
2. Bale, p.130. The Earl of Northumberland had Isen from Beverly among
his troops, paid for lr the town, E.M.C. Report on the Maricript
of tie Corporation of Be'verley (loJ, p.165.
3. C.P.R. 1447-52, p.389. On tie same date that a conciliatory
commission was sent to Kent, one was also sent to Norfolk, See
p.!4 below.
4. Crer, p.l90. Tie identity of Cads baa much interested historians
(continued at foot of zext page)
that Cade only emerged as the rebel leader during tie course of the
revolt and, being a man of some ability, it ia be be who was
responsible for tie later moderation of tie rebel programme and tie
good order and cohesion which the insurgents Inaintair3ed.1
On 16 Jure tie King wished. to go in person with his forces
against tie rebels but his Council dissuaded him from this. Instead
a deputation was sent which included the Archbishops of Canterbux7
and York, tie Duke of Bucicingbaa, tie Bishop of Winchester and Lord
Beaumont. It was probably to this deputation that Cads presented the
'Complaint of commons of Kant and cause of their asseabl ing at
Blackl'ieatli'. While this repeftted some of the clauses of tie earlier
articles, particularly tb financial complaints and tie demand that
those who
	 eurrendered the French 1 anda should be punished,
the main body of clauses dealt with specifically Kentiab grievances -
the fear that Kent was to be made a forest in punishment for Suffolk's
death, complaints against tie Barons of tie Cinque Ports and officials
of tie court of Dover, demands for the free election of knights of
tie shim, impartial choice of tax collectors and sessions in both
east and west Kent to prevent long journsye. There were also gezeral.
1. Gregory, p.191 states that a different captain led th. rebel bolt
when it came to Blacicheath the second time. This seems unlikely.
(continued from previous page)
4. but it remains well hidden, see article on Cads by T.F. Henderson,D.N.:B., vol.111, pp.623-26; H.M. Lyle, The_Rebellion of Jacic Cads
(Historical Association pamphLet 1950) pp.16-1.7; R.1. Storey,Tie End of tie House_of Lancaster (1966), p .63.	 -
compi ainta against the Sheriffs and the venal. ity of courtiers.1
It was an impressive and reasonable docunent and included no direct
attacks upon individuals. Although Stow is the only chronicler to
preserve a copy of these articles, other writers notice that Cadets
followers called themselves petitioners and not rebels and that they
came to have the desires of the commons in Parliwzent fulfiUed.2
A copy of these articles for the refonn of the kingdom w&s taken b4ck
to the King for his perusal. and, hesitating at this point, the
opportunity for conciliation was lost. At this stage a general
consent to the rebel demands would have been possible, but the
Council clearly believed that a show of force rather than concession
w& necessary. When be heard nothing from the King in answer to the
petition, the Captain wit1rew his host from Blackleath in an orderly
fashion during the night of 17 June 'taking his ordnance and hia stakes'.3
In consequence tie King's triumphal ride through tie City with
his forces, turned out to be something of a fiasco when Blackbeath
was found deserted. 4 )etachnenta of troops were then sent to pursue
1.. The only version of this is printed by Stow, Arinaleø, p.388.
There are 15 clauses. fleas were probably tb articles for which
the unfortunate Payn was sent by his master Fastoif, and was
subsequently badly treated, Paston Letters i pp.131-35.
2. RawlinsonB 355, p.105; Bale, p.130; GoughLondon]Q, p.154;
Vitel].ius A XVI, p.1 58 ; Continuation G of Brut, Brig, p.517;T.C.D. M$ 5.,0 f.].67.
3. Bale, p.131.
4. Bale, p.131;	 p.191.
q-qo
the rebels into Kent; the leaders of these troops included Sir
Humphrey Stafford, William Stafford, Sir Thomas Stanley, Lord Rivers,
Lord Dudley and Thomas Daniel . While the King himeelf moved on
to Greenwich where he stayed for two days, the detacbnent of royal
troops led by the two Stafforda was ambushed at Sevenoaka on 18 June
and the leaders iem killed. 2 Lord Dudley and Thomas Daniel escaped
the ambush and broke into Otford Park nearby to steal horses. 5 Tie
defeat of tie Stafforda provided more tn just encouragement for tie
rebels; they now had some good armour and equipment. 4 But tie news
of the defeat when brought to London led to unrest among the King's
troops who were quartered outside the City at Blackieath. On 19 June
1. &ll the chroniclers mention the Stafforda. Bale, p.13]. lists
he pursuers as Stanley, Daniel, the arl of Northumberland,
tie Sta.fforda, Lord Rivera, Lord Scales, Lord Grey. Prom tie
Kent indic1nenta edited by R. Tirgoe, 'Some Ancient Indictment.
in tie King's Bench referring to Kent, 145O-452', Documejtt
fl1uatrativ_of Medieval Kentish $Qciety, ed. P.RJ. du Boulay
(Kant Acchaeological Society, vol.IVIII, 1964), pp. 214-66 , it
is clear that Dudley, Stanley, Daniel end Rivers were all in
Kent from 18-20 June and caused considerable distress while
they were there, see pp. 21.6, 223, 224, 233, 239.
2. For tie King's removal to Greenwich see Gregory, p.191, Larnbeth 306,
p.67, Bale, p.131. Great Chron., p.1. 82 records that the King
was advised to send some petty captain against the rebels since
they were but commoners, hence the choice of Stafford. Gregory,
however, describes Stafford as 1 one of the manliest men of all
this realm'. Sir Humphrey Staford'a severity in Oxfordehire
in February may have been known to 1e rebels, see p.4Q2. above.
Kriebn, op.cit., Appendix, dates the battle of Sevenoaks securely
to 18 June from tle Inquisition Post orteTa on Sir Humphrey.
3. Virgoe,	 p.223. Daniel and Rivers also assaulted a man
inEyresford that day, p.239.
4. Grat Chron., p.182.
if q 1.
the Duke of Buckingban bad to ride to the King at Greenwich to say
that he would have no army left if the so celled 'traitors' ere not
1hastily impriaozd. In response to this pressure Jetnea Peras, Lord
Say, was arrested by tie Duke of Eater and imprisoned in the Tower.
No doubt tie unpopular Thomas Danlal would have been similarly
imprisoned if be had not been with the royal troops in Kent. Toetier
with Dudley and Stanley be was spending this Friday in Sevenoaks
raising troops and acquiring horses, money and arms. 2 it is unlikely
that the King intended to sacrifice Lord Say thit rather that, by
putting hint under strong and protective guard, he could keep the
loyalty of his troops until the crisis was over. Lord Beauchamp was
3
appointed to succeed him as Treasurer. 	 The rebellious nature of the
Kingi s troops and the fear that the City would be left without axy
protection made the Lldernen and Common Council uneay. When the
Common Council met this Friday it was decided that twelve casks of
beer and eight casks of white wine should be sent to the King and
his lords with their retirnies. 4 This was both a bribe to the King
to stay and a sop to tie troops to take their minds off desertion.
It seems clear, however, that the King's plan was not to remain
in tie City, but rather, having provided the Tower with men arid arms,
1. GouhLQndonlO, p.154; Bale, p.132; G tCbr., p.182. For a
hit of supposed traitors see p.5L5- below.
2. Virgoe, op.c., p.241.
3. Beaucbarnp took up office 22 Jure 1450, J. Bwtsey, Lancaster and York(Oxford 1892), vol.it, p.129 n.2.
4. Jour.V f.38.
to leave tie City to resist tie rebels on its own. On 20 June,
therefore, the King cane by water from Greenwich to Westminster to
make his preparations. 1 Tie Court of Aldermen met anxiously in an
attempt to persuade tIe King to remain In the City and their agitation
can be seen, perhaps, in the absence of az entry in tie Journals
until. 26 June. It is doubtful. however if, asorie chronicler relates
tie Mayor and Aldermen offered to pay the costs of the royal household
for half a year if the King would stay in the City. 2 TIe Eingta
decision to leave may well have been dictated by the rebellious
nature of his troops. But he did what be could to• prepare tie City.
Thomas Vaughan, the newly appointed Master of the Ordnance was equipped
with guns, carts, gunners, powder and other arms. 3 These were stored
in tie Tower together with the unfortunate Lord Sey who may have
visited the King secretly by water while tie latter was at Westminster.
It may be that tie King wished to reassure him, or that 1e tried to
contrive Lord Say t s escape and was prevented from doing so by tie
young Duke of Exeter - who had an eye on the restless troops. 4 Tie
Duke, who was Constable of the Tower, was probably left in charge both
of Lord Sq and of the troops stationed there; certainly Thomas Lord
1. B&, p.132.
2. Laibeth 306, p.67.
3. P.P.C. VI, p.94 and writ 30 June 1450, P.B.O. E28/80/53. That
tIe Tower was well stocked with arms can be seen from the fact
that a commieaion to the Duke of Exeter and others, 5 August 1450,
instructed tm to enquire into all. the arms which bad been withdrawn
by liegea of the City from tie Tower - presumably for the battle
of tie Bridge.
4. T,C.D. Ms .E.5 .lO . f.l67v.
qq3.
Scales and the veteran soldiers of the French wars, Matthew Gogh
and John Faatolf were there. 1 The City was not, therefore, left
completely defencelees when the King left Wesbuinster for Thnilwortb
on 25 June. 2 But the situation in London was extremely tense and
the Mercera' Compaq forewent their usual feast on 25 Jui because
of the activities of 'the false captain of Kent, John Cads, and the
comrnonalty of Kènt.3
Meanwhile in Icant, Cads seems to have been enjoying something
of a triinpbal. progress. Lord Dudley was at Tonbridge on 20 June,
but after that there is no sign of the royal troops. 4 Perhaps they
were too cautious to risk the fate of the Staffords; they may indeed
have returned to London although all, the loiown leaders would have
done so at the risk of sharing Lord Say's confinement. Cadete
success in L,nt can be judged from the fact that towns sent him presents
1. The Duke of Exeter was described as Constable of the Tower in
August 1450, C.P.R. 1447-52 , p.388 . The Court of Aldermen
communicated with him on 29 June, Jour.V f,39. Lord. Scales and
Gough were present at the battle of the Bridge. John Pqn
recorded that Fastoif went to the Tower with only two of his
men, Paston Lette i pp.131-35.
2. Cough London ],Q, p.154, where it is recorded that the King told
the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council to keep the rebels out
of the City,
3. Mercers t EaU, Accounts i f.1&7. Tie entry states tia.t Jack
Cads came to B].sckieath on the feast of St. John the Baptist
(June 24) and entered the City on tie feast of St. Thomas (July 3).
Tie former date cannot be right, but the latter one seems to be
correct. Since tiers was no feast the Wardens simply chose
their successors.
4.	 Virgoe, p.cit., p.225.
and wrote letters • of excuse 1 to	 Tie origin and the success
of tie revolt in rent lies both in political and economic grievances.
These have been well examined by Miss Lyle who sugeats that the
complications of their land tenure made the rentishnen 'particularly
conscious of tie recent decq in effectiveness of tie legal. system1.
Tie decline of trade which followed in the wake of the French wars
and the widespread piracy affected this mercantile and industrial.
county. Tie Tool trade of Sandwich depended on tie Calais staple
which was not flourishing. The cloth export of Sandwich had dropped
from a peak of 7O00 sacks in 1442-3 to a mere 37 in 1449-50, with
the result that tie Flemish weavers of the Weald ar tie urban cloth
workers in the county felt the cool wind of recession. In rent the
revolt of 1450 was, & Miss Lyle sagely remarks, snot so much a reaction
to a very low standard of living as a protest against a loss of
recently acquired improvetnent'.2
On 26 Juxe at a meeting of tie Common Council, the commonalty
petitioned that Philip Malpaa should be dismissed from his position
as Alderman of Lime Street ward. The petition was granted presinably
by the Court of Aldermen. Since Malpas was chosen as Alderman in
response to royal. letters in his favour two years before, historians
1. The Corporation of Lydd sent Cads the present of a porpoise
when he was on tie return journey to London and wrote a letter
of excuse to hue, E.M.C. V (1876 ), p.520.
2. B. Lyle, p.cit., ,p.6-8. Export figures for Sandwich printed
by E.?(. CaruaIil.son and 0. Coleman, En$1aM'e Export Trade
1275l547 (Oxford 1963), pp.1455i7-
have hastened to interpret these events by claiming that Ths leader
of the Court party was Philip Malpaa ... At tie time of Cadeta
rebellion in 1450 tIe commons raised such an outcry against him that
he was discharged of his cloak ... It would seem that even amongst
the better class of citizens tiers were some who sympathized with
Cade ta political alas'. It is necessary to point out, first
that there may be no connection at all between Cads's revolt and
Malpas' dismissal. But if there is, it msy not necessarily be the
obvious ore which historians have chosen. Tiers are two questions
at issue here; first was Malpas the leader of a kancastrian party in
the City? and second was be dismissed at the instigation of Cade or
of a group of Londorers who supported Cade?
The answers to both these questions have been bedeviled by tie
assumption that tie inbitants of the City were divided into a
Lancastrian/Court party and a Pro-Cadeftorklst party. I shall argue
against the belief that tiers was a party in the City which favoured
Cade, or that Cade was Yorkiat, and tie case of If alpas which baa
been used to demonstrate tie existence of such parties can, in fact,
only be understood properly if attention is focussed on tie individual
czncerned, namely Philip Malpas.
Tie widely accepted belief that is was the leader of tie
Lancastrian party in the City is based upon the fact that it was in
1. C.L. Kingaford, Prejudice and Promise in Fifteenth century Enla,
p.1.15. For similar views see W5dgwood, Biograbiee, p.569;
B.B. Orridge, Illustrations of Jack Cade's Rebellion (London 1869),
p.3.
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response to royal. pie saure that the Court of Aldermen elected him to
be one of their number in April 1448. But there is more which lies
behind this. Malpas first appears in civic records in 1 420 .1 Be was
Warden of his Compar - tie Drapers - in 1425.6 . 2 In 1431 be was
chosen by the cominonal.ty a one of tie Bridge auditors for tie year
and must, therefore, bare been a Coamon. Cou.z.cilsen by this date .
The comaona1ty further chose Mm as an M.P. in 1432, as their Sheriff
in 1439 aM again as &n LP. in l 44l. Tiiia is not tiie record of a
juan unpopular with the Common Council or witi' that larger, and more
nebulous body, tie CocwILonalty. In 1444 the men of Bridge ward chose
him as one of the four candidates whom they presented to tie Court
of Aldermen. After some difficulty tie Aldermen selected Robert Borne
to serve.5 In October of tie same year the commonalty of W&.brook
presented bini as one of their four candidates, but tie Court chose
Simon Eyre, another Draper. 6 In November, Malpas petitioned the
Court that he might be exonerated from his liability to become an
Alderman, and this was granted t for many reasons moving tie court1 .'
Since Malpaa was a man of considerable 'wealth ore of tie reasons whihb
moved tie Court was, doubtless, money • It was, in ar case, ostonazr7
to pay for such exemptions. During the next four years, six rew
1. 1 March 1420, Jour.I f.88v.
2. Johnson, Drapers 1 Atcounta j., p.307.
3. L.B.L, p.123.	 -	 4. L.B.L, pp.139, 229, 266.
5. LLL p.296.	 6. L.B,, p.300.
7. Jour.IV f.50v.
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Aldermen were chosen without Malpas being either presented to, or
refused by, the Court of Aldermen. Then the Aldermanry of Lime Street,
in which Mal.pas'a great house was situated, fell vacant. The
coeiuionalty of the ward presented Malpas to€ether with three somewhat
inconsiderable men - Will jam Deer, Thomas e auinond arid Christopher
Water. Since the Court of Aldermen had agreed not to elect Mal.paa,
they rejected all four men on the grounds of inauffiençy. On
3. April 1448 in response to royal pressure Malpas was chosen by the
Court as the new Alderman for Lime Street. 2 Clearly the commonalty
of the ward who wanted Malpas to serve and resented that be should
avoid the obligations to which his considerable wealth exposed him,
persuaded the King to intervene on their behalf. Subjected thus to
royal pressure, the Court bad to ignore the previous arrangement with
Malpas although they added the rider to the notice of hi election
that this case was not to serve as a precedent. In this case the
ICing and Commonal.ty were united to thrart the wishes of the Court
of Aldermen and Philip Ma].pas himself. So much for the theory of the
leader of the Lancaatriaxi part$ in the City elected against the will
of the citizens by pressure from the ICing. Malpa5t 5 known connections
with the court were so alight before this date that it is unui1].y
that the King would prefer him personally but WaB, in this case,
intervening in the interests of the Coinmonalty of Lime Street ward.
1. 22 February 3.448, Jour.IV f.208v. To see bow outstanding Malpas
was in wealth it is only necessary to look at the lay subsidy
roll for 1436 printed Thrupp, Merchant Class, pp.378-88. Malpas
bad lands valued at £70 p.a.; those of William Deer were valued
at £7; those of Beaumond at £3.2 p.a. Water is not listed so his
lands were worth less than £5 p.s..
2. 1 April 1448, Jour.IV f.213v.
Once elected, JLa.lpaa was a conscientious attender at tie Court
of Aldermen. He continued to serve on numerous committees of tie
Common Council • Be certainly had tcourt connections but by 1450
had made only two loans to tie King fewer than mai other Aldexinen)
So we come to the problem of his dismissal. There is no evidence
to suppose that be was disliked except a charge of usury made against
hiii thirty years before. 2 After his dismissal he remained a Common
Councilman and was entrusted with or* of tie keya of tie Common Chest
I it 1453. His two sons-.in-Law became Aldermen in 1456. If, therefore,
it was not dial Ike which led tie Commona]. ty to petition for his
distaissQ, what was it? There is no evidence to support the view
that his dismissaJ. was contrived by Cade or his adherents, nor is
there ary evidence that there was a body of men on the Common Council
who favoured Cade or sympathized with his aims. Tie Comatonalty
ivat, therefore, have been inspired either by a desire to help Malpas
or to help themselves, or both. By this time it msy have become known
in London that the rebels intended to attack Malpas's house or Malpaa
himself. His wealth may have been proverbial. In the eyes of tie
rebels his connection with known 'traitors' such as Lord Say, coupled
with his great wealth, may have marked him out for attack. As such
1. 7 March 1442 (so), 22 September 1449 (66 13s.4d.), PJ.O.4O1f778 and 810.
2. Cal.?. and M.413..37, p.103.
3. 10 November 1453, Jour.V f.].30. 27 September 1457, Ma1.paa
chosen to servo on a finance committee, Jour.VI f.179.
he was a liability and it may well have been that the petition came
not from tie Coraaonalty as a whole but from the Conunonalty of Ii line
Street ward who believed that their lives and possessions would be
safer with Malpas out of the City. Considering the peculiar circumstances
surrounding Malpas' election, his dianissaj. on a petition from the
Contmonalty rather tln by action of the Court of Aldermen, may be
understood. It is quite lilcely that the dismissal. was perfectly
amicably arranged between the men of the ward, Malpas and tie Court
of Aldermen. It seems as if Malpas made good his escape for, when
Cads entered tie City, although his house was sacked, there is no
mention of arO? personal violenoe against tie ex-.&L derman. The
unanimous silence of tie chroniclers sugge eta that Mel pas was not
in the City during Cade t s occupation.
On 27 June, Cade was clearly marching in the direction ofLondon
and tie Common Council decided to send spies to find out which way
be was coming. Further provision was made for guarding tie City.1
The spies brought back news that Cede was coming directly towards
the City and so tie Bridge was drawn up and the normal business of
tie City came to a bait. 2 On 29 June William &yacougb the bishop
of Salisbury was murdered at 3dington by rebela vie dragged him
from tie church of the Bonahouimea while be was celebrating mass.
1. Jour.V f.39. Other towns sent riders to spy on Cede. The men
of Rye sent someone to spy on Cade while be was at Appledore,
E.M.C. V (1870) p.490. The men of New Roniney paid d. to
Lexander Mosewell for making enquiries about tie insurrection,
IbId., p.542.
2. 28 June 1450, the Bridge Rouse receipts cease until 18 July,
G.R.O. Bridge House Accounts ii f.108.
Tie news of this reached London the next day. 1 Meanwhile Cede end
those of his troops who were mounted arrived at Blackleath on 29 June
and those on foot straggled in during that night and tie next day.
The Court of Aldeiien appointed a deputation of five of their number
to hold discussions with the Duke of Exeter, tie Commander of the
royal. troops in tie Tower. Tie court also took steps to ensure
that the citizens as a whole should be concerned in the preparations
for resisting Cade. It was decided that each Alderman ehould bold
a court in his ward on tie next day (30 June) at which all members
of tie ward were to be present. At thia court four citizens 'of
dignity and discretion1 were to be chosen 'to support and help the
Alderman of tie ward in its governing. 3 Ae is often the case,
under pressure from some external threat, the ruling class was
prepared to broaden tee basis of its authority. On the following
day the Aldermen were given power summarily to punish those who failed
to take part in the vigil, which the City bad organised on a rota
system hy wards. 4 Those wards in which the City gates were situated
1. Gough London 10, p.154.
2. The deputation consisted of Brown, Catworth, Poster, Cantelowe
and Coabea, Jour.V f.39. That Cade and his troops arrived at
different times during 29, 30 June seems most probable and would
explain the diffemnt dates to be found in the different chroniclers.
Bale, whose dates are usually reliable, states that Cade returned
on 23 June which cannot be correct since tie City sent spies on
27 June to find out which way tie Captain was coming.
3. Jour.T f.39. Earl far it had been specified that no-one was to
attend a meeting of tie Common Council unless summoned, 19 June 1450,
Jour.V f.38.
4. Joui'.V f.39. Since the vigil bad been in operation since 8 June
the citizens must have wearied of tie sleepless nights.
clearly bore a heavier burden than the other. and it was decided that
drafts of men abould come from the other wards to reinforce theta.
The Bridge, of course, was especially vulnerable.1
A. Cede s men gathered at B]. ackleath on 30 June be organized
and terrorized them. He issued proclamation. in the name of John
Mortimer and also some ordinances for the ordering of his motley
boat. A man named Parry - a 'petty captain' - lost his head for
disobeying these ordinances. 2 Although Cede bad not yet, himself,
come to Southeark, disorder and rebeU ion ran ahead of him. Ralph
arries a London Skinner, with forty others tof Cade 1 s affinity',
attacked, imprisoned and ransomed Richard Delweld, a servant of Lord
Say , in Southrark. They claimed that by being a servant of Lord
Say he was, thereby, a traitor to the King and extorted £20 from him
on these grounds.3
1. 18 June 1450, Court of A].deznen decided that the ward of Cornbil].
should help Bridge ward with 10 persona each night and the ward
of Candlewick Street should provide 8 persona tweU-armed,
Jour.V f. 38.
2. Great Chron., p.182; GougbLondon, p.154.
3. P.R.0. Ancient Indictment KB9/266/66 and 67. The commission
before which the indictment was presented sat 20 November 145L
in Southwark, and included Sir Ralph Butler, Lord Sudeley and
the Duke of Norfolk. Ralph Harris. entered the yeomanry of the
Skinners' Compaz in 1436, E. Ye ale, The Bn. ieh Fur Trade in te
later Midie Ages (Oxford 1966), p.2C*. 16 July 1445 Barnes
made a yeoman skinner of tie Wardrobe at 6d. per day, C.PR.
442-6, p349. Why he ahould have associated. with Cede is not
clear, unless be were simply an opportunist. After tie revolt
he 'disappeared' for he failed to appear to justify Letters
Patent in his favour granting him a share in tie manor of
Kennington, Surrey, and so these were revoked in 1452, C.P.R.
1447-5, p.545.
The whereabouts of tie King are difficult to discern. Be left
London for Kenilwortb on 25 June but it seems likely that at first
is only went as far as the castle of Berkhampetead, where he stayed
until 3. July aM then be moved on to Kenilworth) During his stay
at Berichampatead the King continued to take measures to deal with
the rebellion. Thomas Scargel Esquire and. John Billesdon a yeoman
of the crown were sent to Kent and Essex to spy on the rebels and
to prevent their rising, if possible. 2 The treasurer was to provide
£100 for further victualling the Tower and 100 marks for Lord Scales
who bad undertaken to hold together certain soldiers who had recently
come over from Prance. These, no doubt,
	
the core of the
1. Chancery was operating at Westminster 1 and 6 July, P.R. l44752
pp
.328, 588. It would be possible for the King to keep in
touch with Chancery if is were at Berkhampstead, but more
difficult at Kenilworth. It was probably the advent of the
rebels which ca&iaed. the King to move north from Berklisnpstead
on 1 July. Julius I, p.136 and T.C.D. Ma.E.5.l0 f,167v. alone
of tie chronicles mention the King's presence at Berkhampstead
but this is confirmed by a warrant..for issue which mentions that
John Hillesdon brought news of tie rising in Essex • to our castle
of Berkhazapstead' PRO. E404/67/170.
2. P.R.0. Warrants for Issue E 404/67/27 to pay Scargel £10 for
his services, dated 18 September 1450; E404/67/L70 to pay
Billesdon £10 dated. 3 June 1451. BlUe adon, a yeoman of tie
Crown, also crossed to CaL ais at this time and travelled
extensively in tie King's service. 20 September 1457, is was
granted a pension of £9 p.a. for 7 years for these services,
C.P.R. 1452-61, p.385.
3. P.C. VI, p.95; writ P.11.0. E28/80/55; warrant for issue P.11.0.
E404/66/186. Warrant for Lord Scales E404/66/187 aM Devon,
Issues, p.466. By 25 August 1450 these soldiers were clearly a
burden on the household and Lord Scales was paid £50 to keep tie
soldiers for 15 days away from tie household, E28/BO/70. At
this time the Council spent 500 marks on the tdestruction Qf
Jack Cade and. the separation of tboae associated with him'
C.P.R.1452-61, p.329. William Stanley Esq. took the field with
tie King at this time, ibid., p.570.
defending garrison. 3ir Thomas Stanley who had, presumably, by this
time, extricated bimeelf from his activities in Kent, together with
Sir Thomas Barrington was commissioned to raise troops in Ciesteifanci
Lancashire
At some time during his ate1 at Blackhe&tb, i.e. between 29 June
and 1. July, Cads issued the mysterious safe conduct and instructions
to Thomas Cook, Draper. T1:ese documents are preserved only l Stow
and ma.y well be later fabrications. 2 Bistorians have assumed that
these documents provide evidence that Cook was band in glove with
Cads end, therefore, tie leader of a tYorkiet t party in the City.
But since one of these documents is a safe-conduct this would surely
suggest that Cook was acting as an emissary from tie Court of Aide rme 11
or tie City, rather than as a partisan of Cade's. The second document
was clearly given to Cook to t ake back to tie City, when ia visited
Cad+nder cover of tie safe conduct. This instructed Cook to coiwiand
all the foreigners in the City to provide the captain with torees,
harness and other fighting equipment under penalty of losing their
heads. This selective threat to foreigners was a clever move on
Cade's part. AU that is known of Thomas Cook senior arid of his
son C?) Thomas Cook junior would lead one to expect both of them to
1. P,P. VI, p.95; writ P.R.O. 28/8O/6l. Bale, p.131 states that
tie King increased his forces with men from Lancashire and
Cheshire.
2. Stow,	 p.388.
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be in favour of resisting the rebels. 1 Whether the foreigners in
the City did as Cade demanded of them is not known; but there is no
record of their having especially suffered during the rebel occupation
of the City. Both the Cooks were concerned with the affairs of London
Bridge and. it m easily have been in this capacity that one of them
was sent as an emissary to Cads. Thomas Cook junior married Elizabeth,
one of the daughters of Philip Malpaa and this close association
reinforces ti supposijion that it is impossible to detect clearly
defined parties or clearly defined party leaders, within the City
at this time.
On Wednesday 1 Ju].y, the Court of Aldermen met to select a
deputation consisting of the Recorder and seven Aldermen to report on
1. Thomas Cook, senior, first appears in civic records in 1425 as
an arbiter chosen by Philip Malpas, Jour.II f.42. Prom 1440-57
he was a Bridgeniaster and, as such, was involved in the preparations
to resist Cade. Thomas Cook, junion, first appears in civic
records In 1440 acting as an attorney for Nicholas Yeo. Be
married Elizabeth, one of the daughters of Philip Malpas. In
1442 be was a Churcbearden of St. Mary Woolchiroh, a Common
Councilman by 1444, L.B.K., p.272, Jour.IV f.52. 1445-6 he
was an auditor, IS.B.K. pp.309, 31 5. 1449 he was an unsuccessful
candidate for wards of Cornhill and Broad Street, Jour.V f.8v.,
9. April 1450 he becne a feoffee of London Bridge, Jour.V f.38v.
It was probably Thomas Cook, junior, who began to lend money
to tie King in 1449 and had made 3 loans totalling £1 30 13e.4d.
before the revolt began, P.R.o. E401/810 and 813. Both men
were Drapers. It is not certain that Thomas Cook, junior, was
tie son of Thomas Cook, senior, see Thrupp, Merchant Cls,
p.333. For the subsequent successful career of Thomas Cook,junior, see DJ.B., vol.17, pp.1019-20, article by Charles Welch;
B.B. Orridge, op.c1t, pp.11-20; Wedgwood, Biographies, pp.ZL7.i18.
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evente to the King's Council.1 Wetber this group left the City
or not cannot be b2own for there is no entry in the Journal a again
until 8 July. It may be that a group of the King's Council was left
behind in the Tower or at Westminster. Possibly it was as S result
+
of this conference that a Commission of Oyer and Ternainer was issued.
It appointed Lord Scales, Sir Thomas Gray, eleven royal judges,
Thomas Chal ton the Mayor, three Al derinen and Robert Danvers the
Recorder, to examine all treaeona, felonies and insurrections in
London and the suburbs. 2 The functions of this Commission may have
been purposely ambivalent. It could be used to indict Cads and his
followers and to mete out summary justice if this were necessary to
nip nascent rebellion in the bud in the City. But the Commission
could also serve, 1 ike that of 23 May for Oxfordshire arid 1 Auuat
for Kent, as a belated attempt to allow the Kingt a subjects to air
their grievances against corrupt officials. This London Commission,
since it sat while Cade and his army were in the City, acted, perforce,
in the second of these two capacities. The results were more violent
and far..re aching than ar reforms that can have been envisaged by
the Aldermen and King1 s Counoillors.3
On the sane dy that this all-purpose Commission was constructed,
Cade moved from Blackheatb to Sout1wark where he set up bia headquarters
at the White Bart. The Mayor refused to allow either the Captain, or
1. Jour.V f.39v.
14Sø
2. AC.E,R 1446-52, p.388.
3. Cf. C.P.R. 1446-5 2 , pp.386, 388; Virgoe, 	 pp.21546.
his men to enter the City and Cade would not allow any Londoner to come off
the Bridge into Soutbwark. 1 But as the Kentishmen were confined south f the
river and the men from Essex were encamped at Mile End, the citizens still had
access to Westminster and to the King north west of the City. 2 Cade did not
enter the City until 3 July and it is not clear how he spent 2 July. He may
have been trying to gain entry into the City by negotiation. The men of Essex
were unable to penetrate beyond A.ldgate. Laurence Broke, an otherwise unknown
chapman or yeoman of London, was accused of having gathered many traitors on
2 July in St. Mary Matfelon parish outside Aldgate and of leading them to
fight with Cadein London.
It is necessary to say something about the Chronicle accounts
of these events which, because of the silence of the Jourrals and
the records of the central government, are the only source of
evidence. The authors of Gough London 10 and the Great Chronicle
were both writing in the last quarter of the fifteenth century.
Their affinity suggests that both writers used a source, now lost,
called by Ki.ngsford 'The Main City Chronicle'. There is rio reason
1. Great Chron., p.183; Gough Lond. 10, pp.l54-55; Gregory, p.191
dates the Captain' a arrival in Southwark to 2 July.
2. Great Chron., p.183; Gouyh Lond	 10, p.155; Bale, p.132 states
that the men from Essex arrived 3 July.
3. P.R.0. Ancient Indictment KB9/270A/45. This is an odd indictment and
it is not stated before whom it was made. Endorsed as a true bill.
The parish of St. Mary Matfelon was notorious as the lodging place
of evil-doers, see p.481, n.1 above. Broke was also accused of
having stolen a horse from William Staunton of Staximore, Co.Middx,
on 23 June 1451. In this case he was described as a drover, of
Sittingbourne Co.Kent. Broke appeared before the King's Bench in
June 1453 and was aquitted by a jury in July 1 453, KB27/769 f. 146.
to suppose that the author of this lost work was especially reliable.
In the sixteenth century this sane source was used by Fabyan and
Stow with some picturesq additions, expansions and explanations.1
although these various writers preserve max' useful details, the
order of their events is often incorrect. Bale continues to be
ueeful but becomes rather brief. The most important source for the
events of 2-6 July is Gregorys Chronicle which, whether it was
written by the Mtor Willian Gregory or not, was almost certainly
written by a Ieondoner who was present in the City at the time.
Moreover the story it tells makes sense which the others do not.2
Bearing this in mind, it is possible now to exanine what mr have
happemd at tie meeting of the Coimnon Council held on Friday 3 July.
The only direct evidence for this meeting is that the Court of
&ldernen decided, on 1 July, that the Common Council should meet on
the Friday. 3
 The author of tie Great Chronicle describes a meeting
of the citizens at tie Guildball on 3 July when they were charged to
'enquire of all traitors, extortiorers and oppressors of the King's
peoples. Two other chrontclers - whose accounts are largely similar
to the Great Chronicle - add that as judges could not be found, the
citizens becane annoyed. 4 The author of the Great Chronicle continues
his account of tie meeting (which took place, of course, before Cade
1. See introduction to Great	 pp.xxxix4xxvi; R. Flenley,
Six Town Chronicles @xford 1911j , pp.74-81.
2. C.L. Kingaford, Enjlieh istorical Literature in the 1?teenth(Oxford 1913), pp.96-98; 7Gairdrer, T1Bietoric&.
Collections of aLondon Citizen, C.S. (N.S. XVII, 1876), pp.i-xLiv.
3. Jour.V f.39v.
4. Vitellius!i, p.l 59 ouh London 10, p.155.
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entered tie city) by s9jtng that Philip Mal.paa was discharged from
and 'at the instigation of the people' Robert Borne
was arrested and committed to Newgate. 1 But Mal.paa bad ceased to be
an Alderman on 26 June so tie account at once comes under suspicion.
Fabian adds that Borne opposed the entry of the rebels into tie
City- and that it was for this reason that be was imprisoned. Stow
elaborates this further by saying that Borne spoke out against
receiving the rebels into the City and so was committed to Newgate.
But tie more reliable author of Gregory's chronicle says nothing of
this meeting but does describe the arrest of Borne on the next day
when Cade was in control of the City. 2 Surely the opposition which
Borne offered tie rebels was not verbal in a discordant meeting of
tie citizens, but pbysicaL in his capacity as Alderman of Bridge ward?
Be tried to prevent tie rebels from entering the City and having
failed he became an object of attack. Borne was, in fact, ransoLned
and his life was only saved by the action of his purse and tie
intercession of his friends.3
1.	 p.183.
	
2. Gregozy , p.192.
3. Robert Borne does not appear lxi tie 1436 assessment so be was
not a wealtby aian. Be was a Common Councilman by 1439, Sheriff
in 1447-8, elected an Alderman of Bridge ward in 1444. Be was
a Bridge auditor in 1437-9 and 1444-6. In 1445-6 he was a tax
collector and. justice of gaol delivery in London. Be ceased
to be an Alderman in 1456 and died before April 1459, Jour.VI f.154.
The attack on him by the rebels may have oiied something to
confusing hint with Robert Borne who featured on commissions in
Kent in the late l440s, was associated with Lord Say and became
Sheriff of the county in 1451 and M.P. in 1460, see Tledgwood,
!4fraphies, pp.470-71.
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It would seem likely that the autl'or of the Great Chronicle
baa rolled several events into one meeting of discordant citizens
on 3 July. It is certain that he was wrong about Malpaa, and it
see ins 1. ikely that be was wrong about Borne • Prom other record evidence
it appears that the sitting of the convnission appointed by tie King
took place on the next day. Is it possible to believe that there was
a discordant meeting on 3 July, when all tie record evidence sugeats
that the civic authorities were united and unwavering iii their
determination to resist Cede? If tie muddled account of the lost
tMain City Chronicle t is discarded there remains no basis for tie
widely held view that tiers was a party of substantial men in tie
City which favoured Cads, that the matter was open to discussion or
that Robert Borne led'a party which opposed Cade t e entry. On the
other hand, it
	
very likely that Cads found some support amongst
tie poorer citizens who bad nothing to lose and much to gain from a
period of change and disorder. This divergence of interest was
always a source of weakness to the City in times of crisis, and it
may have been to guard against this incipient lawlessness among tie
poorer citizens that tie Coinntissiori of 1. July was issued.
London therefore at tie moment of Cede a entry was not a deeply
divided City with its responsible and. law-enforcing citizens at logr...
heads, but rather an anxious place where tie civic authorities were
firmly in control of the poorer and more volatile popular elements.
So it is possible to see Cadea entry for what it was, namely an
accident. Moreover the citizens had been preparing for Cede's attack
for nearly a month; they had been on nightly vigils and now, since
Cads's arrival at Blackheatb they had been in a state of semi-siege;
in the resultant strain and tension those guarding the Bridge made
mjstakDa.
In the afternoon of 3 July Cads launched an assu1t upon the
Bridge. A the draw-bridge was drawn up his men bad either to go in
boats or to swim and, after some hard fighting, they managed to
cut through the two cords which bad drawn up tie bridge. Pius it
fell down and Cade s army, previously pent-up in Soutlurark, could
across.1
 But tie draw-bridge was not the only obstacle which
the rebel a had to enoountert there was also a gate on London Bridge
the keeping of which was tie responsibility of tie Alderman of the
wa4 Robert Borne, and tie two Bridgnaaters who had been provided
with guns for its defence. 2 Tie Alderman bad summoned men from his
own ward and from other wards in the City to help him hold the Bridge,
but clearly the dropping of the draw-bridge bad made his task considerably
more difficult. The evidence suggests that at this point those guarding
the Bridge lost their nerve. Tie two 'gtzbernatorea' at tie Bridge
gate at this time were Wilhiwii Constanty1p a Skinner and John
Fiaahlalce. 3 Cads threatened to fire the Bridge and Richard Philip, a
Grocer who was snong those defending the Bridge at tie time, believed
1. Great Chro_n., p.183; Greory pp.191-92 deacribes the incident as a
'mishap' and SqB that tie two sorry cords bad, by the time of
is writing, been replaced y two chains.
2. See p.4f4 above.
3. 14 July 1450 the Court of Aldermen heard evidence S to what had
1iappeued on 3 July, Jour.V f.40v-. Tie mention of COV8t5fltYI there
cannot be definitely identified with William Consta1 tYne, kinr who
was credited with lands to tie value of £25 p.a. izi 1 436 . Jo
Fisa1aJ was sworn as Bailiff of Bilhigsgate/QuenYt ii 4L9,i..r
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that he meant what be said and that the whole City would go up in
flames) It was later reported that Thomas Godfrey, a Bpurrier,
brought the keys and opeid the gates. 2 Certainly aomeore operd
the gates for Cade did not have to break his way in. Because of
this easy entry some writers bel ieved that tby favour of some men of
London he came to the city' and that be was not resisted. 3 But
noone was subsequently punished for allowing Cade to enter, for tin
Court of Aldermen realized, as some later historians have failed to
do, that It was possible, in a moment of panic, to make the wrong
decision, without acting with treacherous intent. By a mixture of
cunning and bravado Cade got inside tin City with comparatively
little trouble.
Once Cade	 in the City, the authorities seem temporarily
to have lost control. of the situation. The opposition to tin rebels
disintegrated and every man fended for himself as best In could.
Those who saw profit in the situation flocked to Cadea banner. On
1. Evidence of 14 July 1450, provided by Will ian Reynol4, JourJ
f.40v. Tiers is no reason to suppose that Philip favoured
Cade. Be was Warden of his Compax in 1454, and in 1459 was
discharged from liability for jury service because of his old
age, L.B.IC., p.396. It is possible that tin royal pardon which
be received in October 145]. was for his incompetence on this
occasion (P.R.O. Pardon Roll C67/46) tht it is more likely that
it was for acquiring the Saracen t s Bead without a licence,
C.P.R. 1447-52 , p.403.
2. Evidence of 14 July 1450, Jour.V f.40v. It seems to be impossible
to identiiy Tlx,nias Godfrey. Someone of this nane, described as
'yoman of Wittrnshan, Kent' received a pardon 7 July 1450,
1447-52, p .361 . Laubeth 448, p.150, states that tin keys
were banded over by the Mayor, Sheriffs and Aldermen.
3. English Chronicle, p.66.
/
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the City side of the Bridge at St. Magnus Church, Cade proclaimed
that nooz was to take advantage of the opportunity for robber
on pain of death. This was also proclaimed at Leadenha1].. But
whatever Cads may have intended, such was not the result and, as the
chroniclers later pointed out, it was this inability to control the
plundering activities of his men which led to Cads's defeat. Before
returning to Southwark for the night Cads may have made contact with
the other rebels now at Mile End.2
On 4 July Cads again rode over the Bridge into the City. Under
essure from him and his army, the Conunisatoxra appointed in the
King's writ of 1. July were forced to sit and bear charees against
traitors and extortionera, At first none of the eleven royal. judges
named in the Commission could be found but Robert Dan'vers the City
Recorder was persuaded, or induoed, to act and. be was joined by Pet er
Ardern and Nicholas Aahton, the only two of the eleven judges who
were present. 3 It is certain that this Commission actually sat,
for some of the indictments made before it have survived and their
survival leads on to the track of others who were indicted.4 The
indictments which survive are those presented against Edward Grintaton
and Thomas Kent. The jury which presented the indictment and the
1. Gmat Chron., p.l84;	 p.133; Continuation 0 of Brut,	 , p.518.
2. Gough London 10, p.155.
3. Vu lent of Worceer, p.768; T.C.D. Ma.5.l0 f.168.
4. The two which survive are P.R.O. KB9/265 l20-l. and 144-5.
2.
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indictment itself are the same in both cases. The Commission, which
SatAGuildba].]., consisted of Thomas Lord Scales, the Myor, three
Aldermen and the three judicial officers tnentioxd above. The indictment
accused Griniston of encompassing the King's death with the assent
of William de Ia Pole late Duke of Suffolk who had accepted gifts
whereby the King was impoverished and had expelled the King from his
French possessions. The treason was said to have taken place on
20 July 1447 in St. Sepulchre's parish in London and the plan was
to have made John, the son and heir of William de la Pole, King and
to marry him to the daughter and heir of the late Duke of Somerset
who bad a pretended claim to the throne.1 Tie French King Charles
was to come to England with a large army to carry this out. Both
Grimaton and Kent were found guilty and condemned to death. Grimaton
was treasurer of the Chamber and keeper of the Kingta jewels.2
Thomas Kent was under-constable of England and cleric to the Council.3
It is unlikely that either was present at tie trial; Kent was probably
Prussia at the time.
1 • Cf. the accusation against Suffolk in 1450 Parliament that
he had disclosed tie secrete of tie King's Council to tie French
in the pariah of St. Laurence Pountney,	 V, p.178.
Appointment 9 March 1448, C.?.R. l4475?, p.130. Be had associations
pith London Mercere, Cal.P. and M. 143757, p .175; C.F.R. 1447-4,
p .103.. With John Noreys sq. he was a recipient of manors
in Berkshire which had belonged to Thxaphrey, Duke of Gloucester,
C.P.R. l4475, p.72.
1.5 March 1444, appointment as Clerk of tie Council, C.P.R. 1442-6,
p.235. 7 January 1445, appointment as Under-constable, iid.,
p•348. 5 June 1 450, appointed to go on an etnbas T to Prussia,
C.P.R. l447-5, p .330 and Chapter VI, p.37o. Kent was granted
tie manor of Langley in Kent in 1444, C.P.R. i442, p.244.
The subsequent history of Grinieton t a case ii probably siilar
to that of others indicted on 4 July but, unlike the others, it is
possible to trace it in some detail • On 6 April 145]. Thomas
Chariton, by this date no longer Mayor of London, was commissioned
to enquire into tie felonies committed by Grlmston1 . He returned.
tie indictnent cited above, into Chancery. Two days later a new
commission headed by the ar1 of Shreweebury was appointed to proceed
with the indictment of Grimston. 2 On 1 October 1451 Grimston appeard
before the King's Bench and was committed to the Marshal sea. On
3 November be was granted bail and was subsequently aquitted. 3 The
King was prepared to consider these absurd charges against lila servants
only in order to observe tie fort of tie commission which be bad
appointed, but tiers was little danger that those accused would
suffer for their convictions on 4 July l45O. If the accueed
bad been in London on 4 July they might well have lost their lives.
I..	 P.R.O. IcB9/265fL20.
2. C.P.R. 1446-52 , p.444.
3. P.R.O. Coram Kegs Roll KB27/762 1.15.
4. The case of Kent differs in date from that of Grimston. Tie
commission to Cbarlton was dated 12 September 1451, P.R.O,
ks/26 5/144. There is 'no surviving record of a new commission
to investigate tie case. Kent appeared before tie King's Bench
27 September 1451, was committed. to tie Marshalsea two days
later, was granted bail 30 October 1451. and was aquitted on
that day, P.R.O. KB27/762 f.8. In the parliament of 1453 the
King assented to a petition that all the indictments of 1treasone
and felonies under colour of justice before certain commissioners
by his (Jack Cade'a) tyraziry thereto deputed and assigmd'
should be declared null and void and every mant a blood be cleared
by Parliament, R.P.V, p.265.
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With tie case a of Kent and Grimaton before us we can trace others
who were similarly indicted before Thomas Charlton on 4 July 1450.
Tiey include John Say,1 John Trevilian2 and Thomas Daniel. 3 That
those five were among those indicted this day is certain. Ore
cbronicle records that ten 'quests' were beard arid certainly those
1. Commission to proceed with indictment of John Say, 10 March 1451,
C.PJL 1.447-52, p.443. For his career see Wedgwood, Biographies,
pp
.744-46 ; J.8. Roakell, Tie Commons and their SpeaJcrs in
Medieval nplish Par1Isrents (Manchester 1965), pp.362-63.
3ay was a true courtier arid he picked up the offices and rewards
for men of his kind, King's eerjeant, yeoman of the Chamber,
Keeper of the Privy Palace of Westminster, Zachoatorshipa,
Wardebips, J.P., M.P., Sheriff.
2. 6 April 1451, commIssion to proceed with indictment of John
Treviliari, C.P.R. 1 447-52 p. 444. For his career see Jacob,
Fifteenth Centijy, p .497; Wedgwood, Biographies, pp.873-74.
Virgoe, o.cit., pp.221-22 prints an indictment accusing him,
together with Thomas Bodulgate, of diaseising two men of the
manor and castle of Store in Kent. Bodulgate is an associate
of Treviliant a
 on other occasions, e.g. C.Pi. 1446-52, pp.80,
87; !?.R. 1437-45, p.287. Bis house atCranford, Middx, was
attacked 7 September 1450 and goods to the value of £40 stolen,
P.R.0. KB9/265/56. Be seems to have been particularly unpopular
in London for at a meeting of Common Council held on 8 June 1450
there was a petition that the enclosure which he had recently
built on tie bank of tie Thames on common soil should be razed,
Jour.V f.36v.
3. 22 October 1451. Commission to proceed with Thomas Danielte
indictment, C.PR, 1447-	 p.532. For his career see Jacob,
Fifteenth Centu	 p.497; Wadgwood, Biographies, pp.253-55. In
August 1451 Denial was unable to appear in court 'owing to tie
evil disposition of tie King's lieges then rebelling within the
rea1m, C.P.R. 1449-2, p.468. 10 November 1451, Daniel received
a complete pardon, 1b1I., p.498. Be seems to have had London
connections and, possibly, London relations, C.C.R. 1447-4, pp. 54,482. HIs activities in Kent in June 1450 were a source of grievance
to tie local inhabitants, Virgoe, p.cIt., pp.223, 224, 232, 241.
Daniel and Tievil Ian were later to become proverbial in London
as oppressors and threateners, see Ca].. P. and P1. 1458-82,
pp.57-64. According to oze chronicler, after tie Spring
Parliament Qf 1451, Say, Trevilian and Daniel were acquitted
by the Londoners, T.C.D. Ma..5.l0 f.171.
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of tie unfortunate Lord Sar arid. Wilhin Crowtner must have been amofl
them.1 The other three mty well have been John Sutton Lord Dudley,2
John Noreys Eaq. 3 and Reginald Boulers the abbot of St. Peter's
Gloucester and. the future bishop of Hereford.4
1. Gough London 10, p.155.
2. Giles 1 Chron., p.40; T.C.D. Ma .E.5
.l0 f. ] 71 . John Sutton b.
c.1400, Lord Dudley 1440-87. For his career see article by
Sidney Lee, DJ.B., volJI, pp.107-09; TIe author of cLuee'
Cbronic1e also mentions that his house 5n London was robbed
by the rebels. Sutton mr have been particularly unpopular
because he served on the peace embaar to France July 1446,
C.PR. 1441-6, p.456. He 'was unpopular in Kent, see Virve,
op.cit., pp.224, 225, 232, 241. Lsbeth 306, p.67, states that
be was one of the traitors whom tJe rebels wanted removed from
the King. 1451 tIe Commons petitioned for his removal,	 V
p.216. He is included anong the names on the Cotton roll list
of indictments, printed H. Ellis, Originel Letters fllustrative
of En.ieh History, Series II (1827), vol.1, pp.12_L3%.k.e.s.4c'tv1p4-3&5.
3. n'& the career of John Nores see Wedgwood, Biographies, pp.637-39.
He was anEaquire of tie Body in 1446, C.C.R. 1441 .-7, p.450.
In 1444 lie was granted the office of Keeper of tie Great Wardrobe,
in 1446 the office of Receiver at the Exchequer, CP.R, 1442-6,
pp.311, 436. Be collected maze Berkshire manors, and had a share
in the office of packer of woolfelle in London which was much
resented by the citizens, C.C.RIL 1447-54; Chapter VI, p.$PO
Noreys had London re]. ationa and connections with tie Skinners,
Cal .P.and iL 1437-57, p .170; C.C.R.1A47-54, p .44. His third
marriage was with Margaret, the widow of 1icbo1aa Wyfo].d, Grocer,
in 1 464. Giles' Chronicle, p.40 is tie only author to mention
his unpopularity.
4. For tie career of Reginald Boulers see Zinden, Biographical
Register, vol.1, pp.228-29. His unpopularity seems to have
sprung largely from his position on peace embassies to Prance
in 1448, 1449, and is mentioned by tie authors of Great Ciron.,
p.182, Lmibeth 306, p.67, Cotton roll, oo.cit., Parliamentary
petition for tie removal, of certain members of the household,
V, p.216, in tie 'Dirge on the Duke of Suffolk 1 printed
by J. Gairdier, Three Fifteenth Century Chronicles, C.S, (N.S.
XXVIII, 1860) pp.99-103. A. manor of his was plundered, seeR.L. Storey, op.cit., p.66. William of Worcester, p.768, states
that be Duchess of Suffolk and tie Bishop of Sal isbury iere
also indicted. of treason.
7.
Tie ease of Janes Pienes, Lord Say is sontewbat different for he
was unfortui.te1y, present when the indictment was presented against
him at Guildhall on 4 July. How Lord Scales was induced to let him
leave the safety of the Tower is a mystery although it may be that
it was found necessary to sacrifice aoneone to the rebel 	 The
charge was probably tie sane as the one preserved against Grimaston.
The impetus for tie attack on Lord Say no doubt cane from tie men of
Kent for be bad been a Sheriff in that county and, was constable of
Dover castle. 2
 Tie a,itbor of Gregory's Chronicle believed hint to
have acknowledged responsibility for Glouoester t s death and therefore
justly to have met his deserts.3
 While the trial of Lord Say was in
progre as, Cade rode through the City in triumph arid drank at the
Tavern in Chepe, moving on in tie afternoon to Mile Zntt. 4 On his
way there he collected Wilhian Cronier tie Sheriff of Kent front the
Flete Prison (bow he bad cane to be there Is not clear) and beheaded
1. Gough London 10, p.156 states that Lord Say was brought from
tie Tower in tie afternoon on tie order of several Aldermen.
2. Janes Pienea was born c.1395, becane Lord Sq and Sale in 1447.
For his career see Wedgwood, Biographies, pp.322-33; article by
Ronald Ba1yne, D.LB., vol.VI, pp.l292-.93. He becane the King's
Chamberlain in 1447, Treasurer of England 1449. Be acquired
maxr Kentisb manors, was chosen to dispose of tie goods of
HUmPhreY, Duke of Gloucester, and was a ally of Suffolk,
C.F.R. 1446-54,. pp .45, 79. He bad been dismissed front the
1reasurersbip by 22 June 1450. His unpopularity in Kent can be
seen front tie Kentish Indiobnents, Virgoe, op.cit., pp.225-26, 233,
234. His visits to tie county were clearly expensive, see Accotint
Books of Corporation of Rye, lI.LC. V (1876), p.490. His unpopularity
is mentioned by Great Chron., p.182,Lanbeth3O6, p.61., Gilesi
ChronIcle, p.40, Wihian of Worceete., p.768, Cotton ro11,pcit.,
TDire on the Duke of Suffolk', op.c.
3. Gre gory , p.193.
4. Bale, p.l33.
V.
him at Mile End. 1 Together with him there suffered a man r.med
Wihiam/JobxVThoraas Bailly/Bal.e. He seems to have been someone
particularly disliked by the Essex rebels. 2 	 eee tasics accomplisled
Cads returned, to the City where the trial of Lord Say was still, in
progress. Lord Say demanded to be tried by his peers but the blood-.
thirsty Kentishnen refused to allow this and dragged hiii off summarily
to be bel*aded at the standard in Chepe, where Richard Lyons had
met bia fate at the hands of Tat Ty1ers men eighty years before.3
4. gruesome procession then ensued with the beads of the victims
borne aloft on poles.4
1. Great Chron., p.184; Gough London 10, p.155; Wilhii of 71'orcester,
p
.765. William Crownier was, the son of the Lozdon Draper,
4.lderman and Mayor of the sane name. He came of age in 1443.
'or his career see Wedgwood, BiograpH.ea, pp.242-.43. Be was
twice Sleriff of Kent in 1444-45, 1449-50, and	 M.P. for the
county in 1449. There is little evidence that be built up an
estate in Kent and his unpopularity may have been largely due
to his having married Elizabeth, the daughter of Lord Say. She
subsequently married her busband t e avenger, Alexander Iden.
Crowtner also had a personal quar'el with Lord
	 who was
one of Cads's supporters, see R. Jeffs, 'The Poynings Percy
Dispute', Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research,
vol.XXXL.V (1%1), pp.148-64.
2. Bale, p.133;
	
goiy, p .192 ; 'Vitelliuø F Xfl, p.173; Wihiai of
Worcest, p.765 who says that be was a magician. Fab.yn, p.624
embroiders upon the story by saying that Bayly was beheaded
because be knew Cade t s real. identity.
3. Great Chron., p .1 84;" Bale, p .133. His body was subsequently
mutiiated, Gougli London 10, p.156; Lamnbeth 3Q6, p.68; Continuation
G of Brut, Brie, p.518.
4. Great Thron., p.184.
At different times during Cade t a occupation of the City
(3.4 July) some memorable exploits of plundering were carried out. The
chronicles time these events differently but the fact of the robberies
remains. Most notable was the plunderinj of Philip Melpas' house in
Lime Street which was called the Green Gate. 1 This suggests not only
that he was known to be wealthy but also that Malpas himself was absent.
The loot was considerable. 2 Whereas Malpas' house was probably empty
the other notable sufferer entertained Cade to a meal and was then
plundered. This man baa been various described, to the puzzlement of
later historians as Geeratis, Ge ate, Gherstis and he baa not been
identified. 3 But be must surely be John Gest or Gist who is hated by
the author of Bale chronicle as one of the traitors and extortioners
whom Cade wanted handed over to Iim. 4 Bis house was in the parish of
St. Margaret Patena which would be convenient for Cade since it i6a
1.. Gregory, p . 1 92 . C.L. Kingaford, 'Ristorical Notes on Mediaeval.
London Rouses', London To pographical. Record, vol.X (1916), pp.131.33,
2. When Csde t a goods were collected up and brought to the Treasury, it
'was decided that those who bad been robbed were to have the first
option in buying back their goods, writ dated 15 July 1450, PIRO•
E28/80/58. Jewels worth £13.4 which beLonged to the DuI of York
were in Malpae'a house at the time of the robbery. What appears
to have happened is that by the end of August 1450, Malpas bad bought
tie jewels back and considered them to e his, so tie King paid the
Duke of York £86 7a. in compensation, see Palgrave, 4ncient
Kalendara, vol.11, pp.2l7-20; Devon, Issues, pp.467-8.
3. Great Chron., p.184; Ra!linson B 355, p.106; Fan, p.624.
4. !&,e, p.132.
c2o,
situated near the Bridge) Just as Borne bought his life and
Malpas disappeared, so John Gest hoped to preserve his by entertaining
the Captain. 2 Others whose houses may also have been robbed while the
rebels were in LoMon were Lord Dudley and Sir Thomas Stanley.3
The disorder occasioned by Cade t s presence in the City was also
turned to advantage by private individuals. One of these was Laurence
Stockwode a London salter. Richard Borne and John Judde later complained
that they were arrested by Stockwode who called himself an Alderman of
the traitor Jack Cade T s mak1ng'. Judde's wife was then forced to pay
Cade a ransom for fear that her house would be plundered. Clearly once
1. Stow, Survey, vol.1, p.133 describes the house as situated in a
little turning to the north, at the west end of Tower Street.
2. John Geat was not well-known in London. Be was a citizen and a
gentleman but not a merchant, Re had a wife, Margaret, and was
probably related to Mr. Robert Gyst, C.C.R. 1447-54, p.496 and
Eniden, Biographical Re gister, vol.11, pp.758-59. Be was an
executox of the will of Lord Fanbope, C.P.R. 144 2-6, p.230.
Stow, Survey, vol.1, p.339, describes the monument to him in the
church of St. Margaret by Ludgate where be was buried in 1458.
3. Giles Chronicle, p.40. I have identified Gilea 1 Thomas Starlawe
with Sir Thomas Stanley. For Lord Dudley see p.526 above. Both
these men were at this time in.. rent pursuing the rebels, see
Virgoe, op.cit., p243. For tie career of Sir Thomas Stanley see
article by James Tait in D.N.B., vol.XVIII, p.963; Wedirood,
Biographies, p.800. Stanley was an ally of Suffolk, ControlLer of
the household in 1443 and in this capacity he arrested the Duke of
Gloucester. 1449 is was made Chamberlain of North Wales. Be sat
on mazy commissions and at least two of these concerned London, so
it is lihely that be had a house there. lila unpopularity is
attested by his mention in the 'Dirge on the Duke of Suffolk,
op.cit,, in the Cotton roll, OPLCit and in his inclusion amongst
those w1om the Commons in 1451 wished to see removed from tie
royal household, B.?. V, p.216.
Cade was in the City, Rome and Judde who had been in charge of tie
City 's defending barges, would not be popular, bat how much of their
later complaints is true, it is difficult to tell. 1 Rome and Judde
also affirmed in their accusation against Stockerode that there were
others of Cade t a affinity at this time who occupied tI:emselves in
ransoming their neighbours. They cited Simon S1iipton, John Byllingdon,
John Frenash and Eenry Capron as the most notable of these. Bilhirgton
and Capron were certainly Londoners and the others may have been.2
But it seems likely that they were not so much supporters of Cede as
opportunists, who used Cade t a presence in the City, to pay off some old
1. P.R.OS ECP/19/134..5. Discussed by C.L. Kingsford, Preludioe ad
Promise in Fifteenth Centu England l925), p.50; LI. Peaks,
tJ..ondon and the Wars of tie Roses t (Unpublished London M.A. thesis,
1925) Chapter II. Stockwode was Varden of his Compax in 1446,
Jour.IV f.l].l. The main quarrel seems to have been between him and
Judde and tie matter occupied tie attention of tie Court of Aldermen
in October and December 1451, Jour.V f.63v., 64, 65, 66v. The
Court finally decided in favour of Judde and it is clear that
Stockwode was a unruly person. For Rome and Judde see p.4tL above.
2. Simon Slaipton may have been, a Fishmonger, CC.R. 144754, p.72.
Someone of that nae was sent to prison for questioning the
authority of tie Sierifft s servant in December 1453, Jour.V f.139v.
A pardon was issued to a Simon Shipton yeoman of Woolwicb, Kent'
,n July 1450, C.P.R. l446-52, p.542. There is no trace of a quare1
with Borne or Judde but if he were a Fishmonger like Rome there
may have been some rivalry. Eenry Capron, or Caperoun, was a
Skinner. In 1444 be made a gift of goode and chattels to Eorre
to whom be may have been indebted, C.C.R 144l-47 p.342. John
Bilhington is probably the London Grocer. March 1452 be was detained
in prison for failing to a1wer an action for debt, Cal .P. and M.
l431-7, p.123. It was probably in connection with this that be
was pardoned in April and August 1452, P.R.O. Pardon Roll C67f46.
It may well have,been the pressure of debt which led BiUington
to take advantage of Cade t a activities. In 1455 Juddeas forbidden
to prosecute his case against Billington and Fxensh outside the
City Courts, which suggest that he may have tried to take this case
also to Chancerr, Jour.V f.235v., 236. John Frenab is the moat
difficult to identify. Be may have been the London Goldsmith who
(continued at foot of next page)
2scores against Judde. No doubt once the revolt was over, to augeat
that a man had been of Cade's affinity, was a means of securing a
judgment against him. There were probably many others who lost goods
and money during these days, but if the losses were of small value the
owners were neither recompensed by the Exchequer nor noticed by the
1
chroniclers.
Cads returned to Southwsrk for the night of 4 July and he did not
enter the City the next day. On that Sunday, 5 July, a notorious
thief named Richard Bawardyn who had been draed from the sanctuary
at St. Martin t a, was beheaded at the Tabard Inn. 2 Another man to suffer
was Thomas Mayzie of Coichester whom Cade beheaded to please the men
from Essex. 3
 While Cade remained outside the City, the Mayor and
Aldermen took the opportunity to rally tieir troops and resources to
1. Paigrave, Ancient Kalendars, vol.11, pp.217-20 lists the value of
the varlou8 goods brought in to tie Treasury as belonging to Cade,
total value £274 8s.5d. Most of it was probably stolen. Agnes
Nevill had three silver dishes stolen at the time when tie house
of Philip Malpas was robbed, ECP/19f30, transcribed by M.I. Peake,
op.cit., Appendix VII.
2. Julius B I, p.136; Rawlinson B 355, p.106; GreRoi, p.193;
Wj].iiarn of Worcester, p.768, who gives the thief the Christian name
of William. If, however, tie author of Rawlinson B 255 is correct
in call ing him Richard, it may be possible to identify this
victim of Cade ts with the Richard Baward.yn tyeoman of Burton on
Trent' whom the King's Serjeant at Anna was ordered to arrest
in May 1450, C.P.R. 1447-52, p.3 8 5 . .. T.C.D. Ma.E.5.].O f.168v. records
that Bawardyn had lived a long time in the sanctuary of St. Martinte.
3. Rawlinson B 355, p.106; Bale, p.133; Gre gory , p .193.	 -
(footnote 2 continued from previous pa'e)
obtained his majority in 1422, L.B.L, p.5; Cal.P. and M 14l3-7,
pp.258..59. In 1442 tIers is record of a John Freneb, citizen and
pouchnaker, LR.O. Mayor's Court Files 3fL33. A John Prenab
tLabourer of Eauklerst Xcent' was pardoned in July 1450, C.P.R.
415-, p.341. Whichever of these men it wan, he was still -
being pursued by Judde in 1.455.
5Z 3'
t to prevent Cade's re-entry. The news of these preparationa ntuat
have been brought to Cade for he recalled all his men from the City,
to join hint in Soutbwarlc.1 The Mayor and Aldermen were in touch with
the royal. troops in the Tower and the plan was mounted to launch an
attack under cover of dark upon Cade 1 s men who were holding the Bridge
for hint. Once the Bridge was regained, the rebels could be kept out
of the City.
The battle of the Bridge began at about nine nt clock at night. Te
Londoners led by the Sheriff William Eulyn managed to abut the gates
of tie Bridge against the rebels, but they could not drive t}eni off
tie Bridge completely. The Londoner - who included the Mayor, Aldermen
and Sheriffs together with L;rd Scales, Sir Matthew Gough and their
troops from the Tower - were clearly better armed than the rebels and
it says much for the tenacity and determination of the latter that the
battle continued until dawn. 2 When the Captain saw that there was no
hope of regaining tie City, be fired the drawbridge and remained
I. GoughLondonlO, p.156.
2. TIe Lotidoners were equipped with arms from tie Tower, see p.492.
above. One Londoner who did not tgo armed to fight against the
rebel s was the Baker, John Mabyowe, who received a royal pardon
for bi failure to help, on the grounds that acute Londoners who
mortally hated hint would have taken the opportunity to kill hin,
6 April 1453, C.P.R. 1452-61, p.63. Ma1yowe was unwilling to pay
peage, i.e. a tax on theweighing of corn, and got into trouble
with tie civic authorities, L.B.K., pp.358-59, 368-69; Cal.?. and M.
1437-57, p.132; Jour.V f.1Ol. 119v. Sa.C4t$utLt .t4.(
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encanped in Southwark. 1 As one chronicler aptly points out, he had
held the keys of tI:e City for two days and two nights.2
Neither side had won the battle of tie Bridge and its toughness
was later to become proverbial . But at least the City could now be
held against the rebels and the Captain was in a more compromising mood.
But several prominent men had lost their livess Matthew Gough a veteran
of the French wars, John Sutton a London Goldsmith who had been an
Aldexnan since 1436 and Roger Heyaaunt a London Draper of some note.
Conciliation was now both possible and necessary and a deputation was
sent - presumably l2ybYat - to tie Captain. It consisted of the
Archbishops of Canterbury and York and the Bishop of Winchester.
These held a conference with Cade in St. Margaret's Church on the
hil].' in Southwark. 4 These men must have been in the Tower during
Cads's occupation of the City. When they met Cads they received his
petition - probably a copy of the second set of articles - and granted
}thn two pardons in his name of John Mortliner, one of which was rather
more specific than the other. 5 Although the pardons to Cade t a followers
1. Julius B I p.136; liawlinson B 355, p.106; Gough London 10, p.156.
2. English Chronicle, p.66.
3. Paston Letters, vol.111, p .475, 3 January 1451, letter from William
Wayte to John Paston in which he describes how tie Bailiff of
Swaffham told tie Lord Chancellor that if Sir Thomas Tuddenbam did
not pay his taxes like the rest tLondon should, within short time,
have as much for to do as they had for to keep London Bridge when
tie Captain can thither; for ... there was up in Norfolk ready to
rise 5000 commons t . T.C.D. Ms .E.5.10 f.169 states that 40 Londonera
were killed and 200 Kentishzzen.
4. Goqg4ion 10, p.1 56 ; regoz y , p.193; William of Worcester, p.768.
5. Both pardons dated 6 July 1450, C .P.R44652, pp.328, 338.
must have been promised this day, thoy are all dated 7 July. 1 With
this security, Cade t s men began to Leave tbeir canpa at Southwark,
Blackheath and Mile End and to drift borewsrds with tbeir pardons.
Of tIe two thousand or so men who received. pardons on 7 July a more
eight of these were Londoners; although in addition to this there
were pardons to several man in Southwark. The London contribution to
the revolt must, therefore, have been neiigible.2
1. Pardons to Cade ts followers to be found, ibid., pp.338-74.
2. The Londonera who received pardons were:- (i) 7ilhiai Deraunt
'€entlenian' and. his wife &lice, C.P.R. l446-, p.341. lie may
be tIe citizen and Cordwajner who made a gift of goods and chattels
in 1445, C.C.R. 44-, p.276; one of tIe recipients was (ii)
Andrew Kebyll t gentlenlant of London who also received. a pard.on
pn 7 July 1450, C.P.R. 1446-52., p.340. Kebyll had been a
Controller of Pipes at tIe Exchecljier, C.P.R. 1441-6, p.355. (iii)
William &gaa described as Grocer, CP.R. l446-, p. 371. (iv)
Thomas Bsewyk, Weaver of the Pariah of St. Ke.tlerine Coleman
Street, ibid., p.352. (v) John Hole, ibid., p.347, described.
as 'citizen and Tailor in 1452, C.C.R. 1447-54, p
.366 and as
Tent1emant in 1471, L,B.L., p.94. (vi) JohxiBorell aDyor,
14462, p.345. lIe was a member of the 'nistery as early
as 1453 and was a Master. in. 1445, L.K., p.173, Jour.IV f,229v.
He was involved. in several gifts of goods aM chattels between
1 443 and. 1452. (vii) A Goldsmith named Arnald. van Osenbrug,
C.P.R. 144, p
.348. (viii) Thomas Rashford, citizen and.
Ostler, ibid., p . 347. Thomas .&ndrewes, described, as a labourer
of London, was also associated with Cade, ibid., p.437.
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Cade himself left Southwark on 7 or 8 July, having sent his goods
and plunder by barge down the Thames and up the Medway to Roclester.1
The Court of Aldermen met again on 8 July although the Mayor, Thomas
Chariton, ya absent. A committee of three was appointed to hold a
discussion with the Lord Chancellor and otIer lords of the Council.2
On 9 July Cade passed. through Dartford on his way to Rochester. 3 Here
he seems to have set up his headquarters and, with the town as a
base, launched an attack upon Queenborough Castle which was stoutly
defende+y its Captain Sir Robert Cbanberlain, with the result that
Cade had to fall back upon Rochester. 4 It was, no doubt, the news that
1. Stow, Annale, p.390; Gouh London 10, p.l56 states that Cade
left Souark on 7 July. RP V p.224 states that Cade was still
in South4on 8 July. Copies of the pardon to Mortlxxier, dated 7 July.
are to be found in the records of the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury,
E.M.C. V (1876) p.455, and in tie records of tie Corporation of New
Roniney, E.M. IV (1874) p.422. A pardon to tie men of Favershain is
also dated 7 July , H.M.C. VI AppEndix (1 877) p.509. John Senclyer,
the Mayor of Pavershan, seeln&to have been involved in tie capture
of Cade, P.R.0. Writ 404/67/31.
2. The committee consisted of Prowyk, Zyre, and the Undersieriff
Thomas Burgoyrie, Jour.V f.39v. The Mayor, Thomas Chariton,
continued to be absent until 12 September 1450.
3. .L' V p.224.
4. Stow, Annale8, p.390. A writ of 5 August 1450 granted Sir Roger
40 marks as a reward fox, his troub1 in defending the castle and for
taking prisoner two traitors, Geoffrey Rechen and tie Cts
bouchez who had been stirring up trouble, P.R.O. E404/66/202, Devon,
Issues, pp.471-72. Kechen's goods were later granted to dward.
Eachope of the ICing's Buttery, writ dated 27 May 1451, E404/67/165.
ICechen was described as tlate of Dartford, servantt in January 1451,
C.P.R ._1 446-5?, p .437. Tie man described as the 'bouchez' of Cade bad
been brought to Q.ueenborou.6h Castle by John Jng nd Richard Andrew
of Sittngbourne, Icent and they subsequently received 5 marks reward,
writ dated. 14 October 1450, E404/6 7/54. Axone who took one of Cadea
followers was to be rewarded with 5 marks, E404/66/194. Although
Rochester appears to have been Cade ta R.. after he left London, the
town was not punished. Tie Bailiff and citizens were granted £40 by
the ICing, out of Cade's goods, for making tie East Gate of tie town,
E28/80/71; P.P.C. VI p.101; E404/66/209.
Z7.
Cads was still in arms in Kent which prompted the King's writ on
10 July which declared Cads a traitor and put a reward of l000marks
on his lead. It may be that Cade remaid in arms because be
mistrusted his pardon. The writ Is preserved only by Stow and in
tie manuscripts of the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury.1 Cads was
accused, amongst other things, of killing a pregnant woman, being
of the Yrench party, using icrotnancy and remaining in arms without
the authority of Parliament. One chronicler records that Cadets
previous pardon was Inval id because it was Issued to him in tIe
name of Mortinier when his real name was Cade.2
On 12 July Cads was taken at Eeathfield in Sussex by Alexander
Iden, assisted by John Davy. Ideri was a €entleman of Kent who was
appointed Sheriff to succeed Crowiner. 3 After hearing of the
proclamation for his arrest, Cade must have abandoned Rochester on
the night of 10 July or during 1]. July, for Heathfield is a good
forty miles from Roche ster. While the search for C ads was in progre as
1. Stow, Annales, p.391; B.M.C. V (1876), p.455.
2. Lainbeth 306, p.68.
3. 1 September 1450, described as Sheriff of Kent, C.P.R. 1446-5_2,
p.401. He was granted the keeping of Rochester Castle. He
aubseuent1y married William Crowtner's widow, Elizabetb, the
daughter of Lord Say. Tie chroniclers differ greatly about
tie place of Cade t s arrest. John Davy was paid by writ dated
18 September 1450, £20 reward for taking Cade at tHefeld?
Sussex. If this is not Reathfield it could be B:atfield,
ikilea west of Tonbrid€e.
a number of royal. officials were sent to Rochester. The &rchbishop
of York was sent to 'appease our subjects there and to establish
good rule amongst them ? ) But be was also sent to see to the
collection of Cade t e goods and their despatch to the Treasuzy in
London. The taking and disposal of Cade 1 s loot and possessions
seem to have been tIe chief concern of the governnent and, because
this was largely the business of the Exchequer, the process is well-
documented.
1. P.R.0. Writ dated 9 September 1450, E404/67/16; paid £20
19 July 1451, Devon, Ieauee, pp.470-71.
2. 12 July 1450 commission to the Treasurer, Sir Thomas Tyrel].,
Richard Wailer Esq. to arrest Cade t s goods arid use to capture
him and his adherents, C.P.R. 1446-
.52 , p. 3 87; P.P.C. 'VI, p.96;
P.R.0. E28/80f62. Tyrell and Walter travelled to Rochester
to seize these goods and were subsequently paid £5 13a.4d.
for their expenses, Devon, Issues p.466. Others went to
Rochester also by virtue of the King's commission of 12 July
and these also received payment for Iefr expenses, 18 July 1450
P.P.C. VI, p.98; E28/80/57; E404/66/l95. 14 July 1450 Treasurer
was instructed to receive all Cade's goods which bad recently
been brougbt into Rochester, and to use them wisely, P.P.C. VI,
p. 97; E28/80/63. 14 July 1450 writ to Treasurer to use all.
diligence in taking Cade t s goods brought to Rochester 'or ar.y
goods of his, be they gold, silver, coin orp1ate, cloths of
gold, arras or arthing whatsoever' £40416611 93. 18 July 1450
writ to Tyrell and Wailer to deliver the goods which they had
collected to the Treasurer, £101/515/13. 19 July 1450 Tyrell
and Wailer delivered the goods to the Treasurer and the
indenture between the two parties is dated 21 July 1450. TIe
indenture lists all, tIe goods which had belonged to Cade
including only £105 15s.Od. in cash, Paigrave, Ancient Kalendar,
vol.11, pp.217-20. TIe two parts of tie indenture still survive
in P.R.0., El0l/335/5 (two seals) and El0l/5l5/13 (one seal).
Stephen Knight, .the King's Esclieator in Icent and Middlesex,
bad been verr active in collecting Cade t s goods. Tie account
of Pyrell and Wailer was enrolled, Easter Term 1455, £364189 n.lv.
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It is not clear whether Cade was killed during tie course of
his capture by Davy and Iden, but certainly he was dead by the time
his body was brought triumphantly to London. This gruesome procession
reached the City on 13 July and, the body, having been displayed
in an open cart in Soutiwark so that the hostess of the White Eart
might identify her erstwhile guest, it was deposited in the Court
of King's Bench) There it remained until 15 July when it was duly
beheaded and quartered. 2 With Cade thus safely identified and dead,
the Treasurer was authorized to pay Iden the reward of 1000 marks
which had been promised to the man who should bring Cade t s body,
alive or dead, to the King's Council. 3
 The different parts of
Cade t s body were sent to different parts of the country - the head
was placed on London Bridge and tie quarters went to Norwich,
Salisbury, Blackheath and Gloucester. The disposal of Cade's body
1. Gregoi, p .194; Gough London 10, p.156.
2. Gough London 10, p.156; T.C.D. Ma. E.5.10 f.].69.
3 . Writ dated 15 July 1 450, S404f66/194. But Iden was to be paid
out of Cade t s confiscated goods, E28/80/58; Poedera V, part II,
p.27. 'den received £266 L3s.4d., see the endorsement on
404/66/1 94; Devon, Issues, p .464 (where payment dated 30 Jure 1450
which serves to eiapbasiae the nominal nature of Kxcheguer
dating). Iden ad still not received the remaining 600 marks
!ay 20 September 1450, when be repre8ented to the King that he
suffered greatly from his, as yet unpaid, assistants, P.RI0.
404/67/3l. It is doubtful if Lien was ever fully paid since
Cadets confiscated goods were not worth 1000 marks (see p. St2.
n. 1 and p.c2. n. a above). Lien was, however, empted from
tie Act of Resumption in 1455, RP. V, p.313.
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and the bodies of other traitors, was the responsibility of the
Sheriffs of London and it was a task which they found to be both
onerous and expensive.1
In London, the Court of Aldermen was meeting again regularly
in the absence of the Mayor for whom Thomas Cat,qorth acted as deputy.
7iUiaaz Eulyn, the Sheriff who had done good service during the
battle of tIe Bridge was chosen as the new Alderman for Lime Street
ward in place of Philip Malpas. Matthew Philip, another Goldnith,
took the place of John Sutton at &ldersate ward. A conniittee was
appointed, which included Thomas Cook senior, to deal. with the
necessary repairs to the City gates and to receive sums of money for
this purpose from the Cotnpanie a. The repair of the drawbridge cwe,
no doubt, within the scope of this committee. 2 The heads of Lord
Say, William Crowiner and Baily were removed from London Bridge and,
united with their bodies, were decently buried in the Grey Friars
Church. 3
 Matthew Gough was buried in the Chapel of the Virgin in
the Carmel. Its Church and John Sutton was buried at St. John Zachary.4
The City did not mourn for long and tIe commerce by which it lived,
1. See P.P.C. VI, p.107, the Sheriffs petitioned to be allowed the
coats of this operation. Bale, p.134 records that one of Cadets
quartera was stolen from Dartford but this may well have been
one of his supporters.
2. Jour.V f.40, 40v.
3. Gregoy pp .193-94. Bai, p.134 dates Lord Say's burial to
21 July 1450. See Stow, Burve1, vol.1, p.320.
4. Lambeth 44 p.150. For John Sutton'S burial see Stow, Survey,
vol.I, p .305 ; II, p.341..
quicic].y revived. On 18 July the Bridge Bouse accounts begin again
and the life of the City reverted to its normal. tempo. Altogether
tie City Coaipani.es contributed at least £500 towards tie repair
of the gates and Bridge and by 10 September the accounts of those
entrusted with this task, were ready to be audited. 1 On 28 July
the Court of Aldermen sent a deputation to tie Chancellor to discuss
bow the King should be received in the City. At least forty companies
were to be involved in the we]. come and on 28 July the King returned
to tie City which he had left so hastily a month before.2
But tie troubles and risings did not die down with the death
of the Captain of Kent. Tie first measures of the govermnent were
conciliatory and on 1 Aug,st the King issued a commission which was
to examine tie Kentish grievances. Aa this commission was headed
the Archbishops of Canterbury and. York and tie Bishop of Winchester,
who had formed the deputation to Cade on 6 July, it seems likely
that the sending of such a commission formed one of the terms of
tie truce. TIe Duke of Buckinghan, a • neutral t figure, also served
on the commission. 3 Only one chronicler aasessthe purpose of this
commission correctlyt t tie Kitg sent the Archbishop of York and the
1..	 Jour.V f.42, 45v.
2. Jour.V f,42v.; T.C.D. Ms.E .5. lO f.l69-169v.
3. C.P.R. l446-, p.388. Some of tie indictments made before these
commissioners have been edited by Virgoe, op.cit., pp.220-43.
t*r	 vifl4 L.i...k 4.	 ,*J. iJ
A/4r,	 t..p3'q.-S.
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Duke of Buckingham to Rochester with Instructions to puniab
extortioners so that tiere should be no rising'. 1 Tie Ommia8ion
a). so sat at Maidetore, Canterbux and Dartford but ly the end of
October tie methods of conciliation had given way to those of
.2
suppress ion.
William Partnenter who called himself tie second captain of
Kent assembled man at Ospringe on 31 August and on 8 September tie
Duke of Somerset was ordered to raise tie King's lieges against tie
Kentish rebels. 3 Parinenter was captu.red. 4
 Other Kentish leaders
who fell into tie King's bands in tie autumn of 1450 were Robert
Spenser t sworn brother t of Cade and Simon Scryven from Bern. 5 Tie
1. T.C.D. Ms.E.5.lO f.16v,.It is interesting that the chronicler
mentions only tie Archbishop of York and tie Duke of Buc]cingham
for these are tie çnly members of the commission for whom
payments for expenses have survived. For the Archbishop of York
writs for payment on 15 August 1 450 (E4o4/66/208 ), 10 October 1450(E404/67/48), 12 Octoberj45O (E404/67/55); for the Duke of
Buckingban writ for payment 15 August 1.450 (s28/OO/68 and
E404/66/206).
2	 Sittings of the commission 20-22 August at Rochester; 16-l9
September Maidstone; 2224 September Canterbury; 22 October
Dartford, Virgoe, op.cit., p.215. 19 August 1450, James Cre sham
wrote to John Paston from London ttie Chief Justice is not here,
re noon other Justice, except Danvers is now made juge of tie
Comure Place, and is forth into Kent with the Lordst, Past
1.tte, vol.1, p.139.	 -
3. For Parmenter's rising see Virgoe,	 p.253 and Somerset's
commission, C.P.R. 1446-52 , p.431. 3 October 1450 writ to pay
Somerset for his efforts, p.P.C. VI, pp.101-02; E404/67/38. Re
received the money 29 October 1450, Devon, Issuffi, p.468.
4. Thomas Wareyn, an Esquire of tie Duke of Somerset, had clar€e
of Partuenter for 32 days and was to be paid for his trouble,
writ for payment, dated 10 June 1451 E404/67/l8O. Payment made
5 August 1451., Devon, Issues, p.472.
5. Alexander Iden brought Spencer to the King, writ for payment dated
.0 September 1 450 , E404/67/30 , although payment not made until
27 May 1451, Devon, Issues, p.469. Ten men were to receive a reward of
£10 for bringing 3cryveno tie King, writ dated 26 November 1450,
E404/6 7/94.
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Duke of York headed a cotmnis8ion of oyer and termirier in early
December and further repressive measures followed. 1
 B'kt it was the
harvest of heads in January and February 1451 which sent a chill
down the spines of the chroniclers. The King himself joined tIe
commissioners who included tIe Dukes of Exeter and Somerset, and
the Earls of Arundel and Shreweabury. They eat at Canterbury,
Rochester and Tonbrid. 2 Twenty or thirty men were executed and
one chronicler renlarice with some horror that 'eight heads stood
at once on London Bridge'. 3 But the risings - for example that of
Thomas Skinner in Brenchley late in April - continued throughout
the spring and tIe commission was renewecL 4 For a year there was
comparative peace in Kent and then it became necessary to send yet
another commission headed by the Earl of Shrewesbury to suppress
1. 14 December 1450, C.P.R. l446-52. p .435. Gervase Clifton was
authorized to raise tIe King's lieges against tIe rebels,
p.436.
2. 13 January, 27 January 145]., C.P.R. 1446-52 , pp .437, 442. See
Virgoe, op.c., p.217. While the King and the niembers of the
commission were at Rochester they were visited by tIe Dean of
St. Martin's tIe Grand who was sheltering in his sanctuary
William Caynie of Slttingbourne, who tad been one of Cadets
petty Captains and had been indicted of treason. 16 February 2.451
the King had sent a sigTlet letter to the Dean requesting him
to send Caytne to Rochaster. The Dean managed to defend both
Cayrne and the Cburch 1 a privileges before tIe King and the
commissioners, and Cayme on 20 May 145]. received tIe King's
pardon and became t a cherished person with the said Duke of
Somersett, G.R.0. Liber Pleetwood f.175v-176; C.P.R. 14465?,
p.424. Vayme had been associated with William Paruienter. On tIe
question of tIe sanctuary of St. Martint a, see Chapter VI,p.°1-4
3. Lambeth3, p.68. See also Great Chro., p.185; Bale, p.l34;
Gough London 10, p.2.57; Gregory, p.195; T.C.D. Ma.E.5. ].O f.170v.
states.. that 3]. men were beheaded and 3000 pardoned.
4. C.P.R. 1446-c2, p.477. For Thomas Skinner see Virgoe, on.cit.,
pp.249, 250T252. John Ai.zdeley Eag. was paid 40 nazkiaking
Skinner, writ dated 29 June 1451, E404/67/190.
tie rising of John Wilkins.1 The restless movement of discontents
arid disaffection remained a treacherous quicksand upon which tie
local government in Kent rested uneasily.
Tie otier main areas of trouble In 1450 were Gloucestershire,
SUSSeX, Norfolk, Essex and Wiltshire where tie Bishop of Salisbury
had been murdered on 29 June. Tie commission which was sent to
Norfolk on 1 August 1450 was probably conciliatory like that of
tie same date sent to Kent, but the other si ightly 1 ater commissions
were repressive. 2 Tie King biiaself may have accompanied the
commissions to Sussex and Wiltshire. 3 Repression continued throughout
1451 and the Duke of Somerset headed a notable group of men who
were sent to Suffolk, Surrey, Kent, Eaxnpshire, Wiltshire and Sussex -
where the rising was led by a men n8zaed Heitry Raailderie. 4
 There
was trouble also this year in Leiceater, Gloucestershlre, Eertfordshire,
Suffolk arid Essex. 5 In 1452 tie number of disaffected areas shrank
1. C.P.R. 144652, p.577; Virgoe, op.cit., pp.2189- 256-65.
2. C.P.R. 1446-52, pp.43243, 435, 388, 43]., 440, 434, 433. Sir
omas Tyre].l was paid £40 for taking rebels in Essex, writ dated
14 September 1 450, E404/6 7/20. For some of the indictments made
before tie Norfolk commissioners see P.11.0. File KB9/272.
3. Geahro., p.185; Lamtetb 306, p.68.
4. 20 May 1451, C.P.R. 1446-52 , p.477; Virgoe, op.cit., p.244 and n.2.
17 August 1 451 vriit for Thomas Croxton, cleric of tie Bench, to
be paid. for attending sessions in five counties for 35 days at
a daily wa
€e of 3s.4d., E28/81/9. Tie judges were to be paid
20s. a day, see E28/81/4 and 17.
5. C.P.R. 1446-2, pp. 478 , 440, 477, 436. No commission was appointed
for i4eicester but 1]. April 1452 tie town received a general
pardon for all. offencs committed. there before 7 April. 1452,
VIII Appendix, Part I Section 2 (1881), p.414.
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again to Kent, Bristol, Norfolk end Suffolk although it was necessary
to send a general commission to the South-west of england in July.1
To say that the motives which led men to join Jack Cede's
revolt were political does not recessarily lead to the conclusion
that the revolt was Yorkist. The revolt was inspired by bad
govermnent - both at the local level in Kent, essex and Norfolk
and at the upper level in the Council which advised the King. The
death of Gloucester, the seeping away of the French lands, the
restrospective unpopularity of tie King's marriage and the dislike
of Suffolk all contributed to tie political unre8t which lay behind
the revolt. This was certainly not a peasant rising but rather that
of a tmiddle ...class t , surprisingly politically self-conscious,
which felt itself to be cheated, robbed, betrayed and ignored. But
it was still possible at this tinie to be anti-government without
being pro-York. In tie two sets of articles produced by the rebels,
tie second set does not mention York at all end the first set
mentions him twice. On tie first occasion the writers claimed that
it is not their intention to replace tie King with the Duke of York
(the heir-apparent at tie time), and on the second occasion they
asked tie King to put aside the 'progery' of the Duke of Suffolk
and to rule instead with tie help of the Dukes of York, exeter,
Buckingham and Norfolk. To infer a Yorkist inspiration behind these
1.	 C.P.R.l446-52 , pp.577, 580-81, 539-40, Gerera]. commission to
investigate treasons in t south-west, ibid., p.500.
sentiments, would be to stretch the evidence. None of the contemporary
chronicLers mentions the rising as being in any wv connected with
the Duke - who was in Ireland - and it seems more likely that the
government later attributed the rising to 'Yorkist t plots because
this helped. the discredit the Duke in the eyes of those who feared
lawlessness and warfare. In the submissive Lancastrjan Pan iament
of 1459 the Commons in their petition against the Duke of York
claimed that many of Cade t s adherents, when they were about to die,
said that they had intended to exalt the said Duke against all
reason, law and truth, to the estate that God and nature bath
ordained you and your succession to be born to'. 1 Thus ran Lancastnian
propaganda but there is nothing in the indictments of 1450-51 to
suggest that such schemes were current at the time. It is true
that Cade took the name Mortiiaer, but only the author of the Great
Chronicle followed by Fabian, states that he claimed to be a cousin
of the Duke of York. This name could equally well be used by all, the
BourcMer family and it seems Likely that by choosing it Cade was
more conscious of its grandiose associations than its political
affiliations.
It is, perhaps, as dangerous to tir to detect the existence
of parties in the wide political arena, as it is in London itself.
There was what might be described as a political vacuum in ngl. and
following tie deaths first of the Duke of Gloucester and then tie
1.	 V, p.346.
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Duke of Suffolk. This vacuum was not filled until tie Dukes of
York and Somerset returned to ngland in tie autjn of 1450 and
defined their rivalry. But tie growth of a Yorkiat party, that Is
a party of men whose aim was to replace tie King on tie throne with
the Duke of York, was a slow one. It began in the Parliament in tie
au.tuxnn of 1 450 when Sir Till jam Oldhall, tie Duke s Chamberl am,
was chosen Speaker and Thouas Young moved in the Lower Rouse for
the recognition of York as Renry's heir. The movement grew into an
armed riSIng in tie spring of 1452 and must have gained momentum
from the birth of Prince £dwad in 1453. But tie, revolt of 1450
was not the first battle of tie Tars of the Roses and its significance
does not lie in its supposedly Yorkist affiliations, but in its non-
partisan character. Tie men of Kent rose, not against tie King and
not becanee they intended to replace him with tie Duke of York, but
they rose in spontaneous protest against a corrupt and vicious
network of privilege and position which eiineshed tie King. The
Keutishaen shared, with the Yorkista, this opposition to the Court
and their rising may have done something to accelerate tie growth
of a Yorkist faction, but theirmedies were different.
An examination of this network reveal a, perhaps, some interesting
facts. From tie rebel manifestos, the Kentish indictments, and
tie chronicles, it is possible to gather a list of twenty three men
who, in some way or other, were attacked either verbally or plsical1y
1' the rebels. Some of these men were attacked because of the
positions which they held - for example tie three Sheriffs of Kent,
599'
but the links between these twenty three men were not of a solely
official kind. Not only did they sit on conmtissions together but
they were feoffees together, witnessed each others charters, held
manors, offices and wardships jointly, were connected by marriage
or entered into legal transactions together. It seems clear that
there existed a privileged t estab1ishient I at which the rebels hit
out- perhaps not so blindly.
It cannot be mere chance that the five Londoners whom we know
to have suffered at the hands of the rebels, fit closely into this
network. They were not, of course, the only ones who had connections
with the court, but they serve to highlight an important truth;
court venality, luxury and corruption served to line rather than
to empty the pockets of Londoners • Bad government affected trade it
is true, but at the local level their government was within their
own control. It is, therefore, natural that Cede received little
support from the City; there is no evidence of any assistance
offered to Cade until he got into the City on 3 July. The belief
that the Common Council was divided cannot be substantiated. It
was not in the interests of the majority of the citizens that a
rioting, plundering mob should be let loose in the City. Some, it
is true, like Laurence Stokewood turned the occasion to their profit
and there were always the poor and underprivileged who saw any
disturbance as a time of selfbelp. But the negligible natire of
London support for Cede is striking. Only eight Londoners felt the
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need to acquire pardons, no commission of oyer and terminer was
sent to the City when tLe revo]. t was over and there is no record
that the Court of Aldezinen saw the need to m4a out punisbnentaz
rather they held a puzzled enquiry as to how such a thing as Cadets
entry into the gnarded City could have come about. Their conclusion
that Cade' a success was an accident must be endorsed by historians.
If Cade had enjoyed any significant support within the City itself,
the Londoners who fought Cads on London Bridge during tie night of
July 5 would have been attacked from both sidest but of this there
is no record. The citizens neither wished Cads to enter nor desired
him to prolong his stay. For the accident of his admission they
paid with their blood and their goods.
The City of London supported the crown during the rising of
Jack Cade • It was not of tie tLaricastrian t party because there was,
as yet, no'Yorkist'party. Tie City stood for law and order and tie
peaceful conditions necessary to pursue tie business of trade. In
tie decade which followed 1450 tie Londoners continued to pursue
these primary objectives in conditions of localized warfare, factions
nobility and a weakened central government. London was not Yorkist
during Cade t s revolt, nor did it become Yorkiat in the l450s when
that term came to have some precise meaning. Aa in tie case of
Henry Bolingbroke, so with tie Dukes of York. London supported tie
reigning monarch until, the success of the usurper or, more particularly,
of his army, became inevitable. The City did not back losers out of
5q.
1iih-tinded principle, but considered its allegiance to be a matter
of finance and expediency. To sar that London in 1450..61 was
Yorkiat means only that tle City was not prepared to withstand a
siege and to do battle for tbe cause of Henry VI.
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IIUtamlaldern	 44 26 45 45 4].
Tbota K.nol].s 	 40 52 49 80 54
Tomas Paa.iconar	 60 48 33 41 41
Robert Chichele	 43 43 6]. 62 59
Ricbez Merlave	 33 I1 67 47JiU tea Crowtr	 48 45 49 65 54
licholsa Wotton
	 5 57 43 54 33
Henry Barton	 100 62 55 71 5L
William Louth	 24 17 40
Jill lam Norton	 37 50 57
William Chichele	 12 7 18 15
JohnPenne	 36 40 47 54 41
Walter Cotton	 10
homaaPyke	 23 24 2 35
William Seveno	 44 45 8 83 74
,Tohn Mitchell	 25 l 41. 32 44
JobnGedxy	 29	 33 44 54
41snverard	 27 13
}iomaa Lleyn	 32 45 55 53
Ji1.liamCauntbridgs 42 40	 27
Ralph Barton	 60 52 8 59 56
John Reynwel].	 42 48
	
48 59
John Perrys	 64 55 (	 64
Robert Whitinam	 29 47
	
49
Robert Widington	 51. 36 23
John Stande].f	 64 56
J0hn Coventry	 74
John Botilj.er	 6 62
Robert Tatera&.e	 4 72
Nicholas Jams
John Wells
John Blakden
Sim,n Seman
John Att. Water
Rieha Goeelyn
William Rstfeld
Henry ?rowyk
Thomas Wandesford
John BrQkle
Robert Ottele
John Padde ale
Thomas Walsingbem
Ralph Skinnard
Stephen Broun
Robert Large
pr\	 I4	 .O	 t-
c	 s-	 ¼b	 tc'J 	 c'1	 oJ	 oJ	 c	 cJ	 C4
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
r4 p4	 p4 p4 4 p4
39 47 90 65 51 43 57
444
44 62 42 33 22 5 5
46 26 12 42 25 67 42
31 43 28
59 31 36 35 74 54
46 60 36 53 47 70 30
72 66 62 56 55 74 [J
49 81. 64 89
58 68jö1 47 4]. 4Q 30
31. 32 42 35 27 (J 60
54 60 59 56 45 49 47
62 62 69 77 73 65 77
36 74 72 63t 23 0
41 53 58 5L 49 60 6].
15 26 17 32 10 21. 14
56 a o 17
85 91 ao(öI 71. 72 82
6 66 77 63 63 54
3 0'J 42 52 63 28 33
49	 58 75 51. 30 63
7464
	
66 55 53 72
62 68 9) 56 24
38 38 30 43 37
(Y 53 67 80 59 L 72
64 57 54 53 (58) 44
5L 25 3 28
48 47
	 , 60
63 57
	 44
2923
71
69
P4
96
50
28
54
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31
'50
60
40
34
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87 117
67
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	 i—I	 p4	 p4	 1-4
82 73 107 101 107
	
56 42	 64	 63
39 106 126
46 39 52
27 27 3 0 0
70 66	 -
67 89 77 64 39
78 66 58 69 69 25
0
14 6
1].
Number of metings
William Ibireth
Thomas B.rn.well
Thomas Chalton
John Rather]..
Robert Clopton
Thomas Catworth
John O1n.y
William Gregory
Ralph Holland
John Sutton
Nicholas Teo
William Combes
William Wbeten&.e
John Noian
Nichola. Wyfold
Robert Horn.
Stephen. Poster
Siion Syre
John Derl
Thomas Caiynges
Geoffrey Peldyng
Thomas Scott
William Cantelowe
William 4.braham
Philip Mlpaa
William Marowe
Will iaa Rulyn
Matthew Philip
Christopher Water
William Dere
Richard Alley
Geoffrey. Boleyn
Richard Lee
John WaUern
John Itiddel ton
Thomas Cook
Ralph Joaselyn
John P.1 do
Ralph .Vermy
William TaiUour
Thomas Oule grave
ugIi Jycbe
John Stokksr
Richard T1erng
John Tong.
John Lambarde
John Wal shaw.
George Irlond
Robert BassetJohn Stokton
5441 48 51. 33 28 42 40 5]. 6563 47
	
83
46255647 423O 3438 5648 3845 575847323324
266066 54j
	 5 2c 56 49 21 0
37 37 44 40 2]. 31	 40 -8 0 22 44 82
56 55 50 49 45 62 49 64 61 j5J 67 64 78 80 79 79 59 62 52
51. 48 58 50 48 72 61 67 64 75 7]. 77 89 8603 94 64 73 813451.583017180
4433 4640 28424234706342
56dj52 20 3477 59	 -
40 14 39 '72 (	 82 44 33 55 63 43 66 80 74 7
585864 ) 50544455 68 48 5061.	-
56 74
	
55 62 89 75 53 46 86 91 97
	 J 79 8380 69 (J 44 44
	
33 38 67 I9J 38 34 6 0 071	 59 (J 43 36 56 3]. 47 52 52 50 32
59 (2)_Q. ' 54 55 71 54 49 66 50
80 otQ 
86 84 81 82 74 68 76 55 48 67
73	 82 66 70 70 74. 76 90 4.7
42 36 34 © 31 40 30 2]. 17 29i 	 14 5 14 4
88 94 Jk 84 90 91 87	 68 87 57 0 93 2 62 36'
78 85	 ) 6J 67 49 41. 55 46 46 40 44 5L 001 72 46 24
13 55 4. Q) 6]. 65 72 50 40 67 57 53 59 65 75 52
50 80 () 75 66 77 51. 58 45 55 42
40	 83
J) 5k 20 39 53 45 47 (	 52
(4) 66 4 48 52 46 53 50
63 54 57 48 63 67 78
72 (13) 59 28
807L53
67 66 CL ) 36	 ____
69 (Q) 47
19 34 39
57 54
52
56
66
46
49 0 27
57 00 7 29
57 70 67 34
44	 22	 ____
37 66 64 68 44 14
31 5063J384315
44 67 72 89 78 76 62
61 49 46 58 45 35 25 5
55 85 55 72 67 45 8
50 29 42 4 59 5]. 38
59 66 6 63 55 29
48 58 9 48 40 15
48 58 60 62 27
76 37 78 65 60
60 70 69 54
67 65 6j 59 80
6OCi4 31
61 4) 42
)35
70
65 69
34
R3GT
Constable sa
Be adle sa
S cave n rs a
DG
Constablesa
Be ad]. e a
3cavenersz
12 wivary 1422
	 1tn.Roll .5O.
16 &pril 1454
4 July 1454
2]. October 1455
12 Jamzary 1422
4 Dcember 1428
12 Januaxy 1422
Jour.V f.1b1.
Jou.r.V f.173
Jour.V f.268v.
?m.Rol1 à.50.
Jour.II f,126v.
Mein.Roll A.50.
12 January 1422	 m.Roll .k50.
5 eust 1445	 Jour.IV 1.88.
8 'u1&tist 1445	 Cal.P.aM.
14J7-57, p.54.
12 Jaivai 1422	 1tn.Roll ...5O.
Ski
pendix I
RD OPFIQR3
William Belle
Richard Puller
Stephen Cleant
John Mason
John Salter
John Licton
A.]n Brette
Richard Eersy
Robert Walpole
Rnry Lu]
William Violet
John Leyhton
John Davy
John cene
John Icetyn
William Botiller
Yohn Kertill
John Essex
William Chamberlain
Richard Stowe
John edward
William Burbache
Walter Petirton
enry Sparwe
John Derneforci
Thomas White
B.S3IEA
Constableea
Be adle S *
Scavenersz
John Philip
John Wilkokkea
Stephen Drax
John Tribus
John Rowland
12 J A 1uary 1422
12 Juary 1422
4 e'mber 1428
12 juary 1422
Lem.Roll A..5o.
Metn.Roll A.50.
Jour.II f.126v.
}m.Roll A.5Q,
26 September 1459
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
Jour.VI f.138v.
Lem.Roll .5O.
Jour.II f.l2ôv.
Mam.Roll A.50.
3 September 1445
a November 1446
10 October 1455
16 February 1459
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
2 Lay 1461
12 January 1422
Jour.IV f,92v.
Jour.IV f.149v.
Jour.V :f.266v.
Jour.VI f.149v.
kern. Roll AL50.
Jour.II f.126v.
Jour.VI f.53v.
kem.Roll &.50
55
BIOPGA
ConstabLes:
Be ad]. eat
Sc ave n€ers
Robert Wrayton
John Dauby
John To1r
Richard Marchall
John Eombir
Stephen Belle
Walter Browne
---- Lalvery
John Stokes
Thomas Richer
William Laurena
William Edward
John Coplond
Richard Pollard
Richard keyl
John Gyldford
flSGT
Cons table a: ThomaS Lyncoln
William Sampson
Richard Warbu]. ton
Thomas Ba.dby
Waiter Rideler
.lexander Mills
William Gilibam
Thomas Yooll
Henry Boxton
John Reynold
William Palnr
Thomas Rufler
John West
Beadiest	 Walter Iremon&er
William Iremori€er
*ilhiani Mayle
Scaveriers: John Bishop
Edward Cheybam
John Boke
Beadle :
S cave n&ers z
19 February 1450
17 June 1457
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
Jour.V 1.31.
Jour.VI 1.126.
Jour.II 1.126v.
Iem.Ro1l t.50.
12 January 1422
	 Lem.Roll A.50.
RID
Constables:
17 June 1456
	 Jour.VI f.113.
3 ebruary 1457
	 Jour.VI f.92.
ttD STR&T
Constable a: Richard Folbeche
William Xent
Richard Reynald
John Riche
William Strannsell
Richard Wydehale
William Thede
John Grene
Richard Triplowe
William 4ustyn
Thomas Bernwell
William Waleys
Thomas Skot
Ralph Bogman
John Kyng
John Botiller
Will iam Rose
Richard Swain
John Liles
john Northwe].l
William Call
John Gryn
John Kirtelton
John Bogecote
Symon Smyth
John Broke
William Downe
Robert CruJ.l
Richard Coteler
Thomas Leget
John Westowe
Thomas Wiche
Ste phen Barry
Benry Lartyn
William Newbold
Walter Cook
Walter atte Watre
John Russell
Syn)nd Se man
William £aely
Jbn Parker
John Boteler
Robert Graunger
J0Fn Iortinr
John Bell
Pordbam
15 July 1439
12 January 1422
Jour.III f.18.
Mem.Roll .]..50.
Be adle at
Scaven€e rat
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
Jour.II f.126v.
Lem.Roll ..5O.
5dj.7
(Contd.)
Be ad]. eat
S cave n rat
Richard Paywode
William Aton
Thomas Cronche
John Passelewe
23 March 1417
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
Jour.I f.16v.
m.Roll .th.50.
Jour.II f.126v.
in.Rol1 .A.5O.
BRD STR]T
Constab]. eat
Be adle a:
Scave ners:
John Bracy
John Godyn
John Yoo
Robert Stirop
BartholonBw Lathe
John Pulbro1
Thomas Babthorp
John Perye
John Volerityn
J. Whitfeld
Thomas Wanton
John ahorn
WihianiRerden
hill lam Colyn
Richard. Hilton
Richard (Iitbred
John Golyzt
John West
Ci.IDj.V1ICK JRT
Constables: Will jam Crane
Henry ilford
William Kni€ht
Thomas Bardyn
Robert Sturnn
John Alfeld
John Cokerell
Job Kant
Thomas Ju].yan
Constable at
30 June 1450
14 June 1460
2 October 1426
4 Decetrber 1428
12 January 1422
Jour.V 1.39.
Jou.r.VI f.217v.
Jour.II f84v.
Joux.II f.126v.
1em.Bo11 .t.5O.
12 January 1422	 hm.Ro11 i.5O.
4 December 1428	 Jour.II f.126v.
9 June 1456
	 Jour.VI f.32v.
12 January 1422	 iem.Ro1l A.50.
CTh BtYN
Constable a
Beadle as
Scavene ra z
Be adle a:
Zcavenerss
Guydo Try
Robert Derwyll
Johx Boston
Tybaud Hunt
Jo}'n Horwold
Ric'ard Howden
T1omas Coventry
Jol'n Lalter
Peter Lorya
John Rowe
Ricrard Couper
ateus Karlel.
Robert Bristow
iaurence Yong
Jo1n Coiwyk
John Waltham
Thomas Weddesbu.ry
Lart inus 4eyn
Robert Brook
John atmond
Thomas Zhraer
John 7viaryn
Richard Coventry
John Clerk
Hill lam Zerts}'orn
John Notebron
John Tuple
iilhiaTn Peke
Thomas kacchyng
Robert
Robert Maundeville
John ncbe
John Spicer
Robert Capon
John Ledewik
Robert Laule
Richard Robert
Thomas Rede
Gyles Warner
COIN ST
Constables:
Beadiest
Scave ne ret
John Golyn&e
Thomas Bacche
F.,nry Wy€warr
William Graun€er
John Organ
Robert Xrng
William Bole
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
Jour.II f.126v.
m.Ro1l A.50.
CORDflER STR
Const ablest
Beadles
caveneers
John Turnou.r
Roper nxry
Robert Penescal..es
William kilrede
Thomas elowe
John Stu.rmour
Peter Bayford
Richard Boner
Nicholas Chinall
Ralph Say
Nichol as Bougton
Jori Senard.
12 January 1422 em.Ro11 A,50.
CORIt
Constabless
Beadiest
Scavenge ret
John Lynge
TFon'aa Baker
Thomas Ledred.
john Gyile
Dionysius Claymond
William Salle
Richard. Clerk
John Thorp
John White
James Shopman
Robert Squier
17 June 1457
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
15 July 1439
12 January 1422
Jour.VI f.126v.
ieui.Rol1 L 50.
Jour.II f.126v.
Jour.III i'.18.
JJem.Roll .&.50.
Constables:
Beadiest
Scavengers: 12 January 1422
	 lem.Roll A.50
Constables:
Be ad]. eat
Scavengers:
5b
CRIPP2GT WTTEfl
William Eales
Robert rnewei
John Olney
Thomas Wilkyn
John Pake
Nicholas Bircl'ell
John Taterech
John Hertwell.
John Kynstede
Robert French
John Brom
William Boyt
Richard Boteler
Richard Caux
John Weston
*illiam Eamond
PJGT WIrF0UT
William Cheyne
Ralph Palnre
Symon Attewell
Thomas 1artyn
John Payne a
William Janus
Walter Gayton
John Eervy
CRIPPG.&]E (either)
Beadlea:	 John Smith	 15 April 1429	 Jour.II f.132.
William Lnden	 & April 1440	 Jour.III f.40v.
23 July 1417
12 January 1422
23 July 1417
12 January 1422
Jour.I ±'.27v.
Lem,Roll A.50.
Jour.I f.27v.
)im.Ro1l A.50.
18 June 1455
	
Jour.V f.24ov.
2 February 1456	 Jour.VI f.5v.
11 .&u€uSt 1458	 Jour.VI f.229.
sct
owG.T:::
Constables:
Be ad]. e a:
S cave n
€e rat
John Reyner
i1 lam Gps
John Arkall
John Bryt
John koant
Richard Dazyel1
Thomas 1ilboui'ne
Ruth Sonrvilè
Nichol as Carbride
John Norwych
John Randby
John Sendell
Thomas Witte
William kaund
dimmd T&.worth
John Frensi'
12 January 1422
6 kay 1454
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
14 Jamary 1450
15 September 1453
12 January 1422
lm.Ro1j 4.50,
Jour,V f.163.
1em.Ro11 A..5O.
Jour.II f.126v.
Jour.V f.28v.
Jour.V IJ.20v.
Mem.Roll A.50,
PflGDON WTT
Constables: John Parker
William WLdern
William Deer
John Seyr
Richard Botelow
J0hn Aschwelj.
John Ropeley
William Balton
Thomas Galyot
John 4che
John .Leet
William Rune
Barnard Troye
Richard at Lee
John Le
hill lam Bewre
Thomas KnoweJi.
John Eertforde
John kabiian
nicholas Scl'ulton
William Cowley
John Parker
John Fulbou.rne
.1exander Smith
John Alcock
John Sylvester
PINGD0N WTTFOUT
William Crane
Ralph atfeld
John Seloin
Robert Cook9
John Coly
ili lam Pepir
John Terberd
Robert Bilton
John Layzr
John Garc1yrer
John Bonham
John Sharp
Thomas itwode
Walter Chapman
Constables:
Richard Bury
William Scotton
Beadlea:	 Roger Olyver
P4RflGDON wifl (Contd.)
Beadle a:
Zcavengersz
William Leyghton
Richard Snell
John Rich
John Brige
William Brasbrig'
aflry .1eyn
John Robert
Thmaa Co1rton
Thomas runt
Thomas Grasee
John Bul
William Wodhouse
John B3net
William Burdon
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
Mem.Roll A.50.
Jour.II f.126v.
1em.Roll .50.
Scavengers: William Msrsinor
Roger Kirk
John Taillour
illiani Preston
John Toke
John Lynwode
Eenry Noble
William Fernham
William lartyn
Nov./De c.1427
13 February 1429
10 august 1429
17 kay 1459
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
Jour.II f.98v.
Cal.?. and M.
14J.3-37,	 224.
Jour.II f.137v.
Jour.VI f.159.
Mem.Roll A.50.
Jour.II f.126v.
1in.Rol1 A.50
Be ad]. e St
Scave nee rat
LILE STRT
Constables:
T1omas Derlin€ton
T1'omas C'bc1e
John Bert
Ralph Budlee
Robert Baker
T1omas Spayne
Alan John
Thomas Godyng
John
William Weddesbu.rn
Richard 1organ
Scavenge rs:	 tlexazider Eau]rn
William Pelçynham
53
INGBOUR
Constables: Jo'n Mou.ncell
JoI'n Randoif
John C'es'ram
Jol'n Fit zrobert
William Coiston
John Polleye
Will lam Bullock
JoFn Pygen
Robert lkyn
Mic)'l DonW
P1ilip Selly
Jol'n Scribeyn
12 January 1422
16 November 1426
27 Lay 1448
}aui.Ro11 .&.50.
Jour.II f.87v.
Jour.IV f,211v.
Benry Wixton
William Waren
Beadiest	 William Sege ale
17 Novether 1458
12 January 1451
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
12 January 1422
27 September 1424
8 May 1459
4 May 1419
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
Jour.VI f.222v.
Jour.V f.52v.
Liem.Roll A.50.
Jour.II f.126v.
Lem.Roll A.50.
Lem.Rol]. A,50.
Jour.II f.23.
Jour.VI f.157v.
Jur.I f.45v.
Mem.Roll .&.50.
Jour.II f.126v.
PTSO1N
Constablest John Trewman
John Bray
Richard Lucas
John Edward
John Grace
John Tumour
loses Gerveys
12 January 1422
25 February 144].
1uem.Ro].1 A 50.
Jour.III f.77v.
55'
12 January 1422	 Lem.Roll A 50.
4 December 1428	 Jour.II f.126v.
12 January 1422	 lem.floll A.5cJ.
August 145].	 Jour.V f.6lv.
TOR
Constables:
PORTZON (Contd.)
Be adle 8t	 Richard kaister
William Steperrieks
Scave ne rs: John Greigat
John Dodde
Robert Barrt
Walter Jroun
iYT
Co nst ab]. e 8: John ttFerle
John Bednale
John Kirkeby
William Attewelle
Thomas Attewode
John Lacy
John Tendale
Nicholas Knotford
John Willy
Thomas sutton
Thomas Basset
Richard Clara
Beadles:
Zcaverie r a:
John Willde
Richard Chapman
Robert Attecok
Nicholas Panter
John Yn€ram=
Symon Franc'
12 January 1422
4 December 1428
5 February 1444
12 January 1422
Mam.Roll A.50.
Jour.II f.l26v.
Jour.IV f.l6v.
m.Ro11 A50.
John Randoif
John Woc1rna
Robert Cristmas
Thomas Cooke
William Pre ate
William Pynde
John Joye
Geoffrey Braybroke
John Berbaif
Step1en Roo
William Lunde
John Armour
William Lynne
William .riIys
Benry Radeok
Robert Baxdy
12 January 1422
3 July 1427
16 April 1445
23 February 1454
2kay 1461
Mem.Roll A.50.
Jour.II f.94.
Jour.IV f.75v.
Jour.V f.].50v.
Jour.VI f.53v.
VThTRY
Constables:
YBROOIC
Constables:
Beadiest
Sc avengers:
4 December 1428
	 Jour.II f.126v.
12 January 1422	 Lem.Roll A.50.
scs
TOR (Contd.)
Beadiest
S cave n€ers z
Be ad]. a a:
Sc ave n rs a
John Parker
Eenry Sewardby
Richard Boteler
Robert Prow±'ote
Thomas Chaundeler
ThoTras Trente
John Icyllyk
Richard Rawe
John Txyllowe
Robert Cony
Thomas dmond
Richard PalnBr
William Brysse
John Clerk
Elyas Boston
John Rylton
Thomas Gerard
J0hn Catour
John Scarlet
Thomas Attewode
12 Jazary 1422
4 December 1428
8 Lay 1438
12 January 1422
6 Iay 1428
4 December 1428
12 January 1422
bein.Roll &.5O.
Jour.II f.126v.
Jour.III 1.173
Lm.Roll .5O.
Jour.II 1.139.
Jour.II f.126v.
tTi.Ro11 A.50.
Ralph Shokl.acbe
John Leet
John Glyrme
Thomas Thfrlwynde
.&lexander R Kyllynhain
Lodowycus Talgar
Richard Weston
Robert Weston
John Berdevile
John iangwyth
Thomas Paine
Roger Pydelhell.
1ticFolas Her
John Buskaweye
App endix
1 October 14()9
16 July 1411
1414
L.B.I., p.?6.
L.B.I., p.96.
____	 36.
I June 1419
c.March 1431
16 June 11131
16 June 1431
13 October 111-31
WABDES OF LUDGATE
WILLIM KINGEScOTE, discharged as
Keeper of the gate and gaol
1,fl1LIAII KINGESCOTE reinstated
Gaolers of Newgate and Ludgate died
16 Februa17 111.14 JOHN SEINT GERAYN, grocer, confirmed
in his office as Keeper of the gate
and gaol, because of his many expenses
on the gate and houses. If the
Sheriff should want to discharge him,
he was to reimburse the Keeper for his
expenses and Sheriff then to keep the
gate at his own cost.	 L.B.I., p.123.
9 November 14.16 JOHN SEINT GEtAYN sworn as custos'
of Ludgate	 Jour.I f.lv.
John Wode sworn as his locumteneris
Ludgate closed (? reopened)
Ludgate closed
Ludgate reopened
HENRY DENE, tailor, Keeper of gaol
Richard Havy, locuintenens
Richard Clye, porter
Henry Dene, keeper
I	 I
,B.I., pp.215, 227.
C1p.0 IV, p.133.
Cont.C.Brut, Erie,
p.456. Cleop.C.IV,
p.133.
Cont.C.Brut, Brie,
p.11 56. Cleop.G.IV,
p.l,3.
I,
'I
L.B.K., p.183.
11. April 1441	 Common Council decide that if Henry
Dene is moved from office within 10
years by the Common Council, through
no fault of his own, his successor .is
to satisfy him for his expenses in Tour.ITI f.öfr,
constructing a privy for the prison. L.B.K., pp.254-55.
18 ay 14514.	 John Porter custos' of Ludgate,
probably the gate	 Jour.V f.208.
William Hoggekyns, 'custos velett'
IIat Ludgate
j3 cer 57 Richard Wode, 'sub custos' of Lud.gate Jour.VI f.180.Penry Dene 'janitor'
	 Jour.VI f.210v.t4irhi'd	 I.nb	 i+rt	 fl
Cal .P.and k.
1381 
-I4t	 p • 62.
Stow, I, p.36.
Jour.I f.lv.
Cont.F.Bnit,
BrIe, p.456.
L.B.K., p.lO3.
Jour.III 1.82.
Jour.III f,102v.
Jour.IV f.145.
Jour.rQ 1.172.
Jour.V 1.16.
Jour.V f.48.
Jour.V 1.51.
Jour.V f.76.
Jour.V f1177.
Jour.V 1.208.
II	 H
Jour,VI 1.59.
.S57
pedix 3.
imis Op
30 hard' 1386	 D4V]? acting
1414	 Gaolers of Newgate and budgate died
9 November .416 JXaIE:a B0I	 wn	 'custos'
13 .pril 1431	 JOHN	 GC0T
13 October 1434 JOHN HOPTL3 acting
4 .pril 1441	 WIL1LIM WIH.M 'janitor'
8 November 144]. ?
	
FDLD 'custos'
27 October 1446	 Xt.IThR 1.NNING Tcustost
(1js oatl' Joux.IV f.166v.)
15 hard' 1447	 J.i.LES LNNflG 'custos'
10 October 1449 1ILLI.k tRNOLaD 'nuper unus custost
7 October 1450	 XDR 1NNflG 'nuper custos'
5 November 1450	 1XcIR MtNNflTG 'riuper custos not
to be reappointed
19 June 1452	 JOHN aBNQLD, Brewer, 'nuper custos
8 July 1452	 JOHN A.RN0LD 'oustost
18 Lay 1454	 Robert Cook, 'custos' of gate of
Newate
Jol'n Laye, t custos velett t at Newgate
1 June 1456	 JOHN NOLD custos
John Prar
J0hn Pray
4.lexaxider
? John Porte scue
E1toft
John il ton
John Forster
John Markham
Thomas Burgeyne
Robert Feywortli
Thomas Burgoyne
William ston
I'i1 lam Aston
John il ton
'I
	 Thomas Bihln€
I,
	
H	 Roger Birkes
N
	 Guy Fairfax *
N
	 Thomas Rigby
U
	
I,	 I,
N	 H
	
II
'5s(
URFRIFFS
pendix 4
9 November 1416
7 November 1411
i42
C. 1426
1429/30
1431/32
143 2/3
1433/34
1434/3
15 October 1439
9, 20 July 1441
22/29 July 1449
2 October 1450
26 September 1459
21 4.ugust 1460
25 september 1461
26 $eptember 1463
Jour,I f.lv.
Jour.I f.39v.
L.P..., ')].OQ.
L.P.a., p.105.
Jour.II £.64.
L.P. d.., p.107.
p.108,
L.P..., p.111.
L.P.&., p.1l3,
n.4.
L.P.A., p.114,
n. 2.
Jour.III f.25.
Jour.III f.88v.,
89, L.K.p.257
Jour.V f.13.
Jour.V f.47v.
Jour.VI f.138v.
Jour.V) f.263.
Jour.VI f.22v.
L.B.L., p.35.
* Guy Fairfax caased to be Comnn Serje ant on this date. It is
presunBd that Fe becanB Undersheriff, since Thomas Rigby was
subsequently chosen tloco Fairfax'.
13 October 1398
2]. September 1404
13 October 1406
21. September 1.415
12 November 1420
2]. October 1426
9 February 143o
27 October 1438
13 July 1440
14 July 1442
21. September 1450
3 October 1454
2 December 1454
..B.E., p.444.
L.BIbI., p.32.
L.B.I., p.5l.
p.143.
L.B.I., p.248.
Jour.II f.86.
L.B.K., p.l94.
Jour.III f.l63
Jour.III f.46.
Jour.III f.1411
Jour.V f.46v.
Jour.V f.196.
Jour.V f.210v.
RECOR]ERS
itTTW de SO1YIEWORTH, present at
election of layor
TEOL.S ¶LHOR1BURGH, present at
election of 3'eriffs
JOflN I3T0, present at election
of kayor
JOHN B4TON, present at election of
S1eriffs
JOFN J?RthI, present in full Eusting
and Comn'on Council
JOHN SThO1D, elected
AXD.JR	 acting
THO.3 COIcYI, elected
JOHN BOS, sworn
R0RILT Dt.1VERS, closen
TU0Mc.Z B]LLING, elected
THO1J.S tJRSWYK, closen
elected and sworn
AppeMix 6
29 September 1391
23 September 1404
22 February 1416
2]. September 1420
21 Beptei'ber 1434
21 September 1449
21 September 1450
Marc 1456
21 September 1450
21 September 1454
21 September 1463
26 Au&ut 1474
21 September 1475
MaiRtt I
S2?N	 }rcer,
appointed
JOHN HOFYT, Fishimn€er,
appointed
J0H H]Li.1, Fis1'mnon€er,
appointed
J0B1	 raper,
appointed
JOHN CHIOHLE, Gro cer,
appointed
JOHN 1tIDDTON, Iaercer,
appointed
elected Sl'eriff
elected .1dermran of Farrirl€don Without
JOHN STtJR(ON, Ircer,
appointed
THO	 TEOHNTON, Draper,
appointed
R0RT COLW!CH, Tailor,
appointed
elected .lderman of Farrindon Without
elected Sheriff
L.B.E., p.390.
L.B.I., p.34.
L.B.I., p.l47.
L.B.I., p.245.
L.B.L, p.183.
L.B.K., p.329.
i.B.L, p.332.
Beaven,II,p.101
L.B.L, p.332.
L.B.K., p.366.
L.B.L., p.35.
Be ave n,II , p • 15
L.B.L., p.l33.
U Larch 1400
21. $epte!ther 1437
24 September 1450
28 September 1454
23 eptemnber 1478
1
pendix 7
cLJsJcoro p , TO T_CRkL
RI14D O13.N, acting
IaII.M crgD1CRTE appointed
ROBT LTGF0RD appointed
It	 II	 sworn as Controller
and clerk to Cl'amberl.ath
JOFN ERT, appointed
i1.B.I., p.6.
Jour.Ifl fl91.
Jour.Y f.47.
Jour.V f.194v.
.L.B.I., p.l6O.
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Appendix 8
COkON CLIRK
8 
..u&ust 1375
	
0T elected
	
L.B.:H., p.8.
by 23 Novenber 1402 JOEN ktRCIjIINT actin	 L.B S I., p.l9.
20 April 1417	 JOHN C UIJE1 elected
	 i..B.I., pp.179-8C
4 October 1438
	
RICh.RD B4R
	 elected
	
Jour.III f.164-
16 4v.
18 Noveniber 1446
	
uc	 ,PIG	 (alias Ton€e) elected 	 Jour.IV f.149.
5 August 146].	 picer dismissed	 Jour.VI f46.
2 October 1461
	
WILLI DIJ1TEOR1E elected
	
Jour.VI f.7v.
5LS
i'endix 9
CO1L1QN RflAT AP LAST OH COiLON Pi&R
? by 3.8 June 1390
by 23 November 1402
by 26 June 1421
20 February 1423
by December 1436
Li November 1437
U October 1441
23 July 1442
5 October 1443
7 August 1449
28 June 1453
2 December 1454
26 April 1456
26 September 1459
21 tuust 1460
26 September 1463
ROBBT HK acting
JOHN ISTON acting
JOHN BRAY acting
t1W sworn
JOHN 1ETTL acting
JOHN WLTON elected
H0RT DNV&flS elected
RICEi4BD LDYLE elected
TBOL3 BL11flG elected
JOHN IE]1]Ik.L elected
TLOLi3 U2.1K elected
RORT ThG1TON elected
GUY F4.mFAX elected
TL01.S RIQBY elected
THOIAS BR8.fl elected
JOHN BALDWIN elected
L.B.F., p.273.
L.B.I., p.19.
Ca]. .P.and M.1413-l437,
pp.99-102.
Jour.II 1.4.
Jour.III f.].27v.
Jour.III 1.188
Jour.III 1.97.
Jour.III f.142v.
Jour.IV f.9.
Jour.V f.13v.
Jour.V f.113v.
Jour.V f.210v.
Jour.VI f.65v.
Jour.VI f.138v.
Jour.VI 1.263.
Jour.VII f,40v.
after 2 April 1407 JOHN prcE.RD
J9 4uust 1417	 JOHN COM appointed
27 February 1460	 JOHN .Si& appointed
.ppendix 10
CO LION &RJT 4.T .th.Rh$ OR COudON CRIbR
hy 23 hey 1392
	 HUGh B1&T ISFORD
14 Decen'ber 1395
	 Hugh Bat ieford act in€
L.B.H., p.375.
al.P.and i., 1381-1412,
p.233.
L.B.z., p.54.
i.B.I., p.169.
Jour.VI f .203,
j..B.I., p.401.
WII&M T4LRTH appointed L.B.I., pp.120-2l.
Petition from Common Council
for his removal. Agreed
	
Jour.II f.21v.
Appendix 11
4 July 1405
by 4 December 1413
17 August 1424
29 October 1424
14 December 1431
21 January 1445
WtTRB.Th ]F3
EXIIDR BOIR acting
Talworth still in office
JOHN }OUC1HTON appointed
WIL&IJDM v:Y appointed
Cal.P. and 1L., 1381-1412,
p.273.
Jour.II f.25v.
L.B.K., p.133.
L.B.L, pp.302-03,
Jour.IV f.59v.
December 1457
	
JOHN CO0 appointed and
sworn	 Jour.VI f.188.
.I..B.I., p.66.
L.B.I., p.226.
L.B.I., p.259.
Jour.II f.78v.
Jotzr.III f.136.
L.B.L., p.68.
ppndik?
SVORD3JRER OR E5QtTfl TO TF. LYOR
c.1394
	
JOHN CRD! appointed
21 September 1419	 John Credy 8th in occupation
of office
by 8 October 1421	 JOHN BAZTDGS acting
9 July 1426	 JOHN NCRICE appointed
29 ar 1442	 RICE4D PO	 appointed
by 13 October 1466 JOHN 1DflI2Y acting
28 October 1392
20 April 1417
13 $epteniber 1423
5 April 1448
1 April 1457
5 December 1459
26 September 1463
"7
±PP 1 X 13
CQiVIION HUITLEN
JA3 ORE$B!E appo lute d
NICEOLS BRDCUJ$I
JOEN COURTE1EY appointed
JOEN RUSLL appo jute d
JOHN TriER appointed
JOHN GRN appointed
1Wfl1I.M SUD3Ut appointed
JOHN STOICR appointed
.:B!!., p.388.
L,B.I., p.l79.
Jour.II £.&v.
L. B dc., p.321.
Jour.VI f.118.
Jour.VI f.223.
L.BL., p.36.
ppen3ix 14
SRJET3 OP T	 FAL
10 January 1418
	
II iALY8 admitted	 Jour.I f.14.
11 November 1422
	
WILJL3.M EQRN admitted and sworn 	 L.B.IC., p.5,
Jour.II f.1.
after 23 MardF 1444 JOEN HOLDEN	 Cal .P.and 1. 1437-
57, p.59.
December 1457	 Jo'n Folden exonerated from office Jour.VI f.188.
December 1457	 JOHN EORCTL elected and sworn Jour.VI f.l88.
nix 1
EUGE .SZEE	 THQLt$ E0LGR.iV	 B.LPH RNON
JOHN RULL	 U	 JOHN AR
RORT WTLL	 Is
U	 JOHN &T	 'I
IUNE AOY	 II	 II
'I I,JOHN EERCIV
I'
	
II
	
TEO1.3 D0UI'HL
RtI2T RJEAITS AT Li	 TiD]G TEE jtYOR
12 October 1436
kB.K., p.203
18 January 1446
L.B.K., p.312
Jour.IV f.112v.
7 July 1448
Jour,IV f.222v.
19 July 1451
Jour.V f.60v.
17 February 1457
.!!Jc., P.383
Jour.VI f,92v.
cember 1457
Jour.VI ff188
28 February 1460
Jour.VI f.204
10 1arch 1460
J3 .B.L, p.403	 )
5$.
5$.
TEE ASSIZE OF .EAD IN TEE FIFTEENTH CENTURY*
17 June 1417
2 April 1428
22 Sept. 1439
3 June 1454
5 June 1454
18 Sept. 1454
22 Oct. 1454
29 March 1455
17 Sept. 1455
Dec. L5?
20 Peb. 1458
Foreign Bakers
6s.6d.
13s • 4d.
7s.	 6s.
City Bakers
7s.6d.
13s.4d.
8s.
7s.
Is. 6c1.
7$.
6$.
7s • 6d.
8s6d.
Jour.I f.23v.
Jour.II f.11lv.
JourIII f.22v.
Jour.V f.169v.
Jour.V f.170.
Jour.V f.191.
Jour.V f.201v.
Jour,V f.243.
Jour.V f.261v.
Jour.VI f.].87v.
Jour.VI f.193.
* It was advantageous for the Bakers to have the Assize (i.e. the price of corn per quarter)
set high since this enabled them to put less corn into a half-penny loaf,ie. the weight of
the loaf would vary according to the current assize.
FIFIEENTh CENTURY PROSECUTIONS OF BAKERS
c1
13 Dec. 1428
24 Dec. 1428
13 Dec. 1428
4 May 1429
18 Sept. 1437
Sept. 1437
24 July 1439
12 March 1442
12 Sept. 1446
12 April 1453
28 May 1453
5 July 1453
U
17 May 1454
23 OCt. 1453
13 Nov. 1453
21 Nov. 1453
15 Dec. 1453
9 Aug. 1454
4 Dec. 1456
March 1458
11,12 April 1458
Nov. 1459
22 Oct. 1460
John Tonard
	
Spared the hurdle
I'	 Condemned to hurdle
Richard Chamber Spared hurdle, fine 6s.8d.
Richard Solas	 Condemned to hurdle
John Middleton	 Escaped
John Frost
	
Condemned to hurdle, English proclamation
of offences hung round neck
John Grey	 Prison, fine 40s.
Richard Lewlyn	 Fine 6s.8d.
John More
	
Fine, bread to prisoners of Newgate and
Ludgate
John Hall
	
Mainpernored
\b. Ellesmere	 Prison, fine	 -
Thomas Hert
	
Mainpernored
John Barkeby	 'I
U	 Fine lOOs.
John atte Water Mainpernored
John Bird
John Mabewe
Henry Norburgh
William Potros
	 Fine 33s.4d.
4 Stratford kers Mainpernored, fines
John Barkeby (3rd time)
John Tathewell.	 Condemned to hurdle
William Pynson	 Condemned to hurdle
Walter Symond	 Mainpernored
L.B.K. p.58.
•1	 U
Jour.II f,128
Jour.II f.133
Jour.III f.192
Jour.III f.].91v.
Jour. III Z.18v.
Jour.IIl f.113v.
Jour. IV f.138
Jour.V f.108-9.
Jour.V f.111.
Jour,V f.114.
,,	 U
Jour.V f.].66.
Jour.V f.126v.
Jour.V f.130v.
Jour.V f.l33, 136.
Jour.V f.138.
Jour.V f.183v.
Jour.VI f.89-89v.
Jour.VI f.201.
Jour.VI f.195V.
Jour.VI f.168v.-169.
Jour.VI f.273.
Sd.
6d.
12d.	 12d.	 12d.	 lOd.
6d.
Sd.
8d.
lOd.
6d.	 12d.
lOd.
8d.
12d.
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PRICES OF WINE IN THE CITY PER GALLON
Malvezie Romeney Bastard Gascony La Rochelle Oseye
2? Feb.1409, L.B.I. p.71
	
12d.	 12d.	 12d.	 8d.	 6d,	 8d.
30 Aug.1410, L.BI. p.87 	 12d.	 12d.	 12d.
14 June 1414, L.B.I. f.133	 L2d.	 12d.	 12d.	 6d.	 6d.	 lOd.
21 !ay 1416, L.BI. f.166	 8d.	 8d.	 6d.
1 July 1419. Jour,I f.56v.	 6d,
30 Dec.1419, Jour.I f.67
1423/4, L.B.K. p.16
17 Jan.1439, Jour.III f.5
19 Feb.1440, Jour.III f.36v.
22 May 1441, Jour.III f.85v.
2 Feb.1456, Jour.V f.5v.
25 Feb.1458, Jour.VI f.193v.
1 Dec.1458, Jour.VI f.134
March 1462*, Jour.VI f.16
For descriptions of the different types of wine see A.L. Simon, History of the Wine Trade
in England (1907), vol.i, ch.1]., vol.ii, ch.7. Other types which are mentioned in the City
records at this time include 17 January 1439, Caperick at 8d. and Tyr at 12d., Jour. III f.5;
7 December 1452, Rhine wine at 8d., Jour.V f.96v.
*
	 19 June 1459, it was decided that wine (Gascon?) should be sold at lOd. a gallon because of
the dearth, Jour.VI f.95v.
1L&	 I C4t&-wv F of kt Bn '.k fC4t lt. aJ	 4?/B	 4 j , 	 A
z- ML've 1 	 V 6a- 6e-ak -4i 0-i I	 /	 47g.
Oct./Nov.1439	 John Wokking
Jour. III f.26v. Hewe a Dene
Nicholas Kent
John Pecok
Robert Clebury
16 Nov.1440
Jour.III f.67
4 Nov.1441
Jour.III f.1O1
Hugh Dene
Nicholas Kent
Richard Staphil].
Robert Kyngisson
Robert Clebury
Henry Thidde
Nicholas Kent
Henry &idde
John Pecok
Robert Clebury
Richard Hervy
Thomas Upton
A-a'#wc ,	 SEARCHERS OF WI
In the East	 In the West
	
Report
7 Dec.14].6
Jour.I f.5.
12 Nov.1422
Jour.II f.lv.
28 Xar.1424
Jour.II f.28
15 Nov.1425
Jour.II f.57
Nov • 1436
Jour. III f.130
19 Mar.].437
Jour,III f.l87
Bernardus Roy
John Westyerd
John Towker
John Maylet
Laurence atte Gate
John 1ryn
No names
No names
No names
No names
Peter Ayrell
John Halle
Richard Banastre
Nicholas Kent
Gilbert Stonham
John Savage
No names	 Dec.1424,
Jour.II f.29v.
No names
No names
No names
Thomas Style
William Stafforthe
John Aleyn
Bartholomew Sainz
Thomas Reyno].d
William Abraham
Thomas Style
Richard Appleton
John Stapil
Bertram Sanz
Edmund Sheffeld
Thomas Style
William Ilawkesworth
John Penberton
Bertram Sanz
William Newton
John Legge
9 Dec.1441
Jour,III [.107
S7
SEARCHERS OF WINE (contd.)
In the East	 In the West
	
Report
10 Nov.1442
Jour.III f.156v.
Robert Kyngisson
Nicholas Kent
John Sirche
Robert Clebury
Thomas Upton
Thomas Biggyn
Thomas Style
William Stafford
Bertram Sanz
William Newton
Thomas Thorne ton
John Legge
1.2 Nov.1444
Jour.IV f.50v.
William Eawkysworth
John Sirche
Richard Stapil
John Waynilete
Henry &idde
Richard Lyon
John Pemberton
William Newton
Bertram Sanz
John Gedge
Robert Wolverton
Andrew Body
22 Nov,1445
Jour.IV f.108
15 Nov.1446
Jour.IV f.148v.
Richard Stapil
John F].exemer
John Pembertori
John Waynflete
Richard Lyon
Robert Kyngisson
John Flexemer
Richard Stapi].
John Waynflete
Thomas Gye
Thomas Upton
William Newton
Andrew Body
John Gegge
Robert Wolverton
William Neell
John Legge
6 Nov.1447
Jour.IV f.200
11 Nov.1448
Jour.V f.l.
Robert Kyngisson
Robert Clebery
John Flexemer
Thomas Upton
Thomas Gye
Thomas Pope
Robert Kyngisson
John Flexemer
William Haukesworth
Richard Stap ill
Thomas Upton
Thomas Gye
John Gegge
Thomas Biggyng
Andrew Body
Richard Chelmesford
William Neell
John Waynflete
John Peinberton
John Gegge
Andrew Body
William Neell
Thomas Biggyng
Richard CheJ.mesford
Jour.IV f.200
srls
SEARCHERS OF WINE (contd)
In the East
	
In the West
	
Report
1 Dec.1451
Jour.V f.66v.
Robert Clebury
Laurence Willynson
John Ilornesdale
Thomas Gye
Thomas Pope
John Childe
John Pemberton
William Neell
John Rudby
John Thimber ton
Thomas Biggyng
John Legge
? 1452
	
9 Dec.].452,
Jour.V f.97
19 Nov.]453
Jour.V f. 132v.
19 Nov.1454
Jour.V f.208v.
Robert Kyngisson
John Gedge
John Huaberton
John Horndale
Robert Stowel].
John Sprot
Robert Kyngisson
John Gedge
John Huinberton
John Hornysdale
Robert Donyng ton
John ienson
Richard Rowe
William Heel].
John Child
William aitler
John Copts
John Cotton
Andrew Body
John Rudby
Thomas Biggyng
John Child
John Cotton
William Thitler
Jour.V f.208v.
Nov.1456
Jour,VI f.86v.
Andrew Body
John Gegge
Laurence Wilkinson
John Humberton
John Quenson
Stephen Lambert
Jour.VI f.86v,
21 Nov.1457
Jour. VI Z.185
John Peinberton
Robert Clebury
John Gegge
Laurence Wilkinson
John Quenson
Stephen Lambert
Richard Robbe
John Blak bourn
John White
John Cotton
William attler
John Maynewe
Dec.1457
Jour.VI f.186v.
20 Nov,1458 John Pemberton
Robert Clebury
John Gedge
John Quenson
Stephen Lamborn
Thomas Hiltoft
Andrew Body
John Bowey
William Neel].
John White
John Cotton
William &itler
SEARCHERS OF WINE (contd.)
In the East
	
In the West
	
Report
Nov .l49
Jour.VI f.168
Nov • 146].
Jour,VI f.80v.
John Penberton
Robert Cleixary
Laurence Wilkinson
John Quenson
Stephen Lamborn
Thomas Hiltoft
John Pemberton
Robert Clebury
Laurence Wilkinson
John Quen son
Thomas Hiltoft
John
William Neell
John White
William attler
Peter Sylver
Thom as Graunt
John Manewe
John Body
William Neell
John Rudby
Robert Nret
William B.itler
Henry Castillak
3 Dec,1461
Jour.VI f.69
?rfl.2.4.uL Qo.	 RORTS OF WINE SEARCHERS*
Total Amounts	 Defective Wine
7 Dec.1416,	 Red and White (Gascon)	 276 dol.
Jour.I f.5
	
Sweet wines	 690 butts
9 Dec,],44].,	 Red and White	 488 dol.	 Red and white	 20 dol, 2 pipes
Jour.III f.107 Sweet wines	 697 dol	 Sweet wines	 6 butts
256 butts
1447,	 Red and White	 116 tuna	 Red and White	 1 pipe
Jour.IV f.200	 1 pipe
Sweet wines	 236 tune
7 pipes
9 Dec.1452,	 Red and White	 319 dcl
Jour.V f.97	 1 hogshead
1 pipe
Sweet wines	 297 dol
2 pipes
1454,	 Red and iite	 865 tune	 Red and White	 9 tuna
Jour, V f,208v. Sweet wines 	 559 tuna
Rhine wine	 8 vats
1456,	 Red and White	 211 tune	 Red and White	 2 tune
Jour.VI f.86v. Sweet wines 	 456 tuna
142 barrels
Dec.1457	 Red and White	 158 tuna	 Red and White	 3 tuna, 1 hogshead
Jour.VI f.186v. Sweet wines	 193 tuna	 Sweet wines	 1 butt
3 Dec.3.461	 Red and White	 27 tuna	 Red and White 2 butts, 2 hogsheads
Jour.VI f.69	 1. quarter
Sweet wines	 388 tuna
1 hogshead
* For helpful explanations of some of these fluctuating totals see E.M. Carus-Wilson 'The Effects
of the Acquisition and Loss of Gascony on the English Wine Trade' in Medieval flerchant Ventures
(1954) pp.265-78.
22 Nov.1416, Jour.I f.4v.
3 Nov.1418, Jour.I 1.51
Memorials,. p.666.
Li Dec.i425, Jour.II 1.60
7 Mar.1426, Jour.II 1.64
12,18 Jan.1446, Jour.IV 1.111,
112v.
23 Feb1447, Jour.IV 1.168
22 Jan.1460, Jour.VI 1.226
20 Feb.1462, Jour.VI f.52v.
61°
AaA 2(	 FISH PRICES IN THE CITY
Eels	 Teoh	 Oysters and	 Herrings
Mussels
18 Feb.14.].2, I.B.I. pp.101-2 Large:2d.lb.
Middle:].d.1b.
Small;].d.].b.
13 Feb,1428, L.B.K.pp.69-70
28 Jan.1439, Jour.III 1.5
Large:lOs. (per 100)
SmaU:2s.6d,(per 100)
&ishel: 4d.
ashel:2d.
Peck:1d.
Peck:2d.
6 Wliite:ld.
6 Red:id.
Large:2d. lb.
Middle: 1d.lb.
$mall;ld,lb.
Large: 2d. lb.
Middle: 1d. lb.
Sinall:ld.lb.
6 Red:ld.
1 cad:6s.8d.
1 Barrel best
White:lls.
1 Barrel %Vliite:
iOs.6d.
6 Red/White:ld.
13 Red/White:2d.
6 Red/White:ld.
13 Red/Wliite:2d.
1 Barrel:lOs.
1 Cad:6s.
1 cad 'shotyng'
herrings: 4s.6d.*
(Spratts 17d.)
* Not more than 4 cads were to be Bold at once.
10 Jan. 1444
29 Jan. 1445
22 Nov. 1445
6 Sept. 1448
22 Nov. 1451
KEERS OF ThE CX))N S1AIJCOM}{ON CHEST
Mayor	 Aldermen	 Commoners
12 Nov. 1425	 John Coventry	 Henry Barton	 John Estfield
(Richard) Barry
John uighazn	 Jour.III f.56v. and 57.
Oct. 1427	 John Reynwell	 William Estfeld	 William Milreth
John Coventry	 John Higham
Richard Barry
	 Jour.II f.102.
18 Mar. 1440	 Robert Large	 William Milreth	 Walter Chertesey
John Wells	 Richard Riche
Thomas Knolles	 Jour.lII f.39v.
1 June 1442	 Robert Clopton	 William Milreth	 Walter Chertesey
John Pattesley	 Richard Riche
Nicholas Wyfold
	
Jour.III f.137
Robert Bertyn
(loco Chertesey) Jour.IV 1.13.
Thomas Catworth	 Richard Riche
(2 keys)
William Milreth
Nicholas Wyfold
John Pattesley
	
Jour. IV 1.61.
Thomas Catworth
Nicholas Wyfold
	
Jour.IV 1.108.
Simon Eyre	 .. :. .2.	 Jour. IV f.226v.
William Milreth Simon Eyre	 John Fe].de
Geoffrey Feldyng Richard Lee
Stephen Green	 Jour.V f.65v.
Jour.V f.90v.
Jour.V f.223v.
John Norman	 Richard Nedeham
John Steward
William Edward
John Mardon
17 Oct. 1.452
20 Feb. 1455
KEkPERS OF ThE COf)N SEALJCO1?ION CHEST (contd.)
Mayor	 Aldermen	 Commoners
William Gregory Simon Eyre	 John Harowe
John Felde
John Zilaldon
Stephen Green
Stephen Foster
	 William Gregory	 John Felde
John Harowe
John Maldon
William Taylor
Aug./Sept. 1458 Geoffrey Boleyn William Gregory	 John Harowe
Richard Nedeham
John Maldon
John Waishawe	 Jour.VI f. 229v.
13 Jan. 1460
20 Dec. 1460
26 Jan. 1461
William Hulyn
(from Boleyn)
Richard Lee
(from ikilyn)
Richard Lee
Jour.VI f.229v.
Jour.VI f.229v.
Jour.VI f.288v.
16 Jan. 1462
	 Hugh Wyche
	
(from Lee)	 Jour,VI f.72v.
5-,
A g dAJ 1	 KEEP ER$ OF THE GREAT BEAM
18 Feb. 1376
	
JOHN LOKES, chosen by Pepperers 	 L.B.IL, p.22.
16 Oct. 1411	 JOHN BROUN, acting	 Cal.P.and M. 1381-
1412, p.318.
12 Nov. 1420	 RICHARD BURTONE, Grocer, promised office L.B.I., p.248;
20 June [426	 Richard airtone appointed 	 Jour.II f.77v.
28 June 1426
	
Richard &irtone sworn	 Jour.II f.78.
19 Nov. 1438	 Sfli'N STRETE, Grocer, appointed	 L.B.K., p.221,
Jour.III f.161.
31 Oct. 144].
3 Nov. 1441
15 Jan. 1442
4 July 1458
August 1458
Simon Strete and William Chedworth to
hold office jointly	 Jour.III f.1O1.
Simon Strete and William Chedworth sworn Jour.III f.101v.
William Chedworth resigns 	 Jour.III f.lOBv.
EDMUND KERVILE, Grocer, chosen
	 Jour.VI f.246v.
Edmund Kervile admitted	 Jour.VI f.249v.
ss.
frpcLts. 21.
	
BA! LI FFS OF QUEENHYTHE AD 81 LLINGSGATE
Queenhythe	 Bi11ingsate
9 Nov. 1416 JOHN WII1)E, sworn 	 RICHARD POUNTFREIT, sworn Jour.I f.1v.
John Poynard, his servant
4 Nov. 1419 JOHN HY11EIAE, sworn
	
JOHN FIESHLAKE, sworn 	 Jour. I f.63
29 Nov. 1424
	
WILLIAM RIDER, sworn
	
Jour.II f.28v
10 Mar. 1427 WILLIAM COLYN, acting William Rider, acting
	
Jour.II f.91.
28 Jan. 1439 JOHN LUK, acting 	 ROBERT PERRY, acting
	
Jour.III f.6.
6 Nov. 1439 SThION WHITHED, sworn	 Robert Perry, sworn
	
Jour.IIIf.28v
AT QUEENH?THE AND BILLINGSGAT2
S3
Jour.III t.194
Jour.III f.150v.
Jour.III f.lSOv.
Jour.III f.128.
Jour.IV f.149
Jour.V f.262v.
8 Jan. 1427 WALTER GALIAN, probably at Queenhythe	 Jour.II Z.88
13 Aug. 1437 JOHN COK sworn
JOHN IIERVY sworn
1 Sept. 1442 WILLIAM KP admitted
3 Sept. 1442 William Kemp sworn
Oath oi Saitmeter
17 Nov. 1449 WILLIAM TAYNTON sworn
20 Sept. 1455 William Kemp sworn and admitted
29 Aug. 1459 HENRY QUYK sworn	 Jour.VI f.137v.
Jour.III f.6.
Jour.III f.17,
L.B.K., p.227.
Jour.I1I f.19v.
Jour.IV f.49
Jour.IV f.160
Jour,V f.14v.
Jour,V f.147.
Jour.VI f.104v.
Jour.VI f.131
COR'ETERS AT QUENHYTHE AND BI LLI NGSGATE
23 Oct. 1428 NICHOLAS FL1YNG elected and sworn	 .B.L p.97;
Jour.II f.139v.
28 Jan. 1439 MAURICE KENT sworn
JOHN WELLYS sworn
MAURiCE WHAY sworn
2 June 1439 RICHARD SALE admitted and sworn
7 Aug. 1439 WILLIAM BARET admitted and sworn for
Bi].lingsgate
9 Nov. 1444 HENRY RUSSELL sworn for Billingsgate
7 Sept. 1445 JOHN COOK sworn for Queenhythe
9 Sept. 1449 JOHN TOBY sworn
5 Feb. 1454 HENRY JANYVER, Ironmonger, admitted
1 Sept. 1456 THOMAS SMITH in office
26 July 1457 WILLIAM A WOOD sworn, loco Smith
27 Jan. 1458 William atte od sworn loco Smith	 Jour.VI f.190v.
OAThIrERS AT QUEENHYThE AND BILLINGSGATE
11 Sept. 1427
	
TH(YAAS ASSU sworn for Billingsgate	 Jour.II f.99v.
30 July 1428
	
ThCiIAS WHITE sworn
	
L.B.K. p.78,
Jour.II f.139
13 June 1444	 PATRICK T)BYN admitted and sworn for
Billingsgate	 Jour.IV f.28v.
Nov.1448	 JOHN STEDE in office at Queenhythe	 Jour.V f.]..
DIONISIUS POWER in office at Queenhythe
PATRICK DEVYN in office at Queenlaythe
JOHN 'LONGE in office at Q.ieenhythe 	 u
6 Nov.1453	 RICHARD SIlK, labourer, admitted and sworn Jour.V f.129.
23 July 1454	 Richard Sylk admitted loco T&)MAS GRACE who
is going overseas with Lord Treasurer 	 Jour.V f.180.
23 Feb.1460	 PETER BREKENOKE admitted for Queenhythe loco
John Yonge	 Jour.VI f.200v.
ASSAYERS OF OYSTERS AT UEENHfl1E AND BILLINGSGATE
28 Oct. 1409	 WILLIAM BENRAM admitted for eenhythe 	 L.BI. p.79
19 Sept. 1419	 JOHN ELY to take the assize	 Jour,I f.60v.
22 May 1439
	
SIMON FYNCH in office	 Jour.III f.17
22 May 1439
	
JOHN LEDE admitted for Billingsgate and
Queenhythe	 L.B.K. p.227
4 Mar, 1445
	
WILLIAM WIL4X)K admitted boo John Lede,
to value 13s.4d. p.a.; at Queenhythe	 L.B.I. p.231.
4 Mar. 1445
	
3 Mayor' s valets (Thomas Lapwing, John
Smith, Thomas Worth) to have assay of
oysters at Billingsgate to value 20s.p.a. Jour.IV f.67v.
12 Mar. 1449	 3 Valets (Thomas Lapwing, John Smith,
Thomas Worth) to have assay of oysters at
Queenhythe after death of William Wibcok
	 Jour.V f.25v.
OYSTERMETERS AT QUEENHYTHE AND BI LU }SGATE
30 Oct. 1407
	
JOHN CLERK admitted for Queenhythe	 i.B.I. p.68.
2 Sept. 1420 WILLIAM WILCOK admitted for Q..ieenhythe L.B.I. p.231.
6 Nov. 1439	 William Wilcok sworn	 Jour,III f.28v.
4 March 1445
	
William Wilcok at Queenhythe	 Jour.IV f.67v.
4 March 1445	 3 Mayor's Valets at Billingsgate
(ass Assay)	 Jour.IV f.67v.
KEERS OF BLtCKWELL HALL
27 March 1405 HENRY BERT, Draper, admitted and sworn by
Mayor and Aldermen	 L.B.I. pp.4]., 42.
13 Oct.1424 WILLIiM BRIGGE 'custos' to have lOm. p.a. 	 Jour.II f.24v.
5 July 1425 JOHN BRIGES 'custos' in office	 Jour.II f,30v.
5 Feb.].462
	
RICHARD )RMAN, Draper, to pay 40m. p.a.
for the office	 L.B.L. pp.15-16
1472
	
Richard Norman still in office	 Johnson,Drapers'
Accounts, p.103,
n.3.
COLLECIORS OF BRIDGE RE}TI'S
by 1404/5
c.5 Jan. 1409
by 2 March 1409
by 9 Nov. 1415
by 24 June 1424
by 2 Oct. 1434
by 30 May 1439
by 5 Nov. 1440
by 3 Nov. 1442
by 11 Sept. 1445
by 21 Sept. 1461
WILLIAM APPLEBY
William Appleby arrested
RALPH STOKE
WILLIAM AUNGER
JOHN BERSTON
ROBERT PENY
AREW TYE
ROBERT BLOME
JOHN PARKER
JOHN DEY
WILLIAM GREVY
B.LR. I f.13v.
B.H.R. I f,33v.
B.H.R. I f.34v.
B.LR. I f.61v.
B.H.R. II f.1.
B.U.R. II f.42.
B.H.R. II f.69.
B.H.R. II :f.75.
B.H.R. II f.85v.
B.H.R. II f.94.
B.LR. III Z.19.
Royal Letters Patent on behalf of
Robert tson as Bridge Renter
JOBJ CROSSE
John Crosse still in office
COLLECIDRS OF BRIDGE gUIT-REN'l AND FEES AT STOCKS
by 30 Bept. 1424
	 JORN OSGOOD
by 6 Oct. 1436
by 3 Oct. 1439
13 May 1440
by 16 Oct. 1456
21 Sept. 1461
HUGH DUNNE
ROBERT WATTESON
BLR. II f.2.
B.E.R. II f.54
BR.R. II f71v.
L.B.K., p.238.
B.LR. II f.126
LLR. III f.19.
BAILIFFS OF LONDON BRIDO
by 1404/5
c. 2 Oct. 1434
by 9 Oct. 1434
by 10 May 1455
NICHOLAS HOLFORD
Nicholas Holford dies
ALICE H0L)RD, widow of Nicholas
Hol ford
THc1AS EIIEDE
B.LR. I f.13v.
B.H.R. II f.42
B.LR. II f.42
B.U.R. II f,121v.
21 Sept. 1461	 Thomas Ebinede still in office	 B.R.R. III f.19
592.
J)M1TOBS AND KFPERS OF THE GATE OF BBIDGE I)USE
29 May 1424	 JOHN BOTI'ESHAM in office 	 Jour.1I f.ZBv.
18 Nov. 1454	 ROGER BALL in office	 Jour.V f.208.
21. Sept. 1461	 WILLIAM CRAJND in office 	 LH.R. III f.19.
CLERX OF THE WORKS AT LONDON RIDGE
C, 21 Bept. 3.440	 ? Robert Blome appointed	 Joux,III f.59v.
4 Oct. 1441	 ROBERT BLOME (?) in office	 Jour,III f.96.
2]. Sept. 146].	 WILLIAM BOUCHIER in office	 B.LR. III f.19.
9'q
L.B.I., pp.75-76.
1.3.1., p.88.
L.B.1,, p.94.
L.B.I., p.107.
L.B.I., p.117.
L.B.I., pp.127-8.
L.B.I., p.189.
AUDITORS OF TUE BRIDGEWARDENS' ACCOUNTS
Aldermen	 Commoners
1409	 Walter Cotton	 Philip Bangor
William Crowmer
	
	
John Reynwell
William Sevenoke
John Creek
1410	 Walter Cotton	 Walter Gawtron
William Crowmer	 John Reynweil
William Sevenoke
John Creek
1411	 Stephen Speleman	 Alan Everard
William Chichele	 William atrton
William Fitzflugh
William Weston
1412	 Stephen Sppiteman	 Alan Everard
William Chichele 	 William rton
William Fitzlkzgh
William Westn
1413	 Thomas Pyke	 John Michell
William Norton Thomas Mayneld
Walter Gawtron
John Coventry
1414	 Stephen Speleaan	 John Reynwell
William Sevenoke	 Robert FitzRobert
Robert Tatersall
William FitzHugh
1415
1416
1417
1418
John Reynwell	 William Thirton
John Perneys	 Nicholas James
Richard Style
John Boteler
Robert Wydington	 William irton
Robert Whitingham	 John Boteler
John Chertesey
Richard Lteryvale L.B.1., p.204.
595
AUDI 1DRS OF THE BRIDGEWARDENS' ACCOUNTS (contd.)
Aldermen	 Comirioners
1419
	
John Reynwell	 John Beterenden
John Gedney	 Thoznas IXfihous
John Tredewy
John Sadeller
	 LB 1., p.226.
1420
	
John Coventry	 John Abbot
Robert Tatersal].	 William Milreth
John Higbam
William Mitchell
	
L.B.I., p.245.
1421
	
John Boteler	 Thomas Duffhous
John Wells	 Henry Frowyk
John Brokie
John Melbourne
	
L.B.I., p.261.
1422
	
John Boteler	 Thomas Duffhous
John Wells	 Henry Frowyk
John Brokle
John Melbourn
	
L.Bi., p.1.
	
1423
	
John Coventry	 Henry Irowyk
John Wells	 John Brokie
John Bacon
Thomas Boteler
	 L.LK. p.13.
	
1424
	
John Coventry	 John Bacon
Robert Whitingbam	 Thomas Boteler
John Higham
William Milreth
	
L.B.K., p.32.
	
1425
	
Robert Whitingha.m 	 John Bacon
John Wells	 John Higham
William Weston
John Olney
	 L.B.K., p.44.
	
3.426
	
John Wells	 William Weston
Robert Tatersall	 John Olney
Everard F].ete
John Femell
	
LBic., p.54.
1427
	
Robert Tatersall	 Everard F].ete
William Este1d	 John Femell
Walter Chertesey
Ralph Spnnard
	
L.B.K., p.63.
AUDI'IORS OF THE BRIDGIWARDENS' ACCOUNTS (oontd.)
Aldermen	 Commoners
1428	 William Estfeld	 Walter Chertesey
John Brokle	 Ralph Skynnard
Robert Large
John Pake	 L.B.K., p.79.
1429	 John Brokie	 Walter Chertesey
Henry Frowyk	 John Pake
John Olney
William Gregory	 L.B.K., p.102.
1430	 Henry Frowyk	 John Olney
Robert Otley	 William Gregory
Robert Ba.mbrough
Richard Nordon	 L.B.K., p.112.
1431	 Robert Otley	 Robert mbrough
Robert Large
	 Richard Nordon
Philip Malpas
Thomas Bernewel].	 L.B.K., p.123.
1432
1433
1434 John Pattesley
Thomas Chalton
Ralph Holland
John Olney
William Chapman
John Sutton L.B.K., p.183.
1435
1436
1437
1438
Thomas Bernewell
John Olney
John Olney
Robert Clopton
Robert C].op ton
William Combeg
Hugh Wyche
John Roust
John Wythiale
Clement Lyflyn
John Wythiale
Clement Lyffyn
Simon Eyre
Robert Home
Simon Eyre
Robert Home
John Norman
John Sturgeon
L.B.K., p.207.
L.B.K., p.218.
L.B.K., p.219.
S7
AUDITORS OF THE IMUDGEWARDENS' ACCOfl'S (contd.)
Aldermen	 Commoners
1439
	
William Combes	 John Norman
Nicholas Yeo	 John Sturgeon
Stephen Poster
	
Geoffrey Feldyng
	 L.B.K., p.229.
1440
	
Nicholas Yeo	 John Norman
William Combes	 John Sturgeon
Geoffrey Feldyng
Stephen Foster
	
L.B.K., p.248.
144].	 Thomas Chalton	 John Norman
William Combes	 John Sturgeon
Geoffrey Feldyng
Stephen Foster
	
L.B.K., p.261.
1442
	
John Norman	 Geoffrey Feldyng
Nicholas Wyfold	 Stephen Foster
William Cottesbroke
•	 John Milborne
	
L.B.K., p.274.
1443
	
Nicholas Wyfold	 William Cottesbroke
John Olney	 John Milborne
John Derby
Thomas Davy
	
L.LK., p.287.
1444
	
John Olney	 Richard Alley
Robert Home	 William Marowe
John Derby
Thomas Davy
	
L.B.K., p.299.
1445
	
Robert home
	
Richard Alley
Geoffrey Fe].dyng
	
William ?arowe
Thomas Cook • junior
Thomas Haukyzis	 L.B.K., p.309.
1446
	
Stephen Foster	 Thomas Cook
Thomas Canynges	 Thomas Haukyns
Alan Johnson
Richard Lee
	
L.B.K., p.315.
1447
	
John Norman	 Alan Johnson
Thomas Canynges	 Richard Lee
John Stokicer
John Harowe
	
L P B.K., p.323.
18K., p.326.
L.B.K., p.329.
L.B.K., p.332.
L.B.K., p.340.
L.B.K., p.343.
L.B.K., p.361.
p.366.
L.B.K., p.370.
1448
1449
1450
1451
1.452
1453
1454
1455
1456
9
AUDI 'IORS OF TIlE BRIDGEWARDENS' ACCOU! (contd.)
Aldermen	 Commone
John Norman	 John Stokker
Geoffrey Feldyng
	 John Earowe
John Walden
Thomas Ou].egraVe	 _____
Geoffrey Fe].dyng	 John Walden
John Derby	 Thomas Woigrave
John Middleton
John Yonge	 _____
John Derby	 John Yonge
William Cantelowe	 William Gregory, junior
Thomas Gay
John Feld	 _____
William Cantelowe	 William Gregory, iunior
William Marowe	 William Taylor
John Feld
Thomas Gay
	 ____
Thomas Scot
	 William Taylor
William Marowe	 William Gregory, junjo
John Maldon
William Latoner
Richard Lee	 Ralph Verney
Thomas Scot	 William Chattok
John Maldon
William Zatoner
William Rulyn	 Ralph Verney
Richard Lee William Chattok
Thomas Synslowe
John Plummer
Matthew Philip	 John (ok
William liulyn Richard Nedehain
Thomas Wynslowe
John Plummer
Matthew Philip	 John Lok
Richard Alley
	 Richard Nedebam
Robert Drope
William NorboroUgli	 L.B.K., p.381.
1tUDII)RS OF TIlE BRIDGEWARDENS' ACCOUNTS (contd.)
Aldermen
	
Commoners
1457
	
Richard Alley	 Robert Drope
John Walden	 William Norborough
William Porter
John Bernewell
1458
	
John Walden	 William Porter
John Middleton	 John Bernewell
John Waishawe
John Harowe
	
LB.K., p.395.
1459
	
John Niddleton	 John Walshawe
Thigh Wyche	 John Harowe - exonerated
15 March 1460	 Jour.VI f207v.
Robert Basset loco Harowe	 "
John Laznbart
Henry Waver	 L.B.K., p.399
1460
1461
	
Thomas Oulegrave	 William Corbet
William Taylor	 Robert Scrayngham
William Hampton
Nicholas Marchall
	
L.B.L., p.9.
1462
	
Thomas Oulegrave
	
William Redknap
John Stokker	 Thomas Danyell
William Corbet
Robert Scrayngham	 L.B.L., p.20.
"jo
AWo4.4- '3
1404 JOHN WHATELE
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
141.1
1412	 "
141.3
1414
141.5
1416
1417
1418	 NICHOLAS JP1[
1419
1420	 RICHARD .aTYLE
1421	 ROBERT CQLDROOK
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429	 U
1430	 "
1431
1432
1433
1434	 WILLIAM WETNALE
1435
1436	 "
1437
1438	 RICHARD IOVLAS
1439
1440 Th(AS COOK
1441
1442
1443	 "
1444	 00
1445
1446	 "
1447
1448
24 January 1449
BRIDGEWARDENS
WILLIAM SEVEKE
HENRY JULYAN
00
'I
00
ft
I,
ft
ft
00
00
I,
WILLIAM (JOHN) WESTON
0$
00
0•
JOHN ThYMEL
'I
00
$0
00
$0
00
$0
WILLIAM TRYMNELL
'I
'I
TROMAS BADBY
$0
00
0$
0$
0$
JOHN HERST
ft
I,
'I
ft
U
'I
0,
00
JOHN SThRGEON
LLI., p.34.
L.B.I., p.35.
L.B.I., p.59.
B.H.R.I f.33v.
B.H.R. I f.37v.
B.R.R. I. f.41v.
B.H.R. I f.45v.
LB.I., p.107.
B.LR I f.53v.
B.H.R. I f.57v.
B.II.R. I f.61v.
B.LR. I f.65v.
B.H.R. I f.70v.
L.B.I., p.204.
L.B.I., p.226.
L.B.I., p.245.
L.B.I., p.261.
L.B.I., p.273.
1BJ., p.13.
p.32.
L.B.K., p.44.
L.B.K., p.54.
L.B.K., p.63.
L.B.K., p.79.
L.B.K., p.102.
J..B.K., p.112.
L.B.K., P.123.
(not in kB.K. and ga
in B..LR. II)
L.B.K., P.183.
13.H.R. II :t.49.
L.B.K., P.207.
LB.K., P.218.
L.BJ(., p.219.
L.LK., P.229.
L.B.K., P.248.
L.B.K., p.261.
L.BJ., p.274.
L.B.K., P.287.
L.B.K., P.299.
L.B.K., P.309.
L.B.K., P.315.
L.B.K., P.323.
L.B.K., p.326.
Jour.V f.4v.
C0I
BRIDGEWABDENS (contd.)
1449
1450
145].
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
ThCMAS COOK
'I
U
'I
I,
I,
'I
PETER ALFOLD
'I
U
ft
I,
¶11MAS DAVY
•1
U
U
'a
ft
'I
I,
PETER CALCOT
I.
'I
ft
LB.K., p.329.
L.B.K., p.332.
L.B.K., p.340.
L.B.K,, p,348.
L4$.K., p.361.
L,B.K., p.366.
L,B.K., p.370.
L.B.K,, p.81.
L.BK,, p.391.
L.B.K., p.395.
L,B,K., p.399.
B.H.R. III f.6.
LB.L., p.9.
L.BL. p.20.
(O2-
COSTS OF JIIDING THE NEW CITY CONDUIT
(up to 28 October 1453 when the work was taken over by the executors of William Estfeld)
Civic Funds £500 00. 00
£666 13. 4
£833 6. 8
£6613. 4
	
£2066 13.
	
1
20 January 1439, Jour.III f.6v.
7 September 1440, Jour.III f.57
20 August 1445, Jour.IV f.90v.
12 September 1446, Jour. IV f.].38.
1. For at least 2 years the quarter fifteenth was riot collected (see .1%ote .1 , p.Z?S) and so
£333 6.8. should be subtracted from this total leaving civic expenditure at £1733 6.8.
	
Private Funds £100 00. 00	 Robert Chichele, 1439, Jour.IV f.153.
	
£500 00. 00	 Stephen Spelenian, 1439, Jour.III f.8.
	
£ 1 6. 8	 John Pope, 1440, Jour. III f.69.
£ 43 6. 8 2 65 people, 1442, Jour.III f.138-138v.
	
£ 2 0. 0	 John Paddesley, 1442, Jour.III f.l38-138v.
	
£ 1 0. 0	 John Church, 1442, Jour.III f.138-138v.
	
£266 13. 4	 William Estfeld, 1445, Jour.IV f.91.
	
£133 6. 8	 John Gedney, 1445, Jour.IV f.91.
	
£ 10 0. 0	 William Combes, Stow, Survey, 1, p.15.
£1057 13. 4
2. 24 of these contributors are recorded as not having paid, so £16 should be subtracted, see
note I , p.L1?.
3. Gedney may have given double this sum, see note 2 , p.
4. To add to this total are the unspecified sums from Henry Brounfield and John Costyn, see
note	 , p.
t3
kr
TableIt Nurrbrs oflectors present at £onon elections 1407-1455.
*
*
*
*
Date
1407
1413
1414
141.5
1 43.6
1417
14.1.9
1420
1421 eb.
1421 Oct.
1422
1423
1425
1426
1427
1429
1430
1432
1433
1435
1436
1441/2
1447
1449 Feb.
1449 Nov.
1450
1453
1.455
4Ude rue n
6
7
10
8
13
10
1.2
16
14
14
15
9
16
9
8
10
1].
12
tO
16
17
1.9
1.8
16
20
8
20
on-.&lceruen
40
13
12
12
8
12
29
13
17
12
13
14
1.0
26
21
24
23
20
33
26
36
65
56
55
44
42
29
30
Total
40
19
19
22
16
25
39
25
33
26
27
29
19
42
30
32
33
3].
45
36
52
82
75
73
60
62
37
50
* Damad therefore numbers incomplete.
65
21*
30
40
Table II: Numbers of Common Cpuncj1nn present at 1ections.
Date pfdenture
15 January 1442
cJebruary 1453
9 Jure 1455
Nuwber of known
Comnon Councilnen
present
45
12
19
Nunther of otbers
pre se n•
20
9
11
Tta1
* T1is total is different from t'at given in Table I lecause seven of
the naues of the electors are illegible.
184
63
25
9
7
3
5
5
1.
390Total
o5
Table III: Votin Frequency of Non-.1dernen at Parlianentary
Elections 1
 1407-1455.
Those voting at elections who subsequently becane Aldernen 	 71
Those who voted for the first tine in 1455 and therefore
omitted from calculation	 17
Those who voted only once at elections
N	 U	 N	 N twice
IS	 N	 It	 It	 three tines at elections
U	 N	 ti	 four
N	 j	 N five
N	 It	 II	 N	 six
N	 N	 St	
'	 seven
at	 ii	 eiht	 U
U	 N	 35	 II	 Is
Table IV: Non-.lcern'an London LPs. 1400-1450
	
M.P.	 1414 ssessrrent 1436 .ssessrrt 	 beds in First nntion as	 Sheriff Candidate as Laster of 	 No. of tines voted in(ondon only)
	
a1l lands)	 ustin€s Common Councilman	 All derman	 Compair	 Par1ianntaI7 elections
BB0T John	 lercer	 1431	 £47	 1420	 1428-9	 1442	 8
BCf2LLR Thomas	 Pisbmonr 1423	 1423
John	 Fisbmonr 1 407	 £17	 1418
BURTON bVihlam	 (Trocer	 1414
	
18s.4'1.	 £12	 1411	 1404	 9
	
142].	 1411
1420
143].
	
C0TTISOIC William Grocer 	 1442	 1441
FuT. verard	 rcer	 1425	 Z30	 1426	 7
1426
G-1iR0N a1ter	 Draper	 1410	 14	 1410
1413
1427
1429
FRQt& John	 Lrcer	 1449	 1444	 2
1450
1455
FtX20N Robert	 1404	 15s.4d.	 1.
FIGE4I John
	 Draper	 1420	 £ID	 1420	 14267	 1438	 6
14 2o
1431
1VING John	 Ironntner 1432	 £55	 1440	 3
RCEP0BD vihiam	 Lercer	 1403
	 1395
1407
1413
LIi4D £boinas	 Grocer	 1422	 1413	 1401
1408
1421
LPEV4L Richard	 Vintner	 1419	 1418
LCPL, Ii].iatn	 Grocer	 1415	 15	 1420	 1412	 2
1418
(Table 4 continued)
ItL4b Ric1ard1
Q[JV1t dihiam
5jarnon
EUh
irnon
STJDBUY John
T0N iihiam
iiEtT1 3O1-n2
1421-2-	 1429
Zleriff Candidate as Laster of
.h.lderman	 Company
1458-9	 146].	 1457-61
1407
1411
1403
1409
L.P.	 l414tssessirent 1436 .ssessrxet	 seeds in First nntion as(i.ionon only)	 (all 1anñs)	 Zustin€s Coinnn Council man
Lercer	 1460	 1452
Grocer	 1414	 £o.4s.
GOld8n2ith	 1420
1406
Sad1ler	 1419
	
C24	 1422
Grocer	 1406	 24.13s.4r.
Draper	 1410	 £5.3s.	 1411
Lercer	 1421	 1411
No. of tines voted in
Par1iw2ntary elections
3
6
1
7
8
2
1. started life as 1.P. elsewhere, see edwooc1 , o.cit., vol.11, pp.
6 24-25.
2. Pe was a Briemaster 1404-1412/14.
Table Vt Incidence of A1derflfl -.Ps. attending netings of
the Court of A1dernn during sessions of Parlianent.
Parliatientary	 eting—pl.	 Alderman 1.P.	 Date of attendanceA
Sessiq	 Court of A1derne
14 ian. -
c.14 Peb.l44O
25 Jan. -
27 !ar.1442
29 Apr. -
4 Ji.ir 1445
20 Oct. -
15 Dec.1445
24 Jan. -
9 4pr. 1446
14 Feb. -
17 Apr.1454
9 July -
31 July 1455
14 Jan. -
12 Mar.].456
7 Oct. -
1 Dec.1460
Reading
Westminster
Westminster
Westminster
Westminster
Westminster
We stminster
We etminster
Westminster
Robert Clopton
William stfe1d
John Reynwell
Tios. Catwortb
T1'os. Catworth
Thos. Catworth
Win. Cantelowe
Win. Cantelo'wa
Win. Cantelowe
Geof.Fel dyng
Win. liarowe
Thomas Cook
1 Feb.1440
2 Mar.1442
21 lay 1445
11,21,22 May 1445
11 Nov. & 2 Dec.1445
25 Peb.].446
20 Feb., 8,12,19,
21,25 Liar.1454
10,21 July 1455
3,4 Peb.1456
3,4 Feb.1456
1 3, 1 7, 28 Oct.1460
13,17 Oct., 7 Nov.
1460
21 Sept. 1407
27 Larch 1413
15 Oct. 1414
14 Oct. 1415
16 Feb. 1416
28 Oct. 1417
9 Oct. 1419
11 Nov. 1420
14 April 1421
3 Nov. 1421
19 Oct. 1422
18 Oct. 1423
19 Larch 1425
14 Jan. 1426
6 Oct. 1427
5 Sept. 1429
18 Dec. 1430
10 March 1432
22 June 1433
29 Aug. 1435
19 Nov. 1436
15 Jan. 1442
16 Jan. 1447
2o Oct. 1407
14 Lay 141.3
19 Nov. 1414
4 Nov. 1415
16 Larch 1416
16 Nov. 1417
16 Oct. 1419
12 Nov. 1420
2 Lay 1421
1. Dec. 1421
9 Nov. 1422
20 Oct. 1423
30 april 1425
18 Feb. 1426
13 Oct. 1427
13 Oct. 1429
12 Jan. 1431
12 May 1432
8 July 1433
10 Oct. 1435
1 Jan. 1437
25 Jan. 1442
10 Feb. 1447
Writ proroguing Pm.
to Bury St.dniinds
27 Jan. 1449
6 Oct. 1449
19 Cct. 1450
9 June 1455
12 Feb. 1449
6 Nov. 1449
6 Nov. 1450
6 Larch 1453
9 July 1455
Appenjx 44
List of Indentured Returns for the Elections of London }.Ps. between
1406 and 1460. surviving in the P.L0.
P.R.O. Reference	 Date of Writ	 Date of Election	 Date of Suuu
	C219/lO/4	 26 Aug. 1407
*c219/11/1&2
	
22Larchl4l3
	
C219/1l/4	 & 5	 26 Sept. 1414
	C219/U/7	 29 Sept. 1415
	
* C 219/U./8	 2]. Jan. 1416
	
C219/1.2/2	 5 Oct. 1417
	
C 2L9/12/3	 24 Aug. 1419
	
0219/12/4
	
2]. Oct. 1420
	C219/12/5	 26 Feb. 1421
	
0219/12/6	 20 Oct. 1421
	
c 2].9/13/i
	
29 Sept. 1422
C219/].3/2 pta.,1 & 2 1 Sept. 1423
	
* 0219/13/3
	 & 2 24 Feb. 1425
	
C219/1 3/4 	 7 Jan. 1.426
C219/].3/5 pts.1 & 2 15 July 1427
C2191L 4/3. pts.1 & 2 3 Aug. 1429
0 219/1 4/2 pts.1 & 2 27 Nov. 1430
C 2J.911. 413 pts.1 & 2 25 Feb. 1432
c2.].9/14J4 Pts.1 & 2 24 Lay 1433
c219/14/5 pts.1, & 2 5 July 1435
0219/1.5/1 pts.1,2&3 29 Oct. 1436
021.9/15/2 pts.1 & 2 3 Dec. 1443.
0 21.9/1. 5/4 pta.]. & 2 14 Dec. 1446
	
0 219/1 5/5	 20 Jan. 1447
021.9/15/6
	
2 Jan. 1.449
C 2i9/15/7 pta.]. & 2 23 .ept. 1449
C 2J9/16/1 pta. 1 & 2 5 Sept. 1450
* 0 219/16/2 pte.1 & 2 21 Jan. 1453
021.9/16/3 pts.1 & 2 26 Lay 1455
*
Note to Appendix on All London Loans to the Crown 1400-1460.
The dates in the first column run from Michaelnias to Michael.mas thus
following the Exchequer year. The numbers in brackets after the loans
by individual Londoners represent the number of individual loans (not
necessarily the same thing as the number of individual lenders). In the
Summer of 1426 44 individual Londoners lent mnall sums ranging from £5
to £100 (lent by the ayor, John Coventry) which were recorded as
received in the Echequer on 26 July and 8 August (E401t713). ait this
sort of lending of muall sums by a great number of Londoners appears to
have been unusual),
The figures in the column headed Corporate Loans are as complete as
it has been possible to make them. They include all money lent regardless
of whether this comprised repaid cash or unpaid tallies. Patent and Close
Rolls, Exchequer Receipt and Issue rolls, warrants for issues, Exchequer
deeds 1 the Letter Books and Journals of the City of London and the Council
proceedings have all been used. The figures in the first two columns
headed Loans by individual Londoners and Loans by Calais Merchants may not
be so complete. For these totals only the Receipt and Issue rolls andthe
warrants for issues have been used. The sums may be larger but they will
not have been smaller. For the first twenty years of this period the loans
from the Ca].ais merchants were not always distinguished as such in the
Exchequer records and part of the totals recorded in the first column
during this period may more properly belong to the second.
2333 6.8.
1000 0.0.
5393 6.8.
13733 6.8.
8150 13.4.
2000 0.0.
ALL LONDON LOANS IX) THE CROWN 1400-1460
Loans by	 Loans by
individual	 Calais	 Corporate
Londoners	 merchants	 loans	 Total
(
8000 0.0.
4000 0.0.
1399-1400
140J-1401
1401-1402
1402-1403
1403-1404
1404-1405
1405-1406
1406-1407
1407-1408
1408-1409
1409-1410
14101411*
14111412*
1412-1413
141.3-1414
3.414-1415
1415-1416
1416-1417
1417-1418
1418-1419
1419-1420
1420-1421
1421-1422
1422-1423
1423-1424
1424-1425
1425-1428
1426-1427
1427-1428
1428-1429
1429-1430
.4-1431
1433-1444
1434-1435
1435-1436
1436-1437
1437-1438
1438-1439
1439-1440
1707 12.0. (6)
3753 7.8. (16)
9905 19.0. (27)
5503 6.8. (22)
1780 0.0. (10)
6760 11.0. (13)
5346 13.4. (5)
5383 6.8. (9)
1626 134. (9)
6236 13.4. (6)
3169 17.8. (10)
786 11.0. (3)
5000 0.0. (5)
2666 13.4. (3)
66 13.4. (1)
1666 13.4. (2)
666 13.4. (2)
866 13.4. (3)
2000 0.0. (3)
1663 6.8. (5)
810 0.0. (44)
666 13.4. 11)
533 6.8. (7)
2972 6.8. (12)
200 0.0. (3)
800 0.0. (3)
100 0.0. (1)
5866 13.4. (10)
470 0.0. (6)
623 0.0. (3)
1366 13.4. (7)
3661 13.4. (3)
2000 00.0
1333 6.8
2000 0.0.
2000 0.0.
1333 6.8.
4666 13.4.
6666 13.4.
2000 0.0.
666 13.4.
11860 0.0.
1500 0.0.
1333 6.8.
2666 13.4.
333 6.8.
1000 0.0.
3.333 13.4.
4000 0.0.
5333 6.8.
7400 0.0.
3333 6 8toeo bo
1400 0.-0.
1333 6.8.
2666 13.4.
4333 6.8.
1000 0.0.
1000 0.0.
1333 6.8.
3707 12.0.
3753 7.8.
11239 5.8.
5503 6.8.
3780 0.0.
8760 11.0.
6680 0.0.
13383 6.8.
1626 13.4.
6236 13.4.
7836 11.0.
786 11.0.
6666 13.4.
7000 0.0.
333 6.8.
66 13.4.
13526 13.4.
666 13.4.
1500 0.0.
2200 0.0.
4666 13.4.
3.663 6.8.
4000 0.0.
333 6.8.
1000 0.0.
2143 13.4.
4000 0.0.
6000 0,0.
7933 6.8.
8639 0.0.e.o 0.0
1200 0.0.
3133 6.8.
2766 13.4.
15593 6.8.
14203 6.8.
97'73 13.4.
4366 13.4.
1700 0.0.
* for these chequer years, one of the two Receipt Rolls is missing.
1333 6.8. (2)
1070 13.8. (11)
1100 0.0. (1)
6493 6.8. (14)
300 0.0. (1)
.3333 6.8. (2)
1350 13.4. (5)
3115 5.11. (26)
3407 1.3.0. (7)
1586 13.4. (7)
2171 9.4. (16)
4913 9.4. (6)
563 6.8. (5)
280 0.0. (2)
80. 0.0. (2)
500 0.0. (1.)
1440-1441
1441-1442
1442-1443
1443-1444
1444-1445
1445-1446
1446-1447
1447-1448
1448-1449
1449-1450
1450-1451
1451-1452
1452-1453
1453-1454
1454-1456
145 5-1456
1456-1457
1457-1458
1458-1459
1459-1460
Loans y
jndividu
Londoners
173 6.8. (4)
Loans by
Calajs
merchants
10000 0.0.
666 13.4.
2266 13.4.
6666 13.4.
4668 13.4?
12000 0.0.
6666 13.4.
1000 0.0.
1742 2.4.
1600 0.0.
843 6.8.
2000 0.0.
orporate
loans
1333 6.8.
2000 0.0.
2656 3.3.4.
2266 6.2k.
1100 0.0.
1333 6.8.
666 13.4.
1876 2.0.
1000 0.0.4
+
1666 13.4.
300 0.0.
c.2000 0.0.
733 6.8.4
Total
2666 13.4.
13070 13.8.
3756 13.4.
2932 L9.6.
7593 6.8.
3600 0.0.
19000 0.0.
2017 6.8.
9658 1.3.
16407 13.0.4
1586 13.4.4
3838 2.8.
11880 2.8.
1563 6.8.
2022 2.4.
c.3680 0,0.
1343 6.8.
2000 0.0.
908 13.4.4
+ Plus an unspecified sum.
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Note to Appendix on Corporate London Loans to the Crown 1400-1460
All references to unpublished sources in this table (apart from the
Journals) are to Exchequer records to be found in the Public Record Office.-
E401 references are to the Receipt Rolls; £403 references are to the Issue
Rolls; E40 references are to Exchequer Deeds; £404 references are to royal
warrants to the Treasurer and Chamberlains to authorize payments out of the
Exchequer. These warrants were usually issued under the Privy Seal.
The exchequer year was divided into two terms: Michaelinas C
to March) and Easter (c.April to September). There were Receipt
rolls for each term although they have not all survived.
The date on which a loan was recorded as received at the Exchequer
may we].]. be a book-keeping record entered some time after the loan was
actually made. As the fifteenth century progressed it became increasingly
common for the loan to be recorded as received in the Receipt Roll, the
tallies to be recorded as issued in the Issue Roll and these tallies of
assignment to be recorded as received back into the Exchequer, having been
honoured by the collectors of royal revenue on whom they were drawn, very
close together in date (e.g. loans nos. 7, 9, 11, 18). Although this last
entry in the Receipt Roll is drafted in such a way as to suggest that the
tallies of assignment have been cashed by the revenue collectors on whom
they were drawn, this is not necessarily, or indeed usually, the case (see
Chapter VII, pp 44 q -45). 3.t the phrase 'tallies cashed' has, for
convenience, been retained for use in this table to describe these Receipt
Roll entries. For an explanation of the term 'fictitious loan' see
Chapter VII, pp.
All sums in marks have been converted into pounds.
2. £1333 6s.8d.
3. £1333 6s.8d.
4.	 £2000 (for putting down
rebellion in Wales)
CORPORATE LONDON LOANS TO ThE CI)WN 1400-1460
	 (c{k
otiations and raisin g of loan
	 Amount
	
Recorded at the	 Repayment
Exchequer
1.	 £666 13s.4d. GIF1'
	
6 July 1400
£401/619
6 July 1400	 Tallies on the London wool subsidy cashed
£4011619	 13 May 1401, E401/622. Fictitious loan, n
tallies on London wool subsidy 18 June
1401, E40]./622. Loan still not repaid
1]. April 1402, see no.3.
11 May 1402	 (i) 11 April 1402 Letts.Pat. for re-
E40V626	 payment of thiB loan and no.2, i.e. 4000m.
from London wool subsidy, C.P.rU401-5,p.89.
(ii) 12 April 1402, Recog. of 1. Exeter
and others assuring repayment before Xmas
1402, L.B.I.p.18. Bond itself E43/W.S.660
ref.Palgrave ii p.66.
(iii) Half cocket seal given to London as
security, L.BI. p.18.
(iv) 1 Mar. 1403 Repaid by assignment,
£403/574.
(v) 1 Mar. 1403 Tallies on London customs
cashed £4011627.
(vi) 1 June 1403 Note in margin of Issue
Roll suggesting a payment by assignment
'civibus London.tensibus pro denario autu-
ato £2671 6s.8d.' £4031576.
(vii) N.D. Acquittance by Mayor & Co. for
4000m. and surrender of Cocket Seal,
L.B.I. p.18.
15 Oct. 1403	 (i) 25 Oct. 1403. Repaid by assignment
£401/631	 £4031578.
(ii) 25 Oct. 1403 Tallies on 10th for 2000
cashed £4011631.
(iii) 28 Oct.1403 Letts.Pat. for repayment
from 10th C.P.R.1401-5.p.313, L.B.I. p.29.
7.	 £4666 13s.4d. (for Welsh
campaign)
/
Negotiations and raising of loan
	 Amount
	
Recorded at the
	 Repayment
Exchectuer
4, (contd.)
5. £2000 (for raising
siege of Castle of
Coity)
(iv) 2 May 1404 Letts.Pat. for repayment
from Pm. subsidy, C.P.R.140].-5, p.387,
L,.I. p.29.
(v) 6 May 1404 WrIt of p.s. to War Treasur-
ers to repay loan in accor.with (iv)
L.p,. p.29.
Presumably paid	 18 Nov. 1404 Letts.Pat. for repayment of
direct to Prince £733 6s.8d. from Pm. grant made at Coventry
Renry in Wales,	 C.P.R.1401-5 p.470. 8/15 June 1405 list of
see	 i,	 loans made to King since Coventry Pm. on
pp.265-66.	 security of Pm. grant, includes £2000 from
London for which assignment bad been made,
P.P.C. i, p.267.s.fLLSotLt.24r.
6.	 £1333 6s.8d.
	 28 July 1406
E401/638
22 Nov. 1409	 (I) 30 Nov. 1409 repaid £2666 13s.4d. by
E40]./650	 assignment, E403/602.
(ii) 30 Nov. 1409 Tallies for £2666 13s.4d.
on London wool subsidy, and S'hampton and
Ipswich cashed, E401/650. Became fict.loan
with note 'p.s.29 Nov. 1410'.
(iii) 12 Dec. 1409, Mayor wrote to King
assuring him that 7000m. had been paid ov
to King's officers, L.B.I. pp.82-3.
(iv) July 1410 Council decided London to be
repaid from l 10th granted by clergy,
P.P.C. i, p.342 of. ibid. ii, p.16.
(v) 28 Nov. 1410 warrant to Tzeas. to make
assignment 70003n. to London from 10th in
diocese Canterbury, E404/26/208.
(vi) 29 Nov. 1410 repaid by 2 assignments
total £4666 13s.4d. E403/606.
(vii) 29 Nov. 1410 tallies total £4668 13s.
4d. on cashed 10th E40]./655.
(viii)2 small ta1les £33 6s.8d. & £2 12s.
l0d.) converted into fict,loans with note
'P.s. 6 June 1.412' • No Eec.Roll for aetm
	£3333 6s.8d.	 8 Jan. 1417
E401/675
	
£3333 6s.8d,	 8 March 1417
E401/675
'((P
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount	 Recorded at the	 Repayment
Exchequer
8.	 £6666 13s.4d. (for King's	 (no roll extant) 9 June 1412 Letts.Pat. for repayment from
expenses in Aquitaine) 	 Pm. subsidy payable Mich.14].2, C.P.R.1408-
3, p.403. 9 July 1412 Council records
receipt of loan, P.PC. ii p.32.
9.	 £2000
	 17 July 1413	 24 July 1413 Repaid by assignment E403/
E401/658	 612. 24 July 1413 Tallies on wine and
wool subsidy cashed, E401/658.
£666 13s.4d. (for French
campaign)
8 July 1415
	
Ci) 16 June 1415 Security of a great collar
E401/667	 of gold delivered by Treas. to Mayor & Co.
Co To be redeemed by 1 Jan. 1417, L,B.I.
p.143.
(ii) 1 Aug. 1415 Letts.Pat. for repayment
from London wool subsidy by Xmas 1416,
collar as security, L.B.I. p.142,
C.P.R. 1413-16, p.367.
(iii) Oct.l415-Oct.1416 Mayor appointed
attorneys to receive wool subsidy in
London, L.B.I. p.158.
(iv) 23 Oct. 1416 warrant to Treas. to
continue to pay London from London wool
subsidy after Xmas 1416, Assignment on wool
subsidy to be made, E404/32/182.
(v) 29 0t. 1416 repaid by assignment on
London wool subsidy, E40l/675.
(vi) 6 Nov. 1416 collar returned although a
sum not yet fully repaid, C.PR.14l8-22,
p.47, presumably because tallies had been
assigned.
10. 10 March 1415 Mayor & Aldermen
sununoned to 'Ibwer to hear of King' s
plans to reconquer his French
possessions, L.B.I. p.135.
14 March 1415 Archbp • Canterbury,
. Winchester, Dukes of Bedford
& Gloucester & others to Guildball
to consider the matter, LB.I. p.135.
11. 26 Nov. 1416 Co.Co. agree to lend
£5000, Jour.I f.4v. 3 Dec. 1416
Each Aid, to lent what he lent
for loan no.10, Jour.I f.5.
7 Jan. 141 precepts to Aid. to levy
£6666 13a.4d., L.B.I. p.170.
9 Jan. 1417 repaid by assignment, E403/
629. 9 Jan. 1417 tallies on Pm, 15th
cashed, E410/675. 18 March 1417 repaid by
assignment E403/629. 18 March 1417 tallies
on Pm. 15th cashed, E40l/675.
13. C .1860*
(a1
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount
	 Recorded at the 	 Repayment
Exchequer
12.
	 £3333 6s8d. (for safe-
keeping realm and war in
France)
8 March 1417
	
(t) 3 Mar. 1417 Letts.Pat. for repayment
E401/675	 from London wool subsidy, London to have
half the Cocket seal, C.P.R. 141.6-22,p.67.
(ii) 12 Mar. 1417 Roger Salvayn, Treas. of
Calais to have half Cocket sea]. granted to
City 'equaliter participandum' Jour.I f.l5.
(iii) 4 Oct. 1417 tallies on London wool
subsidy cashed E401/680.
?(iv) 3 Dec. 1418 Coils, to bring in 500Dm.
in cash or securities by following Monday
s .p • imprisonment,
12 June 14].?	 Ci) 16/24 June 1417 indenture between King
(1860)	 and 43 Londoners who had lent total of
E401/677 £2160, whereby Spanish sword+ worth £2160
was pledged to them. It is not to be sold
before Mich.1418, L.B.I. pp.202-3.
(ii) 2 Oct. 1417 Mayor delivers to Chamber-
lain indenture between him & Thomas
Chittern, clerk to Tr, concerning the
Spanish sword pledged to the Coinmonalty of
London for £1960. Jour,I f.35.
(iii) 18 May 1419 repaid by assignment
£1860, E403/640.
(iv) 18 May 1419 tallies on London wool sub.
sidy cashed, £1860, E401/687.
(v) 19 May 1419, Letts.Pat. granting
londoners repayment from London wool sub-
sidy in lieu of Spanish sword, C.P.R.
1416-22, pp.234-5, LB.I. p.214.
* This is not really a corporate loan but a corporate effort 	 the part of certain Londoners. In the Receipt Roll the loan
is recorded as made by the Mayor, Aldermen and citizens of London rather than the usual Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty.
This may explain the varying totals. Although £2160 was promised, the Exchequer only acknowledged £1860.
+ 0.1400 the Spanish sword was listed among the Royal regalia, Paigrave, iii, Pp.309, 313.
Recorded at the
Excheciuer
Repayment
17 Aug., 19 Sept. 1419 2 letters of
thanks from King in France, L.B. I.
p • 225.
15. 11. Jan. 1420 Co.Co. decide to lend £1000
on cond. that they are given a day for
repayment before 24 Aug. (?1420), Jour.I
f.68. 24 Jan. 1420, Co.Co, grant
£1333 6s.8d., Jour.I f.69v. Sum to be
raised by 2 15ths. 4 May 1420 men to be
deprived of their freedom if they refuse
to pay, Jour.I f.76, Cf. Cal,P. and M.
1413-37, p.79, L.B.I. p.245.
16. 7 Feb. 1421 Court of Aid, decide upon a
gift, Jour.1 f.88.
17. 20 May 1421, money to be raised by 3
l5ths, objections, Jour.! f.91v.
£1333 6s,8d. (for
Duke of Bedford)
£666 13s.4d. & 2
gilt basis GIF!'
(for Queen Katherine)
£2000
Negotiations and raisin of loan
	
Amount
14. 29 July 1419 Co.Co. decide to send King 500 c.l500 GIFI (for
archers for 6 weeks, Jour.I f.58v. 	 the French war)
31 July 1419 precepts to Aid, to
collect 2 LSths by 6 Aug. 1419, L.B.I.
p.222, Jour.I f.58v,
13 May 1421	 (1) 14 May 1421 tally on London wool
E401/696	 subsidy cashed, E401/696.
(ii) 22 Dec. 1421, Co.Co. ask for repayment
of £2000, Jour.!! f.2.
(iii) 21 Oct. 1423, Council decided that
London should have new tallies for repay-
ment of £2000 since the old ones had
expired because of death of King, P.P.C.
iii, p.117.
(iv) 15 Feb. 1424 Council decided London
should have assignment, P.P.C. iii, p.142.
(v) 15 Feb. 1424 warrant to Treas. to make
assignment to London, E404/40/176.
(vi) 13 June 1425 warrant to Treas. to make
new assignment to London in lieu of tally
of 14 May 1421, or pay cash, £4041411337.
(vii)13 June 1425, paid cash £4031671 and
note to this effect £4011696 BUT0pg.20.
cptq
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount
	
Recorded at the
	 Repayment
Exchequer
1 March 1424
E40].J707
13 June 1425
E401/7].1
18.
19. 14 April 1424 Co.Co. agree to lend
King's Council 500m. on provision of
suff, security, Jour.II f.17v.
16 Aug. 1424 Court of Aid, decide that
their part of 500m. lately lent to
Kind, to be given to Duke of Glou-
cester, Jour.II f.21. 17 Aug. 1424
Co.Co. agree to let Duke of Glou-
cester have the 500m, Jour. 11 f.21v.
20. 5 June 1425 Duke of Gloucester to
Guildhall to negotiate loan,
Jour.II f.44.
£333 6s.8d.
£333 6s.8d. (for Duke of
Gloucester)
£3000 (incorporating £2000
of no.17) (for defence of
realm)
2 March 1424 repaid by assignment,
E403/664. 2 March 1424 tally on London
wool subsidy cashed, E401t707.
(i) 10 June 1425 Letts.Pat. for repayment of
£3000 from London wool subsidy & Ipswich
C.PR. 1422-29, p.293.
(ii) 10 June 1425 warrant to Treas, in
acc. with (1) E404/41/333.
(iii)13 June 1425 Alex. Anne (Common Ser-
jeant at law) came to Excheq. & was paid
£2000 cash & returned it immediately into
Excheq. as part of the new loan, E403/671,
see no.17.
(iv) 5 Sept. 1425 Co.Co. acknowledge receipt
of £700, L.B.K. p.47.
(v) 15 Oct. 1425 repaid £1500 by assignment,
E403/673.
(vi) 15 Oct. 1425 tallies for £1500 on
London wool subsidy cashed, E401t712.
(vii) 12 Nov. 1425 Co,Co. acknowledge
receipt of £900, L.B.K. p.47.
(viii)10 Dec. 1425 repaid £1400 by
assignment, p403/673.
(ix) 10 Dec. 1425 tallies on London woo].
subsidy & Ipswich for £1400 cashed,
E401/712.
Negotiations and raising of loan Amount Recorded at the
Exchec1ue
Repayment
20. (contd.) (x) 14 April 1426 warrant to Treas. toissue new tallies for that part of London
loan of £3000 which remained unpaid, on
wool subsidy London since coils, have
changed and tallies were no longer valid,
E404/42/190.
(xi) 28 June 1428 1 tally from assignment
(v) (vi) & 3 tallies from assignment
(viii) (ix) for £1000 converted into fict,
loans. Repaid by new assignment for £1200,
E403/675.
(xii) 28 June 1426 4 tallies for £1200 on
London wool subsidy cashed, E401t713.
(xiii) 29 Aug. 1426 repaid £100 by assign-
ment £4031675.
(xiv) 29 Aug. 1426 1 tally £100 on
Ipswich wool subsidy cashed, E401t713.
(xv) 7 Dec. 1426, Co.Co. acknowledges
receipt £500, L,B.K. p.47.
(xvi) 7 April 1427 Co.Co. acknowledges
receipt £200, LB.K. p.47.
(xvii)19 May 1427 Co Co. acknowledges
receipt £200, L.B.K. p.47.
In total Co.Co. acknowledged receipt of
£2500 out of the £3000.
21.3 Dec. 1425 Co.Co.agree that money 	 £666 13s.Od. ? 01FF
should be raised by a 15th, Jour.1I
	
(for Duke of Bedford)
f.59v. 10 Dec. 1425 San. Reygate
objects, Jour.II f.59v.
£666 13s.4d. (for
Duke of Gloucester)
22.6 April 1426 Co.Co.agree to loan on
suff.aecurity being provided by
Gloucester himself. Money to be
raised by voluntary subscription in
wards Jour.II f65v. 13 April 1426
sum f11 short o! required amount so
men of substance to be induced to lend
more, Jour.II f.66v.
24. £2000
25. 12 April Co.Co. agreed to lend
5000m. to King, L.B.K. f.72.
14 April 1429 Aid, to raise S000m. in
their wards which Co.Cohad lately granted
to King, L.B.K. p.107. Li May Ralph
Holland complains in Co.Co. that King's
necessity not as great as Aid, made out,
Jour.II f.133v. 1 June 1429 Win. Preat
objects, Jour.II f.l34.
£2000 or £333 6s,8d.
(for King's journey
to France)
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amoun	 Recorded at the 	 Repayment
	 (a't
&chequer
23.* 27 March 1428 Co,Co. agree to lend £2000
on provision of suff.security, Jour.II
f.109v. 13 April 1428 Court of Aid.
decide to ask for repayment from taxation
of city Churches, & those of Norfolk,
Suffolk, Kent, Essex, M±ddX, Receivers
apptd. to collect money, Jour.II f.ilOv.
5 May 1428 City Churches assessed,
L.B.K. p.71.
£2000	 25 March 1428	 15 April 1428 repaid by assignment,
E40]j717	 E403/686. 15 April 1428 tallies on
parish subsidy (London, Middx, Hertford,
Essex, Kent, Norfolk, West Riding)
cashed, E401/719.
18 June 1428
£401/7]. 9 (i) 22 June 1428 repaid by assignment
E403/686.
(ii) 22 June 1428 tallies on wool, wine &
small customs London cashed, E401/719.
(iii) 16 Jan. 1429 Court of Aid. appointed
2 Londoners to receive repayment, Cocket
seal delivered to them, Jour.II f136.
(iv) 12 Feb. 1429 1 tally for £700 on London
wool subsidy converted into fict.loan new
tally on same source issued to Alex. Anne
(Recorder), £4011721.
(t2.M* 142.9	 (i) To be repaid out of 15th, L.LK. p.107.
(ii) 8 May 1429 Letta.Pat. for repayment of
£2000 from 10th, London to have Excheq.
e403/61J)	 tallies accordingly, C.P.R.1422-29,pp.534-6
(iii) 28 May 1429 repaid by assignment,
£403/689,
(iv) Presume fict.loan, Receipt Roll missirg
(v) 18 Dec. 1429 repaid £2000 by assignment
E403/69l.
(vi) 18 Dec. 1429 tallies on 10th & 15th
cashed, E401/723, see no.27.
* 16 July 1426 Co.Co. discussed making a 'chevaunce' to the King and decided that they were unable to do so, Jour.H f.80v.
27.*No Journal
	
£733 6s.8d.
28. No Journal
	 £6666 13s.4d. (incorporating 24 April 1430
2 tallies for £1846 13s.2d. 	 (4820 Os.2d.)
still unpaid from no.26)	 £401,124
C2
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount	 Recorded at the 	 Repayment
Exchequer
26. 30 June 1429 Co.Co. decide to	 £3333 6s8d. (to resist
lend 5000m. on suff.security 	 malice of French rebels)
Jour.II f.135v.
(9 July 1429	 (i) 6 July 1429 Letts.Pat. for repayment
Receipt Roll. ri	 from whole wool subsidy, Calais & househo
missing so date	 only excepted. London to have Cocket seal
from E403/689)	 until satisfied, C.P.R.1422-9, p.518.
(ii) 6 July writ to Coil. London wool
subsidy to effect (i) L.B.K. p.99.
(iii) 14 July 1429 repaid by assignment,
£403/689.
(iv) Receipt Roll missing so no record of
tallies cakhed.
(v) By 24 April 1430, £1486 12s.6d. repaid.
See no.28.
(12 December 1429
not entered in
Receipt Roll
which has gaps,
date from
£40 3/6 9 1)
18 Dec. 1429 repaid by assignment £4031691.
18 Dec. 1429 tallies on lay 10th in London
cashed, E401t?23.
(i) 26 April 1430 repaid £6868 13s.4d.
by assignment, £403/694.
(ii) 28 April 1430 tallies for £6666 13s.4d
on 10th and 15th cashed, E401t724.
(iii) 19 May 1430 Letts.Pat. for repayment
of £6668 13s.4d. from 10th and 15th,
ç.P.R.1429-36, p.66, L.B.K. pp.110-il.
29. No Journal	 £3333 6s.8d.
10 Nov. 1430 letter from King at Rouen
to Mayor, Ald. & Conmune asking for
a loan of £6666 13s.4d., L.B.K. p.116.
6 March 1431
	
(i) 16 March 143]. rppaid by assignment
E401/725	 E403/696.
(ii) 16 March 1431 tallies on 15th and 10th
cashed, £401/725.
(iii) 24 April 1431 Letts.Pat. for repay-
ment of £3323 6s.8d. from 10th & 15th.
C.P.R.1429-36, p.115.
(iv) 24 March 1442 new loan (no.41)
incorporating £666 l3s.4d. worth of old
* This loan was perhaps made in order to achieve an assignment for repayment 	 tallies from this loan.
of loan no.25.
32. No Journal
	 £1000
33. No Journal
	 £1333 6s.8d.
34. No Journal
	 £2666 L3s.4d. (for defence
27 June 1435, letter from Calais	 of realm)
asking for help, L.B.K. pj90.
* In Receipt Roll where the loans are recorded there are notes
that the Letters Patent were not restored.
+ A note in the margin of this Receipt Roll states that the loans
were £1000 and £1547 9s,6d.
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount	 Recorded at the 	 Repayment
Exchequer
30. No Journal
21 Jan. 1432 John Bederenden	 £1000 GIFI (for the King
(Chamberlain) advanced money, to be re- on his return from France)
paid out of profits of Common Beam,
L.B.K. pp.129-30.
23 February 1432, King given money,
L.B.K. p.138.
31. No Journal
	
£1666 13s.4d. 15 July 1432
	
19 July 1432 repaid by assignment E403/703
E401fl31.	 19 July 1432 tallies on 10th & 15th & Coils
miiall customs in various counties cashed,
E401/731. 16 July 1435 new tally for
£286 13s.4d. on London wool subsidy issued
in lieu of one on Coils, of 10th & 15th in
Essex, E403/719. 16 July 1435 new tally
cashed, E401/743.
26 Feb. 1433 27 Feb. 1433 repaid by assignment E403t706.
27 Feb. 1433 tallies on Coils. 10th & 15th
cashed E401fl32.
22 Feb. 1434
	
25 Feb. 1434 repaid by assignment E403t71?.
E401/736	 25 Feb. 1434 tallies on Coils. 10th & 15th
cashed E401/736. 21 July 1435 1 tally
converted into fict.loan for £119 3s.l0d.
This tally returned into Excheq. & paid im
cash, E403t720 and note in E4011736.
3 June 1.435	 (1) 9 July 1435 Letts.Pat. for repayment
(l666 L3s.4d.	 from all sources Royal rev. C.P.R.1429-36,
7 July 1435	 p.467.
(&1000)	 (ii) 11 July 1436 repaid by assignment with
E401fl42*	 note that London has received Letts.Pat.
under Great Seal for better security,
E403/723.
(iii) 11 July 1436 tallies on temps.Bp.
London & on Receiver-General of Duchy
Lancaster cashed E4011742+
(iv) by Feb. 1439 some of this money still
not repaid, Jour.III f.9v.
(v) by 23 Jan.l440 £1333 6s.8d. still not
repaid, Jour.III f.35.	 See no.39.
15 Feb. 1436	 (1) 1 March 1436 repaid by assignment
£401/744	 E403/72]..
(ii) 1. March 1436 tallies on Colls.lOth
& l5thcashed, E401f744.
(iii) Letts.Pat. for repayment from 10th
and 15th, C.P.R.1429-38, p.588.
26 Aug. 1436
£4011747
26 March 1438	 (1) 28 March 1438 warrant to Treas. to
make assignment on London & Ipswich wool
subsidy, E404/59/182.
(ii) 28 May 1438 repaid by assignment
£4031731.
(iii) 28 May 1438 tallies on Coils, of
wool subsidy in London & Suffolk cashed,
,E401/756,
(iv) see loan no.38.
(D4
Recorded at the
Exchequer
Negotiations and raising of loan
34. (contd.)
35. No Journal
36. No Journal
37. Nov.1437 discussion in Council about
raising loan from London, P.P.C. v,
p.72. 26 March 1438 CoCo. decided to
lend £1000 then in the Chamber on prov.
suff.security, Jour.III f.160v.
28 March 1o438 £1000 to be delivered
to 5 Aid. & sent to Excheq. by hand
of John Wilton, Jour.III f.160v.
Amount
£3333 6s.8d, (for defence
of realm)
£1000 GIFT
£1000 (for relief Calais
& Guienne & for armies of
Earl of Dorset & Earl of
Mortain)
Repayment
(vi) 28 Feb. 1440 tallies for £1333 6s.8d.
converted into fict.loan & new assignment
made, E403/'736 & E40i1765, see loan no.3a
(vii) 11 June 1442 1 other tally of origin-
al assignment for £20 lOs.8d. converted
into fict.loan & new assignment made on
Coils, small customs London, E401/778.
4. CQ_______ 
r 
12.1;	 Cl Ct. F.
 13.'w.t
	
. 4t.
£1000	 (27 March 1439 not (i) 28 March 1439 repaid by assignment,
entered on Receipt E403t733.
Roll. but date from (ii) 28 March 1439 tallies on London &
later entry
	 Suffolk wool subsidy cashed, E401/760.
E401/760)	 (iii) 12 June 1439 Letts,Pat. for re-
payment of £2000 (i.e. nos.37 & 38)
from wool subsidy London & Ipswich,
C.P.R.1436-41, p.257.
(iv) 18 April 1440 5 tallies of 28 March
1438 on Ipswich wool subsidy (333 6s.8d
converted into fict.loan. New assignment
of 10 tallies on same source and cashed.
E401fl68.
(v) 24 March 1442 5 tallies on Ipswich
wool subsidy (333 6s.8d, still unpaid,
see no.41, Jour.III f.114v.
(vi) 1]. June 1442 5 tallies of 18 April
1440 converted into fict.loan. New assign
merit of 5 tallies on same source, and
cashed, E401/778.
(vii) 18 July 1447 1 tally for £8 of
1]. June 1442 converted into fict.loan &
new assignment made and cashed E401/799.
26 Feb. 1440
	 28 Feb. 1440 repaid £2666 13s4d. by
assignment (i.e. for this loan and no.
34) E403/736. 28 Feb. 1440 tallies on 10th
and 15th total £2666 13s.4d. cashed E401/
765. 11 June 1442 1 tally for £26 8a.1d.
converted into fict. loan with note that
it was paid on this date, E4011765.
A	 4iej rf2.M*h L4
ptwuk vi%t	 LE3U::t)
£1333 6s.8d.
Negotiations •nd raising of loan 	 Amount	 Recorded at the	 Repayment
Exchequer
38. 27 Feb. 1439 Co.Co. claim King owes City
£2666 13s.4d. (this must include £1000 from
no.37, £1333 6s.8d. from no.34, at least
£333 6s.8d. from no.29). Co.Co. demand new
assignments, Jour.III f.9v. 26 March 1439
Co.Co. agree to lend £1000 in order to get
sufficient security for old loans, Jour.III
f.12v. 30 March 1439 Co.Co. appoint committee
to examine security King has offered.
Committee appointed to receive money to be
levied in wards, Jour.III f.12v-13. Assessment
Jour.III f.13v. 31 March 1439, money to be
collected by 4 April 1439, Jour.III f.13v.
39. 9 Mov.1439 Co,Co, refuse to make loan to
King, Jour.III f.29. 16 Nov. 1439 meeting
of Mayor, Aid. & suff, men of wards to discuss
loan for King, Jour.III f.29v. 28 Nov. 1439
Commission to Chancellor to raise loans in
London, C.P.R.1436-41, p.504. 23 Jan. 1440
Co.Co. agree to lend £1333 6s.8d. but money
to remain in wards until Mayor has obtained
suff.security for this sum & for other
£1333 6s.8d. (no.34) still unpaid, Jour.I1I f.35.
£2000 (incorporating	 20 Feb. 1441	 2]. Feb 1441 repaid by assignment £403/
£633 13s.4d. of old
	
E401f770	 740 21 Feb. 1441 tallies on Coils.
tallies)
	
10th & 15th cashed, E401f770.
Amount
	
Recorded at the	 Repayment
Exchequer
Negotiations and raising of loan
39.(contd.) 1 Feb. 1440 money to be raised
in wards, Jour.III f.35v. & asseBsment
Jour.III f.131v. 8 Feb. 1440 8 Cosimioners
appointed to pay money to King, receive
roya]. security & work for repayment,
Jour.III 1.36. 28 Feb. 1440 Co.Co. agree
to the security offered viz. £1333 6s.8d.
to be repaid Martinmas 1440 & £1333 6s.8d.
to be repaid by Martinmas 1441 from 10th
JourilI f.37v.
40.*4 Feb. 1441, royal letter asking for loan
read out in Co.Co. Mayor, Ald..advise Co.
Co. to make loan, Jour.III f.74v. 7 Feb.
1441 King to have £1333 6s.8d. but part
of this to be made up of obligations on
customs now in poss. Chamberlain. Loan to
be repaid Martinmas 1441 from 15th,
Jour.III f.74v. 9 Feb. 1441 CoCo. decided
King to have £666 13s.4d. in tallies now in
posa. Chamberlain (not clear to which
earlier loan these belong) in return for
suff. security, to be repaid as above.
Jour.III 1.75.
* In return to this loan the City tried to achieve concessions from the King about the Royal Monopoly patents in the City,
see Chapter VI, pp.
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount
	
Recorded at the
	
Repayment
Exchequer
4].. 23 March 1442 Co.Co.told of King's	 £2000 (incorporating
request for loan of £6666 13s.4d.
	 £666 L3s.4d. of old
Jour.III t.114v. 24 March 1442 Co.Co. tallies) (for guarding
agree to loan of £1333 6s.8d. cash &
	 the seas)
£666 13s.4d. in old tallies from
Mayoralty of Wotton (i.e. no.29) on
condition of security for repayment
on authority of Pm. from next 15th
& 10th. Co.Co. also require security
for repayment of Ipswich wool subsddy
tallies worth £333 6s.8d. (no.38),
Jour.III f.114v. Money to be raised
in wards & no-one to pay more than
6a.8d, Jour.III f.114v. 29 March 1442
precept for levying money, to be
collected by 9 April 1442, Jour.III
f.116. Assessment Jour.III f.1].5v.
12 April 1442 3 Aid, appointed to
examine security offered by King,
Jour.III f,90. 25 May 1442, Aid, to
raise £353 which was lacking from loan
to King in order to obtain security
for the £1000 already lent & for the
Ipswich tallies, Jour.III f.l35v.
1 June 1442 Aid, seal obligations to
lend £3000 to King, Jour.III f.136v.
5 June 1442 list of 24 £20 obligations
from Aid, (total £480) Jour,III f,137,
Aid, appear finally to have lent £353 ].4s.
Jour,III f.116v.*
28 March 1442	 (i) 14 April 1442 repaid by assignment
(L894 16s.ld.) £403/745.
(ii) 14 April 1442 tallies on 10th & 15th
totalling £1894 16s.]3d. cashed., E401/
778. (List of 6 tallies offered to
London which total £2000, to cover
£1333 6s.8d, cash loan & £666 13s.4d.
in old tallies from no.29 are listed
in Jour,III f.l]6v. These are not
exactly the same as the Excbeq.list)
(iii) Dec. 1443 list of London loans to
King, against this cash loan of
£1333 6s,8d, is note that it has been
repaid, Jour.III f.114v.
(iv) 2 March 1444 new loan to King
comprising the remaining £666 l3s.4d.
in tallies, see no.45.
(v) 28 Nov.1444 1 tally for £29 3s.3d.
converted into fict.loan, repaid cash,
£4011788 and E403f755.
* In this loan the City lent the King £1333 6s,8d. and £666 13s,4d, in old tallies from loan no.29 on condition that the King
provided good security as well as a new assignment for the Ipswich wool tallies (see loan no.38). The City had some difficulty
in raising the full £1333 6a.8d. although the sum by which it fell short of this amount differs in the Exchequer and civic
recoras, UnJ.y men the ruLL sum was paid could the citizens obtain a new assignment for the Ipswich tallies. This they
finally achieved 11. June 1442, see loan no • 38.
42. 26 July 1442 letter from King & town
	
£666 13s.4d. (for relief
of Bayonne, also embassy from King,
merchants summoned to lend to King,
Jour.III f.142v. 27 July 1442 Co.Co.
agrees to lend King £666 13s.4d.
Jour,III f143. Assessment Jour.III
f.143v. Money to be raised in wards &
assessed by 4 men in each ward. No-one
to pay if assessed at less than 3s.4d.
Others to pay for them. 2 Aid. & 4
Commoners appointed as receivers,
Jour.III f.143.
of Duchy of Guienne)
43. 24 Aug. 1442 Council decided to send 	 £1333 6s.Sd. (for the
letter to London asking for loan, P.PC. relief of Bayonne &
V, p.202. 27 Aug. 1442 King asked for 	 defence of Duchy of
£6666 l3s.4d. for relief Bayonne. This Aquitaine)
refused, Jour.III f.150. 29 Aug. 1442
Co.Co. agreed to loan of £1333 6s.8d.
for Aquitaine, Jour.III f.150. To be
raised in wards, Jour.,III f.150.
(ov
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount
	
Recorded at the	 Repayment
Exchequer
18 July 1442
	 See loan no. 43.
E401/778	 31 July 1442 King granted Mr. Richard
Morgan £40 from the ready money lent
by London for Guienne, £4041581183.
30 Nov. 1442
	
(i) 2 Nov. 1442 warrant to Treas. to make
£4011780	 assignment to London for loan £2000 (i.e.
loans nos.42 & 43) which was made through
royal commissioners 1
 on 10th & 15th
E 404/59/92.
(ii) 1 Dec. 1442 repaid by assignment,
£4031747.
(iii) 1. Dec. 1442 tallies for £2000 on
10th & 15th cashed, £4011780. These
tallies listed as in Excheq. Jour.flI
f.156.
(iv) Dec.1443, £333 6s.8d. collected by
London, Jour.V f.227-28v.
Cv) 23 March 1444 Chamberlain handed to
Mayor & Aid. 6 tallies for £1000 on half
(10th or 15th?), Jour.IV f.20v. (prob.
this loan.
(vi) April/May 1444 £766 6s.2d. collected
by London, Jour.V f.227-28v.
(vii) between 20 July 1444 & March 1450
£102 14s.3d. collected by Win. Chedworth,
Controller for London, Jour.V f.227-28v.
(viii)March 1450 £130 19s,6d. still unpaid
Jour. V. 22-vNo fur er e us about loan no.42. For
later history of vi,vii,viii see loan no
Negotiations and raising of loan Amount Recorded at the
Exchequer Pa.vment
£1323 6s.8d. GIFI'
(? bribe for new London
charter, see Chapter IV)
£666 13s.4d. (500 cash &
£166 13a.4d. in tallies)
(for Earl of Suffolk's
journey for King's
marriage)
7 June 1443
E4011781
22 Feb. 1444
(9;333 6s.8d.)
£4011784
25 May 1444
(333 6s,8d.)
5401/786
£1766 6s.2d. (original
offer of £2000 to include
£233 l3s.9d. in old
tallies) (for fetching home
the Queen and making peace
between &igland and France)
(It appears that
since the Excheq.
had no hope of
making an assign-
ment to repay
this loan, it
was not even
acknowledged as
received on the
Receipt Roll)
44. Assessment for this,
lour.III f.155v.
45. 2 March 1444 Co.Co, decide to lend
King £500 cash & £166 13s.4d. in
tallies in possession Feldyng &
Derby which were royal repayments
of part of original loan of
£666 L3s.4d., (see loan no.29
incorporated into loan no.41),
Jour.IV f.l8v, 23 March 1442 receivers
appointment for repayinent, Jour. IV
f.20v.
46. 14 July 1444 Suffolk to City to ask
for loan, Jour.IV f.33v. 15 July 1444
Co.Co. agreed to lend £666 13s.4d. on
provision of suff.security. This sum
was not accepted (note in margin)
Jour.IV f.34). 17 July 1444 this
Je c4we.iA h. Ckp".sJJ,'
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(1) (11 March 1444 all Issue rolls deficient)
(ii) 11 March 1444 1 tally for £333 6s.8d.
on London wool subsidy cashed, £4011784.
(iii) 23 March 1444 1 tally on London wool
subsidy for £333 6s.8d. delivered to
Chamberlain, Jour.IV f.20v.
(iv) 26 May 1444 £333 6s.8d. repaid by
assignment, E403/754.
(v) 28 May 1444 tallies for £333 6s.8d.
on wine subsidy of London & Sandwich
cashed, £4011786.
(vi) 27 Feb. 1448 money still unpaid from
this loan, Jour.IV f.209.
(vii) March 1450 3 tallies on wool & wine
customs London & Sandwich still unpaid,
totalling £686 l3s.4d., in hands of
Chamberlain, Jour.V f.227-28v.
(i) 21 Aug. 1444 Aid, ask for written
promise from Treas. or Receivers or Keeper
of Wardrobe for repayment of £2000 from
next Pm. subsidy. Money was not to be
handed over without this written promise,
JT see (iv), Jour.IV f.39.
(ii) 8 Feb. 1447 to be enquiry into all
loans made to King, Jour.IV f.].62v,
(iii) 17 June 1447, Mayor & Aid, decide to
suspend efforts to get repayment of royal
loans for certain reasons, Jour,IV f,181v.
(iv) March 1450, there had been no assign-
ment for repayment of this loan only a
'b*ll of the hands of Poutrell, made after
the use of the King's receipt of the
receiving to the behove of the King' for
£1768 68,21d., Jour.V f.227.
£1000 GIF1'
£100
47. 26 Aug. 1444 Co.Co, request delay
when asked for £1333 6s.8d. for gift
to King & civic welcome, Jour.IV
f.39v. 27 Aug.1444 Co.Co. decided
King to have gift £1000; also vote
£333 6s.8d. for decoration of City
(see chapter VIII), Jour.IV f.40.
11 Nov.1444 Co,Co. reaffirm decision
of 27 Aug. Jour.IV f.49v. For
details of raising this money see
Chapter VIII.
48. 28 Aug. 1445 Mayor & Aid, decided
to lend on provision of suff.
security for repayment by June/
Aug.1446, Jour.IV f.91v. Mayor &
Gedney each provide £10 & other
Aid. £5 each, Jour,IV f96v,
7 Feb.1447. Chamberlain to render
separate account for expenses of
Queen's arrival, Jour,IV f162.
23 Sept. 1445 18 Aid, who contributed
to be repaid by June/August 1446 on
security of Mr. . Cliff, Jour.IV f.96v.
13 Oct. 1446 note in margin that Simon
Eyre (Mayor 1445-6) had received £71 lOs.
from Coils. 10th in archdeaconries of
Suffolk & Sudbury, Jour.IV f.98v.
Cd;P
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount
	
Recorded at the
	
Repayment
Exchequer
49,*9 July 1446 Co.Co. asked for delay 	 £1333 6s.8d. (for making
in replying to royal request for 	 final peace with France)
loan of £666 13s.4d, Jour,IV Z132.
12 July 1446 Co.Co. agree to loan of
£1333 6s.8d. but no precept for
raising this money to be sent out until
suff.security offered for this &
earlier loans, Jour.IV f.132v.
* It is possible that this loan was never made although its absence from the Receipt Roll indicates nothing,
ef, loan no.48.
50.*2 Sept.1449 Co.Co.agreed to lend
£666 ]3s.4d. on provision of suff.
security, Jour,V f.14. 6 Oct.1449
Cmnon Clerk to write precept for
levying sum, Jour.V f.16.
Assessment, JourV f.].?v. To be
raised in wards & no-one to pay
if assessed at less than 3s.4d.
Jour.V f,14.
£666 L3s.4d.
I
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount	 Recorded at the
	
Repayment
cchequer
16 Oct. 1449	 (i) 28 Oct.1449 repaid by assignment
E401/813	 E4o3r777.
(ii) 28 Oct.1449 5 tallies on 15th cashed
E401/813.
(iii) Oct.1449 Co.Co. decide that 5 tallies
payable 1451 to be handed to Young &
Edward receivers appointed by Co.Co. for
safe-keeping, Jour.V f.18.
(iv) c,].450 Mayor orders 5 tallies to be
delivered to Chamberlain, Jour.V f.18.
(v) March 1450 5 tallies still in hands of
Chamberlain, Jour.V f.227-28v.
(vi) 20 Nov.]451 Chamberlain delivered
tallies to Qlls. of 15th. in London (only
1 for £140 drawn on them), JourV f. 18.
51. Oct./Nov. 1449 list of contributions £192 158.4th GIFT? 	 Money repaid to individuals because town
from individual Londoners, Jour.V	 (for relief of Rouen)	 fell before help could be sent, Jr.V
f.20-24v.	 f • 24v.
c.350 GIYP (for defence
of Calais)
Nov.1449 Co.Co, agreed to gift
for King of 15th, Jour.V f.26v.
22 Dec.1449 CoCo. decided this
sum to be levied, Jour.V f.27.
4 March 1450 each Aid, to bring in
his ward' a assessment by 14 March if
he had not already done so, Jour.V
f.31v.
* 27 Feb. 1448 Co.Co. considered lending money to King but did not do so since money was still owing from loan no.29
incorporated into loans nos.41 and 45), Jour.IV f.209. Between February and June 1447 there had been an enquiry into
all loans made to the King, Jour.IV f.162v., l8lv.
+ This gift may have been paid directly to Calais. In the Grocers' accounts for Nov.1448-Aug.1450 the Company collected
£40 120.lOd. 'for soldiers going to calais'. In the accounts for Aug.1450-Aug.1451 the Company paid lOs. for a subsidy
to the King and 25s.8d. to an'ixnposition', These sums may apply to nos.52, 53, 54 or 55, Kingdon, Grocers' Accounts,
pp. 301, 313, 314.
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount	 Recorded at the	 Reraynient
	 (D
Exchequer
£1333 6s.8d, (for the
defence of calais, the
sea & the kingdom)
Unknown (for Lord Rivera'
expedition to Aquitaine)
53. 31 July 1450 Co.Co. agreed to loan
of £1333 6s.8d. on provision of
suff.security. Co.Co. demand security
from 4 Coils. (Walter Lucy, James
Strangeways, Thomas Tyrell, Richard
Wailer) appointed to collect
subsidy granted to King in last Pm.
Co.Co. ask for written obligation to
3 Aid. Jour.V 1,43. Money to be
raised as no.50. Collectors appointed,
Jour.V 1.43. 1 Aug.1450 money to be
collected by 10 Aug,Aug. Jour.V f.44.
Assessment Jour.V 1.44. 12 Aug.1450
Lucy & other Coils, gave written
security for repayment from first
money coming to them. This attested
by Aid. Jour.V f.43v.
54. 10 Sept.1450, Co.Co. asked to lend a
notable sum for the defence of
Aquitaine. Refused on grounds of
insufficiency, Jour.V f.45v.
20 March 1451 King asked for loan of
£8000, Co.Co. 'respons eat.,.' King
offers security of massa plate &
jewels. London to be given Pm.
authority to sell these if not repaid
on time. Plate engraved with royal
arms, Jour.V 1.55. 22 March 1451
matter again disnussed, Jour.V 1.55.
2 Oct.1450 Co.Co. deputation sent to
Council to obtain repayment of debts,
Jour.V f,47v. Decided that all tallies,
securities & bills which %n. Chedworth,
Controller, had received should be given
to Chamberlain & all future tallies etc.
to be in his posses*ion. 23 Oct. 1450
deputation to Council to obtain repayment
of £1333 6s.8d. lent to King for which
Wailer &Beaufitz (Coll.subsidy Middx)
provided obligations in writing. Deputa-
tion to obtain better security, Jour.V
f.49. 11 June 1451 2 obligations of
Beaufitz & Wailer to Thomas Catworth
(acting Mayor July/Aug.1450) for
£1333 6s,8d, to be returned to Wailer,
Jour.V 1,57.
Puount
	
Recorded at the
	 payinent
Exchequer
c.10O0 GIYr
(for the defence of Calais)
£1333 6s.8d. GIFT
I.(for Earl of Shresbury
in Aquitaine)
31 Jan. 1453
E401/829.
Negotiations and raising of loan
55. 15 July 1451 letter from Calais
read & help granted, Jour.V f.58v.
15 July 1451 money to be collected
as i 15th. Foreigners to contribute.
Money to be collected by 19 July &
committee of receivers chosen.
Captain appointed & mercenaries
organised, Jour.V f.58v., 59.
Assessment Jour,V f,591*
56. 7 Jan.l452 Co.Co. granted help to
King for royal expedition, Jour.V
f.69. 12 Jan,3.452 Aid, decided that
richer wards should help the poorer,
in spite of some opposition to this,
Jour,V f.69,
57. 2 Dec.1452 Co.Co, decided to give
£1333 6s.8d. on seeing copy of letter
written to King from Earl of Shrews-
bury, Jour.V f.94v. U. Jan.1453 4
Coils, appointed, Jour.V f.95v-96.
Assessment Jour.V f.95v.-96. 16 Jan.
1453 letter of Earl of Shrtbury to
Mayor, Aid. & citizens read out in
Co.Co. Jour.V f.lOOv.+
Unknown (for royal
expedition)
* 4/5 Aug.145]. Letters Patent appointing commissioners to take muster of men provided by Mayor and Commonalty of
London for the defence of Calais, C.P.R,l446-52, p.480.
+ T.C.D. Ms.E.5.lO records that after Chrisbnas 1452 the King collected much money from the cities and towns of the whole
kingdom and even from Abbeys and London gave him 2000m. Jour. 	 f.l73v. 1452-3, the Cutlers paid 2s.8d. 'for the gift'
of £2000 (?)' Cutlers' Accounts, Roll no.6.
(M
Negotiations and raising of loan
	 Amount
	
Recorded at the	 Repayment
Exchequer
£333 6s.8d. (for defence
of Aquitaine)
£300 (for guarding seas)
58, 1 March 1453 Mayor & Aid, agreed
to lend to King. 2A]d. appointed
to assess each Ald.'s contribution,
Jour.V (.105. 5 March 1453 letter
from King read in Co.Co. asking for
loan for expedition to be sent to
Aquitaine. Reply? Jour.V f.lOSv.
59+5 June 1454 Ald,decided to hold
Co.Co. on 7 June to discuss £300
loan to be made to King on authority
of Pm. (Li. V pp.245-46) Jour.V.
(.170. 7 June 1454 Co Co. agreed to
loan. No-one assessed at lese than 6d.
to contribute. 4 Coils, appointed,
Jour.V (.171. Assessment Jour.V (.174.
(i) 8 March 1453 Mayor & Aid, demand that
John Wode, UnderTreasurer* & others
(listed) should give written obligation
for repayment by 8 Aug. 1453, to Feldyng
(Mayor) and Thomas Bylling (Recorder)
Jour.V (.105.
(ii) 20 March 1454 £15 14s.4d. collected
from foreigners for King, which was
assigned by King to Mayor & Aid, in
repayment of their loan to be brought
into Court by Coils. Jour.V f.154.
16 Dec.1454 Richard Spicer, Common Clerk,
delivered to Conunon Serjeant a tally for
£300 on Joynour & Beaufitz, Coils of
London customs, together with a commission
for this sum, Jour.V f.212v.
* Treasurer's Clerk in Receipt of Exchequer, A. Steel, The Receipt of the Exchequer 1377-1485 (Cambridge 1954) p.335n.
+ The King had made several requests for loans before this date, 2 May 1453, King requested loan for Calais which was refused,
Jour.V (.110; 16 July 1453 King requested loan of £10,000 for Duchy of Aquitaine and Earl of Sbrewsbury. Co.Co. delayed giving
reply on grounds that there were too few of them present, no reply recorded, Jour.V f.l].5; 1 August 1453 Co,Co. refused to make
loan to King on grounds of insufficiency, Jou.r.V f.116v.; 8 August 1453 Co,Co, refused to make loan of 4000 in, to King on same
grounds, JourV f.117, see P.P.C. VI pp.152-58; 7 December 1453 Co.Co. decided not to send help to Calais on grounds of
insufficiency, Jour.V f.136; 18 April 1454, no outcome recorded of Co.Co. discussion of Lords request for loan of £2000
to King for the defence of Calais, Jour.V (.161.
Negotiations and raising of loan
	 Amount
	
Recorded at the	 Repayment
	 (Q2
Exchequer
60.*31 Aug.1457 news of French invasion, c.2O00 GIyr (to provide
Jour.VI f.173v. 1 Sept.1457 money to against invasion since
be quickly raised, Jour.VI f.l74v.
	 French had taken Sandwich)
2 Sept.1457 money to be collected in
wards by 3 l5ths. Jour.VI f.175v.
Assessment Jour.VI f.175. 3 Sept.
1457 letter to King about equipping
ships & 2000 men, L.LK. p.382.
5 Sept.1457 royal commission to Mayor
Aid. Sheriffs & Co.Co. to muster men
at their own expense, C.P.R.1452-61,
p.405, 7 Sept.1457 list of ships pressed
into service, Jour.VI f.176v. 24 Sept.
1457 money to be paid to men as soon as
possible. Lord Fauconbridge appointed
Captain, Jour.VI f.178+. 27 Sept.1457
London to take securities from
mercenaries, Jour.VI f.179.
61. 13 Oct.1459 Co.Co, agreed to gift for £666 13s.4d. GIFT (to relieve
King. Tb be levied by 15th and help 	 King's need after recent
from Chamber, Jour.VI 1.163,11	 disturbances)
By 7 Oct.1457 expedition returned &
masters of ships rewarded, Jour.VI f.180.
* 17 July 1454 King asked CoCa, for loan of £3000 on security of 10th. Since Duke of York had refused to be Captain of Calais
unless he had sufficient money, Jour.V 1.178; 7, 8 August 1454 matter discussed by Co.Co. Jour.V 1.183; 9 AugUst 1454 loan
finally refused, Jour.V f,184. 13 May 1455 London refused royal request for loan for Calais, Jour.V 1.242.
+ 1 August 1458 warrant to Treasurer to repay John, Earl of Shrewsbury, £66 13s.4d. which he advanced to Lord Fauconbridge with
which to buy artillery etc. when he commanded the soldiers provided by London, E404t71(2)179.
,- The Cutlers' Company paid 5d. for their ball towards the 15th of bOOm, in 1459-60, Cutlers' Accounts, Roll no.10.
Unknown (for relief
of Calais & defence
of realm)
£33 6s.8d. GIFT
(for wages of soldiers
going with Earl of
Wiltshire to Sandwich)
Negotiations and raising of loan	 Amount
	
Recorded at the	 Repayment
Exchequer
62. 8 Nov.1459 Co.Co. grant loan on provision
of suff.security, Jour.VI f.l66v.
19 Nov. 1459 individual Londoners advance
sums of money Jour.VI f.168v. 20 Nov.1459
Roger nery objects, Jour.VI f.169v.
5 Dec.1459 Colls.appointed to victual
ships, Jour.VI f.223.
63. 14 Jan,1460 royal commission to Mayor,
Aid. & Sheriffs to raise force to oppose
Duke of York and late Eañs of Warwick &
Rutland, Jour.VI f.224v. 18 Jan.1460
Mayor, Aid. & Sheriffs agreed to gift of
£33 6s.Sd., Jour.VI f.225v. 2 Feb.1460
King thanked London for help & promised
no breach of privileges & help against
the London curates, Jour.VI f.196v.
LB.K. p.402-3.
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